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INTRODUCTION

Surrealist Women and Their Challenge
Knock hard. Life is deaf.
-Mimi Parent

Although the first women of surrealism have been almost entirely overlooked
in the historical and critical literature, clearly they were a bold, imaginative,
and remarkable lot. Even before surrealism's first Manifesto appeared in Paris
in 1 924, women were active in the movement, and they have been expanding
and illuminating its universe ever since . 1 In all the arts and major genres o f
writing, women helped develop surrealism's radical poetic/critical outlook and
thus helped make it what it was and is. To ignore their contributions is to ig
nore some of the best of surrealism.
This book seeks to bring to light as much as possible the quality, range,
diversity, and vitality of women participants in the international Surrealist
Movement. Although the contributions of women have been acknowledged
and in some cases celebrated within the movement itself, they are hardly
known outside it. In the United States, the few books devoted to the topic of
women and surrealism are narrowly concerned with a dozen or so "stars"
mostly painters and photographers whose work has finally, and most often
posthumously, attained some standing in the art market.2 As a result, women
surrealists whose principal vehicle of expression is the written word have been
especially neglected. This neglect, in turn, has perpetuated old stereotypes
and other misapprehensions of the surrealist project. Generalizations about
surrealism based entirely on painters are bound to be misleading, because
surrealism has never been primarily a movement of painters. Indeed, if the
evidence of surrealism's numerous women poets and thinkers has been sup
pressed, how could the prevailing conceptions of surrealism be anything but
false?
I hope that this gathering of poems, automatic texts, dreams, tales, theo
retical articles, declarations, polemics, games, and responses to inquiries will
help correct this distortion by revealing some of the many ways in which

Surrealist Women
women have enriched surrealism as a ferment of ideas, an imaginative stimu
lus, a liberating critical force, and a practical inspiration to poetic, moral, and
political insurgency.
Unlike most twentieth-century cultural and political currents, the Surrealist
Movement has always opposed overt as well as de facto segregation along ra
cial, ethnic, or gender lines. From the very first issue of La Revolution surrialiste,
movement publications have featured writings by women alongside those of
their male comrades. Works by women artists were regularly included in sur
realist exhibitions. As one perceptive commentator has pointed out, "No com
parable movement outside specifically feminist organizations has had such a
high proportion of active women participants" ( Short 1 980, 56).3 Moreover,
until very recently most of the literature on women surrealists was written by
other surrealists, male and female. I f these women remain little known to the
larger reading public it is because critics and scholars have been shirking their
responsibilities.
Rebelling against the exclusion of women from patriarchal institutions, in
cluding art and the recounting of intellectual history, the women's liberation
movement of the sixties and early seventies stimulated wider interest in the
women of surrealism.4 More recently, in the absence of mass-based radical so
cial movements and in keeping with the rightward trend in U.S. and interna
tional politics, the focus on individual women artists has sometimes taken a
conservative or reactionary turn. Certain critics and curators have attempted
to isolate women surrealists from the Surrealist Movement as a whole, not only
by reducing their work to the traditional aesthetic frameworks that surrealists
have always resisted but worse yet by relegating them to a subbasement of the
art world known as "Women's Art." Ironically, the old (mostly male) critics who
ignored or minimized women in their studies of surrealism are not that differ
ent from these newer (often female) critics who ignore or minimize surrealism
itself in their studies of women who took part in it. Each of these one-sided and
erroneous views reinforces the other, and both prop up the insidious fiction
that surrealism is yet another "Men Only" movement. Those who perpetuate
such misunderstandings are missing much of what is most unique and momen
tous in surrealism.
Women who never renounced their youthful commitment to surrealist
egalitarianism-Meret Oppenheim, Toyen , Anne Ethuin, and others-have
strongly opposed this tendency toward segregation and have expressly refused
to take part in books or exhibitions that sanction it. As Ethuin has written, de
clining to contribute to one such "No Men Allowed" collection, "I'm sorry, but
not being a Moslem I have no taste for harems. Moreover, I have never thought
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that art and poetry could have a sex. On days when I feel the urge to write or
create images, I do not decide before I begin that I am going to make 'a
woman's work.' I have lived and worked for forty-seven years in a perfectly
mixed milieu and I have no intention of changing now." 5
The orientation of the present anthology has nothing in common with the
divisive agendas that Ethuin rejects. My aim here has not been to separate the
sexes or to exclude men, but rather to include more women than have ever
been included before in an anthology of surrealism. The fact is, apart from the
rare anthologies issued by the surrealists themselves, women have almost al
ways been left out.6 Well over two-thirds of the women included here have
never been represented in any anthology; many of these writings have never
been reprinted since their original publication. In all but a few of the hundreds
of works on surrealism in English, women surrealists are barely even men
tioned.7 The exclusion of women from the existing compilations warrants
indeed, compels, i f only for the sake of historical accuracy-an attempt to re
store balance by emphasizing what so many others have denied.
It is essential, moreover, that the recovery of surrealism's lost voices not do
violence to the ideas and i nspirations that motivated them. Unfortunately, the
few books that do acknowledge, to some extent, women's activity in surrealism
tend to be less than scrupulous in their accounts of surrealism as a body o f
thought a n d a n organized movement. M y intention in putting together this
mass of heretofore inaccessible material has not been to project fashionable
new theories, much less to subject the recent literature on surrealism to a de
tailed critique, but simply to try to learn what the many women involved in
surrealism have had to say for themselves.
What is different about this anthology is that here, for the first time, an un
precedentedly large number of surrealist women are allowed to speak in their
own voices and in a specifically surrealist context-which is, after all, the con
text they chose for themselves. This anthology is thus the opposite of isola
tionist, for its guiding purpose is rather one of reintegration. By making these
writings available at last, I hope to make it impossible-or at least inexcus
able-for students of surrealism to continue to ignore them. I want first of all
to call attention to an impressive number of important surrealist writers who
for various reasons have not received the attention they deserve. The fact that
they happen to be women helps explain why they have been ignored outside
the movement, just as it also affects what surrealism has meant to them. I try
to show not only what they took from surrealism but also what they gave to
it; how they developed it, used it for their own purposes, played with it,
strengthened it, and endowed it with a universality it could not have attained
without them.
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This anthology is arranged chronologically in six sections, covering ( 1 ) surre
alism's beginni ngs as an organized movement, 1 924- 1 929; (2) its rapid inter
nationalization, 1 930- 1 9 3 9; ( 3 ) its further internationalization, despite severe
handicaps, during World War I I , 1 940- 1 945; (4) its postwar regroupment and
survival as a radical "underground" during the Cold War, 1 946- 1 959; (5) its
worldwide resurgence, starting in the early 1 960s; and (6) surrealism today.
Each section includes a short introduction tracing the history of surrealism in
that period, focused on the evolving role of women in the movement. Each in
dividual represented in the book is in turn introduced by a brief biobiblio
graphical headnote.
With this general introduction, I first attempt to provide some necessary
background, beginning with a summary of surrealism's basic aspirations and
principles-a summary which I hope will help clear up widespread misper
ceptions. Next, I set forth the criteria used in preparing this anthology, ex
plaining who is included in it and why, as well as why others have not been
included. A survey of surrealism's precursors-concentrating on women, who
as usual have been slighted in the critical literature-is followed by a brief
examination of the sexual politics of the first, largely male generation of sur
realists in Paris in the 1 920s. Finally, after considering some of the many
ways in which the recovery of surrealism's lost voices profoundly challenges
the "conventional wisdom" about surrealism-especially in the United States,
where uncomprehending hostility to the movement has been entrenched for
so long8-I conclude with some observations on the contemporary signifi
cance of these writings.

SURREALISM: WHAT IT IS AND WHAT IT IS NOT
Can one explain the magic of life to someone who cannot perceive it in
the smallest everyday things?
-Rosa Luxemburg
All through this book women speak of surrealism in vibrant images: as natural
process, great bear skin, voyage, tightrope of our hope, potlatch, and festival.
Surrealism has never let itself be locked up in the dungeons of narrow defini
tion. It has neither dogma nor catechism. Before one can grasp what is at stake
in surrealism, one must first perceive that the many cages in which journalists,
critics, and its other enemies keep trying to confine it are in fact empty and
that surrealism is elsewhere.
To start at the beginning, with what is perhaps the single most common
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misperception, surrealism most emphatically does not signify unreality, or a de
nial of the real, or a "refusal to accept reality." It insists, rather, on more reality,
a higher reality. Heirs to a profoundly radical poetic countertradition that
includes the French-language writers Lautreamont, Alfred Jarry, and Jacques
Vache (none of whom, by the way, were widely read in the early 1 920s) , sur
realists were also among the first in France to welcome the liberating signifi
cance of Freud's theories. These two distinct inspirations-poetry and psy
choanalytic theory-came together when Andre Breton and his comrades
(several of them medical students, as he was) attempted to draw conclusions
from their revelatory experiences with automatic writing and hypnotic trance
speaking, experiences that called established notions of "reality" into question.
Surrealism begins with the recognition that the real (the real real, one might
say, as opposed to the fragmented, one-dimensional pseudo-real upheld by
narrow realisms and rationalisms) includes many diverse elements that are or
dinarily repressed or suppressed in exploitative, inegalitarian societies. Based
on the dialectical resolution of the contradiction between conscious and un
conscious, surrealism indicates a higher, open, and dynamic consciousness,
from which no aspect of the real is rejected. Far from being a form of irra
tionalist escapism, surrealism is an immeasurably expanded awareness.9
The social diffusion of this radical awareness is what the first surrealists
called the surrealist revolution (which was also the title they gave their jour
nal, La Revolution surrealiste). Their chosen method for its realization was the
affirmation of the Marvelous-the production of disquietingly antirational im
ages that disrupt positivist and other restrictive ways of thinking and being,
thereby provoking all who behold them to come to grips with their own
"inner reality" and its relation to the external world.
Affirmation of the Marvelous, which is also the negation of all that ratio
nalizes misery, is the key to all forms of surrealist research, also known as the
"practice of poetry." For surrealists, poetry is always discovery, risk, revelation,
adventure, an activity of the mind, a method of knowledge leading to revolu
tionary solutions to the fundamental problems of life. Poetry is therefore the
opposite of "literature"-a term which, in surrealist discourse, signifies a be
numbing distraction that serves only the needs of repression and conformity.
"It is not the technique of painting that is surrealist," as Joyce Mansour points
out, "it's the painter, and the painter's vision of life." 10 Surrealists have always
been hostile to literary and artistic values-so-called technical mastery, rules
of versification, talent, good taste, aesthetic merit, and all the rest-because
they regard such values as part and parcel of the institutions of unfreedom.
Similarly, they have always rejected what they consider to be the militaris-
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tic label "avant-garde," which critics like to apply to every cultural novelty.
Surrealism is an impassioned revolt against all these deadening secondhand
notions-an insurrection of the imaginary to overthrow all limitations im
posed on the real. As the "integral liberation of poetry," surrealism is also the
i ntegral liberation of life (Breton 1 970, 1 27) .
This surrealist revolution was at first viewed by the surrealists themselves i n
nonpolitical terms, a s a revolution of the spirit o r mind. It took the first Surre
alist Group only a few months, however, to perceive the limits of its original
idealist premises. Politicized by the 1 925 uprising of the Riff tribespeople i n
Morocco, surrealists began t o see that surrealism's revolution requires the rev
olutionary (and material) transformation of society as a whole. Their early
passion for Berkeley and Fichte led to a deeper study of Hegel and eventually
to Marx, Lenin, and Trotsky. The surrealists' approach to Marxism, however,
was always at odds with prevailing orthodoxies. Their reading of Hegel and
Marx was close i n many ways to that of some of the Frankfurt School theorists
(Marcuse, Adorno), and they had a lot in common with such other maverick
Marxists as Walter Benjamin, Raya Dunayevskaya, and C. L. R. James. 1 1
By boldly identifying themselves with the cause of working-class self
emancipation, the surrealists demonstrated their utter scorn for capitalism' s
cultural elitism. They also avoided the trap of "mysticism," another means by
which poets are converted into innocuous comforters of the existing order.
Surrealism's atheistic and materialist conception of poetry vigorously rejects
the consolations of organized religion-that "impoverished magic," as Joyce
Mansour called it-whose ideologies it regards as inherently authoritarian and
imagination-stifling (Breton 1 99 1 , 3 1 0) .
B y freeing "the practice of poetry" from the confines of literature, religion,
and other forms of idealism-that is, from society's received ideas and other
debris of the past-surrealism restored to poetry the prophetic voice that
most of those who called themselves poets had long since renounced in favor
of artifice, mystification, and other literary vanities. All that surrealists have
done in poetry and the arts can be seen as a prophetic warning in regard
to what Breton called the "extreme precariousness" of the human condition
and at the same time an incitement to do something about it. 1 2 In a nutshell,
the surrealist argument goes like this: If civilization persists on its disastrous
path-denying dreams, degrading language, shackli ng love, destroying na
ture, perpetuating racism, glorifying authoritarian institutions ( family, church,
state, patriarchy, military, the so-called free market) , and reducing all that
exists to the status of disposable commodities-then surely devastation is in
store not only for us but for all life on this planet. Effective ways out of the
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dilemma, however, are accessible to all , and they are poetry, freedom, love,
and revolution.
Following Spinoza and the poets, via Freud, the basic principle of surreal
ism's revolutionary ethic is desire. Opposed to all that reinforces what H erbert
Marcuse termed the Performance Principle-the dominant historical form of
the Reality Principle-surrealism is the expansion of life's possibilities in the
service of the Pleasure Principle (Marcuse 1 962, 3 2 ) . 13 Freeing the imagination
is the heart of the process by which everyday life becomes the realization of
poetry itself. To effect this liberation , to overcome the repressive apparatus of
logic, common sense, faith, law, bureaucracy, obedience to authority, mili
tarism, and all closed systems, surrealism has always proceeded by "multiply
ing the ways of reaching the most profound levels of the mental personality"
(Breton 1 978, 1 49 ) . The surrealist revolution draws freely on the most power
ful elixirs in desire's laboratory: mad love, psychic automatism, analogy, chance,
humor, play, games, and all forms of free association.
From its first day surrealism as an organized movement was itself a free as
sociation. A lot of nonsense has been written by crotchety critics about its
splits and "purges," and especially about Breton's so-called "authoritarianism."
Interestingly, such charges have virtually never been made by those who split,
or who are supposed to have been "purged." Indeed, the best refutation of the
myth of surrealist "authoritarianism" is to be found in the reminiscences of
former surrealists who broke with the movement, sometimes bitterly. Nearly
all of them, including the few who remained adversaries of the movement
throughout their later years, convey unmistakably in their memoirs that sur
realism as they lived it and as they left it was fundamentally a free com
munity which practiced collective decision making and encouraged the ac
tive participation of all . 14 One would be hard pressed to name any radical
current of our time that concerned itself more with the mutually conditioning
effects of means and ends, individual and collective, the personal and the
political.
Few poets have demanded so much of poetry-or of themselves. The in
tensity of the surrealist life, its extremism and "fanaticism," seems to have dis
oriented many critics, who prefer poets and artists to be more easygoing and
manipulable. Those who fail to recognize the primacy of revolt in surrealism
will never grasp what the whole adventure is all about. Precisely because sur
realism is playful, poetic, free-spirited-in love with love, dreams, and the
Marvelous, and rich in extravagant antirationality and the most outrageous hu
mor-its support for revolt and revolution has always been unequivocally se
rious, "as serious as pleasure," as Jacques Rigaut once said.
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WHO IS A SURREALIST AND WHO IS NOT? AND WHO CARES?
Over and over again, names, mottoes, watchwords have been turned
inside out, and upside down, and hindside before, and sideways, by
occurrences out of the control of those who used the expressions in
their proper sense; and still, those who sturdily held their ground, and
insisted on being heard, have in the end found that the period of mis
understanding and prejudice has been but the prelude to wider inquiry
and understanding.
-Voltairine de Cleyre
While compiling this book I consulted a vast number of surrealist journals, ex
hibition catalogs, and other publications. Whenever I came across the name of
a woman, I noted it on a file card. According to these cards, some three hun
dred women-at one time or another, to one degree or another-have taken
part in the international Surrealist Movement. This book i ncludes texts by
ninety-seven of them. How did I decide whom to i nclude? This raises more ba
sic questions: Who is a surrealist? Who is not? And who is to say who is and
who is not a surrealist?
Neither silly nor simple, these questions are vital for anyone who wants to
know the truth about surrealism. Critics who attempt to define the movement
in aesthetic or literary terms, as a "style" or a "school," overlook the crucial fact
that surrealism is above all "a community of ethical views," as Toyen put it in a
statement i ncluded in this collection. In the mass media incomprehension of
surrealism goes even further. Especially since the 1 950s the word has suffered
constant misuse at the hands of journalists and others who specialize in de
valuing language. The term surrealism is nearly always applied by news colum
nists and TV commentators in ways that have nothing to do with its original
meaning. Just as anarchism long ago came to be equated with "bombthrowing"
and communism with Stalinism, surrealism has been drained of its significance by
being tossed around as a synonym for the fantastic and bizarre.
No one expects these terms to be used correctly by the ideological enemies
of the "isms" the words represent. But those who want to understand these
movements and the ideas behind them must try to comprehend what their
proponents mean by them. For these and many other reasons, I have preferred
to hold to rigorous criteria when selecting texts. To do less, it seems to me,
would be intellectually dishonest and would make the present book pointless.
Many are the writers who at some point in the course of their careers have
expressed themselves in a surrealist
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ice-to cite only a few examples: the

Brazilian novelist Clarice Lispector, the Cuban folklorist Lydia Cabrera, the
African American writer Zora Neale Hurston, the Argentine poet Maria
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Meleck V ivanco, the English poet Mina Loy, the French-born U.S. eroticist
Anals Nin, and the German-born U . S . Beat poet ruth weiss are all important
writers who in varying degrees have manifested real affinities with surrealism.
But that is not the same as actually participating in the surrealist movement. Because
these writers did not, for whatever reasons, identify themselves with surreal 
ism as a collective effort, and did not take part in surrealism as an organized
activity, their work is not i ncluded in these pages.
In other words, the accent in this anthology is on active participation in surreal
ism as a collective adventure. All the women included here have been co-thinkers
and co-dreamers in surrealism' s revolutionary project. More precisely, for the
purposes of this collection, I define a surrealist as one who
( 1 ) considers herself/himself a surrealist and/or
( 2 ) is recognized as surrealist by surrealists and accepts being so
designated, and
(3) takes part in surrealist activity by
(a) producing work recognized by surrealists as a contribution
to surrealism;
(b) collaborating on surrealist periodicals;
(c) participating in surrealist exhibitions;
(d) publishing under the movement's "Surrealist Editions" imprint;
(e) cosigning surrealist tracts;
( f ) taking part i n Surrealist Group meetings, games, demonstrations,
or other activities; and/or
(g) otherwise publicly identifying herself/himself with the aims,
principles, and activity of the Surrealist Movement.
All of the women represented here meet one or both of the first two
requirements, and at least two of the requirements listed under item three. Of
the more than three hundred women who have participated in the Surrealist
Movement, writers have been a minority. I have tried to include important
texts by as many women as possible, from as many countries as possible. I have
selected texts that seem to me to best reflect each woman's specific contribu
tions to surrealism: as poets, storytellers, theorists, or polemicists. Naturally,
those who have been most prolific as writers, who have been active in the
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movement over a long period, and whose influence on it is most evident are
better represented than those whose participation was fleeting and less pro
ductive. But I have also included writings by many who simply "passed
through" surrealism at one moment or another in their lives. Some of these
"shooting stars" made contributions to the movement out of proportion to the
brevity of their participation in it.

SURREALISM'S PRECURSORS: MALE AND FEMALE
There are few books, which I can read through, without feeling insulted
as a woman . . . .
-Lydia Maria Child
A survey of the recognized precursors of surrealism shows that the very ori
gins o f the movement owe much to the inspiration of women. By precursors
I mean poets, artists, and thinkers recognized by surrealists (not necessarily by
critics) as having prefigured one or more aspects of surrealism. Most of the
better-known precursors were male. Although few would qualify as feminists,
it is i nteresting that many of them expressed what nineteenth-century spokes
persons for women's emancipation called "advanced" views on the matter.
Thus, Irish Gothic novelist Charles Robert Maturin, whose Me/moth the Wanderer
( 1 820) influenced the poet Lautreamont and is often cited by surrealists, some
times sounds like an echo of Mary Wollstonecraft: "Where woman is de
graded, man is a brute . . . . If we make [women] slaves, we are slaves our
selves-we may bind them with chains, but the 'iron enters into our own soul'"
(Maturin 1 8 1 9, 1 82 ) . In 1 87 1 , when the French literary establishment rele
gated women to the kitchen of "light verse," sixteen-year-old Arthur Rimbaud
boldly proclaimed: "When the infinite servitude of woman shall have ended,
when she will be able to live by and for herself . . . she too will be a poet.
Woman will discover the unknown . . . . She will discover strange, unfathom
able things, repulsive, delicious" (Rimbaud 1 957, xxxii-xxxiii).
Nineteenth-century French social reformer Charles Fourier was regarded
by Breton as one of the movement's major forerunners, although his precursor
status was not fully recognized until the 1 940s. This outstanding utopian vi
sionary was also an early femi nist:
Social progress and change in a historical epoch can always be deter
mined by the progress of women toward freedom . . . . Nothing causes
overall social betterment faster than improving the living conditions of
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women . . . The degree of emancipation of women is the natural mea
sure of general emancipation. (Fourier 1 966, 1 3 2 - 1 3 3)
Other precursors of surrealism voiced their doubts and ambivalences on ex
isting gender relations with such provocative candor and i nspiration that the
reader is compelled to see old problems in an entirely different l ight. I f such
writers do not always appear to us to be on the side of women's l iberation, it is
at least noteworthy that feminism's declared enemies have never found their
work serviceable. In the writings of Lautreamont and Vache, for instance, one
may note hints of an ambiguous misogyny. In the work of a very few others
such as Joris-Karl Huysmans and Jarry-the hints are more numerous, with
less ambiguity. However, there is so much else, so much more, in these au
thors, so much that is exalting and revolutionary, that it would be ridiculous to
cast them aside solely because of what may seem to be misogynist passages. In
the particular cases of Lautreamont, Jarry, and Vache, there is also much that
contradicts misogyny, including vigorous challenges to patriarchal preten
sions. In any case, what interested and influenced the surrealists in these au
thors' works was certainly not their misogyny, but their unsettling and eman
cipatory qualities. That they were not free of contradictory elements is to be
expected in the works of writers who so thoroughly explored their own un
conscious and defied the dominant paradigms of their time and place.
Another major precursor of surrealism, Donatien-Alphonse-Frarn;:ois de
Sade, authored what are perhaps the most scandalous writings in the history
of western civilization. For nearly two hundred years his works were banned in
almost every country by the same puritanical censors who banned feminist
and birth control literature. Sade was, in fact, one of the most vigorously anti
authoritarian writers of all time. Moreover, as the poet Guillaume Apollinaire
was the first to point out,
lt is not by chance that the Marquis chose heroines [for his tales]
instead of heroes. Justine is the woman of former times: subjugated,
miserable, and less than human. Juliette, on the contrary, represents
the new woman that he foresaw, a being of whom we still have scarcely
an idea-a woman who, breaking away from mankind, will take wing
and renovate the universe. (Apollinaire 1 909, 1 8)
Yet often, especially in the United States, Sade is superficially dismissed as a
misogynist and even as an apologist, in advance, of Nazi concentration camps.
The latter charge is an especially grotesque slander, for apart from the fact that
Sade himself spent twenty-seven years of his life in prison (always for his
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ideas), it is known that his services as section leader during the French Revo
lution were deemed unacceptable by the Jacobin authorities because of his
consistent opposition to the death penalty.
Sade's works are filled with an abundance of magnificent harangues against
androcentric chauvinism:
We must unquestionably recompense these women whom we have so
cruelly enslaved
0 enchanting sex! You will be free. Why should
.
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the most divine half of humanity be chained up by the other? Break
your chains, nature wishes it. (Sade 1 954, 257)
Significantly, much of the best critical literature on Sade has been written by
women surrealists, notably by Nora Mitrani and Annie Le Brun, coeditor of
Sade's Oeuvres completes and organizer of a major Sade exhibitio n . 1 5 Many other
women surrealists, painters as well as poets, have found in Sade's writings a
profound inspiration, among them Toyen (who illustrated Justine), Mimi Par
ent, Joyce Mansour, Debra Taub, and Belgian painter Jane Graverol . One
might also mention Marie-Louise Berneri and Angela Carter who, although
neither was active in the Surrealist Movement as such, made no secret of their
strong solidarity with it. Berneri recognized Sade as an outstanding utopian
and anarchist thinker and especially praised his insistence that "there could be
no equality as long as people had not thrown off the yoke of religion" (Berneri
1 98 2 , 1 78 ) . Carter's radical feminist reading, The Sadean Woman, contains much
that is debatable but remains of exceptional interest in that it was intended
largely to put certain key ideas of the opus sadicum at the service of the women's
liberation movement ( Carter 1 978 ) .
Surrealism's women precursors, although celebrated a n d cited in writings
by the surrealists themselves, are rarely mentioned in critical studies, and their
influence on the course of the movement appears not to have been examined.
They are, however, sufficiently numerous and diverse to warrant a more de
tailed study. Here I shall simply note a few whose impact has been especially
strong and lasting.
In view of the centrality of the notion of love in surrealism, the fact that
poet Marceline Desbordes-Valmore ( 1 786- 1 859) is cited as "surrealist in love"
in Breton's first Manifesto in 1 924 confers upon her particular importance (Bre
ton 1 967, 27). Interestingly, at that time her literary reputation was at low ebb,
her best work long out of print. It is widely acknowledged that many figures
now recognized as major in the history of poetry and painting were rescued
from oblivion by the surrealists, but the official rehabilitation of Desbordes
Valmore did not get under way until 1 955 with the publication of her selected
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poems as volume 46 in Seghers's prestigious "Poetes d'aujourd'hui" [ Poets of
Today] series-in which, by the way, she was the first woman to be repre
sented (Moulin, ed., 1 955).
Also under the sign of love is the renowned Portuguese nun, Marianna Al
coforado ( 1 642- 1 72 3 ) , the Franciscan author of the passionate letters known
throughout the world as the Letters of a Portuguese Nun, first published anony
mously in 1 669. Admired by the surrealists even before Breton's first Manifesto
appeared, she was given a place of honor in the surrealist "Marseilles Game" in
1 940 (a card game in which the traditional royal face cards are replaced by his
toric or imaginary protosurrealist characters). Alcoforado was also included by
surrealist Benjamin Peret in his Anthology of Sublime Love ( 1 956). "Rarely," wrote
Peret of her letters, "has sublime love been expressed with such intensity"
(Peret 1 956, 1 3 2 ) . Max Ernst did a painting of her, and she figures prominently
in the work of several Portuguese surrealists. 16
Gothic novelist Ann Radcliffe ( 1 764- 1 82 3 ) , author of The Romance of the
Forest ( 1 79 1 ) and The Mysteries of Udolpho ( 1 794), was another favorite. With
Desbordes-Valmore and the Portuguese nun, her name appears in 1 92 3-a
year before the first Surrealist Manifesto

-

in the review Litterature, under the head

ing "ERUTARETTIL" (litterature spelled backward: the surrealists' first declara
tion of their intention to turn literary values around) . 17 Admired by Sade, who
praised the "bizarre flashes" of her "brilliant imagination," Radcliffe was saluted
in turn by Breton in 1 93 2 as "surrealist in landscape." He discussed her work
in more detail in his "Limits Not Frontiers of Surrealism" ( 1 936) as well as in a
lecture on poetry delivered in Haiti ten years later. There are numerous refer
ences to her in other surrealists' writings. 1 8
''There will come a time," wrote surrealist poet Jehan Mayoux, "when the
British empire will be totally forgotten, but people will still be interested in
Emily Bronte" (Mayoux 1 979, 1 76). Very few writers, female or male, have
been esteemed by the surrealists more than Bronte ( 1 8 1 8 - 1 848). "All the sur
realists," according to Luis Bunuel, were "deeply moved" by Wuthering Heights
(Bunuel 1 98 3 , 205) , and there is abundant evidence to corroborate this sweep
ing statement. Andre Thirion specifically recalls Aragon, Artaud, Breton, Cre
ve! , Desnos, Peret, Sadoul , Tzara, Unik, and himself among the admirers of
this wildest of English romantic novels. 19 The Bronte· Sisters, Daughters of Wind is
the title of a 1 930 pamphlet by Creve!, illustrated by Marie Laurenci n . That
same year Bunuel and Unik wrote a screenplay based on Wuthering Heights, a
project that did not bear fruit until 1 95 3 . A suite of Balthus's drawings for
Bronte's classic were featured in the surrealist-oriented review Minotaure in
19 3 5 . Throughout the history of surrealism, "the moral significance o f the
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revolutionary nature of Emily Bronte's imagination and dreams," as Georges
Bataille put it in 1 957, has been a real force (Bataille 1 97 3 , 7). A survey of
Bronte's impact on surrealism could fill an entire volume.
Another permanent presence in the surrealist castle is Helene Smith
(Catherine Elise Muller, 1 8??- 1 929), whose trance-induced global and in
terplanetary travels resulted i n a splendorous profusion of poetic texts, paint
ings, drawings, and calligraphy. Surrealists rejected the other-worldly tenets of
spiritualism, but early on they were deeply i nterested i n all forms of psychic
automatism and found much to admire in the products of Helene Smith's way
ward imagination. Breton cites her repeatedly in major books and articles all
through his life. Hailed as a "celebrated medium, painter and inventor of lan
guages" in the Breton-Eluard Abridged Dictionary of Surrealism ( 1 93 8), she was one
of twelve figures pictured on face cards in the Marseilles card game of 1 940, in
the Knowledge suite, along with Paracelsus and Hegel.20
Harder to assess, for the simple reason that published references are much
rarer, is the influence on surrealism of Maria de Naglowska (ca. 1 8 85-some
time after 1 940) , prolific theorist/practitioner of erotic magic. She is known in
the English-speaking world only as the French translator of the controversial
underground classic of occultism, Magia Sexualis, by the African American "af
fectional alchemist" Paschal Beverly Randolph. 2 1 An extensive literature exists
on the surrealists' early and continuing i nterest in such mages and students of
hermetic sciences as Fabre d'Olivet, Rene Guenon, and the mysterious Ful
canelli, but the Russian-born Naglowska has been overlooked. The neglect o f
her work b y students of surrealism is especially surprising in view of the fact
that she seems to have had personal contact with at least a few surrealists.
Revolutionaries make up yet another category of surrealism's women pre
cursors. One of the movement's most renowned early collective declarations is
an homage to anarchist Germaine Berton, who shot and killed fascist Marius
Plateau in 1 92 3 .22 As the group came to identify itself with the cause of workers'
revolution, the names of revolutionaries such as Marxist Rosa Luxemburg
( 1 87 1 - 1 9 1 9), Bolshevik Nadezhda Krupskaya ( 1 869- 1 9 39), and, somewhat
later, anarchist-Communard Louise Michel ( 1 8 30- 1 905) began to appear i n
surrealist publications.
In the 1 940s surrealism encountered radical femi nism for the first time i n
the work of pioneer socialist-feminist Flora Tristan ( 1 803 - 1 844). With her
unique blend of revolutionary criticism and utopian imagination, underscored
by her impassioned sensitivity to l ife's poetry and magic (she was the com
panion of occultist Eliphas Levi and a good friend of Marceline Desbordes-
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Valmore), Tristan is a "natural" for surrealism. That it took so long for the sur
realists to discover her is a striking indication of the generalized and deeply
ingrained antifeminism of French i ntellectual life. Breton cited Tristan in his
1 945 book, Arcane 1 7 [Arcanum 1 7]-the first surrealist work to take up specifi
cally feminist themes-and in 1 957 he prefaced several of Tristan's previously
unpublished letters for the group's journal, Le Surrealisme, meme [Surrealism, It
self].13 A nearly forgotten name during those Cold War years, Tristan has since
won a measure of the global reputation she deserves. Dominique Desanti,
whose 1 972 Tristan biography was a major factor in this revival, acknowl
edged Breton's writings as the initial source of her i nterest in Tristan (Desanti
1 976, 280).
These are only a few of the women whose works helped shape the destiny
of surrealism over the years.24 Evaluation of their i n fluence, both on the move
ment as a whole and on particular individuals, is a worthy project for the fu
ture. Yet even without such analysis, this much is clear: the male founders of
surrealism readily identified themselves as the intellectual and poetic heirs of a
sizable contingent of women thinkers, dreamers, rebels, innovators, and social
critics. Apart from feminism, is there any other modern movement that boasts
so many women ancestors?
It is difficult to say whether reading works by these or other women pre
cursors led women toward surrealism or how much they may have influenced
later women once they joined the movement. Eileen Agar, one of the few
women participants in surrealism to have published a ful l-length memoir, men
tions such precursors as Blake, Lewis Carroll, Sade, and Lautreamont, but no
women (Agar 1 988) . Leonora Carrington recalls that Ann Radcliffe was among
the authors most admired by Breton and his comrades when she met them in
the mid- 1 9 30s. Curiously, however, she admitted in 1 990 that she herself had
never read any of Radcliffe's works, just as she had never read "so much as a
line" by Radcliffe's early devotee, Sade. 2 5 Emmy Bridgwater readily proclaims
herself "an admirer of Emily Bronte" but seems reluctant to consider her an
"influence," and in fact she is far from sure that this admiration has had any real
connection with her writing or painting.26
On the other hand, one of Dorothea Tanning's paintings is titled "A Mrs
Radcliffe Called Today"; a charming photograph shows Bona de Mandiargues
costumed as the Portuguese nun; and Meret Oppenheim in her later years
dedicated works to such German romantics as Bettina Brentano and Suzanne
Gontard. This, too, is a topic awaiting further study.
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NOTES ON THE SEXUAL POLITICS OF THE FIRST SURREALIST GROUP,
1 92 4 - 1 92 9
I would like my poetry to be read by a fourteen-year-old girl .
-Isidore Ducasse, Comte de Lautreamont
What is known of the attitudes of the first surrealists-the maj ority of whom
were male-toward the "Woman Question," as it was called in those years?
More particularly, how did this male majority relate to the women in the sur
realist milieu?
Most of the first surrealists were young men in their early twenties-a few
still teenagers-who had passed through the horrors of the First World War.
Approximately two and a half million soldiers were killed or maimed in France
alone during the 1 9 1 4- 1 9 1 8 war. Critics often mention the "violence" and
"excesses" o f surrealism's early years, but it is important to keep in sight the
fact that these characteristics were responses to a specific historical situation:
the first world imperialist slaughter and its politically and economically cata
strophic aftermath.
Unless social revolution comes to the rescue, war and postwar chaos lead
inevitably to political reaction, of which m isogyny is a major element. What
is exceptional about the young men who founded surrealism is not that they
occasionally reflected some of the misogynist climate of the postwar years, but
the truly amazing extent to which they avoided and rejected it.
Without precisely being feminists, Andre Breton and his friends were the
irreconcilable enemies of feminism's enemies, and thus in many ways could be
considered femi nism's allies. They concentrated their attacks on the apparatus
of patriarchal oppression: God, church, state, family, capital, fatherland, and
the military. All the ruling male chauvinist obsessions o f the power elite of
those years-productivity, progress, punishment, racial purity, repopulation,
efficiency, nationalism, the conquest of nature, and all the rest-were objects
of the surrealists' derision.
I n matters of gender and sex, as i n everything else, the first surrealist
generation-men and women-were rebels and revolutionaries. The maxim,
"Thought has no sex," set forth by Andre Breton and Paul Eluard in their 1 929
"Notes on Poetry," indicates an affirmation o f women's intellectual equality that
was still rare in France in those years (Breton 1 988 : I, 1 0 1 4) . But Breton's later
watchword, "I wish I could change my sex the way I change my shirt," shows
that the early surrealists' questioning and challenging of gender stereotypes
went much deeper than even the most radical of their contemporaries were
willing to go (Breton 1 937). At a time when Marxist and anarchist organiza-
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tions either downplayed sexuality or ignored it entirely, surrealists carried out
a long series of open group discussions on sexual activity-excerpts of which
appeared in their journal. 27 As these discussions confirm, tolerance of so-called
sexual deviance was much higher in the surrealist milieu than elsewhere. In the
lives and work of several early surrealists-including Marcel Duchamp, Man
Ray, and Claude Cahun-gender ambiguity was a large factor. Several surre
alists engaged in homosexual relations (Rene Creve!, Georges Malkine, and
Claude Cahun openly, Louis Aragon more discreetly, and others, in France and
elsewhere, in later years). Because of its pronounced sexual openness, the Sur
realist Group as a whole was for many years-well into the l 940s-widely ac
cused of being homosexual.28
As males who had no use for any of the proffered models of maleness-sol
dier, politician, cop, gangster, banker, businessman, athlete, bureaucrat, or
boss-the men who founded surrealism could be called traitors to their sex.
Not only did they reject such //masculine prerogatives" as law and order, rea
son and logic, they went so far as to champion their opposites, the so-called
feminine virtues (or vices): intuition, impulsiveness, and "passivity" (as in au
tomatic writing and trance-speaking). These young men made themselves me
diums ("modest recording i nstruments// of the unconscious), a vocation long
associated with women. I n a brilliant manifesto Aragon and Breton hailed
hysteria-a label commonly tossed at women whose emotional upheavals
exceeded the boundaries of bourgeois propriety-as "a supreme means of
expression.11 29
Far from regarding women as biologically "inferior" or "subordinate," these
young admirers of Ann Radcliffe and Emily Bronte tended to recognize them
as teachers, exemplars, and guides. The elusive Nadja provoked, as Pierre
Naville put it, a "collective emotion" throughout the entire Surrealist Group
(Naville 1 977, 357) . Breton's response to the group's 1 929 i nquiry on love con
sisted of a postscript to Suzanne Muzard's statement, declaring his total agree
ment with her views. In later years at least two male surrealists adopted the sur
names of their female companions. 30
For these men, women were not mere objects of male consumption, child
bearing instruments, or status symbols. They recognized women as sources of
revelation, as provokers of wonder, dreams, and freedom: as muses, one might
say, but also as active subjects with their own desires and, above all, as partners
i n life's large and small adventures. The male surrealists' ideal-as was also true
of women in the group-was not marriage and family, but rather free unions
with free spirits. Surrealism has been largely a movement of childless couples
and very small families. At an age when most young males settle into a callous
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cynicism toward women, Breton and his friends exalted reciprocal love and de
nounced the enemies of love.
Their heroines were the French revolution's "first Amazon of Liberty,"
Theroigne de Mericourt, German romantics Bettina von Arnim and Caroline
von Gtinderode, the anarchist assassin Germaine Berton, and flamboyant ac
tresses such as Musidora, Pearl White, Louise Lagrange, Mae Murray, and
Blanche Derval, who played a lesbian drug addict in a play much admired by
Breton.31 Also much admired were the African American nightclub stars
Josephine Baker and Bricktop; the daughter of a noted presurrealist poet,
Divine Saint-Pol-Roux, whose photograph appeared in La Revolution surrealiste,
a seagull perched on her head; and the Jazz Age vaudevillian Sophie Tucker,
whose recordings were favorites at the thriving surrealist commune at 54 Rue
du Chateau.32
Yes, there is a lot o f romanticism i n all this, as they themselves were aware.
(Surrealism, Breton conceded, could be considered the "tail" of romanticism,
but a "strongly prehensile tail" [Breton 1 978, 1 32].) There is also, no doubt, a cer
tain amount of naivete, uncertainty, ambivalence, anxiety in their attitude
and is that so surprising? Challengers of long-established repressive codes are
not l ikely to get everything right on the first try. That which is new and revo
lutionary rarely emerges complete and all at once; it appears first in the trap
pings of the old, which it tosses aside as its self-confidence grows.
As with every current that is alive and in motion, contradictions existed i n
the original Surrealist Group. If women were equals in theory, in practice both
men and women in the group often fell back on habit and custom. Aragon's
glorification of brothels, Eluard's extreme (obviously neurotic) promiscuity,
even Breton's gallantry (kissing women's hands, etc. ) were not, to put it mildly,
much help to the cause of women's emancipation.
A critical and historical approach enables us to perceive the revolutionary
kernel in the sometimes not-so-revolutionary shell. The 1 927 Surrealist Group
declaration, "Hands Off Love!"-written by Aragon-contains formulations
that now appear to us as male chauvinist. 33 Even here, however, in one of the
"low points" in surrealist writing on women, a subversive kernel is evident. I n
a country where marriage a n d childbearing were held t o be women's sole
proper "destiny," the male surrealists boldly refused to reduce women to their
procreative function and unhesitatingly defended birth control and divorce:
essential planks i n every feminist platform. The language of "Hands Off Love!"
may not have been all that a woman of today could hope for, but the gist was
clearly antagonistic to the patriarchal order. Significantly, too, male chauvin
ist rhetoric would never again appear in a Surrealist Group tract.
In other words, surrealism evolved, and as it grew, it left behind some of its
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early rhetoric. The poet who wrote, J/We shall be masters of ourselves, masters
of women, and of love, too," in the Surrealist Manifesto of 1 924, would write
twenty years later, in Arcanum

1 7,

that the time had come "to make the ideas o f

women prevail a t the expense of those o f men," and eventually would identify
surrealism historically as a direct continuation of feminism itself (Breton 1 947,
88). 34 Surely it is not too much to suggest that the i n fluence of women surre
alists was a major factor in this evolution.
Critics who dismiss Breton's celebration of the "child-woman" as restrictive
and sexist unwittingly reveal not only their ignorance of surrealism but also
their own latent fear and hatred of children. From the surrealist point of view,
childhood is not a demeaning category ("It is perhaps childhood," Breton
wrote in the first Manifesto, uthat comes closest to real life" [ Breton 1 967, 40] ) ,
a n d maturity is held t o b e l ittle more than a cheap compromise. Far from be
ing infantilized and helpless, the surrealist child-woman is a proud and defiant
being who refuses to surrender the child's boldness, curiosity, and spirit of ad
venture. Moreover, the child-woman was no figment of Breton's imagination,
but a real phenomenon exemplified in the 1 930s within the Surrealist Move
ment itself by such figures as Meret Oppenheim, Gisele Prassinos, Dora Maar,
and Leonora Carrington-young women in their teens or early twenties who
were admired by surrealists of both sexes for their creative audacity and en
chanting genius (Alexandrian 1 977, 242) .
The child-woman, i n any case, was neither the first n o r the only woman
celebrated by surrealists. In poetry, painting, and polemic they also champi
oned the sorceress, vamp, succubus, temptress, seer, sphinx, wanton, outlaw,
and dozens of other models of unconventional women. Many surrealists have
written sympathetically of androgyny. From Melusine to Milady de Winter to
Musidora, these models provided radical alternatives to the bourgeois/Chris
tian ideal of the good, selfless, husband-worshipping, submissive, ignorant,
fearful, pious, hardworking, obedient wife and mother. 35
Surrealism has never been monolithic; diversity has always been one of its
hallmarks. Sweeping criticism of the movement based on isolated quotations
from the work of any one surrealist-even Andre Breton-is always mislead
i ng, and is especially so when it proves to be the result of a misundertanding.
U nfortunately, snap judgments against surrealism not only have a long history
but frequently become accepted critical platitudes. In her influential and in
many ways admirable book, The Second Sex ( 1 949), Simone de Beauvoir charges
Breton-and by implication the entire surrealist movement-with placing
limits on women by identifying women with poetry. To make such an accusa
tion, however, is to overlook the fact that surrealists regard poetry as limitless.
For surrealists what poetry is and does automatically transcends all literary and
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other conventional boundaries; it is always self-revelation, transformation, the
breaking of chains, the becoming of freedom. At a time when the female popu
lation of France was largely confined to the most stifling roles sanctified by tra
dition, for a group of men to have recognized women as a force for revolution
was itself a revolutionary act.
To have missed this is bad enough. But worse yet, nowhere does Beauvoir
acknowledge the simple truth that surrealism has never been merely a group
of men. Apart from a brief passage referring to Nadja (Beauvoir 1 949, 263),
The Second Sex fails to mention, much less quote, any of the women active i n
surrealism.
The surrealists' revolutionary challenge to dominant gender paradigms de
rived largely from the experience of surrealism itself. As their automatistic ac
tivities, long walks, games, and other forms of surrealist research stimulated
radically new and different conceptions of life and the world, they began
dreaming of radically new and different ways of regarding man/woman rela
tionships. Surrealism inspired men and women to break the chains of tradi
tional notions of gender-to question and supersede the claptrap of "manli
ness" and "femininity." Their aim, implicit i n Breton's Second Manifesto ( 1 929),
was to determine that "point i n the m ind" at which male and female, no less
than "life and death, the real and the imaginary, past and future, the commu
nicable and the incommunicable, the high and the low, cease to be perceived
as contradictions" (Breton 1 978, 1 29).
What l ittle is known of the attitudes, activity, and achievements of the fe
male minority in and around the first Surrealist Group during its formative
years will be discussed in the introduction to the first section of this anthology.
In this overview I have tried to outline the social and sexual context in which
these women and their male friends lived, loved, dreamed, and struggled for
revolution. In considering social movements, it helps to keep a sense of his
torical perspective, to avoid becoming overwhelmed by the anecdotal, and to
not lose sight of the essential. It is well-known that the first Surrealist Group,
like most other groups in those years, was male dominated and by no means
entirely free of sexism. What made surrealism different is that more and more
women kept joining it, expanding it, and changing it, and that the men in it
changed too (or dropped out ) . Surrealism's increasing openness to women's
full participation could not have occurred had the men who founded it been
as hopelessly sexist as they have sometimes been portrayed. Despite their
very real problems, confusions, and mistakes, the first Surrealist Group was
probably the least sexist male-dominated group of its time.
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SURREALISM: A CONTINUING CHALLENGE
I notice that my white page has turned green.
-Toyen
Looking at any phenomenon from a new angle or with a mass of new data at
hand, one tends to question earlier assumptions and conclusions. Challenges
are the essence of surrealism, and this anthology is brimful of them. The reader
should have no trouble discovering stimulating confrontations galore in the
work of every one of the women included in these pages.
Let us consider a few of the challenges posed by the anthology as a whole.
Most obviously, this collection questions the numerous consciously or uncon
sciously sexist authors of volumes on surrealism that ignore women surrealists
entirely. It refutes the unfounded but often repeated assertion that very few
women took part i n the movement and that those who did were somehow rele
gated to the role of "muse." It also defies the elitist narrowness of mainstream
critics whose i nterest in surrealism is restricted to a handful of well-known
figures in the plastic arts and opposes the cranky Francocentric misconception
that surrealism as an exclusively French phenomenon . It refutes the Eurocen 
trism that wants u s t o ignore surrealism i n the Arab world, the African dias
pora, Asia, and the Americas, as well as the notion that surrealism is a static
doctri ne carved in stone in the 1 920s. Instead, it shows us a long history of
struggle, growth, dialectical advances, and renewal . Similarly, it subverts the
madcap periodizations that attempt to assign an "end" to organized surreal
ism-in 1 929, or 1 939, or 1 947, or 1 966, or 1 969, to cite but five of the many
dates that have been proposed with varying degrees of seriousness.
Although this anthology contains only a sampling of the work of women
surrealists, it shows that they have worked wonders in many genres of written
expression. Surrealism in poetry would be much poorer without the radiant
voices of Valentine Penrose, Joyce Mansour, Meret Oppenheim, Alice Rahon,
Mary Low, Luiza Neto Jorge, Isabel Meyrelles, Marianne van Hirtum, Gio
vanna, Carmen Bruna, Jayne Cortez, Nancy Joyce Peters, and many others. For
sheer subversive humor, the tales of Gisele Prassinos, Leonora Carrington,
Irene Hamoir, Nelly Kaplan, and Rikki Ducornet have never been surpassed.
Claude Cahun, Nancy Cunard, Grace Pailthorpe, Mary Low, Suzanne Ce
saire, Jacqueline Johnson, Regine Raufast, Jacqueline Senard, Nora Mitrani,
Franc;oise Sullivan, Elisabeth Lenk, Annie Le Brun, Alice Farley, and Haifa Zan
gana expanded surrealist theory and polemic into new realms of i nquiry.
Cahun, Low, Cesaire, Silvia Grenier, and others helped formulate or refine its
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revolutionary politics. Cunard and Cesaire developed surrealism's critique of
racism and related the movement to global Pan-Africanism. lthell Colquhoun,
Frarn;oise Sullivan, Meret Oppenheim, and Alena Nadvornfkova have ex
panded our consciousness of the possibilities of surrealist automatism. Cahun,
Le Brun, Bruna, and Ducornet have brilliantly defended the freedom of the
imagination against ideologists of all persuasions. Mitrani, Kaplan, Mansour,
and Varo added whole new dimensions to erotic literature; Carrington and
Unica Zurn contributed classics to the literature of madness. Prassinos, Car
rington, Deharme, and Sage enriched the difficult art of nonsense. Others
have written illuminating statements on their work as painters, photographers,
sculptors, filmmakers, or dancers. In the library of surrealist proverbs, Ger
trude Pape's "All my names know your leap" is as good as they come. In fields
as diverse as film criticism, anthropology, historiography, biography, travel
ogues, psychology, reportage, sociology, scientific theory, children's stories,
and philosophy, women surrealists have brought their insightful fire.
For most of these women, as for their male companions in the movement,
surrealism entered their lives as a spark that ignited their self-awareness-a
means enabling them to find their true voices and to learn to speak for them
selves. But it should not be forgotten that these women also speak for surrealism.
All that surrealism has been and will be has been shaped in part by their words
and deeds. In the writings of Claude Cahun, Suzanne Cesaire, lkbal El Alailly,
Nora Mitrani , Joyce Mansour, Marianne van Hirtum, Nelly Kaplan, Nancy
Joyce Peters, Haifa Zangana, and many others, our appreciation of surrealism
itself is deepened: of surrealism as collective and individual experience, a body
of ideas, radical critique, poetic praxis, method of research, Judie adventure,
revolutionary project, and way of life. Approaching many widely ignored as
pects of surrealism in new and original ways, and always from within, they rouse
us to perceive what surrealism is all about in new and original ways, so that our
image of surrealism as an activity becomes not only clearer and more coherent
but also more urgent. Here, perhaps, one will find the greatest challenge of all.
The achievements of surrealism's women writers and the challenges they
pose were and are important not only for the Surrealist Movement but for all
genuine seekers of knowledge, inspiration, and a better world. It is striking
how contemporary so many of these writings are-how much they anticipate
present-day radical and cultural preoccupations, how often texts written
thirty, forty, or sixty-five years ago seem to go beyond the limits of current de
bates. Nancy Cunard, for example, unlike many who consider themselves anti
racists today, fearlessly acknowledged the revolutionary implications of the
critique of "whiteness"; far from being merely academic or aesthetic, her pas-
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sion for African art and African American jazz was inseparable from her
practical support to the world movement for Black l iberation. Similarly, the
"gender-bending" texts in these pages convey the message that true sexual
freedom cannot be attained in a society mired in what Marx called the "fe
tishism of commodities." And it is impossible to overlook the radical ecologi
cal sensibility that runs through this book like a pack of wolves. Ecological
concerns engaged the Surrealist Movement as a whole almost from the start;
in surrealism, the adjective wild has always been a term of the highest prestige.
But it is primarily the women in surrealism who stressed these matters, and it
is they who deserve credit for making the ecological critique an integral part
of the surrealist project.
Nature, wildlife, wilderness are constant, compelling themes in the work of
surrealist women. Redefinition of the relation between humankind and other
animals, solidarity with endangered species, a nonexploitative regard for the
planet we live on: these are some of the dreams whose realization they call for.
I n their poetry and other writings as well as in the plastic arts, dance, and film
we see the natural world i n a myriad new lights. Time and again in the texts
that follow, surrealist women voice the latent yearnings of a planet on the
verge of disaster. Agar, Carrington, Cesaire, Johnson, Mitrani, Low, Oppen
heim, Rahon, Senard, and many others are not only manifest forerunners of
deep ecology and ecofeminism but could even be considered exponents of
these currents decades before either had a name. As surrealists, of course, they
avoided the "New Age" techno-mysticism and other ideological fads-not to
mention racism-that mars so much mainstream feminist and ecological liter
ature today. What is most important is that these women found that surrealism
itself embraces feminist as well as ecological concerns. Always implicit i n sur
realist thought, a radical ecological awareness is i ncreasingly explicit in move
ment publications after 1 945.
Meret Oppenheim identified the key methodological principle i n this re
gard when she pointed out in 1 955 that works produced via psychic automa
tism "will always remain alive and will always be revolutionary . . . because they
are in organic liaison with Nature." This is the very basis of surrealism as a rev
olutionary community: the unity of theory and practice at the highest point
of tension of individual and collective creation.
Such a conception of life and the world, defined by audacity and readiness
for change, is the opposite of the dominant ideologies of our time. In these
pages you will find no "postmodern" complacency, no apology for human mis
ery, no blase hopelessness in the face of cataclysm, no confidence in lesser
evils, no scorn for utopia, no cynicism. All here is urgency and expectation,
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and the conviction that a poetics of revolt is the only way that might-just
might-lead us to something at least a little closer to earthly paradise.
By emphasizing the ecological dimension of revolutionary social transfor
mation, women surrealists have given the surrealist notion of a nonrepressive
civilization a far more concrete actuality than it had had before. Not only did
they perceive the links among the emancipation of women, of the working
class, of all humankind, and o f nature-they also comprehended that all these
emancipations are in reality but one. "Here at last," wrote Suzanne Cesaire i n
1 94 1 , referring t o the domain o f the Marvelous, "the world of nature and
things makes direct contact with the human being who is again in the fullest
sense spontaneous and natural. Here at last is the true communion and the true
knowledge, chance mastered and recognized, the mystery now a friend, and
helpful." In the heat of such inspirations, poetic insight points the way to a life
worth living. Cesaire and other women in the movement deserve a large share
of the credit for surrealism becoming in effect a new universal, in the Hegelian
sense: a realizable global vision of marvelous freedom for all.
The women's movement has never demanded too much; too often, alas, it
has settled for much too little, too late. I n no society on Earth are women fully
equal; there is not one in which any of us, woman or man, is truly free. Many
of the early surrealist slogans-such as "Open the Prisons!" and "Disband the
Army!"-seem to me to be just what the women's movement needs today. And
beyond all slogans, isn't it obvious that nothing less than our wildest dreams
will enable women to rise from the depressing depths of the current military
industrial political impasse?
Make no m istake: this is not a time for despair. We can take heart from this
striking coincidence: from exceedingly divergent backgrounds, starting points,
and methods, surrealists and today's most radical feminists and ecologists have
had to confront many of the same problems and enemies, and they share many
of the same goals. As the women's movement enters a new period of radicali 
zation and a new generation rediscovers feminism's visionary, utopian, roman
tic, anarchist, and revolutionary socialist heritage, more and more women will
also discover surrealism.
I like to think that this anthology will help prepare the way for this fortui
tous encounter.

Penelope Rosemont
Chicago, January i 9 9 7
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Notes
1 . Nothing even close to a comprehensive study of women's involvement
in surrealism exists in any language. Useful material may be found in
the La femme surrealiste issue of the French journal Obliques ( 1 977) and the
huge exhibition catalog, La femme et le surrialisme ( 1 987). The standard ref
erence, Dictionnaire General du surrialisme et de ses environs (Biro and Passeron
1 982), profiles less than half of the women included in the present col
lection; however, its entries on individual women remain the best
source of information on the subject.
As the first book on the subject in English, Women Artists of the Surreal
ist Movement (Chadwick 1 985), although limited to women active in
the visual arts before 1 947, is a work of importance and has been very
influential. Its overall assessment of surrealism, however, and especially
of women's participation in the movement, seems to me to be misguided
and inadequate.
2. Chadwick ( 1 985) focuses on twelve women "associated with" surreal
ism, as does Renee Riese Hubert in Magnifying Mirrors: Women, Surrealism
and Partnership ( 1 994). The Surrealism and Women issue of the University
of Iowa journal Dada/Surrealism ( 1 990), features only ten. (This special
issue was later reissued as a book under the same title; see Caws et al.
1 99 1 .)
3 . Even Chadwick conceded that "[N]o group or movement has ever
defined such a revolutionary role for [women]. And no other movement
has had such a large number of active women participants" (Chadwick
1 985, 7) .
4. See, for example, Orenstein 1 973 and Hill et al. 1 974.
5. Anne Ethuin sent me a copy of this letter, which is addressed to Prof.
Georgiana M. Colvile. Ethuin has asked me to specify that her willing
ness to participate in the present anthology is based precisely on her
recognition that the motivation of this project is neither separatist nor
otherwise hostile to surrealism.
6. Anthologies prepared by surrealists or with their close cooperation
include Viteslav Nezval's Surrealismus ( 1 936), featuring work by Claude
Cahun, Gisele Prassinos, Valentine Hugo, Meret Oppenheim, Dora
Maar, Katy King, and Toyen; Herbert Read's Surrealism ( 1 936), with
texts by Gisele Prassinos, Valentine Penrose, and Alice Rahon Paalen
as well as reproductions by Eileen Agar, Valentine Hugo, Meret
Oppenheim, Grace Pailthorpe, and Toyen; the "Surrealist Number"
of View (October/November 1 94 1 ), edited by Nicolas Calas, which fea
tures texts by Suzanne Cesaire and Mary Low as well as reproductions
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by Aube Breton, Leonora Carrington, and Kay Sage; the "Surrealist
Section" of the annual New Road 1 9 4 3 , edited by Toni de! Renzio, with
texts by Leonora Carrington, lthell Colquhoun, and Valentine Penrose;
J. H. Matthews's The Custom-House of Desire: A Half-Century of Surrealist Sto
ries ( 1 975) , which contains tales by Carrington, Marianne van H irtum,
Joyce Mansour, and Gisele Prassinos; and Heribert Becker, Edouard
Jaguer, and Petr Kral, eds., Das surrealistische Gedicht ( 1 985), which
includes Emmy Bridgwater, Anne Ethuin, Annie Le Brun, Joyce Man
sour, Alice Rahon, Valentine Penrose, Nancy Joyce Peters, Gisele
Prassinos, Edith Rimmington, Penelope Rosemont, Zdena Tominova,
and Unica Zurn.
In contrast, Francis ]. Carmody and Carlyle Macintyre, Surrealist
Poetry in France ( 1 95 3 ); Lucy Lippard, Surrealists on Art ( 1 970), which fea
tures fifty selections by thirty-one authors; and Michael Benedikt, The
Poetry of Surrealism ( 1 974) , a volume of over 400 pages, chose to omit
women altogether.
7. The most amazing omission in this regard is undoubtedly William S.
Rubin's Dada and Surrealist Art ( 1 968). In this oversize volume of 525
pages, not one woman surrealist is discussed. Leonora Carrington is
represented by one postage-stamp-sized reproduction; Meret Oppen
heim is dismissed in one sentence; Frida Kahlo is mentioned once in
passing. Marcelle Loubchansky, Maria Martins, Mimi Parent, Judit
Reigl, Kay Sage, and Toyen-to cite only women whose work figures
in Andre Breton's Le Surrealisme et la peinture ( 1 965)-are completely
ignored. Prof. Rubin was for many years the chief curator of the Paint
ing and Sculpture Collection at the New York Museum of Modern Art.
8. ]. H. Matthews noted a quarter of a century ago that "Something
about surrealism brings out the killer instinct in the majority of critics"
(Matthews 1 970, 226). More recent critics have been even more hos
tile. For a survey of the field, see Guy Ducornet 1 992.
9. The notion of surrealism as heightened awareness is nicely developed
by the philosopher and Taoist scholar Angus C. Graham (see especially
Graham 1 985, 207- 227).
1 0. Joyce Mansour, on the 19 February 1 960 BBC radio broadcast, "In
Defense of Surrealism." Unable to obtain the transcript, I have trans
lated from the excerpts published in French in BIEF: lonction surrealiste
no. 1 2 ( 1 5 April 1 960).
1 1 . On surrealism's early political development, see especially Breton's 1 93 4
lecture, "What Is Surrealism?" in Breton 1 978, 1 1 2 - 1 4 1 , and Franklin
Rosemont's introduction to the same volume, Breton 1 935; Nadeau
1 945; Crastre 1 963; Bonnet 1 988 and 1 992; Schwarz 1 977; and Lewis
1 988.
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1 2 . Breton, "Prolegomena to a Third Manifesto of Surrealism or Else"
( 1 942) in Breton 1 978, 2 1 0.
1 3 . For a useful discussion of surrealism's ethic of desire, see Alexandrian
1 977, 222.
1 4. Bataille ( 1 994) summarizes the sorry history of the 1 93 0 anti-Breton
pamphlet, Un Cadavre [A Corpse], noting that most contributors to it
almost immediately regretted and repudiated it, including Bataille him
self, who destroyed most of the copies. See also Alexandre 1 968;
Aragon 1 968; Baron 1 969; Bufluel 1 98 3 ; Dalf 1 942; Duits 1 969; Gas
coyne 1 99 1 ; Naville 1 977; Rosenthal 1 975; Soupault 1 98 1 ; Thirion
1 975; Penrose 1 98 3 ; and Pastoureau 1 992. See also Antonin Artaud's
letters from 1 93 2 on, in his Oeuvres completes (Gallimard). Several of
these writers were expelled from the Surrealist Group, and others with
drew from it as a result of various disagreements. All are critical of
Andre Breton, and some severely so, but none of them lends any sup
port to the critics' myth of Breton as autocrat, dictator, or "Pope."
1 5. Nora Mitrani's short but powerful essays on Sade are included in
Mitrani 1 98 8 . Annie Le Brun's major work on Sade is her Soudain un bloc
d'abime, Sade, the introduction to Sade's Oeuvres completes (Le Brun 1 986;
English translation, Le Brun 1 99 1 ). See also the lavish catalog of the
Sade exhibition (Le Brun 1 989).
1 6. In correspondence, two major figures of surrealism in Portugal-Artur
do Cruzeiro Seixas and Mario Cesariny-have emphasized the perma
nent mythic presence of the Portuguese nun in the life of the movement
there. A recent edition of the Love Lettm, published in English in Lisbon,
was illustrated by Portuguese surrealist painter Mario Botas. See also
Correia 1 973.
1 7. 11ERUTARETTIL" appeared in Littirature (new series, nos. 1 1 - 1 2, Octo
ber 1 92 3 ) , 24- 25, and is reprinted in Pierre, ed. , Tracts surrealistes, 1 980,
1 2- 1 3 .
1 8 . See Andre Breton, "Surrealism Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow" ( 1 932)
and "Limits Not Frontiers of Surrealism" ( 1 936) in Breton 1 978, 84,
1 55 - 1 56; Breton 1 99 1 , 27. See also Heine 1 934 and Calas 1 940, 405;
Le Brun 1 982, passim.
1 9. Andre Thirion in a letter to the author dated 1 1 October 1 990.
20. Breton refers to Helene Smith in Nadja ( 1 928), the Second Manifesto of
Surrealism ( 1 929), and in his important essay, "The Automatic Message,"
the original publication of which (in Minotaure in 1 93 3 ) featured repro
ductions of eight examples of her automatistic paintings and calligra
phy. A few lines of her "Ultra-Martian Writing" are reproduced in
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Breton's album on myths in First Papers of Surrealism, the catalog of the
International Surrealist Exhibition in New York in 1 942. A list of
significant events of the century in the 1 950 Surrealist Almanac notes the
1 900 publication of Theodore Flournoy's book about her (Flournoy
1 96 3 ) , and her death in 1 929. In his Entretiens ( 1 952) Breton once again
stressed Helene Smith's deep and lasting importance for surrealism.
On the "Marseilles Game," see "Le Jeu de Marseilles" in Breton,
1 967, 58 -66. Originally reproduced in VVV No. 2 - 3 (New York,
March 1 943), the cards were issued as a deck in the 1 980s by Andre
Dimanche of Marseilles.
2 1 . The "Lexique succinct de l'erotisme" in the catalog of the 1 959 Interna
tional Surrealist Exhibition in Paris noted Maria de Naglowska's impor
tance, and it is noteworthy that the single best study of her life and
work is by surrealist Sarane Alexandrian (Alexandrian 1 977, 1 85 - 206).
See also Deveney 1 996.
22. On Germaine Berton, see Pierre, ed., Tracts surrealistes, 1 980, 3 8 2 - 384.
23. Breton's preface to Flora Tristan's letters was reprinted in Breton 1 970,
1 56- 1 571 an English translation appears in Breton 1 978, 296-297.
24. Surrealists have also expressed their enthusiasm for the work of Clara
Reeve, Mary Shelley, and Emily Dickinson, among many others. Ben
jamin Peret's Anthologie de !'amour sublime includes texts by Heloise,
Madame de Lafayette, Julie de Lespinasse, Suzanne Gontard, Bettina
von Arnim, Juliette Drouet, Elizabeth Barrett, and Mirra Lohvitskaia.
25. Leonora Carrington in conversation with the author, March/April
1 989.
26. Emmy Bridgwater in a letter to the author dated 19 June 1 992.
27. A transcription of the first two sessions appeared in La Revolution surrea
liste no. 1 1 ( 1 5 March 1 928). The complete 1 92 8 - 1 93 2 discussions
were published as Recherches sur la sexualite (Pierre, ed., 1 990), and in an
English translation as Investigating Sex (Pierre, ed., 1 992), with an inter
esting afterword by Dawn Ades.
Gala Dalf presided over a later ( 1 9 3 3 - 1 934) series of discussions on
sexuality; see "Soirees avec Gala," in Pastoureau, 1 992, 1 47- 1 56.
28. This subject is reviewed in Ducornet 1 992, 5 3 - 62 .
2 9 . A n English translation of 'The Fiftieth Anniversary of Hysteria"
is included in the "Surrealist Documents" section of Breton 1 978,
3 20 - 32 t . See also the catalog, Surrealism in 1 9 7 8 : moth Anniversary
of Hysteria (Milwaukee, 1 978).
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30. Jean Levy adopted the surname of his companion, Marcelle Ferry, and
became well known as Jean Ferry. Reuben Mednikoff, after the death of
his wife, Crace Pailthorpe, changed his name to Mednikoff-Pailthorpe.

3 1 . P. -L. Palau's Les Detraquees [The Deranged Women] is discussed by Breton
in Nadja (Breton 1 960, 39-5 1 ) . The play was later published as a
pamphlet-insert in Le Surrealisme, meme no. 1 (October 1 956) , with a post
script by Palau indicating that Joseph Babinsky had also assisted in
preparing the script.

32. Andre Thirion, in a letter to the author dated 1 3 May 1 989, listed some
of the 78 r.p.m. records he had purchased between 1 927 and 1 930,
and which he still possessed, including Sophie Tucker's "I Ain't Cot
Nobody" and "many other Sophie Tuckers." See also Thirion 1 975, 95.

3 3 . "Hands Off Love!" is reprinted in Pierre, ed., Tracts surrealistes, 1 980,
78 - 84.
34. In "Surrealism in Its Living Works" ( 1 95 3 ) Breton wrote that surrealism
marks "the culmination of a long line of speculation, which apparently
goes back to the middle of the eighteenth century, tending to give
women a greater and greater share in things" (Breton 1 962, 358; English
translation, 1 967, 300).

35. This point is discussed by Nancy Joyce Peters in "Woman and Sur
real ism."

U nlike most books on surrealism, which ignore women participants in the
movement, this anthology is so thoroughly focused on women that male sur
realists are discussed only tangentially. Here are brief sketches of some key
figures in the movement and a few major precursors, whose names recur
throughout these pages.
Poet ANDRE

B RETON

( 1 896 - 1 966) was surrealism's principal founder and the

author of its major manifestoes. Exemplifying surrealism's approach to revolu
tion and everyday life, his Nadja ( 1 92 8 ) , The Communicating Vessels ( 1 932), Mad

Love ( 1 937) , and Arcanum

1. 7

( 1 945) explore the world of chance encounters,

the interpenetration of dream and reality, and love as a method of knowledge
and transformation. His Surrealism and Painting ( 1 928; expanded i n 1 965) is the
classic account of surrealism in the plastic arts.
( 1 900 - 1 935), novelist and critic, was a cofounder of surrealism
and one of its outstanding theorists and polemicists. His most enduring con
tribution to the movement are his essays, especially Mind Against Reason ( 1 928)
and Diderot's Harpsichord ( 1 932).
RENE CREVEL

( 1 846- 1 870), who called himself the COMTE DE LAUTREA
was born and raised in Uruguay but moved to France in his early teens.

ISIDORE DUCASSE
MONT,

His astonishing works, Les Chants de Maldoror ( 1 869) and Poesies ( 1 870) , were
little known until the first generation o f surrealists hailed him as their greatest
forerunner.
( 1 873 - 1 907), playwright, storyteller, and a major precursor of
surrealism, is best known for his scandalous 1 890 play, Uhu Roi. H is i nAuence

ALFRED JARRY

on surrealism, however, owes at least as much to his Exploits and Opinions of Doc
tor Faustroll, Pataphysician ( 1 9 1 1 ), in which he elaborated the new discipline of
Pataphysics, the "science of imaginary solutions."
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BENJAMIN PERET ( 1 899- 1 959) , a co founder of surrealism and one of its fore
most poets, theorists, humorists, and pamphleteers, was also a lifelong activist

in the revolutionary workers' movement.
( 1 854- 1 89 1 ) is one of the greatest French poets. His Illu
minations, written in the 1 870s, exerted a powerful influence on the origins of

ARTHUR RIMBAUD

surrealism.
J ACQUES VACHE

( 1 895- 1 9 1 9), author of the posthumously published War

Letters, was a young anarchist-inclined dandy whose provocative behavior and
radical notion of umor (humor without the h) profoundly affected Andre Bre
ton and his friends. As a soldier during World War I, he practiced what Breton
called "desertion from within." Jarry, Vache, and Lautreamont are among the
few precursors of surrealism whose influence on the movement never waned.
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LA REVOLUTION SURREALISTE
She was too much under the influence of an ardent imagination to
adhere to common rules.
-Mary Wollstonecraft

Ten women were active i n surrealism i n the 1 92.0s-eight as writers. Seven
women left strong traces of their i nvolvement in the pages of La Revolution sur

realiste ( 1 924-1 929). Pages five and six of the first issue feature an account of a
dream by Renee Gauthier. I n order of their appearance in the journal, the
others were Simone Kahn Breton, Denise Levy, Nadja (whose last name re
mains a closely guarded secret to this day), Fanny Beznos, Suzanne Muzard,
and Valentine Penrose. 1 Also i nvolved in surrealism in those years but not in La

Revolution surrealiste were Gala Eluard (later Gala Dali), a young woman named
Suzanne, and Nancy Cunard. Gala was a presence in the movement from the
start but neither writer nor artist; Suzanne was a "sleeper" in the group's
hypnotic trance experiments in the fall of 1 922, described i n recent literature
only as Roger Vitrac's "friend"-beyond that, nothing is known about her, not
even her last name.2 Cunard's involvement in surrealism is reflected i n more
tangible evidence, and lasted longer. Almost two dozen other women took
some part in surrealist activity in the twenties, but their commitment appears
to have been slight, and evidence of their activity is almost nonexistent. 3
Although little is known of Renee Gauthier, her participation in the "sleep
ing fits" is well documented, and she is significantly mentioned in Breton's
pivotal article on that early phase of surrealism, "Enter the Mediums" ( 1 922) as
well as i n Aragon's manifesto, Une vague de reves [A Wave of Dreams] ( 1 924).4
Fortunately, her vivid text in La Revolution surrealiste speaks for itself.
Gauthier was at that time the companion of Benjamin Peret. Most women
surrealists of the twenties were intimate friends of one or more men in the
group. Simone Kahn became Breton's first wife in 1 92 1 , had an affair with Max
Morise, and divorced Breton in 1 929, though they remained friends for life.
Nadja was also a close friend of Breton's for a few tumultuous weeks ( they do
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not, however, appear to have been lovers), and Muzard was Breton's compan
ion for several years ( 1 92 8 - 1 93 1 ) Cunard had a long affair with Aragon.
.

Beznos and Penrose were the only women involved in surrealism in the 1 920s
who were neither wives nor lovers of men in the group.5
Although none appear to have obtained university degrees, Kahn, Levy,
Cunard, Beznos, and Penrose were clearly very intelligent ( Kahn was de
scribed as "a living encyclopedia" [Desnos 1 957, 84] ) , and there is every rea
son to believe that this was also true of the rest. What characterized these
women above all, however, was their rebelliousness, nonconformity, and
defiance of custom and authority. Several of them, such as Nadja, Cunard, and
Penrose, had a powerful penchant for scandalous behavior. In the era of "flam
ing youth," the first women surrealists burned with a hotter, brighter flame
than most.
For women the primary rebellion tends to be sexual, because sexuality is
the aspect of their behavior that is most subject to societal and parental con
trol and censure. The first women of surrealism were part of a larger post
World War I revolt against established standards of "feminine comportment."
Like so many "liberated women" in those years, they wore their hair bobbed
and their skirts short, and freely availed themselves of eye shadow and rouge.6
They tended to smoke, to consume considerable quantities of alcohol, to ex
periment at least occasionally with hashish and perhaps cocaine and other
drugs, to frequent nightspots such as Bricktop's and Zelli's which featured
African American jazz, and to enjoy popular movies, new dances, wild rides in
fast cars, all -night parties, and uninhibited sex. Scornfully they rejected the
ruling values of their time, the constraints and prejudices of what they re
garded as a rotten social order. Is it any wonder, then, that they had not the
slightest interest in dating such good, prospective husbands as cops, military
personnel, churchgoers, businessmen, bureaucrats, or others who, in their
eyes, were nothing more than apologists for misery? Is it astonishing that these
young women should find themselves attracted, instead, to young men who,
like themselves, were ardent rebels against the status quo?
Nancy Cunard had published two books of poetry before she became ac
tive in the movement. It would be interesting to know how many of her surre
alist sisters thought of themselves as writers or poets before they encountered
surrealism. The available information-admittedly scarce-suggests that for
most it was their direct involvement in surrealism itself that inspired them to
take pen in hand for the first time. Far more important for our purposes is the
fact that, writers or not, they thought of themselves as surrealists and took part
in the manifold activities of the world's first Surrealist Group. At least two
played an active role as trance-speakers in the group's early hypnotic experi-
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ments. All seem to have played "Exquisite Corpse" and other surrealist games.
Most practiced automatic writing or recorded their dreams. Some also at
tended-how regularly does not appear to have been noted-the group's
meetings, generally held twice a day: at noon (often at the Bretons' apartment
at 42 rue Fontaine) and in the evening at a suitably disreputable cafe.7
Reports are scanty as to the degree to which women shared in the many sur
realist demonstrations, disruptions, escapades, and other forms of "direct ac
tion." It is not clear, for example, whether they took part in the now-celebrated
sabotage of the Saint-Pol-Roux banquet in 1 925.8 Cunard's article on the dis
ruption of a Diaghilev ballet a year later seems to be the only published on
the-spot account of a surrealist protest written by a woman participant in the
1 920s. It is certain, however, that all of surrealism's woman pioneers actively
engaged in many other day-to-day surrealist activities, especially activities of
refusal, such as not going to church, not saluting the flag, and not providing
i nformation to the police. As for not voting-a fixture of surrealist etiquette
from the beginning-this was almost too easy for women, whose right to vote
was in fact denied by French law until 1 944. Significantly, in France in the
twenties and thirties, the various parties of the extreme Left-Communists
of all factions (Stalinist, Souvarinist, Trotskyist, etc.), the revolutionary syndi
calists, and the Socialist Party as well-regarded women's suffrage as a prob
able disaster in a country which, like France, had an overwhelmingly peasant
(and therefore uneducated and easily manipulated) population; in such condi
tions, these radicals argued, votes for women would benefit only the reac
tionary parties (Catholic, Royalist, Fascist). A prominent advocate of votes for
French women was Pope Pius XI, a close associate of Mussolini (Anderson and
Zinsser 1 989).
Surrealists, for their part, shunned what they regarded as the hypocritical
pseudo-democratic fraud of bourgeois elections long before becoming active
in the revolutionary workers' movement. Even later, during the French Surre
alist Group's prolonged involvement in Marxism-Leninism, their antiparlia
mentarianism remained intact. This basically anarchist orientation was evi
dently shared by the women i n the group. In any case, no evidence has been
found suggesting that any woman surrealist in France ever expressed even the
slightest i nterest in women's suffrage, which undoubtedly seemed to them to
be a meaningless reform in a period of war and revolution.9 They did not want
a mere vote, they wanted life-full, intense, and adventurous.
The first women surrealists certai nly enjoyed an exciting freedom, intellec
tually and otherwise, that most women of their time and place scarcely even
dared to dream about. As radical outsiders flouting the rules of a repressive so
ciety, they were probably models for many younger women and objects of
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envy for many more. At the same time, however, these women were somewhat
less than full equals in the Surrealist Group itself and, strictly speaking, may
not even have been considered-or considered themselves-full-fledged
members. Although several had taken part in group activities prior to the pub
lication of the first Surrealist Manifesto in 1 924, none were included in that book's
list of the nineteen who proclaimed their "absolute surrealism." With two ex
ceptions-a letter to the anarchist paper Le Libertaire, signed by eleven surreal
ists, i ncluding Simone Kahn Breton and Gala Eluard; and a congratulatory
note addressed to anarchist assassin Germaine Berton from Simone Breton,
Louis Aragon, and Max Morise-the many surrealist collective declarations
issued in those years appeared without women signatories. 1 0 The full-page
homage to Germaine Berton in La Revolution surrealiste no. 1 , which featured
photographs of "all the collaborators," i ncluded such nonmembers as Freud
and Giorgio de Chirico, but not Renee Gauthier or Simone Breton, who col 
laborated on the issue, o r any other women. Twelve titles appeared under the
Editions Surrealistes imprint in the twenties, but none by a woman. A "snow
ball" by Nadja-a liquid-filled glass ball, of the kind often used as a paper
weight-titled "The Lovers' Soul," was announced in La Revolution surrealiste
no. 8 in 1 926, but for reasons that are not clear was not issued. 1 1 None of the
shows at the Galerie Surrealiste in the 1 920s featured work by a woman
artist.12
The fact that women were only rarely in the forefront of surrealist activity
in those early years does not mean that they played no role in the theoretical
and practical development of the movement. The specific contributions of
women during surrealism's first years is a topic demanding further research. So
little is known of Gauthier, Beznos, and the near-phantom Suzanne that we
can only guess at their impact. Mentions of these women by other surrealists,
although not numerous, suggest that their i nfluence was by no means negli
gible. Indeed, if we consider what Breton later called "the modern preoccupa
tions that we regard as major"-love, dream, revolution, and knowledge-it is
clear that the first women surrealists made important contributions in each of
these areas ( Breton 1 967, 68). Suzanne Muzard's response to the group's 1 929
i nquiry on love so impressed Breton that he simply added a postscript to
it, stating his complete agreement with her. It is no small thing that Renee
Gauthier's dream was one of the first published in that journal which placed so
much emphasis on the importance of oneiric activity. More than any other
text by a woman surrealist in the twenties, Gauthier's flamboyantly erotic
dream prefigures the assertive dynamism of such later women surrealist writers
as Joyce Mansour, Nelly Kaplan, and Carmen Bruna.
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Historians have ignored the politics of women in the Surrealist Movement,
especially in its early years, but we have good reason to think that at least some
women in the group did much to hasten surrealism's fruitful encounter with
Marxism. It is true that no women took part in the 1 925 - 1 926 formal group
discussions on the question of political action or the discussions later i n 1 926
on whether the surrealists should join the Communist Party. 1 3 The fact re
mains that four of the first women involved in surrealism-Beznos, Kahn,
Levy, and Penrose-distinguished themselves as revolutionary militants i n
working-class organizations, a n d a fifth, Cunard, became a celebrated publicist
for far Left elements of the African diaspora. Beznos was a Communist activist
when most male surrealists were still neophytes. According to one contempo
rary's account, Kahn was the only person in the surrealist milieu in those years
who had actually read all of Marx's Capital. 14 Before the decade's end, Levy en
joyed the esteem and friendship of Leon Trotsky and eventually translated
some of his writings as well as works by Marx and Bukharin (Naville 1 977,
479-48 1 ). Penrose went to Spain to join the workers' militia duri ng the 1 93 6
revolution. Cunard, who lived for a time a t the surrealist phalanstery a t 54 Rue
du Chateau, is described by one of her roommates there, Andre Thirion, as "al
ways ready for serious discussion" (Thirion 1 975, 2 1 5 ) and was known to have
been deeply i nterested in all forms of social radicalism. It is impossible to be
lieve that such women did not take part in the political debates that engaged
the whole group during the late twenties.
Revolutionary, too, though in a different sense, was the unorthodox behav
ior of the early women surrealists-Valentine Penrose, for instance. Her reso
lute cultivation of poetic insolence, a refusal to say and do the ordinary and
expected, paralleled if not equaled the far better-known conduct of Benjamin
Peret, celebrated in surrealism as the insulter of priests, and Antonin Artaud,
whose outrageous provocations ultimately led to the madhouse. Cunard, too,
excelled in the art of carrying nonconformity to daring extremes.
In the domain of knowledge, Denise Levy-for some time the only one in
the surrealist milieu who was fluent in German-played a key role: it was she,
more than anyone else, who introduced her surrealist friends to the work of
Holderlin and other German romantics, writers immediately recognized by
the group as major precursors of surrealist thought (Naville 1 977, 479 - 48 1 ).
Above all, i n matters of knowledge, there is the exemplary Nadja, the real
life heroine of Breton's most popular book. Most critics, accustomed to rele
gating women to the position of dispensable minor characters, have focused
on Nadja's personal tragedy: her poverty, her precarious existence, her in
carceration i n a mental i nstitution. All but a few seem to have missed the
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crucial fact that she was a vital, active force in surrealism and did much to
shape its mature outlook. Breton's book can in fact be considered a chronicle
of the enormous impact of a single nonconformist woman on the theory
and practice of a group mostly made up of men. Like Alfred Jarry, Arthur
Cravan, and Jacques Vache, this young woman-whose name, the one she
chose for herself, signified the beginning of hope-was recognized as a veri 
table model of surrealist behavior, worthy of emulation b y men a n d women
alike. Nadja's influence on the course of surrealism was more than noticeable
it was decisive.
In retrospect, and particularly in comparison with the burgeoning activity
of women in surrealism in the thirties and later, the role of women in the move
ment in the twenties seems marginalized, circumscribed, a long way from
smooth sailing. The surrealist life in the 1 920s was crisis-strewn and tempes
tuous for all, but one suspects that it was doubly so for the women. The work
produced by women surreal ists in the period 1 924 - 1 929 is quantitatively
small. Except for Cunard, whose 1 925 book of poetry, Parallax, owes more to
post-imagist English verse than to surrealism, none published a book in those
years; most never did. Even Simone Kahn Breton, the woman most deeply and
persistently i nvolved in Surrealist Group activity throughout the decade-the
only one, for example, to assume regular hours at the Bureau of Surrealist Re
search 1 5-published only once in the first surrealist journal. To the best of our
knowledge, several of the first women participants in surrealism never again

published anything anywhere. It is possible that trunks may yet be found, full
to overflowing with unknown writings by Gauthier, Beznos, or the surname
less Suzanne. 1 6 However, all we know now is that, of the seven women of La
Revolution surrealiste, only Valentine Penrose continued to pursue creative activ
ity as a poet and artist in later years. Penrose, Muzard, and Cunard were the
only ones who still took an active part in surrealism in the thirties, though
Kahn and Levy maintained at least peripheral contact through "united fronts"
such as the Federation International de !'Art Revolutionnaire Independant
(FIARI) [International Federation for an Independent Revolutionary Art].
The few women (three out of eight) whose identification with surrealism
survived into the next decade might seem to suggest that surrealism, for them,
involved a relatively weak commitment-perhaps a mere "passing fancy"-or
that they had become discouraged. We have no way of knowing what each of
these women felt in her i nnermost heart. However, if brevity of i nvolvement
is taken as a sign of small i nterest or discouragement, then the fickleness of the
first male surrealists was unquestionably greater, for out of nineteen who took
the pledge of "absolute surrealism" in the autumn of 1 924, three defected be
fore the summer of 1 925 and only five remained active in 1 930. 1 7
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As it happens, one of the primary sources of information on the day-to-day
life of the Surrealist Movement i n its formative years leaves no doubt that the
first women surrealists' devotion to the cause was equal to that of their male
comrades. From 1 920 through 1 925, Simone Kahn carried on an extensive
correspondence with her cousin Denise Levy in Strasbourg. Often writing
several times a week, she recounted in detail the activities, debates, and crises
of the Surrealist Group as it took shape in those years. This rich correspon
dence was first brought to attention by historian Marguerite Bonnet, who drew
on it amply i n her unsurpassed study of the young Breton ( 1 975) . 1 8 Although
the correspondence remains unpublished, the excerpts quoted and summa
rized by Bonnet and others demonstrate the depth and seriousness of Kahn's
(and her cousin's) dedication to the surrealist project. These are not the letters
of an indifferent spectator or bemused dilettante, but rather of a fierce partisan,
for whom surrealism is the living embodiment of all that matters.
At the same time, Kahn's letters reveal an unmistakable deference to the
leading men in the group. They reflect the writer's consciousness that her own
role, and by inference that of other women, was, while not unimportant,
nonetheless somehow secondary. Interestingly, there appears to be no sugges
tion in these letters that the role of women in the group was restricted by their
male friends. Although masculine egotism surely existed in the Surrealist
Group, what is known of Kahn's correspondence refutes the temptingly simple
but shallow argument that the relatively small production of the first women
surrealists can be blamed on male chauvinism alone. What held these women
back, more than likely, was a complex of inhibitions and fears i nherited from
centuries of French and European patriarchal, capitalist, Christian culture: no
tions of "feminine reserve," "woman's place," and "biological destiny" that they
had internalized more or less unconsciously as children and which continued
to wreak havoc in their psyches in later years, despite themselves.
The fact that the first women surrealists actively rebelled against church,
state, and the bourgeois family did not necessarily mean that they felt them
selves ready to assume complete equality, much less leadership, as writers,
thinkers, spokespersons, agitators. Whether they actually were or were not
qualified to assume these roles is not the issue here. The point is that at that
time they seem to have been unwilling to enter into competition with their
male friends. Evidently they preferred-or at least resigned themselves to-a
"behind-the-scenes" role, with occasional and tentative forays into the lime
light. To belittle their admittedly modest contributions by viewing these
women as unwitting dupes and victims would be absurdly ahistorical and
wrong. What is important is that they helped initiate a revolution in con
sciousness and life that is still reverberating around the world today. The fact
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that they made a place for themselves in the most subversive and emancipatory
movement of their time is itself an extraordinary achievement.

Notes
1 . Although Renee Gauthier's name appears on the front cover of La Revo
lution surrealiste no. 1 and again in bold face on page 5, preceding her
"Reve," she and her surrealist sisters in the world's first surrealist journal
have curiously escaped the attention of historians. See Chadwick 1 985:
"If the experiments in automatic writing . . . and the narrating of
dreams . . . had female practitioners, they have gone unrecorded" (25);
and Suleiman 1 990: "No women were present as active participants in
the early years of the movement. . . . Women were excluded before
they even got started-and this was especially true of writers" (30).
2. According to Thevenin, Bureau de recherches surrealistes: Cahier de permanence,
1 988, Roger Vitrac brought in "a surrealist page by Suzanne," presum
ably intended for La Revolution surrt!a liste, on 28 October 1 925 ( 35). An
editor's note describes Suzanne as "probablement l'amie de Vitrac a ce
moment-la" ( 1 40). Suzanne is also mentioned in passing in Aragon
1 924, 1 1 5, in Creve! 1 925, 2 8 3 , and in Thirion 1 975, 1 25 - 1 26.
3. Others who had at least some involvement in surrealism in the 1 920s
include Jeannette Ducrocq Tanguy, Elsie Houston, Greta Knutson,
Alice Prin (known as Kiki) , Therese Cano de Castro (known as Therese
Treize), Berenice Abbot, Mary Hubachek Reynolds, Lee Miller, Marie
Berthe Ernst, Valentine Hugo, Janine (sometimes spelled Jeanine) Kahn
(Simone's sister), Toyen, Youki Foujita (later Desnos), Colette Jerameck
Tuai, Lise Deharme, Mick Soupault, Gabrielle Buffet, Germaine Ever
ling, Alice Apfel, Odette Cabale Masson, Ida Kar, and perhaps Jane
Ascher, whose African/Oceanian art gallery on the Rue du Seine took
out full-page advertisements in La Revolution surrt!aliste. Several of these
women-notably Toyen, Hugo, Deharme, Ernst, and Kar-became
active in surrealism a few years later. The Bureau of Surrealist Research
daybook notes a number of other women who visited the bureau and
indicated their interest in surrealism, including militant lesbian author
Natalie Barney and the well-known translator of Russian- and English
language novels, Ludmila Savitzky, whose response to the inquiry on
suicide is noted in La Revolution surrt!a liste no. 2 ( 1 5 January 1 925), 9 .
Excerpts from Marie Bonaparte's translation o f Freud's The Question of Lay
Analysis appeared in La Revolution surrealiste no. 9 - 1 0 ( 1 October 1 927),
25-32.
4. Renee Gauthier's participation in the surrealists' hypnotic trance
research is noted by Andre Breton in his "Entree des mediums" (Breton
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1 924, 1 30). An editor's note in the Bureau de recherches surrealistes: Cahier de
permanence refers to her as 'Tamie de Benjamin Peret" ( 1 39). See Peret's
poem, "La Mort du cygne," dedicated to R.G. , in his collection, Le Grand
jeu (Peret 1 969) .
5. Henri Pastoureau, "Andre Breton et Jes femmes" (in Pastoureau 1 992),
suggests that Beznos and Breton may have had an affair, but evidence
is lacking. Roland Penrose, husband of Valentine, helped cofound the
Surrealist Group in England in 1 936.
6. This characterization is based on photographs and scattered comments
in memoirs as well as on correspondence with several members of surre
alism's first generation: Pierre Naville, Gerard Rosenthal, and Andre
Thirion.
7. Published accounts of attendance at Surrealist Group meetings in the
1 92.0s are not common. In his memoirs Harold Loeb, editor of the liter
ary magazine Broom, mentions that "wives and girl friends were present"
at an early (summer 1 92 3 ) meeting but typically does not tell us their
names (Loeb 1 959, 1 8 3 ) . Crastre 1 963 mentions Simone Kahn, Gala
Eluard, and "Masson's wife" (nee Odette Cabale) as those who attended
most frequently (68 -69). At the first meeting attended by Youki Foujita
(later Desnos), she noted the presence of twelve men and four women:
Simone Breton, her sister Janine, Jeannette Tanguy, and Simone Prevert
(Youki Desnos 1 957, 84). Nancy Cunard attended Surrealist Group
meetings at the Cafe Cyrano and elsewhere, and her own flat was the
scene for many surrealist gatherings.
8. Poet Saint-Pol-Roux ( 1 86 1 - 1 940) was an important influence on the
origins of surrealism; the Surrealist Group published an "Hommage" to
him in Les Nouvel!es litteraires (9 May 1 925). It was not because of enmity
to the poet, therefore, that the surrealists disrupted the banquet in his
honor, but rather because of the event's official character, involving as it
did the presence of many litterateurs that the surrealists regarded as reac
tionary. See Pierre, Tracts surrealistes, 1 980, 389- 39 1 , 396-397.
Youki Desnos recounts the disruption as told to her by Therese
Treize, implying that the latter was a participant or at least an eyewit
ness and adding that she herself "always regretted" not having taken
part in it. If Therese Treize was there, other women involved in surreal
ism may have been there as well (Desnos 1 957, 86- 87).
9. On this and many other matters, surrealists in different countries often
had different ideas, no doubt resulting from different experiences. At
least one participant in the Surrealist Group in England in the 1 930s,
Margaret Nash, was a veteran of the women's suffrage struggles of the
1 9 1 0s, especially active in the women's direct-action Tax Resistance
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League. See Paul Nash's autobiography (Nash, 1 98 8 ) , 1 5 1 - 1 56. How
greatly the women's suffrage movement in France differed from its
British and U.S. counterparts is suggested by the fact that the founder
of the French movement, Hubertine Auclert ( 1 848 - 1 9 1 4), was a
regular contributor to Edouard Drumont's rabidly anti-Semitic, xeno
phobic, protofascist paper, La Libre parole, in the 1 890s. See Hause 1 987,
1 56- 1 59.
1 0. The letter to Le Libertaire appears in Pierre, ed. , Tracts surrialistes, "Com
plements au Tome I," 4 3 8 . Curiously, the congratulatory note which
accompanied a bouquet of roses is not included as a separate text in
Tracts surrialistes, but is quoted in full in a footnote in (I: 384).
1 1 . A notice for the "Collection de boules de neige" [Snowball Collection]
on the inside front cover of La Revolution surrialiste no. 8 ( 1 December 1 926) lists "L'ame des amants par N.D ." as "en preparation." See
Sebbag 1 99 3 , 28. La Revolution surrialiste no. 9- 1 0 includes an excerpt
from Breton's Nadja.
1 2 . Because its invitation is headed "Le Cadavre Exquis a l'honneur de vous
faire part" [The Exquisite Corpse has the honor of inviting you] , the
October 1 927 Surrealist Gallery exhibition has frequently been mis
taken for a show of "Exquisite Corpses." (See, for example, the catalog
AndreBreton: La Beaut{ convulsive [Paris, 1 99 1 ], 1 85 - 1 86.) Had that indeed
been the case, work by women would surely have been included, for
they were assiduous players of the game. Catherine Vasseur, the leading
authority on the history of the Exquisite Corpse, informs me (in a letter
dated 24 March 1 997) that the October 1 92 7 show in fact featured
paintings by Picasso, Derain, and others, and that there is no hard evi
dence indicating that Exquisite Corpses were exhibited prior to the sur
realist exhibition at the Galerie Pierre Colle in Paris in 1 9 3 3 . Moreover,
since few "corpses" were signed in the 1 920s, it is not always possible to
identify the participants. According to Vasseur (letter dated 1 0 Septem
ber 1 996), the earliest surviving all-woman Exquisite Corpses, by Frida
Kahlo and Lucienne Bloch, were made in New York in 1 9 3 2 .
1 3 . See the following volumes i n the "Archives d u surrealisme," both
edited, introduced, and annotated by Marguerite Bonnet: Vers !'action
politique: juillet 1 9 25 -avril 1 9 2 6 ( 1 988), and Adherer au Parti communiste?:
Septembre-dicembre 1 9 2 6 ( 1 992 ).
1 4. Youki Desnos 1 957, 84. In a letter to the author dated 1 December 1 996, Andre Thirion-who was active in the Surrealist Group in
Paris (and in the Communist Party) between 1 928 and 1 9 3 4-notes
that very few members of the Communist Party in France ever did more
than leaf through Marx's Capital. Although he expresses doubts about
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Youki Desnos's statement regarding Simone Kahn, he adds that Denise
Levy may well have read Capital in those years and that Kahn "without
doubt" had studied Engels's Anti-Duhring and Lenin's State and Revolution as
well as other Marxist works, although she tended to be more interested
in Freud and psychoanalysis than in Marxism. According to Thirion,
most of what the other women involved in surrealism in the 1 920s
knew of Marxist theory was derived from the Communist daily
L'Humanitf. However, they tended to support Trotsky against Stalin,
judging Trotsky to be more radical as well as "a better writer than
Stalin."
1 5.

The Bureau de recherches surrealistes: Cahier de permanence contains numerous
notes by Simone Kahn Breton as well as references to her by other sur
realists (Thevenin 1 988).

1 6. I n recent years we have witnessed the discovery of a large number of
heretofore unknown paintings by Jacqueline Lamba, a sizeable quantity
of unknown photographs and unpublished correspondence by Claude
Cahun, and an impressive number of photographs, previously thought
to have been lost, by Dora Maar.
1 7.

Paul Picon, Joseph Delteil, and Roger Vitrac left the Surrealist Group
after a few months. The five still active in 1 9 3 0 were Louis Aragon,
Andre Breton, Rene Creve! , Paul Eluard, and Benjamin Peret.

1 8. These letters are also quoted at length in Naville 1 977. The Simone
Kahn/Denise Levy correspondence is housed at the Bibliotheque lit
teraire Jacques Doucet in Paris.

What may be the only sketch of Renee Gauthier appears in a letter to
the author from Gerard Rosenthal (known in surrealism as Francis
Gerard), the original director of the Bureau of Surrealist Research in
Paris. He recalled Gauthier as "a fragile young woman, reserved, sober,
working-class, neither fashionable nor theatrical." Although she "rarely
put herself forward," he added, "her healthy presence was especially
valued and admired" (letter dated 1 9 May 1 990) . Nothing is known
of Gauthier's life apart from the fact that she was a close friend of Ben
jamin Peret. In the daybook of the Bureau of Surrealist Research, Paul
Eluard noted that "When Renee is ill, Peret doesn't show up" (that is, he
did not spend his regular hours at the bureau).
As one of the "sleepers" (trance-speakers) in what Rene Creve! called
surrealism's "Period of Sleeping Fits" in the fall and winter of 1 9221 92 3 , Gauthier's role was acknowledged by Breton in his "Entree des
mediums" (Breton 1 92 3 ) , and by Louis Aragon in his manifesto, "A
Wave of Dreams," published in the journal Commerce a few weeks before
Breton's first Manifesto rolled off the presses in October 1 924. To the
best of our knowledge, this "Dream," published in La Revolution surrialiste
no. 1 ( 1 December 1 924), is her only published text.

DREAM: I AM I N A FIELD . . .
I am in a field with Jim. He wants to pick a fruit for me i n the hedge along the
field, a fruit that, to me, looks like a walnut. It isn't ripe yet, and 1 don't want it.
He tries to reattach it to the branch he took it from, so that it will ripen . 1 don't
have time to tell him that it's a crazy idea. He puts down the fruit; it falls on
the other side of the hedge. A young man passing by-someone I think I rec
ognize-seeing how sad Jim is, picks up a nut for him, but Jim tells him: "Not
this one, no, that peach." The young man finds the peach and gives it to Jim
who offers it to me. Then, gesticulating as he leaves, the young man announces
that a walnut falling from a tree becomes a peach when it touches the ground.
Jim and I make our way through the wheat field. We follow the central path.
At the end I glimpse some pots of multicolored China asters. They intrigue me,
but I don't have time to look at them; my companion is so loving that his ca
resses make me forget everything else. All I can think of is finding a suitable
place to make love. We stretch out in the hollow of a furrow; but my pleasure
is spoiled when I notice the wet ground dirtying the beautiful white rabbit-
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skin cloak spread out on it. So I rise and go on farther to look for a drier spot.
At the end of the furrow I find a nursery-grower's frame painted black. I read
the following words all around it, written in black on the yellow ground and
outlined i n whitewash: "A thirsty, poisonous beast has sucked all the blood
from my little six-month-old niece, who has died of it. This evening at seven
o'clock wild camellias will surround the body of my dead niece." Most in
trigued, I call Jim. He nods his head sadly when he reads it. Now I understand
why I saw China asters. But suddenly I notice that Jim, standing before me, has
his fly open like a tabernacle. I try to close the two little doors, because I see
the young man who spoke to us a little while ago from the other side of the
hedge-he's gleaning quite close by-but the hinges are rusted, and at that
moment I'm certai n that I must, that we absolutely must find a dry spot be
tween two furrows. Suddenly, I hear cries and shouts. I look back in that di
rection, and I see at the end of the field the young man I saw a little while ago,
slipping through an alley I knew in my youth. He has stolen something.
Women in a neighboring field are shouting, "Stop, thief!", and a cafe waiter is
pursuing him, running as fast as his legs can go. Jim and I make our way in that
direction to see what will happen. When we arrive at the alley, we are repulsed.
We are thrown to the ground, literally swept away by a "gods' hunt." * At the
same time I see the young man cross the alley once again . An enormous dog is
chasing him . I follow him with my eyes for a moment; then I see the man fly
away and the dog make a mighty leap and fall back to earth where he remains
motionless. I look for the man i n the sky and see a great bird (Jim sees it at the
same time as I do) , but I immediately notice that it's the first of a flock that ap
pears to be spread out like a fan . There are at least a hundred. They fly slowly
like those flocks of birds you see over the ocean. In just a second, I've counted
them off. There are eighty-five. They pass not far from us and lower their
flight. We see then that they are beautiful, absolutely white birds, except for
their necks and part of their feet; at the end of their legs they have extremely
long, almost cylindrical feet: sugar-loaf feet. And the symmetry of the black
feathers and the white feathers makes me think that these birds are wearing
black suede shoes with bands on the shank and laces around the ankle, like

* This refers to a mystery from my childhood. My mother, who often
frightened me, saying she'd heard the noise of the gods' hunt, was never
able to explain exactly what it was. She'd say it was those enormous,
deafening noises of men and monstrous beasts that pass over in the sky
on a certain date of the year. When you hear them you must lie on the
ground on your stomach and plug up your ears.
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those worn by women. To me, these birds seem to be wearing black shoes and
black ties. Their feet rock under them.
"You'd swear they were athletes doing air-skiing," said Jim.
I watch them descend slowly behind the hedge and the big oaks in the
neighboring field. They all swoop down at once. Jim says to me:
"Come along. If they're sleeping, maybe you can steal a pair of shoes."
We run in their direction. There they are, pecking in the grass. We ap
proach quietly. I take Jim's cane to kill one that's not moving, but as I get nearer
he moves off. The others behave exactly the same way. Finally, the last one re
maining is a very big one, and I spring upon him . . . I see myself standing, lean
ing on his breast. He has the head of a man now, but his arms are wings that
close, open and close upon me again. I sing at the top of my lungs:
"It's a bird who flaps his wings . . . " (to the tune of: "It's a bird that comes
from France . . . ) .
Suddenly I feel myself stretched out alongside him, m y head o n his breast.
"

My heart and my temples are beating very hard. I've just become his mistress.
With the tip of one big foot he raises my chin, forcing me to turn my head.
Then I see Jim struggling desperately with one of the birds. The bird's trying
to strangle the cafe waiter (the one who chased the thief ) , with its giant feet,
and he's shouting:
"You're wearing our uniform, but you're not a member of our congregation."
The cafe waiter takes off his black vest and his shoes so that he's no longer
in black and white. I turn toward my bird-man who keeps repeating:
''I'll stay here a week . . . I'll stay here a week . . . yes, yes, yes. . . .
"

Translatedfrom the French by Myrna Bell Rochester

Born in 1 897 into a prosperous Alsatian-Jewish family residing in
Iquitos, Peru, Simone Kahn grew up in Paris and later studied philoso
phy and literature at the Sorbonne. She married Andre Breton in 1 92 1
and played a considerable role in convincing him to break with the
stagnant Dada movement. She was a regular attendant at the nascent
Surrealist Group's hypnotic sleep experiments (reported in detail in the
letters she sent her cousin, Denise Levy) and an enthusiastic player of
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surrealist games. At the same time, her critical intelligence and great
culture (Youki Desnos called her "a living encyclopedia") made her
an important contributor to the intellectual life of the first Surrealist
Group. In his memoirs of his surrealist youth, Marcel Duhamel recalled
that Simone Kahn took it upon herself to make newcomers to the
group feel welcome (Duhamel 1 972, 1 76). She was, in short, a mili
tant-one of the core group who kept the Bureau of Surrealist Research
open in 1 924- 1 925.
Kahn's break-up with Breton in 1 929 had unfortunate repercussions
in the group (her friends Noll, Alexandre, the Navilles, Morise, and
Queneau all left at that time), but she and Breton remained lifelong
friends. Kahn later married Trotskyist Michel Collinet and shared his
political activity. In 1 939 she joined the FIARI. After the war she
opened a gallery in Paris which featured the work of many surrealist
painters.
Kahn's "Surrealist Text" appeared untitled in La Revolution surrealiste
no. 1 (December 1 924), in the section devoted to 'Textes surrealistes."
Her reminiscences of the "Exquisite Corpse" game were written for the
exhibition catalog, Le Cadavre exquis, son exaltation [The Exquisite Corpse,
Its Exaltation] (Milan, 1 975).

S URREALIST TEXT: THIS TOOK PLACE IN SPRINGTIME . . .
This took place in springtime i n a garden where the customary glowworms
were replaced by black pearls with the virtue of emitting but one beam of light,
which burns out the spot where it falls.
'You wish my breast to be a snowball," said the young woman. "Very well, I
agree. But what will you do for m e in return?"
"Make a wish, m y divine! And I hope I can fulfill it!"
" I wish you to have, for seven days, as many sexes as you have fingers on
your right hand."
And it happened that the young man was instantly transformed into a
starfish. The girl leaned over to him, smiling contentedly.
She thought, "What am I to do? I did not know it was so easy to get rid o f
an overeager suitor. I am left with the trees a n d their majestic embraces." She
had overlooked the ocean. Furious to see one of its children insulted by an
earthling, it secretly invaded the land to take him back and seek revenge. The
girl was soon nothing but a transparent veil on the calm waters, smartly gov
erned by the wind, its movements following the capricious waves.
An event occurred then which no romantic i m agining can justify: a seagull
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seized the veil and took it to the secret cabin of a ship captain. He was an aus
tere and passionate man with two favorite occupations: to i n flict upon the
cheeks of his men an i nflation which he called "hysterico-vernal" and to use
poems specifically written for them in order to tame fishes caught in the bel
lies of sharks.
And so he was quite taken aback when, coming into the cabin where he
kept the materials he needed for his experiments, he suddenly felt himself
choking on a perfume similar to the sound of a violin dipped in holy oil which,
due to a characteristic not found in other scents, imprinted on his eyes a slight
weight. He knew right away that it could evolve into stupefying visions and,
from that moment on, nothing could astonish him.
What is the captain o f a vessel i f not the whistling of danger and the sub
terranean confession of quicksand? That man, who so impressed others with
his science, became the plaything of a silk veil brought to him by a bird. When
he saw it, he had only one desire, and his ship sank gently into the sea.
An infernal din made this slow and crafty operation known to other
earthlings.
Meanwhile, the captain had leaned out of the narrowest of his ship's port
holes, feeling that his respiratory organs were finally finding an element i n
conformity with their constitution. The gilded buttons of h i s uniform, despite
the anchors that adorned them, were like so many small balloons of a special
kind that took him down to the depths.

He found old friends there: the chameleon he had once prevented from
changing color; the weeping little girl he had stabbed; the tulip called parrot
he had taught to pronounce the word "never." One day, a lifeboat found on the
sea a flat and translucent seaweed with human veins: thus it was known that the
captain had died.

Translated from the French by Guy Ducornet

THE EXQUISITE CORPSES
On one of those idle, weary nights which were quite numerous in the early
days of surrealism-contrary to what is so often fancied i n retrospect-the
Exquisite Corpse was i nvented.
One of us said, "Let's play 'leaflets.' It's a lot of fun." So we played the tradi-
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tional game of "leaflets": Mr. meets Mrs . , he talks to her, and so forth. But that
didn't last long. The game suddenly broadened. "Just write anything," said
Prevert.
On the very next turn, the Exquisite Corpse was born-under the pen of
Prevert, precisely, for it was he who wrote down the first words: The Exquisite

Corpse, so well completed by will drink the new wine.
Once the imagination of these fellows was set loose, there was no stopping
it. Andre shouted with joy, immediately recognizing in this game one of those
natural wellsprings or waterfalls of inspiration that he loved so much to dis
cover. It was an unfettering. Even more so than with automatic writing, we were
sure of getting an astonishing amalgam. Violent surprise provoked our admi
ration and sparked an insatiable passion for new images: images unimaginable
by one brain alone-images born of the involuntary, unconscious, and unpre
dictable combination of three or four heterogeneous minds. Some sentences
assumed an aggressively subversive character. Others lapsed into excessive ab
surdity. And don't forget-the wastebasket had a role in all this.
Nonetheless, the suggestive power of those arbitrary meetings of words
was so astounding, so dazzling, and verified surrealism's theses and outlook so
strikingly, that the game became a system , a method of research, a means of
exaltation as well as stimulation, and even, perhaps, a kind of drug.
One night someone suggested playing the same game with drawing instead
of words. The technique of transmission was readily found: The sheet would
be folded after the first player's drawing, three or four of its lines passing be
yond the fold. The next player would start by prolonging those lines and giv
ing them shape, without having seen the first.
From then on, it was delirium. All night long we put on a fantastic drama
for ourselves. We were at once recipients of and contributors to the joy of wit
nessing the sudden appearance of creatures none of us had foreseen , but which
we ourselves had nonetheless created.
This ingenuous collective creation called i nto question, once again, the
very nature of artistic endeavor, as surrealism has done repeatedly over the
years.
No doubt the participation of some of our great painters added a few jew
els to the game. But real discovery was reserved for those who had no talent,
for it offered them the possibility of creation and thereby opened, perma
nently, a door on the unknown.

Translated from the French by Franklin Rosemont
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A first cousin of Simone Kahn, Denise Levy was born and raised in
Strasbourg. By 1 920, still in her teens, she was a ringleader in the city's
socialist intellectual life. Young men from Strasbourg who rallied to sur
realism, such as Marcel Noll and Maxime Alexandre, looked to her for
guidance and counsel. Her move to Paris had important ramifications
for surrealism. Bilingual, she introduced her friends to presurrealist
currents in German; her translations appeared in Litterature, La Revolution
surrealiste, and Commerce (where Georg Buchner's "Leonce and Lena"
appeared for the first time in French ) . Breton, Aragon, Char, and Eluard
dedicated poems to her. Throughout surrealism's early years Denise
Levy was an active, stimulating presence.
In the mid- 1 920s Levy married Pierre Naville, founding coeditor
of La Revolution surrealiste and one of the movement's most important
early figures. By late 1 92 8 she and her husband had largely withdrawn
from the Surrealist Movement to devote themselves to the Trotskyist
struggle against the Stalinization of the Communist International. The
exiled Natalia and Leon Trotsky became their close friends and corre
spondents. Denise Naville helped Trotsky translate several of his books
into German, and she herself translated his 1 928 book Toward Socialism
or Capitalism! into French. In later years she translated Engels's Dialectics
of Nature, Clausewitz's On War, and important works by Marx, Bukharin,
Paul Celan, and above all Holderlin. The Pleiade edition of Holderlin's
works includes her complete translation of his correspondence, includ
ing the letters of Suzanne Gontard. Denise Naville died in 1 970.
The examples of automatic writing translated here originally
appeared, without titles, in La Revolution surrealiste no. 3 (April 1 925)
under the rubric, "Textes surrealistes."

S URREALIST TEXT: I WENT INTO A GREEN SONG . . .
I went into a green song which was turning blue with fieldparadise. And on the
way offering me its arm, I found a vainglory hitting a wax squirre l . It had a
hare's foot and gloriously juggled its front stage for the metaphor-m onkey. As
a fantasy circus the fieldparadise flowered its bathtub and went for a walk i n fu
rious contraband. On the way it was assaulted on the side of the road by an
elephant image. After a struggle it went away, frenetically crossing itself. Then
paradise left its terrestrial field and vaporized itself into what is-or could be
known as-savage ridicule. From before, everything wears a leopard scarf, the
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elephant image ignored itself from morrow to morrow, always faster, so that
finally all that was left was a one and only translucent and burlesque vigil,
called "Field-beige." Cascades of kisses and phonograph cylinders were pres
ent; they came to kneel nobly before the strange window tale I just narrated.

SURREALIST TEXT: IVORY BLUE AND SHADY SATIN . . .
Ivory Blue and Shady Satin were two friends. They were both born on a Mon
day, which is not enough. They will soon flee together in order to better part,
because Shady Satin loves vinegar while Ivory Blue loves mass. Way on its way,
via vagabond and Montrouge, the old zigzag comes back again, and the innu
merable devil's leaps bruise its thighs as it fastens a patch of cloud around its
waist. But none of this is an excuse, and it'd be better to climb the sky
squarely and frankly. But too much malevolence, too many returns in all these
countless nights, keep rocking my scaffolded brain, and as far as vanity goes,
Shady Satin likes it so much that bats fight duels over it. Nevertheless, the
worm-eaten cascades from another sphere reappeared ceaselessly at my iso
lated windows, and the faultless oblivion slammed them shut. So fast did the
dismal destiny of those two beings, both born on a Monday, stick to mine, that
I am still pulling each of them by the hand.

Translated from the French by Guy Ducornet

Born in Leicestershire, England, in 1 896 into a fabulously wealthy fam
ily (she was the granddaughter of Samuel Cunard, founder of Cunard
Steamship Lines), Nancy Cunard as a teenager rebelled against all that
her parents stood for. Passionately attracted to jazz, modern poetry,
and painting as well as to radical politics, she moved to Paris in 1 92.0,
where she became friends with several Dadaists, including Man Ray
and Tristan Tzara, who dedicated his 1 92.5 play, Mouchoir de nuages
[Cloud Handkerchief] to her.
In his chatty memoirs of 1 92.0s Paris, Montparnasse bartender James
Charters, known as "Jimmie the Barman," calls Nancy Cunard ( t 8961 965) one of the "leaders" of surrealism and suggests that she played
more than a small part in the Surrealist Group's well-known disruption
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of the Diaghilev ballet in 1 926. Exaggerated as his recollections may
be, they do convey the sense that Cunard's identification with surreal
ism was vocal and unequivocal.
At least as notorious for her self-assurance and fierce determination
as for her trademark excessive slimness and the quantity of African
ivory bracelets she wore on each arm, Cunard was also in many ways
modest and self-effacing. To what extent she considered herself a surre
alist militant per se, or simply a friend and champion of surrealism, is
hard to say. Clearly, however, from her first visit to the Bureau of Surre
alist Research on 1 8 November 1 924-five weeks after it opened-she
manifested a stronger, more lasting commitment to surrealist revolution
than many who cosigned tracts or exhibited in shows.
For several years she and Louis Aragon were companions and
traveled all over France and to Spain, Italy, and England. It was during
this period that Aragon wrote his greatest books: Le Paysan de Paris
[Paris Peasant] ( 1 926), Irene ( 1 928), and Trait{ du style [Treatise on Style]
( 1 928). This long affair ended in 1 92 8 , when Cunard found a new lover
(the African American jazz musician/composer Henry Crowder) , but
her involvement in surrealism persisted.
By all accounts Cunard in the 1 920s was a living symbol of the "New
Woman"-flamboyant, assertive, hard-drinking-and portrayed as
such, under the name Iris March, in Michael Arlen's best-selling novel,
The Green Hat. She also learned typesetting and letterpress printing and
established one of the most celebrated "little presses" of the time: the
Hours Press, which, among other titles, brought out Aragon's French
translation of Lewis Carroll's Hunting of the Snark.
As a writer, Cunard's most important contributions to surrealist
revolution-focused on the politics of the African diaspora-came
later. The texts reprinted here show the centrality of surrealism in
shaping her outlook and her life. The first is excerpted from a report
on "Paris To-Day As I See It" in the July 1 926 Vogue, the second from
an article on France in the 7 May 1 927 issue of The Outlook. The
third-reminiscences written in the 1 960s, shortly before her death
appeared in her posthumously published memoir, Those Were the Hours
( 1 969), edited by Hugh Ford.

SURREALIST MANIFESTATION AT THE DIAGHILEV BALLET
That emotion about art is capable of being felt, worked up and very exactly or
ganized into an energetic protest was obvious to (about a third of) the audi
ence at Romeo et Juliet on the opening night of the Russian Ballet at the Theatre
Sarah Bernhardt the end of last month. The other two-thirds were only ago-
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nizingly aware of a stupendous affray, the hub of which-might it not have
been Communism?
Next morning the Daily Mail dramatic critic quoted Gautier: "A ballet is not
a thing to be regarded lightly." This one certainly received a severe trouncing.
The reason being that Max Ernst and Joan Mir6, two members of the ever
vigilant surrealistes, had offended the art morality of that group by their col 
laboration with the Ballets Russes, and the surrealistes are intransigent in their
denouncement of turncoats, who at one time (in this case very recently) pro
fessed the same tastes and opinions. When worthwhile they will protest and
spare themselves neither the pains of a fracas with the gendarmes nor the pos
sible suites of a proces . . . .
But the story-it had nothing to do with the music. With the first note
barely out of the orchestra a salvo of whistles rose in unison as a leisurely fall
of white leaves (the Protestation that explained, printed in scarlet) began to
come down from the dome onto the bejeweled first-nighters. From a top box
no finer scene for a flashlight memento. Pandemonium soon followed, but
everything went on at the same time-the snowfall , the whistling, the
counter-manifestation, threats and blows-the dancers courageously footing
it, one hand up to their ears to catch any musical indications still audible. Some
of the orchestra, slightly demoralized by the duration of the noise and the co
pious fall of handbills, dropped their instruments to read the Protestation . . . .
[Afterward] came a perfect harvest of misinformation as to the number
(some two hundred, people thought, but in reality there were eighteen) and
the fate of various manifestators, who were at that moment gathering together
in a neighboring cafe . . .

THE BEGINNINGS OF THE SURREALIST REVOLUTION
The exact skeleton of the age is hard to get at. But the present time is an ani
mated one, i ntellectually, in France. To compare it one way, it is far more in
telligent than the just pre-war epoch ( franker, better learned, with more to say,
more advanced); to compare it to another, no one could deny the ascendance
of the French writing (and of course painting) intellect over the English and
the American creative sensibilities. Intelligence, intellect, is by no means the
whole of the story, but it is the headpiece to the work. . . .
Many elements as diverse as numerous have been and are being drawn
on . . . . At no other time surely has there been so much editing, fine editions,
writing about writing, and France more than any other is the place of the
young author. The impression of all this is confusing, but it is possible to say
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that the names of Benjamin Constant, Poe, Baudelaire, Rimbaud, Lautreamont,
and more lately Apollinaire are fixed signs that have greatly affected what at
present are the brains of France, the younger writers. After the academic Par

nassiens and Symbolistes an important event was the reclassing of the values of the
Romantic era, which established Gerard de Nerval and the less-known Petrus
Borel le Lyncanthrope as the true leaders of the movement. To Victor Hugo, so
out of date with the general French m ind, much is due from such poets as are
now concerned with that (in France) out of date emotion, love. And much has
come from the admirable passion, revolt and sweep of Lautreamont's Chants de

Maldoror.
The first collective movement since the war was known as Le Cubisme
Litteraire, with Apollinaire and Reverdy as moving spirits, and the review

Nord-Sud [North-South, edited by Reverdy]. Founded by Breton, Aragon, and
Soupault, another review, Litterature ( 1 9 1 9- 1 922), combined such opposite
personalities as Gide and Picabia, Valery, Max Jacob, Reverdy. From this burst
a few months later the bombshell of Dada, the paradox, whose noise was equal
to that of Marinetti's clash of machines and general breaking up of concepts.
But whereas Futurism was more of an anarchy, Dada's methods were more sub
tly contrived to startle and overthrow. Dada's being was the mystification of all
those who take things seriously; integrally honest though often accompanied
by all the attributes of a joke, it attacked everything academic, in life as much
as in l iterature.
The first appearance of Dada (bred in Switzerland during the war) was re
garded as a plot, the meaning of which could not be got at. Anti-literary, anti
art, a system against all systems (thus still a system) , the writing-world and the
public shuddered, laughed or raged as such dicta of its leader, Tristan Tzara,
as this: To make a poem, take a newspaper article, cut out the words and mix
together. Dada preached the absolute and utter negation of the absolute, spun
like a top through all theories and classifications, vociferously denied the exis
tence of everything, i ncluding its own existence. In conferences and in writ
i ngs Tzara and the group denounced life ex cathedra. There was no setting up of
new creeds, new morals, but an opening of doors to whatever might come in.
The Sept manifestes Dada [Seven Dada Manifestoes] by Tristan Tzara is a brilliant
formulation of this revolution, the violence of which split i nto two the group
of Litterature, which continued to exist composed only of the young writers.
Whatever the virtues of Dada (and it had great merit, being a revolution),
much new beauty was born from it all. Tzara's own poems-2 5 poemes, De nos

Oiseaux, and Cinema-Calendrier du Coeur abstrait-delicate, violent, intellectually
new, would be sufficient attestation; and the poetry of that period by Eluard,
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Breton, Soupault (to mention only the more important names) is corroborative
of this.
After frequent manifestations ( 1 9 1 9 - 1 92 2 ) during which the public pro
tested angrily that it was all a gross farce, lunacy, and even politically danger
ous-Dada's empiricism being rhapsodic, high- flown, and a violent union of
the abstract and the daily word-the movement broke up and was regrouped
into what presently became the beginning of surrealisme. This term . . . was used
already in the days of Dada by the future Surrealistes to designate such writings
known as "automatic," obtained by the rapidest possible passage of pen over
paper uncontrolled by the intellect and without preoccupation as to result-a
sort of modern parallel of that "inspiration" so much decried at the beginning
of the century. The beginning of surrealisme had its hypnotic seances, with par
ticularly striking effects on Rene Creve!, and was an important factor in his
prose writings, Detours and Mon Corps et Mai, as in the poems of Robert Desnos
and Benjamin Peret.
Meanwhile, the sense of the word grew and stretched over a whole region
as yet imperfectly defined (the subconscious, the dream, etc.) and was used i n
connection with a n entire plan of researches, in themselves unliterary, inartis
tic, on the confines of the scientific and the philosophical. Apart from this
small group of writers the word surrealiste was taken up by the newspapers,
where it had no particular meaning beyond that of substituting itself for the
word Dada, by then out of date . But those to whom it applied took it back for
mally, on the appearance of the first number of their review, La Revolution sur

realiste, edited by Peret and Naville, and Andre Breton brought out his Manifeste
du Surrealisme. An even greater curiosity and interest than Dada evoked imme
diately surrounded the new movement, with numerous criticisms, interviews,
caricatures, and so on in the press. A sort of Bureau of researches i nto the sub
conscious was founded, to which the public was invited to contribute. Aragon's
"Une vague de reves" appeared in Commerce.
That the term Revolution should appear in the title of the surrealiste review
shows at once that it is concerned only with what is new. But the spirit of the
first numbers, a moral questioning of all that is in life, anarchically, poetically
voiced, turns more and more toward the actual and an applied philosophy (the
necessary development of Hegel ism ) . And that its concepts should not remain
purely rhetorical, from 1 92 4 till today the surrfalistes (with diverse modifica
tions and schisms in their midst) identify the theories from which it sprang
with the material consequences following these theories. The result is that the
majority has joined the French Communist Party. The ideology of the group
is to be found in La Revolution et les Intellectuels by Naville, Andre Breton's Manifeste
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du Surrealisme and his Ugitime Defense [Self-Defense], in the Lettre ouverte a Paul
Claudel [Open Letter to Paul Claude!, a collective tract], and La Revolution d'abord
et toujours! [Revolution Now and Forever!, a collective tract, 1 925].
Individually Breton, Eluard, Peret and Desnos are great if not widely un
derstood poets. A new mythology is theirs . . . . They are, differently, difficult
poets. That a thing must be understood to be enjoyed is not more than fifty
percent true: It follows that appreciation does not depend on understanding, but
is decided by the sudden sense of beauty, or excellence. Sudden because all
fine poetry gives the reader surprise at the writer's i nvention, the writer's dis
covery. It surprises, even shocks, i nto enjoyment. In poetry such as Breton's the
association of thought may be difficult to grasp whereas its quality is immedi
ately sensed. It depends where the realities of your life are. Inspiration and
i ntegrity qualify the work of these four poets, as also the prose of Louis
Aragon, which is now admittedly among the finest of its time. An immense
vocabulary, firmness and suppleness of language, intellectual passion, lyricism
sometimes mounting to le de1ire poeti4ue i nvest Anicet, Les Aventures de Telema4ue,
Le Libertinage, and Le Paysan de Paris with a permanent beauty.

SURREALISM, ETHNOGRAPHY AND REVOLUTION
Personally, I think it is quite impossible to "explain" [surrealism] . . . What
words [could] give the right idea of the aims and development of this far-more
than-a-movement revolution? . . .
An intellectual revolution it certainly was . . . . The most admired writings
were revolutionary, not only in a social-political sense, but in the esthetic
iconoclastic one too. Writings on psychoanalysis and studies of the subcon 
scious inspired a s much a s Bosch, Breughel , Arcimboldo, Rimbaud, Apollinaire
and Lautreamont. . . . Anatole France's death and public funeral provoked a de
nunciatory sheet [titled Un Cadavre]. And true it was that on and off came
waves of le scandale pour le scandale [scandal for scandal's sake]. And some artists
of whom it was felt that they had betrayed their aesthetic i ntegrity to box
office commercialism were castigated.
All the j ingo values of La Patrie and La Gloire, the militarism so real to official
France, were anathematized, and colonialism was consistently denounced. At
one time all the group signed a protest against the continuation of the war
against Abd-el Krim in the Spanish Moroccan Riff.
Ethnography, the study of sculpture, carving, and other handmade objects
once thought of as the work of mere "savages" from ancient Africa, Oceania,
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and of the Indians of both the Americas, were greatly admired and prized, and
several of the surrealists eventually became expert ethnographers from their
sheer love of such things . . . .

La Revolution surrealiste, produced on astonishing l ittle money, published a
great variety of subject-matter, and all of it-from straight Marxism and po
litical criticism of the way the country was run, to the latest "fortuitous en
counter" of all sorts of material objects that had come together "on their own"
(by medium of the artists)-was somehow grouped convincingly under the
term surrealism . . . .

The new [Hours Press] printery was close to the Galerie Surrealiste i n the Rue
Jacques Callot, which the surrealists had started with almost no capital a year
or so earlier, and which had already become the mecca of avant-gardisme, with
out exception, the mecca. Its character and prestige grew apace as the exhibi
tions of works by Picasso, Picabia, Arp, Chirico, Klee, Mir6, Dalf, Tanguy,
Masson, Gris, Man Ray and a score more succeeded each other. There was
considerable brio to this gallery. . . .
I n those days, ethnography was for specialists and but few others, although
some artists had seen the beauty in the "works of the savages." It was Matisse
who first bought, for almost nothing, a great painted Congo mask from a vil
lage cafe on the banks of the Seine-so the story goes-i n 1 909 or so, and
this event has been quoted many a time as the entry of primitive art into the
realm of advanced modern painting. Before then, it was usually referred to as
"objets des colonies," or "the stuff the sailors bring back," or "native curios."
Such carvings and sculptures from Africa, New Guinea, and Oceania, and
work by the American I ndians . . . were on sale at the gallery at the same time
as the so moderately priced pictures (now worth how many times more than
their 1 930 prices) . . . .
Breton, Aragon, Eluard, and most of the other surrealists had seen the
affinity-and how strange it is-between such fetish figures and carvings from
Africa and Oceania and avant-garde painting; the wonderful constructions
from New Britain and New Ireland in the South Seas looked particularly fine
in the gallery. The taste that went i nto its arrangement was remarkable and the
ethnographical knowledge of its animators i ncreased all the time. Much re
spect is due them for having been the first to create this juxtaposition between
abstract painting and the often equally abstract or geometrical designs which
sprang from the minds of the pre-Columbian and other tribal artificers. Many
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of the surrealists have written on this theme, and it was certainly thanks to
them that such a vision-accepted everywhere nowadays where modern art is
understood-was first presented to the public.
Aragon and I came several times to England in the mid-twenties before the
Hours Press started to rake through the curio-shops and junk-dealers of sev
eral English ports . . . . Some of the best New Guinea and Oceanic art pieces i n
the gallery were bought there for very l ittle. Sadly dirty o r battered, such ob
jects reacquired their primitive gloss once in the Galerie Surrealiste.

At one time Rue Guenegaud served as a refuge for a young French student of
seventeen [Raymond Michelet] who had escaped from tyrannizing paternal
authority. The father blamed the surrealists for having put subversive ideas
i nto his head. This very brilliant young man (as he soon turned out to be) was
then haunted by despair, almost to the point of suicide. His father was head of
the police of a large provincial town and had treated his son to a taste of la

panier a salade, or black maria, wherein, surrounded by gendarmes, he was taken
to prison for disobedience. He had somehow escaped and Sadoul and Thirion
brought him to me for hiding. I think of him with affection and admiration; he
was one of my helpers i n the often i ntricate ways of French commerce, and
later became my main collaborator in the Negro Anthology.

Born in 1 902 near Lille, in France, the second daughter of five children,
Leona Camille Ghislaine D. (her surname remains confidential) chose
the name Nadja for herself "because in Russian it's the beginning of the
word hope, and because it's only the beginning." In Paris she worked
as a salesclerk, theatrical bit-player, and dancer. On 4 October 1 926
she met Andre Breton; her impact on him, and on the entire Surrealist
Group, was electrifying. Breton's most popular book, Nadja ( 1 928), is
devoted to this encounter.
La Revolution surrealiste no. 8 ( 1 December 1 926) announced her
"L'Ame des amants" [The Lovers' Soul]-perhaps based on her drawing,
"The Lovers' Flower," reproduced in Nadja-as third in the group's
"Snowball Collection." The first of these image-enclosing glass spheres
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was an "Hommage a Picasso," the second by Man Ray, but then the
project fell through.
Nadja visited the Surrealist Gallery and met several others in the
group, but her involvement in surrealism was brief. Arrested by police
in March 1 927, she was put in a mental institution and later, at her
family's request, transferred to another institution in northern France,
where she died in 1 940 without ever regaining her freedom.
The more than twenty letters she wrote to Breton remain unpub
lished. The following statements are quoted in Nadja, except for the
last, which was spoken over the phone to Denise Naville and quoted in
Pierre Naville's memoir, Le Temps du surreel ( 1 977).

THE BLUE WINO
I am the thought on the bath in the room without m i rrors.

Time is a tease-because everything happens in its own time.

With the end of m y breath, which is the beginning o f yours.

The lion's claw embraces the vine's breast.

I want to touch serenity with a figure wet with tears.

Why this scale which wavered in the darkness of a hole full of coal pellets?

Not to weigh down one's thoughts with the weight of one's shoes.
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A game: Say something. Close your eyes and say something. Anything, a num
ber, a name. Like this: Two, two what? Two women. What do they look like?


Where are they? In a park . .

.

. And then, what are they doing? Try it, it's so

easy. . . . You know, that's how I talk to myself when I'm alone, I tell myself all
kinds of stories. And not only silly stories: actually I live this way altogether.*
,

The blue and the wind, the blue wind.

I cannot be reached.

Translated from the French by Richard Howard

Born in 1 907 in Vady Rachkoff in what was then known as Bessarabia
(now Romania), Fanny Beznos was one of surrealism's many fascinating
"shooting stars." Her initial encounter with members of the move
ment-at the Saint-Ouen flea market in Paris, where she kept a stall
was chronicled by Andre Breton himself, in Nadja; "Extremely culti
vated, she has no objection to discussing her literary favorites which
are: Shelley, Nietzsche, and Rimbaud. Quite spontaneously she even
mentions the surrealists . . . . All her remarks indicate a great revolution
ary faith."
An activist in the Communist Youth, Beznos was arrested in Novem
ber 1 927 and deported, as a politically undesirable foreigner, to Bel
gium. Soon, however, she returned secretly to France with the help of
Paul Nouge and other Belgian surrealists, alerted by Breton.
To what extent she took part in surrealist activity is not known, but
the poems included here, published without titles in La Revolution sur
rialiste no. 9 - 1 0 ( 1 927), show that she was esteemed as a comrade. By

* This passage provoked Breton's footnote in Nadja, "Does this not ap
proach the extreme limit of the surrealist aspiration, its furthest determinant?"
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1 9 30 she appears to have devoted herself exclusively to work as a Com
munist militant. Arrested and deported in 1 939, she died in a concen
tration camp in Germany during World War II.

I GO, THE WIND PUSHING ME ALONG
I go, the wind pushing me along,
Where? . . . I don't know,
I laugh, I cry, and meditating,
Why? I don't know!
What is the best means of government,
says ARISTOTLE, Men, it's the one that
permits virtuous citizens everything and that
doubly possesses artisan -slaves.
Who are the virtuous citizens? First of all,
the well-off proprietors, the strong soldiers.
As for the slaves, the best compensation
is always to picture their emancipation,
(meaning, when they won't be good for work any more, vile and
mercenary, and that doesn't lead to virtue!)
There you are, admire the worthy philosopher,
And woman? You must be joking, i nterrupter! Woman, but always busy
at the cradle, not entirely a slave, but .
woman? Half of a free being? Bad!
So ARISTOTLE never went near the proletariat,
the MEN OF WORK which alone leads to virtue,
the simple beings it would be sweet to liberate
from the yoke of those vile and mercenary PROPRIETORS
from MONEY! Those CITIZENS stiff with their GOALS,
ASSASSINS, be they democrats or demagogues,
ARISTOTLE, they are using you to make
THOUSANDS of FREE beings groan! Ha!
Arise, misery!
Defend yourself! Unite! Those watchdogs,
we'll free them from their undeserved happiness,
We the PROLETARIAT, REVOLUTION! REVOLUTION!
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PURITY! PURITY! PURITY!
Purity! Purity! Purity!
I am happy! Happy!
PASCAL AND NIETZSCHE! And their shouts
And their PRIDE! AND ABOVE ALL!
Oh, above all
THEIR PURITY! AND BEETHOVEN . . .
AND even MORE! AND THEIR IMMORALITY . . .
PURITY! PRIDE! PAIN!
AND ORIGINAL SIN AND DEATH !
AND T H E SPIRIT AND LIFE!
AND ALL MEN, LIVING!
FANTASIA1 CAVALRY! DUST!
AND THE FEMALE, AND INTELLIGENCE!
AND THE WILL TO POWER! HA! HA!
AND THE AFFIRMATION OF LIFE!
AND LAUGHTER! AND SCORN! HA! HA!
AND YOU, THE PROLETARIAT?
AND YOU, THE SLAVES, THE FAMISHED!
AND YOU, MY TORMENTS?
AND YOU, MY DOUBTS AND MY CERTAINTIES?
YOU AND I, WE SHALL PERISH!

Translated from the French by Myrna Bell Rochester

Suzanne Muzard (born 1 900) met Andre Breton in November 1927,
a collision dramatically reflected in the closing pages of Nadja. Many
believe it was she who inspired Breton's famous poem, "Union libre"
[Free Union] ( 1 9 3 1 ). She was an avid participant in surrealist games
(see ''Dialogue in 1 92 8" in La Revolution surrialiste no. 1 1 , and "Surrealist
Games" in varietes [ 1 929]), and a collage signed "S.M.," presumably her,
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was reproduced in Le Surrealisme ASDLR no. 1 ( 1 930). Her active partici
pation in surrealism ended with her marriage to novelist Emmanuel
Berl. Interestingly, however, after a second marriage to Jacques Cordon
nier, she sometimes showed up at Surrealist Group meetings in the
1 950s. She died in 1 992.
Published here are her response to the inquiry on love from the last
issue of La Revolution surrealiste no. 1 2 (December 1 929) and excerpts
from a memoir dating from 1 974, from Marcel Jean's Autobiography of
Surrealism ( 1 980).

ON LOVE: REPLY TO AN INQUIRY
I What sort of hope do you place in love?
II. How do you envisage the passagefrom the idea of love to the act of loving? Would you,
willingly or not, sacrifice yourfreedom for it? Have you done so? Would you agree to sacrifice
a cause which you had hitherto considered yourself obliged to defend, if it appeared necessary
to do so in order to remain true to love? Would you be willing to forego becoming what you
could have become if such was the price of your complete abandonment to the certainty of lov
ing? How would you judge a man who went so far as to betray his convictions to please the
woman he loved? Can such a condition be demanded? Can it be obtained?

III. Would you grant yourself the right to deprive yourselffor a certain time of the presence of
the one you love, knowing how much absence can inflame love, yet recognizing the mediocrity
of such a calculation?
IV Do you believe in the victory of admirable love over sordid life, or in the victory of sordid
life over admirable love?
I . The hope never to recognize ( for myself ) any raison d'etre outside love.
I I . The transition from the idea of love to the fact of loving? It's about the dis
covery of an object, the only one I deem indispensable. Such an object is hid
den: as children do-one starts out "in the water," then one gets "hotter."
There is a great mystery in the fact of.finding . Nothing can be compared to the
fact of loving. The idea of love is weak, and its representations lead to errors.
To love is to be sure of oneself. 1 cannot accept nonreciprocal love, and there
fore 1 reject that two lovers might be in contradiction on a topic as serious as
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love. I do not wish to be free, and there is no sacrifice on my part in this. Love
as I conceive it has no barrier to cross, no cause to betray.
III. If I could manage to calculate, l would be too worried to dare pretend I am
in love.
IV. I live. I believe in the victory of admirable love.*

Translated from the French by Guy Ducornet

MY PASSAGE IN S URREALISM
My walk backward, to remember my passage in surrealism in the years 1 9271 93 2 , may chance to be inconclusive. l cannot claim to have known Andre Bre
ton as he really was, and other persons considered him from a different angle.
l refer only to the fact that l was included in the Surrealist Group by means of
a sentimental passion that was to upset my life for five years . . . .
Memories adorn themselves with many charms, and if I try to remember
them, it is to give to that love the motives of its seductiveness, and particularly
Andre Breton's; among others, the charming way he had of attaching as much
importance to a wildflower as to a precious orchid grown in a hothouse; ex
actly as with women: thus Nadja, this strange castaway who lived on contin
gencies in sordid lodgings, or Lise Deharme, who placed her elegant existence
in sumptuous settings-two opposite women whom Breton set in a frame more
surrealist than concretely livable. It was after them that I came into his life, sur
prised by him and (because he wanted it so) surprising for him. Didn't I tell him
that, as a very young girl, surely I had stood alongside him at a crossroads of
that suburb where, when a student in Paris, he returned every evening to join
his family . . . ? We gave that chance event the quality of a strange coincidence
that was to lead us, inevitably, to meet later. . . . With Eluard, himself born in
Saint Denis, we evoked the youth of these girls who grew up like myself at the
gates of Paris, near wastelands and old battlements. Our suburban minds wore,
like an aureole, a very special snobbism, and we linked our popular ideology
to the Russian revolution, still freshly tinted with red.
Surrealism was also making, in its way, its revolution. Andre Breton took

* In La Revolution surrealiste Muzard's response was followed by this state
ment: "No answer, different from this one, could be called mine.-Andre
Breton"
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care that the movement should not be deprived of scandals. Hard blows had
to be struck to impose new formulas, nonconformist and anticonventional . . . .
There were many quarrels and expulsions i n surrealism! Andre Breton showed
a certain integrity regarding his self-imposed discipline of mind, and he never
entered into a so-called evolution that, in fact, would have induced him to
compromise himself. Even in politics he remained faithful to his admiration for
Trotsky until the latter's death and his own, which came later.
Andre Breton is no more . . . and if memories fade away or are "arranged,"
his works remain, and biographers will refer to them . Surely love will be men
tioned. Love casts a more humane light on a personage who could measure its
strength as well as its weaknesses . . . . Two divorces, as well as charming ad
ventures with charmed women, and the traces of that loving passion that was
once his and mine, and that brought me a wealth of knowledge that I lacked
and an experience that helped me to perfect my life. So I keep from that pe
riod many more tender feelings than accusing regrets . . . .

Born in Mont-de-Marsan, France, in 1 903, Valentine Boue rebelled
against her parents and their values early on and never reconciled her
self to any sort of conventional family life. Around 1 92 3 - 1 924 she met
and married Roland Penrose, a young Englishman of Quaker back
ground who, years later, fondly recalled her "incessant and sometimes
embarrassing vituperations against banality, foolishness and stupid con
ventions." A close friend of Alexandra David-Neel, she was deeply
interested in Eastern philosophy, studied Sanskrit, and lived for
extended periods in India. In 1 936 she joined the workers' militia in
Spain, to defend the revolution, and during World War II she fought
in the French Resistance. Valentine Penrose died in England in 1 978.
After her first encounter with surrealism in the late 1 920s, Penrose
moved in its orbit for the rest of her life. Her first appearance in a surre
alist publication was her response to the 1 929 inquiry on love in La
Revolution surrealiste no. 1 2, translated here. In later years she collabo
rated on London Bulletin, VVV Dyn, and Free Unions. Her first book of
poems, Herbe a la lune [Grass on the Moon] ( 1 935), was prefaced by Paul
Eluard.
Best known as a poet, she began making collages in the 1 940s and
published a memorable collage-novel, Dons de feminins, in 1 95 1 . Her
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most popular book was The Bloody Countess, a study of medieval Hungar
ian murderess Ersebet Bathory; it was first published in France in 1 962,
and an English translation by Alexander Trocchi appeared in 1 970.

WHEN IT COMES TO LOVE: RESPONSE TO AN INQUIRY
Editor's note: For the questions, see p receding text by Suzanne Muzard.
I. No hope: proof of an irremediable malady, one of (according to life) always
having to distinguish between the subject "I" and the object "you," especially
when it comes to love.
I I . Like a densifying of the preceding idea, along a vertical descending right to
the point being accomplished in the world of facts. Even though the finish l ine
suits our species better than the starting point, can we really be happy with a
creation-that is, i n spite of everything-with a descent?
Betray feelings, yes; but not ideas. I'd become the judge of the being that
would ask me to fall . Love being truth, it tends to contain all that for me is
truth. We therefore have not to ask for betrayals or retractions.
III. It's a petty game. It's certainly mediocre to surprise oneself with a personal
truth.
IV. As long as we conduct love along the model of life, traced over its demands,
so that it sometimes manages to transmit l i fe, I don't see how it can be victori
ous. In reality, it's simple: one follows upon the other.

Translated from the French by Myrna Bell Rochester

Many surrealist games are variants of children's or parlor games,
modified to give the subversive powers of chance and imagination full
sway. Moreover, as Breton noted in the first Surrealist Manifesto, The
forms of surrealist language adapt themselves best to dialogue." In
"If/When" one player writes the first half of a proposition; the second
"
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player, having no idea what the first has written, adds the conclusion.
The maxims that result are always surprising, often exhilarating.
These examples appeared in the "Surrealism in 1 929" issue of the
Belgian journal, Vtiri{tes .

SURREALIST GAMES

Suzanne Muzard: When the capital letters make scenes before the small letters
Elsie Houston: The exclamation points won't have much to say.
Jeannette Ducrocq Tanguy: I f there had been no guillotine
Suzanne Muzard: Wasps would remove their corsets.
Elsie Houston: If tigers could prove how grateful they are to us
Suzanne Muzard: Sharks would allow themselves to be used as canoes.
Elsie Houston: If bread crumbs turned liquid
Suzanne Muzard: The archer would serve a plate of water-spiders.
Suzanne Muzard, If bales of straw concealed their lust for burning
Elsie Houston: Harvests would i ndeed be beautiful.
Translated from the French by Franklin Rosemont
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Toyen, ink drawing, 1937. From Sptctm of tht Dmrt.

I N T RODUCT I O N

She contemplated the past, and viewed the present, and when she com
pared them, the contrast st ruck her with astonishment. The whole ap
peared like one of those sudden transitions so frequent in dreams . .
Ann Radcli ffe

-

Surrealism in the 1 9 30s started with a thoroughgoing critical self-examination
and a broadening of perspectives, prompting an explosion of activity that ex
tended all over Europe, to North and South America, the West Indies, Africa,
and Japan. As surrealism grew, so did the role of women who took part in it.
After 1 929 women's involvement in the movement began to expand on all
levels and in all directions. Throughout the 1 9 30s we find women surrealists
writing books, illustrating books, formulating theory, cosigning collective
tracts, participating in group demonstrations, taking a more active part in poli
tics, innovating i n diverse fields of plastic expression, and exhibiting their
works i ndividually, in group shows, and in major I nternational Surrealist Exhi
bitions. No longer simply providing modest backup for a small circle of lead
ing men, like most of the women involved in 1 920s surrealism, a number of
women in the thirties became spokespersons for the movement and initiators
of collective activity. A few became well known internationally-as surrealists.
Interestingly, this worldwide expansion of surrealism, and of women's par
ticipation in it, accompanied the movement's most intense involvement with
Marxism. Surrealism's concern with politics continues to confuse most critics,
particularly in the English-speaking world where Marxism is widely assumed
to be demonically restrictive. The historical record, however, suggests that the
surreal ists' involvement in politics had a salutary effect. Looking back from the
Cold War era in 1 952, Breton himself emphasized that the period in which
surrealism was closest to the movement for world proletarian revolution was
also when it flowered most splendidly in poetry and the arts (Breton 1 969,
1 5 3 - 1 54 ) .
The 1 9 30s were years of economic depression, political collapse, the rise o f
fascism a n d Stalinism, a n d preparation for war. A t the same time, revolution in
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Spain , the French General Strike, and the wave of sit-downs in the U.S. awak
ened new hope in the workers' movement throughout the world. In the midst
of such social turbulence, politics had become a life-and-death matter. Sur
realists were among those who perceived that reformist solutions solved
nothing. Although they desired and struggled for a revolution that would go
far beyond politics-a revolution to actualize the Marvelous-they regarded
the abolition of wage-slavery as a necessary first step. Convinced that they
brought much that was new and vital to the revolutionary cause, the Surreal
ist Group titled its new journal Le Surrealisme au service de la revolution [Surrealism
i n the Service of Revolution] ( 1 9 30- 1 93 3 ) .
Breton a n d some of h i s comrades had joined the Communist Party in the
mid- 1 920s, long before it became fashionable, and they were among the first
revolutionary critics of Stalinism. In the thirties their political allies in France
were among the comparatively small groups of the Far Left: Trotskyists, revo
lutionary syndicalists, and libertarian socialists. The group's revolutionary ex
tremism, combined with its limited financial resources ( no member of the Sur
realist Group in France could be described as wealthy; many had incomes
smaller than the average worker's), made the lively expansion of surrealism i n
those years especially remarkable.
As the 1 92.9 depression deepened in the new decade, the always precari
ous position of women in French society was threatened with further perils.
Women-along with racial m inorities, immigrants, and revolutionary workers'
groups-were made scapegoats for all the woes brought about by an unstable
social system (Anderson and Zinsser 1 9891 Weber 1 994). The plight of women
wage-earners was demonstrably worse than that of men, but that did not stop
politicians and journalists from blaming high unemployment on job-seeking
women. The rise of the Far Right brought a frenzy of anti-birth-control pro
paganda; childless women were denounced as fomenters of "race suicide." Es
pecially venomous was media hostility to the "new," "liberated," "independent"
woman-the flapper andgar�onne who flouted traditional values and attempted
to live and love more adventurously than church, state, and parents permitted.
Antiwoman hysteria reached a crescendo in 1 93 3 , following two of the
biggest scandals of the decade. In February two formerly docile maids, the
Papin sisters, Christine and Lea, who had been brought up in a convent, mas
sacred their officious patronne and her daughter with unprecedented ferocity.
And in August teenager Violette Nozieres was accused of poisoning her father
and mother (the father died; the mother survived). The most sensational news
stories of the period, both crimes made headlines for months. 1 With mass at
tention riveted on the Papin case, it proved impossible to conceal reports of
the sisters' constant mistreatment at the hands of Madame and her daughter.
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The Nozieres case brought sordid revelations of its own. It was soon learned
that the girl, at the age of twelve, had been raped by her father, who contin
ued to abuse her thereafter. The father was a prosperous railroad engineer
whose friends i ncluded prominent public officials, among them the president
of France-for Monsieur Nozieres drove the presidential train.
Of course, neither the inhumanly tormented servants nor the repeatedly
raped daughter received any sympathy in the "free press" of France. Among re
spectable citizens these murders committed by young women unleashed an
epidemic of fear and hate unmatched, perhaps, since the Dreyfus affair of the
1 890s. The prosecution and the press did their utmost to stir up public hostil
ity against the accused. The campaign against Nozieres was especially vitri
olic. She was portrayed as a demented flapper and prostitute whose main plea
sures in life were dancing, l istening to jazz bands, and drinking cocktails i n
cheap cafes. The popular weekly news magazine Vu [Seen] featured her on the
cover and filled many pages with hair-raising stories on "The Demon of Sexu
ality and Crazed Youth" (Vl:286, 6 September 1 93 3 ). With such instigation
from the Fourth Estate, it is no surprise that wrathful mobs attempted to lynch
her. Typical of the tone and content of the firestorm of misogyny sparked by
these sisters in crime is the vituperative article on Nozieres by Janet Flanner,
Paris correspondent for The New Yorker:
Violette killed her father like a cannibal, because she wanted to eat and
drink up the savings that were his French life and blood . . . I n her brief
career [she] had learned merely to drink bad cocktails with penniless
collegiates . . . Violette was, one fears, not the last of the fake-silver
foxed, hard-toothed, modern young monsters of mediocre looks and
without any sense o f the business of l ife . . . [She was] a natural tart
plus a born l iar . . . Lust for money to spend on her lover in cafes (for
bad Martinis) [was] accredited as her miserable motive . . . . ( Flanner
1 972, 1 58- 1 64)
The Left press had little to say on these matters. At best, the Left attitude
toward these women was somewhat less bloodthirsty than that of establish
ment and fascist journalists. No "Free the Papin Sisters!" or "Hands Off Violette
Nozieres!" defense committees were organized. For the Left, whose attention
and efforts concentrated exclusively on a reified notion of the proletariat, these
young women were too hot to handle-too "problematical ." In all of France,
only one group rose to the defense of the Papin sisters and Violette Nozieres:
the Surrealist Group. While everyone else was busy reviling these youthful
female avengers as "monsters" and "cannibals," and demanding the severest
penalties for their outrages, the surrealists recognized another dimension i n
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their desperate deeds: a new variant of Hegel's radical master/slave dialectic ex
pressed with Maldororian verve. As the surrealists saw it, these young women
at the very bottom of the social heap had ripped the hypocritical fa�ade off
the so-called sanctity of the bourgeois family. Scandalously affirming their
right to live without concessions, the Papin sisters and Violette Nozieres
hurled a red-hot monkey wrench into the moral machinery of a corrupt social
order. In the fierce glare of their rage and violence, "respectabil ity" stood ex
posed as a sham: brute force shielded by piety and the long arm of the law.
In May 1 93 3, in Le Surrialisme ASDLR, Paul Eluard and Benjamin Peret
saluted the two maids "marching out of one of the Chants de Maldoror" (Eluard
and Peret 1 9 3 3 , 27-28). Under the sisters' direct inspiration, a young doctor
who was also a surrealist sympathizer-Jacques Lacan-wrote one of his first
articles, "Motives of Paranoiac Crime," a psychoanalytic study published in

Minotaure in December (Lacan 1 93 3 , 25-28). In the same month appeared the
pamphlet Violette Nozii'res, a collective homage to which most of the better
known surrealists contributed poems or drawings.2
I have discussed these two women -centered scandals at some length be
cause it seems to me that the surrealists' response helps explain the ever
expanding influx of women in surrealism throughout the decade. The massive
media coverage of these affairs and the hostile climate toward women that it
fostered inevitably affected the female population, above all its younger, non
conformist element, some of whom doubtless sympathized at least secretly
with the Papin sisters and Nozieres. Few options were then available in France
for women who rejected the "accepted" norms of female behavior. No radical
women's movement existed at the time; the small suffrage groups were de
cidedly upper-class and the Left, afflicted with "workerism"-the sectarian no
tion that only labor issues are matters of concern-was utterly indifferent to
women's special needs. Surrealism filled the breach in this particular configu
ration of circumstances. In a period of enormous social upheaval and disloca
tion, when the anarchist movement was pitifully small and when most of those
who called themselves Marxists were either puritanical or cynical (and anti
feminist in any case), the Surrealist Group provided an oasis for some rebel
lious, free-spirited women.
Surrealism's radical use of psychoanalysis was another factor that distin
guished it from the repressive ideologies of the time, and it too attracted revo
lutionary-minded women to the movement. While elitist medical practitioners
were reducing Freud's life work to an accommodative (and lucrative) therapy,
surrealists put it in the service of poetry and revolution. What they found ap
pealing in psychoanalysis was its revelation of unconscious life, the liberation
of repressed desire, and the light it cast on the world of dreams, symbolic be-
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havior, and "mental illness." They also realized that Freud's discoveries dis
credited the positivist rationalizations that make the world safe for capitalism
and war. Surrealists, as Breton poi nted out, rejected "by far the larger part of
the Freudian system as metaphysics," but they recognized its central technique
of free association as a critical and revolutionary method ( Breton 1 978, 1 47).3
For Toyen, Mary Low, Simone Yoyotte, and Grace Pailthorpe-as for Suzanne
Cesaire, Nora Mitrani, and many others in later years-surrealism's use of
psychoanalysis provided a crucial aid to self-awareness as well as a weapon
against society's repressive machinery.
With its Hegelian-oriented Marxism, its passion for poetry, and its anar
chist sensibility, surrealism was the most radical movement around. Anti
Eurocentric, antiracist, anti -imperialist, unafraid of the unconscious, critical of
the myth of progress, distrustful of technology, surrealists were also friendly
to wild nature and sympathetic to "primitive" cultures. As an international
movement it embraced an incredible variety of "heterodox oppositions" to all
forms of social domination.4 No wonder women started seeking it out!
During the five-year period 1 92 4 - 1 929, as we have seen, only seven
women made their presence felt in the twelve issues of La Revolution surrealiste.
I n the two and a half years from 1 93 0 through May 1 9 3 3 , nine women con
tributed to the six issues of Le Surrealisme ASDLR. During the course of the
decade others collaborated on Minotaure, London Bulletin, and other surrealist and
surrealist-oriented publications. No fewer than nineteen women published
texts-poems, tales, articles, and contributions to games-during the thirties.
Ten of these women-Marcelle Ferry, Claude Cahun, Nancy Cunard, Valen
tine Penrose, Lise Deharme, Alice Rahon, Jeanne Megnen, Mary Low, Gisele
Prassinos, and Leonora Carrington-published books, three of them under
the group's Editions Surrealistes imprint. Women surrealists brought out a total of
twenty-six volumes between 1 930 and the close of 1 939. Seven of the women
published at least two books each during that period. Penrose published four.
Prassinos, prolific as well as precocious, brought out nine volumes in the five
years, 1 93 5 - 1 939, two years before celebrating her twenty-first birthday.
Other women surrealists illustrated books-Toyen did Sade's Justine, and
Valentine Hugo did Achim van Arnim's Bizarre Tales, prefaced by Breton. Lise
Deharme's Le Coeur de Pie [The Woodpecker's Heart] ( 1 9 3 7) i ncluded pho
tographs by Claude Cahun.
Women's participation in surrealist exhibitions in the twenties was minimal,
but they made up for it in the thirties, when thirty-two took part in the move
ment's many international exhibitions-in London, Paris, Amsterdam, Brus
sels, Tokyo, and other cities.5 Nearly half were included in at least two shows.
Several-Meret Oppenheim, Toyen, Valentine Hugo, Dora Maar, Eileen Agar,
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and Remedios Varn-exhibited in five or more. Work by many of these artists
was reproduced in Le Surrealisme ASDLR, Minotaure, the International Surrealist Bul
letin, and other movement publications. Works by Nusch Eluard, Jacqueline
Lamba, Dora Maar, and Meret Oppenheim were featured in a set of surrealist
postcards.
In all, at least fifty-three women took part in i nternational surrealist activ
ity i n the years 1 930- 1 939. Others who might seem peripheral to us now may
at one time or another have played a more active role, unrecorded in periodi
cals and exhibition catalogs. Apart from Nancy Cunard, Valentine Penrose,
Lise Deharme, and a very few others whose association with surrealism dates
from the preceding decade, these women were all newcomers to the move
ment, and all but a handful were in their late teens or twenties when they be
gan. Grace Pailthorpe, whose surrealist activity began in 1 936 at age forty-six,
was probably the oldest. Just over one-fourth of the fifty-three, and only four
of the painters (Lamba, Marie-Berthe Ernst, Hugo, and Rahon ) , were French.
Women's i ncreased involvement in surrealism was a direct consequence of the
movement's rapid internationalization.
Many of the newcomers came to Paris and lived there for extended periods.
Often in flight from parents, family, and school, they came, as Meret Oppen
heim put it, with "a conscious desire to be free" ( Kluver and Martin 1 989, 1 73 ) .
Oppenheim from Switzerland, Simone Yoyotte from Martinique (the first
Black woman surrealist), Nusch Benz from Germany, Mary Low and Leonora
Carrington from England, Lee Miller and Kay Sage from the United States,
and Maruja Mallo and Remedios Varo from Spain are just a few of the many
immigrants who added new energies and inspiration to surrealist activity in
Paris in the thirties. Critic Whitney Chadwick, whose ambivalence toward
surrealism often lapses into antipathy, admits that "almost without exception"
the women artists she i nterviewed "spoke positively of the support and en
couragement they received from Breton and other Surrealists. . . . Surrealism
provided a sympathetic milieu. . . . " (Chadwick 1 985, 1 1 ) .
A good half of the women represented in this anthology lived for long pe
riods i n countries far from their homelands. Many have lived most of their lives
abroad. Some voyagers from afar and others who did not come to Paris co
founded surrealist groups back home. In 1 9 32, before collaborating on Le Sur

realisme ASDLR, Simone Yoyotte was part of a group made up entirely of Black
youth from Martinique studying in Paris. In 1 9 34 Toyen and Katy King (the
nom de plume of Libuse J fchova) were charter members of the Surrealist Group in
Czechoslovakia. Eileen Agar, Sheila Legge, and Grace Pailthorpe helped form
the Surrealist Group in England in 1 936. lkbal El Alailly in Egypt, Maruja
Mallo and Remedios Varo in Spain, and Rita Kerrn-Larsen and Elsa Thoresen
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in Denmark were among the inspirers and originators of surrealism in their
own countries. Irene Hamoir did not cofound the Surrealist Group in Belgium,
but she quickly became an important figure in it; at the opening of the 19 35
surrealist exhibition in La Louviere, organized with the help of young trade
unionists, she and E. L. T. Mesens were the featured speakers.
Women who joined the movement in the thirties were more numerous,
more vocal, more assertive, more active, and more productive than their sisters
in the twenties, and the surrealist work they left us is rich and many-faceted.
As painters and graphic artists, Agar, Carrington, Colquhoun, Hugo, Kahlo,
Kerrn-Larsen, Lamba, Oppenheim, Rimmington, Toyen, and Varo opened
whole castlesful of imaginative windows that have made life more thrilling
for the dreamers of all countries ever since. For most of them, recognition by
critics was slow i n coming, but eventually-in a few cases, during the artist's
lifetime-they came to be widely recognized as "masters."
Women were especially adept at such quintessentially surrealist activities as
making collages and surrealist objects. Opening inexhaustible possibilities of
genuine discovery to all, even to those without formal artistic training, these
practices radically challenged the very foundations of the bourgeois, andro
centric art establishment. Beyond art and aesthetics, such playful procedures
opened the way to what Lautreamont had called "poetry made by all." Scissors
in hand, Agar, Cahun, Nusch Eluard, Kahlo, and Toyen brought collage into
realms unexplored by Kurt Schwitters and Max Ernst. Many of the most
provocative "objects with a symbolic function" were signed Agar, Cahun,
Hugo, Lamba, and Oppenheim.
Photography, in those years still disdained by the pooh-bahs of high cul
ture, was yet another magnetic field which women surrealists made their own.
Lola Alvarez Bravo, Denise Bellon, Ida Kar, Cahun, Maar, Mallo, and Miller
(who, by the way, was a codiscoverer of the technique of solarization), were in
the forefront of those who put the camera in the service of poetry. 6
In the decorative arts, too, surrealist women excelled. Minneapolis-born
Mary Hubachek Reynolds was the first to apply a surrealist approach to the art
of bookbinding. Meret Oppenheim's j ewelry and furniture were important
parts of her rich and diverse oeuvre.
Like their male counterparts, women surrealist poets and writers tend to be
less well-known than those who affirmed their surrealism in the visual arts. The
reason is obvious: paintings, photographs, collages, and objects move around
in the world unencumbered by language barriers. Nonetheless, the many mar
velous tales by Prassinos and Carrington early on attracted wide notice and
were soon awarded the status of "surrealist classics."7
Much less well known, even today, is the poetry of Marcelle Ferry, Alice
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Rahon, Mary Low, and Valentine Penrose. Unforgivably omitted from an
thologies-especially i n the English-speaking world, where neglect of women
surrealist poets has been particularly unrelenting-the work of these nomadic
verbal alchemists will richly reward anyone willing to take the trouble to seek
out their work.
Also rarely discussed is the world premiere of surrealism in dance, "The
Unconsummated Act," choreographed and performed by Helene Vanel at
the opening of the International Surrealist Exhibition in Paris in 1 9 3 8 . Pho
tographs and eyewitness accounts of the event suggest that Vanel's unique
blend of dance in the style of Isadora Duncan and voodoo was an amazing
performance.
Least known of all-invisible to such an extent that some critics have gone
so far as to deny that it exists-are the i ncursions of women surrealists into
what is often labeled the preeminently mascul ine domain of theory and
polemic. In the twenties such participants as Simone Kahn and Denise Levy,
whose critical intelligence and philosophical erudition cannot be disputed, did
not choose to develop their ideas in published writings. In the thirties a change
occurred here, as in everything pertaining to women's activity in the move
ment. For the first time we find women in surrealism exploring questions of
theory in a bold, rigorous, and systematic manner.
Claude Cahun is the principal pioneer in this area. Her prowess as a criti
cal thinker and polemicist is formidable. Had she written more, she would
have to be counted among the movement's leading theorists. Even so, her few
published writings make up an i nvaluable body of work.
Nancy Cunard also expanded surrealist thought in this period. Her 1 9 3 1
polemic, Black Man, White Ladyship, is a fierce denunciation of the kind that
rolled so freely from the vitriol-filled pens of Aragon, Creve!, and Peret.
Cunard's was the first of the genre written by a woman, and its i nvective, char
acteristically, is directed against her own racist, imperialist mother. Three
years later, Cunard edited Negro, An Anthology, a formidable attack on white su
premacist ideology and a powerful affirmation of the genius and promise of the
Black peoples of the world. Along with a wide selection of writings by Black
writers from Africa, the West Indies, and the U . S . , the huge volume featured
many surrealist and surrealist-inspired contributions, including the first-ever
publication of the French group's anti - imperialist manifesto, "Murderous Hu
manitarianism" (incidentally the first surrealist tract to be cosigned by Black
surrealists). Cunard's own essays for the book, at once painstakingly re
searched and full of passion, discuss racial i njustice in the U.S. and the vi
brancy of life in Harlem.
Remarkable, too, is the work of Mary Low, surrealist poet and organizer of
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the women's militia during the Spanish Revolution of 1 9 36. Prefaced by West
Indian Marxist C. L. R. James, Low's Red Spanish Notebook ( 1 9 37), written with
her companion, Cuban surrealist poet Juan Brea, was the first full-length
English-language study of the revolution, in which she and Brea were active
militants. Although it is basically a work of reportage, Low's insightful running
commentary, notably in the chapter on women, reflects an inquiring spirit
well-versed in critical theory.
Also i nteresting, though less ambitious, is Pailthorpe's attempt to define the
scientific aspect of surrealist research, specifically in relation to psychoanaly
sis-her own field of expertise. Although Pailthorpe was not the first Freudian
analyst associated with surrealism, she was the first to plunge into it head first
and to put it i nto practice as a painter.
It should come as no surprise that the first women surrealist theorists were
among those who were most aware of the movement's social implications
Cahun and Low as activists in Marxist organizations, Cunard as a l iving link
between surrealism and Pan-Africanism, Pailthorpe as a psychoanalyst whose
earlier work had proposed radical solutions to the problems of delinquency.
Surrealists who were also active i n revolutionary politics tended to be a mi
nority. Throughout the history of the movement, however, they have also
tended to be those who recognized most clearly how the various facets of sur
realist activity form a coherent, dynamic whole. This perception of the "larger
picture" is a major function of theory, and serious practical revolutionary ac
tivity is impossible without it.
Critics have often reduced women's role i n surrealism to a voiceless passiv
ity, as if they were pawns in someone else's game. I have emphasized their self
activity in surrealism-in the Hegelian sense of an internally necessary activ
i ty-because everything convinces me that their increasing involvement was
no accident but was the result of their own doing, their own "rendezvous with
history." Surely the influx of fifty-three women is one reason that surrealism in
the thirties was a larger, stronger, more influential, and productive movement
than it had been in the twenties.

Notes
l . A useful short account of the Violette Nozieres case may be found in
the notes to Pierre, ed., Tracts surrealistes, I, 1 980, 483 -486.
2. Violette Nozieres (Brussels: Editions Nicolas Flame!, 1 93 3 ) . The volume
was reprinted in 1 99 1 by Terrain vague, with supplemental material
and an introduction by Jose Pierre. The complete text and illustrations
are also included in Pierre, ed., Tracts surrealistes I, 1 980, 246-262.
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Many years later other artists echoed the surrealists' enthusiasm for
these rebellious women. The Papin sisters inspired Jean Genet's 1 947
play, The Maids, and at least two feature films; and Nozieres is the sub
ject of Claude Chabrol's 1 970s film, Violette.
3 . The best critical study of surrealism and psychoanalysis remains
Alexandrian 1 974.
4. Marcel Duchamp used the chess term "heterodox opposition" in the
title of an article (Duchamp 1 930). In the context of surrealism, it
would seem to have wider implications. See Franklin Rosemont 1 989.
5. The first women to take part in a surrealist exhibition were Marie
Berthe Ernst and Valentine Hugo, in the "Exposition surrealiste" at the
Galerie Pierre Colle in Paris in June 1 9 3 3 .
6. See Jaguer 1 982; Krauss and Livingston 1 985; Neusi.iss 1 990.
7. Prassinos is represented in the "Double Surrealist Number" of the
English journal Contemporary Poetry and Prose in 1 936 and in Julien Levy's
Surrealism (New York, 1 936). Several of Carrington's stories were fea
tured in View magazine in the early 1 940s, and two were included in
Ford 1 945.

Born in 1 894 in Nantes, Lucy Schwob-whose uncle, Marcel Schwob,
author of The Book of Monelle, was a friend of Jarry's-grew up bilingual
and studied in England before taking up philosophy at the Sorbonne
in 1 9 1 4. In 1 9 1 7 she chose the name Claude Cahun in honor of her
mother's brother, Leon Cahun, a distinguished orientalist and colleague
of many symbolist poets. In the 1 920s she frequented the group around
the journal Philosophies ( Henri Lefebvre and others) and later ex-dada
Georges Ribemont-Dessaignes, editor of Bifur. Her 1 930 book, Avcux
non avenus [Absent Confessions]-an autobiographical melange of max
ims, poems, dreams, and excerpts from correspondence-reflected a
surrealist spirit (Pierre MacOrlan, who prefaced it, compared it to the
memoirs of Isabelle Eberhardt). By 1 932, as a militant in the Associa
tion des Ecrivains et Artistes Revolutionnaires [Association of Revolu
tionary Writers], AEAR, Cahun was close to the Surrealist Group,
which she soon joined.
She took part in the 1 936 surrealist objects exhibition in Paris, illus
trated Lise Deharme's book, The Woodpeckers Heart, in 1 9 37, collaborated
on the journals Minotaure and Cahiers d'art, and was also active in the
"Contre-Attaque" [Counterattack] group organized by Breton and
Georges Bataille in 1 935. Four years later she joined the International
Federation for an Independent Revolutionary Art (FIARI) . Isolated on
the Isle of Jersey during World War I I , in 1 946 she resumed contact
with the Paris group , with whom she remained in sporadic communica
tion until her death in 1 954.
Thanks to the recent discovery of a large number of her pho
tographs, Cahun is now well known as one of the greatest surrealist
photographers, and the first photographer to specialize in self-portraits.
But she was also an inspired theorist and pamphleteer. Her Les Paris sont
ouvert [Bets Are On] ( 1 934) remains one of the most luscious fruits of
surrealism's early encounter with Marxism, and every one of her scat
tered articles is full of provocative ideas.
"Captive Balloon" is excerpted from "Carnaval en chambre" [An
Armchair Carnival] in La Ligne de coeur [Life Line] no. 4 (March 1 926).
"The Invisible Adventure" prefaced her Aveux non avenus. "Poetry Keeps
Its Secret" and the paragraphs titled "Surrealism and Working-Class
Emancipation" are excerpted from Cahun's report prepared for the liter
ary section of the AEAR in January-February 1 93 3 and were first pub
lished in Les Paris sont ouvert ( 1 934). "From Life l Still Expect . . . ," a
response to an inquiry, was published in Minotaure no. 3 -4 (December 1 93 3) . "Beware Domestic Objects!" first appeared in Cahiers d'art I - II,
"L'Objet" ( 1 936).
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CAPTIVE BALLOON
The charm of the mask inspires petty romantic souls, but wearing the mask
plays into the hands of those who, for material or psychological reasons, have
an interest in not behaving in an open- faced way.
Masks are made of different quality materials: cardboard, velvet, flesh, the
Word. The carnal mask and the verbal mask are worn in all seasons. I soon
learned to prefer to all others these off-the-market stratagems. You study your
self; you add a wrinkle, a fold at the corner of the mouth, a look, an intonation,
a gesture, even a muscle . . . . You create for yourself several clearly defined vo
cabularies, several syntaxes, several ways of being, thinking, and even feel
ing-from which you'll choose a skin the color of time . . .
This game is so engaging that it'll soon rob you of the means to cause harm
(or to live, as you please) . A coin out of circulation. Devoid of social value. Dis
gusted with its ruts, the train car leaves its rails and falls over on its side. So, all
it takes is for the flesh to make way for the spirit (that being the logical
progress of evil). From now on, at the roll call you'll only be able to answer "ab
sent," you'll be incapable of taking lessons, and you'll be able to make love only
by correspondence . . . .
In front of the mirror, on a day full of enthusiasm, you put your mask on
too heavily; it bites your skin. After the party, you lift up a corner to see . . . a
failed decal. With horror you see that the flesh and its mask have become in
separable. Quickly, with a l ittle saliva, you reglue the bandage on the wound.
"[ remember, it was Carnival time. [ had spent my solitary hours disguising
my soul. Its masks were so perfect that when they happened to run into each
other on the plaza of my consciousness, they didn't recognize one another. I
adopted the most surly opinions, one after another: those that displeased me
the most were the most certain of success. But the facepaints that I'd used
seemed indelible. To clean them off, I rubbed so hard that I took off the skin.
And my soul, like a face galled to the quick, no longer resembled human form ."
Can they say "Well done!" when such suffering seems artificial? It isn't
enough to be good for clumsy sparrows, you must be able to help mechanical
birds take flight. More burdensome than pain, perhaps they'll traverse either
time or space.

Translated from the French by Myrna Bell Rochester
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THE INVISIBLE ADVENTURE
The invisible adventure.
The lens follows the eyes, the mouth, the wrinkles on the surface of the
skin . . . . The face's expression is violent, sometimes tragic. And finally calm
the lucid, elaborate calm of acrobats. A professional smile-and voila!
Then in the hand mirror the rouge and the eyeshadow reappear. A pause.
A period. A new paragraph.
I start all over again .
But what a ridiculous game this i s for those who have not seen-and I have
shown nothing-obstacles, abysses, and steps, all cleared.
Shall I then load myself down with all the gear of facts, stones, tenderly cut
ropes, precipices . . . ? This is not interesting. Guess, restore. Vertigo is under
stood, in the climb or the fall.
To please them must we follow the unknown woman step by step, to illu
minate her up to the ankle? The worn-down heels, the mud, the bleeding
foot-humble and precise evidence-would touch someone. While . . .
No. I shall follow the wake in the air, the trail in the water, the mirage in
the pupils.
I try in vain to relax. The abstract, the world of dreams, are as limited for
me as the concrete, the real. What can I do? Choose a narrow mirror and
reflect only a part for the whole? Confuse a halo with some mud splatters? Re
fusing to smash myself against the walls, I instead banged myself against the
windowpanes? All in the black night.
While waiting for clarity of sight, I want to track myself down, to wrestle.
Sensing oneself armed against oneself, even if only with the most useless
words, who would not make an effort, if only to fling oneself precisely into
the void?
This is false. It is not much. But it exercises the eye.
I want to sew, to sting, to kill, and only with the sharpest point. The rest of
the body, the continuation, what a waste of time! To sail ahead only in the di 
rection of my own prow.

Translatedfrom the French by Erin Gibson

POETRY KEEPS ITS SECRET
Some among us may think that poetry, devoid of practical utility, can hence
forth tend only toward self-destruction and will play no role in future societies.
In attempts at poetry, even those of the proletariat, they will see only ves
tiges of capitalist society and will decree that we must guide those confused
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comrades toward the more precise tasks of Marxist propaganda. To this I an
swer that poetry, having existed historically in all epochs and places, seems
undeniably an inherent need of human, and even of animal, nature, a need
undoubtedly linked to the sex instinct. 1 Obliged to witness the fact of poetry,
we can only record and perhaps hurry along the transformations of its diverse
manifestations.
On the other hand, many of us will admit that there exists today a type of
poetry against which we must rebel with appropriate polemical and critical ac
tivity. To do so we would first need to determine which poetry we consider re
actionary or counterrevolutionary. One difficulty, not specific to poetry, but
that will bother poets in particular, is that we need to analyze each issue after
the fact, from the outside as it were, and that our analysis is always prompted
by external laws, rather than the intrinsic laws of poetry. Let us not forget that
we are not studying two successive issues, but rather a moving network of links
and the absence thereof, a constant bundle of changing relationships between
poetic and social evolution-the latter, in our view, subordinate to the former.
A great number of the entries submitted to the Proletarian Literature Con
test, are, at least in appearance, poems. We have been asked to guide the en
trants and to give them advice. But watch out! There can be no ideological
gimmicks, no technical recipes for writing revolutionary poetry. Poems can
not be called "revolutionary" or "not revolutionary" except insofar as, in their
very inmost selves, they represent the people, the poets who created them. All
poetry is poetry of circumstance. But I see a great difference between a poem
whose subject the poet has imposed upon himself, that turns the poet into an
actor, and the poem that imposes itself upon the poet by the force of instanta
neous emotion from a given moment of his personal or collective life-a force
that expresses itself through him and too often without his knowledge. That
instant can be perfectly hateful to the conscious individual and may even com
mit a type of aggression upon him, but it is always aggression without the least
premeditation. Here, we need to recall the distinction made by Tzara between
the manifest content of a poem and its latent content. The manifest content of a
poem, in my view, cannot be revolutionary, in the sense that we normally un
derstand it here, except perhaps in the fleeting way of a song or a satirical
poem.2 That is why I think Communist propaganda should be entrusted only
to the directed thought of conscious prose writers, journalists, orators (even they will
need to be careful of lyricism ) . However, poets in their own way act upon
people's sensibility. Their attack is more cunning; but even their most oblique
blows can be fatal.
Poetry has already undergone considerable transformation. Criticism, even
bourgeois criticism, is recording it; the same bourgeois criticism that earlier
claimed to find value only in form , in the strict observance of precise rules, or
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in the invention of new rules, discounting all ideological content, has now
brought content to the fore. 3 Liberation from formalism is precious because it
prevents poetry from being reduced to games for the literate. On the other
hand, the demand for ideological conformity would lead to the very suppres
sion of all poetry. Let me point this out: Criticism that stresses the manifest ide
ological content of poems favors charlatans, all those who want to pass for what
they are not and who, in this effort, devote themselves to a type of ideologi
cal outbidding. Such criticism is favorable to them as long as it isn't very
searching, searching enough to notice at what point they are betraying them
selves. For if it is impossible to keep consciousness completely out of the pic
ture, it is impossible as well to avoid absences, a slackening of surveillance,
and, consequently, latent content.
It would be interesting to take a poem of average expression and do an analysis
of it that would uncover under the manifest revolutionary content, perhaps sur
prising to the author himself, all sorts of unconscious reticences. Several en
tries that were not accepted by the contest struck me as being particularly
characteristic in this regard.
Moreover, may I reiterate, the manifest content cannot, even on its own terri
tory, escape the critics, for it seems impossible to maintain a consistent ideol
ogy within a poem. All the poems that I know are, as far as their manifest ideol
ogy is concerned, full of fibs and heresies.4
It would further be useful to do an analysis of poems engendered by an activity of

the mind. I am convinced that their translation would at times produce this type
of revelation: A man believes he has photographed the hair of the woman he
loves, mingled with bits of straw, as she sleeps in a field. But in the developed
snapshot there appear a thousand divergent arms, shining fists, weapons; we
see that it's the photo of a riot.
These analyses of poems could be envisaged as one of the numerous means
of determining poetic directives, of laying down trails that can only be provi
sional . I must insist on their provisional status.
Having determined what factors allow us to reveal the ideological purity of
a poem, it remains to be determined what factors allow us to measure and to
become familiar with its action, its propaganda value.
The only concrete way to evaluate the propaganda quality of a poem would
be to try to measure its action upon those whom it reaches. But that would be
an impossible task, not only to accomplish but even to conceive of practically.
We might imagine certain devices. However, they would never show us any
thing beyond the degree of intensity of the emotive impulses triggered by
reading or hearing a text in variable, individual physiological conditions that
would require us to take them into account in order to reduce the variability.
In any event, information obtained in that fashion would naturally never deal
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with the nature nor the possible application of the emotion released, only the
degree of its intensity. Perhaps it is only psychoanalysis that could shed some
light on the nature o f the feelings triggered by a reading. But i n order to be
able to draw directives from it, psychoanalysis would need to be more gener
ally practiced . . .

Notes
1 . I f poetic specialization tends toward its own ruination, it isn't that
poetry itself needs to vanish. On the contrary, it's because it "needs
to be made by all, not by one" (Lautreamont).
2. It will cease to be revolutionary, and it could even become counter
revolutionary (e.g., La Marseillaise) when the situation that inspired it
changes.

3 . However, in 1 9 3 3 the author of the Treatise on Style (that is, Aragon)
complacently insisted that technique decides everything (an industrial
slogan ascribed to Stalin). This aberration in literary history connects
Aragon-the regressive Aragon-to men of another age who never
proclaimed themselves "traitors to their class": Oscar Wilde, Paul
Valery, Jean Cocteau. But Aragon provides more imperialism than
his colleagues. He doesn't hesitate to supply the rabcors (worker
correspondents) with their shibboleth, his much-loved lesson of skepti
cism, or to have it transmitted, camouflaged by a "regeneration by the
proletariat," to the writers he is trying to discipline: "to reach the
height of their vocation, the rabcors must learn their metier well, start
ing with apprenticeship and technique, for it is a very difficult metier"
(Rabcor-Commune no. 4). And the problem, marvels Aragon, is beyond
the question (for whom and why do we write?) ; the problem-for
him-is surely how to write.
4. Cf. these lines by Aragon (Persecute persecuteur [ 1 93 1 ]): "Long live the
Cuepeou, dialectical figure of heroism I that we may contrast with the
imbecilic image of the aviators I who crash their mugs praised as heroes
by imbeciles"; and these lines from L'Humanite ( 1 -4 February 1 934):
"Workers in Moscow organize a grand state funeral for the three fallen
heroes of Soviet aviation. Since yesterday, flags at half-mast . . . hun
dreds of thousands of workers have come to pay final homage to the
three Soviet heroes who died in the fall of the Ossoviakhim. During
the funeral the mourners' convocation was opened by . . . To the sound
of a funeral march, the Molotov comrades, . . . Behind them, the
families of the fallen, Stalin, Voroshilov, and other members of the
CC., members of the Revolutionary Military Council, and the repre-
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Claude Cahun, Coronation Carriage, ca. 1 93 8 . Photograph courtesy of Edouard
Jaguer.

sentatives of other Moscow organizations. For their extraordinary
courage and abnegation the Central Executive Commi ttee of the
U . S .S.R. has decided to decorate the three aeronauts who died in the
accident which befell the stratospheric balloon with the Order of
Lenin . . . By decision of the Council of Commissars of the People of
the U.SS.R., a monthly pension of 500 rubles will be awarded to the
families of the three heroes of the disaster."
,

Translated from the Frrnch by Myrna Bell Rochester

SURREALISM AND WORKING-CLASS EMANCIPATION
For France and probably for the rest of Europe as well, the experiment that be
gan with dadaism and is now pursued by surrealism has shown itself to be, be
yond all argument, the most revolutionary experiment i n poetry. I ts whole
tendency has been to destroy the many myths about art-myths which for
centuries permitted not only the ideological but also the economic exploi
tation of painting, sculpture, writing, etc. Consider, for example, Max Ernst's
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frottages which, among other things, have effectively overturned the scale of
values long maintained by art critics and experts: values largely based on per
fect technique, personal touch, and the durability of the artist's materials.
The dadaist-surrealist experiment, therefore, can and should serve the
cause of working-class emancipation. Only when the proletariat has become
conscious of the real meaning of the myths that uphold capitalist culture-in
deed, only when the proletariat has destroyed these myths and revolutionized
this culture-will working men and women be able, as a class, to proceed to
their own self-development. The positive lesson of this experience i n nega
tion-that is, the dissemination of the surrealist experiment among the work
i ng class-is the only valid revolutionary poetic propaganda in our time.

Translated from the French by Franklin Rosemont

FROM LIFE I STILL EXPECT THAT OVERWHELMING EXPERIENCE:
RESPONSE TO AN INQUIRY ON ENCOUNTERS

What has been the capital encounter of your lifo To what extent does this seem to you to have
been fortuitous? Necessa ry?-Andre Breton and Paul Eluard
From l i fe I still expect that overwhelming experience which will serve as my
criterion and which will allow me to give definitive preference to this or that
encounter whose importance and meaning will never cease to brighten or
grow dim in my eyes, to win or to lose.
The only encounter that has played a critical role during every moment of
my life occurred before my birth. I might not have recalled such an ordinary
fact (which goes without saying and can only be said rhetorically) except for
this: as far back as I can remember, I have experienced the familiar but irritat
ing feeling that my destiny was largely enacted outside of me and almost with
out my knowledge.
This irritation leads me to counterpose the two words "fortuitous" and "nec
essary." From a subjective and fragmentary point of view, everything seems
ideally fortuitous, and I consider the countless possibilities which logically had
to contradict the eruption of any coincidence, outside of its causes. But how
ever l ittle I m ay refer materially to the totality of objects and however little I
attempt to connect them-and no matter how out of place, how dispropor
tional and imponderable certain connections seem to me-the necessity of
the most fortuitous encounter is i ndispensable. And what eludes me is nothing
but ignorance.
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So many fortuitous-necessary encounters occur for each one of us, and they
are so precarious that the happiest day of our lives, or the dullest, might very
well go unnoticed. I would therefore confess to having lived through that all
important encounter without noticing it, if referring to it in that way did not tell
me that we cannot survive it.

Translated from the French by Guy Ducornet

BEWARE DOMESTIC OBJECTS!
Compared to humans, other animals seem quite reasonable. What differenti
ates the human animal, what constitutes its own peculiarity and best describes
it is that it increasingly tends to surpass the rational field-that is, the field of
synchronic adaptation of life to its environment. The human animal feels
satisfied with a m inimum of bodily adaptation, but it strives and succeeds i n
maintaining life despite circumstances that it worsens i n order t o reach, if only
partially, ever more elusive and blindly pursued goals, while placing its fate i n
the hands of future generations. The human animal alone has the capacity to
cause an upheaval of matter so great that its own organs are abloom with mon
strosities and endless diseases. Only the civilized human possesses this fero
cious power and the unbridled luxury of nursing it-that is, of preserving and
cultivating such a variety of vain ornamentations, exhibiting leprosy and tu
mors-terrifying i nvented or found objects, irrational sproutings of flesh. Not
only does such ornamentation display itself disdainfully against all utility (?)
but also at its margins. The marvelous colors of the human iris defy the lovers'
memory. The root structure of the small molars forces the dentist to conclude
that "anatomy does not exist." Epileptic fits ceaselessly offer psychiatrists the
most disconcerting heresies.
It is the same with so-called i nanimate matter: it is wholly malleable for the
irrational animal called human. Starting with the pink celluloid keys and green
hammers the child uses as rattles, if he finds in them, beyond all pseudo
educational pretexts, the same satisfactions as those who (consciously or not)
imagined or selected them; after the bread crumb pellets mechanically (?)
rolled between the fingers, and after a tapered sugar needle i n one's mouth, of
fered as a prize; after the sand castles on the beach, the charming lard palaces
erected by pork butchers, the ignoble monuments honoring the dead, the
revolutionaries and the carrier pigeons; after the fireworks displays where one
last star lights up the sky when everything else has vanished-a pitiful and
stillborn star that kindles nothing-there is nothing left of the awful feast
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where reason could show us only the enslavement of man by man, by matter,
by systems. And it is for us to discover where reason stops, to seize matter and
to hold onto it with the awareness of our liberation.
In today's society all of us are not always i n a position to make ourselves
ductile-good conductors of liberating forces-and we are often surprised to
find ourselves resembling more the little mimic than the great paranoiac. But among
other symptoms, the overproduction of stranger and stranger objects (such as
microscopic tweezers, usable only under a microscope) assures us that all
around us present-day real ity is cracking at the seams: the assembly line of
forced, mind-numbing labor and the golden bridle of passion will be broken
again and again, before the photographs of perishable objects I am gazing
upon at this very moment will have a chance to fade.
I could go on and on about those objects: they will speak to you better
themselves, and they would speak still better if we could touch them in the
dark. In contrast to the prodigiously liberated and liberating talents of those
explorers and fabricators of the objects we see before us, thoughts of the
oppressed come to me, and I mourn for their own beautiful talents, warped and
lost. I am thinking of a child written up in an article-perhaps you read it
too-that i nvestigated these sad remnants: born deaf, mute, and blind, she was
a bundle of "nerves and screams" surrendered to a religious education at age
eight. You can guess what the cumulative effect of patience and resignation
made of her. But you, she, and I could have touched upon the irrational object
she might easily have created, mixing elements according to subtle clues, such
as consistency or smells, thus playing, far beyond love, with what obscure
superfluity. But today? In her and for her, infirmity and love are forever inter
twined like pieces of a scarecrow around its pole. Catholicism did its work
quite well, and proudly too. To familiarize the child with death, they had
her touch and sniff corpses; on certain nights they put her to bed with her
dying sister. They even managed to instill in her some vague notions about
marriage and procreation, with the warning: "In her situation, could she even
imagine it?"
I insist on this primordial truth: one must oneself discover, manipulate, tame,
and construct irrational objects to be able to appreciate the particular or gen
eral value of those displayed here. That is why, in certain respects, manual la
borers may be in a better position than intellectuals to understand them, were
it not for the fact that the whole of capitalist society-communist propaganda
i ncluded-diverts them from doing so. And that is why you are beginning to
dig into your pockets, and perhaps to empty them out on the table.
Tri m a sponge in the shape of a brain and staunch a bit of the blood that is
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spilled every day. Place it in a tub and see if it floats, if the water reddens, and
if animal spirits do not squirt out of its pores: the skinjlower, the swiftwing, the
turtlecat, the pink lirelie (a tiny germi nating potato) , the popegeon (a kiss where eye
lashes touch, a palpitating eyelid), the lascivious civelle, and all the lovable
nameless ones. Muddy the water of the animarium with a glass stirring rod-the
word agitator comes to mind and startles you. The long-awaited creature arrives
at last, not knowing where to drop its tears.
Take a mirror. Scratch the silvering near your right eye. Behind the small
clear spot, slip a strip on which small objects have been glued and look at your
eyes as you walk by. This is called the Game of Cinders.
Find a small thatched house (the electrovox) at the back of which you dis
cover a plate sensitive to certain sounds. You may make anything or anybody
jump out of it, but only if you have previously put it or them inside: all you have
to do is speak loudly. Your voice will cause the plate to vibrate. If there is more
than one player in this not-so-innocent game, it may happen that the object
i nserted by one person and accidentally called by the other will respond to se
cret affinities. Did I say "may happen"? It's certain that it will. Be careful!
Moreover, act as though whatever I have said about it, in any case, is only
to get you to construct (to destroy

+

x) with your own ideas and findings,

which, however much they may have in common with ours, nonetheless re
main-partly or entirely-still unknown.

Translated from the French by Guy Ducornet

Notwithstanding her ultrapale complexion and eyes "bluer than any
sapphires," as Kay Boyle put it, Nancy Cunard was a person who, i n
the words of her friend Marcus Carvey, "thinks sympathetically Black"
(Carvey 1 932, 3 1 4). Absorbed as a child by "extraordinary dreams
about Africa," she was an early devotee of authentic jazz and African
art. However, not until she met the African American jazz musician/
composer Henry Crowder-in Venice in 1 928, where he was playing
piano with Eddie South's Alabamians-did her consciousness of Africa
and the African diaspora really expand. They soon became lovers as
well as coworkers at the Hours Press, which brought out a volume of
Crowder's compositions with a cover by Man Ray.
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Cunard's U.S. -born white supremacist mother, whom she always
referred to ironically as "Her Ladyship," strongly objected to Nancy's
relationship with Crowder and immediately cut off her allowance.
What started as a family tiff became a national scandal when Nancy
retaliated with an excoriating pamphlet, Black Man and White I.Adyship
( 1 9 3 1 )-a militant polemic in the tradition of Surrealist Group dia
tribes such as Permettez! [Allow Us] ( 1 927), denouncing a government
commemoration of the poet Rimbaud.
In her excellent biography of Cunard, Ann Chisholm concludes a
bit too hastily that "Nancy made little contribution to surrealist ideas"
(Chisholm 1 979, 1 06). Many surrealists later distinguished themselves
as critics of racism, scholars of African culture, and defenders of Black
struggles, but Cunard was the first to take up these matters in a system
atic way. In 1 9 3 1 she turned her Hours Press over to others in order to
devote herself full-time to an unprecedented project: a monumental
international compilation of scholarly articles, historical sketches,
reportage, poetry, and revolutionary polemic representing the achieve
ments and aspirations of the Black world. The book took years to put
together, but when it was finally ready, no publisher would touch it
so Cunard had it printed at her own expense.
Negro: An Anthology ( 1 934), dedicated to Henry Crowder, was by far
the largest surrealist-related book up to that date: 864 large-format
pages. For the first time, a solid contingent of surrealists-including
Rene Creve\, Benjamin Peret, Raymond Michelet (whom Cunard
acknowledged as her "chief collaborator" on the book), and John Ban
ting, who was later active in the Surrealist Group in England-ap
peared together with such outstanding figures of the Black world
as Sterling Brown, Zora Neale Hurston, W. E. B. DuBois, Langston
Hughes, Nicolas Guillen, Jacques Roumain, and George Padmore.
Negro was a sensation, a landmark in public awareness of the wonders
of Black culture. Exemplifying her generous nature, she sent numerous
complimentary copies to libraries in Harlem and other Black communi
ties. Unfortunately, actual sales of the book proved disappointing, and
Cunard, who had sunk all her money into the project, made almost
nothing in return. During the Spanish Civil War she made her living as
a reporter for the Associated Negro Press of the U.S. and the Manchester
Guardian in England.
In later years she lived mostly in isolation in the French countryside,
where she wrote several book-length memoirs, most notably Those Were
the Hours. After a long illness aggravated by drugs and heavy drinking,
the formerly rich heiress, long since read out of the family fortune, died
in poverty in a Paris hotel room in 1 965.
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Published here are the concluding paragraphs of Black Man, White
Ladyship and two excerpts from Cunard's own essays in Negro: An Anthol
ogy. "The Scottsboro Case" reviews the background and significance
of the notorious case in which nine young Black men were convicted,
on trumped-up charges, of raping two white prostitutes. "A Trip to
Harlem" (from a long essay titled "Harlem Reviewed") records Cunard's
impressions of her extensive visits there while gathering material for
her anthology. Like many other articles in Negro, this text reflects the
surrealists' hope in world revolution under the banner of the Commu
nist International. However, as Hugh Ford explains in the currently
available (abridged) edition of Negro, Cunard never joined the Commu
nist Party and indeed insisted that she was basically an anarchist.

HOW COME, WHITE MAN?
"In Africa," you [racists] say, "the Negro is a savage, he has produced nothing,
he has no history." It is certainly true he has not got himself mixed up with ma
chinery and science to fly the Atlantic, turn out engines, run up skyscrapers
and contrive holocausts. There are no tribal presses emitting the day's lies and
millions of useless volumes. There remain no written records; the wars, the
kingdoms and the changes have sufficed unto themselves. It is not one country
but many; well over four hundred separate languages and their dialects are
known to exist.
Who tells you you are the better off for being "civilized" when you live i n
the shadow o f the next war or revolution in constant terror o f being ruined or
killed? Things in Africa are on a different scale-but the European empire
builders have seen, are seeing to this hand over fist.
And what, against this triumph of organized villainy, had the Black man to
show? H is own example of Homo Sapiens is on better terms with l i fe than are the
conquering whites. Anthropology gives him priority in human descent. He
had his life, highly organized, his logic, his customs, his laws rigidly adhered
to. He made music and unparalleled rhythm and some of the finest sculpture
i n the world. Nature gave him the best body amongst all the races. Yet he is [in
the opinion of racists] a "miserable savage" because there are no written
records, no super-cities, no machines. But to prove the lack of these an insu
perable loss, a sign of racial inferiority, you must attack the root of all things
and see where-if anywhere-lies truth. There are many truths.
How come, white man, is the rest of the world to be re-formed in your
dreary and decadent manner?
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THE SCOTTSBORO CASE
To bring out the absolute fiendishness of the treatment of Negro workers by
the governing white class in America, more specifically, but by no means
restrictedly, in the Southern states, I am going to start with what may seem a
fantastic statement-I am going to say that the Scottsboro case is not such an
astounding and unbelievable thing as it must, as it certainly does, appear to the
public at large.
What? Nine provenly innocent Negro boys, falsely accused of raping two
white prostitutes, tried and re-tried, still held in death cells after two-and-a
half years . . . . It is unparalleled.
It is not primarily a case that can be called political, as is that of Tom
Mooney, still held for eighteen years in San Quentin, a California jail, on an
equally vicious frame-up because he was an active strike-leader; nor at first
sight do the same elements predominate as in Meerut and the murder-by-law
of Sacco and Vanzetti. But the same capitalist oppression and brutality are at
the root-because every Negro worker is the potential victim of lynching,
murder and legal lynching by the white ruling class, simply because he is a
worker and Black.
No, this frame-up is not unparalleled, though the scale of it and its colos
sal development into what is now really a world-issue, are so. No previous
Negro case has aroused such a universal outcry against the abomination of
American "law."

One would like to engrave the entire [trial] report, the whole detail of these
trial testimonies of both sides, the false along with the real, on some matter
that would last as long as humanity; to record forever also the moment of this
cutting open of the plague of hatred, the exposure of Southern courts' "justice."
The whole of the American Negroes' misery tightens into one phrase, into two
lines written by one of their own poets:

Oughta had mo' sense
Dan to evah git born.
That is by Sterling Brown. And if it rings agonizingly defeatist so often it rings
as bitterly true. But it is going to change. Five years ago the Scottsboro boys
would have been just another locally heard-of case of nine more dead victims.
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It is only by fighting that anything of major issue is obtained. In the way of jus
tice, of aid and of good the Black man in America until now has received from
the white only what must be classed as the comparative crumbs of humanitar
ianism and philanthropy. We do not ask for our Negro comrades these tokens
of guilty conscience, these palliative gestures. We demand recognition and enforce

ment of the Negro's full rights, as an equal, as a brother, and an end to the oppression of colored
peoples the world over.
1 6 September 1 9 3 3

A TRIP TO HARLEM
The snobbery around skin-color is terrifying. The light-skins and browns look
down on the black . . . . All this, indeed, is Society with a vengeance! A bour
geois ideology with no horizon, no philosophical link with life. And out of all
this, need it be said, such writers as Van Vechten 1 and Co. have made a re
volting and cheap lithograph, so that Harlem, to a large idle-minded public,
has come to mean nothing more whatsoever than a round of hooch- filled2
nightclubs after a round of "snow" - filled 3 boudoirs. Van Vechten, the spirit of
vulgarity, has depicted Harlem as a grimace . . . . The "Negro Renaissance" (the
literary movement of about 1 92 5 , now said to be at a halt, and one wonders on
whose authority this is said) produced many books and poems filled with this
bitter-sweet of Harlem's glitter and heartbreak.
This is not the Harlem one sees. You don't see the Harlem of the romanti
cists; it is romantic in its own right. And it is hard and strong, its noise, heat,
cold, cries and colors are so. And the nostalgia is violent, too; the eternal
radio seeping through everything day and night, indoors and out, becomes
somehow the personi fication of restlessness, desire, brooding. And then the
gorgeous roughness, the gargle of Louis Armstrong's voice breaks through. As
everywhere, the real people are in the street. I mean those young men on the
corner, and the people all sitting on the steps throughout the breathless,
leaden summer. 1 mean the young men in Pelham Park, the sports groups (and
one sees many in their bright sweaters), the strength of a race, its beauty.

There is no color problem. The existence of the Negro race is not a problem; it
is a fact. And in America, as in all other imperialist countries, this use of a
wrong word is neither more nor less than a vicious l ie on the part of the ruling
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class i n urging the workers of each country i nto thinking that the Negro, the
colored race, was created by nature as a menace. The growing volume of the
Communist consciousness among the black workers, and in some of the Ne
gro intellectuals, dates chiefly from five years ago, and has in that time made,
and is making, rapid increase. It is something new, more and more tangible. . . .
One of the first things I was i mpressed by, the best thing that remains of
Harlem, was the magnificent strength and lustiness of the Negro children. As
I walked from end to end of it, down the length of Seventh Avenue, the schools
were just out. The children rushed by in rough leather jackets in the cold wind,
some o f them playing ball on roller skates, shouting and free. May these gor
geous children in their leathers be the living symbol of the finally liberated
Negro people.
Up with an all-Communist Harlem in an all- Communist United States!

Notes
1 . Novelist Carl Van Vechten ( 1 8 80- 1 964) was widely criticized by radi
cals for his stereotyped portrayal of African Americans. [Editor's note]
2. Drink. [Cunard's note]
3. Cocaine. [Cunard's note]

The first woman of African descent to take part in surrealism, Simone
Yoyotte (ca. 1 9 1 0- 1 93 3) was born and raised in Martinique. Nothing
is known of her early life. The only woman in the Ugitime De1ense [Self
Defense] group formed by Martiniquan students in Paris in 1 932, she
published poems in that group's one-shot journal, and was soon fre
quenting the Paris Surrealist Group. She was probably also a member
of the Communist-oriented Union Generale des Etudiants [General
Union of Students]. According to surrealist poet Henri Pastoureau,
Yoyotte married fellow Ugitime De1ense member Jules Monnerot in Paris
and died, very young, a few months later.
Before Yoyotte, no woman of color in the Caribbean had written
with such unrestrained verve. Surely she deserves recognition as one
of the emancipators of language from colonialist inhibitions.
"Pale Blue Line" appeared in Ugitime De1ense. "Half-Season" was pub
lished by Andre Breton in Le Surrealisme ASDLR no. 5 (May 1 93 3) .
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PALE BLUE LINE IN A FORCED EPISODE, I CUT A HOLE
IN THE FLAG OF THE REPUBLIC
My beautiful bird in the eternal the downspouts call you but don't think about
coming back. The feathers of a pleasant surname won't fail to admit fear fear of
the wind in the glaciers. My beautiful bird the thunder of all my desires the
satisfaction of the sun already set and of all my confused thorns in the undif
ferentiated anguish of a sojourn I did not wish to impose on you my bird my
late bird blood my despair in short sleeves of shaded satin color of my reck
lessness your feathers your feathered wings on the back foot my bird counter
riddle let us dissipate the brightness of your light blue l ines my white voracious
gudgeon you are my beautiful bird my beautiful bird zephyr in the night and
when all the lamps blow out in the leather of my little agony. I have flown into
the embankments and into the poplars I have sold worry to the easygoing in
vestor I have wandered through the temples of desolation by night by day at
the setting of all the great sorrows and everywhere beautiful bird I saw you in
the stones and you could not know that the mind does not cross the river for
on the bridge that you tossed me it was in vain that I stoned all the ripples. The
call of the rhombohedron at the edge of April resembles the music of your own
shadow my useless bird who only knows how to people the revolt with all the
great trees of the avenues and all the boulevards when the trumpet of the ban 
quet halls resonate under the windows of the woman you do not yet love.

Translated from the French by Myrna Bell Rochester

HALF-SEASON
I.
Embarrassed cold
in that splendid time when I was naked
I think about saying
far from there
from feet to head
THE SONOROUS SHADOW
Cries
l ike the seagull
I'm afraid of those eyes
atonal desire
for the first roots
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II.
To J -M.
Living comet on the peak
such a one
who likewise plunges
does not possess the source of pleasure
I was

like the rocks
an extra i mmanent
truncated
evil - m i nded
but the murmuring makes me change
place and ink
to my own m easure
like
a

liquid

weight that obsesses me
finds its way i n a dream
and turns

Translated from the French by Myrna Bell Rochester

Born in 1 899 in Stockholm, Greta Knutson studied at the School of
Fine Arts in that city, moving to Paris in the early 1 920s where she
became a student of the painter Andre Lhote. In 1 925 she married
Tristan Tzara, whose wife she remained until 1 939. Philosophically
inclined toward Husserl's phenomenology, Knutson participated in sur
realism only for a few years in the early 1 9 30s. Primarily a painter in
the post-cubist abstract tradition, she also became a noted art critic.
Knutson published no collection of her poetry. The poem translated
here originally appeared in Le Surrealisme ASDLR no. 5 ( 1 93 3 ) .

FOREIGN LAND
Why interrupt
the conversation of sleepwalking clocks
to ask them the dangerous way
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When they will have named
sailboats icebergs sugar and ebony
and the humble silk of the moon
that knows how to fasten the squall's seine to the dawn
among so many breaths
a woodland voice will flow
The story of the cliffside path
Will be a path between statues and doves
and the plant that l icks the flagstone
will l i ft its hand toward the iron
Path to the broken porch shelter of the pursued
night came morning gone
toward the gentle flock and the boat sleeping
against the temple of the riverbank
to the bitter tree's bark
between the girl's teeth
road beneath blood under rock
Was it the stag throat slit by a thorn
but that would hunt at dark of night
that cried let us awake
where is the morning

Translated from the French by Peuelope Rosemont

Paris-born Lise Meyer (nee Hirtz), daughter of a famous doctor, visited
the Paris Bureau of Surrealist Research in 1 925 and, as a result of an
incident recorded in Breton's Nadja, became known as "The Lady of the
Glove." For the rest of her life she remained an ally of, and occasionally
a participant in, the Surrealist Movement. As editor of a small paper in
the Paris suburb of Neuilly, she regularly devoted space to surrealism
and even reprinted surrealist tracts. Deharme was also a prolific author
of surrealist tales, poems, and nursery rhymes as well as curious novels;
her bibliography includes twenty-four volumes. In the 1 950s she
also contributed articles on such writers as Gerard de Nerval and
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J.-K. Huysmans to the scholarly journal La Tour Saint-Jacques [The Saint
Jacques Tower], devoted to magic and hermetism. She died in Paris
in 1 979.
The two poems are from her Cahier de curieuse personne [Notebook of
a Curious Person] ( 1 93 3 ).

THE EMPTY CAGE
I missed
the book of my l i fe
one night
when they forgot
to put a sharp pencil
next to my bed

THE LITTLE GIRL OF THE BLACK FOREST
Once there was a l ittle girl
dressed in tatters
who had only one idea
in the depth of her despair
an idea of dying
in the Black Forest.
That's all for tonight.

Translated from the French by Franklin Rosemont
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EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH: ON THE IRRATIONAL KNOWLEDGE
OF THE OBJECT: THE CRYSTAL BALL OF THE SEERS
Editor's note: These questions and answers, part of a series of collective investigations
into the possibilities of "irrational knowledge, " appeared in Le Surrealisme ASDLR
no. 6 (May 1 9 3 3).
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Questions:
1 . Is it diurnal or nocturnal? 2 . Is it favorable toward love? 3 . Is it suitable for
metamorphoses? 4. What is its spatial location with respect to the individual!
5. What epoch does it correspond to? 6. What happens if it is submerged in
water? 7. in milk? 8. in vinegar? 9. in urine?

1 0.

in alcohol? 1 1 . in mercury!

1 2 . What element does it correspond to! 1 3 . What philosophical system does
it belong to? 1 4. What disease does it remind you of? 1 5. What sex is it7
1 6 . With which historical personage may it be identified? 1 7. How does it die?
1 8 . What must it meet up with on a dissecting table for it to look beautiful?
1 9. With what two objects would one wish to see it in the desert? 20. On
which spot of the nude body of a woman would you place it? 2 1 . and if
the woman were sleeping? 22. and if she were dead? 2 3 . What sign of the
Zodiac does it correspond to? 24. Where on an armchair would you place it?
2 5 . Where on a bed would you place it? 26. What crime does it correspond to?

DENISE BELLON: 1 . Diurnal. 2. Very favorable. 3. Yes. 5. The Middle Ages.
6. It lengthens and melts, and little fish come out of it. 9. It floats away like a
child's balloon. 1 0 . It becomes a prism that revolves endlessly. 1 1 . It escapes
from children's hands and rolls on the snow. 1 2 . Water. 1 3 . Physiocratic.
1 4. Tuberculosis. 1 5 . Hermaphroditic. 1 6 . Freud.

17.

By infinite fissiparous

ness. 1 8 . A nude woman's torso and a chronometer. 1 9. A pool of water and the
sun. 20. In the hollow of her neck, half covered by her hair. 2 I . Under her legs.
2 2 . On her belly, held by her open hand. 2 3 . Libra. 24. Under one of the legs.

GALA (DALI): 1 . Nocturnal . 2. Favorable, but at times threatening. 3. Yes, when
exposed to artificial l ight. 4. Opposite the chest. 5. The Stone Age. 6. It be
comes dazzling. 7. It warms toads. 8 . It is transformed into a handful of straw.
9. It flattens out and opens like a book. 1 0. It bursts. 1 1 . It contributes to a
total eclipse. 1 2 . Air. 1 3 . Hegel . 1 4. Fever. 1 5 . Feminine. 1 6 . Freud.

N US CH (ELUARD): 1 . Diurnal. 2. Yes. 3 . Yes. 4. Above him. 5 . 1 93 3 . 6. It melts.
7. It grows. 8. It disappears.

1 0.

I don't know. 1 1 . It flattens out. 1 2 . Air.

1 4 . None . 1 5 . Masculine. 1 6. Mars. 1 7. In water. 20. On her belly. 2 1 . On her
shoulder. 22. On her legs. 2 3 . Libra. 24. On one of the arms. 2 5 . On the
pillow.

YOLANDE OLIVIERO: 1 . D iurnal. 2 . Extremely favorable. 3 . Very suitable,
since it's the seers' ball. 4. In both cupped hands. 5. The reign of Catherine de
Medici. The Inquisition. 8. It changes the vinegar into innumerable pearls.
9. I don't want to. Impossible.

1 0.

It multiplies infinitely, and each ball conceals

an iceberg. 1 1 . The end of the world; or perhaps it's Saturn itself. 1 2 . Air.
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1 3 . The Surrealist Manifesto. Letter to the Seers. Soluble Fish. 1 4. Snow blindness.
1 5. Feminine. 1 6. Nostradamus. Cyclops.

1 7.

It is eternal. 1 8 . With a scalpel.

The cadaver of a man who dies of thirst and a black velvet neckband
with a diamond cross. 2 1 . On one of her eyes, like all her collected tears.
1 9.

2 2 . The ball cannot touch a dead woman. 2 3 . Virgo. 25. On the pillow, so that
it touches the left cheek.

Translated from the French by Myrna Bell Rochester

Born in Lugo, Spain, in 1 909, Maruja Mallo was by the late 1 920s one
of the strongest and strangest personalities in Spanish modernism, not
only because of her highly original paintings and photomontages but
also because of the virulence of her diatribes against religion, and her
boundless nonconformism. A friend of Luis Bufiuel, Salvador Dalf, and
Federico Carda Lorca, she naturally encountered surrealism; her 19 3 2
exhibition at the Galerie Pierre in Paris was enthusiastically hailed by
Andre Breton. She collaborated regularly on the Spanish surrealists'
journal, Gaceta de arte, published in the Canary Islands, took part in the
"Exposicion Logicofobista" [Logicophobist Exhibition] in Barcelona
in 1 936, and in the International Surrealist Exhibition in London that
same year. Her surrealist activity proved of short duration, however,
largely for political reasons (she was married for a time to Rafael
Alberti and was later closely associated with Pablo Neruda-top figures
in Stalinism's cultural front) .
Although she seems to have written little during the years of her
active involvement in surrealism, the retrospective comments published
here, written in 1 98 1 and titled "El Surrealismo a traves mi obra" [Sur
realism as Manifest in My Work], provide a good summary of the out
look of this unusual woman who, as Edouard Jaguer has written, "played
a determining role in the genesis of surrealism in Spain."
These excerpts were published in the catalog, Maruja Mallo (Gui
llermo de Osma Galeria, 1 992).

SURREALISM AS MANIFEST IN MY WORK
My art is a dynamic process that constantly changes, an evolution of form and
content .

.

. I t comes from the incommensurate. What most surprises me in
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moments of creation is the vital explosion of the Fortunate Isles and the fasci
nation of signs: verbenas, exactly measured magical creations; these are mani
festations that rotate with the seasons of the year, pagan revelations that ex
press their discord with ordinary existence.

The entire surrealist period of my work has been a conscious indictment of the
cemetery of garbage that surrounds us. It emerged at that time in the series
I called Sewers and Belltowers. In May 1 932 my second exhibition was held at the
Paris Galerie Pierre. It consisted of sixteen canvases containing Sewers and Bell

towers, art that sprang from the slums and outskirts of Madrid.
At the time I was impressed by nature eliminating the rubble of the past, the
earth aflame and bloated. Sewers clogged by winds and belfries toppled by
storms, the world of things that pass often stumbles over seasons bristling with
ramparts. This is the basis of the content of that work . . .

Nature is what began to attract me: I wanted to discover a new pattern. This
pattern is the intimate architecture of nature and humankind, the living mathe
matics of the skeleton.
In nature-clairvoyant and mysterious, spontaneous and structured-de
void of anachronistic ghosts, I analyze the structure of minerals and vege
tables, the diversity of crystalline and biological forms synthesized in numeri 
cal and geometric patterns, in a living and universal order.
To create as nature creates.

Surrealism always existed, like the original one-celled sea creature, like an an
thropological secret.
Absent from physical vision, it must be viewed with eyes closed. And I, with
my pencil ready under the pillow I never use, awaken with my brain in my
hand.

Translated from the Spanish by Natalie Kenvin
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The first woman to become well-known as a surrealist-as the maker
of the surrealist object, "Oejeuner en fourrure" [Lunch in Fur] ( 1 936),
commonly called "Fur-Covered Cup, Saucer and Spoon"-Meret
Oppenheim was born in Berlin in 1 9 1 3 but grew up in Switzerland.
A rebellious teenager, she left high school in 1 9 3 1 , and a year later,
at eighteen, went to Paris, where she soon found her way to the Surre
alist Group. Her involvement in surrealism proved to be deep and
enduring, as evidenced by her participation in International Surrealist
Exhibitions in Copenhagen and Tenerife, 1 9 35; London, 1 936; Paris,
1 93 8 ; Mexico City, 1 940; New York, 1 942; Paris, 1 959 (which opened
with her scandalous banquet on a recumbent nude woman); New York,
1 960; Milan, 1 96 1 ; and in Lyons, 1 98 1 , in the "Permance du regard sur
realiste" exhibition. She also took part in numerous smaller Surrealist
Group exhibits, as well as solo shows (her first, in Basie, 1 935, was
prefaced by Max Ernst). A collaborator on Documents 3 4 ( 1 934); Medium:
Informations surrialistes ( 1 95 3 ); Medium: Communication surrialiste ( 1 955);
and Le Surrialisme, meme ( 1 956- 1 959), she also cosigned such tracts as
"The Time the Surrealists Were Right" ( 1 935) and "Coup de semonce"
[Warning Shot] ( 1 957).
Isolated from her surrealist friends during World War II, Oppenheim
suffered a long crisis and painted little in that decade; she resumed her
creative activity and participation in the Surrealist Group only in the
1 950s. Like Breton, Peret, and others, she had her criticisms of much of
what was done in the name of surrealism in the 1 950s and 1 960s, which
did not, however, prevent her from taking part in surrealist activity.
And even in her last years, when she pursued an independent course,
she remained well within the surrealist trajectory. She died in 1 985.
As her work becomes better known-her poetry and other writings,
as well as her paintings, drawings, collages, objects, and furniture-it
is increasingly conceded that Meret Oppenheim is indeed, as her com
rades in the movement always maintained, a major figure in surrealism.
The texts published here, and in later sections of this anthology, are
from the catalogue raisonie of Bice Curiger, Merel Oppenheim ( 1 989).

WHERE IS THE WAGON GOING?
The wagon is going to the woods. The woods
belong to the winter blues

In the Service of Revolution
How do you find their address?
You turn the door around.
You read the paeans of migrant birds, of
water fishes, of damned and cursed
Puszta beetles.
There is no caste spirit here.
Here everyone may speak without restrai nt.
You may dine on an armful of hay i f you have one.
Living or dead, you bow in reverence.
Age approaches, slowly. But it cannot
distinguish you.
You hide behind a night butterfly, doing its most beautiful
mimicry and sacrificing its sleep
for you.

( 1 9 33)
Translated from the German by Catherine Schelbert

IF YOU SAY THE RIGHT WORD, I CAN SING . . .
I f you say the right word, I can sing
you the praises of the raven with its changeable
and shimmering feet.
I l ove these cold flowers of l aughter
best and their nodding shadows that shine i n
the dark.
Who will take the madness from the trees?
Who does heaven give steamviolets to?
How does one downfall advise the next?
There are answers to these and other questions:
You separate the scent from its path and
try to tuck i n your ear while racing for a
mile. Now the air can n arrow its limits
by two degrees and the result will not
be long in coming.
(ca. 1933)
Translated from the German by Catherine Schelbert
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ANYONE THAT SEES HER WHITE FINGERS .
Anyone that sees her white fingers is ready to be transformed. They all climb
out of their skins to surrender to the new world. They all know that no ship
will bring them back, but the cornucopia beckons. It fans out and its fragrance
streams forth. The green birds rip the sails, and the great sun falls i nto the
water. But as long as someone beats the drum, night cannot sink.
The voyage has lasted more than a hundred years. People swim around their
ship like sharks, and the sea is red with blood. Only the brown dogs stick their
heads over the sides of the ship. They hold little knives in their jaws and drop
them from time to time on the people below. The knives impale the sun which
lies deep down at the bottom of the sea. The sun grows little fins.
(Between 1 935- 1 940)

Translated from the German by Catherine Schelhert

A much more important surrealist painter than is generally recognized,
Jacqueline Lamba was born in Paris in 1 9 1 0. In May 1 934 she met
Andre Breton-an encounter announced in Breton's premonitory poem,
"La nuit de tournesol" [Night of the Sunflower] and recounted in detail
in his book, L'AmourJou [Mad Love]. They married in August, and in
December of the following year, their daughter Aube was born.
Lamba's paintings, especially the radiant psychological morpholo
gies done in New York in the 1 940s, are her chief contribution to surre
alism, but she also made impressive drawings, objects, and collages. A
vibrant presence in the Surrealist Group, she took part in several Inter
national Surrealist Exhibitions-London, 1 9361 Tokyo, 1 9371 Paris,
1 947-and her work was reproduced in Trajectoire du reve [Trajectory of
the Dream], VVV, and other collective publications. Lamba separated
from Breton in New York in 1 943 and was for several years the wife
of sculptor David Hare. After the International Surrealist Exhibition
in Paris in 1 947, her painting diverged from the surrealist field. She
died in rural France in 1 995.
These reminiscences are excerpted from a 1 974 written interview
based on her corrected transcripts of tape recordings she had made
(with Arturo Schwarz) on Andre Breton's 1 938 visit with Leon Trotsky
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in Mexico. Brief as they are, these few passages reflect Lamba's revolu
tionary spirit as a teenager in the 1 920s and what the discovery of sur
realism meant to her.

A REVOLUTIONARY APPROACH TO LIFE AND THE WORLD
I was fifteen years old in 1 925. As was true of so many others at the time, my
very nature, as well as my involvement in painting and poetry, had brought me
to a state of mind of anarchistic revolt against the bourgeois society around
me. Nonetheless, it was only in 1 927 that I really became aware of the Octo
ber Revolution in Russia. Despite my real desire, however, to somehow take
part in this revolutionary ferment, 1 was unable to make up my mind to become
a militant. The Leftist meetings I attended seemed to me utterly routine in
character, elementary and gray; my expectations were usually deceived; they
turned me off. And then, in 1 929, I learned of the Surrealist Movement and
particularly of the writings of Andre Breton, which were, for me and for many
others at the time, a revelation.
These writings offered a definitive response to certain problems that are ex
ceptionally difficult to resolve individually (as I have suggested above): prob
lems regarding the relation between the poetic and artistic sensibility and a
revolutionary consciousness, militant or otherwise, applied to all levels of ex
istence. The thoroughgoing, exalting, unique spirit of Breton and his friends,
their whole approach to life and the world, and the tone of certainty and
supreme defiance that accompanied it: all this fulfilled me, liberated me, and
instilled in me a joy such as 1 suspect young people today can scarcely
grasp . . . .

Translated from the French by Franklin Rosemont

Born in 1 920 in Istanbul of a Creek father and an Italian mother, Gisele
Prassinos has lived in or near Paris since early childhood. Introduced
to the Surrealist Croup at age fourteen in 1 934, she enchanted them all
with her fantastic, witty poems and tales. Her first texts appeared in
Minotaure ( 1 934) and Documents 3 4; her first book, La Sauterelle arthritique
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[The Arthritic Grasshopper], was published in 1 935 and was followed
by eight other volumes in the next four years. As Mariannne van Hir
tum noted, Prassinos's surrealist friends recognized these early writings
as a "veritable illustration of automatic language par excellrnce." Two of
her tales of dark laughter are included in Breton's Anthology of Black

Humor.
After World War II Prassinos's association with organized surrealism
was limited, but she has continued to publish widely.

ARROGANT HAIR
A child who was very hot entered the room which he smelled up with his
moldy hair. He thought it appropriate to ask me the price of the jug which
stood on a shelf i n the entrance hall . But I told him his nephew would be very
happy if he freed his head.
With a rather suspicious look he said, "Are they n asty, the swallows?"
Shortly after, another child appeared. From his bare stomach hung a hard,
cylindrical thing, that gave him the appearance of a fugitive.
He sat next to the other one and said to him, "You have moldy hair." Then,
while cleaning the tip of his red shoe, he threw me one of those little leather
balls with which both had their hands filled.
I turned to look at the window. During that time undoubtedly some one
came i n . It must have been a little girl, for I heard her teeth cracking a nut shell.
When I turned around I saw a little girl holding green nuts between her teeth.
She looked at me, then, holding the first child tightly with her yellow hands,
she said to me, "His hair must be moldy, for I found a tiny wood shaving on
the landing." Soon after one heard a slight grating noise. It was the second
child crying, while looking at his playmate's hair.
When I woke up there were no more children. But on the carpet lay a ban
daged male foot, some moldy hair, and some nuts.
Children are afraid of idols.

Translated from the French by Fabienne Lloyd

THE GHOST OF CHATEAUBRIAND
A dog was walking up and down the left pavement of the rue de Seine. The
ghost of Chateaubriand, shining with the fire of his entrails, was following him
with his umbrella between his legs.
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They went along like this for a considerable time. When they arrived on
the plain that separates St. Martin's church from its steeple, the dog turned
back, sniffed the misty air, and crossed himself. There soon appeared a certain
number of lepers, who seemed feverish. But as everyone knows that people
pray at the end of each month, the lepers were tiring their feet out in order to
assuage their leader's anger. The leader, who seemed to be ill, directed his
troop without much difficulty. In spite of this, the ghost of Chateaubriand,
dignified and savage, watched over these easily mad creatures.
At last the dog got up. He ran nervously past the troop, which had become
impregnated with his strength.
The lepers in front of him did not move. Each of them winked as he went
by, and unrolled a cotton reel as though to be worthy of him. All of them, one
after another, only in order to talk, stopped leading their predecessor. No one
mocked him, knowing how easily annoyed he was.
Having passed into the ranks, he ran toward the ghost, who smiled and
whispered a few words to him very softly. Then they went away together, leav
i ng the fine army of simple, worthy lepers behind them.
They followed the pavement that leads to the Bastille. They did not
stumble. Only once did the dog come to a standstill in order to say a single
word; the mouth between his two nostrils gave a jerk as though to say
"good day."
They walked all the time. At a given moment, the ghost sat down on the
parapet. They began to talk about a certain innkeeper who used to put papier
mache in place of the sugar.
At ten o'clock, the dog took a piece of silver lame out of his waistcoat and
shook it with a gesture that was almost old. Then he threw it into the river.
The piece of cloth sank, then reappeared dragging a buffalo's skull along be
hind it. This was followed by a thread fastened to a picket that had just been
staked by a miner.
On the sleeping bank where the sun had not yet penetrated, a buffalo's body
was grazing the warm grass. The dog watched all this, both white and sleepy.
The ghost stole softly away, his feet in his heart, and was not seen again un
til the day of the lepers' i nspection, which took place on November 22nd,

Translated from the French by David Gascoyne
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Born Marie Cerminova in Prague in 1 902, she chose the name Toyen
in her late teens and never used her family name again. A cofounder of
the eclectic but radical Devetsil group in 1 920-a loose association open
to constructivists, dadaists, and others-and also influenced by such
heterodox natives as Kafka and Hasek, Toyen remained in the thick
of everything vital in Czech and European i ntellectual life. Although
she had some contact with surrealism in the 1 920s-she lived in Paris
between 1 925 and 1 929, and her first solo exhibit there was prefaced
by Philippe Soupault-she did not take part in organized surrealist
activity until 1 934, when she helped cofound the Surrealist Group in
Prague. Her work was included in the International Surrealist Exhibi
tion in Tenerife the following year, and in every subsequent Interna
tional Surrealist Exhibition except for those during World War II.
Inclined toward anarchism in her youth, Toyen evolved toward
Marxism in the 1 920s. Her longstanding revolutionary anti-Stalinism
made it impossible for her to remain in her native land after 1 948, so
she fled to Paris where she quickly became one of the key figures in the
French Surrealist Group.
Best known as a painter, Toyen was also an admirable graphic artist,
as evidenced by her cycles of drawings: The Specters of the Desert ( 1 939),
The Shooting ( 1 946), and War, Hide Yourself! ( 1 946), all accompanied by
poems by Jindrich Heisler; De1Jris de r€ves [Wreckage of Dreams], pub
lished with Radovan lvsic's Le Puits dans la tour [The Well in the Tower]
( 1 967); and her drawings for Annie Le Brun's Annulaire de lune [Annular of
the Moon] ( 1 977) . Her collages for Le Brun's Sur-le-champ [Right Now]
( 1 967) reveal yet another facet of Toyen's rich and many-sided work.
One of the greatest painters of the twentieth century, a major con
tributor to the international avant-garde, Toyen was also, throughout
her life, among the most outstanding exemplars of surrealism's revolu
tionary spirit. Surrealism has had many meteors, but Toyen-like her
close friends Andre Breton and Benjamin Peret-is one of the move
ment's fixed stars.
The statement published here-part of her response to an inquiry
on 'The Situation of Painting" published in Medium: communication surrea
liste no. 4 ( 1 955)-is included in this section because it reflects on her
experiences in the late 1 920s and 1 930s.
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A COMMUNITY OF ETHICAL VIEWS
In nonfigurative art a tendency that was close to surrealism developed at the
same time as surrealism itself and ran parallel to it. If it has attained its refined
and mature form today, it is thanks to the very i mportant i n fluence exerted by
surrealist theory.
To pursue a venture in common with a nonsurrealist painter is entirely pos
sible if it is founded on the same basis as a common venture with a surrealist
painter: the moral basis. I am convinced of this all the more resolutely as the
term "lyrical abstraction" accurately describes the painting that Styrsky and I
started doing in 1 926. When the majority of the Czechoslovak group Devetsil,
whose aesthetic conceptions were growi ng closer to those of the Surrealist
Movement, joined it in 1 93 3 , it was precisely because they shared a commu
nity of ethical views.

Translated from the French by Franklin Rosemont

Of Breton origin, Alice Rahon was born Alice Marie Yvonne Phillippot
in 1 904 at her grandparents' home in the village of Chenecey-Buillon,
Doubs, in eastern France. After an early divorce she adopted her
mother's maiden name, Rahon . In 1 9 3 1 she met Austrian painter Wolf
gang Paalen and was soon living with him. A little over a year after
their marriage in 1 9 34, the couple joined the Surrealist Group in Paris.
Rahon's first book of poems, A meme la terre [On the Bare Ground],
illustrated by Yves Tanguy, was the first volume by a woman to appear
under the group's Editions Surrialistes imprint ( 1 936). Her Sablier coucbi
[Hourglass Lying Down], illustrated by Picasso, was issued the same
year by Librairie Tscharn.
In the early 1 940s, with Paalen and photographer Eva Sulzer, Rahon
moved to Mexico and shortly afterward traveled to Alaska and British
Columbia, visiting many Native American tribes along the Pacific
Coast. She helped Paalen organize the 1 940 International Surrealist
Exhibition in Mexico City, brought out another book of poems, Noir
animal [Animal Black], with a frontispiece by Paalen ( 1 94 1 ); and collab
orated extensively on the journal Dyn ( 1 942- 1 945). Although her hus
band publicly (and temporarily, as it turned out) broke with surrealism
during World War II, Rahon did not; she continued to defend surreal
ism's fundamental perspectives till the end of her life.
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After their marriage broke up in 1 947, Wolfgang Paalen went to
California and later to Paris for several years, but Alice Rahon remained
in Mexico. One of her later paintings, "Man Crossed by a River" ( 1 967),
was painted in homage to Andre Breton, who had died the year before.
Rahon died in 1 987.

FOUR POEMS FROM ON THE BARE GRO UND

Glances changed their source
A bell
made of stormy-blue bronze
chased off to the zenith of the wind
by the white wing
of the lost skyline
Sublime sulphur
foam of solitude
on my forehead
the reason of the wind

Cave of bronze amplifier of the storms
of two hemispheres
where shadows cannot die
the stone owl's head
watches over
the sailors' town
limbo of springs not born
to love suffocated
under pairs of false lovers
false presences
false windows
opening to the wall of the night
false virtue of the weak
our bones curli ng in the fire
desert burnt by waiting
where rules the madwoman i n the mirror
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I n the night of the beginning
the fog left
his blood
between the salty lips
beyond the eyes of the sun

For those parallel destinies
there is no horizon line
where they meet where they rest
where they flee those cruel fish
of anguish and discord
They swim between the shores
of these dark rivers
which separate lovers
The shadow descends a staircase of sun
down to the bottom of my heart
I think about the chaste and thoughtful loves
of these animals that unite
as if holding hands

Translated from the French by Vanina Deler and Nancy Deffebach

DESPAIR
To Pablo Picasso
The fireworks have gone off. Gray is the absolute color of the present tense. I
saw that nightingales imitate dead leaves well before autumn . Despair is a
school for deaf-mutes taking their Sunday walk.
It would be better. I don't know what would be better. The thread breaks
constantly; perhaps it's the same frustrating task as when a blind man tries to
recall the memory of colors at his white wi ndow.
Beautiful women with silver waists always fly above cities-Patience-the
signs on those roads where every mistake is irreparable end in a horsehead
shaped club.
We must cry out all our secrets before it's too late. It's previously too late if
we've forgotten to leave the chair where despair will sit to join our conversa
tion. Despair will never be reduced to begging even if they burn his arms.
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Then he'll affect the silhouette of a poppy against a stormy sky. H is pipe-like
laughter will only become insulting.
For a while I've lived on a geography map on the wall. I think I'm at the
wind's crossroads. I chat with him. The bouquet of larkspur takes flight at dusk
and goes to spend the night on the ponds. The doll jumps rope with its
shadow. I shall not tame that shadow that followed me during childhood.
I think that at the bottom of their graves the dead listen for a long time to
see if their hearts will start beating again. For the noise, for the company of
noise, let's greet the company tied by strings.
(29 May 1 936)

Translated from the French by Myrna Bell Rochester

HOURGLASS LYING DOWN
No sleeping wind will bear my head
no handprint on my cheek no arm will hold me
at the open window your arm is alone
you could not exist
between this sun and this window at the spring's assault
here you are laced up and fastened
with no end of threads and knots
of your own mute web
the woman empty like the house just sold
trapped in a net without swaddling sounds
her mouth does not drink does not quench any language
long mouth in vain denied by the veins
each road lost before being born
the dove
whose dress is worn out by captivity
in a wicker cage at the window
your foliage is not born
the blackbird of nightfall
at dawn I cannot listen to your voice
which closes doors and eyes
after drinking my heart.

Translated from the French by �nina Deler and Nancy Dejfebach
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THERE IS THE FIRE
There is the fire it burns and I am the water I drown
o icy girl.
Earth is my friend
also the moon her servant
thus we meet at the end of our caverns
our repose our lassitudes lazed faraway
we spent long-drawn nights discovering ourselves
beside our three mysterious fraternal fires.
I have the loveliest flowers
I have the loveliest mirage
I have the loveliest mirror
I am water singing her being.
(From Herbe a la Lune, 1 93 5 )

Translated from the French by Roy Edwards

THE DATURA THE SERPENT
The datura the serpent
and l i fe bandit of my blood
equator to this park only twenty years old.
Back into your angel's bark
my seven ogrish daughters
I am a beautiful cathedral
on the carpet of myself.
In the fiery ink of my eyes in a circle
are inscribed my games
even those from Adam
in a circle
it will touch the serpent touch the rock
daughter of the earth
at her zenith the Capricorn.
(From Herbe a la Lune, 1 93 5 )

Translated from the French by Myrna Bell Rochester
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TO A WOMAN TO A PATH
This body here feminine that hangs like a distant drop
toward the other here this time feminine
where the hair equal across the smile
wild shuttle
angular bones
who will cross the plains with her hips
who will gather the straw not swathes it will sleep i n barns
alone for the herbs
of whom the friend would never worry although green.
By fate by grain by way by satin
blades of leaves her flat eyes nails in the wood
to the forest all her teeth
rock soft skull of ferns
so big I have drawn her forth this born-one
like a herd of water hung down the cliffs
on the steppes when one believed her at the strawberries
with wild ribbons instead of asleep
on the total side green and red.
The beauty the chestnut lady
my brown mouse how far away you are under the bushes.
Caught by breasts by hands and by hair
never yielded herself whole
so mad of l ichens lost
like a needle in moss
by all the ends urgent false
I have turned you you have woven me
Your cavern mattered as the mountains
where the slate makes its path
where it rains it shines the devil beats his daughters
where the gold splitting sickle dwells and hisses
Wounded i ndifferent lets her head cry
hands in tasks
and body rejected so soft although headless
caressed by her hands for other horizons.
Velvet song in the breastplate
herself stifled for a joke
tiny at the muzzles of the mountains was playing with the donkeys
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At present let sleep on the arms of snow
at the end of time there you lie outstretched
if I think of you hot of desert length
tress to remake under the palms
forest on your fair days
elastic l ike the dream fox
hard l ike your fist
restored to your truest expression
of being all
Great face of rock and grass
revealed so black that I no longer fear
with a wink seeing you you have l i fted me from the well
fathomless from the lake where the sun was the same
same the black oak of winter's furniture
the dark corners of the house left at the crossroads
the arrows were false
blue with poison lied.
Bridge of earth
come to be broken
in the middle where they cross
Tower of earth where your king does not care for you
where the herd is swallowed up
whilst from out of its yellow skin obscure a road
wide like a woman feet foremost
warmi ng itself at the world's end
the most uncertain
without velvet paws
leading to the panthers
whilst this path
without men's heads
carried itself like a head.
On a bank soft and russet the chamomile
in front of the drawing room full of maiden love
in the west of chestnut cup for chestnuts
where the cut wood shines alive lace like
the mule in the forest rings like a colony
the sweet lady for ever in the dahlia garden
masked with mauve
plant salved
your rabbit teeth you can do no more
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On an Indian air
holding my apron
gathered my severed heads
Saint Germaine of Europe
upright in the little milkwort.
Like tiles rained from the north
l ike cow kisses everywhere
like a rosary round the neck
now I am all
now I am ended
now I am knotted
now I am joined
necks severed I dance like a bird
the fountain out from the skull
Gambling with the sunbeams
it rolls at will this great furnished heart on the road
sweet like nothing
bordered with empty molds
frigate of the sun
on this one retrieved
whose marrow once bow-bent on the ceiling with its shadow augured
the feastings of the white weasels
of ecstasy.

Tra11slated from the French by Rola11d Penrose a11d Valentine Penrose

As the "Surrealist Phantom" at the 1 936 International Surrealist Exhibi
tion in London, Sheila Legge was among the most photographed surre
alists of all time. Photos of her standing in Trafalgar Square, her face
covered with roses and her outstretched arms bedecked with pigeons,
appeared in papers all over England and have been reproduced since
in dozens of books. She also appeared (without roses or pigeons) in an
oft-reprinted surrealist group photo taken at the exhibition.
Legge remains, however, a little-known figure. I have been unable to
learn anything of her background or education. David Gascoyne recalls
that she was in her mid-twenties when she first wrote to him in 1 935,
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expressing her enthusiasm for his just-published Short Survey of Surrealism
(the first book on the movement in English) and her readiness to help
organize a Surrealist Group in England. Gascoyne describes her as "a
warm, good-natured, intelligent, frustrated young woman" with an
"eagerness for experience" and "a genuinely keen curiosity" about con
temporary culture, "especially surrealism." He adds that she was fluent
in French, "able to read Raymond Roussel in the original."
Legge exhibited a surrealist object at the 1 936 international exhibi
tion, cofounded the Surrealist Group in England, collaborated on the
fourth issue of the International Surrealist Bulletin (the cover features her
photo as the "Surrealist Phantom"), and took part in the 1 937 surrealist
objects show at the London Gallery. An active participant in group
meetings and liked by all, she was especially close to Gascoyne, Roger
Roughton, Margaret and Paul Nash, and E. L. T. Mesens, who wanted
to hire her as secretary of his London Gallery in 1 93 8 . She is also
known to have visited Paris, where she met Man Ray. Her reasons for
leaving the Surrealist Group and data on her later life are not known.
Gascoyne says he was later told that she married a farmer and moved
to Cornwall.
The text reprinted here, the only one she is known to have written,
appeared in Contemporary Poetry & Prose (December 1 9 36).

I HAVE DONE MY BEST FOR YOU
And there appeared unto me a woman with chains upon her wrists, riding on
a bicycle; and i n her hand a banner bearing these words: THERE ARE NO
MORE WHORES IN BABYLON.
"Look," she cried, "There is the Queen Mary setting out on her maiden
voyage."
And indeed it was an impressive sight, out there i n the desert, that tall ship
built entirely of the most costly marble ( for no expense had been spared) set
ting out on her maiden voyage with her cargo of candles and all her passen
gers climbing up the gangway, which was made out of point de Venise and had
been lent by the Pope, with their clothes and their medicine bottles neatly
packed in rooks' nests and a ham sandwich for the journey.
But I could not really give my full attention to the spectacle, diverting as it
was, for I was already late so, bidding her farewell , I went on alone. Seeing that
I was in earnest this time she pedaled away in the opposite direction, leaving
me in total darkness. I took out the packet of needles which had never left my
side since I waved goodbye to my mother only that morning at Liverpool
Street station and, as I had expected, the largest needle of all gave out a
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phosphorescent glow sufficient to cast a beam of light on my path. (You can
imagine how careful I was to keep an eye on it and the relief I felt when the
sun rose six minutes later. )
Tea was over long ago when I arrived, but Mogador had left a note on the
table to say he would be back shortly so I sat down to wait. But when the wax
figures who had left their showcases because it was halftime began to melt I re
alized that the house was on fire and there was nothing to be done. Everyone
showed great signs of agitation and my calm was vastly envied.
"Oh dear," they moaned, "If only there had been a flood. We could easily
have made ourselves boats out of all the chamois leather gloves in the garden
and there would have been no danger."
However, it was only another FALSE ALARM. The ice creams on the table,
who had been most undecided as to their chances of survival and would have
hoisted the white flag long ago but for my sangfroid, quickly refroze them
selves into even more spectacular shapes than before, and all was ready for the
feast. All, that is, except myself for by now I was more than tired of so many
interruptions; so, pushing my chair back, I lay down on the floor and fell
asleep.
And on the third day I rose again and sold my wife for thirty pieces of
camembert and my i n fant daughter for three francs fi fty.

Painter, collagist and maker of surrealist objects, Eileen Forrester Agar
was born in Buenos Aires in 1 899 of a Scottish businessman father and
an American mother. In 1 9 1 1 the family moved to London where Agar
lived her whole life, apart from lengthy visits to France. A cofounder
of the Surrealist Group in England in 1 936, she cosigned the group's
inaugural declaration, collaborated on the International Surrealist Bulletin as
well as the English group's chief organ, London Bulletin, and took part in
several International Surrealist Exhibitions: London, 1 936; Amsterdam,
1 938; and Paris, 1 947. During the 1 960s surrealist resurgence she once
again began to take part in movement-organized shows, such as "The
Enchanted Domain" (Exeter, 1 967) and "Surrealism Unlimited" (Lon
don, 1 978).
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Agar wrote little, and her autobiography, published shortly before
her death in 1 99 1 , is-like most "as-told-to" books-not wholly reli
able. In the excerpts reprinted here, however, Agar summarizes views
she maintained consistently from her first encounter with organized
surrealism in 1 936.

AM I A SURREALIST?
Surrealism for me draws its inspiration from nature. I recall the account of Tan
guy walking along the beach noting the tiny marine forms, studying the sea
weed and the rocks. Then he would go back to his studio and create a paint
ing which made references to what he had seen, yet nature would only be the
starting point for his imagination. I adopt a similar approach, though at the
same time, abstraction would also be exerting its influence upon me, giving
me the benefit of geometry and design to match and balance and strengthen
the imaginative elements of a composition. Outer eye and i nner eye, backward
and forward, inside out and upside down, sideways, as a metaphysical airplane
might go, no longer classical or romantic, medieval or gothic, but surreal, tran
scendent, a revelation of what is concealed in the hide-and-seek of life, a mix
ture of laughter, play and perseverance.
You see the shape of a tree, the way a pebble falls or is formed, and you are
astounded to discover that dumb nature makes an effort to speak to you, to
give you a sign, to warn you, to symbolize your innermost thoughts. Chance
is not a neutral but a distinctly positive force; the surrealists believe that you
can get on good terms with chance by adopting a lyrical mode o f behavior and
an open attitude.

My own method is to put myself in a state of receptivity during the day. I sit
about sometimes for a quarter of an hour or more, wondering what on earth I
am doing, and then suddenly I get an idea for something. Either it is the be
ginning of a title or just the germ of a visual image. Later on, if I am stuck with
a half-finished painting, I might take a snooze and after that it comes together
quite simply. It may well be that we hunt too much when we are completely
on the alert. Too much awareness can be as inhibiting as too l ittle.

O ne must have a hunger for new color, new shapes and new possibilities of dis
covery. The twentieth century has begun to realize that most of life's meaning

Eileen Agar, Teacher and Pupil, ink drawing, 1 979. Courtesy of the artist's estate.
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is lost without the spirit of play. I n play, all that is lovely and soaring in the hu
man spirit strives to find expression. To play is to yield oneself to a kind of
magic, and to give the lie to the inconvenient world of fact, and the hideous
edifice of unrelieved utility. In play the mind is prepared to accept the unimag
ined and incredible, to enter a world where different laws apply, to be free,
unfettered.
The earliest anecdote told of me, at the age of four (when my stature was of
little account), was of me looking up at the ornate ceiling lavishly painted with
naked ladies and flying cupids in the large restaurant where my parents were
lunching. I said: "I see something but I mustn't tell." Was this a shocked aware
ness of what went on in the clouds? The second anecdote is of my constant and
pressing request to all and sundry to buy me a balloon. I was obviously intent
on exploring those clouds for myself.

One of the stalwarts of surrealism for more than six decades, Mary Low
was born in England of Australian parents and educated in England,
Switzerland, and France. In 1 93 3 , in Paris, she met Cuban poet/revolu
tionist Juan Brea, cofounder of the "H-Group," Cuba's closest counter
part to surrealism in the 1 920s, and also cofounder of Cuban Trotsky
ism. The nomadic couple joined the Paris Surrealist Group a few
months later, and were also active in surrealism in Bucharest, Brussels,
and Prague. Her closest friends in the Surrealist Movement in the
1 930s were Benjamin Peret, Victor Brauner, Oscar Dominquez, Mar
celle Ferry, and, "dearest of all," the Czechs Bohuslav Brouk, Jindrich
Heisler, and Toyen.
In 1 936- 1 937 Low and Brea were in Spain fighting for the revolu
tion as members of the Partido Obrero de Unificacion Marxista [Work
ers' Party of Marxist Unification] (POUM) . Low edited the POUM
English-language paper, Spanish Revolution, and helped organize the
women's militia. The Brea/Low Red Spanish Notebook, prefaced by C. L. R.
James, was the first book-length account of that struggle to appear in
English ( 1 937) and was highly praised by George Orwell. In 1 93 8
Law's and Brea's collection o f poems, La Saison des flutes [The Season of
Flutes], appeared under the Editions Surrealistes imprint (and was reis
sued by Editions Arabie-sur-Seine in Paris in 1 987). At the outbreak of
war Low and Brea went to Cuba, where Brea died in 1 94 1 , at the age of
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thirty-five. Their collection of essays, La verdad contemporanea [Contem 
porary Truth], prefaced by Benjamin Peret, was published in 1 943 in
Havana, where Low continued to live through the war and beyond.
Active in the revolution that overthrew Cuban dictator Batista in
1 959, Low did not leave the island until 1 964, when the Stalinization
of the ruling party placed increasingly severe restrictions on intellectual
life. After living for a time in Australia, she moved to the U.S. in 1 974.
A participant in the Surrealist Movement in the U.S. since 1 98 3 , Low
has collaborated on Arsenal and WHAT Are You Going to Do About It? as
well as the French journal Ellebore [Hellebore].
low's many other books include Alquimia del Recuerdo [Alchemy of
Memory], illustrated by Wifredo Lam ( 1 946; reprinted, 1 986), and
Where the Wolf Sings: New Poems and Collages ( 1 994 ). A Latin and classical
scholar, she has also published a historical novel, In Caesar's Shadow
( 1 975), and a collection of her own researches, On Caesar's Trail ( 1 996).
In recent years she has also made numerous collages, which she
has exhibited in Paris, Chicago, Miami (where she now lives), and
Montreal.
Although most of Red Spanish Notebook ( 1 937) was written in collabo
ration with Juan Brea, the chapter published here, slightly abridged,
was written entirely by Low.

WOMEN AND THE SPANISH REVOLUTION
The Anarchist trade unions had begun a group, "Free Women," which issued
manifestos and edited a splendid paper. I knew one of the girls on the edito
rial committee. She was deep-bosomed and sweet, and talking to her you
could see that she had realized more than the average woman what freedom
could mean.
"They're so eager," she explained, "and so determined to be free. But most
of them don't even know what freedom means. They're not stupid, only un
trained to think, uneducated except in the art of pleasing. But they are awfully
courageous, and full of determination. I t's wonderful raw material."
She wrote clever things, and organized well. Later a French revolutionary
fell in love with her, and she loved him, too. But when it came to bed, she re
fused with a comic and desperate virtue.
"Why not? Isn't it natural when one's in love?" she told me that he asked her.
He had been hurt by her attitude.
"And why wouldn't you?" I asked.
"Oh, because one hasn't time for all that kind of thing during the
revolution."
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"It's not true," I said. "It's an excuse. You only say it to hide your prejudices."
She looked at me, and then shrugged.
"Well, after all, one can't really be expected to change over night, can one?''
The religious heritage was very hard to get rid of.
The family was another thing. Louise Gomez, Gorkin's wife, charming and
energetic, decided to build a women's secretariat in the party, and form a
women's regiment and women's classes and lectures and centers of education
and child welfare. She received more than 500 adherents within the first week
(it shows you something of their eagerness), but dozens of full-blown matrons,
and young girls confided to me:
"Of course I wasn't able to tell my husband (or my father) that I was com
ing here, he would have had a fit. I just had to say I was joining a sewing
circle."
The regiment was composed in large part of these runaways. We used to
meet at seven o'clock in front of the local, with the winter morning mist still
rolling up the Ramblas and round the trunks of the trees, strapped into our new
blue woolen uniforms with divided skirts and stand there blowing on our
hands and most of us hoping that our families wouldn't catch us.
I have seldom seen such spirits. They were so glad and gay and seemed like
children. While we waited for the members of the Directive Committee to
come and lead us to the barracks they skipped on the hard pavement and
played little girls' games, singing and holding hands and dancing in their
pointed shoes. (It was a long time before we could make them all understand
that they must go to drill in flat heels and leave their earrings at home. ) In the
excitement of being free, they were able to get up carelessly time after time in
the rough morning air. They would wait endlessly on the drill-field in the
wind. Even the weight of centuries of indolence did not deter them.
We used to go to the barracks, which were a long way out from the center
of the town. On the way, in the tram or the metro, the militia-boys used to
chaff us. We sang the "Internationale" very loudly and tried to convince them
that our uniform was as serious as their own. Sometimes they ended by being
i mpressed. They would stand whispering gravely together and looking at us
seriously out of their thick-lashed eyes.
It was a long road from the tram-stop to the barracks. We swung along it i n
formation. The m e n leaned out of passing lorries a n d grinned at u s and raised
their fists and yelled:
"Comrades!"
"Comrades!" we yelled back in chorus and raised our fists too.
I remember the first day when we all lined up to file past the guards at the
entrance to the barracks. How they stared, and afterwards laughed and
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cheered us, and all the regiments turned out to see us go by. We felt proud. A
French boy ran down into the courtyard from one of the galleries, and de
manded crossly: "Now what do you think you're all doing?" He looked as
though he had a grievance. He had come back from the front.
"We're coming to learn to fight," I said, with some pride. "We're a battalion."
"Well, it's no use," he said, quickly. "I wouldn't have women at the front at
all, if I had the choice. I've been there and I know."
"Why? Don't you think we're capable? Not brave enough?''
"It's not that," he said. "Far from it. There may have been something in that
at the first, when crowds of untrained girls went there without knowing what
they were going to, and so forth, but that was due to the confusion. Of course,
everything has been organized since then. Oh, I haven't a word against the
militia-women at the front for their courage, or what they can do, or any of
that. Oh, no."
"Then what are you driving at? Why do you object?"
He gave a little, tired sigh.
"You see," he said, "it makes everything altogether too heroic. Especially for
the Spaniards. They're conscious of being males every moment of the day and
night, you know what I mean. They haven't got rid of their old-fashioned sense
of chivalry yet, however silly they may think it is. If one of you girls get caught
by the enemy, fifteen men immediately risk their lives to avenge her. All that
kind of thing. It costs lives and it's too much effort."
"Then they must get over it," somebody said.
"And they never will unless we go on as we're doing."
"In any case," we explained for his greater comfort and joy, "you can rest
yourself about this battalion. We don't put it up as a principle that women
ought to go to the front, we don't think that, we only want to give a hand to
all the individual cases who are good at that sort of thing. As for the rest of us
here, we all have our own social or political work to attend to."
"Then why are you drilling?''
"How dense you are," Louise cried, while the early sun glinted on the
polished shoes of the horses which were galloping riderless round and round
the yard, "because human beings should be properly equipped for defense
when they are liable to be attacked. Supposing Barcelona was shelled? It would
be silly if we couldn't do anything-a bunch of sheep, like in bourgeois
countries."
We went into an underground shooting gallery. It was stone paved, and the
echo battered at one's ears, rebounding back endlessly from wall to wal l .
The first day w e were there the sergeant walked quietly t o the back of the
gallery while we stood facing the targets and let off a shot behind our backs

Mary Low, Mermaid, collage, t 994. Courtesy of the artist.
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without warning. Everybody screamed. Louise Gomez came out firmly to the
front and said:
"If that ever happens again, that is the end of the Women's Battalion."
It never did happen again .
We drilled for four hours without stopping, i n every weather. The officers
took us with full seriousness. They would not let the men come into the field
and look on, and walked beside the leaders, patiently stamping the earth flat
with their boots while giving us the beat. The drummers walked tirelessly
in front of us to mark out the time. It was amazing that nobody ever com
plained, or fell out, or failed to come again . Some of their bodies were stiff and
awkward, out of corsets for the first time. Yet they bore it all, and returned
for more.
After the shooting and the drilling we used to have machine-gun practice.
"Just supposing one of these things fell i nto your hands and you couldn't work
it," as the i nstructor, with his cap lazily pushed over one eye, used to explain.
It was the only thing which was really difficult. We had no mechanical turn,
and spent a long time learning to take all the parts of the machine to pieces and
put them correctly together again, and besides, the machine was so hard and
heavy for us. But we did learn. In the end, I think that we could have assembled
the parts of a machine-gun in the dark, without a clank to show the enemy
where we were hidden, and fired it off as a surprise.
I remember we were very proud of this, and mentioned it in the next mani
festo we issued.
The average woman in the street continued in most respects to look the
same as before the revolution-that is to say that superfluous wealth and lux
ury had disappeared on the backs of the former ruling caste, but the women
continued to have high heels and beautiful hair and to follow a dress style
which is only ever in vogue in Spain. There was one marked difference,
though. The mantillas, with their religious symbolism, had been torn to shreds
and now everyone went bareheaded in sun and rain. The Anarchists had made
a heavy campaign against hats.
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Small (5' 2"), with flame-red hair and deep blue eyes, Lila-as she pre
ferred to be called-was flamboyant, adventurous, spontaneous, and
always "full of vitality": such is the sketch of Marcelle Ferry provided
by Mary Low, who knew her well in the surrealist milieux of Paris and
Bucharest in the 1 930s. Adds Low: "] never had such good times with
any other woman friend."
According to Andre Thirion, Ferry was one of many new recruits
to the Paris Surrealist Group in 1 9 3 2 . Still active fifteen years later, she
cosigned the "Inaugural Break" manifesto in 1 947.
At various times Ferry l ived with Georges Hugnet, Breton, Oscar
Dominguez, and other surrealists, but she married Jean Levy, who
later-during the Nazi occupation-took her surname and became
well -known as Jean Ferry. His most popular books-The Mechanic and
Other Stories ( 1 95 3) and the Study of Raymond Roussel ( 1 95 3 ) , are both
prefaced by Breton and both dedicated "to Lila." Marcelle Ferry died
in 1 992.
Illustrated by Yves Tanguy, her collection of poems, L'Ile d'un jour
[The Daylong Island]-from which the selections here are taken
appeared under the Editions Surrealistes imprint in 1 938.

YOU CAME DOWN FROM THE MOUNTAINS . . .
You came down from the mountains
red steps of the great temples
you traveled the world
with the haughty silhouette
of a Prometheus
chained standing
you went toward the island
hemmed with Brussels l ace
and with clashing ermines
of flowing luxury.
The girl of Irish velvet
and of elsewhere
lying on skins of lions
tigers and boredom
killed by her father
listened on the wood of the islands
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for the step of the one
who would make her life resonate
and would rig up the full sails
of the adventurers in gold and steel.
Once in a while the sea-green wind
bent the rushes
in the dark places.

Translated from the French by Myrna Bell Rochester

WHEN HE WENT AWAY . . .
When he went away
it was midnight at age twenty
He had his hands in Asia
and was following without understanding
the songs of winters for sleeping
the space to love you he said
with a quick blue motion
my hands are in Asia
and my heart is distant as shadow
I'll be back in the time it takes to love you
taking away the long countries
but when the mist had fallen
He became lost at the turn
then since the earth was round
He felt himself going mad

Translated from the French by Myrna Bell Rochester

THE ONE SEATED ON THE STONES OF CHEOPS . . .
To Joelle
The One, seated on the stones of Cheops
creates butterflies
sings with the spider's thread
The Other, prisoner of movements
thinks guesses and chooses entwining with beauty
underground plants fruits of the abyss
birds of paradise.
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The blue and red look of the One
drops onto the moss her curls of shooting stars fill space
the Other will see dawns again and Bathsheba the caterpillar
who was a sleeping cat at the heart of the lettuce
the Other sleeps in the mist . . .

Translated from the French by Myrna Bell Rochester

FRENZY, SWEET LITTLE CHILD, YOU SLEEP . . .
Frenzy, sweet little child, you sleep
your hand closed around a treasure of diamonds
that turn into hazelnuts.
Dawn's paths
lead you i nto the forest of a sobbing
night of rain and beautiful among the beauties.
Betelgeuse has stolen the heart of Charles II
that's the surprise i nside which
you wakened will go forth
wearing about you your umbelliferous shadow
Undecided about gathering the crowned heads that will fall
Your little tooth is a dungeon
your uranium curls provide impunity for you alone
Frenzy, my Aventurine, my Peripatetic
my little million-dollar dream.
You wear emerald or green crystal sandals
And magnificently torn clothing
you name me you call me.
The night birds make your cradle
you can sleep anywhere my little spring of poison slow and clear
like your spring eyes my little poison;
in the shade of the vampires and while the fire keeps vigil
and precious stones fall from the sky in a silent spray.
The heart of Charles II is at your feet
He warms them and swells up to become mellow
He'll turn himself into an orange when you wake delicious and cold.
Butterfly on the heather little motherless cloud
don't you want to make the nasturtiums dance?
A pink spider is on your cheek
nothing is beautiful anymore, she looks at your lashes
like a single enemy
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and measures the fight by their length
the enemy does not see her, he is sleeping
his wings tucked i nto a thin blue ray
you are blue gold, the devil's flower
the n ostalgia of coral the first Daffodil in the world

Translated from the French by Myrna Bell Rochester

In his Prolegomena to a Third Manifesto of Surrealism or Not ( 1 942), Andre
Breton named Leonora Carrington-along with such figures as
Georges Bataille, Roger Caillois, Pierre Mabille, and Benjamin Peret
as one of "the boldest and most lucid" minds of our time. As painter,
storyteller, and woman of ideas, Carrington has been a major force
in surrealism for sixty years.
Born in 1 9 1 7 into a wealthy family in Clayton Green, Lancashire,
England, Leonora Carrington started drawing at age three. In her teens
she persuaded her parents to let her study painting with Amedee Ozen
fant. She was electrified by the 1 936 International Surrealist Exhibition
in London and by Herbert Read's anthology, Surrealism, published that
same year and presented to her as a gift by her mother. In 1 937 she met
Max Ernst and went to live with him in Paris and later in the French
countryside. The two were separated at the outbreak of war when Ernst
was imprisoned in a concentration camp. Her subsequent travail,
including a harrowing spell in a lunatic asylum in Spain, is recounted in
her wonderful book Down Below ( 1 944) , excerpts from which appear in
the following section.
Carrington took part in seven International Surrealist Exhibitions
between 1 93 8 and 1 965- 1 966. Her most intense involvement in surre
alism as a collective activity was in 1 94 1 - 1 942 as part of the Paris Sur
realist Group in exile in New York. Most of her later years she has lived
in Mexico, where no Surrealist Group existed, though her closest
friends there included other surrealists in exile, notably Benjamin Peret
(who returned to Paris after the war), Remedios Varo, and Luis Bufiuel.
For a few years in the 1 980s Carrington lived in New York, and later in
Chicago, where she took part in the activity of the Chicago Surrealist
Group. Carrington returned to Mexico in 1 992.
Carrington's first publication was a pamphlet, IA Maison de la peur
[The House of Fear] ( 1 93 8 ) , followed by a collection of stories, La dame
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ovale [The Oval Lady] ( 1 9 39)-both illustrated by Ernst. Down Below,
which appeared in English and French in the New York surrealist jour
nal VVV in 1 944, was issued in book form in Radical America's Surrealist
Research & Development monograph series in 1 972 and has been kept
in print by Black Swan Press in Chicago. Although written in the
1 940s, her novel The Stone Door was published only in 1 976. A suite of
her drawings, paintings, and pastels, El mundo magico de las Mayas [The
Magic World of the Mayans], appeared in Mexico in 1 964. A second
novel, The Hearing Trumpet, appeared in French in 1 974 and in English
two years later. Still uncollected are her plays, Flannel Night-Shirt and
Penelope. In recent years many of her shorter writings have appeared
under various titles in many languages.
"The Sand Camel" has not heretofore been published in English.

THE SAND CAMEL
Two boys, A and B , lived i n the forest with the Old Grandmother. The Old
Grandmother was always dressed in black like an umbrella and she had a little
head round and red like an apple. Her soap and her pajamas were black too; it
was her favorite color.
A and B went to the forest to play with white sand; they made a camel .
When the camel was finished his look was so alive A and B said "the Camel is
alive and he looks nasty."
It was true but it rained and the Camel went away in a stream of sand.
"Well done," says the Grandmother. "I didn't like that Camel because of
his look."
But A and B m ixed some butter into the next camel. This one's eyes were
even nastier. This camel kept his shape in the rain.
"If we do something magical to him he'll stand up," said B. That would be
useful; they had no dog. Then the Crow came down from the tree saying "Me,
I know the magic thing you have to do." With his foot he scratched some let
ters on the camel's forehead. The Camel stood up with a sinister smile. He
walked he went into the house. The Crow said, "it's because he is afraid of
the rain."
A said, "Grandmother won't like it if the Camel goes inside, she's making
chestnut jam."
The boys A and B hid behind the tree because they knew that the Grand
m other would be angry when the Camel of Sand went into the kitchen; they
were right, she was furious.
Soon they saw the Camel come back holding the Grandmother's head in his

Leonora Carrington, Dog,
come here into the dark house.
Come here, black dog, etching,
1 995. © 1 997 by Leonora
Carrington/Artists Rights
Society (ARS), New York.
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mouth. Upside down she looked just like an umbrella. "It's because of the
damp," said the Crow.
In the kitchen the jam burns, no one looks after it.
A and B went into the house to take care of the jam.
After eating chestnut jam for a week, A and B said, "we sure could eat some
fries," but the Camel was walking slowly in the woods with the Grandmother,
like an umbrella and he never put her down.
The Crow saw it all. "You owe me the Grandmother's jewelry," he said tak
ing a big trunk of it from the house.
"We should do something with it." So he hung all the Grandmother's jew
elry on the tree and you had to admit it looked nice.

Translated from the French by Rikki Ducornet

Born in 1 88 3 at St -Edwards-on-the-Sea, Surrey, in England, Grace
Winifred Pailthorpe studied medicine and served as a surgeon during
World War I. During several years' travel abroad she worked as a physi
cian in the wilds of western Australia. Back in England she took up the
study of Freudian psychoanalysis, which she began to practice in 1 922.
For five years she concentrated on the psychoanalytic study of female
prisoners; her pioneering Studies in the Psychology of Delinquency ( 1 92 9)
and What We Put in Prison ( I 932) attracted international notice. Her
Institute for the Scientific Treatment of Delinquency (now the Portman
Clinic) was the first of its kind in the world. Indicative of her stature
in the field, its vice-presidents included Freud, Jung, Adler, Rank, and
other analysts, as well as Havelock Ellis and H. G. Wells.
In 1 935, with commercial artist Reuben Mednikoff, Pailthorpe
began her research into automatic drawing and painting. In 1 936 she
took part in the International Surrealist Exhibition in London, where
her three works were greatly admired by Andre Breton, and she helped
found the Surrealist Group in London. Her 1 939 joint exhibit with
Mednikoff was enthusiastically reported in the group's journal, London
Bulletin. Pailthorpe also contributed articles to the International Journal of
Psychoanalysis as well as other psychoanalytic and medical journals. By
1 94 1 , however, disagreements with Mesens and others led to her and
Mednikoff's departure from the Surrealist Group, though they contin
ued their automatistic research throughout their lives. In later years
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they turned to Eastern mysticism; they left a large collection of their
art to a yoga society, which burned it.
The first selection here, from What We Put in Prison, predates
Pailthorpe's involvement in surrealism but reveals her radical psycho
analytic orientation. "The Scientific Aspect of Surrealism," published
here slightly abridged, originally appeared in London Bulletin (De
cember 1 93 8/January 1 939). "Surrealist Art" is excerpted from the
"Foreword" to the catalog of the Pailthorpe/Mednikoff exhibition at the
Guggenheim Jeune Gallery ( London, 1 939), and the text titled "On the
Importance of Fantasy Life" is from a letter published in London Bulletin
no. 1 7 ( 1 939), responding to an anti-Freudian and antisurrealist critic.

WHAT WE PUT IN PRISON
This girl, aged twenty, was in prison for larceny. When I saw her she was re
covering from revolver shot-wounds. She was in a highly excited state and un
able to give me a coherent history o f herself. She said she had always been a
troublesome girl as far back as she could remember. She was sent to a convent
school from which she ran away at the age of fourteen, refusing to go back.
She then took up various employments, such as typing, mechanics and dress
making, only to throw them over almost immediately. The longest time she
stayed in any one place was for eighteen months as a mannequin in a shop.
While she was there she "got in with" a lot of young men with whom she was
very friendly. She does not know what it is to feel affectionate or to have
any love for anyone. "That was knocked out of me between the ages of one
and nine."
Although she has a mild fondness for her parents, she knows she would not
grieve if they died. She looks down upon her mother and says of her that she
is good, virtuous, religious, kind, generous and a very nervous little person .
She speaks of her father as happy-go-lucky a n d irresponsible like herself. She
makes platonic friendships with men and has no use for women. She has taken
part in numerous escapades and glories in them. They seem to be mainly of a
shady nature (business transactions), but strictly "non -sexual." On the present
occasion, she went over to the Continent to see someone on business. She left
her hotel here, where she had a suite o f rooms, without paying for them; also
she took several gowns from a person who was exhibiting them at the hotel.
Her attitude to this theft is that "If people are foolish enough to trust they de
serve all they get."
When she reached her destination abroad, the man she was to do business
with failed her. She found herself in an hotel, without means to pay or to get
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away, so without apparently waiting to think things over, she said to herself, "I
have had a good time and here is the end." She went up to her room, cleaned
up her "gun" and went to bed. She thought it rather a cheerless way of "doing
it," so rang the bell and ordered a cocktail. After this she felt more cheerful,
thought she was being a coward, so put the pistol away in the drawer. She
woke up three weeks later to find her head bandaged. She has no recollection
of what had happened. From the position of the wounds I should judge they
were self-inflicted. She poses as having an "Omar Khayyam" attitude toward
the world, but nevertheless she gave me the impression that a terri fic internal
battle was being waged. This probably has to do with her references to some
thing which happened between the ages of one and nine. Concerning the de
tails of this she was markedly reticent although she frequently alluded to it. At
subsequent interviews, she was in the same excited state. To herself she was a
great person and was wonderful in what she had accomplished and could ac
complish. She had a peculiar way of ending everything she was saying with a
"ha! ha!"
There were moments when an expression of deep misery came into her
face. At every interview she would interrupt her flow of conversation to inter
ject at intervals in a tone of forced contempt that she loved no one-love
meant nothing to her: all that was knocked out of her when she was a child.
She gave the impression that all the excitement and posing was a strong ef
fort to shut out of consciousness a state of mind which was exactly the oppo
site of what she made it out to be. It was quite obvious that the girl was suffer
ing acutely from severe mental conflict and that her abnormal behavior was the

only way she could find of dealing with it.

THE SCIENTIFIC ASPECT OF SURREALISM
Surrealism is one of the outcomes of a demand, on the part of those dissatisfied
with the world, for the complete liberation of mankind from all fetters which
prevent full expression. Humankind demands full expression. It is a biological
necessity.
In 1 924, Andre Breton, one of the founders of surrealism and its present
leader, defined surrealism as: "Pure psychic automatism, by which it is intended
to express, verbally, in writing, or by other means, the real functioning of
thought. The dictation of thought in the absence of all control exercised by
reason and outside all aesthetic or moral preoccupations."
Psychoanalysis, although originally the outcome of a different aim, also
strives to free the psychology of the individual from internal conflict so that
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she or he may function freely. Thus it can be assumed that the final goal of sur
realism and psychoanalysis is the same-the liberation of man-but that the
approach to this end is by different paths.
During the process of a research undertaken from the psychoanalytic point
of view (by my colleague and myself), the results of certain experiments i n
painting a n d drawing l e d t o surrealism. A considerable amount of interesting
material was collected and in it some of the real values of surrealism became
manifest. As a detailed description of the progress of this research is impossible
in the limited space of this journal only a brief idea of some of the results, and
the light these throw on the whole subject of art, will be practicable.
It is well known that unconscious fantasy is at work in all surrealist cre
ations; but that the fantasy-story the unconscious is unfolding is intelligible is
not such common knowledge . . . . Although the method by which the inter
pretations of drawings and paintings were obtained is complicated, the results
are crystal clear. For instance, it can be clearly demonstrated that one uncon
scious meani ng of traditional art (art that has become established and ac
cepted) is painting according to parental wishes, or to please the parent. Such
creations may display excellent craftsmanship but very little, if any, of the cre
ator's basic personality-and vitality is restricted.
Art within the confines of any tradition is like an animal in a cage. An
imprisoned creature will lose much of its i nherent grandeur and vitality. A
cramped freedom can only permit a mockery of life. There is little scope for
fantasy within the cage of tradition-bound art. Art that is free from restriction
becomes alive, colorful and vital.
When, however, such barriers to freedom are symbolically destroyed by an
act of will and a surrealist career begun, the discovery that movement is still
difficult is soon made. So early endeavors in surrealist art often are, to trained
eyes, lacking in the essential qualities. This is due to the fact that firmly estab
lished i nhibitions still maintain their hold no matter how much self-permission
to be free is given. This is one reason why some give up their efforts, com
plaining that surrealism leads nowhere. But surrealism can lead to a greater un
derstanding of the world around and within us, and it is a matter of time only
before this will be recognized. It is impossible to create a well-organized ex
ternal world unless at the same time the i nternal mental world is harmonized,
since it is only through mental acquiescence on the part of the units that go to
form the whole machinery of civilization that it can function smoothly. Fur
ther, the understanding of the world round us is reached by means of our sense
organs, and if these are not functioning freely we are not capable of getting an
accurate focus upon the happenings that affect us.
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The unconscious is a master in its own form of art and its creations have
qualities similar to those demanded of any form of art, whatever the media. It
tells its story perfectly, with economy of language and with associations that
convey the maximum effect. It gives only those details necessary for the com
plete understanding of its moods. It tells a perfect short story. Simplicity, di
rectness and lucidity are its aims. It conforms to all that has vitality, perfection
of rhythm and composition-and it cannot be ignored because it is truth ex
pressed with vitality.
Every unconscious creation is not a work of art, but where complete free
dom has been possible the results are perfect in balance, design, color, rhythm,
and possess a vitality that is not to be found anywhere else than in surrealism .
Because it is free from the limitations of traditionalism its movements have
greater variation and infinitely greater daring.
Unfortunately, such paintings and drawings create a feeling of fear or dis
taste on the part of the public; but if they can bring themselves to look again
and again they begin to feel an inexplicable attraction toward these pictures.
They are being drawn toward a freedom which they, too, would like to expe
rience. Eventually they admit that, although they do not understand surreal
ism, there is an indefinable attraction which excites them. And many artists,
who still conform to the dictates of traditionalism, have admitted to being pro
foundly affected by the vitality of the color, movement and design of surreal
ist creations.
At present we are in the early stages of this form of art. The infantile un
conscious can only become free gradually. Its stiffened limbs have to overcome
the effects of previous binding. It has to overcome the fear of abandoning its
cage, which is in large part of its own making in protection of itself from at
tacks from the external world. Until these bonds are broken and "limbs" are
fully stretched, it will be impossible to get that perfection which is called "cre
ation" -the conglomeration of qualities that make a thing "live," and by which
it stands the test of time.
We are witnesses of the birth of a new form of art, of the transitional period
during its progress from within to without. Surrealism is ushering into the
world an art greater than has hitherto been known, for its potentialities are
limitless. And this art of the future will arrive when completely freed fantasy
evolves from uninhibited minds. It will be the dawn of a new art epoch.
As long as fantasy-life or the imaginative life is free, it learns by experience.
The fantasies produced are richer in quality and content as a result of experi
ence. But fantasy or imagination bound by early i nfantile inhibitions and fears
remains infantile in what it creates. I n the process of becoming free, surrealist
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Grace Pailthorpe, The Speckled Thrush, oil on canvas,
Edouard Jaguer.

1 9 36.

Photograph courtesy of

paintings, drawings and sculpture will necessarily be infantile in content. This
does not preclude its right to be called art. The infantile fantasy, as it becomes
freer and experiences more as a result of that freedom, will grow increasingly
more adult in character, and its creations will show it.
Imagination travels well in harness with reason. The infant human comes
into the world with a remarkable power to reason. It reasons through its senses.
Its mistakes are not through lack of power to reason but through lack of expe
rience. H itherto humanity has stressed the value of reason and has restricted
imagination . I magination and reason are biological twins. They must grow up
together. What affects the one will affect the other. I f their development
is such that one grows apace and the other remains stunted, the results are
disastrous. The growth of our imagination and reason must, like our mental
and physical development, be balanced. They are interdependent. The crip
pling of one or the other has its immediate effect on the living organism. The
inhibition of fantasy-life, from whatever cause (internal or external), must re
sult in a crippled creation. Equally, any loss of freedom in the use of one's rea
son results in a similar distortion. According to the degree we suffer from such
mishandling, to that degree we are narrow, hidebound, mentally unhappy and
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l imited individuals and, at worst, are among the many unfortunates who end
their days in asylums, workhouses or prisons.
Surrealism is a serious project. If followed wholeheartedly to its final goal it
has the power to bring happiness to all humanity. But it is a discipline, and one
that must be persistently pursued if anything of value is to be the outcome, and
i f disaster is to be avoided. There are no half-way houses. There are many dan
gers in the achievement of this aim but these can be circumnavigated. The ob
ject of surrealism is to know the self. All the sages of the past have advocated
self-knowledge but they have not shown us how to reach that ideal . Here is
the opportunity.

SURREALIST ART
The paintings and drawings in this exhibition are works created during the
progress of a psychological research . . . . [O]ur experiments have led both my
colleague and myself to discover, among many things, the real meaning and
value of surrealist art to the world. . . .
Surrealist art is a transitional art, or, to be more accurate, an art as yet i n its
infancy. . . . It is my belief, based on the scientific material amassed during
these years of research, that surrealist art will surpass any previous form of art
in the richness, quality and vitality of its creations when it reaches its more
mature stage of development.
We humans are as yet out of tune with our inner selves. When the inner self
is fully understood the conscious and unconscious sides of our personality
merge to form a unity. When that stage is reached surrealist art will, I have no
doubt, considerably alter the outlook of its critics and astound the world of art.

ON THE IMPORTANCE OF FANTASY LIFE
Without the imaginative side of life no scientific invention would have been
possible. Fantasy, or vision, frequently has with it a wish to bring into being a
world that would satisfy our unconscious and conscious needs, and this is the
dynamic force which drives us to alter the external world. Without it there
would be no progress. It is by reason of our visionary, or fantasy, l i fe that we
alter the reality world of today, creating an improved world for the future. It is
only when fantasy life is anchored, through fear, to infantile misconceptions,
that progress is slow, or halted. Freed fantasy will vitalize everything it touches
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in life, for fantasy is i nherent in life itself; and when it is freed from an an
chorage to repeat itself ad infinitum, it will enter into creative art and activity to
a degree previously unknown.

One overhears many reactions to surrealist art, but the most pathetic of all is
,,
from those who ask, What am I supposed to see and feel from this?" In other
words, "What does papa say I may think and feel about this?"

Only two names appear on the invitation to the 1 93 8 International
Surrealist Exhibition in Paris: Andre Breton and Helene Vane!. In the
catalog, Breton's and Eluard's Abridged Surrealist Dictionary, this "danseuse
surrealiste" [surrealist dancer] was symbolically named 'The Iris of
Mists." Her performance at the opening, titled "L'Acte manque" [The
Unconsummated Act], was the first authentic example of surrealism in
dance. The most detailed account of this extravaganza, in which she
brandished a live rooster and jumped on and off one of the exhibition's
several unmade beds, appears in Georges Hugnet's Pleins et deliis [Up
strokes and Downstrokes] ( 1 972) .
Biographical information o n Vane! has proved elusive. A clipping in
the New York Public Library's dance collection at the Lincoln Center
shows that she was dancing on the Riviera in the mid- t 930s. She evi
dently died in a Nazi concentration camp.
The following text, the only one she is known to have written,
appeared in the Cahiers G.L.M. no. 9 in March 1 9 39, as part of her
response to an inquiry on "Indispensable Poetry."

POETRY AND DANCE
In the actual state of things, it is poetry that must save the world. Those who
no longer see the Marvelous live in the desert-and death. Let the poets be
read fervently each day! They alone reveal to us how precious, intimate, and
astonishing the things around us are. They alone will reveal the secret o f the
ties that attach us to these things.
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And let us know how to distinguish the false poets, who debase all that is
human, from the true poets-those who "animate a world in recreating it."
Dance, joyous and powerful expression of the enthusiasm for life, must have
the same mission as poetry. It creates forms in time and space. Dance is the
vertigo of matter.
To communicate with l ife's forces by means of gesture and movement-the
simplest and most direct expression. To rediscover the truth of being. To ac
quire, at the same time, the sense of the invisible powers that attract us even while
repelling us: Is this not a means of surpassing ourselves, a way out of the maras
mus and mediocrity-a method of attaining the grandeur that we so shamefully
abandoned?

Translated from the French by Franklin Rosemont

lthell Colquhoun was born in 1 906 in Shillong, Assam, India, and grew
up in India and England in an atmosphere of alchemy, Kabbalah, and
the Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn. Although she attended the
Slade School in London, she was basically self-taught as an artist. The
1 936 International Surrealist Exhibition in London confirmed her inter
est in surrealism. For a time she lived in Athens and in Paris, where she
met Andre Breton in 1 939. She joined the Surrealist Group in England
later that year and contributed many texts and images to its journal,
London Bulletin. She broke with the group in 1 940 after a dispute with
E. L. T. Mesens regarding her occultist preoccupations. Two years later
she joined Toni de! Renzio in a short-lived dissident surrealist ferment
around the one-shot magazine, Arson.
A devoted explorer of decalcomania, fumage, frottage, collage and
other methods of pictorial automatism, Colquhoun invented several
magic-inspired techniques of her own, including graphomania, stillo
mania, and parsemage. Of her many books, all of which are interesting,
her Goose of Hermogenes ( 1 960) is perhaps most important from the surre
alist point of view. In her last years Colquhoun supported various
efforts to reorganize a Surrealist Group in England and collaborated on
the journal Melmoth. She died in 1 9 8 8 .
"What D o I Need t o Paint a Picture?" appeared in London Bulletin
no. 1 7 (June 1 939).
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WHAT DO I NEED TO PAINT A PICTURE?
Certainly not a canvas or an easel, because I need first a resistant surface (wall
or panel) and a steady support (wall or table or bench). I like the surface on
which I paint to be as near that of polished ivory as possible; sometimes this
surface is so lovely that it seems a pity to paint it at all. Then I need a number,
but not a large number, of opaque pigments and a small amount of medium. I
am not going to say what is in the medium, but it smells very nice. Then a still
smaller number of transparent pigments, and lastly a surfacing-wax which I put
on when the paint is dry and which also smells very nice.
I need a line to work to (Blake's "bounding outline"); that means a full-sized
detailed drawing afterwards traced. Then I put on the opaque colors very
smooth and finally the glazes, i f any, with the transparent colors. These are
only the fixed and the cardinal qualities; what of the mutable? What of inspi
ration? What can one say of it except that it comes and goes, is helped and
hindered, is unbiddable and unpredictable?
As to results, I aim for them to be sculptural: drawing and painting are
branches of sculpture. For me, drawing is two-dimensional sculpture, painting
is two-dimensional colored sculpture. If I do any sculpture, it is colored.
Mine is a very convenient way of painting, because it needs so many con
secutive hours of work that it is almost impossible to do anything else.

The journal Tropiques, organ of a group in Fort-de-France, Martinique,
during World War II, was also a prime vehicle of the international
Surrealist Movement in those hard years. It published texts by surreal
ists Victor Brauner from Romania, Jorge Caceres from Chile, and,
from France, Andre Breton, Charles Duits, Pierre Mabille, and Jeanne
Megnen.
Although her 1 938 collection of poems, 0 rouge! 0 delivrie!, bore the
Paris imprint of Editions G.L.M., one of the principal publishers of
surrealist works in those years, Megnen remains a little-known figure.
Many know her only for her role in transcribing and editing Leonora
Carrington's Down Below in Mexico in 1 94 3 . Initially married to French
expressionist painter Marcel Gromaire, she later married Pierre Mabille,
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one of surrealism's outstanding theorists (and incidentally Andre Bre
ton's personal physician). With Mabille, Megnen spent the war years
primarily in Haiti.
The poem translated here appeared in Tropiques no. 3 (October 1 94 1 ) .

THE NOISE WILL START TOMORROW
The light screams, it backs me up.
The sunbeam perpetuates a steady ardor,
The strings are taut, ready to snap
You say nothingI run into the bare tree trunk.
All is quiet and I can hear the air crackle
! am patient.
Wings spread their shadows on the fields to protect us.
All the dogs are in.
Near the cliff, circles of small bells are on the move.
We'll take our rags in the flowered hangars of dawn
when everything goes dark in the light.
I am alone on a rock and smoke carries my hopes away
I walk on, bedecked with gold cloth
my boat, loaded with gems in the mineral waters, floats
away from the island of cork, lost and untouched by the plough.
In the distance, the air has cracked again in a leaden mist.
White hope whirls around vertiginously.
Nothing that is us can lose.
The water carries us
and screams in the door locks.
Our guts tighten on the crest of the foam.
Seized with terror I walk on sleepily.
The air rises and pierces the walls.
The woman has woven her glances like strands of wool
to plot the madness of one day.
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I must bend heads in an empty kid glove.
A long-armed genie regulates the gear wheels of death.
On a stone mouth, lips annihilate a blood neutralized by an opaque poison.
Our boat has become heavier
Rocks are spitting on your chest
The sail whinnies in the fog
Water rolls on your impenetrable skin,
drop by drop, to fill an abyss o f mercury.
Two of those pearls have nestled in my eyes
Two of those pearls have landed on a bird's wing.
I no longer see the overriding shiny domes.
Silence makes the ramparts desperately larger.
The noise will start tomorrow.

Translatedfrom the French by Guy Ducornet
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INTRODUCTION

First Principles and New Beginnings
In the gloom of a cloudy November,
They uttered the music of May.
-Emily Bronte

As history's worst depression turned i nto history's most devastating war, all
groups concerned with human freedom and radical social and cultural trans
formation suffered. The Surrealist Movement was no exception. The high level
of i nternational organization and cohesion that surrealists had developed dur
ing the thirties was impossible to maintain in the police-state conditions that
prevailed in Europe after

1 939.

Nazi military occupation abruptly ended the public expression o f surreal
ism in Czechoslovakia, Romania, Denmark, Holland, Belgium, and France.
The advance of German troops drove most of the Paris group to Marseilles
and then i nto exile: most went to New York, others to Mexico, some to the
Caribbean . To one degree or another, surrealist activity persisted in most
Nazi -occupied countries, but strictly underground. Its adherents, who circu
lated clandestine bulletins at the risk of their lives, had no way to communi
cate with surrealist comrades in other lands. In France several surrealists active
in the Resistance were murdered by the Nazis. In Japan, which had an anti
surrealist law, surrealists were jailed or placed under house arrest. Four women
involved in surrealism-Fanny Beznos, Helene Vane!, Sonia Mosse, and Edith
Hirschova, known as Tita-perished in Nazi concentration camps. 1
U nder dictatorships, fascist or Stalinist, surrealism was proscribed. Even in
the democracies, its freedom o f action was severely curtailed by the "war ef
fort." Breton was granted asylum in the U .S. on the condition that he refrain
from engaging in any radical political activity. He was under close FBI surveil
lance throughout his stay. There is reason to believe that the same conditions
were imposed on other surrealist refugees.2
For women and men devoted to poetry, freedom, and love who had de
clared their attitude toward the war in the

1 93 8

tract, "Neither Your War Nor

Your Peace!," wartime restrictions were difficult to endure. However, one of the
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characteristics of revolutionary movements is that they thrive i n conditions of
adversity and persecution, and here too surrealism was no exception . Banned
in one place, it always sprang forth somewhere else. If a few i ndividuals
dropped out, newcomers kept arriving. During World War II surrealist groups
were publicly active i n England, Egypt, Chile, Martinique, and New York, and
some form of agitation was carried on in Mexico, Cuba, Haiti, and the Do
minican Republic.
All through the war women's participation in the movement continued to
expand. At least twenty-three women from ten countries made their first con
tributions to surrealism between 1 940 and 1 945. I n addition to these new
comers, as many as twenty women who had joined the movement earlier
remained active during the war. To pursue the surrealist adventure in the re
pressive intellectual climate of those years required courage and tenacity.
"Once the war started," recalls Susanna Coggeshall-who as Susy H are was a
young surrealist recruit at the time-"internationalism was no longer 'in': quite
the contrary, it was associated with Communism." Resentment against for
eigners and radicals was especially rife i n the highly competitive art world.
Most New York artists and intellectuals greeted the surrealist refugees from
Nazi Europe with nativist chauvinism; several openly feared what they called
this "French invasion." Despite such provincial snobbism, however-or per
haps in conscious revolt against it-many women rall ied to the reorganized
Surrealist Group around Breton and his friends. The three issues of VW pub
lished in New York from 1 942 to 1 944 not only include more texts and images
by women than any earlier surrealist journal but they include more than all
previous surrealist periodicals put together. 3
The consciousness-raising effect of this i nflux of women i n surrealism made
itself felt i n many ways. In the inquiry on mythical creatures i n VW no. 2 - 3
( 1 94 3 ) , women's and men's responses for the first time were listed separately,
with similarities and differences noted. The same year, at the urging of Marcel
Duchamp, Peggy Guggenheim held an all-woman exhibition at her Art of This
Century gallery in New York. Breton and Ernst were among the judges. Sur
realism and the influence of surrealism were much in evidence in this show,
which featured the work of thirty-one women, including Leonora Carrington,
Frida Kahlo, Valentine Hugo, Jacqueline Lamba, Louise Nevelson, Meret Op
penheim, Kay Sage, Dorothea Tanning, and Julia Theda. Contemporary crit
ics responded to this surrealist initiative with typical sexist condescension and
ridicule.4
The sheer number of women involved in surrealism in those years is itself
remarkable. More impressive than their quantity, however, is the quality of the
work some of these women produced. Toyen, Carrington, Lamba, Low, Agar,
Penrose, Sage, Varo, and others whose participation in surrealism began ear-
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lier were now at the height of their creative activity. Among the newcomers
Emmy Bridgwater, Sonia Sekula, Aline Gagnaire, and Dorothea Tanning en
hanced surrealism's presence in the world of painting, while Maria Martins,
Isabelle Waldberg, and Xenia Cage were on the cutting edge of surrealism in
sculpture. Ida Kar and Hassia in Egypt, Eva Sulzer in Mexico, and Helen Levitt
in New York showed that, in the hands of poets, the imaginative possibilities
of the camera are limitless.
Women writers whose surrealist activity started in the World War II years
have remained little known. Laurence lche, a militant in the underground

La Main a plume [Plumed Hand] group in France, Suzanne Cesaire and Lucie
Thesee in Martinique, and Gertrude Pape in the Netherlands are far from
household names even in their homelands. An adequate study of the work of
these and other women surrealist writers of those years runs up against oner
ous obstacles. In the years 1 940- 1 945 at least five-Penrose, Carrington, Low,
lkbal El Alailly, and Laurence lche-published books, but most were printed
in small editions, and copies are not easy to find. The works of many more have
never been collected in book form.
In the 1 920s and 1 930s women contributed more to surrealism than anyone
outside the movement was willing to acknowledge. By the mid- 1 940s their
contributions were so numerous and dazzling that even critics were finding it
hard to ignore them. At the same time surrealism as a project of poetic and so
cial l iberation had entered a new phase o f effervescence. Far from disintegrat
ing during the war, it continued to extend its field of i nquiry. Its critique of the
repressive order, which in earlier years had relied mostly on psychology and
philosophy, now drew i ncreasingly on ethnography and history, which in turn
i lluminated surrealism's role i n social and cultural change. As a radical poetic
critique and an imaginative current of liberating ideas, surrealism in the war
years achieved a qualitative growth as great as any in its history. What is more,
the role of women surrealists in bringing all this about was a determining one.
It is not hard to trace the intellectual moments in this dialectical develop
ment. Just as Augusto Vera's pioneering French translations of Hegel had been
i nstrumental i n surrealism's evolution from what Breton called its "intuitive" pe
riod ( 1 9 1 9- 1 925) to its "reasoning" period (starting in 1 925), so too in 1 940
Breton's study of Jean Hyppolite's just-published French translation of Hegel's

Phenomenology ofSpirit helped provide theoretical grounding for the advances to
come.5 In New York Breton immersed himself in the Complete Works of another
great dialectician, Charles Fourier, which led him directly to Flora Tristan,
the first incontestably feminist precursor recognized by the surrealists (Breton
1 96 1 ). The "return to automatism" heralded by Breton in 1 93 9 also opened the
way for major surrealist breakthroughs (Breton 1 972).
In the meantime, one of the crucial personal encounters in the history of
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the Surrealist Movement took place in 1 94 1 : Breton's meeting i n Fort-de
France, Martinique, with Suzanne and Aime Cesaire and the group around the
journal Tropiques, the brightest lighthouse of surrealist thought during the war
years. Although her husband has monopolized the attention of critics, histori
ans, and translators, Suzanne Cesaire was a central figure not only in the

Tropiques group, but in the i nternational Surrealist Movement. As a woman,
Black, West Indian, a scholar well-read in philosophy and ethnology as well as
poetry, and a gifted theorist, she exemplified all that was most audaciously
new in wartime surrealism. More specifically, she embodied the greatly ex
panded awareness of race, gender, precapitalist societies, popular culture, and
the natural world which distinguished surrealism in the forties and provided
its dialectical advance (Sourieau 1 994; Franklin Rosemont 1 996). The accent
on surrealism as an "intervention in mythical life," as Breton put it in VVV
in 1 942, is a direct consequence of this marvelously heightened awareness
(Breton 1 978) .
'Third World" and particularly Black inspirations had long figured i n sur
realist publications; surrealists from the beginning prided themselves on their
treason to the so-called white race and-in collective tracts and such works
as Nancy Cunard's Negro: An Antho logy

-

added insights of their own to the

struggle against racism and colonialism.6 Suzanne Cesaire's articles, how
ever-most of which were in reality surrealist manifestoes-gave these inspi
rations and insights a dramatic new emphasis. Moreover, by situating them in
a global anticolonialist revolutionary context, she also gave them a new con
creteness and actuality. Thanks largely to Suzanne Cesaire and the Tropiques
group, the worldwide Black struggle for freedom was no longer regarded
simply as a movement that surrealists supported: it became an organic part of
surrealism itself. Significantly, the name VVV or Triple V, chosen by Andre
Breton and the Surrealist Group in exile for their New York j ournal, appears to
have been i nspired, at least i n part, by the African American Double-V move
ment, which demanded Victory not only over fascism abroad but also over
racism in the United States (Franklin Rosemont 1 997) . Meanwhile, in the Do
minican Republic, Afda Cartegena Portalatin, a major proponent o f Negritude
in the Spanish-speaking world, was a frequent contributor to the journal
La Poesia Sorprendida [Astonishing Poetry], coedited by exiled Spanish surrealist
painter and poet E. F. Granell. Thus during the gloomiest days of the war, a
new revolutionary hope was kindled.
Similarly, surrealists had questioned technology, "progress," and the domi
nant Euro-American attitude toward nature long before 1 940. However, it was
this young Black woman, Suzanne Cesaire, and her surrealist friends on a tiny
island in the Caribbean during a time of imperialist world war who, more than
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anyone else, made these issues paramount concerns of surrealists everywhere.
In Tropiques the need for radical change in the relations between humankind
and nature was presented with special urgency, as an inseparable component
of poetic activity and revolutionary struggle. Interestingly, the first appearance
of the word ecology in a surrealist publication turns up in this journal.7
Suzanne Cesaire deserves a large share of the credit for precipitating some
of the major developments in surrealism in the forties, but she was not alone.
Mary Low, Leonora Carrington, lkbal El Alailly, Jacqueline Johnson, Eva
Sulzer, and Elisa Breton also contributed to the enlargement of surrealist per
spectives in this difficult period. Oddly, although Cesaire exemplified the new
status of women in the Surrealist Movement, she was silent on women's issues
in her published writings. This forbearance was not, however, shared by her
women surrealist contemporaries.
In her 1 943 collection of essays, La Verdad contemporanea [Contemporary
Truth], mostly consisting of texts coauthored with Juan Brea, Mary Low sur
veyed "The Economic Reasons for Surrealism," "A Materialist Conception of
Art," and "The Economic Causes of Humor," as well as "Woman and Love
Through Private Property." This last, completed in 1 94 1 , is the first attempt by
a woman surrealist to deal theoretically with woman in history. Prefaced by
Benjamin Peret, this volume of slightly over a hundred pages is as notable for
the wide range of problems it tackles as for its creative combination of surre
alism, Marxism, and psychoanalysis.
Leonora Carrington's Down Below ( 1 944) is a deeply moving, detailed ac
count, suppressing nothing, of her harrowing adventures after being declared
"incurably insane" in Spain in 1 940. Admirably, Carrington's poetic lucidity
and humor triumph over the sordidness of a nightmarish experience. In a per
ceptive study of the book, Pierre Mabille stressed its extraliterary value as "a
human document prepared with the greatest possible rigor" and likened it to
the classics of alchemy and Gerard de Nerval's Aure1ia (Mabille 1 98 1 , 3 3 - 4 1 ).
American readers will recognize its affinities with Charlotte Perkins Gilman's
feminist classic, The Yellow Wallpaper. Widely reprinted and translated, Down Be
low has long been regarded as one of the most compelling surrealist texts.
In Cairo Ikbal El Alailly was compiling her anthology of poems and other
writings by the German Romantics, Vertu de l'Allemagne [The Virtue of Ger
many] ( 1 945). Her brilliant introduction explores the radical presurrealist
currents in German poetry and relates them, historically as well as philosophi
cally, to surrealism. El Alailly evidently foresaw the wave of Germanophobia
that would overtake postwar France; her book, poetically and intellectually at
the highest level, is also in the finest tradition of surrealist internationalism.
Meanwhile, in Wolfgang Paalen's Dyn magazine, produced in Mexico during
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the war, Jacqueline Johnson published texts prefiguring radical ecofeminism,
and Eva Sulzer wrote insightfully on Native American art. Although the first
issue of Dyn contained Paalen's editorial, "Farewell to Surrealism," it is clear to
day that Paalen and his cothinkers' disagreements with their surrealist friends
occurred within the context of surrealism itself, and did not in fact represent a
real break with it. By 1 950 Paalen himself rejoined the Surrealist Group in
Paris, and Breton praised his writings in Dyn. Like every other journal, Dyn
published its share of less-than-wonderful texts, but the contributions by John
son and Sulzer-as well as by Valentine Penrose and Alice Rahon-are alive,
original, and authentically surrealist ( Pierre 1 970; Jaguer 1 979, 54-56).
Chilean-born Elisa Bindhoff met Breton in New York in 1 943 and married
him a year and a half later. Although she is well-known as the i nspirer of his

Arcanum 1 7, her half-century of active participation in surrealism is rarely noted
by critics. Multilingual and creative, a maker of enticing surrealist objects,
Elisa Breton is a woman of vibrant imagination and a serious student of (among
other things) the works of Hegel .8 One cannot help wondering how much the
feminist emphasis of Arcanum 1 7 may owe to her influence. For example: how
did Andre Breton , who disliked fiction, happen to read Thomas Hardy's Jude the

Obscure, which he praises i n Arcanum

1 7!

Was it thanks to Elisa that he read this

novel with powerful feminist themes?
It is often difficult and sometimes impossible to pinpoint particular in
fluences by individuals. Here I simply suggest that major developments i n
surrealist thought during World War II-particularly concerning the emanci
pation of women, the relation of humankind and nature, the importance of
popular culture, and a deeper appreciation of Black, native American, and
other Third World cultures-were the result, in large part, of the cumulative
and growing influence of women and Third World participants in the Surreal
ist Movement (Franklin Rosemont, ed., 1 980).
These were highly promising developments, but the ravages of war and the
ensuing Cold War impeded their fulfillment. Isolated by worldwide political
reaction throughout the later forties and fifties, surrealism had to carry on as
a radical underground. Many remarkable advances surrealists made during
World War I I would remain largely "theoretical" until the global renewal of
radicalism i n the sixties.

Notes
1 . See Rene Passeron, "Repression du surrealisme," in Biro and Passeron,
eds., Dictionnaire General du surrealisme, 1 982, 355- 356; Jean and Mezei
1 960, 294, passim, Jun Ebara, "Japon," in Biro and Passeron, eds., 1 982,
222-223; Faure 1 982, passim, and Cone 1 992.
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2. Documents obtained under the "Freedom of Information Act" confirm
that Breton was under FBI scrutiny during his stay in the U.S.; accord
ing to FBI officials, the files of at least one of their investigations of
Breton have been "lost," and others are not available to researchers
because their contents might "endanger national security." See Franklin
Rosemont 1 997.
3. Ibid.
4. This achievement appears especially notable in view of Guggenheim's
well-known misogyny, as evidenced in her autobiography: "I don't like
women very much . . . . Women are so boring." Guggenheim 1 979, 200.
5. Andre Breton's response to the inquiry, "Qui lisent !es soldats?" in
Pierre, ed., Tracts surrealistes, II, 1 982, 3; Gerard Legrand, "Un non-anti
philosophe," in Saporta, ed. , 1 988, 1 84, 1 88 .
6. Cunard herself, though long out o f touch with her surrealist friends
as Conroy Maddox recalls, "she always seemed to be on the move"
(letter to author, 7 May 1 997)-articulated important themes of surre
alism's postwar outlook in a small book she wrote in collaboration with
Pan-Africanist George Padmore in 1 942. "Never before in history," she
observed in her preface, "has so much been said and insisted on for a
total remaking of existence in the different countries of the Earth. At
the cost of this, the Second World War, what transformation of the
social and economic world situation is being envisaged? Are the white
peoples to be the sole beneficiaries? British and United States leaders
in clear terms tell us: 'No. This is to be for all peoples, for all races.' . . .
Yet many of us, white as well as colored, are in doubt as to whether or
not these sentiments and promises will materialize. We do not want to
be cynical; but we remember. . . . We know that between the promises
and their realization there is an immense No Man's Land" (Cunard
1 942, 3 - 4).
7. The word {cologie appears in E. Nonon, "La faune precolombienne des
antilles franc;aises," Tropiques no. 1 0 (February 1 944), 65. The complete
run of Tropiques was reprinted by Editions Jean-Michel Place in 1 978.
8. This paragraph is largely based on my own conversations and corre
spondence over the past thirty years with Elisa Breton and with many
of her close friends, including Marie Wilson, Guy Flandre, and Ted
Joans. Her study of Hegel is noted in a 1 4 August 1 946 letter from
Andre Breton to Enrico Donati, quoted in the exhibition catalog, Andre
Breton: La beaut{ convulsive ( 1 99 1 ), 394.

No important figure in the history of surrealism has been so overshad
owed by a spouse as Suzanne Cesaire, wife of poet/playwright Aime
Cesaire. In view of her undeniably crucial role in the development of
surrealism as well as of Negritude, it is astonishing how rarely she is
mentioned in the voluminous critical literature on these movements.
Born Suzanne Roussy in 1 9 1 3 in Trois-lslets, Martinique, she studied
philosophy in Paris in the 1 930s. It was there that she met and married
(in 1 937) fellow Martiniquan Aime Cesaire, in the milieu of the journal
L'Etudiant noir [The Black Student], coedited by Leon -Gontran Damas
from French Guiana and Leopold Senghor from Senegal . With her hus
band and Rene Menil (a veteran of the earlier Martiniquan students'
surrealist group, Ugitime De1ense, to which Simone Yoyotte had belonged),
Suzanne Cesaire welcomed Andre Breton to the island's capital , Fort
de-France, in 1 94 1 -truly a capital encounter for them all.
The journal Tropiques was an extraordinary crossroads of poetic
and subversive thought; strongly influenced by Nietzsche, Frobenius,
Victor Schoelcher, Marx, and Freud, it also published such poets of the
Harlem Renaissance as Jean Toomer and Claude McKay. Above all,
Tropiques was a major vehicle of surrealism during World War II, and
Suzanne Cesaire wrote some of the finest texts to appear in its pages.
Far from being "converts" to "European" ideas, she and her cothinkers
interacted critically and creatively with revolutionary and poetic theory
and practice which, though initially set forth on the other side of the
Atlantic, were themselves deeply influenced by non-European inspira
tions. The high esteem in which Breton regarded her is revealed in his
lovely prose-poem, For Madame Suzanne Cesaire, first published in Tropiques
no. 5, and later in his book, Martinique, charmeuse de serpents [Martinique:
Snake-Charmer] ( 1 948), coauthored with Andre Masson.
After the last issue of Tropiques in 1 945, Suzanne Cesaire appears to
have published nothing, although she did write plays which, unfortu
nately, have not yet found their way into print. I have been unable to
learn anything of her later years apart from the fact that she and Aime
Cesaire separated in the 1 950s. One of surrealism's most brilliant and
daringly original theorists, she has been disgracefully ignored by histo
rians and critics. Perhaps the moments devoted to her in Euzhan Paley's
excellent I 994 film, Aime Cesaire: A Voicefor History, will stimulate wider
interest in the life and work of this extraordinary thinker.
"Andre Breton, Poet" (translated here, slightly abridged) appeared
in Tropiques no. 3 ( 1 94 1 ); "Discontent of a Civilization" in no. 5 ( I 942);
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and " 1 943: Surrealism and Us" in no. 8 - 9 ( 1 943). "Domain of the Mar
velous" appeared (untitled) as a letter in the "Surrealist Number" of View
magazine ( 1 94 1 ).

ANDRE BRETON, POET
Andre Breton's poetry is a poetry of happiness. It ignores neither the anguish
nor the maledictions that haunted the nightmares of Baudelaire and Rimbaud,
but it goes beyond them and resolves them. Breton, like Rimbaud, is a "seer,"
but he does not allow himself to be hypnotized by the terrible visions of the
Rimbaldian hell. Even in horror and despair, Breton knows how to discern the
subterranean springs of joy. Despair? It "enchants" him! His own life? The most
serious question! And yet, he knows how to attach no importance to it. For
him, death is "pink," and all the mysterious aspects of existence are illuminated
by his penetrating gaze-all contradictions, all mysteries.
Supreme reward of that supreme science: Poetry.

Breton inhabits a marvelous country where clouds and stars, winds and tides,
trees and beasts, people and the whole universe yield to desire.
A fantastic and familiar land where all things beckon to him, and he answers
their calls. He ushers us into the heart of a vaster, richer, truer, and more beau
tiful world, where our most troubling dreams flourish beyond ordinary con
sciousness. Monsters live here, sensitive and full of movement: the flowers that
frightened and ravished our childhood, talking birds, winged devil fish, and
sea-anemones. Here "coiled cats are chimneys on the rooftops"; here "giant
cuckoo-pints whirl around their waist and the bleeding mannequin hops on
three feet in the attic."
In this wonderland, telephone wires are enchanted, and grass is electric.
And we are not surprised to hear "the sighs of the glass statue rising on its
elbow when the sleeper is asleep, while bright gaps appears in his bed"
breaches through which we catch a glance of "deer with coral antlers in a clear
ing, naked women at the bottom of a mine." Who will doubt the reality of such
visions? The most bewildering metamorphoses are stirring within us; the
shapes of creatures and things have no limits, and time is abolished. And
now, the marvel of marvels: Love. In The Communicating Vessels Andre Breton
wrote that "Human love, like the rest, must be reconstructed. I mean that it
must and can be re-established on its own true foundations." Love beyond all
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conventions takes its place again among the great elemental forces: Love, mad
love-for here begins "the unutterable reign of the scorching, nameless
woman I Who smashes the jewel of day into a thousand pieces."
For woman, that strange song, that convulsive call to the powers of the
world and of desire, where love assumes its full meaning: to integrate the hu
man into the cosmos through a direct link with the elements:

My woman with woodfire hair
with thoughts of heat lightning
with hourglass waist

[Breton's] poetic profusion unleashes the secret multitude of [his] desires, his
true self, intoxicated with self-knowledge, astounded by personal freedom . . . .
The question, i ndeed, was to retrieve divine freedom, and the powers of
dream and of childhood. Let's reread the first Surrealist Manifesto: "The mind
which plunges into surrealism relives with exaltation the best part of its child
hood . . . It is perhaps childhood that comes closest to 'real life' . . . Thanks to
surrealism, it seems our luck is going to change."
And from the moment that space is abolished, when past, present, and
future are fused, we live in this unique state which enables us to apprehend
the meaning and plenitude and this sense of the instant which so ravishes us
in small children when they are like puppies or kittens, calves or butterflies,
flowers or sand-can't we then speak reasonably of freedom?
Freedom to do and to undo-the freedom defined by Breton [and Eluard]:
"A poem must be a debacle of the intellect. . . . After the debacle, everything
starts anew-sand, oxyhydric torches."

Abysses of the unconscious. Abysses of the Marvelous. Freedom-that other
abyss. Andre Breton asks nothing more of life than their company. . . . And
what magnificent riches the poet brings from the deep! The poet becomes a
prophet.
Along these endless roads the mind acquires an ever-surer sense of its place
in the world. Roads of yesteryear and tomorrow where the poet rediscovers
forgotten l inks with the world's diversity.
Open roads where he is freed of the limits of time and space by poetry
he, the seer who reads a past that is also his future-who sees all the outer signs
of his desire, all his dreams-which are also, at the same time, his waking acts
of the day before: total knowledge.
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"A prophet whose temples are purer than mirrors": Isn't this how Breton
defines himself? And how can one deny his obvious poetic gift when Mad Love
tells us of the marvelous encounter between the capital event of his life and a
poem written ten years before-a poem "dictated" by the clairvoyant and un
conscious self, suddenly luminous.
With no less emotion we read the troubling sentence written in 1 925 in his

Letter to Seers: 'There are people who pretend that the War [of 1 9 1 4- 1 9 1 8 ]
taught them something; they are, all the same, less well off than I, who know
what the year 1 939 has in store for me."

The theorist should not let us forget the poet.
Andre Breton, initiator of the most extraordinary revolution (because it en
gages much more than art-indeed, our whole life) is, of today's French poets,
the most authentic. Others-"prettier," more "pleasant," more traditional, and
more cowardly, as it were-may be more popular. But who cares?
The least literary of our Men of Letters will remain the richest of all .
Supremely indifferent: " I a m not o n earth with all m y heart."
Supremely knowledgeable and vigilant: "I touch only the heart of things I I
hold the thread."
Within him, the exaltation of research, the dazzling discoveries, the smil
ing calm of one who knows, the assurance of one who sees.
Andre Breton: richest and purest.
Blocks of crystal piled high.
Translated from the French by Guy Ducornet and Franklin Rosemont

DISCONTENT OF A CIVILIZATION
In our legends we find a suffering, sensuous, occasionally mocking being who
is our collective ego. But to search for the expression of this being, this ego, in
the ordinary literary productions of Martinique is to search in vain.
Why have we been so uninterested in openly discussing this ancestral dis
content?
The urgency of this cultural problem eludes only those who have decided
that shutting their eyes, at any price, even the price of stupidity and death, is
the way to avoid disturbing their artificial calm.
For our part, we feel that our troubled epoch is going to bring forth a ripe
fruit, irresistibly summoned by the ardor of the sun which will spread its
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creative forces to the winds. On this peaceful and sunlit land we feel the for
midable, inescapable force of destiny that has bloodied the entire world, but
which tomorrow will give it a new visage.
Let's question life on this island of ours.
What do we find?
First, there is the geographical position of this parcel of land called "tropi
cal." Indeed, the Tropics!
And so it was that an African population was able to adapt here. At the very
beginning of slavery, the imported Blacks had to struggle against the severest
mortality, against the most terrible working conditions imaginable, and
against chronic malnutrition (which is stil l a problem today) . And yet it is im
possible to deny that, on the soil of Martinique, peoples of color have pro
duced men who are strong, robust, supple, and women of natural grace and
beauty.
But isn't it astonishing that this people, who in the course of time became
adapted to this soil-these authentically Martiniquan people, have only re
cently begun to produce authentic works of art? How did it happen that, down
through the centuries no l iving survivals of the original culture-for example,
from those that so magnificently flourished on African soil: sculpture, printed
fabrics, paintings, poetry-appeared here? Let the imbeciles blame the race
and its so-called i nstinct for laziness, theft, and malice.
Let's speak seriously.
If this deficiency among the Blacks cannot be explained by the rigors of the
tropical climate to which we have had to adapt, and even less by any sort of
inferiority, we believe that it can nonetheless be explained:
1 . By the atrocious conditions of the brutal transplantation to an alien soil.
We have too quickly forgotten the slave traders and the suffering of our slave
forebears. Here the act of forgetting amounts to sheer cowardice.
2. By the forced submission, under pain of whipping or death, to a system
of "civilization" even more alien to the newcomer than the tropical earth itself.
3. And finally (after the emancipation of people of color from slavery) by
a collective mistake: on the subject of our true nature, an error born of an
idea anchored deeply in popular consciousness through centuries of suffer
ing: "Since the colonizers owe their superiority to a certain life style, we
in turn, can triumph over the colonizers only by mastering the technique of
this 'style."'
Let us pause a moment, and consider the scope of this gigantic misunder
standing.
What is a Martiniquan fundamentally, intimately, unalterably? And how
does he live?
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I n response to this question, we shall see a profound contradiction between
his deepest being, with all its desires, impulses, and unconscious forces, and
l i fe as it is lived, with its necessities, its emergencies, and its burdens. This is a
phenomenon of decisive importance for the future of this country.
What is a Martiniquan?
He is the human plant.
Like a plant, he is ordered by the rhythm of universal life. He makes not the
slightest effort to dominate nature. A mediocre farmer. Perhaps. I'm not saying
that he makes plants grow, I'm simply saying that he grows-that he l ives l ike
a plant. His laziness? It is a vegetable laziness. Don't say, "he's lazy"; say "he
vegetates," and you will be doubly on the mark. His favorite expression: "Take
it easy." By this we understand that he lets life carry him along; likably, en
dearingly, he is docile, light, neither i nsistent nor rebellious.
A bit stubborn , but only as a plant can be. I ndependent, yes, but his auton 
omy i s that o f a plant. Given u p to himself, to the seasons, to the moon, to the
short days or the long ones. Harvesting. And always and everywhere, to
the last example, preeminently a plant-trodden upon but stil l alive, dead but
reborn, a free plant-silent and proud.
Open your eyes-a child is born. To which god should he be entrusted? To
the Tree God. Coconut or Banana, among whose roots the placenta will be
buried.
Open your ears. Here is a popular story from Martiniquan folklore. The
grass that grows on the tomb is the living hair of the dead woman, who rebels
against her death. It always comes down to the same symbol: the plant. A
vital expression of a community both living and dead. In short, the Ethiopian
concept of life . 1
Thus the Martiniquan i s typically Ethiopian.2 I n the depths o f his con
sciousness, he is the plant-man, he identifies with the plant and wants to aban
don himself completely to the rhythm of life.
Is this attitude sufficient to explain his failure i n the world?
No. The Martiniquan has failed because he misunderstands his own deep
n ature and tries to live a life that is not right for him. Here we have an immense
phenomenon of collective deceit, of pseudomorphosis. And the current state
of civilization in the Caribbean demonstrates the consequences of this error:
repression, sufferi ng, sterility.
How and why did this fatal mistake occur among this formerly enslaved
population? Through the most natural process, the play of the "instinct of
survival."
Let us recall that the first rule of the slaveholders' regime was to completely
prohibit assimilation of the Blacks i nto white society. Consider some laws: The
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law of 30 April 1 764 forbade Blacks and people o f color from practicing medi
cine; that of 9 May 1 766 forbade them from being notaries, and the famous
law of 9 February 1 779 forbade Blacks from wearing clothes similar to those
of whites and also compelled respect and submission on the part of Blacks "to
ward all whites in general," etc., etc.
Or consider the law of 3 January 1 788 requiring free men of color "to ob
tain permits to work in any area other than agriculture." Citing these laws
helps us understand why the main goal for people of color became assimilation.
And how formidably, how powerfully their consciousness was affected by
this disastrous confusion according to which liberation was supposed to equal
assimilation.
At first 1 848 was a good struggle. The mass of freed Blacks in a brief ex
plosion of primitive ego refused all regular work, in spite of the danger of star
vation. But then, subdued by economic necessity, the Blacks, no longer slaves
but wage-workers, surrendered once more to the discipline of the hoe and
cutlass.
It was during this period that the repression of the ancestral desire for free
abandon was definitively carried out.
It was replaced especially among working-class people of color, by the alien
notion of competition.
Herein lies the drama, plain to all who analyze in depth the collective ego
of the Martiniquan people: the Ethiopian yearning for abandon continues to
dwell in the very depths of their unconscious.
But their consciousness or rather preconsciousness now accepts the Ha
mitic desire for competition, struggle, chasing after riches and diplomas. Un
scrupulous ambition, struggle toned down to suit the bourgeoisie. A race for
mimicry. A vanity fair.
Most grievous is the fact that this desire to imitate, lately somewhat
conscious-since it originated as a defensive reaction against an oppressive
society-has by now joined the formidable and unknown forces of the un
conscious.
The fact that not one cultured Martiniquan would admit that he is merely
imitating indicates the extent to which this situation appears natural and spon
taneous to him, born of the most legitimate aspirations. And he is sincere i n
this belief, for h e really does n o t know that h e is imitating. He does n o t know
his true nature, which for all that has never ceased to live.
In the same way, hysterics do not know they are only imitating an illness,
but the doctor who treats them and relieves their morbid symptoms knows.
Similarly, analysis shows that the Martiniquan effort to adapt to an alien
style of existence can result only in a state of pseudocivilization which must be
considered abnormal, monstrous.
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Our problem now is to determine whether the Ethiopian attitude that we
discovered was the very essence of our whole way of l iving can be the point of
departure for a viable cultural style, however grandiose this may seem.
It is exalting to imagine on these tropical islands, restored finally to their
i nner truth, a lasting and fertile harmony between humankind and the earth
under the sign of the plant.
We are at last called on to know who we are. Splendors and hopes await us.
Surrealism has restored to us some of our chances. Now it is up to us to find
others. In its light.
Understand me well : It is not at all a question of going back, to resurrect an
African past which we h ave learned to know and respect. It is rather a question
of mobilizing all the mingled l iving forces on this soil where race is the result
of an endless mixing, of becoming conscious of the formidable mass of diverse
energies that we have heretofore locked up within ourselves. We must now put
them to use in all their fullness, unswervingly, and without falsification. So
much for those who think we are mere dreamers!
The most troubling reality is ours.
We shall act.
This land of ours can only become what we want it to be.

Notes
1 . See Frobenius and Tropiques no. 1 .
2 . We may draw another argument from the realm of architecture: the
typical Martiniquan hut is an exact reproduction (as opposed to the
conical or saddle-shaped roof ) of the huts of the Beni-Mai (from
Congo Kassai) who display an "Ethiopian" sense of l ife. See Frobenius,
Histoire de la civilisation, 1 98 .

Translated from the French by Penelope Rosemont

1 94 3 :

SURREALISM AND US

Many believe that surrealism is dead. Many have declared it so in writing.
What childishness! Surrealism's activity today extends throughout the entire
world, and it remai ns livelier and bolder than ever. Andre Breton may regard
the period between the two wars with pride, and he can affirm that an in
creasingly immense, i ndeed boundless, "beyond" has opened up to the mode
of expression he created more than twenty years ago.
If the entire world is struck by the radiance of French poetry just as the most
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terrible disaster in French history crushes France, it is in part because Andre
Breton's powerful voice has not been silenced; it is also because everywhere
in New York, Brazil, Mexico, Argentina, Cuba, Canada, and Algiers-other
voices also resound: voices that would not be what they are (either in timbre
or resonance) without surrealism. In reality, today as twenty years ago, surre
alism can claim the glory of being at the extreme point of life's super-taut bow.
Surrealism lives! And it is young, ardent, and revolutionary. In 1 943 surre
alism surely remains, as always, an activity whose aim is to explore and ex
press systematically-and thus, neutralize-the forbidden zones of the human
mind, an activity which desperately tries to give humankind the means of re
ducing the old antinomies, those "true alembics of suffering," and the only
force enabling us to recover "this unique, original faculty, traces of which are
retained by the primitive and the child, and which lifts the curse of the insur
mountable barrier between i nner and outer worlds."
But surrealism, further proving its vitality, has evolved-or, rather, blos

somed. When Breton created surrealism, the most urgent task was to free the
mind from the shackles of absurd logic and of so-called reason. But in 1 94 3 ,
when freedom herself i s threatened throughout the world, surrealism, which
has never for one instant ceased to remain in the service of the largest and most
thoroughgoing human emancipation, can now be summed up completely in
one single, magic word: freedom.
The surrealist cause, in art as in life, is the cause of freedom itself.
Today more than ever to speak abstractly in the name of freedom or to
praise it in conventional terms is to serve it poorly. To light the world
freedom must become flesh, and to this end must always be reflected
and recreated in the word.
Thus speaks Breton . The demand for freedom. The necessity of total pu
rity: that is the Saint-Just aspect of Breton-hence his "no thanks" refusals, so
brutally condemned by those who side with compromise.
To those who periodically ask why certain schisms have arisen
in the Surrealist Movement, why certain interdictions have been
brusquely issued, I believe I can reply in all honesty that those who
were weeded out in the process had, in some more or less manifest
way, broken faith with freedom. Since freedom is revered in its pure
state by surrealists-that is to say, extolled i n all its forms-there are,
of course, many ways to break faith with it. In my opinion, it was for
example breaking faith to return, as did certain former surrealists, to

fixed forms in poetry, when it has been demonstrated, especially in the
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French language-the exceptional radiance of French poetry since
romanticism permits a generalization of this viewpoint-that the qual
ity of lyric expression has benefited from nothing so much as the will
to be l iberated from outmoded rules: Rimbaud, Lautreamont, the Mal
larme of Un Coup de des [A Throw of the Dice], the most important
symbolists (Maeterli nck, Saint-Pol-Roux), Apollinaire's "conversation
poems."
And this would be just as true in the same epoch, true for painting.
In place of the preceding names, it would suffice to cite those of Van
Gogh, Seurat, Rousseau, Matisse, Picasso, Duchamp. It was also break
i ng faith with freedom to give up expressing oneself personally (and
by that very fact dangerously, always) outside the strict framework in
which a "party" wishes to contain you, even if it is thought to be the
party of freedom ( loss of the feeling of uniqueness). It was equally
erroneous for some to believe that they would always be so much
themselves that they could with impunity throw in their lot with any
one at all (loss of the feeling of dependence) . Freedom is at once madly
desirable and quite fragile, which gives her the right to be jealous.
Surrealism is thus as intransigent, as uncompromising as freedom itself, and
this, moreover, is the very condition of its fruitfulness. And we see Breton, in
his latest and most moving research, not hesitating to venture into the vast
fields of the unknown that surrealism has presented to human audacity. What
does Breton ask of the most clear-sighted spirits of our time? Nothing less than
the courage to embark on an adventure which-who knows?-may well prove
fatal, but from which one can hope-and that is what is essential-to attain
the total conquest of the mind.
An epoch such as ours justifies all journeys for the sake of the journey
itself, after the fashion of Bergerac and Gulliver, particularly if these
journeys constitute a challenge to conventional modes of thinking, the
failure of which is only too obvious. And the journey to which I invite
you today does not exclude every chance, after certain detours, of
arriving somewhere, perhaps even in lands more reasonable than the
one we leave behind.
Surrealism lives, i ntensely and magnificently, having found and perfected
an effective method of knowledge. Therein lies surrealism's dynamism . And it
is precisely this sense of movement that has always kept it in the forefront of
cultural and intellectual life, i nfinitely sensitive to the upheavals and disrup
tions of an epoch which is the "scourge of balance."
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"With all due respect to some impatient gravediggers," writes Breton,
I think I understand a little better than they do what the demise of sur
realism would mean. It would mean the birth of a new movement with
an even greater power of emancipation. Moreover, because of that
same dynamic force that we continue to place above all, my best
friends and I would make it a point of honor to rally around such a
movement immediately.
Such is surrealist activity, a total activity: the only one capable of liberating
humankind by revealing the unconscious, an activity that will help free the
peoples of the world as it illuminates the blind myths that have led them up
till now.

And now let's return to us.
We know how things stand, here in Martinique. Dizzyingly, the arrow of
history points to our human task. A society corrupted by crime at its founda
tions, currently propped up by injustice and hypocrisy, and, in consequence
of its unhappy consciousness, terrified of its own becoming: such a society
must perish morally, historically, and necessarily. And from the powerful
bombs and other weaponry of war the modern world has placed at our dis
posal, our boldness has chosen surrealism, which in our times offers the surest
chance of success.
One result is already evident. Not for one i nstant during these hard years
of Vichy domination has the image of freedom been completely obliterated
here-and this we owe to surrealism. We are glad to have sustained this image
in the face of those who believed they had rubbed it out forever. Blinded by
their ignorance, they could not see freedom laughing insolently, aggressively
across our pages. When they did realize it, they succumbed to cowardice,
timidity, and shame.
Thus, far from contradicting, diluting, or diverting our revolutionary atti
tude toward life, surrealism strengthens it. It nourishes an impatient strength
within us, endlessly reinforcing the massive army of refusals.
And I am also thinking of tomorrow.
Millions of black hands will hoist their terror across the furious skies of
world war. Freed from a long benumbing slumber, the most disinherited of all
peoples will rise up from plains of ashes.
Our surrealism will supply this rising people with a punch from its very
depths. Our surrealism will enable us to finally transcend the sordid antino
mies of the present: whites/Blacks, Europeans/Africans, civil ized/savages-at
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last rediscovering the magic power of the mahoulis, drawn directly from liv
ing sources. Colonial idiocy will be purified i n the welder's blue flame. We
shall recover our value as metal, our cutting edge of steel, our unprecedented
communions.

Surrealism, tightrope of our hope.

Translated from the French by Erin Gibson

THE DOMAIN OF THE MARVELOUS
No longer is it a matter of the narrow roads where traditional beauty is offered
in its clarity and obviousness to the admiration of the crowds. The crowds
were taught the victory of i ntelligence over the world and the submission of
the forces of nature to man.
Now it is a question of seizing and admiring a new art which leaves hu
mankind in its true condition, fragile and dependent, and which nevertheless,
in the very spectacle of things ignored or silenced, opens unsuspected possi
bilities to the artist.
And this is the domain of the strange, the Marvelous, and the fantastic, a
domain scorned by people of certain inclinations. Here is the freed image,
dazzling and beautiful, with a beauty that could not be more unexpected and
overwhelming. Here are the poet, the painter, and the artist, presiding over the
metamorphoses and the inversions of the world under the sign of hallucination
and madness . . . . Here at last the world of nature and things makes direct con
tact with the human being who is again in the fullest sense spontaneous and
natural. Here at last is the true communion and the true knowledge, chance
mastered and recognized, the mystery now a friend and helpful.

PERCHANCE TO DREAM
He has taken flight through the tropic day and the night
Painting the far-off skyways with escape;
His deeds have crowned horizons with his thunder
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And left a trail of flowers in his wake.
His crimson youth
His azure anguish
Stain the road
And dream-drops swell his heart and make him faint beneath its burden
Unknowing of the size of sleep he carries in his hands.
Open the four-dimensional door,
Light nonstop candles of vain return :
Out of the golden smoke of yesterday
Arises his turbulent, tender face,
His body of beauteous violence and turgid fire.
His leaden bed
Is gilded by his flesh,
His Byzantine kisses
Have planted gardens of joy and death
I n the landscape of my mouth,
My body is sultry with stains
From the scattered violin-petals of his love.
The cardinal of kisses
Has left me faded from desire.
Lay him down between the easy legs of the palm trees,
Lay him against the grandiloquent breast of some high hill;
Give him for drink the slender hair of a wellspring
Daughter of the moonlight and a nightingale;
Clothe him with the sumptuous earth,
With the weight of her darkness and her jewels of living green,
With her floral eyes that suck up sleep;
Give him your kiss, you humble and haughty earth,
Touch his lips with the lascivious moistness of your own,
Then let him sleep to the deep rhythm of your womb.
Drops of his heart will leap up like banners
To swell the ancient sky with new delight;
Wherever flow the waters of his wake
Fresh wings will grow, and epic sails be set
To catch his silver breath,
While in the tranquil, pregnant, moon-wept countryside
Forever sings the subtle music of his mind.
Santiago de Cuba, 22 May 1 94 1
(From View magazine, "Surrealist Number," 1 94 1 )
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WOMEN AND LOVE THROUGH PRIVATE PROPERTY
Our aim is to cast a dialectical glance at the political and sexual situation of
women.
It is not as a compliment, but as a necessity of our dialectical method that
we shall go all the way back through history in order to show women in their
best form. This form we shall find in matriarchy.
We all know what matriarchy was, and it is not necessary here to enter into
details about the system it was based on. Let us simply remind ourselves that,
in matriarchal days children were the offspring of the mother and not of the
father and that sexual prejudice, in all its forms, was something unknown. I n
this "remote infancy of humankind," therefore, we shall linger only long
enough to be present at the birth of the division of labor, a natural form of pro
duction that was brought about by difference in sex-not at all conducive to
moral or economic discrimination or depreciation of either men or women.
In this golden age of the female sex, if "manna" did not really "fall from
heaven," at least the concepts of superior and inferior were unknown, and
"the demon o f jealousy"-like all the other evils which today oppress human
kind-had not yet appeared. A greater development of production was first
necessary, in order that prisoners of war might be used as slaves in the gens,
thus contributing to the increase of the clan's reserves. It was also first neces
sary that intertribal wars should frequently occur, creating the need for a spe
cies of permanent armed force. The physiological con figuration of women,
which disposes them unfavorably for this kind of activity, is the cause of their
historical m isfortune; for when war becomes one of the most productive oc
cupations, their collaboration in this sort of work becomes almost useless. Men
then begin by denying them their most n atural rights-those of mothers and
families-in order to demand for themselves the rights of fathers of families.
We are at the beginning of private property; or, as we might say, of family
property. Up to this point, everything had belonged in common to the gens;
but now we reach a stage which supposes, in practice, a transfer of the gens's
property to its men. From now on, the properties of the gens must be the prop
erties of its men, since, thanks to warfare, they have become the most active
producers; therefore the properties should belong to them. Moreover, from
the moment when it was no longer the gens itself that was to profit from all the
benefits, but the men of the gens, paternity had to be assured. Men had to find
a way of making certai n that their children were not the children of others,
because as soon as family property exists i nheritance exists also. From this
moment on, men refuse equal rights to women, inventing marriage, and thus
proclaiming the first social injustice.
So the advent of private property surprises women on a level of military
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inferiority, because o f which they are obliged to give up all their rights. No
longer will sex determine the division of labor, but private property i nstead, a
real Pandora's Box for the human race. We see that man, thanks to warfare and
some advances in technology and general production, has managed so that
woman-his companion until then-ceases to be his equal and is changed,
through marriage, into his slave. The i nvention of marriage brings with it an
other rather absurd and strange invention: sexual prejudice.
In brief, the result of the arrival of private property in primitive society,
is that women lose all their rights as men's companions. At first, men made
no attempt to justify their position of force; they were content to enjoy it. The
effort to justify it came only when class inequality, deepened by the develop
ment of production, rendered necessary a religious ethic or some other phi
losophy that would attenuate these social differences.
Then was invented the sexual prejudice of women's inferiority, just as racial
prejudice was invented later. This invention has two aims. One of them is
politico-religious: to make women resigned to their historical destiny as hu
man types inferior to men; that is to say, to make them consider men as better
gifted for the struggle for l i fe and accept for themselves a secondary role in
history. The other aspect reveals itself at the present time as a way of obtain
ing, thanks to this prejudice, the depreciation of women's work and lower
wages for it. The same thing happens with racial prejudice. Women and Blacks,
deprived (by this prejudice) of the chance of carrying out intellectual or tech
n ical work, find themselves taking refuge in unskilled labor. This vast army o f
the unemployed, a poorly paid reserve, i s used t o pressure other workers to
accept starvation wages, since, thanks to such a reserve, demand is assured.
Considered as productive forces, therefore, women and Blacks are nothing
more-as a result of sexual and racial prejudices-than merchandise; worse
still, depreciated merchandise.
After having rapidly surveyed women's social and economic path through
history, let us now see how love has shown itself through its different stages.
Love is the sexual reflection of the greater or lesser participation of women in
social ( not domestic) work in a country or an epoch; for women's sexual free
dom depends on their economic freedom.

Ever since women, through a biological fatalism, ceased to take an active part
in the principal work of men-warfare-the latter have, little by little, been
denying them all participation in production, reserving domestic work for
them . Men then talk about "the proper sphere of women" and keep them on a
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family-chore level. Ever since then, ever since women no longer work, they
have been socially suppressed.
Their participation or nonparticipation in work has been, and is, the deter
mining factor in all forms of love. The most irrefutable proof of this can be
found in prehistory. In those times, since women worked on an equal footing
with men and for that reason were really their equals, they had the right to
sleep with all the men they wanted. So, in the consanguineous family, a woman
slept with all the relatives of her husband-brothers, cousins, brothers-in-law,
etc.-by family right and with others by choice. The feeling, or the so-called
"instinct," of jealousy, is an instinct of civilized man . . . .
Love as we know it today-lyrical, romantic-is a relatively new invention.
In this sense, the Greeks, for example, never loved. The advent of the Chris
tian religion was necessary in order that occidental l ove might take on that
form of erotic mysticism which has made it so celebrated throughout our
era . . . . Through literature one may follow the development of this love
feeling, more easily than through any other art. We shall mention three well 
known works: The Divine Comedy, i n which Beatrice i s something s o divine
and superhuman that we retain no memory of her face; next, the poems of
Petrarch, in which, for the first time, i n the person of Laura, the poet's muse
possesses a human expression and is a woman of flesh and blood; finally, if you
will, The Lady of the Camellias-for some strange reason generally known as
"Camille" in English-of which the heroine, Marguerite Gautier, is a woman
whose life is as uncelestial as that of a courtesan, and who dies of an illness as
human as consumption. But if we look more closely at these personages, we
shall notice the same religious sense of divinization, corresponding to religious
concepts, and the diverse variations of private property throughout its differ
ent epochs.
In Dante's time, the reigning king or prince was more an idea than a man:
that of respect and veneration for a superior being representing peace and or
der. Production, only slightly developed, offered no great contradictions to
the concept of God and the king, and its i nherent contradictions were not yet
sufficiently visible to force the State to play a more effective role of oppression.
The latter supposed, rather than an effective power, a principle of good order
and justice which derived from the religious conception of God, but still very
far removed from what we might call the human ideal.
It was something like the spiritual form of man. For this reason Beatrice,
who is no more than the politico-religious expression of her epoch, is like God
and the king: something so pure and intangible and remote from men that it
would be profane to confuse her with anything human. She is nothing but this
spiritual form of the love-ideal of her time.
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With the next epoch it is no longer the same. Production, thanks to some
technical discoveries, is developing craftsmen; and man has ceased, through
the necessity of economy, to be a slave in order to become the owner of his
product. This form of work reclaims the worker-that is to say, the slave-to
the point of humanizing him. Hence humanist philosophy, on account of
which Petrarch can do no less than humanize his ideal. This prestige of hu
manization reaches even God: the craftsman knows his lord and master; there
fore his God can no longer be an idea, but a man. Without ceasing to be a di
vine expression, God now appears to us as a man with a beard. And Laura
cannot be a goddess of i ndefinite form, like Beatrice, but must become a hu
man woman who even goes to church. The State is naturally the determining
factor of all these modifications, since, drawn out of its feudal lethargy by the
increase in production, it must i ntervene in town and country in a more direct
and repressive manner. If it has freed the slaves it is only to make them work
more effectively, and therefore it has also to intervene more effectively in
people's lives.

The Lady of the Camellias corresponds to another way of love-divinization:
that of realism. God had ceased to be a principle in order to become a man;
now, with realism, he will cease to be a man in order to become truth. With
the arrival of the bourgeoisie, the development of bourgeois technique, in all
senses, begins so openly to enter into contradiction with all the principles and
concepts of the rest of the feudal world that these principles and concepts are
called into question, and it is necessary to i nvent others that will adapt them
selves to the new circumstances. Then, even God is judged, and the idea
concept of God as a man is lost, and instead of imagining God in their own
likeness, people begin to see him as a force, an often contradictory power: that
of production, which controls humankind. This is very difficult to represent as
a human being, for i f humanized it would cease to be that force or contradic
tory power. Rationalism, conveniently discovered, will fix everything: reason
is human, humanity (human nature) is bourgeois, therefore truth is on our side.
The Lady of the Camellias answers to the religious concept in the manner in
which all modern art identified itself with truth as the only positive value. That
is to say, when, thanks to the influence of rationalism, God ceases to be a man
i n order to change i nto truth, and art ceases to be beauty in order also to
change i nto truth, Beatrice and Laura cease being phantasmagoric and pure,
changing instead i nto Marguerite Gautier, a human type no less real because
impure. It is easy to note that Marguerite is just as deified as Beatrice or Laura,
and it is precisely in this politico-religious conception of truth, as the one and
only principle, that her divinization consists. I n spite of being neither morally
nor physically an ideal human type, she is deified because she is real . Mar
guerite's attacks of coughing, like Petrarchian melancholy, have drawn as many
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love sighs from their epoch as the tenuous shadow of Beatrice moving through

The Divine Comedy. In the divinization of Marguerite we find her religious con
tent, just as we do i n the cases of Beatrice and Laura. I f Marguerite is not a sym
bol of God, she is a symbolical way of loving God. Everything depends on and
is explained by the way we must love and believe in God, that is to say, the way
we must work.
Art does not express its conception of God until a little later, in the pre
tended dehumanization of the new art. In this fusion of the conscious and
the unconscious, the conscious is represented by a yearning for l iberation, for
denial of the putrid canons of bourgeois morality, and the unconscious by an
attempt to foretell a different sense. The new art appears to us today under
a mysterious, contradictory, unknown aspect. This is the spiritual aspect of
present-day society, with its production that controls us, with its wars and its
contradictions. It is the aspect of a humanity moving toward another, un
known humanity: that of socialist society.

The love-ideal of the man of today consists in the feminine type of woman. We
shall begin by analyzing this conception to discover its reason for being, since
an ideal ( like any concept) is only a lens that the epoch lends humankind to
look at things. The first thing we notice is that femininity is not feminine. The
feminine type is a type obtained by men at the price of making women all but
useless, and as soon as the latter emerge from "the functions proper to their
sex" to become doctors or chauffeurs, they cease to personify the feminine
ideal. But the household duties "proper to their sex" are not such: they are
merely secondary and restricted functions that have been determined, not by
the sex of women, but by the political discrimination of which women are the
objects. The feminine ideal does not correspond to the i ntellectual possibili
ties of women. It is a denial of them. The submissive housewife, resigned, obe
dient, monogamous, is not the ideal of a woman, but an ideal slave .

Women are different from men, but neither superior nor i nferior to them on a
human level. In order to reproach women for their inferiority, men accuse
them for the slightness of the collaboration which, in comparison with them
selves, they have brought to the culture of humanity. This same accusation
might be brought against the proletariat that has suffered the same impossibil
ity of being able to contribute to culture.
The feminine ideal-that of weakness-is the best trick for resigning
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women to their political inferiority. This is a prejudice so widespread that,
with reason alone, it is impossible to struggle against it. We, men and women,
have got this stupid conceit so deeply rooted in us that it is almost impossible
to reach a serious understanding in love unless both sides do all they can to up
hold the idea . . . . But let us not despair: women have begun to react against
this unjust position of inferiority. . . .

Love has been, and continues to be, conditioned by the participation or non
participation of women in work. As this fact in its turn is brought about by pri
vate property, we can say that we see women and love through the successive
deformations that private property has given to man and his civilization.
To state it briefly: as you work, so do you love.
Written in collaboration with Juan Brea (Barcelona, 1 936, and Havana, 1 9 4 1 ). First
published in Juan Brea and Mary Low, La Verdad contemporanea (Havana, I 943 ).

Translated from the Spanish by Mary Low

"The art of Frida Kahlo," Andre Breton wrote in I 938, "is a ribbon
around a bomb." Scarcely known outside surrealist circles for many
years, Kahlo is today the most renowned of all the women who have
been involved in the movement. Born in 1 907 in Coyoacfo, Mexico,
of a Hungarian-Jewish father and a Spanish-Mexican mother, she was
stricken with polio as a child; a later streetcar accident, and its atten
dant operations, left her an invalid for life. She took up painting in the
mid- 1 920s, met Diego Rivera in 1 928, and married him a year later.
Her own course as an artist, however, was very different from that of
her muralist husband.
In recent years, with the rise of a lucrative Frida Kahlo industry, it
has become the fashion to belittle her association with surrealism. The
facts remain: Not only did Breton arrange her first exhibition in Paris
( 1 938) and write the first important (and often reprinted) text about
her work, but Kahlo herself took part in the 1 940 International Surreal
ist Exhibition in Mexico City, frequented the surrealist exiles' milieu
(Carrington, Peret, Bufluel, et al.) in Mexico during the war, and for a
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time used the term surrealist as a self-description. The fact that she
made some abrasive comments about Breton in letters counts for little,
for it is well known that Kahlo made abrasive comments regarding
practically everyone she knew.
However, well before her final capitulation to Stalinism in 1 948,
Kahlo had distanced herself from surrealism. Her last works include
portraits of Stalin and other works "to serve the Party." After her death
in 1 954, her home in Coyoacfo became the Museo Frida Kahlo.

I PAINT MY OWN REALITY
I adore surprise and the unexpected. I like to go beyond realism .

Surrealism is the magical surprise of finding a lion in a wardrobe, when you
were "sure" of finding shirts.

I use surrealism as a means of poking fun at others without their realizing it and
of making friends with those who do realize it.

I paint my own reality. The only thi ng I know is that I paint because I need
to, and I paint always whatever passes through my head, without any other
consideration.

FROM HER JOURNAL
Now he comes, my hand, my red vision. larger. more yours. martyr of glass.
The great unreason . Columns and valleys. the fingers of the wind. bleeding
children. the micron mica. I do not know what my joking dream thinks. The
i nk, the spot. the form . the color. I am a bird. I am everything, without more
confusion. All the bells, the rules. The lands. the great grove. the greatest ten
derness. the immense tide. garbage. bathtub. letters of cardboard. dice, fingers
duets weak hope of making construction. the cloths. the kings. so stupid. my
nails. the thread and the hair. the playful nerve I'm going now with myself.
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An absent minute. You've been stolen from me and I'm leaving crying. He is
a waverer.

Who would say that spots live and help one live? I nk, blood smell. I do not
know what i nk I would use that would want to leave its track in such forms. I
respect its wishes and I will do what I can to flee from myself worlds, Inked
worlds-land free and mine. Faraway suns that call me because I form a part
of their nucleus. Foolishness . . . What would I do without the absurd and the
fleeting?

Translated from the Spanish by Hayden Herrera

Lucie Thesee was an integral part of the Tropiques group in Martinique,
at least from its fifth issue (April 1 942) when her name first appears in
the journal. She contributed to four of the six subsequent issues and
was one of six signers of the group's collective letter to a colonial officer
(dated 1 2 May 1 94 3 , this letter was published in the 1 978 Editions
Jean-Michel Place reprint of Tropiques. )
Unlike Suzanne Cesaire, who was a major theorist/polemicist of the
group but published no poems, Thesee's contributions to the journal
consisted entirely of poetry. Leon Damas in his Poetes d'expression fran�aise,
1 900 - 1 9 4 5 praises Thesee's "abundance and excellence of images," and
recognizes her as one of Tropiques's core figures.
However, apart from the fact that she was a schoolteacher, I have
been unable to locate any other biographical information about her. In
the voluminous historical and critical literature on the Negritude move
ment and its progenitor, Tropiques, the name Lucie Thesee is almost
never mentioned.

BEAUTIFUL AS . . .
Beautiful as a high foamy wave spurting in a crystal ball.
Beautiful as a light breeze in the tulle of life.
Beautiful as a tear on a perfectly immobile face at the peak of a radiant day.
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Beautiful as flame.
Beautiful as an immense fathomless sky pierced by a star of the greatest
magnitude.
But beautiful as a sea sky and an Earth like the sea floor
But beautiful as sea sky, and earth l ike sea floor . . .
Fascinating to see what man could be in this tableau . . .
Beautiful as a sleeper under the open sky i n the swarming activity of a vast
tropical night.
Beautiful as the fascinating decor of a great tropical midnight between two
fingers with feline nails . . .
Beautiful as the dazzling fireflight of a multitude of fireflies on a calm
horizonless sea on a marine night.
Beautiful as an iridescent soap bubble pierced by a fine pin and ceaselessly
grazing a black dress.
Beautiful as a heart pierced through by a rainbow arrow.
Beautiful as a giant shadow moving slowly on a half-tint partition
Beautiful as movement
Beautiful as life with l ife's poison
Beautiful as the sun's blood

Translated from the French by Myrna Bell Rochester

THE BUCKETS IN MY HEAD . . .
The buckets i n my head stand open
Gone off in a great blue air here I am again for the fleeting minute
a length of gutter pipe
wide open under an open sky,
everything passes here, my parallel vision, a pipe's vision snapped up
everything.
Now who can question my eternity?
Myself whose prenatal eye is present
at the eternal bath of compact foliage in the surging river
in the river fecund with ferocious lives, colossal lives
in the river of crocodiles and hippopotamuses.
Who doubts my eternity I whose body
curled up when the greedy nails sank
cynically, ominously into my prenatal, uprooted flesh
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and marked it i ndelibly, my virgin flesh
of a "makanguia" rich in silky noises of old and
retrospective perfumes of the equinoctial forest
my primitive possession,
my red-black flesh, still virgin of any name.
Calm yourself my frond of dynamited pink, vengeance is done:
my eternity is.
Why won't I now take my ease? I ask you this, I whose heart of filao swollen
with sap of the impossible, mooning about i n her green plumes
makes the wind sing,
I whose antennae of filao burst forth to attack a sky of shivers.
Who wanted to steal my eternity
Oh Death, life doesn't sneer, she laughs and she loves
she l oves laughing and it's she who kills laughing.
Who kills all her con men with vague and flaccid hearts
Oh you who couldn't yet even be a wretch.
And who says also that time doesn't belong to me? I who curry myself up to
the backbone of the sun
and embrace him and kiss him with my flame tongue.
The sovereign essence of my bow sailing the bunkered rage
upon the foam of the unjust and of crime
lights the 89, the 48, the 4 5
setting the horizon ablaze a t the l i mits o f fraternity and love.
And now you guffaw with your cheeks chubby with fat
pale paupers of the cloud
I am geysers, crater, the earth's belly deep below the earth
I throw the flame, now catch it on the wing of my laughter, on the wing of
my grief;
I inject song, I perpetuate shivers and trembling flowers of the eternal.
Eternity, I am Freedom.

Translated from the French by Myrna Bell Rochester

WHERE WILL THE EARTH FALL?
On the second story of an enormous gray house with a wooden balcony cut
out in columns, covered and on a level with treetops clotted with green , with
every kind of green, swelling up at the whim of the breeze. Opposite, in the
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background: a splendid, enigmatic view of Mt. Pelee, an eclipse-colored sky,
the sea however of a violent blue running along the shore of a long opaque
white fold. A l ittle to the right, a wide, dark bluff leans into the big mountain;
its aggressive head i nhaled and retained all the light for itself-The surprise
caused by this absolutely unexpected landscape forces me into anxious con
templation, incapable of attaching itself to an object.
Suddenly a block of live water rushes madly down from the side of the big
mountain opposite the house. At the same time the big mountain brightens bit
by bit with a light which in spite of its fragility puts all the crests into relief.
However, the dark bluff, between the mountain and half of the house's fa�ade,
continues concealing all that it can of the white light powderi ng the sea, the
sky, and the earth.
Imperceptibly the tableau's background draws nearer to the house. Sud
denly, from a steep, rather wide, dazzling bright gray crack, an animal appears.
It runs furiously down the path (from my vantage point, the direction of its
run: right to left) , now the dark bluff is directly behind it. Its run, felt mad with
fear, makes it grow large terribly fast. I can make out a light-colored cow with
particularly white glittering hooves, she passes watching me like a hunted
beast. And soon before me an entire herd silently files by with a helpless look;
each head dripping with silvery light appears, passes and disappears full size
as in certain cinematographic effects. Dully, I ask myself: Might it be a volcanic
eruption? A few minutes farther along, a great rustling of silk, I shiver "It's the
sound of fire." Without turning around I see emerge at the foot of the dark
bluff, in the orchard of the house, a pool of brilliant light where a mercury sun
streaking the surrounding space with long white zigzags rises up and detaches
itself. At this moment the great rustling of silk from a while back grown enor
mous and sinister dominates all the light. The luminously serene oranges in the
garden watch the scene, impassive . . . Now the pool of light boils, the sun now
detached from it is immobile glowing implacably . . . "But this second story
with no ground floor is rocking!" Did you see? "The whole planet is collapsing
with it!" . . . "the balcony is coming down!" Where will the earth fall? A great
cry of sharp anguish as though from beyond the body: "The Earth is adrift"
and I am awakened . . . .
Let the ice break, all the ice
And the overwhelming anguish will cease
And the Earth will drift entirely as it pleases.

Translated from the French by Myrna Bell Rochester
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DOWN BELOW
Exactly three years ago, I was interned in Dr Morales' sanatorium i n Santander,
Spain . Dr Pardo of Madrid, and the British Consul having pronounced me in
curably insane. I fortuitously met you, whom I consider the most clear sighted
of all, I began gathering a week ago the threads which might have led me
across the initial border of Knowledge. I must live through the experience all
over again, because, by doing so, I believe that I may be of use to you, just as
I believe that you will be of help in my j ourney beyond that frontier by keep
ing me lucid and by enabling me to put on and to take off at will the mask
which will be my shield against the hostility of Conformism. Before taking up
the actual facts of my experience, I want to say that the sentence passed on me
by society at that particular time was probably, surely even, a godsend, for I
was not aware of the importance of health, I mean of the absolute necessity of
a healthy body to avoid disaster i n the liberation of the mind. More important
yet, the necessity that others be with me that we may feed each other with our
knowledge and thus constitute the Whole. I was not sufficiently conscious at
the time of your philosophy to understand. The time had not come for me to under
stand. What I am going to endeavor to express here with the utmost fidelity was
but an embryo of knowledge.

One day, I went to the mountain alone. At first I could not climb; I lay flat on
my face on the slope with the sensation that I was being completely absorbed
by the earth. When I took the first steps up the slope, I had the physical sen
sation of walking with tremendous effort i n some matter as thick as mud. Grad
ually however, perceptibly and visibly, it all became easier, and in a few days I
was able to negotiate jumps. I could climb vertical walls as easily as any goat.
I very seldom got hurt, and I realized the possibility of a very subtle under
standing which I had not perceived before. Finally, I managed to take no false
steps and to wander around quite easily among the rocks.
It is obvious that, for the ordinary bourgeois, this must have taken a strange
and crazy aspect: a well brought up young English woman jumping from one
rock to another, amusing herself in so irrational a manner, this was wont to
raise immediate suspicions as to my mental balance. I gave little thought to the
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effect my experiments might have on the humans by whom I was surrounded
and, in the end, they won.

I am afraid I am going to drift into fiction, truthful but incomplete, for lack of
some details which I cannot conjure up today and which might have enlight
ened us. This morning, the egg ideas came again into my mind and I thought
that I could use it as a crystal to look at Madrid ( July-August 1 940), for why
should it not enclose my own experiences as well as the past and future history
of the Universe? The egg is the macrocosm and the microcosm, the dividing
line between the Big and the Small which makes it impossible to see the whole.
To possess a telescope without its essential half-the microscope-seems to
me a symbol of the darkest incomprehension . The task of the right eye is to
peer into the telescope, while the left eye peers into the microscope.

I ceased menstruating at the time, a function which was to reappear but three
months later, in Santander. I was transforming my blood into comprehensive
energy-masculine and feminine, microcosmic and macrocosmic-and also
into a wine which was drunk by the moon and the sun .
I now must resume m y story a t the moment I came out of the anaesthesia
(between the 1 9th and 25th of August, 1 940) . I came to in a tiny room with no
windows on the outside, the only window being pierced in the wall to the
right which separated me from the next room. In the left corner, facing my
bed, stood a cheap wardrobe of varnished pine, to my right, a night table in
the same style, with a marble top, a small drawer and, underneath, the empty
stable of the chamber pot; besides, a chair; symmetrical with the night table,
there was a door which, as I was to learn l ater, was the bathroom's; facing me,
a glass door giving on a corridor and on another door paneled with opaque
glass which I watched avidly because it was clear and luminous and I guessed
that it opened into a room flooded with sunshine.
My first awakening to consciousness was painful: I thought that I was the
victim of an automobile accident; the place was suggestive of a hospital and
I was watched by a repulsive-looking nurse, who looked like an enormous
bottle of Lysol. I was in pain and I realized that my hands and feet were bound
by leather straps. I learned later that I had entered the place fighting like a
tigress, that on the evening of my arrival there Don Mariano, the physician
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who was head of the sanitarium, had tried to induce me to eat and that I had
clawed him. He had slapped and strapped me down and compelled me to ab
sorb food through tubes inserted i nto my nostrils. I don't remember anything
about it.
I tried to understand where I was and why I was there. Was it a hospital or
a concentration camp? I asked the nurse questions, which probably were inco
herent; and she gave me richly negative answers in English with a very dis
agreeable American accent. Later I learned her name was Asegurada ("Insured,"
in the commercial sense of the word) , that she was German from Hamburg,
and lived for a long time in New York.
I never was able to discover how long I had remained unconscious: days or
weeks? When I became sadly reasonable, I was told that for several days I had
acted like various animals-jumping up on the wardrobe with the agility of a
monkey, scratching, roaring like a lion, whinnying, barking, etc.

It was, I am almost certain of it, the night before I was injected with Cardiazol
that I had this vision:
The place looked like the Bois de Boulogne; I was on top of a small ridge
bordered with trees; at a certain distance below me, on the road, stood an ob
stacle like those I had often seen at the Horse Show; next to me, two big horses
were tied together; I was impatiently waiting for them to jump over that fence.
After long hesitations, they jumped and galloped down the slope. Suddenly a
small white horse detached itself from them; the two big horses disappeared,
and nothing was left on the road but the colt who rolled all the way down and
remained on his back, dyi ng. I myself was the white colt.
The terrible downfall induced by Cardiazol was followed by a succession
of rather silent days. Around eight in the morning, I would hear from a dis
tance the siren of a factory, and I knew this was the signal for Morales and Van
Ghent to call the zombies to work and also to wake me, who was entrusted with
the task of liberating the day. Piadosa would enter then with a tray on which
stood a glass of milk, a few cookies and some fruit. I ate that food according to
a special ritual:
1 st-Sitting bolt upright in my bed, I would drink the milk at one draught .
2nd-Half reclining, I would eat the cookies.
3rd-Lying down, I would swallow all the fruit.
4th-I put in a brief appearance in the bathroom where I would observe
that my food went through without being digested.
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5th-Back i n my bed, I sat up again very straight and examined the rem
nants of my fruit: rinds and stones. I arranged them in the form of designs rep
resenting as many solutions to various cosmic problems. I believed that Don
Luis and his father, seeing the problems solved on my plate, would allow me
to go "Down Below," to Paradise.

On the way to Covadonga, followed by Asegurada, I met Don Mariano-God
the Father-dressed as was his custom all in black with, at the level of his
stomach, a crust of food dried up by time. He was spying on a very destitute
child who wept as he picked up dry leaves. I asked what the child had done.
Don Mariano answered: "He stole an apple in my orchard." I shouted to him
indignantly: "You who possess so many apples! With such morality, no won
der the world is 'jammed' and miserable. But I have just broken your wicked
spell in the tower and, now, the world is liberated from its anguish."
The grandson of Marquis da Silva went by at a run, and God the Father, re
assured by the presence of a child who was so "well brought up," so decent,
smiled at him kindly.
I returned to Egypt, rather disgusted with the Holy Family. . . . From the
bathroom window, I gazed for a long time at a green and sad landscape: flat
fields stretching down to the sea; near the coast, a cemetery: the Unknown
and Death.
I learned from Asegurada that Covadonga (Don Mariano's daughter) was
buried in that cemetery. Asegurada o ften spoke to me of Covadonga and sur
rounded her death with mystery; I thought that it was Don Luis who had killed
her by torture to make her more perfect as he had tortured me. I thought that
Don Luis was seeking in me another sister who, stronger than Covadonga,
would withstand her ordeals and reach the Summit with him. I did not rely for
this on my strength but on my skill. I thought that I had been mesmerized in
Saint-Martin-de-l'Ardeche and drawn to Santander by some mysterious power.
One day Don Luis tried to get me to sketch a map of that journey. As I was un
able to do so, he took the pencil from my hand and began to draw the itiner
ary. In the center he put down an M representing Madrid. At that moment
I had my first flash of lucidity, the M was "Me" and not the whole world,
this affair concerned myself alone, and if I could make the journey all over
again , by the time I reached Madrid, I would get hold of myself, I would re
establish contact between my mind and my Ego.
Soon after my visit to "Down Below," Don Luis decided to install me in
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Amachu; this was a pavilion outside the walls of the garden; there I would be
alone with my servants. Why did I find myself "jammed" once more and in
great anguish? Why did I imagine that I had been deemed unworthy to live
in the Garden of Eden?
Excerpts from VVV no. 4 (New York, 1 944; Chicago: Black Swan Press, 1 98 3 )
Translated from the French by Victor Llona

With the poet Laurence lche and the Czech artist Tita (Edith Hir
schova), Regine Raufast was one of the most active women in the clan
destine La Main a plume surrealist group in France during the Nazi oc
cupation. Its first collective publication included one of her poems. I
have not been able to locate any information about her except that she
was, for a time, the companion of Belgian surrealist photographer Raoul
Ubac, and later of poet Christian Dotremont, who evoked her mov
ingly in a posthumous tribute published in the Belgian surrealist journal
Suractuel in July 1 946.
The following article, which originally appeared in La Conquete du
Monde par /'Image [Conquest of the World by the Image] in June 1 942,
was reprinted in Edouard Jaguer's full -length survey of surrealism in
photography, Les Mysteres de la chambre noire [Mysteries of the Black
Chamber] ( 1 982).

PHOTOGRAPHY AND IMAGE
Strike "commercial" from the word photography and banish it to the family al
bum and the fairground: Man Ray and Raoul Ubac propose a photography that
is a far cry from the faithful reproduction of reality flattered by soft lights and
facile tricks. I n the relatively new activity of poetic photography, such os
tracism poses no threat to the imagination whatsoever and, frankly, what does
a practice that consists of fixing finished forms and immobilizing the immobile
have to offer us anyway?
Man Ray and Raoul Ubac pose the problem of the imagination and its
exigencies with i ncreasing urgency. For example, works such as Triomphe de la
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Sterilite [Triumph o f Sterility], Les Corps solarises [The Solarized Bodies], La Ne
buleuse [The Nebulous], L'Envers de la face humaine [The Back of the Human Face],
awaken an imagining emotivity in the viewer's mind: we are in the presence of
an interaction, a double imagination-the image-making imagination of the op
erator and the imagination peculiar to the medium itself. This double action is
objectified by the process of the operator, alchemical to the extent that it
searches for new and pure elements in the putrefaction of formally elaborated
substances which, deformed at the height of their development, conserve only
what i nforms their future. Photographic acts such as La Nebuleuse 1 or L'Envers de

la face humaine are examples of this analogous activity. The negative is exposed
to fire which partially erodes the surface, precipitating a new form in the pro
cess of becoming. And because one form appears the instant another is de
stroyed, we assist at a veritable dialectic of matter: matter superseding itself.
This tangible realization of a material future initiates a reverie at the heart of
matter and engenders a chain of transformations influenced by the viewer's
own paranoiac-critical activity.
Three elements enter into the composition of this poetic phenomenon:
matter,2 chance, operator. First we find ourselves in the presence of an evolu
tion i ndependent of the image making of the operator and assist at something
like an objective marriage of matter and chance appearing like a veritable im
age making of matter: fertile, animated and drawn, despite itself, into the vor
tex of its own e1an vital. At this point the operator decides the degree of the
transformation and stops it the instant the visible image coincides with his own
image-making mind. His imagination is nothing more than a will to power, not
in the Nietzschean sense, but rather a will to transform a dead reality into one
that allows itself to be eclipsed in order to be superseded. The image, produced
from the encounter of the subjective preoccupation of the operator and the ob
jective life of matter, is no more sign, but act.

Notes
1 . La Nebuleuse was, at its origin, nothing more than a banal photograph of
a woman.
2.

By an image's "matter" we mean both matter properly speaking and liter
ally the form it takes.

Translated from the French by Rikki Ducornet
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Laurence lche was active in the underground La Main a plume group in
France during World War I I and was the author of two booklets pub
lished under its auspices: a collection of poems, Au fil du vent [To Go
with the Wind], illustrated by Oscar Dominguez ( 1 942), and a series
of surrealist texts, Etagere en flamme [Knick-Knack Shelf in Flames], with
a drawing by Picasso ( 1 943). Like most writings of the French surrealist
underground during World War II, her work has largely been ignored
by critics. The recorded details of her life are few indeed, beyond the
facts that she was the companion of fellow Main a plume activist and
poet Robert Rius and later of J. V. Manuel, better known as Manuel
Viola, who was also active in La Main a plume and who later became one
of the most prominent Spanish lyrical-abstractionist painters.
Several members of the Main a plume group continued to be active in
surrealism after the war. However, lche and ]. V. Manuel moved to
Spain and lost touch with the movement. She lives today in Madrid.
"Scissors Strokes by the Clock" and "I Prefer Your Uneasiness Like a
Dark Lantern" appeared in Au fil du vent ( 1 942); "Unpublished Corre
spondence" and 'The Philosophers' Stone" in Etagere en flam me ( 1 94 3 ) .

SCISSORS STROKES B Y THE CLOCK . . .
Scissors strokes by the clock
with harpsichord fingers
in your phosphorus breast
that opens out into a fan's breeze
The wind that great sculptor of unique erections
in the game of ninepins of tottered days
Under the bowler hat of habit
adventures sew themselves up again
into fountains to resew the air
so that the paper lanterns may tremble
like a false eye
so that the lamps m ay be moth-eaten like the cries of chimneys in the wind
all those rotting breaths o f films
when mountains are clouds at rest
with nostalgic grasses
feather dusters of rolling inventions

Translated from the French by Myrna Bell Rochester
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I PREFER YOUR UNEASINESS LIKE A DARK LANTERN . . .
I prefer your uneasiness l ike a dark lantern
without ever knowing that phantom that goes through me
when the lamp of battles burns all its thirst
Only the leaf
on a fi nal point of life
will run into the hoop of knowledge.
The eagle-headed caterpillar
the wind-haired eagle
are engulfed by the bath of shredded mirrors
with nostalgic seals of lips
and glances that collide
Those are the shredded mirrors
that reptiles inhabit
for the smiles of the wind steal all the velvets of forgetfulness
with the same avidity that windows steal landscapes
underneath lines drawn from the sun
Like the meteor trail of a hope
they embraced
the nervous spurt of printer's blood
the cavalcade of inextricable branches of chance
in the ballet of days that shelter you
immobility cooked into table legs
and catacombs of the past in the shadow of the present
to make of me a drying umbrella

Translated from the French by Myrna Bell Rochester

UNPUBLISHED CORRESPONDENCE
One rainy day, a little mushroom emerged and immediately took himself to be
an umbrella. He perched on a young woman's head, and his joy was boundless,
until he caught a glimpse of the Eiffel Tower. "Goodness," he said to himself,
"that's a really big mushroom!" And he set himself the task of climbing the
Eiffel Tower. While he was climbing up, the Eiffel Tower felt tickled. She
would have liked to scratch herself, but she didn't know how, and the mush
room kept on climbing and climbing. Then the Eiffel Tower, very flustered,
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lowered her head and started striding along. Daydreaming, she stepped on a
house, and suddenly the house looked like a bread crust. All the starving birds
ran up to the crust, but it was impossible to eat. They came i n such great num
bers that the sky turned black and soon after lost its balance and fell over back
wards. It found itself in a puddle, on its back, feet in the air, and with its feet it
tried to attach itself to a second sky it had just noticed. But the second sky, a
very cold one, became extremely angry with these nasty proceedings. Slowly
it turned over on its side and said to the sky in the puddle: "So, you're becom
ing a pickpocket now?"

Translated from the French by Myrna Bell Rochester

THE PHILOSOPHERS' STONE
Once there was a white stone in a wall. She was very unhappy because the wall
constantly called her a bedsock. The stone didn't think she was a bedsock at
all, but a beautiful shining stone.
One day she saw a donkey and called out to him, "Little donkey, please take
me away on your back. I am a beautiful shining stone; all you need to do is pick
me out with your teeth ." The donkey said thank you without knowing why,
and he put her in the hollow of his back.
And now the wall was unhappy because he didn't have his bedsock any
more, he said, and he couldn't grab the l ittle slippers he saw under the bed in
the bedroom.
Meanwhile, the stone, in the hollow of the donkey's back, was explaining
that she was a beautiful shining stone and not a bedsock. She was, however,
tiring of this trip and soon announced that she was sick of seeing things always
from the same height. Now the donkey stayed angry until he came across a
duck he wanted to eat. But the duck wanted to be eaten in the Spanish style,
l ike a free man, and not with nettles as the donkey was suggesting. Then a
great fight ensued, and the stone took advantage of the general confusion to
let herself roll down i nto the ditch right near the duck. The duck disguised
himself as a pigeon, and the donkey, who wasn't wearing his glasses, no longer
recognized him and trotted away. The stone called over the duck and made
him a proposal: "I am the one who gives many snails," said she to the pseudo
duck, "Take me along on your back. With that donkey I was really tired of see
ing things always from the same height, and I'll be happy to fly a bit." The duck
didn't dare refuse, and then and there he put her on his head.
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But the stone wasn't satisfied, for she felt that a little pompom was growing
on her peak and that she was simply turning i nto a nightcap. The duck was
thrilled that his ears were no longer cold; but the stone felt her hair get
mildewy as if she had had three noses, and yet she was too old to commit
suicide.

Translated from the French by Myrna Bell Rochester

Born in Leeuwarden in northern Holland in 1 907, Gertrude Edith Pape
spent most of her childhood in South Africa and London, returning to
Holland in 1 9 1 4. Fluent in English and French as well as Dutch, she
wrote in all three. In Utrecht in 1 929, she met Willem Wagenaar,
whose Gallery Nord was the center for surrealism, jazz, and "primitive
art" in the Netherlands; it was there, while listening to Louis Armstrong
records, that Pape came to know La Revolution surrialiste, Le Surrealisme
ASDLR, and Minotaure. In 1 938 she attended the International Surrealist
Exhibition in Amsterdam, and the following year met Dutch surrealist
poet Theo van Baaren, whom she later married.
During World War II she and van Baaren produced twenty-two
issues of De Schone Zakdoek [The Clean Handkerchief]; to avoid censor
ship under the Nazi occupation it was handmade in an edition of one
copy, which they shared with friends at regular Monday evening meet
ings at their apartment. This unique publication was surrealist-oriented
from the start, although it did publish some nonsurrealist work. Num
ber 8 - 9 of the first volume was subtitled "Surrealist Number."
De Schone Zakdoek ceased publication in 1 944. That same year Pape
brought out a small edition of her Verses by a Female Robinson Crusoe, under
the pen-name Evelyn Palmer. Utterly indifferent to the literary market
place, she did not bother to publish anything in later years. When Her
de Vries and others organized a Surrealist Group in Amsterdam in
1 959, they recognized her as one of the true founders of surrealism in
the Netherlands. She died in 1 988. Selections from De Schone Zakdoek
were published in book form in 1 98 1 .
"The Lake," written in English, is from De Schone Zakdoek no. 2
( 1 94 1 ) . "Eardrops from Babylon" appeared (in Dutch) the same year in
the "Surrealist Number," no. 8 -9.
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be sure

Gertrude Pape, Be Sure, collage, early 1 940s. Courtesy of the artist's estate.

THE LAKE
Mirror of emptiness
called in the green
pallid in clearness
no clouds were seen

EARDROPS FROM BABYLON
The willow was ebbing. Freely the seedlings spun sand. In the barrack entered
weeping the Nildo, windows and doors belonged to him; under his feet the
boards uncracked: better beans! whispers the wood. Storm attacking! West on
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the run! Cloud around thunder trembles in the house. Strike the lightning,
don't call me sinless! All my names know your leap. Silence felt. The bug took
refuge in vain, l ight on the freezing hands. Just one beat of the heart the pos
sibility, desire turns itself full. Lovable, relentless, lasting the sun turns.

Eliane, entangled in her own hair, wrests herself, sinks. End-rise. A blue toe, a
white toe, embroidery of a bedspread getting longer and reaching farther and
striking over the hedges, beyond. Non-pillar. Reedless. The stroke of the hour
falls down every ten drops; coral- fungi dress the branches, many nests, remu
nerative plumes. Short blitzlightning jingles: the Walker! on all red roofs, in a
synchronous undulatory movement, the tiles turn around.
With paint dates are skinned, but who recognized my climbing plant?

Translated from the Dutch by Her de Vries

Born in New York in 1 9 1 6, Susanna Winslow Wilson was the daughter
of Frances Perkins, who later became Franklin Delano Roosevelt's Secre
tary of Labor. An art history major at Bryn Mawr, Susanna in 1 93 8 met
David Hare, whose mother was a friend of her mother's, and who also
happens to have been a first cousin of surrealist Kay Sage. The couple
soon married, and pursued their common interest in surrealism, which
Sage had ignited. At that time the U.S. Immigration and Naturalization
Service was under Department of Labor jurisdiction, and Susanna Hare
enlisted her mother's aid in speeding up the bureaucratic process which
eventually enabled Andre Breton and other surrealist refugees from
Nazism to come to the U.S. during World War I I . Susanna herself
signed supportive affidavits in this regard-for Jacqueline and Andre
Breton, as well as for Marcel Duchamp.
Susanna and her husband were regulars at the gatherings of the
Surrealist Group in exile in New York, at the Larre French restaurant
on 56th Street and at Breton's Greenwich Village apartment. David, a
photographer and later sculptor, was chosen as editor of the group's
journal, VVV Vividly Susanna recalls the group's camaraderie and high
"

"
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level of discussion in those years, as well as its emphasis on play and
games. The Exquisite Corpse was a favorite: "We played it constantly!"
she reported (telephone interview, February 1 997) . Susanna had the
unusual experience of helping Marcel Duchamp unwind five miles of
string to create the complex network of webbing for the opening of
the International Surrealist Exhibition in New York in 1 942. Later she
studied painting with Jack Tworkow. For a time she also ran a New York
dress shop with Ann Clark Matta.
The Hares were divorced in 1 945, and by the end of the decade
organized surrealist activity in New York had ceased. Susanna, how
ever, remained on good terms with Andre and Elisa Breton, whom she
visited on her trips to France, and to this day she looks back on her
participation in the movement as one of the brightest moments of her
life. 'The surrealist notion that poets could paint and painters could
write poems," she says, "was admirable, and very fruitful-a far cry
from today's so-called art and literary scene, when most poets can't
write and most painters can't paint." Today, as Susanna Coggeshall,
she lives in Maine where she is completing a critical study of Brancusi's
sculpture.
The poem reprinted here, with the accompanying automatic draw
ing, appeared in the second issue of VVV (No. 2 - 3 , March 1 943).

COMPLAINT FOR A SORCERER
You've drawn 3 rings around m e
A n d I make 4 around you
H a d it been another day of the week
Our meeting would have been unremarkable
The number they make which is 7
Is quartered on the offside of thought
I f we can repeat this process once more
There'll b e a step sufficient to bear the
weight of one man without offspring
I adjure you to make them with care
Allow but one egress one flaw
The time h asn't come but it will
You remember the unmistakable sign o n the map
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Susy Hare, drawing, 1 94 3 .
Courtesy o f the artist.
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Heed well what you do as you forge them
Contrive them with skin and with hair
Then we can read the writing on this pebble
That you stowed in my brain
There is no time but be quick
The moon was red when I saw it
Will we know where to find among our effects
The string that ties these moments together?

Sonja Sekula was born in Lucerne, Switzerland, in 1 9 1 8 of a Hungar
ian-Jewish father and a Swiss mother, and in 1 936 moved to the U.S.,
where she always spelled her name Sonia. After studying philosophy,
literature, and painting at Sarah Lawrence College for two years, in
1 94 1 she joined the Art Students League in New York, where she
studied with former dadaist George Grosz. Shortly afterward she met
Andre Breton (whose studio she rented in 1 94 3 ) and began frequenting
the meetings of the Surrealist Group in exile. She was particularly close
to Breton and his wife Jacqueline Lamba; her other surrealist friends
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included poet Charles Duits, sculptor David Hare, and Alice Rahon. In
August 1 944 Breton wrote to her, "I hope you will continue to speak to
me in that scintillating voice which is all your own." She collaborated
on VVV, had her first solo show at the Art of This Century gallery in
1 946, took part in the International Surrealist Exhibition in Paris in
1 947, and had a joint exhibit with Max Ernst at the London Gallery in
England in 1 950. After a nervous breakdown in 1 952, Sekula returned
to Switzerland where, except for a brief visit to New York in 1 957, she
remained. She committed suicide in Zurich in 1 963.
Sekula was an inspiring and disturbing presence in the New York art
scene for over two decades and produced an impressive number of daz
zlingly original and disquieting paintings and drawings. Although she
had many solo exhibitions in many countries and was represented in
the U.S. by the powerful Betty Parsons Gallery, she has never been
well-known as an artist and is usually ignored in histories of American
art. Her diverse and widely scattered work, exemplifying a resolute
automatism, awaits rediscovery. Her written work, too-only recently
collected in book form-merits wider recognition. Let us hope that the
1 996 Sonia Sekula retrospective at the New York Swiss Institute and its
lavishly illustrated catalog will open the way to the wider appreciation
of this heretofore neglected dreamer who, as she herself once put it,
loved "to play football with words."
The poem reprinted here-the first and only work of hers published
in her lifetime-appeared i n VVV n o. 2 - 3 (March, 1 94 3 ) , with her
accompanying drawing.

WOMB
I am in the rai n , with black writing,
I a m in the night with strange hands
I swim in the heat i n the humid fear
of day and hate, I close my ear. . . .
and the step the step of the stone that
falls is the space in the heart and
the man in the moon waving good-bye to
the boat that goes where the mouth
is red with a little word that parts
where the womb stands still beyond
speaking.
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Sonia Sekula, drawing, 1 94 3 .

ROUND THE WORLD WITH THE RUMPUS GOD . . .
Round the world with the rumpus god
Fishes on his soles
Fins on his heels
The golden sun in the m i ddle.
H is heart wreathed in ivy
His face filled with berries
H is nearest hands lie on the rocks.
When he loses the trail
He flees to the abyss
And drops all the spoons.
( 1 94 3 )

Translated from the German by Catherine Schelbert
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CONCERNING
THE PRESENT DAY RELATIVE ATTRACTIONS

OF VARIOUS CREATURES
IN MYTHOLOG Y & LEGEND
Having asked a few

friends

of both

sexes to classify fifteen

creatures of diverse mythological deriva

tion in order of their attraction, we present the fellowing table. The result' obtained give us some basis
for judging their contemporary relative attraction.
The order

of choice

was as follows :

I . Sphinx ;

6. Vampire;

l I . Narcissus ;

2. Chimera;

7.

12.

Homonculus;

3. i\ifinotaur;

8. Siren ;

1 3.

Dragon;

4.

Gorgon ;

5.

Unicorn ;

9.

Succubus or Incubus ;

Bloody Nun;

1 0. Werewol f ;

14. Circe ;

14.

Galatea.

The very definite preeminence of the Sphinx is evident, since not only does it come at the head
of the general classification,

but also

at the head of the masculine as well as the feminine

classification.

Elsewhere the two viewpoints, masculine and feminine, have resulted in very different choices. For exam
ple the Vampire, the Werewolf, and the Siren were feminine preferences. The masculine antipathy to the
Dragon should be. noted in contrast to the feminine antipathy to the Bloody Nun and Circe, etc.

"Surrealist Inquiry on Mythological Creatures," from VVV No. 2 - 3 , 1 94 3 .
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"EVERYTHING FOUND ON LAND IS FOUND IN THE SEA"
Isn't it time to break through that dismal convention of the scientific periodi
cals which orders, however suavely, that only the driest language be used?
You'd hardly know that those people were making discoveries, the way they
have to write them up. Their particular kind of good form decrees that every
experiment, no matter how dramatically successful, should be tabulated with
no more symptom of personal zest than the pages of a bus timetable. I can't
i mitate that style and don't want to; nevertheless, I have been able to observe
some remarkable facts about plant life, hitherto unnoticed, particularly with
regard to habitat; and I expect other biologists to give these investigations
their due, despite their unusual guise and staging. I ndeed I hope the more or
thodox savants may even recognize here a certain justice, since the things I am
going to describe seem like sports of nature; though who knows? Further re
search may prove them to be instances of some law previously unknown.

Experiment T
As I was scrambling over the rocky ridges of a valley I came upon a wide fissure
slanting down toward the center of the earth. I looked in and found that its dis
tant floor was water. I began to climb down inside, taking hold of a natural ban
ister here, stepping on an unhewn stair tread there, which the uneven surfaces
provided. This descent was not easy, as the rock was green with damp and
patched with a viscous wine-colored growth.
I had now penetrated to a vertiginous depth; if I looked upward, the walls
rose above me in a cool shaft; turning downward, I could see a cave filled with
water the color of chrysolite, illumined from some hidden source and dark
ened where a turn of wall or jutting rock threw a shadow. One such submerged
projection hid the mouth of the cave, making it invisible from the surface of
the ground.
I noticed that the water was not tideless, for it began to sink with gurgling
sounds and in its retreat left the cave without l ight. The rhythm of this tide was
very rapid, for scarcely had the cavern been emptied when the water came lap
ping back, bringing the light with it. I tasted the water and found it salt; and
being unable to explore the cave further because of its swift return, I began to
climb back toward the earth's surface. The going was still more difficult than
before, as I now discovered fishlike flowers growing directly from the stone
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without leaves. 1 could hardly get foothold or handhold without crushing or
gripping these cold petals, which spread their cherry and blue-gray all about
the ascent, a salty deposit covering them with a dusty grapelike bloom .

Experiment II.
It is not generally known, and certainly I never before this realized, that scat
tered about even the most cancerously urban districts of London, there exist
patches and stretches of wild marshy land or heath. Of course I don't mean
the parks-they are as urban as the buildings. These stretches are different
because you can't find them by looking for them-at least it seems to be so, as
far as our present knowledge takes us.
The other day when I was with Orloff, I found a patch somewhere between
Piccadilly and Oxford Street; a rough, tussocky piece of land, quite extensive,
where flowers of a unique and curious species were growing. The petals were
l arge and looked as if they were made of paper-more l ike sepals perhaps,
rather stiff and pointed, the color was pale orange-pink at the edges, deepen
ing further in and finally becoming a dusky reddish-brown at the center.
They grew in swampy places and we had to get a bit wet in order to come
close to them; we had to climb over rocks, too, and I was annoyed by Orloff's
lack of adventure in these matters-the way he jumped over the rock-pools
you'd think a drop of water would kill him. But I didn't care; I made my way
over the stones and streams to one of the biggest flowers.
I found that inside and below the petals was a kind of bowl made of the
same stuff, but it must have been stronger, because when I l ifted the petals I
saw that it was full to the brim with dark water. In this water were strange l iv
i ng creatures, like sea anemones but larger and harder and without tentacles
more like scarabs perhaps. They were of various jewel-colors, ruby, sapphire,
emerald, some of them spotted with white. They crawled and clung to the
sides of the pool, I put my hand in and touched them, but Orloff seemed afraid
to. Then we turned northwards across the moor and came out near Bond Street
Station.

Experiment III.
Another day I was looking for somewhere to live and went in the direction of
Maida Vale. From some dingy agent there I got the key of a house to let. Wan 
dering along the streets I came t o a road of peeling stucco houses with cat
walks i n front and moldering urns, which could hold nothing, surmounting the
plastered gateposts.
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My key fit the front door of one of these houses; I went in and up the stairs
to the first floor. I entered a large room with three windows looking out upon
the road; folding doors connected it with the room behind. These I pushed
open and found myself in another room exactly l ike the first; I went over to the
central one of its three windows and looked out. Instead of the characterless
gardens and hinder facade of a parallel block, I saw a sloping strip of ground
overgrown with brambles, then a pebbly shore, and beyond, the crash and
smother of Atlantic waves, breaking ceaselessly and without side. This ocean
stretched away to the horizon where it met a misty sky, but did not merge with
it-the heaving water set up a melancholy distinction out there; and here
within, a briny exultant smell penetrated the panes, cutting through the musti
ness of a house long closed.
What extraordinary growths, I wondered, flowered in those wasteful
depths? There must be a submerged garden whose silken green held curiosi
ties far surpassing those I had come upon before. Idiots often visit such places
and describe what they see; making idiots is one of the sea's favorite games. But
when it tires of this from time to time, it casts up i nstead a supernatural being
on an unwelcoming strand, who, ever afterward, spends his nights asleep at the
bottom of some watery gulf.
(From Goose of Hermogenes, first published in the "Surrealist Section" of New Road

1943)

WATER-STONE O F THE WISE
Myth is a volcanic force, liberty a perpetual stream, an ambiance that results
from eruption.
Myth must break through the crust, scatter a thousand new comets i n the
void, illuminate the black sky with bengal-lights, decorate the day sky with va
porous plumes. What superhuman shapes may not burst from the next erup
tion, august yet tender beings, who evolve themselves in the light of gold!
They borrow a wisp of substance from the earth, but their color is from the pu
rifying fire. We cannot have liberty without repeated explosions.
But we must have liberty. It is the clear stream, the embracing element with
out which we cannot move. Free air and free water! They are the interpenetrat
ing silver-and-blue, they come from the gushing side of the mountain whose
mouth yet steams. Freedom to move, to act, to speak, freedom to be still, to
look, to be silent.
Myth comes from the region between sleeping and waking, the multitudi
nous abyss, the unceasing cauldron rimmed with pearls. If we let it pour out
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unhindered, we shall be free to plunge into its depths. What shall we find
there, far from "lordship and bondage?"
Un no rompida suenoUn dia puro-allegre-libre
QuieraLibre de amor-de celo
De odio-de esperanza-de recelo.
[An unbroken dream
A clear, joyous, free day
I would love
Free of love, zeal
H ate, Hope and Suspicion]
No more tyrants and victims, no more the fevered alternations of that demon
star which sponsored the births of de Sade and von Sacher-Masoch; but the
hermaphrodite whole, opposites bound together in mitigating embrace by a
silkworm's thread. "And countenance once more beheld countenance." Oedi
pus will be king no longer but will return to Colonnus. The new myth, the
myth of the Siamese Twins, will make of him a forgotten bogey.
I n one of the planets' airy houses live the Twins, a boy and a girl, perpetu
ally joined by an ectoplasmic substance which is warmed by the solar and lu
nar currents of their bodies. They cannot part, nor do anything apart. They eat
and breathe each other day and night.
They are united face to face, having passed forward to the condition of the
androgynous egg. Their faculty is dream, their body-of- fate the stream of im
ages-sensual transpositions-induced by the incandescence of their own
body and mind. They have no privacy from each other, and desire none, since
theirs is a unity conscious of its own elements. They weigh down equally each
scale of the Balance, and as the two Fishes, are held together in watery dance
by a single cord.
(From the "Surrealist Section" of New Road

f 943)
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Born in Birmingham, England, in 1 906, Emmy Bridgwater studied art
in her hometown as well as in Oxford and London, where the 1 936
International Surrealist Exhibition proved to be "quite a revelation" for
her and marked a turning point in her life. With Conroy Maddox and
the Melville brothers, John and Robert, she took part in the surrealist
oriented Birmingham Group and in 1 940 joined the Surrealist Group
in England.
This "explorer of the sulfurous lavas and springtimes of the uncon
scious," as Michel Remy has called her, collaborated on Arson ( 1 942)
and Free Unions ( 1 946), had her first one-artist show at Jack Bilbo's Mod
ern Gallery in London, and in 1 947 was invited by Andre Breton to
take part in the International Surrealist Exhibition in Paris. After 1 947
she all but gave up painting and writing to nurse her disabled older
sister and invalid mother, but she resumed her automatistic research
in later years.
An admirer of Emily Bronte, King Kong, and the Marx Brothers,
Bridgwater is best known as a painter, collagist, and graphic artist; her
poems have not yet been collected. In everything she does, as the poet
Edouard Jaguer points out, "all is placed under the sign of metamorpho
sis," drenched in her "thoroughgoing humor."
The following poems are from the catalog, Emmy Bridgwater ( 1 990),
except for "The Birds," which is from Free Unions ( 1 946).

ON THE LINE
Back to the Land
To the grape-grown tree.
Red . . . Red . . . Full earth Red,
Grown Grass-Grass green growing.
There will be no spaces that were stars,
and signing in spaces on the line-signing.
Black death and watered down trees crying
Out shrieking with "It is time,
Now it is time,
And soon there will be no time."
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No brushes and no colours and no inks running
No fingers and no hand holding.
The brush not moving in l ines
Staying also staying so will Eyes looking at all.
Eyes always seeing
No rushing waterfall,
No flowering cherry tree.
NO.
( 1 940)

BACK TO THE FIRST BAR
After ten thousand years I will repeat my claim.
Repeat it i n the grey garden in the morning when the clouds are swinging
and the raindrops are singing and the ground is moist and the worms are
turning, are turning the earth that is me.
Little brown bird you will hear
You will take no heed of the insistent whispers, again you will turn to peck
i ng your i nsect with the striped black body and the blue eyes of a Mona
Lisa.
Creeps the penetrating grass over the unvirgin soil, brown as the dried spilt
blood.
And again, after the i nsect,
you will
You will sing.
( 1 94 1 )

THE J OURNEY
Two battered at the Red Lamp Hitting the bars.
The shill i ng dropped darkness forced them up
And they lay sucking the corniced grape along the ceiling.
The corners of the room revolved and swayed
And tree trunks groaned.
Whole passages of time were sliced to pieces
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As circling strands of snakes benibbled bits
While grey fish swimming in sawdust, glassy-eyed,
Carved sticky patterns, intricate as sin.
And slow-as the starfish crawls to meet the wave
And slow, but moving as sand in quicksand,
The Chariot arrived . . .
but they were gone.
( 1 942)

THE BIRDS
One
He pulled the blanket over and he drew up the blind. The yellow mice rushed
into their corners. The spiders ran behind the pictures. The lecture began on
Christ the Forerunner. Only the very young mice sat still to listen. The black
birds flying near the window passed the word to each other. "Come on. Here
we may find something. Something to put our beaks into." Snap went the win
dow cord: down came the blind. The birds, disappointed, did the best they
could. They flew nearer and nearer the windowpane. It was dangerous. It
wasn't worth it. But they wanted to get the news-to be the first to know-to
pass on the news. What had come to the lecture on Christ? Did one still lie un
der the blankets? The spiders laughed into their hands to think of the birds
outside all twittering and over-anxious.

Two
As she walked into the garden the birds flew down to her pecking at her lips.
"Don't do that," she cried. "It's mine. I'm alive you know." "Well, why don't you
wear colors?" She heard them talking. "Dead people walk, but they don't wear
colors. They scream and they talk too." The birds went on chattering about
dead people. They all perched up on the holly bush but they didn't peck the
soft berries. They just stared down at her. All of them stared with their little
black beady eyes. They were looking at her red lips.

Three
"Sing a song for the King. Come on, now sing." The child was shy to start, but
her mother, standing behind her gave her a little push which startled her into
opening her mouth and she began, "Wasn't that a dirty dish to set before the

Emmy Bridgwater, Daybreak, collage, 1 975. Courtesy of the artist.
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king?" "Begin again dear," whispered her mother, "at the first line." "O.k. ma,"
and she chanted, "Four and twenty black . . . oooh," for a peacock had walked
in front of her and spread out its tail and croaked "Frico. Frico." The little girl
went very white. "Frico. Frico," she said. The birds, who had been sitting on
the cornice as part of the decoration, flew down i nto the court and circled
about the heads of the King and Courtiers, fluttering as close as possible. All
the people flapped their hands helplessly. Suddenly the little girl pointed at the
King. "You must get out of here," she said in a grown-up voice. "This is their
Palace."

Born in Leicester, England, in 1 902, Edith Rimmington married Robert
Baxter in the 1 920s and moved to Manchester. She joined the Surrealist
Group in England in 1 937, took part in the London Gallery's surrealist
objects exhibit that year and later in other group shows, and collabo
rated on London Bulletin, Arson, Fulcrum, Message from Nowhere, and Free
Unions. Like her friends Emmy Bridgwater and Conroy Maddox, Rim
mington was one of the mainstays of surrealism in England for decades.
The original Surrealist Group in London disbanded in 1 947, but her
fidelity to the movement's basic aims and principles persisted to the end
of her life in 1 988.
Although she is chiefly known as a painter, Rimmington in later
years concentrated on photography. Though far from numerous, her
scattered poems and other writings have never been collected. The
poems reprinted here first appeared in Free Unions ( 1 946).

THE GROWTH AT THE BREAK
As fantasy in the claws of the poet is released by the broken arm it becomes
imprisoned in the ossiferous callus wherein lice build themselves a tomb i n
which t o escape the magic of the Marvelous. Instead of, with the blood of the
wound, rushi ng like the river to the sea-oh life orgasm-the river is damned.
The banks do not overflow and the lice choke as the arm stiffens. The wise eye
sees the substitute running its poisonous imprisoned course in the cystic tomb.
I see the dark sad face of the wounded man as the arm is amputated.
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Edith Rimmington, The Onlooker, date unknown.

THE SEA-GULL
I try to catch the sea-gull with a silken cord but I find that the soft cord be
comes a fagged iron chain which tears my hands. The gull flies out to sea
where it sits brooding. l see it fly back to the beach to join a lazy crowd of gulls
where it is fed on human flesh by tanks and guns. I am horrified by the greedy
eagerness of the speckled young birds. l find I cannot escape from the chain
unless I too offer my flesh to the gulls. I wait . . . thinking of death and liv
ing death. I decide that out of living death I may see the gull dive into the sea
once more.
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POINTED OUT LIKE THE STARS . . .
To Ixtaccihuatl
Pointed out like the stars
at the streaming boundaries of unlivable gold
at the top of trees flightless
when on the mountain slopes
men's houses warm their sides
I bore my life
like that sun carried from wall to wall
in this street
under the foreign woman's balcony
weeping in her hair
when the amaranth rocks the wind
and the roses erect
the highest towers of sense
from my fingers
crooked like the sparrow-hawk's wing
falls the frigate-bird
solitary
falls.

Translated from the French by Myrna Bell Rochester

LITTLE EPIDERMIS
Little epidermis of turquoise struck from all sides by claws of reddish cotton
an arrow exposes the redhead for what he is he smells bad and always wears a
backbone of black feathers for the backbone of spiny fish has windows for all
the spokes of the king of Thule's wheel they don't come in by the window or
by the door the stones they're the small defeats the reverse of the great victo
ries or vice-versa as always the pianist has frozen hands the piano is an Eskimo
who takes out his walrus bone knife the almanac that empties itself of dry
losses of interplanetary speed isn't responsible for loves soon crossed that the
reindeer's age congeals the cold on the ice- floe with the turquoise epidermis.

Translated from the French by Myrna Bell Rochester
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Alice Rahon,
drawing,
ca. 1 944.
Courtesy of
Edouard Jaguer.

SUBLIMATED MERCURY
The rain's feet
beat upon the surface of the pond
the squall of the dazzling return
but you clutch my throat
thorny poppy
wild poppy
aborigine of despair

Translated from the Frrnch by Myrna Bell Rochester
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THE APPELLANTS
Rendezvous of river
water gathering in clouds
and springs water that l inks me to your fate
water running free never consoled
by its source
sweet final dress promised to my fear
drawn toward you as by a nose ring
up to that death
like a drop of water the night
calling out until we arise
trap of fire to burn everything

Tra11slated from the French by Myrna Bell Rochester

FERNS IN A HOLLOW OF ABSENCE . . .
To \-ale11tim Penrose
Ferns i n a hollow of absence
fine gold asters radiating toward blocks of nomadic amber
fossilized spirals where my blood
finds the axis to flow
born of the same wave I have carried
a green heart hanging like a mango
breaking all the spider's webs in the first gust
I've drawn from my half-closed and slovenly
hands fat with eternity like children's balloons
free days beyond the sickly weather
but soon
the black echoless sand
where my wide-open eye will have lost sight of the dawn's direction
tonight I left the nine stars of portent
hanging on Orion's shoulders
I f tomorrow the crickets
from another night
raise their ladders of cries where I climbed
vertical thrown in all directions to oscillate
beating across skies of shadow or sun
if the sea slept me
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horizontal l ike her
I existed
from an unfinished alphabet
to a game of knuckle-bones at the shore of a lagoon
mango of my heart
it's a friend coming in
it's the evening wind

Translated from the French by Myrna Bell Rochester

THE SLEEPING WOMAN
The sea held prisoner brown and grey sand with black stains in marching
order. It was a carpet of possible adventures. The solitary young girl left the
town and came to live near this beach.
One morning a great shark mouth appeared on the horizon with the smile
of a stupid angel. Its body was a white and yellow colonnade representing hu
man knowledge, human wisdom. A child's loud laugh shook the columns and
a woman with one arm forming a wing approached the beach. She was the
color of dead-leaf butterflies. Around her was a halo of glass which protected
her from the ravages of time. She spoke:
I should have a great rock, flat smooth and warm where I could lean. The
door would happen to be closed my heart would be warm and would sleep. I
would be able to go up and down the length of the rock by sliding. The move
ment would make a quiet music. I don't in any event want a violent death. I wait
for a friend who is very beautiful and a young man with the eyes of a wild ani
mal surprised by man. He watches man appear among the leaves and questions
him. If he turns his head away everything is obscured and the meaning half
revealed for an instant is lost. Cities o f scarlet under a dark blue sky slide on
rails of copper toward a more stable equilibrium than that of this earth. This
perpetual motion is tormenting l ike a fringe that is too long in front of the
eyes. Oh truly what a lovely evening spent among those murmuring tins of
preserves. The skulls were soon pierced by the light. All with one voice started
to shout in chorus in an unknown language with the strength of soot. It was
very cold on the right. A crane of white cotton refuses service to the sun which
cannot rise alone.
Behind the grill the voices began again but that brought about a revolt of
the fighting eagles who united in order to smell at once like caged eagles and
like bucks. What means of escaping these odors these conjurations.
I was sent touching postal cards of frescoes where happily the heads were
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missing. They concerned nativity. These repugnant mysteries are only sup
portable as mysteries.
1 beg you not to climb that colum n . It is 300 meters higher than the tops of
the highest sequoias 2000 years old in the California forest. At the very top
there is that platform made of all the blond heads of hair.
Rivers full of gold flowed from the woman and warmed the atmosphere a
little. Full in the middle of the sky two clouds burst in each other's faces with
the noise of dead fireplaces. Then taking hands they went away from the win
dow of the handsome and sad young man with the eyes of an animal. Here are
the rose-colored snakes fallen from the trees of repousse leather who are los
ing their skins and every appearance of snakes. What a comfort for my friend
to have escaped reconciliation.
(From Dyn no. 1 , 1 942)

A close friend of surrealist painter Wolfgang Paalen, Swiss-born musi
cian and photographer Eva Sulzer financed and accompanied Paalen
and his wife Alice Rahon on an early 1 940s voyage to Alaska and
British Columbia in search of Native American house-poles, masks, and
other art. Many of the photographs Sulzer took on this expedition later
appeared in Paalen's journal, Dyn, published in Mexico, where she lived
after 1 940. She exhibited photographs at the International Surrealist
Exhibition in Mexico City in 1 940 and contributed poetry, articles, and
reviews to Dyn. Although her later devotion to Gurdjieffian mysticism
took her out of the surrealist orbit, Sulzer produced a documentary film
on Remedios Vara in 1 966.
"Butterfly Dreams" appeared in Dyn no. 1 ( 1 942). "Amerindian Art"
is excerpted from her review of Pal Kelemen, Medieval American Art (New
York: Macmillan, 1 944), from the "Amerindian Number" of Dyn no. 45 ( 1 943).

BUTTERFLY DREAMS

I
I was sitting in my room. A butterfly comes in through the open window and
l ights on the wall opposite me. Its wings are painted with a nocturnal land
scape: flanked by two ranges of hillsides, covered by those broad virgin
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Alaskan forests, a solitary road plunges into the distance; there's a single de
serted house near a crossroads whose signpost wears only the motto: Life for
rent. To the North, a hesitant aurora borealis wraps the horizon in its phos
phorescent gleam of glowworms; to the South, at the top of a hill, rises an
immense star, an incendiary star, sparkling like the reassuring but equally
troubling light from a lighthouse. At the zenith, the new moon, the night's
comma.
Suddenly, I see the butterfly's body unhooked from its wings, go down that
road and enter the house. I wait. The eternity of a drowning man. Then, the
butterfly emerges, retraces its steps, settles back on its two wings, and takes off
into the morning.

II
My sister and I , children, were strolling at the shore of Lake Sils, when a
butterfly with fire-colored wings lit on the water near us. Drawing near it, we
saw its wings transformed into sails and its whole body take on the aspect of a
n arrow pirogue whose whiteness and fragility reminded you of cuttlebone or
fossil shells. With a gesture, it invited us to climb aboard. As we reached the
opposite shore, it started to rain and we sought refuge in a little shepherd's hut.
There, on the wall, in a glass box, were pinned several specimens of rare butter
flies. My fascinated and terrified glance remained fixed on a Death's Head
Sphinx. After a long moment of silence, my sister, who had seen me looking,
said: "But aren't we far older than death?"

Translated from the French by Myrna Bell Rochester

AMERINDIAN ART
Amerindian art . . . until now has been appreciated above all for its archeolog
ical interest. Even the few private collectors have, in general, oriented their
choice rather according to rarity, preciousness of the material, and technical
perfection, than according to the purely artistic value of the objects. One
might say with Oscar Wilde that one knew their price but not their value.
Until very recently contact with forms of exotic art has remained without
influence upon European aesthetic. Although Durer grasped the beauty of cer
tain Aztec masterpieces, and Rembrandt was sufficiently interested in Persian
miniatures to copy some of them, nevertheless, as Kelemen remarks, in those
times Europe was still too much preoccupied with the discovery of her own
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forms of expression to experience any profound i nterest in the art of faraway
peoples. The universalist tendencies of today and the facilities of modern com
munication were necessary in order to attain to an encyclopedic knowledge;
but for this knowledge to become fertile the mediation of the artists was nec
essary. Art cannot be discovered except by artists . . . .
The work of Kelemen will open new horizons; the texts of his second vol 
ume in general complete his album very effectively, and thanks to his fusion of
erudition and sensibility he is an excellent intermediary between the archeol
ogist and the artist. . . .
The defect of Kelemen's book consists i n the fact that the author, i n order
to impose his thesis of a "Medieval American Art" upon the reader, seeks at all
costs to include the great pre-Columbian cultures in the Christian era-which
confuses one's understanding of the amplitude and the development of these
cultures. To say that all the objects and ruins gathered together in his volumes
were created in a period synchronous with the European Middle Ages is an al
together untenable claim . . . .
According to the calculations of those best qualified, the very elaborate cal
endaric system of the Mayas, which still stirs the admiration of astronomers,
was already fully developed at the beginning of the Christian era. Only a part
of the works reproduced by Kelemen can be considered contemporary with
Christianity, while a considerable number of them were without doubt created
in epochs called in Europe "Antiquity" and "Prehistory." In any case, such par
allels are not apt, as they artificially isolate art from the societies that produced
it, and do not take account of the singularities characteristic of American
developments.
The greatness of ancient Amerindian cultures becomes more and more re
splendent with every new discovery; and they will finally be conceded the
rank that they merit beside the great achievements of mankind. As these cul
tures have been irreparably destroyed, we must listen to the rare testimonies of
the people who had the good fortune to see some of their glories intact. We
are grateful to Kelemen for citing the enthusiastic l ines written by one of the
greatest artists of all time, Albrecht Oiirer, when, some thirty years after the
discovery of America, he saw the "things from the New Golden Land . . . fairer
to see than marvels," of which he says: "I have never seen in all my days what
so rejoiced my heart as these things." An enthusiasm shared by Las Casas, who
speaks of this same gift sent by Cortes to Charles V, as a "present of such rich
things, fabricated and made of such workmanship, that they appeared like a
dream and not as if made by man's hands."
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Californian Jacqueline Johnson-poet, scholar, graduate of Stanford
University-met and married English surrealist painter Gordon
Onslow-Ford in New York in 1 94 1 and frequented the surrealist exiles'
milieu. Later that year the couple left for Mexico, where they encoun
tered surrealist painter Wolfgang Paalen and his wife, surrealist
poet/painter Alice Rahon. Jacqueline Johnson coedited the sixth and
last issue of Paalen's Dyn magazine and wrote some of the most impor
tant texts ever published in that journal. In 1 947 she and Onslow-Ford
moved to San Francisco, where they coorganized a "Dynaton" exhibi
tion at the San Francisco Museum of Art in 1 95 1 . Johnson contributed
a major text to the catalog (see excerpts in the following section).
Although Dyn had evinced certain philosophical divergences from
surrealism-most notably Paalen's superficial dismissal of Hegel and
Marx and his odd (and evidently brief ) infatuation with the work of
John Dewey-much of the material it published was authentically sur
realist, and it has come to be regarded as a mildly dissident surrealist
publication. Paalen himself rejoined the Surrealist Group in Paris in
1 95 1 . In a preface to a Paalen exhibition that year, Andre Breton sig
naled the importance of his articles in Dyn . Also of exceptional interest
are Jacqueline Johnson's texts, which can truly be said to be among the
finest contributions to surrealist thought in those years.
Johnson and Onslow-Ford remained in California. The couple sepa
rated in the 1 950s, and I have not been able to learn anything of her
later years.
The following articles, published here somewhat abridged, are from
Dyn No. 6 ( 1 945).

THE PAINTINGS OF ALICE RAHON PAALEN
We no longer separate the work of men and women with taboos as in primi
tive society, and our effort in general is toward broadening the fields of under
standing rather than restricting them. We are against feminine art as against
other local picturesqueness. Yet as T. S. Eliot has said in a different connection,
the damage of a life-time cannot be repaired at the moment of composition;
there is a difference in the life and very often in the work of men and women.
The work of Alice Paalen is not femi nine in subject, as is for example that of
Marie Laurencin1 it is feminine because it expresses the plastic experience of
an artist who happens to be a woman.
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There have been few women painters of distinction, even in the time and
circumstances in which they might reasonably be supposed to have had the
opportunity and the materials to paint, perhaps in the last hundred and fifty
years or so, in Europe, except for rare and hypothetical cases. Before that (as
still today) one looks to costume, houses, weaving patterns, tapestries, em
broidery, lace and such things for the plastic expression of women. Painting as
a man's art has been taken over in the recent past with a self-conscious earnest
ness and technical virtuosity by women who did what men had done better
and earlier. They sometimes added an artificial and sweet grace, a concentra
tion on feminine i nterests (although here one remembers that the horses of the
sturdy Rosa Bonheur hardly follow in the l ine of Le Brun, however heroic she
may appear otherwise) . One reason why Alice Paalen's work makes painting
seem as natural for women as for children is that she is among the first to paint
without having her eye on the subject as conceived by other painters.
The l ine varies as a voice varies; with such swelling, such shifts and stops,
such innate artistry as a voice may have to move us. Probably the most strik
i ng characteristic is that a stroke of the brush takes on resonance, is the unit of
structure: a square of color, scarcely more, is an invention of form as though it
could be picked up and looked at l ike pebbles or twigs . . . . The wavering cur
rents of the surface are to be followed in their fractures of reflecting depth and
light; the focal points are local over the whole canvas i n constantly improvised,
constantly maintained balance.

In other paintings, done in a manner that has affinities with child and primi
tive drawings and with Klee, appear unknown hieroglyphics, pictographs of
men and animals, symbols, marine and terrestrial vegetation that again cover
the surface with many focal points. In making them and their interrelations will
and hand seem to adventure, their impulse sprung both from the idea and from
the act, naive and expert. In some paintings fine sand is sprinkled on the can
vas and l ines incised in cross hatching, in weaves and brick patterns, in prints
of bird's feet to further fill the surface between larger patches of color. And the
surface color or the sand may be scratched away over more color as though
light were underneath, or under this layer other layers, the picture deep with
notations of the casual exquisite creations of nature that are inhabited by the
emotions of men who l ive among them and conceal in them hidden charges,
l ike bears in hollow trees . . . .
Sometimes these canvases are windows holding windows on an outlook as
fascinating and inexplicable, as desirable and unattainable as those in the lu
minous walls of Easter eggs held to the eye between two hands. They too
spoke in their own equation of what we are and where.
These pictures are not pictures of anything, they are projections, they are
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things; the sensual center of awareness turns like a great lens that illuminates
and extends outward the reflected wonder of tangential worlds; all that lies
around and simultaneously lives in this habitat of space and light, caught in in
cidental lines that stand for the arbitrament of unknown destinies, though they
lend their beauty and their forms to feeling, they are neither involved with the
sufferings or projects of the ego, nor with its duration.
Tenderness is here seen to be the attitude within which mockery and wit
and gaiety are natural and free. There appears i n all this work a habit of feel
i ng whose purity, justness and energy are fresh and one thinks it can never
have refused any effort of readiness or response, in experience or in under
standing, to have this color sense, incapable of insensitivity, to have this plas
tic poise on the tight-rope of any line.

THE EARTH
The earth we walk on, not the globe, not the subterranean nickel but what you
have under your feet when you walk in the country, what I see in front of me
in this cut in the hil l , bare element that here dry secretes small circles of white
lichen and straw stars, residual of time and tempestuous summer, frayed and
dropped in silt fine layers in lakes now dry, blown up from sealed depths
to cool in porous fragments, poured out molten in stone streams, this result
and condition of existence, does it teach only of time and of process? What is
there of meaning except to that which nourished on it fattens and increases it
with rotting vein and excrement and bone, and although i n this less important
than the leaves, letting fall brain structure and cities into insect mouth and rain
tunneb
Here are harmonies, the thistle in its growing tower is blue-mauve like the
sand it grows in1 the madrone red-skinned, drops leaves of metallic ocher, sul
phur and clear brown on yellow clay as though the tree extracted metals in this
form from the dust of iron oxides; and this is the poor season when winter dries
the hills.
Conic variations of a single form, the hills are flattened and rivuleted, mod
eled by earthquake and weather i nto irregular and melting shapes. Yet here and
there is a long and perfect slope, while everywhere is scattered in the clay de
posits of painted dust and rock, rose, violet, red and black. The gradual slope
is the line and this the color left from explosions hidden in smoke by day, by
night fountaining high geysers of terrible red rock to fall on a growing cone,
pouring the even and i ncreasing sides with glittering scarlet and vermilion
from crown to base, a nightly fete and continual substance freshly falling and
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flowing, more splendid than sequins, for steadiness of display unimagined by
Chinese releasi ng bouquets of colored comets over a summer field of upturned
faces and dim white gowns.
The lake greater once, reached among the hills with secret springs and l iv
i ng creatures where wind and rain gathered mud that piled slow layers of such
fertile dust as I hold now, letting it run out between my fingers until only the
brown marks are left in the lines of my hand. Here in this finest sediment silent
time compressed mountain and shell and forest with eons of plant curled i n
tepid shallow water. Hear this silence i n the cobweb hand, i n the dense pres
ent of a sunny morning when music for the bullfight comes up from a village,
music in the open like music for a football game. Hear now how start in the
earth the crackling seeds, when rain-sodden start the sand-small spheres cot
yledons with color thick as jade, with roots to break the rocks, to fountain
water to the peaceful beasts.
Product of fire, left by water, there is no word written within. Layer on layer
in growth like the fine fibers of a tree, in detours and irregularities like water
mark, like wind-mark, its kernel is not the i nner unseen fundament, its kernel
is outward to the l ight, uncentered, myriad: where the weeds are, where the
women walk, where men have placed between themselves and such event gui
tar, plough, stone altar and cock fight.
There is no aspect of eternity where no one has cried alas for this short life.
The long rhythmic cradling, the sporadic cataclysms, the early prismatic col
ors that were unseen exist for the imagination balancing a perspective of new
knowledge in a l ittle light now brilliant on the colored iris and the colored ob
ject. These fetes of the volcano, of the emergence and the end, sharpen the
wish to be, to be more perfectly, as from the deep roots of the eye they widen
the vision in which things are, or may come to be in an i nstant of love, as un
der the aspect of eternity, though immediate as the roped and runaway horse
stopped at the lake-shore in sweat and high breathing, though secret as the
trembling feather whose sight transfixes a child.
There are images buried in the fields. It is not possible to say why they are
so many, standing, their small mask faces elaborated more than all the rest, as
though in the long slanting eye the meaning or the mystery is centered o f
which the integral statement is the body. They are more than thousands, they
are unnumbered; the same or almost the same, a hand's length high , a little
more or less, the color of the clay. But the shoulders in each are rounded
differently, the hips and breasts in various emphasis, the sex marked by a tri 
angle, two strips o f clay, the curving abdomen a n d the relations of a l l these dif
fering as they differ in each woman; always the same statement, but the state
ment never the same.
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In a sense all images are gods. Before Socrates conceived the world of moral
absolutes in formless divine forms, the gods and goddesses had stood in stone
and wood for generations, staring out from the enduring and thus awful beauty
of their limbs, resistant as the carved figure-heads of ships that remained still
and watching through uneven water and came home to port in many seasons
and with many crews. And gods are a mirror of the mind, the will, or intuition
where the image stays fixed as from that former instant, from that day when I
knew or someone knew the god, where recoverable and ancient it repeats what
was often lost, saying it as in the days of childhood, in the dimly remembered
times, in the sunken unknown times before that were as real as this moment,
extending as this space extends, stirring with light where no one is now or en
ters. The real image has this wonder of its very fixedness, and also of that
which is felt in ritual and in all reflections, the wonder of the same thing
charged with doubleness, as of reeds growing up and down, what you see and
what you echo i n recognition , the boat that sails below the boat that sails.
As in these images, turned up i n the soil beside unglazed pots and water
jars, where are seen also the many who were alive and are dead. The many
who, alive, equal and insistent in their being, made the image of their double
ness with high headdress and ornaments for love. They sat at their task, knees
and thighs in this same dust, more polished than those crooks of living wood.
Each was at a center point within the great circle of horizon holding crowded
hill, tree and glassy air, as in her hands she held and shaped her likeness, that
was the common image, or divine, subsuming destiny and power, as though to
draw a greater ring within a small, a ring of fire within a ring of earth.

Ida Karamanian was born of Armenian parents in Tanbov, Russia, in
1 908 and grew up in Russia, Armenia, and Iran before moving with her
family to Alexandria, Egypt, at the age of thirteen. In Paris in 1 928,
where she had been sent by her parents to study medicine and chem
istry, she encountered the Surrealist Movement, attended the premiere
of the Bufiuel/Dalf film, Un Chien anadalou, began to consider herself a
revolutionist, and became interested in photography.
After five years in Paris, she returned to Egypt, where she and her
then-husband opened an experimental photography studio in Cairo.
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Later in the decade she met Georges Henein, lkbal El Alailly, and other
members of the Surrealist Group in Cairo, and took part in the group's
activities for several years, exhibiting in its "Art and Freedom" shows in
1 942 and 1 944. Tragically, none of her photographs from those early
years appear to have survived.
In 1 945 she moved to London, where her friends included E. L. T.
Mesens, Paul Nash, and others who had taken part in the Surrealist
Group in England. By the mid- 1 950s her camera work was well known.
"If any one person might be said to have reestablished photography
as a respected art form in post-war London," wrote Val Villiams in a
monograph about her, "then that distinction must go to Ida Kar." One
of her exhibitions was devoted to pictures she took in revolutionary
Cuba. She was noted especially for her fine portraits (of Arp, Andre
and Elisa Breton, Man Ray, Mesens, Mir6, and many others). Militantly
noncommercial-she consistently refused fashion and advertising
work-her aim was to make one hundred portraits of people and then
devote herself to photographing animals and, as an interviewer put it,
"the life she sees in rocks and stones."
A major influence on photography, Ida Kar was in person a formi
dable presence; a reporter noted in 1 965 that meeting her was "a little
like turning a sharp corner and finding oneself staring down the barrel
of a seventeenth-century cannon with a smoking fuse." A born agitator,
she was a frequent soapboxer at London's Hyde Park, speaking in de
fense of prostitutes and other unfashionable causes.
Although Kar is known to have started an autobiography shortly
before her death, she seems to have published almost nothing. Some
thing of her rebelliousness, dynamism, and flamboyance is nonetheless
evident in her interviews and in fugitive quotations that found their
way into articles about her in British newspapers and magazines. The
passages published here date primarily from the early 1 960s, but the
outlook they define was basically hers from the late 1 9 30s on.

I CHOSE PHOTOGRAPHY
[In photography] I project my self-confidence and my overwhelming love of
the subject.

I work rapidly and try to stimulate the subject so that we can have an affinity
together, and after placing [the subject] in the best light and choosing the best
position for composition, I take the photograph as quickly as I can-before I
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lose the mood or expression . If there is a doorknob or water pipe in the back
ground that I couldn't have moved, or something else that I may have over
looked and which spoils the picture, I see nothing wrong with having it air
brushed from the print afterward.

Stick with one camera. Learn it backwards. So as you don't have to think
of techniques and mechanics. I exploit my materials to their full limit. This
doesn't mean falling for every brand of developer, every fresh batch of print
ing papers, which spill out from the manufacturers.

An artist is an i ndividual who may be i nfluenced by another artist but never
copies him. For instance, I have been strongly i nfluenced by Man Ray but I
have never copied him. So if a pupil of mine works on his own imitating my
work I would not worry, he could only be a copy of me. But if he carries on
having learned from me but being an artist in his own right I would be very
proud.

I do not understand why photography should be excluded from being an art
just because there are so many bad photographers. There are many painters
who could never be artists. Almost anything can be an art-the making of
shoes, the planting of a garden, the designing of furniture, just so long as the
person who does it is himself an artist.

My husband [in Cairo] became jealous of my success and asked me to choose
between him and photography-so I chose photography.

I am a force! I am superhuman! That is why I must find myself through my
work. I have no children, and no man is big enough for me.

Women are so silly to worry about their wrinkles-they can make a face so
much more interesting.

I am fifty-five, but I have the vitality of a twenty-five-year-old. I am sure I shall
never feel too old to do what I want.
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lkbal EI Alailly, known as Boula to her friends, was for many years a
central figure in the Surrealist Movement in Egypt. A regular at the
group's daily meetings at Tommy's Bar in Cairo, she helped organize
group exhibitions and prepare its periodicals and other collective pub
lications: Don Ouichotte, Al-Tattawor [Evolution], La Seance continue [The
Seance Continues], and Le Part du sable [The Sand's Share], to which she
contributed her "Portrait of the Artist as a Young Rabbit."
Beyond the fact that she was the granddaughter of Egypt's "Prince of
Poets," Ahmad Chawqi, and that her parents were Moslems, little seems
to have been written about El Alailly's early life. In 1 939 she met poet
Georges Henein, who had been promoting surrealism in Egypt since
1 935. It was love at first sight, and the two were inseparable thereafter,
although both their families opposed the marriage (they did not in fact
legally wed until 1 954). After her husband's death in 1 973, El Alailly,
from her apartment in Paris, devoted her time and energy primarily to
bringing out his unpublished writings and reprinting those that were
out of print. In the 1 970s she encouraged the youthful Arab Surrealist
Movement in Exile. She died in 1 984.
EI Alailly's major contribution to surrealism was her large anthology
of German presurrealist poetry and prose, Vertu de l'Allemagne [The
Virtue of Germany] ( 1 945), an inspired attempt to heighten public
awareness of one of the wellsprings of surrealist thought. Her introduc
tion to this volume is published here.

INTRODUCTION TO VERTU DE L'ALLEMA GNE
[THE VIRTUE OF GERMANY]

German literature, and particularly its irreplaceable jewel-the romantic up
heaval which truly had neither beginning nor end-seems to contain in an
ever-shrinking space the whole metallic drama of German history since Fred
erick, not only the drama of its external destiny but also all that disavows that
destiny. Ignoring the contingencies of victories and defeats, that disavowal
prepares the only true lifeline for German thought.
These two aspects of German history-one, in which all light is lost in ex
ercise of pure vanity, and the other, in those singing shadows where all who
have dreamt of a better world still await their triumph-exist in varying de
grees of intensity i n the work of some of the most distinguished representatives
of German thought. In Hegel the rights of poetry and those of the state ap-
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pear reconciled only because a thousand ruses are drawn from an unstable dia
lectic which denies them the favor of confronting each other in broad day
light. In Nietzsche the antinomy enters the individual's heroic vocation as well
as the social and national structure, in which heroism is loudly professed, only to
be overtaken by a madness too brief or too late! As for Goethe's attempt to
codify the admirable passional chaos in which German romanticism contem
plated and strengthened its own image, it i nevitably broke down from sheer
excess of solemnity.
Night, so widely hailed, was for the romantic poets not only a great magic
attic never before explored or imagined to such an extent. It was also the ratio

nal refuge of all those who, having hoped so much for the world to change,
ended up detesting this change to the extent that it was identified with the
tyrannical personality of Napoleon. In their rapture of hope for the century's
material and social salvation, the German romantics let themselves glide to the
extreme l imit of their nocturnal delirium. Kleist's grandiose demise, Holderlin's
upheaval, Crabbe's slow alcoholic agony, Nietzsche's anguish and suffering
all testify to the depth of this evil or, more precisely, of this virtue, this supreme
intransigence of desire in relation to all that pretends to substitute itself for its
object, an object forever indisguisable because it is forever identified, pursued
and beckoned to the storm's trembling l ight. Since 1 9 1 8 such people as Jacques
Vache, Jacques Rigaut, and Rene Creve] have succumbed to this same form of
intransigence, while others have recoiled, withdrawn , drifted off, and become
mired in the renovated lies and deception i nto which our entire era has been
tossed the way one tosses a dog into the pound.
From Lichtenberg's coriaceous humor to that of Jacques Vache and Marcel
Duchamp is a mere hop over a few trifling disasters. And when Karl -Philip
Moritz speaks of "the divine voluptuousness of destruction," a mysterious agi
tation seizes the circles of cognoscenti as Alfred Jarry's calling card noiselessly
falls on the fortune-teller's table. Remarkably, the romantics themselves sensed
this immense uStop dreaming"-this long and harrowing interim of thought
by which our epoch's law of conservation deprives romanticism's poetic legiti
macy from enduring even one hour longer. The romantics responded in ad
vance by rendering justice to the value-until then purely anecdotal-of the
dream, and placing at its "doors of ivory or horn" the enriching sign of posi
tive values. No l onger would the dreamed experience be separated from the
experience of real life. In Novalis, for example, what might at first seem to be
a simple reaction against the harshness and weight of the real-or, in meta
physical terms, a denial of the existence of the sensible world-is rapidly
transformed into a creative experience which, in turn, gives rise to the prolif
eration of whole new categories of the real. I n Achim van Arnim's Bizarre Tales,
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the fields of action and reflection are continually confused, daybreak fails to
dispel enchantment, and no one dreams of asking whether "Once upon a time,
there was," because now the heretofore distinct domains of the so-called real
and i llusion share the same necessity and constitute a single phenomenon of
i nterrelatedness and solidarity.
A new and fruitful familiarity is established with the unknown. Far from be
ing on a first- name basis with mystery or breaking through the mist, the poet
magnifies the majesty of the most insignificant aspects of reality. Arnim bril
liantly anticipates Lautreamont's imperative: "Poetry must have practical truth
for its goal." And these words are materialized in turn, irrefutably-along with
many other confirmations-in the sparkling rediscovered desires known as

surrealist objects: fur cups that one would love to offer the first woman-panther to
enter one's life; chairs made of branches still thick with the forest's leaves; the
unspeakable nostalgia for broken mirrors. Were it not for the i ntervention of
Andre Breton and his decisive pages on Arnim, i n which the latter's extraordi
nary importance is definitively recognized, all there is in German romanticism
of driving forces, of the will to poetry-in a world that, if not yet clear, is at least
potentially clarifiable, someday, by the words of poets-could all too easily
again give rise to who knows what irritating weaknesses of judgment.
The contradiction running through all of German romanticism, and ani
mating it with a "new tremor," is the contradiction between the flight from the
real and the creative return to a reality at last regarded as conquerable and ex
tensible to the scale of the poet's vision. This contradiction is not one of those
which can be surmounted once and for all with a single flap of the wings. It is
there, perhaps, where the conflict is most acute and the outcome most uncer
tain, that we find the exploding point of the most dramatic works ( Kafka)
those which bind us, all criticism aside, to a long ordeal of shared vertigos. 1
know of nothing more overpowering, in this regard, than the story of a young
man (a character in one of Kafka's novels) who is forced by sordid circum
stances and against his liking to discover America; attempting to substitute an
America of his own choosing for this forced discovery, he continually lapses
into bitterness as a result of a never-ending series of unsuccessful efforts.
One can say what one likes of the slip-streams and fluctuating episodes of
this exhausting struggle, to which the mouth of the poet returns again and
again, and the taste of death and the hatred of possible servitudes i n the poet's
interaction with the everyday world. It remains to the credit of German ro
manticism that it traced, for the poetic and artistic i nspiration of the nine
teenth and the twentieth centuries, our major ways of seeing. In his immoderate
ambition to transfigure all things or to perish, the romantic poet-albino
voyager who, only yesterday, plunged into the night to become its fantastic
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chronicler-now learns, and not without delight, to taste light itself, like a
long-forbidden fruit. Already it is the poet's own light, and its various reflections
illuminate and touch all that is madly desirable in this world, thereby inciting
people to liberate themselves from the false night that ignorance and tyranny
have imposed on them in recent years. False night of war, false night of fren
zied provocations that end up ruining all intelligence and all culture in a volkish
and folkloric chauvinism. False night of slavery and flayed susceptibilities
oh, the time lost in "national hostilities"! False night for real and too numerous
brigands at all points of the horizon. False night-the ultimate negation of
poetry, o f the right of poetry, o f the poetic sensibility that humankind has evolved.
False night that must be swept away once for all, so that we shall awaken one
morning to find the very air we breathe flowering with freedom, this other ocean.

It is the intention of this anthology to render homage, today, to the generous
German contribution to modern thought and to the orientation of all con
temporary poetic activity. We do not pretend that this anthology is either
complete or irreproachable. Inevitably it reflects our own preferences, and cer
tain gaps are attributable to the fact that, in present-day circumstances, it has
been impossible to secure all requisite references.
To this homage rendered to the contributions of German romanticism we
must add here a tribute of gratitude to those who, with profoundest convic
tion, have done most to spread its message: above all , to Albert Beguin and to
Andre Breton. We direct our readers to Beguin's essential study, L'Ame romantique
et la reve [The Romantic Soul and the Dream], and to Breton's numerous critical
notices, written with such sensitivity and flawless firmness of mind.
Some readers may be surprised to discover at the end of this work an ap
pendix featuring work by recent authors seemingly distinct from the romantic
current. Our purpose in including this material is nevertheless clear. The ro
mantic wave receded, but not before a new momentum had begun to gather
force, developing at a distance its initial trajectory. The case of Kafka in par
ticular demands to be appreciated in its relationship to the ensemble of revolts
and despairs which constitute the course of German romanticism. It is impor
tant to insist on this poignant continuity, maintained most often at the cost
of the poet's "viability" and sociability. Without this poignant continuity, the
false night would have buried all, soiled all, muddled all.

Translated from the French by Erin Gibson
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Maria Martins, sculpture, ca. 1 947. Photograph courtesy of Edouard Jaguer.

I N T RODUCTION

Women in the Surrealist Underground in the 1 950s
The winter has been dreadfully severe; but the spring promises well. . . .
I am going to unexplored regions.
-Mary Shelley

From the surrealist point of view, the postwar years in Europe and America
added up to a long period of counterrevolution. In most of Europe and Amer
ica, mass movements for radical social change had barely emerged at war's end
before the whole world was divided into competing "camps" by the two giant
power blocs. Fundamentally, the Ubuesque global social system that led to the
Holocaust, the gulags, apartheid, and the atomic bombing of Hiroshima and
Nagasaki remained in control.
Cynicism ruled, culturally and politically. Apathy was one of the watch
words of the age. In such conditions, surrealism was more than ever dismissed
as utopian, silly, irrelevant, naive, childish, a remnant of romanticism, and,
above all, out of fashion. In the U.S.S.R. surrealism was denounced as decadent
and capitalistic, with close ties to American imperialism. In the U . S . , it was de
cried as French, foreign, subversive, un-American. A lot has been written
about U .S. anti-Communism, but the Cold War was also a period of rampant
antisurrealism. In the vanguard of the antisurrealist crusade, of course, were the
Stalinist usurpers of the cause of Communism . 1
I n France especially, leading ideologues o f Left, Right, and Center-no
matter how violently they disagreed about everything else-stood united i n
their efforts t o marginalize what they regarded (not altogether i ncorrectly) as
the surrealist threat to their power and privilege. The mood of hopelessness
and ennui was reflected in the existentialist craze. Prosaic angst replaced the
poetic Marvelous. Mad Love and The Castle of Argo! were out; Nausea and No Exit
were in.
Refusing to go along with the fashionable and reactionary trends, the reor
ganized Surrealist Group rallied considerable support. Breton returned to Paris
in May 1 946 to find the cafes he frequented jammed with standing-room-only
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crowds of young people eager to jump into the fray on the side of surrealism.
U.S. artist Edith Smith, who attended many Surrealist Group meetings and
demonstrations in Paris in 1 948 and 1 949 (often with African American writer
James Baldwin), recalls surrealism's postwar years as a period of intense activ
ity and excitement (telephone conversation, May 1 997) . The Paris group's first
postwar tract, Freedom Is a Vietnamese Word ( 1 947), protested France's war against
a tiny country in southeast Asia that would loom large in the world in the
1 960s. A year later, the tract To Your Kennels, Curs of God!, a critique of Catholic
attempts to appropriate certain elements of surrealism, carried fifty-two signa
tures, more than had ever appeared on a surrealist declaration . The 1 947 I n 
ternational Surrealist Exhibition in Paris showed work b y eighty-seven surre
alists (sixteen of them women) from twenty-four countries. Under the name
"Surrealist Solution" a new Bureau of Surreal ist Research was set up at the Nina
Dausset Gallery to coordinate what showed every sign of becoming a world
wide renewal of surrealist activity.
Internationally, however, the situation of organized surrealism proved to be
at least as precarious as it was in France and in many places much more so. As
Stalinism took over eastern Europe, surrealists in those war-torn countries
once again had to go underground or abroad. When the surrealist refugees in
the U . S. returned to Paris, the New York Surrealist Group in Exile ceased to
exist,. its last collective manifestation was the exhibition Bloodjlames 1 9 4 7, orga
nized by Nicolas Calas and featuring work by eight artists, including two
women: sculptor Helen Phillips and mosaicist Jeanne Reyna! . The Tropiques
group in Martinique had broken up in 1 945 when Aime Cesaire began a
new l ife as Communist deputy in the French parliament.2 Well before 1 950 the
Surrealist Groups of Copenhagen, London, Cairo, Stockholm, and Santiago,
Chile, had folded their tents.
Surrealism in Romania and Portugal followed unusual trajectories of their
own. With the advent of Stalinism, the Bucharest group had to disband; most
members went into exile. Despite the geographical distance and differences
that separated them, they maintained a fidelity to surrealism and even a col
lective identity. Antonia Rasicovici's participation in surrealism in Romania
started in 1 93 4 at the age of fifteen (she now lives in the U . S . ) . Sculptor Mira
belle Dors moved from Bucharest to Paris in 1 950 and was active in the Paris
group for a few years. 3 The most influential Romanian woman surrealist is surely
Lygia Alexandrescu, for over fifty years the companion and coadventurer of
poet Gellu Naum and the heroine of his fabulous androgynous chronicle, Zeno
bia. First published in 1 985, this narrative which shares the climate and sensi
bility of Nadja, Don Quixote, and Jacques Vache's War Letters has since been widely
translated (Naum 1 995) .
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Salazarist state repression quickly clamped down on the surrealist group
which briefly flourished i n Lisbon in the 1 940s. Surrealist activity, however,
although highly occulted and pursued with semiclandestine informality, per
sisted-and persists today. Unlike the U . S . , England, Italy, Germany, Hol
land, Russia, and the Scandinavian countries, where surrealism has been an
isolated radical undercurrent, surrealism in Portugal (as in Czechoslovakia,
Serbia, Romania, France, Belgium, Spain, Greece, Japan, the French West In
dies, Argentina, and Chile) has been a large force i n the nation's cultural life.
One of Portugal's major pioneers of modern art, Maria Helena Vieira da Silva,
had strong links to surrealism. From postwar Portugal came painter Paula Rego
and two important poets: Luiza Neto Jorge, also known for her translations of
key surrealist works into Portuguese, and Isabel Meyrelles, who further mani
fests her surrealist spirit in sculpture.4
As always, new surrealist groups kept turning up. In 1 948 the "Automatists"
of Montreal, sixteen strong ( including poet Therese Renaud, dancer Franc;oise
Sullivan, and five other women) , declared their solidarity with international
surrealism in a stunning mani festo titled Refus global [Global Refusal]. A Surre
alist Group formed in Argentina in 1 952 and over the next four years brought
out four issues of a lively journal , A Partir de cero [Starting from Zero]; among
its collaborators were Olga Orozco and Peruvian poet Blanca Varela. A Surre
alistische Publikationem [Surrealist Publication] issued in Austria in 1 954 included
texts by Anneliese Hager. A fascinating surrealist-oriented group-including
Carol St. Julian (a.k.a. Beavy LeNora, the Nevermore Girl) and photographer
Anne McKeever-burst onto the scene in New Orleans, Louisiana, in 1 955.5
The Surrealism Study Group, closely linked to the surrealists in Paris, was
formed in Tokyo in 1 95 8 . Surrealists in Milan, Italy, brought out a journal,
Front unique, in 1 959. But the Cold War intellectual climate proved deadly, and
none of these groups held out for long.
Meanwhile, a few seceding surrealists in Belgium, France, and other coun
tries got embroiled in a bizarre effort to find a place for surrealism in the Stali 
nized Communist parties (which of course wanted none of it) . Unfortunately,
even after these politically naive would-be surrealists came to their senses a few
months later, few of them resumed their participation in the international Sur
realist Movement; mutual distrust was too great. 6 Many former "Revolutionary
Surrealists,'' as they had pretentiously called themselves, later helped found the
far more interesting "Cobra" movement ( 1 948- 1 95 1 ), dedicated to the pur
suit of automatism in the plastic arts. Cobra in turn was succeeded in 1 954 by
the international Phases movement, cofounded by Edouard Jaguer and Anne
Ethuin, which embraced surrealism more fully. In the sixties, Phases carried
out joint actions with the French Surrealist Group, as it has continued to do in
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later years with surrealist groups in the U nited States, Quebec, and other
countries. 7
The "Revolutionary Surrealists" and at least some members of Cobra
thought of themselves as having superseded existing surrealism . Amusingly,
some U.S. critics made the same claim for New York's abstract expressionists.
Other 1 950s would-be superseders of surrealism i ncluded the tiny French
"Lettriste" movement and, more importantly, the Internationale situationniste
[Situationist I nternational], a small Paris-based group which was in fact well
grounded in pre-World War II surrealist political theory. Clearly, none of
these groups succeeded in superseding surrealism; indeed, not one survived
more than a few years as an organized force. However, the huge burst of cre
ativity by Cobra especially, but also by some of the abstract expressionists and
even the somewhat laughable "Lettristes," contributed something to the later
development of surrealism. Situationists, for their part, helped elaborate surre
alism's critique of advanced capitalism. Without exception, however, these
groups included far fewer women than the Surrealist Movement; New York
abstract expressionism and the Situationist International were basically men's
clubs.8 So it was i n the late forties and fifties: declared nonexistent by the es
tablishment, who feared them as blasphemous subversives, surrealists also had
to contend with critics who mistook their own restlessness for the "super
session" of surrealism.
The first decade and a half of the Cold War were hard years indeed for the
Surrealist Movement, especially for its women members. A depressing world
political climate, factionalism, and splits led to extended periods of malaise.
But there were also moments of joy, exciting discoveries, and splendid tri 
umphs, and women had their share of all of them. Surrealism in painting and
drawing was enhanced by the arrival of Marie Wilson, Judit Reigl, Mimi
Parent, Paula Rego, Baya, Cundrun Ahlberg, Marcelle Loubchansky, Suzanne
Besson, Marie Carlier, Henriette de Champrel, and Marianne van Hirtum.
Isabel Meyrelles, Mirabelle Dors, and Helen Phillips made their mark in sculp
ture. Nelly Kaplan made her first films and thus became the first woman surre
alist cinematographer. (Alice Rahon had earlier collaborated on a film with her
second husband, Edward FitzCerald, but the project was never completed. )
Kaplan's narratives published under the pen name Belen are some of the black
est black humor ever set loose on an unsuspecting public. Dark humor en
riched with an aggressive sexuality is also the hallmark of the tales by Joyce
Mansour and German-born Unica Zurn.
I n Montreal, Fran�oise Sullivan explored the frontiers of kinetic automatism
in a series of extraordinary dance performances and also wrote with passion
and lucidity on the subject for the automatists' publication, Refus global. Around
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the same time i n Paris Andre Breton wrote a moving tribute to the African
American dancer Katherine Dunham-with whom he had worked closely on
the Toussaint L'Ouverture Committee-for the program of her Paris debut.
Meanwhile, in Dunham's hometown of Chicago, young Sybil Shearer amazed
audiences with wildly magical dances of unmistakable surrealist inspiration.9
The late forties and fifties were especially fertile for surrealism i n poetry,
which blossomed in many languages. In 1 945 eighteen-year-old Therese Re
naud of Montreal published the first surrealist poems written in Canada. Al
though surrealism had not previously been active as an organized movement
in Germany, the incandescent poems of Anneliese Hager-who also happens
to be one of the masters of the photogram-and the meteorlike anagrams
of Unica Zurn helped establish a postwar surrealist presence in the language
of Lichtenberg and Annette von Droste-Hulshoff. In Portuguese the poetry of
Isabel Meyrelles and Luiza Neto Jorge was a trumpet blast of dream and revolt,
signaling a fresh look at the universe. Poets Olga Orozco in Buenos Aires and
Blanca Varela in Peru fanned the flames of surrealist discontent and desire in
Spanish.
In French the explosively unconventional work of Joyce Mansour and
Marianne van Hirtum brought something new to surrealism. Asked by an in
terviewer in 1 960 to name the three most important French-language surreal
ist poets of the postwar years, Breton replied: Malcolm de Chazal, Jean-Pierre
Duprey, and Joyce Mansour. 1 0 The first two may be better known, at least in
France, than any of the women poets mentioned above, but Mansour has be
come the best known of them all, not only in France but internationally. With
her deep-sea insolence, mountain-high erotic rage, and bitter, insect-leggy
laughter, Joyce Mansour gave the world an astonishing body of poetry such
that no woman had ever written.
The poetry of Marianne van Hirtum is just as convention-shattering as the
work of Mansour but very different. Van Hirtum's bold wilderness-restoring
imagery startles us with her delightful sense of disaster and her desperate l ove
of risk. Savage and shimmering, her lyrics are as androgynous and prehensile
as sleep itself.
Several women whose involvement in surrealism began in the twenties or
thirties were just as active in the fifties. Meret Oppenheim and Toyen were es
pecially important in the Paris group. A significant monograph on Toyen
with texts by Breton, Peret, and Jindrich Heisler-appeared in 1 95 3 . From
various remote outposts Leonora Carrington, Mary Low, Irene Hamoir, and
Valentine Penrose were publishing books throughout the decade.
Surrealism in the late forties and fifties also brought new surrealist games:
"Would You Open the Door?" and "One in the Other," and new collective
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enthusiasms, such as their discovery of ancient Gaulish art, the poetry of the
Celtic bards, the music of Thelonious Monk, the songs of Billie Holiday, the
works of Charles Fort, the animated cartoons of Tex Avery, and unpublished
letters of Flora Tristan. These new passions and others are chronicled in the
French group's periodicals: the newspaper Neon (five issues, 1 948 - 1 949) ,
the broadsheet Medium: Informations surrealistes (eight issues, 1 952- 1 95 3 ) , and the
journals Medium: Communication surrealiste ( four issues, 1 95 3 - 1 95 5) Le Surrealisme,
I

meme [Surrealism, Itself] (five issues, 1 955- 1 95 8 ) , and BIEF lonction surrr!aliste
(twelve issues, 1 9 58 - 1 960) (Bonnet and Chenieux-Gendron 1 98 2 ) . Group ex
hibitions, most notably the 1 955 "Alice i n Wonderland" exhibition organized
by Charles Estienne and the 1 959 International Surrealist Exhibition devoted
to eros, were other notable achievements of surrealism in the fifties, in which
women played a large role. Based on elective affinities and passional attraction,
these games, exhibitions, and other manifestations of what Mimi Parent has
called the movement's "potlatch" and "festival" quality-collective play, ex
periment, improvisation, and pursuit of objective chance-are the very heart
of surrealism. More than a momentary release from the pressures of everyday
misery, they are a rich source of revolutionary poetic knowledge, suggesting
ways of overcoming the depressing complex of ruling ideologies that Breton
denounced as miserabilism ( Breton 1 972, 347- 348 ) .
The fifties were also fruitful years i n the realm of theory and criticism,
have been little noticed outside the

though here again women's contributions

movement. A high point of surrealist intervention during the Cold War was
the Paris group's collaboration on the anarchist weekly, Le Libertaire, in 1 95 1 1 95 3 . Their column "Billet Surrealiste" [Surrealist Ticket] enabled the surreal
ists, who lacked a periodical of their own at the time, to develop new ap
proaches to problems facing the revolutionary movement . 1 1 Especially notable
in the series, which included contributions by Breton, Peret, and Adrien Dax
as well as by many younger comrades, are two articles by Jacqueline Senard:
an ironic history of reason and a forceful text blending black humor and radi
cal ecology. A social worker, Senard also seems to have been a feminist, though
whether she ever called herself one is not known. It appears that she was a
principal instigator and perhaps would have been coeditor of La Mante surrea
l is te (the title plays on the words l'amantellover and la mantelpraying mantis), a
proposed surrealist journal more specifically addressed to women readers than
any previous group publication. This journal was announced for publication i n
January 1 95 3 but never appeared. 12
A revolutionary and indeed surrealist feminism, enhanced by a profound
ecological awareness, informs the sparkling work of Nora Mitrani. More than
any surrealist of the older generation or her own, she concerned herself with
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woman-related issues. Educated as a philosopher and sociologist, she felt per
fectly at home in the world of scientific thought and critical theory. Mitrani
wrote on a wide range of subjects, from Kierkegaard andfilm noir to the critique
of bureaucracy and the dangers of nuclear power. Her contributions to the cri
tique of misery and miserabilism are second to none . Her writings on women
are of special interest, because they are an innovation in surrealism as well as
in feminism.
Outside surrealism and the small revolutionary movement of that period,
the writings of Senard and Mitrani attracted l ittle notice. Today we recognize
them and the work of other surrealists of those years, women and men, as writ
ings that seem, in a very real sense, ahead of their time. They seem so, how
ever, only because the majority opinion in their day was so pitifully behind
their time. Racing ahead o f a sluggish political reality, the surrealist imagina
tion suggests bold answers to questions that most people have not even gotten
around to asking.
"Surrealism is what will be": so closed the surrealist declaration "Inaugural
Break" in 1 947. 1 3 Beyond the ranks of the movement itself and a few of its sup
porters, these words provoked only derision. For those who succumbed to the
Cold War mentality, surrealism was old hat and not worth the time of day.
Who could imagine that, twenty-one years later, i n the streets of Paris and all
over France, surrealism would find a social resonance capable of shaking all
Europe to its foundations? How funny the old Cold War obituaries for the
movement must have sounded in May 1 968, when surrealism was the very
voice of youth i n revolt.

Notes
1 . Stalinist polemics against surrealism include Vailland t 948, and Tzara
1 948.
2 . Notwithstanding his membership in the Communist Party, Aime
Cesaire nonetheless contributed a poem to Le Surrealisme en I 94 7, catalog
of the International Surrealist Exhibition in Paris, and in numerous
interviews he reiterated his basic solidarity with surrealism. The Surre
alist Group in Paris welcomed his Discourse on Colonialism ( 1 955) as well
as his Open Letter to Maurice Thorez ( 1 956), announcing his break with
Stalinism.
3. Information on the early history of surrealism in Romania and on
women's participation in it has been kindly provided by Antonia
Rasicovici, whose letters of 25 January and 1 9 March 1 996 have been
especially helpful.
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4. Cesariny 1 966 remains the best documentary history of surrealism
in Portugal. My principal source of information on women's partici
pation in Portuguese surrealism has been my correspondence with
Cesariny, Artur do Cruzeiro Seixas, and Isabel Meyrelles. See also
Correia 1 973. On Vieira da Silva, see Cesariny 1 984. On Paula Rego,
see McEwen 1 992.

5 . On the New Orleans Climax Jazz, Art and Pleasure Society and its
journal Climax, see Garon 1 989.
6. See Noel Arnaud, "Le surrealisme-r{volutionnaire," in Biro and Passeron, eds.,
Dictionnaire grneral du surr{alisme, 1 982, 39 1 ; Jaguer, "Le Corsage du deux
soeurs," introduction to the reprint of the Belgian journal, Les Deux soeurs
( Jaguer 1 985).
7. Lambert 1 983; Jaguer 1 9791 "The 'Phases' Movement," in Pellegrini
1 966, 28 3 - 292; Retroviseur: Le Mouvement Phases ( 1 972); Phases: L'e:xpfrience
continue, 1 9 5 2 - 1 9 8 8 (Le Havre 1 988); O[!bkowska-Zydron 1 994.
8. Sandler 1 970 includes biographies of fifteen artists, all male. More
recently, some critics have conceded a place in the history of abstract
expressionism to Lee Krasner. Raspaud and Voyer 1 972 list a total of
seventy members of the Situationist I nternational between 1 957 and
1 970, including seven women, four of whom were expelled by spring
1 962 ( 1 1 - 1 4) . Later, in the 1 960s and 1 970s, the group around the
French journal Tcl Quel [As ls] also sometimes pretended to be a kind
of supersession of surrealism. However, their ultra-academicism, avant
garde pretensions, and nonactivist Maoist politics show them up rather
as professional renovators of the very "literature" that surrealism
rejected.

9. Excerpts from Sullivan's article are included in this volume. See also
Breton 1 99 1 , and "Sybil Shearer," in Franklin Rosemont 1 980.
1 0. Andre Breton 1 960; an interview cited in Matthews 1 969, 1 76, 236.
1 1 . The "Billet surrealiste" columns in Le Libertaire have been reprinted in
book form in Pierre, ed., 1 98 3 .
1 2 . Published information o n the ill-fated La Mante surr{a!iste project appears
to be nonexistent. I have relied on correspondence with Elie-Charles
Flamand, Gerard Legrand, and Michel Zimbacca, who were active in
the Paris Surrealist Group at that time, and with Edouard Jaguer, who
was a close friend of Jacqueline and Jean- Pierre Duprey.

1 3 . "Rupture inaugurale" is reprinted in Pierre, Tracts surr{alistes II, 1 982,
30-36. Excerpts in English translation are included in Breton 1 978,
340- 343.

The author, at eighteen, of the first surrealist poems written and pub
lished in Canada ( 1 945), Therese Renaud was the youngest of a trio
of sisters (the others were Jeanne and Louise) who formed part of the
Quebec-based "automatist" movement. This militant group of painters,
poets, and dancers affirmed its solidarity with surrealism in a sensa
tional manifesto, Refus global ( 1 948), cosigned by Therese. Meanwhile,
she married automatist painter Fernand Leduc and moved to Paris,
where they were active for a time in the Paris Surrealist Group. Al
though various disagreements led to her withdrawal from collective
activity after a few months, Renaud's support for the movement's funda
mental aims and principles remained intact, and she continues to this
day to regard herself among its partisans.
Her first collection of poems, Les Sables du reve [The Sands of Dream],
with drawings by fellow automatist J.-P. Mousseau, was published by
Les Cahiers de la file indienne in 1 946 and reissued in 1 975. Her later
poetic volumes include Plaisirs immobiles [Frozen Pleasures] ( 1 98 1 ) and
lardins d't!clats [Explosive Gardens] ( 1 990). She is also the author of an
autobiography, Une mt!m oire dt!chirt!e [A Torn Memory] ( 1 978). Therese
Renaud lives in Paris.
Originally issued separately in 1 945, the following poem was in
cluded in Les Sables du reve.

I LAY MY HEAD
I lay my head in an oyster shell. The grass turned ankle and I went to meet
three travelers.
They said: "Come with us. The road is long and hard, but at the end there is a
clearing where flowers laugh i n the sun and a stream shines i n the night." One
traveler had a gloved hand. This glove represented the wail of the wind.
On the way I broke m y thumb. When a bear came to lick it, I took up some
pebbles and threw them behind me.
The second night I brushed against the fire cast away by the hastening stars
and felt the burning caress of the moon.
Once at the clearing I picked up m y sick feet and threw them i nto the stream.
I set my body down in the graves and shut the oyster shell . . . .

Translated from the French by Rikki Ducornet
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Born in Montreal, Quebec, where she still lives, Frarn;oise Sullivan was
initially a painter but, with her friend Jeanne Renaud, turned to dance
and choreography while still in her teens. Sullivan studied dance with
Franziska Boas while Renaud took classes with Hanya Holm, and
together they saw Martha Graham dance in New York in 1 946. In the
light of surrealism, however, as members of the Montreal "automatist"
group, they soon worked out their own radically different conception
of dance. Sullivan and Renaud organized the April 1 948 Automatist
Festival, one of the group's major manifestations, which featured Sulli
van's dances, including one inspired by a poem by Jeanne Renaud's sis
ter, Therese. That same year Sullivan performed her celebrated outdoor
improvisation, "Dance in the Snow." In the realm of surrealist dance,
as Edouard Jaguer has noted, Sullivan is the "unique intermediary link
between Helene Vane! and Alice Farley."
Sullivan not only cosigned the inaugural automatist manifesto, Global
Refusal ( 1 948), she added a substantial text of her own to it: her lecture
on dance (originally titled "La Danse et l'espoir" [Dance and Hope]),
delivered on 1 6 February 1 948, excerpts of which appear here in
translation.
During the 1 960s Sullivan devoted herself largely to sculpture. She
became interested in the activity of the Situationist International, and
looked up some of its members in Paris. In 1 980 she returned to paint
ing and since then has had many solo exhibitions in many countries.

DANCE AND AUTOMATISM
Dance is above all a reflex, a spontaneous expression o f vividly experienced
emotions. In dance humankind has found a means of satisfying its desire for
tangency with the universe.

We must reject as a profound error the static idea of a dance that is always
the same.
Academic dance, still with us at this late date, offers the viewer an exclu
sively visual pleasure by means of an exceptional virtuosity of the limbs, op
posed to the rest of the body. It tends to derive solely from the law of gravity.
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Confined by such obsolete methods, the dancer becomes a mechanical in
strument executing meaningless movements. I n a language withered and weak,
choreography repeats what has already been said. Thus we get "pure dance,"
"art for art's sake": expressions of decadence, crystallization, and death.
And thus dance loses its human character, which consists in translating the
intensity of life in all its sentiments and aspirations, individual as well as social.
Reduced to acts that are contrary to life, dance loses its poetic place in reality
and drags mankind downward. Academism is a vicious circle.

In dance today we see a return to the magic of movement, to natural and
subtle human forces. Dance today aspires to exalt, to charm, to hypnotize
to wholly engage the sensibility.
It is a matter of restoring to our movements the expressive surplus enclosed
in the human body, this marvelous instrument. In line with current needs, we
must rediscover the truths already known to the ancients, to primitive peoples,
and to Oriental civilization, as concretized in the dances of the African
fetishist, the whirling dervish and the Tibetan rope-dancer. . . . Dance attains
its reason for being when it knows how to enchant its onlookers and to revive
them by means of the organism . . . . For that to happen, we must be unafraid
to go as far as necessary in exploring our whole person . . . .

Today we are striving to reconstruct the world. Our l i fesaver i n this task is in
stinct. Part of our effort now consists i n uncovering our i nstincts, which have
been imprisoned for so long.
Happily, there are vit1l needs, irresistible forces. There is hope and, be
sides, there is knowledge which must not be isolated but rather must preside,
as in olden times, over our adoration and our magic. Everything must be orga
nized for liberation, for the rediscovery of vertigo and love.

Let us penetrate to the human depths, to the domain of the unconscious. Its
elements are tendencies, desires, appetites, and repulsions. The true treasure to
be found there is energy-a fragment of cosmic energy: master of i nternal
forces, motive of our actions. This we have learned from the study of antiquity.
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The dancer must liberate the energies of the body by means of spontaneous
gestures dictated in the course of the dance. One does this by putting oneself
in a state of receptivity, like a medium. Through the violence of the interven
ing force, one will reach the state of trance, the magic points.
E nergy creates a necessity which, in turn, dictates movements. Because the
propulsive phenomenon and the concept are inseparable, they contain all their
value and great efficacy. That is the way to reach the knowledge of the seat of
emotions in the body and to understand how the unique tension, totally ex
pressive of a feeling, is born.
Automatism allows the dancer to rediscover the body's localizations: de
pending on one's own individual strength and dynamism, one's personal work
becomes general . The affective side governs everything: not only is it local
ized on specific points of the human body, but it also drives the dancer through
time, space, and gravity. It unifies the groupings and modifies the whole body's
inflection.
Therefore, the dancer's main effort must be to attain the perfect coordina
tion of all the elements, for what matters most is that the emotions creating
rhythms (and the style that gives them shapes) must be found again in their
plastic representation, so that they are animated by the shiver of life.

I f dancers obey an oneiric rhythm in regard to matter, how will they join
others in a communicating expansion? Through the play of forces and feelings
vividly expressed. In order to group themselves affectively, dancers must be
liberated and disciplined in the same manner, in agreement with the poten
tialities of their art. They must also be imbued with a shared conception, often
related to the social needs of the period. I mean the heartfelt needs recorded
in the sensibility, not abstractly defined; by being linked to that sensibility,
dance situates itself within cosmic rhythms. A powerful emotional shock will
also reach those rhythms; the sensitive and emotional unity will set each indi 
vidual toward the same goal; the group will b e a living unit where all become
the same body.
Human energy is the common denominator and the source of such a life.
Going from an inner rhythm to another which is imposed from outside,
dancers participate in the creation of a world and in its evolution .
Such a reality, materialized b y dancers pursuing their dreams and letting
loose the forces of their own nature, will produce intense reactions on other
dancers, through its sheer variety. Conflicts will appear, a drama-thanks to
the mysterious symbiosis of meaning and form .
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A universe is created; a whole world breathes. Viewers witness the efflores
cence of l i fe . . . . The performance must act upon them and transform them .
In that transformation lies the efficacy and magic of dance.

Translated from the French by Guy Ducornet

After a successful career as a circus performer in her teens, Irene Ha
moir found her way to the Surrealist Movement in the early 19 30s. For
the rest of her life she remained one of the great personalities of Belgian
surrealism, not only as the companion of poet Louis Scutenaire, but as
an important poet and author in her own right.
Hamoir collaborated on the principal periodicals and other collec
tive publications of the Belgian surrealists, including Documents 3 4
( 1 934), Le Ciel bleu [The Blue Sky] ( 1 945), Les Deux soeurs [The Two Sis
ters] ( 1 946- 1 947), and Savoir vivre [Knowing How to Live] ( 1 946). Her
many pamphlets of poems-some published simply under the name
lrine-were collected in 1 949 in one volume, Oeuvre poetique 1 9 3 0 1 9 4 5, and, more recently, as well as more comprehensively, in Corne de
brune ( 1 976). She also wrote a humorous novel with a circus setting,
Boulevard ]acqmain ( 1 95 3 ) , in which Magritte, Mesens, Nouge, and other
Belgian surrealists appear as characters.

PEARL
To have white bouquets
She died young
White wreaths and white regrets
To have a white tumulus
She died in December
A large white garden and white weeping willows
To have white hair
She would have had to wait
Dragging through gray days l iving white wakeful nights

Translated from the French by Myrna Bell Rochester
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ARIA
The sailor fishes for herring
Will he soon return to port?
The girl stays home
And patches her skirts
How many herring, how many pearls in the basket?
Flowers, festivals, whites above, and whites below
Love!
She waits
The boat is at sea
The boat is in port
With the herring
They are gleaming, fresh and fat
Because they swallowed
The sailor's belly
Now, my girl, you ate the herring
And you died
All the same
Long live the bride!

Translated from the French by Myrna Bell Rochester

THE PROCESSION
Wide and long, a roadway ascends. I am at the top of this empty, terribly
empty roadway, its tall bleak buildings with their windows close-set, like teeth.
From the foot of the roadway, silent men move forward, carrying aloft flags
and banners in the still, tin-colored air.
The demonstrators, tight-lipped, dressed in black, march in orderly pairs
down the middle of the road, keeping far from the jaws of the sidewalks. Do
they see me? They pass by. Then a second group, and a third. They march on,
serious and resolute, to enter another street with a bend so sharp that I can see
only the entrance. They disappear into the mouth of that street.
Next to me appears a tall, well - dressed gentleman-probably emerging
from the next building where a door has been slammed with a noise of broken
bones.
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He raises his arm: "Stop! I am the King's Procurator! You are all rebels! I n the
name of order, I forbid this demonstration!" And then, politely, to me: "Madam,
I'm so sorry to deprive you of such an exciting spectacle!"
I reply angrily, "Just looking at my clothes, you think I am some nosy bour
geoise? But I am as much a rebel as they are, sir! Let them go through!"
The Procurator steps aside and the group marches on.
Another group arrives, trumpets raised. At a signal they start playing a slow
processional.
Behind the musicians, three legless cripples drag themselves along, three
lovely girls, nicely dressed, a poke-bonnet around their faces, singing a plain
tive ballad. Their eyes are at the tears at the back of their eyes. But for me they
smile knowingly, showing ravishing teeth!
Then, on a bicycle, comes an old, a very old lady with brown skin and well
combed white hair, wearing a wide black gathered skirt and a black jacket.
She rides by majestically, sitting very straight on the pedals of her tall
machine. Her eyes are those of a very intelligent soul; her look, serenity
itself. Her voice is incredibly calm as she speaks, and her teeth shine between
worn lips:
"I am Rosa Smith . I am all the Rosa Smiths i n the world. I carry all the joys
and all the sorrows, the vices and virtues of the Rosa Smiths of this entire
world. I shall never die because, as I said, I am all those who were, who are and
who will come. I am the Rosa Smith."
The procession moves on.

Translated from the French by Guy Ducornet

SURREALIST INQUIRY: WHAT DO YOU HATE MOST?
Editor's note: This inquiry appeared in the one-shot Belgian surrealist journal Savoir

vivre, edited by Rene Ma g ritte [ i 94 6).

i) What do you hate most?
2) What do you love most?
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3) What do you want most?
4) What do you fear most?
Emmy Bridgwater
1 ) I hate being brushed by the black vestments of a nun.
2) I love looking through windows-outside as well as inside. Wrinkles on
water and on a face. Old faces, new faces, new hats. Surprises i n poems,
men, and images. Cats, French food, peaches and cream. Rays of sunshine,
lightning, and all the red roses in the world.
3) I hope for a new personality that doesn't want the moon.
4) I fear hubbub, tiny insects creeping slowly on the ceiling, stupid people,
and the next war.

Ithell Colquhoun
1 ) London traffic, radio, fog.
2) The sea, finding birds' nests, erotic pleasure.
3) To live peacefully in a marvelous place.
4) The folly of science (entirely different from the folly of poetry) .

Irene Hamoir
What I hate, love, want, or fear most depends on the moment, my humor, the
hour of the day, the landscape, the weather. Right now, what I hate most is the
expression of stupidity. What I love most is to travel, anywhere and every
where. What I want most is "sunshine tonight." What I fear most: phantoms at
sundown in the country.

Edith Rimmington
l ) Crocodile tears and snakes in the grass.
2) Everything that excites my curiosity, from the sun to the life created by a
rotten apple.
3) All that helps me to protect my spirits and to protect my madness in a sane
world.
4) All that constrains my freedom to be curious.

Translated from the French by Penelope Rosemont
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I DIDN'T KNOW GERTRUDE STEIN
Me, I didn't know Gertrude Stein. I met her one day in a great English house,
or perhaps at the home of an Englishwoman from a great house. I didn't have
time to think about her from an historical angle (she died a few days later), but
I had time to speak to her dog.
It was a big white poodle, with a lion-like, dandified clip. An old, very blase
dandy who only lacked a pearl-studded tie, a monocle, bone shoes, and a hat.
But to me the dog seemed sadder than his mistress. Perhaps he knew she was
going to die, perhaps she didn't know it. Dogs, even dogs from good families,
have a hidden instinct for heart-rending things, and of course, they love, they
love till heartbreak, till suicide till eternal despair. They don't forget, for even
i f they're gluttonous, they're not frivolous.
The dandy with white curls slowly climbed the staircase, step by step, tak
ing the same steps as she. His deep look was telling her to temper that useless,
vain, tiring trip in an ungrateful, squalling world: "Don't climb the stairs any
more, Gertrude, it's bad for you; don't get winded speaking the language of
eternal childhood to those people; they don't understand. Come with me to
the country, in an old one-story house, with a garden and the setting sun. We'll
stay there together, waiting for the peace of the night. With my ear on your
heart I'll count out the end of your life, so I may leave with you. I love you."
Gertrude Stein's old hand rested on the dog's head.
I didn't know Gertrude Stein But she loved her dog as he loved her, and
that's why I'm writing this, me who didn't know her.
(From the "La Femme Surrealiste" issue of Obliques, 1 977)

Translated Jrom the French by Myrna Bell Rochester

One of the most amazing modern sculptors, Maria Martins-generally
known simply as Maria-was born in Campanha, Brazil, in 1 900. After
studying in Paris and Rio de Janeiro, she lived briefly in Ecuador, Hol
land, and Denmark. She became a Brazilian diplomat in 1 934 and stud
ied philosophy with D. T. Suzuki at the University of Kyoto. In New
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York in 1 943 she met Andre Breton and other surrealists in exile, col
laborated on the journal VVV, and worked at Stanley William Hayter's
Atelier 1 7. In 1 947 Breton celebrated her sculpture in his preface to
a catalog of her solo show at the Julien Levy Gallery in New York,
asserting that "Maria owes nothing to the sculpture of the past or the
present-she is far too sure, for that, of the original rhythm which is
increasingly lacking in modern sculpture; she is prodigal with what the
Amazon has given her-the overwhelming abundance of life" (the
complete text is included in his Surrealism and Painting [ 1 965]). She took
part in International Surrealist Exhibitions in Paris ( 1 947 and 1 9591 960), New York ( 1 960- 1 96 1 ), and Sao Paulo ( 1 967) . She died in Rio
de Janeiro in 1 973.
Published here are excerpts from a poem she wrote in New York in
1 946 for her show at the Valentine Gallery, and an abridged version of
an untitled message (written by Martins on behalf of a group of artists),
which Congressman Jacob Javits of New York read into the U .S. Con
gressional Record on 1 8 June 1 947 (Vol. 93, Part 1 2, Appendix, A2943 ).

I AM THE TROPICAL NIGHT'S HIGH NOON
I am the tropical night's high noon
All is calm and splendor, not a leaf stirs
No fault line breaks the day's eternity
Agonizing and mute
thick with bird colors and flower aromas
languor weaves the same dream
Jaguar himself slouches sweetly surrendered to the drunkenness of sleep
Only a cicada's rapid trance
pierces the tepid density of mellow silence
Suddenly space grows heavy
All atremble and wild-eyed the forest awakens
in a shiver of expectation and a surge of joy
A breath of madness rises here
Wind soars to a proud frenzy
wind singing and rattli n g
t h e great song of energy and desire
Howling growling overflowing desperate wind
i n a breathless uproar
cries its monstrous love

Translated from the French by Rachel Blackwell
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ART, LIBERATION, AND PEACE
My message is a confession of faith in a world of freedom in which the mani
fold differences of race, nationalities, religions, social conditions, and opinions
have full expression on the basis of free interchange. Such a world of di 
versified aspects, which play their adequate part without restrictions of pre
conceptions, privileges, or hatreds is a world of rich creative activity, not of
destructive conflicts. I t is our world-the world of art-for which and in
which every being is good and therefore beautiful.
First of all, contrary to common belief, art is not an appeal to delicate sen
timents only; it does not request from man the best in man only; but it is an
appeal to all the emotions, deep and superficial, delicate and strong, measured
and unruled; it is a mobilization of all in man.
As such an absorption of everything in man-his spirit and his body, his
virtues and his passions, his patience and his violence, his diligence and his in
tuitions-as such a universal demand upon man, it is the best program and
guaranty of peace, because art is directed to creation, not to destruction; to
achievement, not to domination; to expression, not to elimination; to con
struction and integration, not to dissociation and oppression . . . .
In the second place, art is a l iberation, not only for the artist, but for the ad
mirer of art, the simple observer of artistic realizations.
To a certain extent, the contemplation of a work of art is a second creation;
the sculpture, the oil painting, the song as they are touched or seen or heard
impress the individual soul according to each individual nature, each individ
ual sentiment, each individual transient mood.
Each one, educated or not to art, recreates art and by so doing grows to a
higher level of human l i fe, the level of creation . . . .
Now liberation is synonymous with peace, not a stagnant peace, not a tran
sitory peace, but a dynamic peace. It is a wrong belief, too frequently shared,
to think that only war is dynamic. There is a dynamic peace, a creative peace,
the peace through art.
It was by destruction of works of art, the so-called Auto-da-fi, the bonfires of
German-Jewish literary works as of those of a Heine, that Hitler began his
nihilistic drive of conquest, domination, and destruction. Art is liberation and
construction; it is by art that we must rebuild this shattered world.
What I mean is not art in the narrow sense; such narrow sense of art is a
convenient example, a magnificent point of reference, a superior result of art.
What I mean is art in its universal sense, the artistic spirit, the education to
art, the aesthetic contemplation, the natural inclination to regard everything
in its peculiar aspect to beauty. . . .
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After all, beauty is not only in everything but belongs to the essence of
everything; beauty is transcendental.
In the third place, art is immortal, it is in a continuous process of renewal . I
wish to emphasize that political regimes die , statesmen's combinations disinte
grate, social theories shift from one extreme of individualism to the other ex
treme of totalitarianism .
Art is eternal not i n its styles, not in its schools, not in its technique, not i n
its conceptions, n o r i n its subjects, but i n i t s ideal, i n i t s definition, i n i t s aims,
in its consequences. Art is the most solid basis of peace.

Born in Fresno, California in 1 9 1 3, sculptor Helen Elizabeth Phillips
was a graduate of the Cali fornia School of Fine Arts, where she later
taught. In 1 939 she married Stanley William Hayter in Paris, and lived
and worked with him for extended periods in Paris, London, San Fran
cisco, New York, Philadelphia, and Chicago. She was one of eight
artists-the others were Arshile Gorky, Gerome Kamrowski, David
Hare, Wifredo Lam, Matta, lsamu Noguchi, and Jeanne Reynal-who
took part in the last collective manifestation of the surrealist exiles'
group in New York during World War II: the "Bloodflames 1 947" exhi
bition organized by Nicolas Calas. Her work was also included in the
"Abstract and Surrealist American Art" exhibition at the Art Institute of
Chicago ( 1 947- 1 948). Long recognized as one of the foremost sculp
tors of her time, Helen Phillips died in New York in 1 995.
The statement reprinted here appeared in a symposium, 111 4 Sculp
tors Speak," in The Tiger's Eye no. 4 in June 1 948. (The Tiger's Eye was an
eclectic review of art and literature published in Westport, Connecticut,.
work by many surrealists-including Arp, Gorky, Tanguy, Matta,
Toyen, Kamrowski, Lamantia, Ernst, Sage, and Masson-appeared in
its pages. )

THE IMAGE: RECOGNITION O F A MOMENT
In the face of opposition, in the m i dst of i nsecurity, among conflicting direc
tions and ideas, one grasps an image.
And although i t is denied even by oneself, i t remains.
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Ignored, it asserts itself. Rejected, it camouflages itself and returns. Con
demned, it becomes an obsession.
It is the recognition of a moment, a moment that recurs again and many
times with different faces.
The image is my stability. The moment there is the evidence of touch and
sight that the image exists, it becomes another planet in an unshakable solar
system and the world can safely revolve on its axis.

One of the "live wires" of surrealism in the immediate post-World War
II years, France Binard married Romanian painter Jacques Herold, who
had been active in surrealism since the mid- 1 930s. As Vera Herold she
coedited the Paris group's first postwar periodical-the newspaper
format j ournal, Neon ( 1 948)-in the third issue of which her poem,
"The Big L," was published (May 1 948). Later that year she left the
group in the wake of a complex dispute that resulted in the expulsion
of Victor Brauner and several young poets who were close to him.
Curiously, one of the accusations against this faction, with which Vera
Herold was identified, was its alleged apolitical dandyism. I n 1 960,
however, Vera Herold-who had resumed the name France Binard
turned out to be an important figure in the "Jeanson Ring": activist
partisans of the Algerian National Liberation Front in France. For her
services in this revolutionary cause, France Binard served several years
in prison. After her release she moved to Algeria and became a citizen
of that country. I have not succeeded in locating any information
regarding her later life.

THE BIG L
The axis around which the many-centered spiral unwinds is only the
projection of a point L situated at the heart of the Earth's nucleus; its virtual
image is the North Star.
All the centers move in a perpetual vortex.
And when they collide, the universe will expand. The curve will snap, cities
will collapse and a new star will appear in the north as the Earth's crust
explodes under pressure from the Big L.
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Then we shall see Woman, liberated by this upheaval, l ift all inhibitions.
Love will be.
And in one spasm, all tongues will be untied.

Translated from the French by Guy Ducornet

PEPPERMINT TOWER IN PRAISE OF GREEDY LITTLE GIRLS
Homage to Hans Bellmer
I know that my sister smells of banana. Her long hair rubbed against my nose,
exudes an ordinary smell, like wasted dessert: but when she looks over to me
and her mouth half opens i n a smile, this new scent feels so good that I want
to bite her lips and her tongue.
Underneath, there is something that crackles and carries one away.
My sister is about to fall asleep: I grab her pointed arms and I fold them over
her eyes so that the lost light shuts them tight. But she keeps smiling tri
umphantly, and the scent rises, and it is so strong that I suddenly feel like
killing her in order to steal it.
I have thrust my knife through her pretty shirt; her hands are white and
cold under the sheets. Mine are too much alive; they have no strength. But i n
her palm I see a tiny fruit, studded with pink shiny fragments which I melt be
tween my fingers.
(From Hans Bellmer, 1 93 4 - 1 950, Paris, 1 950)
Translated from the French by Guy Ducornet

THE MANTIC STAIN: SURREALISM AND AUTOMATISM
The principle used in many processes of surrealist painting is to make a stain
by chance, or automatically, as we say, and then to look into it and see what
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forms it suggests to our imagination; and finally to develop these forms into a
completed work of art. The method is at least as old as Leonardo da Vinci
we all know the story of his gazing at the stains of damp in an ancient wall and
seeing the suggestion of the mountains, ravines, and fantastic foliage of a
dream landscape. And it seems too that in distant China there are sculptors
who cut and polish stone i n a special way so as to show to best advantage its
natural veining, and at times to interpret this pattern i n forms carved accord
ing to hints it gives to the artist's vision. The homely "pictures in the fire," or
the cloud-images of childhood's visionary stare belong to the same faculty in
embryo.
Here and today, the development of the i nitial stain m ay proceed along the
line of a complete abstraction-that is to say, the resulti ng shapes may not re
call directly anything seen in external nature; or, on the other hand, they may
suggest natural objects which can be organized and i ntensified into a design;
or again they may bring up from a world of dreams-that fantastic life of
which so many of us are hardly aware in our waking consciousness-a treasury
of symbolic scenes or "mind-pictures." In this way, an almost inexhaustible flow
of inspiration can be tapped, and a few simple blobs of color, or patches of
light and dark, can point the way to the finished picture.
Perhaps the most interesting and significant thing about all these processes
is the fact that in spite of the many vagaries of hazard, each tends to produce
its own characteristic forms and suggests its own peculiar themes. For ex
ample, decalcomania tends toward landscapes, with foliage, marine morphology,
feathers, and reptilian scales; fumage to semi human figures or "personages," lar
vae or "astral" forms; and parsemage often combines the two.
All these automatic processes we will describe shortly, but for the moment
let us note that all are closely dependent on the unconscious mood of the
operator; for, if a number of experiments in a single process are undertaken on
one day, a great similarity of form will be noticeable throughout; while the
same operator experimenting with the same process on another day will pro
duce a quite different series of forms, though these latter will be linked to one
another by a "family likeness" of their own. It is for this reason that I feel these
stains to have a "mantic" or divinatory quality, which may in some sort be com
pared with the practices of clairvoyants, who use ink-splashes, sand, pins flung
together by chance, and the irregular patterns left by tea leaves and coffee
grounds to release the contents of the unconscious. The famous crystal globe
or "scrying-glass" has approximately the same function. And all have an august
ancestry in that they are traceably allied to the "great work" of alchemy. I n
many fascinating psychological studies Jung has shown how the alchemist
would release the contents of his own subliminal fantasy by i ntently watching
the contents of the alembic.
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An Open Entrance to the Closed Palace of the King, by Eirenaeus Philalethes, a
seventeenth-century alchemist says: 'The Reign of the Moon lasts just three
weeks, but before it closes, the substance exhibits a great variety of forms: it
will become liquid and again coagulate a hundred times a day; sometimes it
will present the appearance of fish eyes and then again of tiny silver trees, with
twigs and leaves. Whenever you look at it you will have cause for astonish
ment, particularly when you see it all divided into beautiful but very minute
grains of silver, like the rays of the sun."
This is nothing less than "projection," a term frequently used i n alchemical
literature, and one which might be adopted to describe the imaginative i nter
pretation of a "mantic stain." Indeed, I wonder whether we may not take this
analogy from our medieval i nheritance still further and seek a correspondence
between the four elements of earth, air, fire, and water, and some of our au
tomatisms. "Fire" can easily be related to Jumage with the candle flame as its
chief agent; "water" to those processes which employ this element, mainly {cr{

mage and its derivatives; "earth" to decalcomania with its basis of thick and solid
impasto; and air to certain techniques by which light dusty or powdered ma
terial is blown or fanned and allowed to settle by hazard on a smooth surface.
We can go even further than this and relate the varieties of shut-eye drawings
to "darkness," while we assign Man Ray's rayograms and other automatisms con
nected with photography, to "light."
To return to our own day, affinities may also be noticed with the Rorschach
method, a means of diagnosis recently evolved by the Swiss psychologist. It
consists in a series of sheets marked with irregular particles of color, at which
the patient is asked to look and then say what each suggests to him. Many
practitioners are finding that the individual answers provide a useful prelimi
nary guide to each "case."
There is no doubt that automatism can be used with stimulating effect in the
teaching of art, both for children and adults. The "play" aspect of it appeals to
children, as I know from my own experience in schools. And it is easy to see
that, to a beginner of whatever age, the fact that he is faced not with a blank
white rectangle which he must somehow cover effectively but with a sugges
tive chiaroscuro, or color combination with potentialities, will itself tend to
give him confidence. And that self-confidence is the first step toward revealing
the mind's profounder imaginative riches.
In recent years it is chiefly to the adherents of the Surrealist Movement that
we owe the discovery of automatic processes. One of these automatisms, that
called decalcomania, was i nvented by the painter Oscar Dominguez; though the
name was modish in early Victorian times, and occurs in an old family chron
icle describing the decoration of furniture by "transfer" patterns. Decalquer is, of
course, "to trace," and refers to the double image which is "traced" by pressure.
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I cannot do better than quote the directions given by Andre Breton on the
modern procedure. He calls these directions: "How a window may be opened
at will on the loveliest landscape of this and other worlds":
With a thick brush, spread black gouache on a sheet of shiny paper,
diluting the paint here and there with water. Cover it at once with a
similar sheet and press them together fairly hard with the hand. Then,
by the upper edge, slowly lift this second sheet . . . ready to reapply it
and lift it again; repeat until it is almost dry. What you have before you
is perhaps only the old paranoiac wall of da Vinci, but it is this wall

carried to its own peifection. I n fact, i f you then entitle the image thus
obtained according to what you discover in it after looking at it from a
l ittle distance, you may be certain that you have expressed yourself in
the most personal and valuable way.
Breton here does not deal with any possible development of the automatic im
age beyond conveying the possibility of this by an imaginative title. Several
well-known painters, however, in particular Max Ernst, have carried the pro
cess beyond the automatic stage, using it as an inspirational basis. Again, Bre
ton suggests using as a medium black gouache; but oil color in black, black and
white, or several colors, or else black and colored i nks, may be used in the same
way with equally striking effects.
In the case of oil color, the pigment may be laid on prepared canvas or
board, and must be diluted here and there with some appropriate medium.
I nks, of course, cannot be diluted unless they are of the nonwaterproof kind,
and so a variety of textures, which is the most characteristic beauty of decalco
mania, must be obtained merely by varying the quantity of the ink used in dif
ferent areas.
Another painter who worked with the Surrealist Movement, Wol fgang
Paalen, was the inventor of a similar process (Fumage) which gives very lovely
results. By this, the paper or board is held horizontally just above the flame of
the candle, and passed more or less rapidly to and fro without conscious di
rection. The resultant smoky trace is then sprayed with fixative like a charcoal
drawing to prevent smudging, while the operator gazes into it to see what
themes will emerge. The chosen forms are then stressed, either in ink, water
color or oil, and the irrelevant patches painted over with a background, or
otherwise erased.

Frottage is simply "rubbing" that is, the placing of canvas or paper over
an uneven surface-stone, wood-graining, the thick weave of a carpet, for in
stance-and passing over charcoal, chalk, carbon pencil, or paint, on the prin
ciple o f taking a brass rubbing. The resultant marking is, of course, looked into
in the usual way. Max Ernst has, besides working on decalcomania, made great
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use ofjrottage in his pictures, having first become aware of i ts possibilities while
staring at the rough boards in the floor of his bedroom at a small country inn.

Ecrfmage is "skimming"; the method is to take a bowl of water and cover the

water surface with some oily substance-oil paint, or an ink with an oily
base-and to pass a board or stiff piece of paper just below the surface. This is
then lifted out of the water, skimming off the oil while the water drains away.
("Marbling" for end- papers is produced in a very similar manner). A variant of
this method, developed by myself and named parsemage, that is "scattering," is
to sprinkle powdered charcoal or dust of colored chalk on the water surface;
this, of course, yields a very different type of stain from that left by the trace
of oil.
Recently a number of experiments have been made by members of a sur
real ist group in Bucharest, and some interesting booklets have reached me
from them. One of their automatisms is to search out and mark with a tiny dot
any slight spot, irregularity, or change of color in the surface of a blank piece
of paper. The dots are then connected by l i nes, and the resulting forms may
be i nterpreted by the induced "vision," as before described. Our Romanian
friends, however, seem to have a certai n distrust of interpreting the stain and
prefer to leave the automatism in its pristine state, simply entitling it as Breton
recommends.
(From Enquiry, London: October-November, 1 949)

Born of Swedish parents in Galesburg, Illinois, in 1 9 1 2, Dorothea
Tanning attended art school in Chicago before moving to New York
in the 1 930s. The 1 936 "Fantastic Art, Dada and Surrealism" show at
the Museum of Modern Art sparked her interest in surrealism. Not until
1 942, however, as an exhibitor in Peggy Guggenheim's "3 1 Women"
show, did she actually meet participants in the Surrealist Movement
among them Max Ernst, whom she married four years later. As writer
as well as painter she collaborated on vvv; and she also took part in the
I nternational Surrealist Exhibition in Paris in 1 947. Her first solo show
was in New York in 1 944. She and Ernst lived in Arizona for several
years and moved to France in 1 955. Best known as a painter, Tanning is
also the author of two books: The Abyss, written in 1 947 but unpub-
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lished until she brought it out herself in 1 977, and an autobiography,

Birthday ( 1 986). She lives in New York.
"Legend" first appeared in Max Ernst's At Eye Level and Paramyths, the
catalog of the "Max Ernst: 30 Years of His Work" exhibition in Beverly
Hills in 1 949.

LEGEND
A young sinner grew weary of Olympus. He went to the head of the stairs
where the three graces sat knitting sweaters for their earthly sons. (Winter was
at hand.) Each of them smiled secretly at the young sinner, each believing she
was the only one whom he had provided with pleasant memories. But they
wouldn't let him pass.
"It's a cruel place," said one. "How will you nourish yourself?"
"On destinies," he answered promptly. "Take the laughter of seven maidens,
stir in several of the moonbeams that fall across their beds. Add the head of a
procession, a few umbrella ribs and a tale of hilarious crime. Season it madly
and serve on collection plates."
"But," said another, barring the way, "Where will you go?"
'To picnics," said he, making a perfect triple pirouette.
The third grace laid her knitting in her lap where it formed a pretty,
medium-sized figleaf. She turned her eyes up to him and said softly, "What will
you do?"
She looked so charming that for a moment the young sinner hesitated. Per
haps he wouldn't go after all . But he recovered himself and said:
"Please be advised that I will vaccinate the world with a desire for violent
and perpetual astonishment. Disguised in my own presence, I will conduct a
horde through the five aqueducts of knowledge, after which their guardians
will ask the authorities for replacements. I will provoke prodigies. When I have
built the torpid town, certain words will fall into disuse: eminent prominent
peerless noble honorable lordly stately august princely majestic sacred and
sublime. I will make rhapsodies from grains of sleep. I'll wrap up a manmaking
hat and drop it in the mailbox. I'll hold a revolver up to nature. When profes
sional critics lose themselves in the swamp I'll arrange a delegation of chimeras
with their own language and their own secrets. As for the night, I will discover
all its phases. And I will fall in love."
The three graces had been looking rather sleepy; but at the last words they
opened their mouths in horror, then picked up their knitting and fled.
With his glittering blue eyes the young sinner sent l ightning strokes after
them-a parting gift. Then he ran down the steps, two at a time.
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Born in 1 92 1 in Sofia, Bulgaria, of Spanish-Jewish and Italian parents,
Nora Mitrani moved to Paris in her teens. A philosophy student at the
Sorbonne, she completed a thesis on Malebranche and Maine de Biran.
A Trotskyist during the war, she later frequented the anarchist milieu.
For many years she worked at the Paris Center for Sociological Studies
(directed by Georges Gurvitch ) .
She joined the Surrealist Group in 1 947 and remained one of its
most active militants and spokespersons until her death of cancer in
1 96 1 , shortly before her fortieth birthday. She collaborated on all of
the group's periodicals in those years Neon, Medium, Le Surrealisme, meme,
and BIEF-as well as several other collective publications, and she co
signed virtually every surrealist tract during those years.
In 1 950 she contributed an important text, "Rose au coeur violet"
[Violet-Hearted Rose], to the volume Hans Bellmer, 1 9 3 4 - 1 9 50, it in
cluded a series of anagrams (based on Mitrani's title) coauthored with
Bellmer. She traveled to Portugal the same year, where she encountered
Portuguese surrealist poet Alexandre O'Neill and the work of the great
presurrealist, Fernando Pessoa, which she was among the first to intro
duce to France.
Mitrani's writings are not voluminous, but they cover a wide range:
the Marquis de Sade, popular culture, Kierkegaard, film noir, and criti
cal studies of technocracy, bureaucracy, and nuclear energy. Most of
her contributions to surrealist publications were collected in 1 988
under the title Rose au coeur violet ( Paris: Terrain Vague), prefaced by
Julien Gracq.
"Scandal With a Secret Face" appeared in the Almanach Surrealiste du
demi-siecle ( 1 950), "Blacker Than Black," in Medium: Informations surrealistes
no. 4 (February 1 953); "About Cats and Magnolias," in Le Surrealisme,
meme no. 1 (October 1 956), "Poetry: Freedom of Being," introducing
a letter of Fernando Pessoa's and several of his poems, in Le Surrealisme,
meme no. 2 ( 1 957); "On Slaves, Suffragettes and the Whip," in Le Surrea
lisme, meme no. 3 ( 1 957); and the "Definitions" from the Succinct Lexicon of
Eroticism included in the catalog of the International Surrealist Exhibi
tion in Paris ( 1 959).
-
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SCANDAL WITH A SECRET FACE
If Truth burst forth absolutely naked, she would be beautiful without being
terrifying; but, firstborn of the flame, a veil of smoke obscures her long, ad
mirable body. For allowing itself to remain in shadow, the form of the body is
even better divined; for Truth, the ambiguous veil is fatal shamelessness; its
name, scandal.
When the thousandth night of love is still the first, the powers of destruc
tion that each night veil the eyes of assassins and abused children clutch at the
foundations of society to threaten and destroy them. But love, replacing out
dated currency, will not have put back into circulation the one designed for
uniquely passional ends. No, we must, above all, make love; and the house is
not yet rebuilt: the same life goes on. The monsters of an unfinished thrust are
resuscitated, ever more derisive, to chastise those who flouted them.
We told you so . . . Condemned to listen a thousand and one times to the
hideous sentence are those who, however, loved one another courageously.
Love dies for not having known , in place of a world masked in contradictory
currents, how to construct its own totality, ruled by uniform laws of passion.
But bodies go on seeking one another and making love, as if the burning
night were ignorant of morning despair. Every couple, with all its strength and
for its own sake, plays the game of "as i f" in its multiple forms, the 11as if" of
enchanted modesty, the "as if" of ignorance, the "as i f" of commitment, and,
leading all the others, the "as if" as salvation from cynicism. We try to circum
scribe love within the i n finitely narrow zone l imited by fear, legality, sunrises.
Equivocal inscriptions on so many walls. Sincere? Yes. Full of modesty? Yes.
But how sad the solitude, the separation sickness that guided them. Or then,
lucid, already liberating, eroticism appears. Every man and every woman
knows or desires, whether or not he or she wants to, erotic dazzlement and
its cortege of bitter ecstasies and disavowed impossibilities. But very quickly
the i nstant arrives in which the fatally despised, poor body appears touch
ing and absurd, its dreams and childhood equally absurd. It would perhaps
agree, to save me from loneliness, to re-enter, with me, the hermeticism of the
same womb.
But if, beyond the occasional clasp of bodies, there were granted for each
lover the autonomy of an independent, private life, not concerned by love,
eroticism would be enriched by every one of the demands refused elsewhere.
To survive, love would strive toward the destruction of a hostile, societal con
text, eroticism would rediscover the same elementary laws and the same lines
of force, but their point of application would no longer be simply corporal.
Eroticism would thus present itself as it really is: the transposition, upon the
plane of the loving mechanics of bodies, of those gestures of revolt that from
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Spain to China make children's faces look bad; eroticism swollen with black
sun, laden with unrequited loves and nervous twitching.
Injustice, totalitarian exploitation, and debaucheries for adults, abominable.
Kicks and blows are not forgotten, however. Sexual crime becomes the tri
umphant and bitter revenge of that death instinct which, not capable of being
carried out through legitimate channels, for the greatest good of freedom,
recreates itself as Eros to attack the very origins of a life without freedom .
Since man carries evil in his heart, long live the magnificent evil that can
destroy him, the passion of love, and the innumerable crimes it has generated.
(The Marquis de Sade, moreover, desired even more: "When the crime of
love is no longer to the measure of our intensity, we could perhaps attack the
sun, rob the universe of it, or use it ourselves to ignite the world-now, those
would be true crimes." [ 1 2 0 Days])
Thus Sade handled wonderfully the most murderous weapon of his era. But,
at the same time, he managed to not turn it into an antique weapon : it's the ar
row sharpened this very night on gleams of hate and the desire to love the im
possible love, arrow of poisonous light stubbornly aimed at a stubbornly main
tained penumbra. Sexual life, whore of unutterable evil spells; there she is,
illuminated as never before by a l ight whose icy whiteness is made up of the
1 20 colors of the human passions.
This new synthesis fits well enough, if we are to believe all the rehabilita
tive and dialectic Christianizing prefaces that have afflicted Sade's writings.
His work has, for all that, lost none of its initial quality: it remains scandalous.
Scandalous for two concurrent reasons: the merciless revelation of amorous
obsessions will certainly not stop troubling people of good conscience. But
there's a second, still more merciless disclosure: Sade's universe is sadist for the
same reason as man is, or further, human sadism evolves only as a function
of nature's. Recall the final episode of Justine or the Misfortunes of Virtue. The pure
Justine, rescued and coddled by her sister Juliette, will be struck down just
as it seems her misfortunes are over, killed by a will whose mathematical
perfidiousness has no common measure with man. The same type of frenetic
current thus roams the world at every level and human nature becomes dehu
manized to acquire attributes of invulnerability, mechanical steadiness, while
the forces of nature take on human intentionality. Man is perhaps better than
nature, in any case, nature is not better than he. That's a restful truth Sade
would on occasion enjoy proving, and it's the most scandalous truth of all: it is
decentralization. Any revealing of the still irradiated totality of the blackheads
of revolt has earned the death penalty for whomever dared to undertake
it. Every time a mind tried to destroy any type of centrism in the name of
that totality, it's been accused, beaten, humiliated. This was the case with the
iconoclasts of geocentrism, theocentrism, and anthropocentrism. We saw it
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when formal logic and its old identity principle were overcome, their dualism
of values superseded by Einsteinian space and the polyvalent logic by which
possibilities were installed within the very heart of the real, like a perpetual
threat and source of magical charms.
We may formulate a law about scandal's very genesis. Scandal occurs every
time a different principle, forever esteemed base and accursed, replaces the
identity principle of logicians: that other principle is analogy.
Every science called accursed is based on the principle of analogy; witches
and heretics were burned simply because they knew its secrets.
Nearer to us, if Hegel, Sade, or Marx seem, for various reasons, accursed
thinkers, it's because, desacralized as it is, deprived of its passional coloration,
the same occult principle underlies their work. Inscribed in the web of the real,
no worldly force has yet succeeded in stifling it. For its content is too extra
ordi narily childlike: the same processes go on by analogy in the part as in
the whole, in consciousness as in the object, in the human body as in the
solar system .
But reason clings to the identity principle insofar as it is the basis of any sure
discernment of risk- free exploration. Thus it plays a permanent role as safety
barrier. Only, would it know how to struggle with the no less constant dup
licity of the living being that never stops substituting for it its principle of
false identity or analogy? There is in fact a constant conflict between the ex
terior object and a certain image-lived, already sensed, adored-of this same
object. No identity is offered, it will need to be discovered by the analogy that
would suddenly have materialized that precise joy of adequacy of the object
to its image, of reality to its myth.
And the greater the conflict, the more audacious the analogies to be dis
covered, free and measureless. Some might judge them delirious, while,
through them, others would be able to glimpse a certain equation so esoteric
in its verbal essence as it is common in its lived expression, like vertigo, simul
taneously fascinating and detestable, humiliated and princely:

Poetry

=

Science of Relationships

But there exist very few or no ready-made analogies. Consciousness is re
duced to having to rediscover continually, in the night and fear of its dark bur
row, the means of identification or transfer that could become an acceptable
means of existence. The principle is always the same: to create for oneself, ana
logically, virtual centers by which one can augment or diminish the intensity
of the real centers.
At the source of the most intensely black and scandalous works, we be
lieve there exists this sort of passage from passion to action, a secret need
for equilibrium, the urge to create an imaginary evil from which we may take
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pleasure within the excesses of intellectual passion, in order to cure ourselves
of the real evil we're sufferi ng.
Only when love can no longer tolerate itself, when love's desire has become
exasperated and a grief to endure, does eroticism come i nto play. Then-since
each action is hard for its object-then, the roads to cruelty open before it.
And, i n the same way that the scandal-for-the-other always ends up be
coming a scandal- for-the-self, love, always a scandal for the world, through
eroticism, meets up with the convulsive and vertiginous face of scandal itself.

Translated from the French by Myrna Bell Rochester

"BLACKER THAN BLACK . . . "
Behold the smile of Koho, a young Toma chief from French Guinea, who is
now back among his own people. He has abandoned his Western disguise to
take part in an initiation ceremony, at the threshold of the Sacred Forest. Dur
ing this rite, great powers will be conferred upon him. Who could decipher
this smile?
At Koho's side, young girls with hard breasts, circumcised girls, contem
plate the dance of the bird-men, the Ounilawogui, and the lunar procession of
the little forest boys. Plastered with kaolin, only the heads of these marchers
emerge from their yokes of lianas.
The Bakoulouni , or Guardian of the Forest, has promised the explorers
Gaisseau and Fichter that they will be allowed, next time, to penetrate to the
very heart of the shadows' mysteries. After them, perhaps we shall see what no
white person has ever seen before. But just as they are, the three films they
brought us, Naloutai, Bassari and Foret Sacree, have already shown us the innocent
and frantic face-the solemn face-of Black Africa.

Translated from the French by Franklin Rosemont

ABOUT CATS AND MAGNOLIAS
Women dote on sugar and Chantilly lace, on the perfume of Bulgarian roses,
and on candied chestnuts lavished upon them by all the reporters of all the
fashion magazines in the world. They let themselves be cradled by holiday
mists, nauseatingly sweet, out of which the Shetland and brocaded satin pro
fessionals create, just for them, an i nsulated, padded, vegetable and animal (but
from those plants, from those timid animals from which perfumes are ex
tracted) world, a world foreign to a soul devastated by the pain of being. "He
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no longer looks deep into your eyes when he loves you, he watches you pro
nounce 'magnolia,' and, then, something wonderful happens . . . Since the ex
pression of the mouth is more important than that of the eyes, since the mouth
has become the mirror of the soul . . . ". Those are the words today's prince
of fashion 1 uses to orchestrate the advertising for his new line of lipstick.
It's clever, it flatters a woman, it settles and affirms her, she who is offered si
multaneously as prey and trap, in the silky universe where her body undulates,
joyful to be only a body giving pleasure. She is the advertising echo, the strat
egy, and the tactic born of these lines by Jean Paulhan: " . . . in them [women]
everything is sex, up to and including the mind. Ceaselessly, they must be
nourished, bathed, made up, and ceaselessly beaten."2
These women are the Marilyns and other sumptuous creatures of Techni
color movies, who dance sheathed in red velvet, their mouths and eyelids half
open, wild, i n the raw world of men . From all directions, waves of laughter and
catcalls rise up, only to break on Marilyn's haunches. This unfurled laughter
cannot create a protective mask, nor can it suppress the heart palpitations and
the hateful excitement inspired by those for whom everything is sex. . . .
But excitement is preferable to gender confusion . . . That men of all eras
reproach women for exuding that violent pink sexuality, as Paulhan does,
seems almost entirely false. So that the excitement may remain contained and
thoughts noble, unoccupied, for the serious life-the boys' life-they would
prefer all women to slip into Marilyn's fascinati ng mold. To the proudest, to the
most hard-bitten among women, they hold out the prospect of access to the
masculine world, on the condition that they "behave like real women,'' with
moist, swollen l ips made up with that brilliant, sonorous rouge testifying to the
male appetite for the female, the easy woman; her intense mouth is already half
open . . . The glittering wild animal with sugar-candy nails has a soul: it can be
i nhaled, like perfume hidden in the warm hollow of a bodice.
Most often, women try to submit to this melting-erotic image of them
selves. A great many convergent suggestions and desires urge them to do so.
But they also know how to fend it off. In their own fashion. For women know
well that the mouth cannot be the mirror of the soul, and that such images are
invented by men who don't want women to become their sisters. And so they
fight on, using weapons that remain feminine: from the makeup arsenal they
choose kohl and bistre for their eyes, disdaining the provocation of lipstick.
They make themselves evanescent, with immense eyes and pale lips, just like
last summer's look ordained by today's cosmetics empress 3, just like-way
before it was fashionable-the little existentialist girls at the Cafe Mabillon
spontaneously made themselves up, finally, just the way that German boy, mad
about Bach and Hegel, wanted his beloved to look.
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They also knew very well, at least a few women knew, that, even more trou
bling than Marilyn, deep within man there lies coiled the age-old image of a
noble, veiled woman, small-breasted, with narrow thighs. Proud but entirely
devoted to love, inspiring the most brilliant adoration, her name is Queen
Guinevere of the Knights of the Round Table; she is Dante's Beatrice and
the Woman with the Unicorn in the Cluny tapestries; the art of the Primi
tives celebrates her, as does that of Jean Clouet and the painters of the
Fontainebleau School . She dwells in the forests and sits beside springs; the
reeds impart their secrets to her.
In winter 1 954 fashion briefly attempted to resuscitate the Lady, adorning
her with all the artifice of silks from the Orient and wild mink. Women, docile
as ever, adopted the H l ine: with a double row of buttons, from mid-calf to the
base of the neck, the head emerging alone like a precious corolla, they hid
from watchful gazes and transformed themselves into haughty princesses.4 It
was once again their entirely feminine way of protecting themselves against
the Marilyn inflation and of showing that there can be another way.
But since feminine beauty is in league with animal nature, even when we're
i n another realm, deep eyes, eyes of violated ardor, are, i n women's language,
called doe's eyes, cat's eyes, or gazelle's eyes . . . even though we've in fact sud
denly traveled to another plane. As if woman wished to pierce through the co
coon in which they're trying to encase her and suddenly undertake a dialogue
with the world. The woman-poet conceived by Rimbaud sometimes raises her
eyelids, even if she isn't conscious of it, believing she's merely following the
dictates of fashion.
For the surrealists, the loved one is, ambiguously and by turns, the cozy co
coon dweller and the one who lives i n the space outside where the strident soul
is crazed by its own lucidity; at times a creature too carnal, poisonous, a com
mon rose, at others, Nadja, eyes rimmed in black, a magician, a sibyl, medium
for the invisible.
Isn't it possible, though, that she will know, that she already knows, how to
assume both roles at once? ( I n that case, the masculine categories will no
longer be worth much, and men will get scared.)
The ambiguity of the female-woman is transferred to love, whose object
or whose accomplice-she remains.

Notes
I . Christian Dior
2. Jean Paulhan, preface to The Story of 0

3. Elizabeth Arden
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4. Once more, we are referring to Christian Dior, promoter of the H line,
who on occasion knows how to capture and (luxuriously) translate
women's dreams.

Translated from the French by Myrna Bell Rochester

POETRY, FREEDOM OF BEING
I n Fernando Pessoa, the Portuguese poet, we recognize the pride of Hegel and
the philosophers of nature, the exemplary attitude of the idealist thinker who
knows that nothing is impossible for the human spirit, not even the fight of
life. I n this man, possessed but miraculously free ( for he plays with those who
possess him ) , the poetic act becomes verifiable in its genesis at the heart of the
being who, willingly, breaks adrift in order to seek the fabulous adventure, al
ways recommenced-to tear the Others from themselves, to dress them in liv
ing flesh and, projecting them into space, give them their chances. Thus the
poet will be saved (or lost) as Rimbaud or Lautreamont were, when they fero
ciously unleashed the monsters that haunted them-and as Antonin Artaud
failed to be when, wishing to tame them, he was their prisoner instead.
In a letter to his friend Adolfo Casais Monteiro, Fernando Pessoa explained
the mental genesis of the characters who haunted him-his "heteronyms," as
he called them. As it can be judged, each of them assumes his own poetic cre
ation at his own risks.
Is it necessary to add to this presentation a last word which will not surprise
those who burn frontiers in the domain of reality: Fernando Pessoa knew the
sources and the snares of occult knowledge: in his work, the Rosicrucian sym
bol appears in filigree. In the same letter to Casais Monteiro, he agrees to of
fer a few clarifications, but, faithful to esoteric teachings, he asks his friend not
to divulge in writing that last paragraph.

Translated from the French by Guy Ducornet

ON SLAVES, SUFFRAGETTES, AND THE WHIP
"Woman is a human being." I read that profound thought when I was in Roy
aumont, in a book called The Phenomenology of Woman, whose author I can't name,
for my memory-for most obvious reasons-refused to record his name. Such
a peremptory declaration should make no one smile, and women even less than
others. After all, it's worth reflecting on, and perhaps since the first day of the
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world, it's remained to be proven that woman isn't a gazelle, or a poor little cat,
or a birdbrain, or a beautiful plant, or a gate to Hell, or a fairy, or a perdition.
"And above all, don't try to prove anything!" a few women will perhaps cry.
"Don't betray us that way! What if we enjoy being called cats or fairies? We are
n ever in a better position as when man, that human being, treats us like charm
ing little animals that need to be dressed, caressed, and perfumed. If he sus
pected that we both belonged to the same species, then, in less time than it
takes to say it, oof!-We'd be strapped into uniforms that hurt our breasts,
we'd be booted, armed, marching across the gloomy deserts of Israel, in the
China deserts, in the deserts of the U .S.S.R. , yelling, uglified by patriotism and
filth. Would you really l ike that? No, better not bother trying to prove it
then . . . . "
We wouldn't have it any other way. Except that there exists a race of intel
ligent women who, every day, with their theses in philosophy, their brilliant
actions and their juridical triumphs, work to demonstrate that they possess a
brain and nerves built like men's. They sit up straight, they are self-affirming,
they have hard muscles and lofty words, they are the founders of American
charitable organizations and administrators of metallurgical enterprises,* they
become engineers, expert logicians, judges, representatives, ministers of state,
and above all, presidents of whatever can be presided over. They aren't neces
sarily ugly (to claim that this is so already proves the fundamental misogyny,
not only of men, but also of pretty, slightly backward, women who defend
themselves as they can against women who have qualities besides prettiness);
however, they do display a certain offhandedness with regard to physical
beauty alone. If one of these female presidents knows, in addition, the art of
choosing a lip color that harmonizes with the color of her very beautiful eyes,
she'd provoke endless stupor, and lizards would come to threaten those old,
easily manipulated generalizations: in women the dissociation of beauty and

*

Here is an outline of the career of Mme. Foinant, president of the Asso
ciation of Women in Management: "lronmaster, vice-president of the
National Union of Hand Tooling, first woman elected to the Paris Cham
ber of Commerce, officer of the Legion d'Honneur . . . this electric in
dividual works 1 8 hours a day, hops into her Dyna, hops out of it in a
whirlwind to preside over banquets, her tongue well hung [sic] and her
fork lively, where she reduces to silence three or four floored but smiling
ministers of state, in front of hundreds and hundreds of women candy
makers, notions merchants, directors of driving schools, and transporta
tion entrepreneurs . . . . "
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mental autonomy, with the explanation that the latter would serve only to
compensate for the grief felt by a woman whose face lacks grace.
What? You'll allow yourself to be pretty too? But of course, look at that
mouth, those flamenco dancer's ankles . . . The president and the ideologue
may prove that they are human beings and thus work toward "destroying the
i nfinite servitude of woman" and arrange it so that the all-knowing, abomi
nable laughter of men freezes on their lips, but only on one condition: that
they wear their beauty as a challenge and a scandal, like a knight with his
sword, that they endlessly fascinate hearts and senses at the same time as they
charm the mind.
But alas! In woman, the combination of extreme beauty and intellectual au
dacity still remains rather exceptional, for on the one hand, the clever man sees
to it that the pretty woman cannot become liberated (let her thrive as his lux
ury slave, his beauty queen, his cover girl), and on the other, that the liberated
woman cannot claim to be beautiful. The result, since the dawn of time, has
been the infinite misfortune of being female, and today it is more so than ever
to the extent that the poor things imagine liberation to be within reach, for
their hands now hold ballots and checkbooks. They haven't understood or
have badly i nterpreted Rimbaud's great hope; he desired them human but dif
ferent, poets in a manner still unknown on earth: "Will her worlds of ideas dif
fer from ours? She will discover strange, unfathomable things . . . " In reality,
the most i ntelligent among them have found nothing that indicates a different
night or a distant planet . . . They restrict themselves to adopting men's logic,
their works and their fears, and they do not seem satisfied unless their writings
make the reader forget their sex. Mlle. Suzanne Bachelard, asked why she had
chosen such an arduous topic for her thesis defense ("Formal Logic and Tran 
scendental Logic i n the Thought of Husserl"), gave this strange answer: "For
love of abstraction." I know nothing more pathetic than those words, to the ex
tent that I may feel analogous desires, without, moreover, being able to sur
render to them, since I do not share Mlle. Bachelard's mathematical genius.
Women still possess a way of proving to themselves that they have ceased
to be slaves: that is, in the context of love, the concrete, symbolic, and literary
use of the whip. Simone de Beauvoir claims for woman a position in lovemak
ing that no longer humiliates, no longer prone, at the mercy, but upright, in
the man's way, dominating. Thanks to Simone de Beauvoir, the pleasure of a
few women must surely have been soured, but she has without a doubt made
some others smile.
For it perhaps would be better not to reveal that Madame d'O, in spite of
her degradation, perhaps because of it, without it seeming necessary to ven
ture so far however, is a happy, fulfilled woman; finally she owns her revenge,
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she throws her scandalous way of life back into men's faces. The woman as ob
ject, up to that point consenting, because it is her pleasure, horsewhipped, but
this represents a way of aggression with respect to men: they no longer recog
nize one another.
One last important thing: in that position, the woman must not forget to re
main fundamentally unsubmissive, fiercely protective of what she has not yet
obtained: freedom of the mind.

Translated from the French by Myrna Bell Rochester

CONCUPISCENCE AND SCANDAL: DEFINITIONS FROM THE
S UCCINCT LEXICON OF EROTICISM

Concupiscence: The root of a natural i nclination which makes us crave the plea
sure of sensory experience, above all, carnal pleasure. To fondle and possess a
body conjures the burning provoked by its image. The church forbids both the
fire and the cure.

Scandal: The sudden provocative unveiling of what conventional morality tol
erates camouflaged: the so-called "private" parts, the exploitation of man by
man, the fact of torture but also the unbearable shine of someone out of sync
with his environment.

Translated from the French by Rikki Ducornet

I DREAM
I dream. Youth is beyond the rain she arrives.
But walking the long-drawn embankments
Made to fly a hundred times in love on skimming water you shall speak
to me.
Put back the dream you wake me only you.
Under the eaves swallows glitter
(From Dons des Feminines, 1 95 1 )
Translated from the French by Roy Edwards

Valentine Penrose, collage, 195 t . From Dons des Feminines .
Courtesy of M. G. Devise.
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BEAUTIFUL OR UGLY IT DOESN'T MATTER
Beautiful or ugly it doesn't matter.
In their nightgowns of comforting sweat
Forearms over eyes if travail has left even that strength
That thousandfold elegance. Most delicate hand
And eyes made naked by their precious inheritance of weasels' blood.
(From Dons des Feminines, 1 95 1 )
Translated from the French by Roy Edwards

TAKING A SIGHT 1 9 5 1
The i nnocent and beautiful creatures of air and earth and water seem to us, i n
their slow changes, t o have their principle o f growth within their substance,
and without division live, while we, who are humans, have to seek out the form
of our being, that we must imagine, without being able to conceive the whole,
or put terms to it. We strain toward it in various images. We are hot, we are
cold, we have an intuition . We are not able to see what we know and that yet
surpasses us, anywhere in the world until we have made the image of it. And
then vision can grow. Yet in this way possessing only what is past and already
realized. For there is in back of our heads, in back of our eyes, the great form.
Beyond the edge of the known, beyond the corner where the mirror stops,
there is the openness. And this openness invites us always toward a new unity of
being, toward the unknown beginning to be known, out of which action finds
again and again its proportion and its justness.
This openness invites us, at its simplest, as the objects of nature i nvite us
(the crane leans forward gray on the water; its breast feathers touch the water;
the displaced center for longing joins me to it), objects whose magic is in the
extent to which, beyond any use, they can offer pleasure its disponibility, its
perspectives of i nvention, its water that can run uphill; to the extent that they
o ffer the direction of the unknown wish, can o ffer on the other side, a base for
the sudden arches of imagination discovering what we fear, or want, or know,
discovering the forms of its freedom.
It is as though vision, acting for the other senses and presenting to us what
is distant, what we cannot touch or taste or reach, has given us a pattern of a
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different fulfillment. As though the sight of distant objects, of a whole horizon
stretching around and far from us, has in it mystery which we have an idea of
surprising, by what is present to the inner eye. And in doing so, of becoming
some quite different thing, like coming out of the cave into the light. Always
we have the intention of metamorphosis. And to the extent that the world is
beyond our grasp forever, it is poetry. Out of it from the beginning men have
made new things, acts, truths. As we will do forever. For more life.
For the image, in the largest sense, has given us a vocabulary of thought and
feeling. We have grown by living its form that is inner and outer at once, of the
mind and of the senses, displacing in itself some part of the living center of be
ing that goes into its form and is revealed for the first time. The greatest im
ages, of consciousness and of conscience, have stretched us as a deer swal
lowed whole stretches the snake. They have become our substance, they have
created us.
The election of images is the election of love, by which we find outside our
selves some part of the innermost myth whose elaboration has been the secret
web of being and of all our acts in what they had of fierce participation, of pu
rity, of claiming what was our own; that myth of memory, desire, and dream
that gives us all our value, by which we surpass ourselves. Myth which is yet
not clearly a man's own, nor clearly bounded by his knowing or his life, hav
ing a further boundary in lives around us, and past and to come; like the sculp
tures of New Hebrides in which reside for a time, indefinitely mingled, the
power of the mythological ancestor, of the grandfather, and of the man him
self who made it, becoming his own child. We are not separate, we create each
other. And it is here the responsibility begins that is rooted in what gives value
to life.

When I say images, I mean too those seminal forms by which all the factors
that play upon groups of men are brought into syntheses by mind; seminal
forms that in objects and creative of objects, speak of relations between man
and what eternally is, speak of meanings. All that we know of cultures and of
civilizations tells us they depend on such seminal forms, that coming out of
a way of life, mark that way of life, and are seen pervasively, in the eyes, in
the gestures, in the walk, in all the objects o f use and adornment; marking from
the center the variations and inventions of a people as of a person, so that
each one, unique, is what it is and not other than it is. This perhaps is the real
history.
When the symbol of a magic act becomes meaningful for us, apart from its
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purpose, which may be unknown, such a symbol is a record of an enduring re
lation between mind and nature; in it magic is part of the greatest magic we
know: communication of experience .

In 1 924 the Manifesto of Surrealism crystallized what had been in the air since the
end of the First World War and touched the main current of sensibility of our
time with what it carries from the poetic discoveries of the past. The manifesto
turned around the method of automatism, defined as "pure psychic automa
tism, thought's dictation without conscious, aesthetic, or moral control." The
whole effort was to provoke the inner murmur, and Breton stands like a signal
man at night, signaling the passage of a great lighted train, the passive life of
the intelligence.
After all the shock and the controversy we can see now the admirable rele
vance this theory and this method had to the problem of painting. When Pi
casso started the adventure of cubism, there was immediate recognition of the
new direction, but it bogged down. It bogged down because the imagination
was held not only by habits of visual organization but by conventions as to
conception, as to the extent and l imits of experience that could be brought
into the field of consciousness for use. The open sea was uncharted.

Something should be said of the wider aspects of the growth in sensibility for
which we take the discoveries of Rimbaud and of cubism as signposts. Why
was it that certain men, just before the First World War and just after it, widely
separated, whose interest lay in making discoveries which would be for con
temporary consciousness crystallization points, were led into the investigation
of what Dada called instinct and chance?
What widening desire of the mind brings at this time-each one so pre
cious, so indispensable an answer to still undefined need, and all so doubtfully
united under the sign of the aesthetic-works as different as those of Picasso,
Picabia, Rousseau, Chirico, Duchamp, Ernst, Arp?
The quite imaginary point at which their work intersects is on the border
lines, no longer as clear as they had been, of those questions which radiate out
morally and aesthetically from a central problem of orientation in a reality
which physics, biochemistry, and psychology were revolutionizing conceptu
ally, which war, technology, and capitalist decay were altering economically
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and socially-at a moment when social theory had begun to l ay its hand on
future and past, when philosophy was standing as well as it could with one foot
in the objective and the other in the subjective. The question was, indeed, that

of reality itself.
The rift in reality which cubism had made, widened by futurism, began to
show streaks of a sky unknown before, an unimagined freedom. Dropping torn
papers like Arp, signing ready-mades like Duchamp, pasting together incon
gruous images l ike Ernst, painting visions l ike Chirico, the next steps were
taken; they discovered the extensibility of the interpretative powers of the
mind, the synthesizing leap which can, on occasion, lift into new realms, just
as Jack climbed the beanstalk from the known into the unknown. They were
engaged in making traps, or making molds wherein the newly discovered cur
rent of the imagination might flow and come to know itself. Everything was
permitted except what had been seen before.

The whole modern era is marked, in painting as in poetry, by a shift of inter
est from sentiment, from the self as actor to the self as theater of action; and
the real message is a transformation of reality by a transformation of our
awareness . . . .
The integrity of that which appears before the inner eye, in the moment of
creation, at what one must regard as supreme moments, marked unmistakably
by wonder, has ordained its own autonomous state. The straining to express
personal emotion or opinion, as such, by the conscious imposition of inter
pretation and reference, themselves belonging to a doubtful analytical order,
is to import meanings into art that are relevant to propaganda or protest or pri 
vate document, but not to poetry, at this time our purest need, the gauge of our
best freedom in an uncertain future. This means that art is not the proper field
for the exposition, in a restrictive sense, of certain immediate problems, and
these of the most crucial. It does not take the place of action, although it is an
action.
Subjectivity, since Baudelaire described the emergence of a pure art which
was to create a subjective magic containing at once the object and the subject,
has evolved consistently in a direction which was to be foreseen even in the
beginning. As the subject has become more internal, subjectivity has become
more impersonal . Our life draws through us the thread of the world and of the
dream inextricably mingled; and the insight which can illumine all that our
senses perceive and our minds reflect on, the atmosphere in which, at our best,
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we live and breathe, is a selfless passion. That is to say that at a certain moment
what unfolds within us seems no more our own than what constantly unfolds
before our open eyes.
New imaginative constructions in the language of paint are now possible.
Poetic vision has freed itself as well as the eyes, again the visual terms of the
painter's medium may unite with the visionary, and the conscious forming
powers open to an inwardness unlimited in invention.
Modern art turns toward those meanings by which we are another dimension
of the Earth. It is the hidden door which has been there always. It has nothing to
do with optimism, it has nothing to do with pessimism. The place on which it
opens, the planet that swims into view, will never be completely discovered,
never fully explored, never exploited.
(From Dyna ton 19 51)

PAINTER AND MAGICIAN

In earliest times painting was magical; it was the key to the invisible. In those
days the value of a work lay in its powers of conjuration, a power that talent
alone could not achieve. Like the shaman, the sibyl, and the wizard, the
painter had to make himself humble, so that he could share in the manifesta
tion of spirits and forms. The rhythm of our life today denies the primordial
principle of painting: conceived in contemplation, the emotional content of of
the picture cannot be perceived without contemplation.
The invisible speaks to us, and the world it paints takes the form of appari
tions; it awakens in each of us that yearning for the marvelous and shows us
the way back to it-the way that is the great conquest of childhood, and
which is lost to us with the rational concepts of education.
Perhaps we have seen the Emerald City in some faraway dream that belongs
to the common emotional fund of man. Entering by the gate of the Seven
Colors, we travel along the Rainbow.
(From the catalog, Alice Rabon, Willard Gallery, New York, 1951)
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Young, brilliant, vigorous, and incidentally a good piano-player, Jacque
line Senard joined the Surrealist Group in Paris around 1 949 and for
several years was one of its quickening forces. Old-timers recall that she
arrived at Surrealist Group meetings on her motor scooter.
A social worker and, according to some reports, openly feminist,
Senard was instrumental in arranging the regular surrealist collabora
tion on the anarchist paper, Le Libertaire, in 1 951- 1 952. For a time she
hosted a radio show on which she related surrealism to problems of
daily life. Moreover, as her "Cat Clover" indicates, Senard's surreal
ism had a strong ecological dimension. As Jose Pierre emphasized in his
introduction to Surrealisme et anarchic, this article is surely "one of the
major results of the surrealists' collaboration on Le Libertaire."
Senard was a longtime companion of the surrealist poet and sculptor
Jean-Pierre Duprey, whose suicide in 1 959 was a shattering experience
for her from which she never recovered. She died in the 1 960s.
Both articles published here are from the "Surrealist Ticket" columns
in Le Libertaire in 1 952: the first from the issue of 1 8 January, and the sec
ond from the issue of 25 May. The poem, "Polar," appeared in the cata
log of a Jean-Pierre Duprey exhibition.
=

REASON AND SAFETY FACTORS*

The event that has most marked the development of society in modern times
is, without a doubt, the birth of what is commonly known as Cartesianism.
As faith's heaven became ever darker, Cartesianism reawakened the divine
spark that had for centuries gleamed peacefully behind the human brow. Like
the celestial spirit, it blew in its own right, suddenly relighting the spark, in
citing the creature to rise up against its creator, urging it to seek its own path
alone, beyond the divine.

* A figure, usually between 5 and 1 0, by which the result of abstract calcu

lations must be multiplied when one begins to use a certain material. For
example: When calculating the building of a floor, one determines the
section of the supporting planks by supposing that the floor will need to
support a load 8 or 1 0 times greater than the planned upper load limit.
Thus, 8 or 1 0 are the safety factors.
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And yet, for a while longer, man tempered his new faith with the human
ism that had been revived during the Renaissance; but soon, claiming the ab
solute, starving for truth, he became so enthralled with his own reason that he
recreated the divine in it and made of it his new heaven.
Later, the Scientists, larded with systems, began to proliferate and under
took to put the globe-nay, the entire Universe- into equations. As long as
they applied mathematics to material points gravitating in space, they did all
right for themselves. It was a mere matter of abstraction and movement, and
the initial results could only confirm the notion they had invented concerning
the preeminence of intelligence. So easily did it penetrate the secrets of the
cosmic world that they had no doubt that it would one day guide man upon
the path to the One and Only. But as soon as they obliged mathematics to
come down from heaven to earth and tried to mingle it with the material ob
j ects they thought they knew well since they worked with them every day,
nothing of the absolute, no certainty remained. For all that, they did not stop
tracing their diagrams. They continued doing their calculations with equal
precision. They were, however, forced to introduce the safety factor, that
awkward artifice that robbed their work of its indisputable character of logical
certainty where intelligence finds delight and where it can admire its own
glory.
The Greeks had not let themselves be taken in. For them, Mathematics was
a

type of game, a showy intellectual exercise whose rigid absoluteness con

founded them. They noticed early on that the meeting between mathematics
and matter completely destroyed the exactitude of the former. As long as that
exact science went round and round in their brains, it remained exact; but as
soon as it ventured several steps out, it turned into an exiled goddess flounder
ing around among earthly realities.
After practicing Cartesianism for some time, the "intellectual elite" quickly
came to the same conclusion and convinced itself that reasoning only attains
perfection when the objects to which it applies itself have dissipated in the
thin smoke of abstraction; in other words, when it has been emptied of all con
tent. It becomes obvious that mathematical science, in particular, could not be
considered an exact science unless there existed, somewhere, a world without
dimension nor weight, that is, a world where even the idea of such a science
would be simply unthinkable.
But, while the intellectual elite was conducting this experiment, Cartesian
faith, thanks to popularization, had gained disciples within the deep strata
where neither dilettantism nor skepticism is appropriate. Anxious to fill the
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void left in their souls by the fall of the divine, thirsting for belief, these indi
viduals took the thing very seriously. Technicians were transformed into tech
nocrats and spread themselves throughout the world. With the unconsidered
zeal of neophytes, they undertook to turn the universe upside-down. (Some
began to think that they were succeeding all too well . ) I f god had created a
praiseworthy piece of work when he made the celestial bodies revolve in
space, it appeared, when one studied the earth carefully, that, in the details, his
creations were no longer marked with the divine seal of intelligence; rather,
they more resembled the crude work of some bungler. Order needed to be
reestablished.
It was then that Sufficiency, Stupidity, Presumption, and lnconsequence be
gan, for their part, to forge systems and took the globe as their first experi
mental field. They noticed that each man could be counted as an individual
unit and remain so in the calculations. Moreover, since, according to numer
ous philosophers, he is not only made of matter but also of intelligence, it was
noticed that, as far as he was concerned, one could largely reduce the safety
factor, if only he would expend some energy in trying to understand what was
expected of him.
Thus, the abstractors set to work with great enthusiasm. To obliterate from
human nature anything that could distort the calculations, they resorted to a
very old object-the Procrustean bed-and, at the same time and once again,
they recognized that judicious use of the stake helped greatly to reduce those
annoying coefficients.
Since they were building a perfect construction, it was important to plan
everything ahead, to provide for all contingencies. According to many phi
losophers, the creator, in his designs, had determined to reserve for human
kind a certain area where he forbade himself to interfere: freedom . That was
indisputably a mistake: man makes such bad use of this freedom that he is in
continual danger of damnation. What is more, determinism, son of pure rea
son, and, consequently, son of heaven , excludes freedom. Thus it was absurd,
on god's part, to reserve free will for man. Therefore, there is no room for free
dom in a rational organization of Society.
Since everything was thus prepared and put into place, one could, from that
point, proceed without any interference with the construction of a political
and social system that was to bring to humanity, with the same absolute
certainty as one plus one makes two, Liberation, and, above all, Safety and
H appiness.

Translated from the French by Myrna Bell Rochester
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CAT= CLOVER

If, on a March night, some tyrant, prevented from sleeping by the yowling of
cats, had decreed their execution, the result would have been a less abundant
harvest of clover; and it isn't likely that there would have been a Darwin then
to explain to the tyrant with what subtle strand, in this case, the effect was
linked to the cause.
It was indeed Darwin who noticed that the presence of cats affected
the abundance of clover, and this is how: In the absence of cats, field mice pro
liferated; now, field mice love to eat bumblebees; and bumblebees fertilize
pistils when they carry pollen from flower to flower. Therefore, no cats
bumblebees

=

=

no

no clover.

The use of vaccines, prophylactic measures, and powerful medications has
considerably reduced the death rate, and now it can be seen that the spread of
polio is probably due to the fact that, protected from numerous relatively be
nign illnesses, the organism, unused to struggle and stripped of certain mi
crobes, is unable to resist the one whose germs it carries in their l atent form .
Thus it is that if we consider the constructions that mark the road to knowl
edge, and that-falsely-appear to grow in size as they approach us, we may
ask ourselves what they have brought to humankind after all , and if we ought
not fear that some force of unknown origin might not burst forth to destroy its
barely finished edifices. We see this in certain species of fish, which, having
proliferated unusually, are suddenly decimated, as though by a decree of the
occult powers.
This also occurs in the human species when, in certain regions, famine and
epidemics tend to reestablish the biological balance that was threatened.
In another realm, we observe that the descendants of revolutionaries have,
for their own benefit, reinstituted the titles abolished by their ancestors, and
that there is not a single administrator or office manager who, imitating the
"Sire" of yesteryear, doesn't demand that everyone call him "Sir." Castes have a
persistent tendency to recreate themselves, and, in order to stand out above
the rest, adopt a specialized or initiates' language. Every branch of learning
has its own jargon, and, seduced by Latin or Greek, stultifies a language that
popular usage had already rendered sensitive, suggestive, and lively. Our own

grandes ecoles reflect these tendencies when they adopt a private lingua franca
where passwords flourish and where even certain quirks of language and types
of cap become features of a class attitude.
The human i ndividual is a being that recognizes himself as existing in three
dimensions; the universe might admit of an infinite number. Generally speak-
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ing, human intelligence projects a grid that is more or less perforated, de
pending on the individual, in the direction of the code the universe has con
structed. All that passes through is intelligible; that which does not pass is not
only unintelligible but remains completely unknown to him. Nevertheless,
that which does not penetrate does not, for all that, stop existing, dwelling, or
acting within the very nature of man. Thereupon follows an unknown that no
Darwin could illuminate.
Thus we may well be worried about a world where so many blind relation
ships are established and what it has reserved for us. For example, between a
person and an object not really desired, selected, or worked on there inter
venes the mechanism that halts emotion. Newly anonymous forms are pro
j ected by an automatic gesture which, excluding all interference, disinfects the
atmosphere till it becomes an absolute void.
Elsewhere contacts are cut off: the mystery is hunted down to the very
heart of the forest swept clean of paths where those enamored with the "aver
age" stupidly buzz about, forests cleared for stingy ends, stripped of their
souls-the deer and the wolves-by the automaton-like stupidity of hunters.
This present-day world where the sorcerer's apprentices, puffed up with pride
in their fragment of knowledge, make edicts, promulgate for the good of
a model individual and, so doing, remain arrogantly ignorant of the unpre
dictable consequences of the reactions provoked by their decrees, and so
certain , moreover, that they are always up to the task of bringing order to
Warsaw.
They say that the human is still too close to the Stone Age, his ancestral
impulses still ever-present coiled springs; and that many modes of activity are
just a suspicion, a simulacrum of the activities of another time. Profit-making
is the present-day form of prey and the hunger for power. Combats are mimed
in stadiums and rings that serve as outlets for a fascinated audience.
But is it impossible not to submit to this connection and to push back the
limits of memory, imagining that it is arbitrary to stop in the Stone Age rather
than in any other moment of the limitless past and, that finally, Pithecanthro
pus is perhaps only a cousin?
There is little doubt that by reconsidering our ancestry, which-we must
not forget-identifies itself with the infinite and, consequently, contains all
possibilities there may be found incandescent sites where lay the switching
points that we must discover.

Translated from the French by Myrna Bell Rochester
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POLAR

Hold your hand in your ear
And don't open
Out onto the south pole
There where the chirring star is,
In its chirp cone
That you must
Knock, knock to hear it.
The compasses' glass has frozen.
The tingling i ndex finger pointed to the north.
Once and for all.

Translated from the French by Myrna Bell Rochester

"The most remarkable woman in the group . . . a profound and mar
velous person . . . a great presence . . . a very strong, very interior, deep
woman, who contributed enormously to the evolution of surrealism":
That is the opinion expressed by Marie Wilson, an American artist
active in the Paris Surrealist Group from 1 95 3 to 1 960, on Elisa Breton.
Chilean-born Elisa Bindhoff was a young divorcee who had just lost
her daughter when she met Andre Breton in New York in 1 943; they
married a year and a half later. With Andre, she traveled to the Gas
pesie peninsula in Canada (see Arcanum 1 7), to Chicago, and to the land
of the Pueblo, the Hopi, and the Zuni in the American Southwest, and
in 1 946 to Paris.
Although she was a mainstay of the Paris Surrealist Group until the
big split of 1 969, Elisa Breton did not like to put herself forward. As
an artist she is best known for her objects and collages, but she rarely
exhibited them, and her paintings are hardly known at all. Similarly, her
published writings are few. Her 1 949 conversation with Breton and
Peret on the painter Riopelle is included in Breton's Surrealism and Paint
ing, and she contributed some comments on handwriting to Le Surrea
lisme, meme no. 5 ( 1 959). Published here are her responses to a newly
invented surrealist game, published in Medium: Communication surrealiste
no. 2 (February 1 954).
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Elisa Breton, Object, 1 950s.
Photograph by Francine
Cany. Courtesy of the artist.

Following the break-up of the Paris group, Elisa Breton maintained
her distance from the competing factions that multiplied over the next
decade, but never ceased to communicate her enthusiastic support to
authentic surrealist efforts in France and abroad. She lives today in a
nursing home outside Paris.
The texts here are examples of the surrealist game, "One in the
Other," invented by Andre Breton and Benjamin Peret that year. Based
on the idea, in Breton's words, that "any object is . . . 'contained' in any
other object," the game stimulates the creative collision of analogy,
metaphor, and image. Three or more players are required. As one of
them leaves the room to select an object that she/he will "be" in the
game, the others also select an object, which they then reveal to the
first player. The first player must now describe her/his object in terms
of the specific qualities of the other object, until the rest of the players
guess what it is.
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ONE IN THE OTHER

I am a green BUTTERFLY, slender and flexible. Of my three antennas, one
points to the ground. I am hunted in the woods in springtime. I provide hu
mankind with an indispensable life-giving element. Although I have been re
placed by mechanical butterflies lately, I continue to be wanted by those who
have the gift of awakening my powers.

Dowser's tt1cind
I am a flat SUGARED ALMOND, the color of the tiny spherical ones often
present in boxes with others. I often take the shape of ordinary sugared al
monds, but larger. Rather than for children, I am for adolescents and adults
who may find me sweet or bitter. I am supposed to inspire suspicion among
savages. Very ancient peoples credited me with magic powers.

Mirror

I am a CHRISTMAS TREE several days after the festivities. My upper part is
a triangle l ike all Christmas trees. And like them, I am full of surprises for chil
dren. I also continue to touch a certain category of grown-ups, because I par
ticipate in past and present life.

Attic
Translated from the French by Guy Ducornet

SURREALIST INQUIRY: WOULD YOU OPEN THE DOOR?

Editor's note: This playful inquiry ("Ouvrez-vous?" in French) was featured on the
first page of the first issue of Medium: Communication surrealiste ( 19 53).
prefaced by Andre Breton.
EB

=

Elisa Breton; AS

=

Anne Seghers; T

= Toyen.
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Would you open the door for
Baudelaire? Yes, overwhelmed (EB). Yes, completely amazed (AS) . Yes, with
affection (T ) .

Bettina? N o , too cunning for m e (EB) . Yes, she's a curiosity (AS ) .
Uzanne? N o , he's too i nvolved with h i s calculations (EB). N o , because I love
apples (AS ) . No, enough still-lifes (T).

Chateaubriand? Yes, with admiration (EB) . No, with many excuses (AS ) . No,
devoid of interest (T).

Juliette Drouet? Yes, with sympathy (EB ) . Yes, because of the sweetness of her
face (AS) .

Fourier? Yes, joyfully (EB). Yes, a s one welcomes spring (AS ) . Yes, with the
greatest interest (T).

Freud? Yes (a great miner) (EB ) . Yes, but not very sure of myself (AS ) . Yes, to
make him psychoanalyze me (T).

Gauguin! Yes, in his aura of light and refusal (EB ) . No, out of fear o f being
disappointed (AS). Yes, in friendship (T ).

Goya? Yes (the magic eye) (EB). Yes, saluting him with reverence (AS ) . Yes,
with joy (T).

Caroline von Gunderode? Yes, deeply moved (EB). Yes, she's a good friend (AS) .
Hegel? Yes (the atmosphere o f high peaks) (EB). Yes, but with some confusion
(AS ) . Yes, with respect (T).

Huysmans? Yes, trying to win him over (EB). Yes , hoping he would stay a long
time (AS) . Yes, out of curiosity (T ).

Lenin7 Yes (a human breach) (EB ) . Yes, respectfully (AS). Yes, I would be very
pleased to see him (T ) .

Mallarme? Yes, but distantly (EB). No, too glacial (AS ) . No, I'm not ready to
go to sleep (T).

Marx? Yes, but silently (EB) . No, we would be bored together (AS ) . Yes, in
the friendliest way (T ) .

Nervab Yes , but slowly ( EB ) . Yes, after some hesitation (AS ) . Yes, I hope t o be
able to stroll through Paris with him (T ).
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Novalis? Yes, as in a dream (EB ) . Yes (night's great Emperor Moth) (AS). Yes,
to enter into his strange light (T ).
DeQuincey? Yes, from e lective affinities (EB). Yes, with my heart beating (AS).
Yes, to dream with him ( T ) .
Henri Rousseau? Yes, with l ove (EB). Yes, an i ntimate friend (AS). Yes, with
admiration (T ) .
Seurat? Yes (rigor a n d charm) (EB) . Yes, a s with a bird tapping a t the window
(AS).
Vim Gogh? Yes, bounding toward the fire (EB ) . Yes (the sun) (AS). Yes, but

with a fear of fatigue (T ) .

Verlaine? N o (too Jesuitical) (EB). No, too weepy (AS). No, he's had too much
to dri nk (T).
Translated from the French by Franklin Rosemont

Born in Bowden, England, of Egyptian parents, Joyce Mansour was
educated in Switzerland and moved to Paris in 1 95 3 . A high-jump
champion and track star, she became one of the outstanding poets of
our time. Her first collection, Cris [Shrieks] ( 1 953), was greeted enthu
siastically in the surrealist journal Medium: Communication surrialiste, and
she joined the Surrealist Group the following year. In his Vingt ans du
surrialisme, 1939-1959 [Twenty Years of Surrealism] ( 1 96 1 ) Jean-Louis
Bedouin emphasized that Mansour "brought to the life of the group a
unique, irreplaceable element." Her poems and tales-such as Les Gisants
satisfaits [The Satisfied Bodies] ( 1 958), which Andre Breton hailed as
"this century's Garden of Earthly Delights" and a masterpiece of black
humor-sounded a new and wildly rebellious note in women's writing.
Compared to Mansour, as Alain Bosquet put it, "The Story of 0 is mere
rosewater and Henry Miller a choirboy." Breton considered her one
of the three most important French-language surrealist poets to have
appeared since World War II.
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After the break-up of the Paris group in 1969, Mansour took part in
the regroupment around the Bulletin de liaison surrealiste and collaborated
on Arsena!!Surrealist Subversion. Her bibliography includes nearly a dozen
books of poems and stories, with illustrations by such artists as Jean
Benoit, Pierre Alechinsky, Enrico Baj, Hans Bellmer, and Matta. Several
of her works have appeared in English translation, including Flying
Piranha with Ted Joans ( 1 978), Flash Card ( 1 978), and Floating Islands
( 1 992). Joyce Mansour died in Paris in 1 986.
The two poems published here are from Cris. "Practical Advice"
(slightly abridged here) appeared in BIEF ]onction Surrealiste no. 12
(April 1960); and "To Come, Possession, Prick Tease" is from the Suc
cinct Lexicon of Eroticism.

INTO THE RED VELVET

Into the red velvet of your belly
Into the blackness of your secret cries
I h ave ventured
And the earth spins round humming
The red earth of your poison -gnawed innards
A demon's blood Aows blind river of your nights
Eats at your soft spots the i nAammation of your derisions
I nto the dark corridor of your eyes
Into the red satin of your death
I have ventured
And the earth spins round humming
And my head unbolts with joy

Translated from the French by Peter Wood and Guy Flandre

LOVELY MONSTER

The disease with Aoating moustaches
Lies in wait for me
Each time my eyes meet under the table
Its long musical hand
Rummages between my breasts
And strangles my abscess
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I n the egg
My nose runs l ike a sewer
My hair falls sadly down
And the stench of voluntary humiliations
Torments me
My legs fly high even higher
Open shells glossy furs
I nviting tender mouths
Scissors sea-horses with greedy claws
To share their delights
Their smiles their adornments
And the suppurating pimples
Of their teens
(From Cris)
Translated from the French by Peter Wood and Guy Flandre

PRACTICAL ADVICE FOR WAITING

The constant retouching of your face paint, the care of a n ever-ready body, all
the errands necessary for dressing well, all this confers feminine dignity upon
you, but to be a woman, it's not enough to be beautiful, you must also know
how to wait.
To know how to wait under a sunshade, nervously, jealously, unruffied by
fatigue, for the arrival of an old Turk, a messenger from another world, for the
sword thrust of a gul lible man or the jeers of a passerby. Enslaved by circum
stances, to wait, without vanity, uncalculatingly and available, for the whim of
the m arketplace; to wait, without pleasure, for routine or for chance.
Learn how to wait while staying pretty, relaxed, spotless . . . despite the
draining away of hours more elastic than your corset (wear it all the time: it
keeps anxiety from settling between your ribs and your sympathetic nerve,
thus speeding up the disappearance of your true face). You must learn to de
ceive your boredom. Wait without l ooking like you're waiting and watch out
for signs of aging! Waiting will wear out your nerves all the more if the curtain
lets the sunset's rays pass through.
Wait in a train station if you're attracted by foreign men, but learn to pre
dict and check for mechanical breakdowns; become an experienced con
ductor, a clever knitting machine, a switching technician (and all that in six
sessions thanks to the new practical training program "Introduction to Loco-
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emotivity") before crossi ng swords with chance. If your stockings aren't best
quality, sleep anywhere else but on the tracks; everyone knows about the force
of mimesis ( statistics prove it: beautiful features lead to exclamation points,
pen-pushers, rotten tomatoes, etc.). Despite all that, don't lie down on the
tracks; the train can stop without your help, it already knows how to; you
don't.
Be bright, colored with sincere happiness (choose your colors with the
same skill you use to choose your hebdromadary personality), always have a
cup of coffee within reach; don't forget, for men it's always coffee time.
If you wait in a restaurant: This is a rendezvous you should dispense with. Be
elsewhere. A starving man is better shielded than a blockhouse.
Ifyou need to wait at City Hall? At home? Are you over twenty-one? Suitable for
marriage? Maid for marriage? If not, wait until you are before considering
marriage.
Don't wait in the street: Actual l ittle hooligans will drag you off far from today
and then where will the beautiful finery of your defects end up?
Wait for him at the heart of the struggle among the scorched leaves and the
caramel-colored vapors of your discriminations. Hide your voracity under a
semilunar smi le (can be obtained in the following sizes: 42, 43, 44) and above
all, sport a chilly bosom; you must prevent your partner from being unsatisfied,
this state commingles values and embitters the character. Be certain of its
cause. Adopt an attitude radically different from the one you usually take in
bed. Be as glossy as a widow with rigid morals. Isolated and sulky. And console
yourself if you don't know how to begin waiting; women who don' t know how
to be faithful can be practical, but in this case you'd better hurry; tickets are
scarce and behind the broom, implacable death is taking shape.

Translatedfrom the French by Myrna Bell Rochester

TO COME, POSSESSION, PRICK TEASE: DEFINITIONS FROM
THE SUCCINCT LEXICON OF EROTICISM

Jouir/To Come: To feel a stunning spasm of joy and deliverance which beginning
as a tingling in the head, agitates the body from the mouth to the sex and cul
minates in a sneeze of i ntense delight. This spasm is often followed-at least
for men-by an agreeable stupefaction . In order not to lose their vital force,
certain yogis come internally without a splash and without effect-except for
the one produced in the head.

Possession, The state of a person inhabited-with complacency or not-by
a demon. Prolonged possession by a superior may end in one of two ways:
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(1) Total annihilation (madness, suicide, vampirism, marriage) of the pos
sessed and to the possessor's advantage. (2) The exorcism of the possessed by
himself in which he acquires in totality or in part the expelled demonic force.
All other exorcisement (priests, healers, sorcerers) may place the practitioner
at risk and prove fatal. To be possessed one must want to be, and the terrain of
the unconscious must be favorable to the void.
Prick Tease: A generally noncombustible person who takes it upon herself to ig
nite as many hearts as she can without thought of financial profit.
Translated from the French by Rikki Ducornet

AUTOMATISM AT A CROSSROADS

That there are lines, spots, or a bouquet of flowers on a painting is unimpor
tant; but one absolutely must have the impression that "something is looking
at you"- a meaning that isn't described in the painting, but rather emanates
from it, floats around it . . . .
Works engendered by the automatic method (there is, of course, another
automatism that refers only to the pictorial craft, and, in this sense, all "good
painting" is automatic) will always be alive and revolutionary, in the only
efficient way possible, because they are i n an organic relationship with nature.
The form in which inspiration appears is subject to unpredictable in
fluences. For example, I imagine waves moving unceasingly in the universe and
that, touching us, they continually influence the spiritual direction of human
ity. And across diverse individuals, every new situation will uncover a different
expression. For that reason, all criticism is in vain that attacks the new or un
familiar appearance of a work. And any artistic production that presents itself
in a traditional form or in a "fashionable" form (which, after all, is the same
thing) makes us doubt its own authenticity (in the sense of the research I'm re
ferring to) .
(From Medium: Communication surrealiste no. 4, 1955)
Tran slated from the French by Myrna Bell Rochester
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I HAVE TO WRITE DOWN THE BLACK WORDS

I have to write down the black words of the swans. The golden coach at the

end of the avenue splits, topples over, and melts on the rain-dampened road.
A cloud of colorful butterflies takes wing and fills the sky with its sound.
Oh, red meat and blue clover, they go hand in hand.

1957
Translated from the German by Catherine Schelbert

Born in Kapuvar, Hungary, in 1923, Judit Reigl moved to Paris in 1950
and was active in the Surrealist Group in the years 1953-1955. In a
catalog preface later reprinted in his Surrealism and Painting, Breton
saluted her as the first painter to translate the lyrical violence of
Lautreamont into the "language of the eyes." The very titles of her
paintings-"Glimmers of Fever," "Torches of Chemical Weddings,"
and "They Have an Undying Thirst for the l nfinite"-have a Maldo
rorian ring.
In 1957 Reigl and her husband, painter Simon Hantai (also from
Hungary), suddenly abandoned surrealism and joined abstractionist
Georges Mathieu (promoter of a monarchist "mysticism" strongly
influenced by the later antisurrealist Dalf) with whom they staged a
reactionary manifestation commemorating the Inquisition, openly
identified with the extreme right-wing elements in France. This mani
festation was denounced in a surrealist tract, Coup de semonce [Warning
Shot]. Reigl appears to be the only woman to desert surrealism for the
Far Right
These reflections on the future of surrealism in painting appeared as
responses to an inquiry on the situation of painting in Medium: Communi
cation surrealiste no. 4 in 1955.

POINTS OF DEPARTURE FOR A NEW REVOLT

What are, for you, the founding principles of pictorial activity? In what direction(s) do you
think surrealist painting, considering its past, can extend today? Are these new possibilities
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subject to certain overdeterminations? In painting, how do you see, for example, woman, bird,
the sea, nature, and its elements?
The essential foundation of any creative act is the desperate desire to destroy
the contradictions and the l imits of human and universal existence, and to ex
tend itself by means of permanent revolt.

If we reexamine surrealist theory, we notice that the possibilities i t offers to the
quest for new dimensions have been only partially developed. Realization of
the theory necessitates a new revolt today on the pictorial level. This revolt
can take, as points of departure and as means, the three most revolutionary dis
coveries of the surrealist past:
1.

Automatism;

2. The conception of functioning machines (Duchamp, Jarry);

3. The organic disintegration of all external signs, objects, and symbols
(as in Matta's work).
Taken separately, each of these discoveries is still full of secret promises; to
gether they may become the magic key to a vast new space, h idden from sight
till now.
Such an effort m ay take the shape of a "machine-instrument" animated by
the dynamic and absolute automatism (both physical and psychological) of its
creator, who can change the point of total disintegration into a point of trans
mutation, transforming texture, color, and rhythm into an energy from which
one can, with such an instrument, isolate space-time forces as one processes
each phase of their birth, of their metamorphoses-from the electron to the
Great Transparent One.
It is therefore extremely important that the machine-instrument, slowly ex
perienced by the exploring intellect, becomes neither an obstacle nor a limit,
but rather a subtle analogue to our multidimensional aspirations. And so i t will
be concave and convex, straight and curved at the same time. And in compli
ance with our movement, it will revolve mechanically, always on one of its
surface-facets, and it will trace l inear and plastic space-forms, soli d or trans
parent, all of which will interpenetrate.
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Representation of woman will be the dynamic-magical representation o f what
is unique and u niversal in her. Matter will be transformed into the very logos of
woman, revealing its specific substance as a force of attraction, as a magnetic
field, a plenitude, a spell, a nostalgia, an inspiration, a perfume-beyond ob
jective nature.

Translated from the French by Guy Ducornet

Born in 1 929 in Matosinhos, Portugal, Isabel Meyrelles met surrealists
Artur do Cruzeiro Seixas and Mario Cesariny in 1 949, and has re
mained their lifelong comrade. After studying sculpture with Amedeo
Gomes and Antonio Duarte in Lisbon, she moved to Paris where she
pursued her education at the Sorbonne and the School of Fine Arts, and
where she has made her home ever since.
As a sculptor she has taken part in several surrealist group shows,
including the International Exhibition of Surrealism and Fantastic Art
( 1 984) and the "Premeiro exposi"ao o de surrealismo ou nao" [First
Exhibition of Surrealism or Not] in 1 994, both in Lisbon, and has had
numerous solo shows in Paris. Her first book of poems, Em voz baixa
[In a Low Voice], came out in 1 95 1 , and since then she has published
three other collections. She writes in French as well as Portuguese. Her
Anthologie de poesie portugaise ( 1 97 1 ) is the standard collection and features
many presurrealist and surrealist poets, including Fernando Pessoa,
Cesariny, Natalia Correia, and Luiza Neto Jorge. Meyrelles is repre
sented in Cesariny's anthology, Poets of Surrealism in Portugal ( 1 9 8 1 ) .
More recently she has translated Cesariny's Labyrinthe du chant ( 1 994)
and edited her own bilingual (Portuguese/French) Antologia de poesia
surrealista (forthcoming).
These three poems are from her Palavras Nocturnas [Night Words]
( 1 954).

N IGHT WORDS

Appointments you did not make
on streets you do not know
I shall wait
until the nights glide
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over me and
I am transformed
into a tree

Once again
time is shattered
in my hands
once again
you will be the silence
around me

To forget
the pine tree sound
of your hair
and your eyes
black stones
To forget these petrified days
far from you
I shall be water
green water
motionless
opaque
stagnant
I shall be water
where only you
can be reflected
nothing else

Translated from the Portuguese by Jean R. Langland
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Born in Dresden in 1904, Anneliese Hager participated as a photogra
pher in the diverse currents of modern art in 1 920s Germany until the
reign of Nazism forced her into a reclusive, semiunderground existence.
At war's end with her companion, painter Karl-Otto Gotz, she took
part in the renewed artistic ferment, most notably in the Cobra move
ment ( 1 948-1951 ). In 1954 she collaborated on Max Holzer's Surrealis
tische Publikationem. As an "old master" of the photogram, Hager's late
1920s splash-and-drip automatism prefigures surrealism's 1 939 "return
to automatism" in painting, not to mention the still later current known
as "abstract expressionism."
A collection of Hager's poems, Die rote Uhr und andere Dichtungen [The
Red Clock and Other Poems], edited and introduced by Rita Bischof
and Elisabeth Lenk, was published in Zurich in 199 1 . It is from this col
lection that the poems published here were selected.
Anneliese Hager l ives in Dusseldorf.
OF THE POISON OF DREAMS

I offer you the fog of ideas in the poison cup of dreams. Veil the false stars (of
those who know) and immerse your body down to the ground. You will seek
in vain the last sip, for the cup sinks, like you, with every stroke of the hour,
deeper and deeper into the torn mouth of time. Despairingly, you hang your
eyes l ike l ights on a walls of fog, where blossoms of the instant they speak glit
tering prayers.
Yet your glance dissolves in the shadow of their rays. In vain they seek the
bronze arteries in the astral body of windblown shapes and their l ast ligh t frac
tures, in chorus, from the hollow sound of l onglegged parables. Why should I
cry? Never will the poison cup be empty, and when you look at it properly, its
sinking ground will also lead you i nto the hanging palanquins of the Pharaohs.
You are the breath of my dreams, you look back from the hands of a long
buried future, and glue your splintered face onto the fluttering world graves.
You m irror your plumage in the mirror of nights and bend your uprooted head
heavily over time's velvet morass. Your eyes are empty, yet birds of paradise
come and they are filled with pearly song.
I drink the fragrance of your dragging garment that has cleared thoughts
from dust, and I call with the fervor of repressed forces your Hallelujah-hal
lelujah-again and again through the roaring grid of fading orgies, until their
bloated smile will hang itself in your radiant sounds.

Translated from the German by Miriam Hansen
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Anneliese Hager,

Mystery of Nature, 1948. Photograph courtesy of Galerie 1 900-

2000, Paris.

THE BLUE SPELL

Out of the stony jungle grows a cold order-blossoms and decays. Its blue
ashes blanket the streets. I stand and wait-the city rolls by-but the blue lies
immobile and stares at me. Does it speak to me? I listen in vain but hesitate
simply to climb across it.
Moist breath of the stones-they breathe clouds of soil and blow fat bod
ies against the nocturnal wal l . I forget the blue spell and l isten to the talk of
the cloudbodies. I catch their voices and throw them back and see them as red
spots flashing up in the monotonous night. I take off my dress and the shoes
heavy with day and cover myself with this blazing coat, which bombards my
eyes with its jumble of voices. I slowly m ove on, the nocturnal garment trail 
i n g behi nd me.
The blue spell stands mute-a deserted wall-grows pale and finally dies
in the gold of the sprouting day.

Translated from the German by Miriam Hansen
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AUTOMATIC DREAM

Blade of light, gray with drizzling rain, drips and you don't hear the rattling
dance? Ah-this was long ago-today the morass reaches the window's cross
and smothers all musical violets.
Why don't you turn the handle one more time-the lightning drowns
out the entire p icture-now it's all right. How neatly the crochet ribbon
twitters-I love the sound of the charms close to my ear. No-not like this
higher, much higher-there is so much sand on the throne . . .
Away from the corner-the din of the false ring-are you coming along?
Ah, the old woodstaff always breaks up the musical riffraff and the red m oon
is much too proud. I n the meantime, I will sit on the railing-what are you
waiting for?
When I have pleasure the swamp beast howls-howls and howls through
all the cracks in the shed. Bend it still further back!-that's it-but tomorrow
the ramrider yawns, and I still don't know the machine-why should the do
mestic fuel not go o n . All the bricks are stacked.
Do come with me-so alone my travelcoat trembles marble pale. I will find
the way-let's go along here-soon we'll be there. Do you hear me when I
loudly-very loudly-look through here? Ah, you are-I know you are-just
quietly lay your hands in the large vortex-and it will contract all right. But
there, in the corner, the hammer . . . ah, yes, up and away . . . But the lid keeps
rattling and the brown tower has a wise smile. I love to go there. Yes-Yes
it rains . . .

Translated from the German by Miriam Hansen

Like Martiniquan poet Simone Yoyotte and Egyptian photographer
Hassia, Drahomira Vandas is one of surrealism's women of mystery.
Poet, playwright, and Doctor of Laws, she was born in 1 9 1 9 of Czech
origin, but nothing seems to be known regarding her birthplace, family
background, or early life. She settled in Paris around 1 95 1 and soon
joined the Surrealist Group, in which she remained active until 1 95 3 .
After the death o f her companion, Czech surrealist poet Jindrich
Heisler ( 1 9 1 4- 1 953), Vandas moved to Venezuela and became a citi 
zen of that country. In the early 1 960s she returned to Paris and wrote
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plays, a novel, and a collection of poems, le m'elance parmi les lumieres [I
Soar Among the Lights] ( 1 962), most of which remains unpublished.
The selections here are from that collection, kindly made available by
Edouard Jaguer.

LIGHT THROWS SHADOWS

The light throws shadows
Behind my closed eyelids
My eyes know it's daytime
Darkness spurts with lightbeams
When sparks
Swirl up i n the shade
It is nighttime
To stare at immobility
To drive the nail's glance
Between two solidified wings
Of motionlessness
And then my eyes know
That night has come
Enough! Enough! Enough!
I soar amidst the l ights
Sparks or stars
Angrily I rip the vacuum
This void which only appears to be ful l .

Tran slated from the French by Guy Ducornet

AN E GG HATCHES OUT A FLAME

Ceremoniously an egg
hatches out a flame
Bulls and white wolves pull their chains
I n step
The cavern's mouth throws two brambles
which go up and down
In step.
On them the ebony bird sings its silence
Solemnly, I bow to i t
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And later I enter
I nto the blackness
In step.

Translated from the French by Guy Ducornet

RAIN MAN

Water bubbles! Water bubbles!
Over here! Water bubbles! Who wants round water?
Round water? Circles of water?
Water bubbles?
Bubbles! Hollows fall ing from way up high!
Bubbles for those who love to go down!
Who wants to ride hollow waters?
What a joyous way to spend the time
Before crashing!

Translated from the French by Guy Ducornet

Surrealism as an organized movement in Argentina began in 1926,
when poet/critic Aldo Pellegrini formed the first Surrealist Group out
side of France in Buenos Aires. Although this "Pellegrini group" dis
persed and regrouped several times-its last incarnation flourished in
the early and mid-1950s-a basic continuity of surrealism in Argentina
is nonetheless evident. Among the transitional figures between the ear
lier and current Argentine surrealist generations, Olga Orozco stands in
the forefront.
Born in 1 920 in Toay (La Pampa), Olga Orozco moved to Buenos
Aires in 1 936. Loosely associated with Pellegrini and his comrades in
the early 1940s, she took an active part in the more sporadic surrealist
ferment in the postwar years as a collaborator on the surrealist journal
A Partir de cero [Starting From Zero], edited by Pellegrini and Enrique
Molina in the 1950s.
Long recognized as a major Argentine poet and an influential figure
of the "Generation of 1 940," Orozco is the author of more than a dozen
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books. Desde lejos [From Afar] ( 1 946), Las muertes [Deaths] ( 1 951), and Los
juegos peligrosos [The Dangerous Games] ( 1965)-in which the poem
published here originally appeared-contain her most important con
tributions to surrealism, although she is also the author of tales that are
often compared to those of Leonora Carrington.
Olga Orozco l ives today in Buenos Aires.

TWILIGHT (BETWEEN DOG AND WOLF)

They fold me up i nto myself
They divide me in two
Every day they create me in patience
and a black organism that roars like the sea.
A fterward, they cut me again with nightmare scissors
and [ fall into this world half my blood flowing on either side:
a face carved from the bottom up
by the fangs of fury itself,
and another that dissolves in the mists of the great wolfpacks.
I can't decide who is master here.
Under my skin I change from dog to wolf.
I decree the plague and flanks aflame
[ straddle the plains of past and future;
I lean forward to nibble at the l ittle bones of so many dead dreams between
celestial pastures.
My kingdom is in my shadow and goes with me wherever I go,
or crashes over in ruins, doors open to enemy invasion.
Each night I rip to shreds all the knots lashed to my heart,
and each dawn I find myself on a hill within my cage of obedience.
If I devour my god I wear his face under my mask,
and nonetheless, I drink only from the people's trough
velvety poison of piety that stings the guts.
I worked the tournament i nto the warp and woof of the tapestry:
Exposed to the elements, I have won my fool's scepter,
and I also awarded banners of gentleness as prizes.
But who conquers me?
Wh o defeats my remote outpost in the desert, the sheet of sleep?
And who gnaws at my lips slowly, in the dark, from between my own teeth?

Translated from the Spanish by Natalie Kenvin
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Although Blanca Varela (born 1 926) has long been renowned as one
of the foremost poets of her native Peru-and indeed, of Spanish
speaking America-it is not widely known that in her youth this out
standing writer took part in the Surrealist Movement. In the mid- 1 950s
she allied herself with surrealist poets Aldo Pellegrini and Enrique
Molina, and collaborated on their journal, A Partir de cero, the text pub
lished here appeared in its fourth (and last) issue in 1 956.
Varela's poetry, seething with rebellion, was highly praised by Octa
vio Paz in the 1 960s. By and large she has remained true to her origi
nal poetic fury. In recent years she has contributed to such surrealist
oriented periodicals as Punto Seguido [Straight Point] from Colombia and
Resto del Mundo [The Rest of the World], published in Brazil .

DANCE CARD

I'm just a primate, nothing more, climbing this gigantic red flower. Each one
of my dark bristles is a wing, a being overcome by desire and happiness.
I have twenty nimble black fingers; they all respond to my will. Perhaps I'm
the only survivor, the only one to coil and uncoil on the mud, and the just
hatched snake. The spinning top, the human sunflower, hairy and smooth; the
solitary singer, the anchorite, the plague itself. I am undoubtedly the one you
can hear breathing, weaving to capture the act, the prickly evidence of eyes and
tongues stil l trembling, still holding memories.
What makes us moan and fall to our knees? Courage! There is plenty of
time; let the feast continue. Honored guests, you with filthy scarabs tied to
your memories, display your airy skulls. Must I tell you, if only to see you
frightened and pale, that you'll have to catapult yourselves through the air, and,
rejected by more powerful hands, leap into the blackness without echo or op
posite, beginning or end?
I love this flower which has no innocence.
The torment begins with l ight. Up above, a deaf lantern illuminates every
thing.
To reveal the body, the asshole has the face of a saint. The elephant and jus
tice begin the dance. Who will win?

Translated from the Spanish by Natalie Kenvin
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Born in 1 935 in Namur, Belgium, Marianne van Hirtum moved to Paris
in 1 952, met Andre Breton in 1 956, and joined the Surrealist Group in
1 959. Noted for her exquisite colored ink drawings as well as for her
poetry and tales, she collaborated on BIEF: 1011ctio11 surrealiste, La Breche:
Actio11 surrealiste, L'Archibras, Bulleti11 de liaiso11 surrealiste (all published in
Paris), Brumes Blo11des (journal of the Bureau of Surrealist Research in
Amsterdam), and Arsenal: Surrealist Subversio11. In addition to her many
solo shows, she took part in the International Surrealist Exhibition in
Paris in 1 959, the World Surrealist Exhibition in Chicago in 1 976, and
the surrealist collage exhibition in Paris in 1 978. Her Paris apartment,
overflowing with her drawings and curious objects as wel l as cats,
snakes, and l izards, was a "port of call" for visiting surrealists from all
over the world.
Van Hirtum's first book, Poemes pour les petits pauvres, appeared in 1 95 3
and was followed by two others during her lifetime, as well as several
posthumous collections. 1oh11 the Pelica11, a volume of English translations
by Peter Wood and Guy Flandre, was published by Hourglass in 1 990.
A thoroughgoing nonconformist, ecology-minded by nature, a revo
lutionary not only in politics but above all in daily life, she remains
a profound influence on the younger generation of surrealists today.
Unlike the many artists whose commitment to revolutionary thought
changed with the political temperature, Marianne van Hirtum for
nearly thirty years exemplified absolute surrealism. She died in 1 98 8 .
" I n Those Rooms" i s from Les fasolites [The Unusual] ( 1 956), and
"Abandon, Meeting, Orgasm, Seduce, Vice" from the Succi11ct Lexico11
of Eroticism.
IN THOSE ROOMS . . .

I n those rooms
the morning honey shall not enter
as those rooms are the mind's .
And yet the propeller-like sweetness
of your fair hair appears to me
under the opaque windowpane
I can dance snowfalls:
and at once discover myself
ready to tell everything
What if the ragman's youth comes along
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Marianne van H irtum,
i nk drawing, 1 98 3 .
Courtesy of Jean- Luc Majouret.

Will you hold me responsible then?
-no yellow spells and little hope:
1 can hear gondolas playing
with wind briny strings.
I dream up a mammoth's life for me
as leaves harder
than the three stones of our love.
if you have nothing else to say
come and share my cylindrical solitude
where as little girls we still dance in a ring
1 can close my hands on your woman's body.
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Your triangle head will be the most loved
lying between the breasts.
This morning I am the beast who can do
anything.

Translated from the French by Peter Wood and Guy Flandre

ABANDON, MEETING, ORGASM, SEDUCE, VICE:
DEFINITIONS FROM THE SUCCINCT LEXICON OF EROTICISM

Abandon: The instant when, succumbing to the vertigo of passion, one consents
to an irresistible resolve-which is not one's own-to fuse with another being
in order to create the unique and solemn place of delight's efflorescence.
Meeting: The harmonious shock produced between two beings previously un
known to one another. I f the bow is unerring, the arrow does not always inflict
a wound. The shaft is represented by chance and the point by necessity. A
magic operation which may bring about the metamorphosis of two distinct
bodies into one body with two heads. Act that affirms the total freedom of the
unconscious: any machine finds itself all at once capable of taking its com
mands into its own hands. I n the m iddle of the clearing, the trying on of a
spasm sewn of pious, sympathetic thread, of which the cords of wax abruptly
receive too much sun .
Orgasm: Tidal culmination of the totality of sensations both physical a n d su
praphysical, fused in a unique function which like the ocean tide is each time
on the verge of returning to the other side of the beach-the sea itself-but
which, because of the equilibrium postulated by the continuity of movement,
cannot. The sea, here represented by LIFE, at the border between BIRTH and
DEATH
Seduce: To bring i nto play-knowingly or not-the sum of the attractions,
charms, and grace in one's possession in order to attract the passionate inter
est of another being. H ighly idiosyncratic, this vital , silent function-whether
impelled by the l ibido or veiled by modesty-animates the pursuit of a com
plementary being in view of amorous union. Capitulation of the king before
royalty itself.
Vice: Aggregation of particularities peculiar to each individual, embodying the
modality of the amorous mechanism: Carnal act accomplished by an individ
uality with an asexual sex, disembodied and gigantic. Commonly: anarchy of
the senses manifesting themselves by an abnormal comportment essential to
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the functioning of the erotic machine. Discordancy of sensation, decomposi
tion of erotic sentiment. "Voluptuousness in vice: one is three and one is alone"
(Malcolm de Chazal, Sens Plastique [Plastic Sense]). Letter sent in the usual man
ner to the wrong address, arriving at destin ation and entailing a response.

Translated from the Frmch by Rikki Ducornet

COMMENTS ON THE TEMPTATION OF ST. ANTHONY

Editor's note: Itt 19 4 7 filmmaker Albert Parsom Lewin, a surrealist sympathizer and
friend of Man Ray, sponsored a competition among artists to paint a picture based on
the legend of St. Anthony, to be used in his film version of Maupassant's 1 8 8 5 novel of
bourgeois corruption, Bel Ami. Eleven artists took part, including Leonora Carring
ton, Dorothea Tanning, Horace Pippin, Salvador Dall, and Max Ernst (who won the
prizeJ
This text-a delicious surrealist commentary on a surrealist work-appeared in
the catalog of the traveling exhibition of all eleven paintings in the competition.
The picture seems pretty clear to me, being a more or less literal rendering of
St. Anthony, complete with pig, desert, and temptation. Naturally one could
ask why the venerable holy man has three heads-to which one could always
reply, why not?
You will notice the veteran's suit to be whitish and of an umbrellaoid form
which would lead one to believe that the original color had been washed or
bleached out by the vagaries of the weather or that the monkish apparel had
been cleverly constructed out of used mummy wrappings in umbrella or sun
shade form as a protection from sandstorms and sun , practical for someone
leading an open-air life and given to contemplation (as Egyptologists ap
parently didn't exist in those days, mummy wrappings were no doubt to be
gathered like blackberries and therefore to one of an economical and modest
turn of mind they would provide durable and apt clothing for the desert) .
The saint's traditional pet p i g who l ies across the nether h a l f o f the picture
and reviews the observer out of its kindly blue eye is adequately accounted for
in the myth of St. Anthony, and likewise the continually flowing water and the
ravine.
The bald-headed girl in the red dress combines female charm and the de
lights of the table-you will notice that she is engaged in making an unctuous
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broth of (let us say) lobsters, mushrooms, fat turtle, spring chicken, ripe toma
toes, gorgonzola cheese, milk chocolate, onions, and tinned peaches. The
mixture of these ingredients has overflowed and taken on a greenish and sickly
hue to the fevered vision of St. Anthony, whose daily meal consists of with
ered grass and tepid water with an occasional locust by way of an orgy.
On the right, the Queen of Sheba and her attendants emerge in ever
decreasing circles out of a subterranean landscape toward the hermit. Their in
tention is ambiguous, their progress spiral.
And last to the ram with the earthenware jar one could only quote the
words of Friar Bacon's brazen head: Time was-Time is-Time is past. I was
always pleased with the simple idiocy of these words.

ON MAGIC ART: A CONVERSATION, 1 9 9 6 *
Why d o you want t o change the statements that appeared i n the inquiry?

My answers were too pragmatic and too reductive. Now I feel the subject has
much wider frontiers, which I am unable to define.

* Editor's note: Andre Breton's last major work, L'Art magique [Magic Art]

( 1 957), concludes with seventy-six responses to an inquiry on magic
and art addressed to surrealists and others who shared their interests,
including ethnologists, historians, and philosophers. What was called
for were reflections on the notion of magic applied to works of art past and
present. Among the respondents was Leonora Carrington, who wrote
in part:
At the very beginning of the Surrealist Movement, the artist began to
feel the age-old nostalgia for magical powers. Wandering unprepared
and ignorant in the depths whence at times strange "fish" emerge, he
himself is astonished at what his being contains, and he is too dizzied
to stop to learn what he is actually doing. The true obligation of the
artist is to know what he is doing and to transmit his knowledge pre
cisely. He must always lift the skirts of Venus or of her twin sister
Medusa: if he cannot do this, he should change jobs.
Truth consists of the strange, the Marvelous. What we take for "Re
ality" is the petty coagulated nightmare in the mind of the man who
rules over our species: "the man of good position," the man of power.
That is to say, the man turned to stone inside his daily nightmare, like
flies in those fake ice cubes that they buy in America to scare cocktail
party guests. Now, we may wonder: "How can one escape from the ice
cube? " . . .
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Probably [in 1 957] 1 got into Breton's word game-he was an ideal verbal play
mate, but the whole nonverbal part of magic was excluded.

If magic is the trans}ormation of matter, then what would correspond to the trans}ormation of
images in painting?
Alchemy is a form of magic, so the transformation of images, or bodies, in art
acts on dream/psychic substance.
In alchemy there is the Athanor (oven) and the Stone. Which would be the Athanor and Stone

in painting;
The Athanor is my Body-Psyche and the Stone is finding the right place.

Feeling and sensing something could be part of the enigma, how do you relate to this?
It is being aware of Presence without definition.

Why was it so easy for you to define what magic was?
One is mutable-as a younger woman I tried to express opinions, and now my
opinions are becom ing difficult to define.

Until the artist has become once more a magician, that is, ruling
over the magical art, that begins with himself, we may only say that
destinies in art are as obscure and dangerous as weapons in the hands
of modern politicians and heads of state. Luckily, man is generally
much too insensitive to feel the influences spat out by his brother
artists. Ignorance also protects. Like a piece of meat, more or less dead,
man has nothing to fear. The "sensitive" man suffers from this, without
knowing why, at times he dies of it. Let's then look for a way to pos
sess the subtle organs that will let us spread beneficent magic, or re
ceive it, while at the same time creating protections against the multi
farious venoms of the invisible world. It's only in the strange magic
ocean that a being may find salvation for himself and for his sick
planet . . . . To be clear in questions of magic is first to be chaotic; for
the two, at the beginning, were only one. (Translated from the French
by Myrna Bell Rochester)

In 1 996, in the course of preparing this anthology, I asked Carrington
this text. She replied that her 1 957 response no longer seemed
valid to her, but that she still regarded magic art as a question of great im
portance. The issue, in her view, was to assess "what would magic art be
in the present t ime . 11
This text, published here for the first time anywhere, is the result of a
conversation between Carrington and her so n , Gabr iel Weisz .
about
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You addressed one part of the question, but what about magic itself?

There are so many different Magics-we would have to choose more
specifically.
In painting there are different substances, different places, different feelings. How do these affect
the painter?

I t's how you ride an image into that place.

Katherine Linn Sage was born into a wealthy family in Albany, New
York, in 1 898. Her mother was a morphine addict, her father a New
York senator. Kay, as she liked to be called, studied art in the U.S.
as well as in Milan, Italy. She became a princess by marrying Prince
Ranieri di Faustino in Rome in 1 925, but divorced her husband ten
years later and devoted herself to painting. In 1 937 she moved to Paris
where she met the surrealists. Initially an abstractionist, her encounter
with surrealism completely transformed her outlook. Her paintings at
the Salon des Independents in 1 9 38 attracted the attention of Andre
Breton, who commented on her work in his 1 942 "Genesis and Perspec
tive of Surrealism in the Plastic Arts" (Breton, 1 965) .
Sage met Yves Tanguy in France and married him in New York
in 1940. They settled in Woodbury, Connecticut, where their home
became a vacation spot for surrealist exiles in New York. Sage took part
in the International Surrealist Exhibitions in New York in 1 942 and
Paris in 1 947 and had many solo shows.
Although her work as an artist is routinely ignored in academic
studies of surrealist painting, Sage is much better known as a painter
than as a poet. Her first volume of poems, Piove in Giardino, was a book
for children published in Italy, in Italian. It was followed by a series of
volumes of poetic nonsense for adults, including The More I Wonder (in
English, 1 957). She also prepared and prefaced the catalogue raisonfe of
her husband's art, Yves Tanguy A Summary of His Work ( 1 963). Seriously
ill, depressed by her husband's death in 1 955, and further troubled by
failing eyesight, Kay Sage shot herself in 1 96 3 .
The statement "Painter a n d Writer" appeared without title o n the
flyleaf of The More I Wonder; "An Observation," "The Window," and "Chi
noiserie" are from the same book. "Fragrance" is from the catalog, Kay
Sage: 1 8 9 8 - 1 9 6 3 ( 1 977) .
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PAINTER AND WRITER

I am, primarily, a painter. I paint serious pictures. When I am not quite so se
rious, or in a different mood, I write down certain impressions, observations,
and sudden , apparently i mperative thoughts which come to me. There is ab
solutely no conflict between these two forms of expression, nor do they have
any connection. They simply replace each other. I have always painted and I
have always written but never at the same time.

AN OBSERVATION

The more I wonder,
the longer I l ive,
how so much water
can stay in a sieve.

THE WINDOW

My room has two doors
and one window.
One door is red and the other is gray.
I cannot open the red door;
the gray door does not interest me.
Having no choice,
I shall lock them both
and look out of the window.

CHINOISERIE

English, French, Italian,
I can write in all of these,
but, at best, they are translations.
I think in Chinese.

FRAGRANCE

I feel unexpectedly
delicious fragrance
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a perfume full of memories
o f youth, of spring
which seems to follow my smile
the motion of my hands.
I look in vain
I cannot find it
what can i t be?
And then
in a flash, I've got i t
! know
that's it
that fragrance
is the memory
of me.

One of the major forces for surrealism in painting since World War II,
Mimi Parent developed her own unique genre-transgressing medium,
the object-tableau: paintings incorporating diverse elements so as to
present intimate glimpses of heretofore unseen worlds. Born in Mon
treal, Quebec, in 1 924, she studied with Alfred Pellan at the School
of Fine Arts, where she met Jean Benoit; they remained lifelong com
panions. Expelled from school for indiscipline, she went to Paris with
Benoit in 1 948, and the couple have made their home there ever since.
Although she and Benoit identified with surrealism even in Mon
treal, where they had some association with the automatists, shyness
prevented them from joining the Paris Surrealist Group until 1 959,
when they played a major role in the International Surrealist Exhibition
devoted to Eros. Organizer of the hall devoted to fetishism, Parent also
designed the lavish exhibition catalog (in which the definitions below
originally appeared) . A collaborator on BIEF Jonction surrialiste, La Breche:
Action surrealiste, and L'Archibras (all published in Paris), as well as A Phala
and Analogon and other surrealist journals, she has taken part in Interna
tional Surrealist Exhibitions in Paris ( 1 965), Sao Paulo ( 1 967) , Prague
( 1 968), Chicago ( 1 976), as well as "Surrealism Unlimited" in London
( 1 978), "Permanence of the Surrealist Gaze" in Lyon ( 1 98 1 ), and
numerous other collective shows. She has illustrated books by Guy

Mimi Parent, Eve Dreams, 1 973. Courtesy of the artist.
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Cabanel and Jose Pierre. Andre Breton's preface to one of her solo
shows was reprinted in his Surrealism and Painting ( t 965).
Though still not widely known i n the U.S., Mimi Parent's gardens
of earthly and other assorted delights and terrors are among the most
splendorous paintings of our time, or any time. Her surrealism, more
over, as a statement included in the next section demonstrates, has
always been incorrigibly wild and absolute.

DEPRAVED PERSON, LICENSE, MASTURBATION, VOYEUR:
DEFINITIONS FROM THE SUCCINCT LEXICON OF EROTICISM

Depraved person: One who descends the ascending staircase of pleasures.
License: Beyond the barriers of what is imposed as moral . "All license except
against love" (Maurice Barres) .

Masturbation: The hand in the service o f the imagination.

Voyeur: One who, from his own point of view, shares the life of others.
Translated from the French by Franklin Rosemont

NOTES FROM A JOURNAL: THE OCCURRENCE OF MEETING
A FACE CONTRA A FACE

Supposing you are a woman facing another man? What happens? You talk and
you see. You walk toward him and feel quite natural about it. Yet there is no
reason to take the other man for a natural phenomenon. He is a stranger to
himself and to you. The sound that you hear, while you look at his lips is not
concerned with either you or himself. It is addressed to an internal conception
of what might be or should be.
The man smiles. You watch his eyes and you don't understand what they
say. You don't know what happens behind the man's back, behind his eyes or
what happens under his feet. You don't know what he does with his hands
while you watch his mouth.
You don't know what goes on or goes not on in his body. The man walks
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along with you. Do you hear his steps? And what about your own steps? Be
silent and listen to the eventual secret they m ight convey to you. Explain it.
You and the man stop. There is no more sound. Yet you feel his breath. You
see his breath coming out into the air l ike smoke. A winter morning.
How do you associate yoursel f with his breath and your own breath?
The man sings. Where does the song come from? What depth lies under
the song and by what surface is it covered? Answer me, who is the stranger you
talk, walk, step, and sing with?
You say he is your lover. You say that he and you lie together at night. How
do you know what the night does to him. How do you know that his eyes see
in the darkness. Have you any conception of his body?
You say that you love him.
Where and when and why and what is it in him that you love?
Then you awake. The man awakes too.
Do you know whether he has a hard time to open his eyes or not?
What happens to him when he enters the morning? Are you concerned
with the happiness he received from you-or the joy he gave to you? And i f
so, why?
And afterwards, when he brushes his teeth and looks into the mirror, do you
know what goes on in h i m then? Does he know why the mirror face is so un
like himself ?
Let u s a l l laugh together . . .
But believe me, you shall never come nearer to that man than he comes near
to his own shadow.
And he shall never unfold your shadow though he feels your kisses on his
burning hand.
You are both strangers to each other and to yourselves and yet you told me
that you are lovers.
May I then congratulate you my dear and wish you much luck for the
future?

Born Remei Lissaraga Vara in Angles, Catalonia, in Spain in 1 9 1 3 ,
Remedios Vara studied at the San Fernando Institute in Madrid before
moving to Barcelona in 1935, where she exhibited with the surrealist
influenced "logicophobist" group and became a close friend of painter
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Esteban Frances. The following year, in the midst of revolution, she met
French surrealist poet Benjamin Peret, who was also a Trotskyist volun
teer in the anarchist militia, and with whom she moved to Paris. Varo
was active in the Paris Surrealist Group from 1 9 3 7 to 1 942, when the
Nazi occupation forced her and Peret to emigrate to Mexico. In the
New World she and her husband were key figures in the informal surre
alist community that also included Leonora Carrington, Wolfgang
Paalen, Alice Rahon, Luis Bufiuel, Frida Kahlo, Kati Homa, and the
young Octavio Paz. Varo's paintings were included in the International
Surrealist Exhibitions in Paris and Amsterdam ( 1 938), Mexico ( 1 940),
and Paris ( 1 947).
Peret returned to Paris in 1 947, but Varo stayed in Mexico, where
she later married Walter Gruen. Having painted intermittently for
years, in 1 95 3 she took it up with passion in the course of a close
friendship with Leonora Carrington.
Although not a published author in her lifetime, Varo left an
extraordinary manuscript, De Homo Rodans: an elaborate chronicle of
imaginary discoveries written in a quasiscientific style with an abun
dance of quotations in a humorous invented Latin, posthumously pub
lished in 1 970. Included in the book is the recipe published here, a
delightful example of surrealist black humor and detournement of a sub
literary genre often stereotyped as "quintessentially feminine."

A RECIPE: HOW TO PRODUCE EROTIC DREAMS

I ngredients: One kilo black radishes; three white hens; one head of garlic; four
kilos honey; one mirror; two calf's livers; one brick; two clothespins; one
whalebone corset; two false m oustaches; two hats of your choice.
Pluck the hens, carefully setting aside the feathers. Boil in two quarts of un
salted distilled water or rainwater, along with the peeled, crushed garlic. Sim
mer on a low fire. While simmering, position the bed northwest to southeast
and let it rest by an open window. After half an hour, close the window and
place the red brick under the left leg at the head of the bed, which must face
northwest, and let it rest.
While the bed rests, grate the black radishes directly over the consomme,
taking special care to allow your hands to absorb the steam. Mix well and
simmer. With a spatula, spread the four kilos of honey on the bedsheets,
sprinkle the chicken-feathers on the honey-smeared sheets. Now, make the
bed carefully.
The feathers do not all have to be white-they can be any color, but make

Remedios Varo,

Solar Music, oil on masonite, 1 955. Courtesy of Walter Gruen.
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sure you avoid Guinea hen feathers, which sometimes provoke a state of pro
longed nymphomania, or dangerous cases of priapism.
Put on corset, tighten well, and sit in front of the mirror. To relax your
nerves, smile and try on the moustaches and hats, whichever you prefer (three
cornered Napoleonic, cardinal's hat, lace cap, Basque beret, etc . ) .
Put the two clothespins on a saucer a n d set it near the bed. Warm the calf's
livers in a waterbath, but be careful not to boil . Use the warm livers in place of
a pillow (in cases of masochism) or on both sides of the bed, within reach (in
cases of sadism) .
From this moment on, everything must b e done very quickly, t o keep the
livers from getting cold. Run and pour the broth (which should have a certain
consistency) into a cup. As quickly as possible, return with it to the mirror,
smile, take a sip of broth, try on one of the mustaches, take another sip, try on
a hat, drink, try on everything, taking sips in between. Do all this as rapidly as
you possibly can.
When you have consumed all the broth, run to the bed and jump between
the prepared sheets, quickly take the clothespins and put one on each big toe.
These clothespins must be worn all night, firmly pressed to the nails, at a 45°
angle from the toes.
This simple recipe guarantees good results, and normal people can proce�d
pleasantly from a kiss to strangulation, from rape to incest, etc., etc.
Recipes for more complicated cases, such as necrophilia, autophagia, tau
romachia, alpinism , and others, can be found in a special volume in our col
lection of Discreetly Healthy Advice.

Translated from the Spanish by "1alter Gruen
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It is hard to say what is impossible.
-Clara Reeve

As Herbert Marcuse was one of the first to point out, the French worker
student uprising in May 1 968 vindicated surrealism with a vengeance (Mar
cuse 1 968). This should not be misconstrued to mean simply that certain
dreams dating back to the 1 920s were finally realized in the streets forty years
l ater. To view the relationship so superficially would be to forget that human
activity is the essential factor in social life. "Poetry," as Isidore Ducasse wrote
i n 1 870, "must have practical truth for its goal" (Lautreamont 1 978). And the
fact is, no group in France during the 1 950s and early 1 960s did more to pre
pare the way for the near-revolution known as "May '68" than the poets who
m ade up the Surrealist Group.
As the fifties wore on, the Surrealist Group persisted as part of the small mi
nority that said no to both antirevolutionary superpowers. Although surreal
ists i n France were able to publish openly and to show their works-mostly in
noncommercial galleries such as Sophie Babet's L'Etoile scellee [The Sealed
Star]-their activity was usually ignored in the media, which continued to
maintain the pretense that surrealism was a thing of the past. In the academic
world the movement was in the lowest depths of disfavor. Like anarchism, be
bop, and the Beat Generation, surrealism during the early years of the Cold
War was basically a "subterranean" phenomenon. Ironically, this fear and
loathing on the part of the establishment helped the Surrealist Movement win
the respect of growi ng numbers of dissenting young people. Few surrealist
books and periodicals were available at mainstream bookstores, but they could
always be had at the smaller, more rundown "hip" stores frequented by young
rebels, where one could also find jazz and film journals, anarchist papers, sci
ence fiction, and comic books.
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By 1 960 surrealism's against-the-current tenacity was in evidence every
where. After long years of political reaction and therefore of intellectual timid
ity, a new radicalism suddenly entered the picture. The short-lived but dra
matic revolution in Hungary in 1 956-warmly championed in a Surrealist
Group tract-had done a lot to discredit the U.S.S.R.'s brutal brand of "so
cialism" and thus helped liberate large sectors of the working class and the in
telligentsia from the paralyzing grip of Stalinism; resignations from the Com
munist Party in France, as in many other countries, reached a new high. 1
Revolution in Cuba on New Year's Day 1 959, the ongoing struggle for inde
pendence in Africa, and the civil rights movement in the U.S .-all welcomed
by surrealists-also stimulated the rise of a youthful radical resurgence that
owed l ittle to the existing parties and sects. Many young dissidents were so
eager to distinguish their ends and means from the corrupt social-democratic
and Stalinist traditions that they began to call themselves a new Left.
Indicative of the Surrealist Group's key role in this emerging movement was
the l ively political journal Ouatorze juillet [Fourteenth of July], which rallied op
position to the De Gaulle "regime." Only three issues of this publication, ini
tiated and edited by surrealists, appeared in 1 958, but the desire for uncom
promising inquiry that it inspired bore fruit as years went by.
"In Defense of Surrealism," a February 1 960 BBC radio program, offered a
foretaste of the sixties' surrealist resurgence. For obvious reasons the move
ment rarely had access to the airwaves and perhaps had never before had an
opportunity to reach so large an audience. Spokespersons for the movement
on this l ive-discussion broadcast were Joyce Mansour (who was born in Lon
don of Egyptian parents), Bulgarian-born Nora Mitrani (of Spanish-Jewish an
cestry), Moroccan-born Robert Benayoun, and Mexican Octavio Paz. Thus a
movement that most critics pretended was all -male and exclusively French was
officially represented by a quartet of whom half were women and none of
French nationality! 2
More sensational in its impact was the celebrated "Manifesto of the 1 2 1 " is
sued in September 1 960, a key document in the development of an interna
tional New Left. 3 In flagrant violation of French l aw, this tract, On the Rig ht of
Insubordination in the Algerian Wa r-to cite its full title-urged total noncomplic
ity in France's war in North Africa, including desertion from the French army.
Among its signers were such well-known figures as Simone de Beauvoir, Jean
Paul Sartre, Marguerite Duras, and Daniel Guerin, as well as Breton and other
surrealists, but it was the Surrealist Group that proposed the statement and
prepared the first draft.
Sixties radicalism is a broad category that includes the New Left and
counterculture as well as such movements as Black nationalism and women's
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liberation. Remarkably, in view of its simultaneous and autonomous eruption
in many countries and on all continents except Antarctica, this many-sided
current remained relatively homogeneous as a world movement, at least until
the mid- 1 970s. Until recently, however, only a few historians have noted
something even more remarkable: that the essential features of this new radi
calism-the qualities that distinguish it from pre - World War II versions of
Marxism and anarchism-were largely anticipated by surrealism.
In the basic defining elements of New Left theory and practice, surrealism's
prefigurative influence is pervasive. The New Left's first move was to reject
everything that the surrealists disliked about the old: Stalinism and all other
dogmatism and authoritarianism; myopic "workerism," which denies revolu
tionary potential to any sector other than the industrial working class; "econo
mism," the naive belief that economic change is all that counts. The surrealists'
open-ended approach to revolutionary strategies, their recognition that there
are many ways of being revolutionary, their nonsectarianism, and their search
for signs of revolution outside the narrowly "political" all became distinctive
features of the New Left.
Surrealists did not need the Quotations from Chairman Mao to recognize the
critical role of the Third World, for these peoples and their struggles had
always figured prominently in surrealist publications. Unlike Maoists, more
over, surrealists insisted on the intrinsic value of Third World cultures and of
the "Fourth World" as well : the tribal societies of Africa, Oceania, and the
Americas. While most of those who called themselves Marxists relegated these
so-called "primitives" to damnation as irrelevant to modern class struggle, sur
realists always have recognized them as inspirations and models for alternative
ways of living and have supported their struggles against capital, church, and
state.
Yet another aspect of surrealism-its passionate attention to everyday life,
to the way people actually live their l ives-became the keystone of the
counterculture, which emphasized the need for experimental lifestyles. Here
too the impact of forty years of surrealism was suddenly visible everywhere.
The surrealists' penchant for scandalous direct action, their emphasis on the
importance of play, their critique of work, their hatred of militarism, their re
search into alternate states of consciousness (via alchemy, Zen, drugs) , their
interest in utopias, and, not least, their humor: All are hallmarks of the sixties'
underground press. From the Hegel revival to women's liberation, from sexual
freedom to deep ecology, from antipsychiatry to animal rights, there is hardly
a facet of sixties (or post-sixties) radicalism that surrealism did not anticipate.
Just as surrealism helped shape a New Left, so too the new radicalism of the
sixties gave surrealism new strength and greater social impact. As the youth of
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all countries united in struggle, interest in surrealism spread like wildfire-and
so did the international Surrealist Movement. The Bureau of Surrealist Re
search in Amsterdam, which Her de Vries had opened in 1 959, kept up a
whirlwind of exhibitions, pamphlets, and tracts, and issued a periodical, Brumes

Blondes [Blond Mists]. New surrealist groups, with the encouragement of
Breton and the Paris group, were formed in Chicago and Sao Paulo, and the
Prague group, underground since 1 948, was at last able to renew contact with
the international movement. International Surrealist Exhibitions were held
in Paris ( 1 959- 1 960), New York ( 1 960- 1 96 1 ), Milan ( 1 96 1 ) , Paris again
( 1 965- 1 966), Sao Paulo ( 1 967), Prague ( 1 968), and Chicago ( 1 976) . The
standard reference on the subject cites the last as "an unprecedented panorama
of living surrealism," featuring nearly 600 works by nearly 1 50 surrealists from
3 1 countries (Biro and Passeron 1 98 2 , 368). Other important manifestations
took place in Athens, Havana, Copenhagen, Geneva, Lisbon, Caracas, Lon
don, Milwaukee, Buenos Aires, and Warsaw. Surrealist publications sprouted in
many languages.
In Paris Surrealist Group activity multiplied geometrically and smaller
groups formed in Lyons, Nantes, Strasbourg, Marseilles, and Caen. In addition
to the major international exhibitions noted above, numerous smaller group
shows and solo exhibits took place in Paris and the provinces. In the 1 960s
eight titles were brought out under the Editions Surrealistes imprint in France
( four of them written or i llustrated by women) , and nearly fifty tracts and
other collective declarations were issued. BIEF: Jonction surrealiste (twelve issues,
1 958 - 1 960) was succeeded by eight issues of a more substantial journal,

La Breche: Action surrealiste ( 1 96 1 - 1 965), in turn followed by seven issues of
L'Archibras: Le surrealisme ( 1 967- 1 969) (Bonnet and Chenieux-Gendron, 1 98 2 ) .
Although Breton and the other old-timers had turned over the group's di
rection to younger members years before, Breton's death in September 1 966
was a tragic setback, not only for the French but for surrealists throughout the
world, whose widely scattered groups were just beginning to coalesce. Breton
expected and desired the Surrealist Movement to continue after him, and in
Paris and all other places where the movement was active the decision to con
tinue the surrealist adventure was unanimous. The journal L'Archibras, which
first appeared in April 1 967, was one of the handsomest and most exuberant
surrealist publications ever, bursting with the spirit of "May '68" a year in
advance.
When the student rebellion broke out, followed by the workers' general
strike, the Surrealist Group was one of the very few radical organizations that
was even close to being ready for it. "We never left the streets," as one of them
put it.4 Surrealists formed part of that revolutionary minority denounced by
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De Gaulle and the Communist Party as "enrages." Essential documents here are
the group's 5 May tract of solidarity with the revolutionary youth (drafted by
Annie Le Brun) and the special "May 16811 issue of L'Archibras, headlined "Long
Live Adventurism!" and condemned by the authorities for its "offense to the
President of the Republic" as well as its "apology for crime" and "defamation of
the police." 5
After the May days, however, as often happens in the aftermath of revolu
tionary upsurges, the Paris group lapsed into a severe internal crisis. Tensions
mounted during the summer as throngs of newcomers (youthful "veterans" of
May) flocked to Surrealist Group meetings to join up. Unfortunately, the
group proved unable to accommodate this sudden groundswell or to contend
with the admittedly formidable dilemmas confronting the Surrealist Move
ment after the defeat of a popular uprising that everyone recognized as fun
damentally surrealist. Collective activity came to an impasse, and the group
began to fall apart. In March 1 969, after forty-five years of uninterrupted agi
tation in Paris and in exile, the world's first Surrealist Group splintered, and
many of its members went their separate ways.6 A handful of well-known mem
bers publicly declared the Surrealist Group disbanded. A majority of the
group, however, including Mimi Parent, Joyce Mansour, Micheline Bounoure,
and Marianne van Hirtum, resolved to continue surrealist activity and in 1 970
issued the first Bulletin de liaison surrealiste.
The attempt to formally disband the Paris group was not endorsed by any
of the surrealist groups in other countries. At least one of these-the Prague
group-had an unbroken history dating back to 1 934 and, despite the ob
stacles imposed by Stalinism, remained the l argest and most dynamic surreal
ist group outside Paris. The Czechs might well have rallied the surrealists of all
countries, but the brief "Prague Spring" was ended by Russian invasion. Once
again surrealists in Prague were driven underground. Military dictatorship also
put an end to the public activity of the next largest group, in Sao Paulo, Brazil .
Even a s the revolutionary wave receded, however, surrealist groups contin
ued to develop, particularly in countries where the movement had not previ
ously shown much activity. Just as the spirit of the sixties existed in some
places before 1 960, so too it flourished in other places well into the seventies.
Nineteen seventy-three was Year One for the Arab Surrealist Movement in Ex
i le, a Paris-based group with members from Iraq, Algeria, Lebanon, and Syria
(Biro and Passeron, eds. 1 982, 1 40).7 Surrealism in the Arab world has roots
going back to the mid- 1 930s, when Georges Henein, soon joined by lkbal El
Alailly, Ida Kar, and others, started an agitation in Cairo. Most of the Cairo
group's publications, however, were in French, whereas the Arab surrealists of
the seventies published voluminously in their own language. Mimeographed at
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first and later printed, their sometimes bilingual (Arabic-French) journal Le

Desir libertaire [ Libertarian Desire] was-as they proudly proclaimed-"Banned
in All Arab Countries." Haifa Zangana, an important figure in the group-as
collagist, painter, poet, social critic, and theorist-has since participated in
surrealist publications and exhibitions in many countries.
Africa and the world of the African diaspora had many encounters with sur
realism in the seventies. The involvement of Blacks in the movement had
started in 1 93 2 with the Ligitime De1mse group of Martiniquan students in Paris
(among them, Simone Yoyotte) and expanded in later years with the arrival of
Wifredo Lam and, shortly afterward, the Tropiques group in Fort-de-France.
Many Black artists and writers-including Malangatana Valente (Mozam
bique), Herve Telemaque ( Haiti) , Inacio Matsinhe (Angola), Cheikh Tidiane
Sylla (Senegal) , and U.S.-born globetrotter Ted Joans-developed close ties
to organized surrealism in the sixties and seventies. 8 In the mid- 1 970s the Sur
realist Movement and African American poet Jayne Cortez found each other.
Author of ten books of poems and eight recordings, Cortez is one of the most
resoundingly shamanic and revolutionary voices of our time.
Surrealism in Japan started early (in 1 925) and produced many outstanding
figures through the years, but only in the seventies did the first Japanese
woman surrealist appear: the painter and graphic artist Yoshiko (Biro and
Passeron, eds . , 1 98 2 , 2 2 2 - 2 2 3 ) . Other women helped organize or reorganize
surrealist groups or otherwise foment surrealist activity in Argentina, Australia,
Denmark, Switzerland, Ireland, England, and other countries.
Indeed, all through this world surrealist resurgence of the sixties and sev
enties, women were more active than ever and now increasingly had turns at
the helm. When I joined the Surrealist Group in Paris in 1 966 I was immedi 
ately impressed by the forceful, energetic presence at the group's daily meet
ings, of such women as Mimi Parent, Nicole Espagnol , Joyce Mansour, Elisa
Breton, and Toyen . In every surrealist group on the globe, women assumed
more dynamic roles. Some became editors of surrealist journals and antholo
gies; some organized group exhibitions. Joyce Mansour was part of the surre
alist delegation to the Cultural Congress of Havana in 1 967. 9 Between 1 959
and 1 979 women surrealists wrote more books and published more in periodi
cals than ever before. As demonstrated by Meret Oppenheim's opening mani
festation at the 1 959- 1 960 "Eros" exhibition and Mimi Parent's contributions
to the plan of the 1 965 - 1 966 L'Ecart absolu [Absolute Divergence] show,
women's involvement in the l i fe of the movement and their international im
pact-not only within surreal ism but outside as well-was much more evident
than in earlier years.
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By May 1 968 painters Agar, Carrington, Toyen, Oppenheim, and Parent
had won a measure of world renown, as had Maria Martins in sculpture and
Joyce Mansour in poetry. The women's liberation movement, which outlived
the rest of the New Left, greatly enlarged these women's sphere of influence.
Thanks to this worldwide grass-roots movement against what Nelly Kaplan
called the "Ladies and Gentlemen of the Patriarchy," several women with long
standing surrealist connections found themselves in the spotlight. The writ
ings of Meret Oppenheim and Leonora Carrington enjoyed wide circulation
in many languages. Carrington's The Hearing Trumpet ( 1 974) appeared as a mass
rnarket paperback ( Carrington 1 977) . Many other women who had not been
involved in collective activity for years-including Agar, Bridgwater, and
Colquhoun-took part in newly organized surrealist groups.
In the visual arts, the sixties and seventies brought us Mimi Parent's exquis
ite object-tableaux, Giovanna's typewritten drawings, Anne Ethuin's coated
collages, Irena Dedicova's mathematical moonscapes, Marianne van H irtum's
gothic totems, Leonora Carrington's Magic World of the Mayans, a powerful se
ries of symbolic portraits by Alice Rahon , the last splendid works of the great
Toyen, Rikki Ducornet's drawings of lusty flora and riotous comic-strip poems,
Aube Elleouet's eco-collage bestiary, Miriam Bat-Yosef's kaleidoscopic enig
mas, Eva Svankmajerova's black rebuses, and Haifa Zangana's aleatory maps.
The work of these artists has long since found a sizable audience and is now
probably even "taught" in art history classes. Less wel l -known are the creations
of many other artists who collaborated on surrealist journals and took part in
collective exhibitions in those years: the paintings of Anne-Marie Guillon,
H ilary Booth, and Jocelyn Koslofsky; the collages of Debra Taub; Mado
Spiegler's papercuts; the drawings of LaDonna Smith, Halina Zalmanowicz,
and Susana Wald. And finally, a curious example of simultaneous but indepen
dent surrealist invention: Monique Charbonel's roneograms, made in Paris,
and my own mimeograms, in Chicago. (In the best spirit of the sixties, these
variants of decalcoma11ia were made with mimeograph stencils and thick black
mimeo ink. )
New games further helped to expand the horizons of surrealism's always
timely and effective genre-transgressing activities. In Time-Travelers' Potlatch
players describe the gifts they would present to historic or imaginary figures.
In Parallel Collage each player independently uses the same elements to make
a collage. The results, always startling, provoke new interpretations of the
world and thus contribute to its transformation.
Other highlights of surrealism's sixties resurgence include Giovanna's cere
monial, "La Carte absolue," performed with her husband, Jean-Michel Goutier,
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at the opening of the L'Ecart absolu exhibition in 1 965; Nelly Kaplan's landmark
film Nea, released in 1 9761 and Alice Farley's surrealist dance at the World Sur
realist Exhibition in Chicago the same year.
In the realm of theory and polemic, women's contributions were also more
plentiful and had more far-reaching effects than those of women surrealists in
the thirties and forties. Particularly notable are the writings of Joyce Mansour,
Marianne van Hirtum, Annie Le Brun, and Micheline Bounoure in French,
Elisabeth Lenk in German, Eva Svankmajerova, Alena Nadvornfkova, and Vera
Linhartova in Czech, Leila Ferraz in Brazil ian Portuguese, Haifa Zangana in
Arabic, Nancy Joyce Peters, Hilary Booth, Jayne Cortez, and Rikki Ducornet
in English. Highly articulate in expressing radical criticism and new ideas,
these women are also poets, as are most of the visual artists noted above. All
but a few have published books of their poems. They do not let us forget that
surrealism is poetry above all!
Most of the women in this section of the anthology are alive, active, still
making trouble. Not one has turned her back on the nonconformist and eman
cipatory ideals o f her youth. Although not all o f them still think of themselves
as participants in surrealism as an organized movement, each one, in different
ways, continues to denounce injustice, demand revolutionary change, and de
fend the cause of poetry, freedom, and love.

Notes
1 . The Paris Surrealist Group tract, "Hongrie: Soleil levant" [Hungary:
Rising Sun] is included in Pierre, ed., Tracts surrealistes, I I , 1 982, 1 6 1 1 621 an English translation appears in What Is Surrealism? Breton 1 978,
344- 345. See also Caute 1 964, 227-234.
2 . More than half of the excerpts from this program, published in BIEF:
Jonction surrealiste No. 1 2 (Paris, April 1 5, 1 960), are by the women
p articipants.
3. Marcelle A. Abell, in Evanier and Silverzweig 1 96 1 , 74- 791 Palmier
1 973, 557-558.
4. P hi lippe Audoin, letter to Penelope and Franklin Rosemont, 1 3 Jan
uary 1 969. An English transl ati on appears in Rosemont et al. 1 997,
252-253.
5. "Pas de pasteurs I pour cette Rage!" is reprinted in Pierre, ed., Tracts
surrealistes, II, 1 982, 2761 information on the publication and repercus
sions of this tract and of L'Archibras no. 4 may be found in the notes,
429-43 1 .
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6. Mayoux 1 969 is the fullest account of the crisis that led to the shatter
ing of the Paris group. See also Bounoure, ed., 1 970, a compilation of
responses to an inquiry that resulted in a regroupment of more than
half of the former group around a new internal publication, the Bulletin
de liaison surrealiste. A smaller group led by Jean Schuster renounced the
word "surrealist" and published seven issues of a newspaper-style jour
nal, Coupure, before splintering into four hostile factions.
7. See also the entries for "Art et liberte," "Le Desir libertaire," "Georges
Henein," and "El Janaby."
8. A sizable literature exists on the Tropiques group; see, for example,
Kesteloot 1 974. However, few studies examine that group's contribu
tions to surrealism, and even fewer consider the activity and impact
of Black surrealists in Cuba, Haiti, Europe, and the U.S.
9. At the congress Mansour gave the Stalinist David Alfaro Siqueiros
(an accomplice in the assassination of Leon Trotsky) a swift kick in
the pants as a statement of the Surrealist Group. See "A Memento from
Andre Breton," Intercontinental Press ( 1 6 February 1 968), 1 40.

IN DEFENSE OF SURREALISM

Editor's note: These passages arefrom the radio program, "In Defense of Surrealism, "
broadcast on BBC London ( 1 9 February 1 960). As BBC could not locate a tran
script of the show, I have relied on a translation from the excerpts published in BIEF:
Jonction surrealiste no. 1 2 (April 1 960).
The exploitation of man by man has kept its traditional forms: religion, respect
due to parents, duties toward the state; but new forms have appeared: respect
for bureaucracy, the discovery of nuclear energy with its military applications.
It seems to me that the manipulation of humankind by capitalism is as griev
ous as sociological manipulations like "group ethics" or "the art of human rela
tions," as psychologists call them.
The science of human relations or "human industry" was invented simulta
neously in the United States and in the U.S.S.R. Its purpose is to create an "av
erage man," well-surrounded and perfectly adapted to the group-all sorts of
groups: corporations, administrations, clubs, the armed forces, etc . . . . so that
he remains contentedly united to others . . . .
To all these forms of exploitation, surrealism opposes its unflinching refusal.
Surrealism ignores the stale wisdom of those who pretend to know how to live.
Naturally, we want individual revolt to flourish and to develop into revolution.
But if it is a matter of political and social revolution as defined by the Marxists,
let us say that it falls far short of what surrealism wants. This type of revolu
tion is not enough, and it will never be enough. All the conquests of the pro
letariat in recent years, from a higher standard of living to leisure and vacations
for all, have been won through reformism, not revolution . . . . This promotion
of the masses is in fact a betrayal: class consciousness is replaced by the
struggle for security and by bureaucratic types of organized irresponsibility. It
is true that there are more and more workers with clean hands and white col
lars. But what does that change for us, for each human being? . . .
In this mass civilization, humankind has struck a miserable bargain: it has
exchanged its independence and the mind's freedom for a higher standard of
living and the consumption of "token appearances." . . . And even on this level,
by the way, there is much more to do and to gain. But for surrealism, such a
bargain is pitiful, and no bargain in the world can satisfy us. There is no other
choice but solitude, or the company of the few human beings who share our
spiritual values.

Translated from the French by Guy Ducornet
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Born in Buenos Aires, Argentina, into an old Argentine family of Rus
sian origin, Nelly Kaplan was an economics student at the University
of Buenos Aires when she suddenly quit school to go to Paris, where
she still l ives today. In 1 954 she became the assistant of the renowned
filmmaker Abel Cance for ten years. A chance encounter with Andre
Breton led to her involvement in surrealism, including collaboration on
the journal Le Surrealisme, meme. She also wrote for the surrealist-oriented
film journal Positif.
Starting in 1 96 1 she directed a series of films on artists: Gustave
Moreau, Andre Masson, Picasso, and others. Later she began writing
and directing full-length feature films, including La Fiancee du pirate,
known in English as Dirty Mary or A Very Curious Girl ( 1 967; rereleased
in 1 977), which Picasso described as "insolence considered as one of
the fine arts"; and Nea ( 1 976) , which Nancy Joyce Peters hailed as the
revolutionary and "transcendent prefiguration" of "the new woman,
conferring the promise of a happier existence, as she speaks not only
her own reality (now oppressed under Patriarchy), but a higher reality,
too" (see the complete text on pages 3 5 2 - 3 56). Among her l ater films
are Charles et Lucie ( 1 979) and Plaisir de /'Amour [ Love's Pleasure] ( 1 99 1 ) .
I n 1 966, under the name Belen, Kaplan published a collection of
erotic tales of black humor, Le Reservoir des sens [The Well of the Senses],
illustrated by Masson. Her later books include Le Collier de Ptyx ( 1 972)
and Un Manteau de Fou-Rire ou les Memoires d'une Liseuse de Draps [A Coat of
Hysterical Laughter or Memoirs of a Lady Sheet-Diviner] ( 1 974),
excerpted here.
"At the Women Warriors' Table" first appeared in Positif no. 6 1 -63,
June-August 1 964. "Enough or Still More" is from Etudes cinematographi
ques no. 40-42 ( 1 965) . "All Creation Is Androgynous" is a late 1 970s
interview supplied by the author.

MEMOIRS OF A LADY S HEET DIVINER

After a few minutes' walk we came to a modern building that immediately re
minded us both of the diminishing form of a gigantic ten-story pagoda. Lyris
mentioned that the place was so famous that they'd given its name-The Ob
sexion-to the artificial town, exclusively devoted to pleasure, that had grown
up around it. At the entrance to the pagoda, a doorman in l ivery came up to
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hand us menus showing the complete list of services offered by the house.* But
as soon as he recognized Lyris he stopped short and ushered us in, adding re
spectfully that Mr. Amer was waiting in his office.
The foyer was painted in gold and azure, and with the clever use of trompe

l'oeil photos, it transported the visitor to an ocean beach, while movie projec
tors hidden in the walls, but still noticeable by their humming and the glim
mers of light they inevitably emitted-using a foreground dolly system , like
ocean waves lapping at the beach-cast upon the water this eternal, repeating
caption:
Que la vie est douce
au bord de la mer . . . !
[ How sweet life is
on the seashore . . . ! ] **
This pun, as obviously transparent as it was, simply delighted me. I love
word play, especially when the questionable joke shocks the good bourgeois.
I then understood that I was bound to like Mr. Amer.
We went up to his office at the top floor of the pagoda, from which he con
trolled not only the whole Obsexual Palace but, in addition, a great portion of
Shanghai. He greeted Lyris affably, and, while they spoke about various prob
lems involving the theater (which he owned, along with three quarters of the
erotic village), I had plenty of time to study the walls and their owner.
Mr. Amer was a very l ikable, charming, knowledgeable homosexual of
about fifty. His nationality? Unclear. His office was stuffed with masterworks
all featuring erotic themes. An unfamiliar Gustave Moreau painting immedi
ately attracted my attention because of its unusual subject:
On the Last Supper table, the Christ gleams, his skin encrusted with
jewels, while the Apostles fling themselves upon him, some for fellatio,
some for irrumation, and some for pedication. Four of them, stuck in a

* Later Lyris explained the use of this card: As the customer received ser
vices, accurate punch-holes were marked in the appropriate column. One
simply paid one's bill at the exit. This system of sex services proved to be
quite efficient. Those caught cheating were mercilessly thrown out and
forbidden to reenter for sixty ni ne days, and were reduced to a laughable
-

0.0009 percent.
** Translator's note: In French the second line of the caption also conveys
the meaning "at the bitter brothel" (the name Amer is in fact the French
word for bitter).
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strange position in order to carry out a very complicated arabesque of
masturbatory solidarity, let their semen fall in a pearly shower upon
the ecstatic eyes of the Savior. While his own seminal liquor shoots up
toward the heavens to vanish in the clouds under the admiring glance
of Mary Magdalen (at the bottom extreme left of the painting), she
is executing with Mary herself some sweet arpeggios in the delicate
cunnilingual art. At the right of the picture, above the master's signa
ture, appeared this enigmatic phrase: " . . . and the pleasure of dying!"
alongside the date, 1 856.
I lingered over that painting, fascinated by the beauty of its colors, the im
perturbable purity of its androgynous faces, the minuteness of every last de
tail, from the delicacy of the foreskin folds to the iridescence of each drop of
semen! At the time, I only knew Moreau's work from a few reproductions and
from a wonderful movie filmed in his museum that I'd seen several times in the
Pessoas' personal screening room at Uliellea. Much later, during a long stay in
Paris, I often went to the phantasmagoric Moreau Museum at 1 4 rue de l a
Rochefoucauld, where nearly a l l the artist's works are displayed. There, in
those often deserted rooms freezing in winter, cool in summer, chance occa
sionally caused me to � ncounter various out-of-the-ordinary persons. I often
wonder if some of those beings really existed, for every time I think back on
my sojourn in Paris I am gripped by a powerful sense of the unreal. But I have
plenty of tangible evidence: letters, photos, the magic ring I still wear on my
left hand, the indelible scars I collected in my struggle with the Vampires . . .
But let us get back to Shanghai and the unknown Gustave Moreau painting.
Mr. Amer, delighted by my fascination with the work, was eager to tell us
about its strange origins.
This blasphemous painting, unique in Moreau's work, was executed three
hours after the death of the artist's very close friend-also a painter. I t's a howl
of rebellion against the stupid cruelty of the God who had just robbed him of
one of the main reasons for his existence. The canvas, glimpsed by Gustave's
mother a few days later, caused the old woman to suffer an attack of nerves, in
terspersed with fainting spells. She managed to get her son to promise to de
stroy the sacrilegious picture.
But Gustave, above all an artist, could not bring himself to annihilate such
a perfect creation. He decided to ship it secretly to an extremely rich collec
tor in Hang-Chow who had wanted to acquire one of the master's paintings.
Moreau knew for a fact that there was absolutely no likelihood that the paint
ing would return to the West. And indeed, it was handed down from father to
son, until one descendent, more greedy for yen than for aesthetic frissons, sold
it very dearly to Mr. Amer. Amer quickly hung it in the place of honor where
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I hope it still remains, despite the passage of years and the explosive events that
have since transformed the superstructure of Asia. For I consider " . . . and the
pleasure of dying!" a supreme painting in the work of Gustave Moreau and in
the entire history of art.
But I ramble. I beg my reader to forgive me. Like me, he knows that mem
ories and sensations rarely respect chronology. Let's return once more to the
past: Mr. Amer, having finished his art history lesson, finally asked us the point
of our visit. Lyris then explained briefly who I was and my need to find lodg
ings and work protected from the steelish intrigues. Amer thought for a few
moments, scrutinizing me through half-closed l ids, then proposed a solution
that offered the double advantage of giving me a job in his establishment while
ensuring my safety within his system of ultradeveloped checkpoints. The j ob
of officer in charge of sheets happened to be available; the person who held it
had just left with a Mandarin. Mr. Amer was offering it to me.

I accepted gratefully and immediately started work.

Translated from the French by Myrna Bell Rochester

AT THE WOMEN WARRIORS' TABLE

Love is a word that must be used very carefully. In certain cases it has
a sexual meaning.

-The News of the World
A specter is haunting the world-the specter of eroticism. To subdue it the
Holy Alliances are ceaselessly in action, 0 paradox. But nothing is harder to
destroy than a specter, nothing less annihilable than this "asserting of life up
to the point of death." And then the Holy Alliances begin to get anaemic.
If in this domain the cinema has already performed miracles, one facet is ab
sent nevertheless. Is there anything as exciting as a beautiful woman know
ingly caressed by the caprices of a lens? Yes, the sight of a beautiful young man
captured by a heterosexual camera. "These fauns, you want to perpetrate them,
hoofs turned uppermost . . . " Smile, but not for long, Ladies and Gentlemen of
the Patriarchy.

When the endless servitude ofwoman is broken, wrote the Seer,* then will she find things
strange, unfathomable, repulsive, delicious, then will she know how to offer us the

* Translator's note: The "Seer" is Rimbaud. Marx and Engels, Bataille and
Mallarme are also invoked.
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song of seaman and mattress instead of the boring laments on some sad, drift
ing l ittle women they vainly try to make us swallow; she, too, will be a poet! I t
isn't a matter of reversing the roles within the same stories, of having a King Kong,
submitting to the outrages of an Amazon in rut, cry out in fear (however curi
ous it would be to contemplate such a version), but of discovering the unknown,
expressing that "other" eroticism stil l so badly, so infrequently represented on
the screen. On this planet are a few seers, female ones, who armed with a lens
would cause a great stir in the world of the darkened theater. That would put
the admirable Matilda in The Monk or the Rebecca of LA Motocyclette in a com
pletely new light. And neither Lewis nor Mandiargues would be betrayed one
bit but on the contrary would be given an extra dimension.
Since you have only your chains to lose and a whole sensory world to win,
erotics of all countries, unite!
Translated from the French by Paul Hammond

ENOUGH OR STILL MORE

Painting and color, beauty and convulsion, cinema and surrealism-certain re
lationships are so self-evident that we end up, as in The Purloined Letter, no longer
perceiving them. They become part of us and our landscape.
Dislocation of time and space; amalgam of dreams and what is called real
ity; incantation of faces where a close-up unveils the eye in the savage state and the
hint of a quiver at the corner of the mouth. All adventures (from Latin adventu
rus: what ought to happen) made possible and, like a unique handrail, the am
biguity of a nearly smooth fragment of cloth, a fragile two-dimensional fron
tier between the voyeurs of the third dimension and the seers of the fourth.
To those who know that the imaginable-even the unimaginable-is only
the antechamber of the real, cinema is thus made flesh and blood by our look
ing, so that the l atter ends up in some ways conditioning the former. I often
order the arabesque of a dream-or is it the dream which orders me?-in the
manner of a cinematic decoupage. On my wakening, each scene appears with
such clarity of focused image that nothing remains but to film it. I have re
marked elsewhere (and I owe the fixity of my attention on this to the reading
of John W. Dunne's Experiment with Time) that dreams often have a premonitory
aspect, which a kind of snare of the memory prevents us from verifying
further.
Thus a dream is also an adventure (from Latin adventurus: what must hap
pen) . To film our maddest dreams would be equivalent-would it not?-to
throwing the dice which will abolish chance, surrendering it to the triumph of
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all revolts, of love without constraints, of this truth in a soul and a body, road of
the absolute.
'The composition of images is a spirit in a body," wrote Picatrix. "As to what
images are, sages call them Thelgam or Tetzavi, which is interpreted as a trans
gressor, because everything that makes an image makes it through violence."
The adventure of cinema ( from Latin adventurus: what must happen) will be
convulsive: surrealism. Or it will not be at all .

Translated from the French by Nancy Joyce Peters

ALL CREATION JS ANDROGYNOUS: AN INTERVIEW

You have made three feature films. One of them, A Very Curious Girl, has been released in
the U.S. How was it received?
Universal bought the world rights for Curious Girl after its great reception at the
Venice Film Festival in 1 969. When the film came out in New York it got a
good reception from the critics . . . and then was taken off after two weeks! I
learned later that one of the distribution executives at Universal had decided
that the subject was "distasteful . " I do admit that the heroine of the film-in
order to avoid being raped-defends hersel f by kicking her attacker in the
balls. Now this may appear to some as an offensive and vulgar way of defend
ing oneself. . . . Perhaps the guy from Universal saw this scene as a personal
attack. . . . Fortunately for me, the film was invited to the New York Women's
Film Festival in 1 972, and there, every one of the "distasteful" scenes was
cheered by an enthusiastic audience! One young woman, who was working in
the 1 6mm department at Universal, saw the film at the festival and took it upon
hersel f to get the film reduced to 1 6mm. Ever since that day-and right up to
the time Universal's possession rights ran out in 1 976-A Very Curious Girl had
a successful career on the university circuits, to such an extent that the film be
came a sort of myth.

Why do you think Curious Girl has this mythical reputation in the U.S. ? Can you ana
lyze it?
I have often wondered about it. Perhaps it's not for me to reply, but on think
ing it over, I suppose the film brought a gust of revolt, of nonresignation and
the idea that one cannot-indeed should not-accept life as it is. This "inso
lence considered as an art form," albeit "distasteful" for clotted brains, never
theless delights all those who remain capable of questioning everything . . . be
ginning with oneself.
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You have been quoted as saying that there is no differmce between womm filmmakers and men.
Can you explain?
If I cut off the credits from my films, people wouldn't be able to tell if they were
made by a woman or by a man. Films are made by filmmakers, period. That's
all there is to it. I f the woman has a cinematographic eye, a film made by a
woman is no different from a film made by a man.

And what about the contmt?
Women have been oppressed for 40,000 years; therefore, from an atavistic or
cerebral point of view we see some of the problems a different way. I think all
creation is androgynous. I insist that technically and formally there is no dif
ference between men's and women's films. When people tell me they could tell
my films were made by a woman (without the credit), I say it's only because my
films are not misogynous. But men can make nonmisogynist films, once in a
million, or twice, when they touch the androgynous state of grace required. Of
course, my films are a little misandrous. We live under patriarchal oppression.
We have to combat the "enemy" until he understands that it is not in his inter
est to put us down.

There is always a lot of humor in your films. Do you think humor has ceased to be an exclu
sively male domain?
Humor is an essential element of revolt. When the women's movements are
dull and take themselves too seriously they offer men a pretext for criticizing
them. The only thing that interests me is not to take mysel f too seriously. Life
may be tragic, but never serious . . .

Do you think the woman's position in society has changed over the last few years?
The problems are still the same-that is: to fight against prejudice, stupidity
and misogyny. As Einstein said, "A prejudice is harder to split than an atom."
The day women realize they can go out to buy a pack of cigarettes and never
come back, things will have changed.

And the women who resist this change?
Of course there are always "collaborateurs." I cannot oblige women to change if
they don't want to. We were born females, we must earn the status of women.
At the risk of being shot at, I'd say that when a woman is narrow-minded she
is often more so than a man. The women who resist change-for differing rea
sons of security, atavism, and servility-are ten times harder to convince than
a man.
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In the past, when women filmmakers were rare, you used to call yourself an alibi for the males

of the film world. Nowadays there are more women filmmakers. What do you think of this?
In the world there are as many men as women, but there are many more men
filmmakers than women. In France we are how many? Twenty or thirty at most.
It's a drop in the ocean. But I don't think it's all the men's fault. Women always
have a guilt complex. They should make up their minds and get on with it.

Will your next script cover the same ground as Fiancee?
It is not at all the same subject, but it no doubt deals with my principal obses
sions: the hatred of all forms of prejudice, the love of humor, and the love of
love.

Do you like to shock peoplo
Baudelaire spoke of "the aristocratic pleasure of displeasing." Perhaps [ am like
that. Perhaps I do have a tendency to provoke. I hate everything which is dor
mant, so when I see sleepiness around me I feel like giving it a prod, provok
ing a change. This attitude has often brought me trouble. People either love
me or hate me, but if I tell you the truth and nothing but the truth, that
doesn't exactly displease me.

And what about the sex in yourfilms? Is that done deliberately to shock?
No, I write my films the way I feel them. If people are shocked that is their af
fair. It is true that some people have gone to see my films for the wrong rea
sons, but that doesn't matter: In that case, the sex becomes a sort of Trojan
horse which breaks through opposition. As long as people are exposed to what
I have to say I don't care why they came in. It is the intention which counts. All
images are incantations: you call up a spirit and that is the spirit which appears.

You give your heroinesflamboyant appetites: forfood and wine, for the sun and the sea, for love
and pleasure. Are these your appetites?
Yes. I love good wines; I like strange dishes; I adore the sun and the sea. I have
many appetites. That's all right.

Don't you think that in general women's education tends to curb these appetites?
Of course! For example, I am sure that if we did not have a sense of sin we
would not put on weight. We get fat from all those repressed desires. When I
am unhappy, I get fatter. But as soon as I begin to notice it, I say to myself, "you
are depriving yourself of something and that is harming you." As soon as I get
my serenity back, I can eat and drink without putting on an inch.

You have said in the past that you refuse to have children, is that right?
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Yes. Maternity doesn't interest me in the world as it is today. And as maternity
doesn't interest me, I don't see why I should have children just because some
where a lot of silly things are written about a woman's "biological destiny"!
But isn't it because you prefer to keep yourselffor your professional activities?

No. I think one can do both, but it just doesn't interest me. On the other hand,
one can also examine the problem from the ecological point of view. There are
many women who want to have children. Our planet is overcrowded already,
so if a woman doesn't feel like it, it is infinitely preferable that she abstain . A
lynx needs 400 kilometers of territory, otherwise it dies. People need space,
and they haven't got enough. Have you seen the expressions of people in the
street? Have you seen how uptight they are? They really frighten me, because
when things are like that, anything can happen, they are in such a state of de
spair. They feel that life is a dead-end. I feel less despair because I am lucid. I
know that life has positive aspects and that "on the other side" there is neither
paradise nor hell and that it is now that one must live. My motto is: "We are
not two-legged for nothing. I f we walk on two legs instead of four, it is so that
we are closer to the stars. But we must also be worthy of that."

Translated from the French by Nelly Kaplan

Born in Paris in 1 937, Nicole Espagnol participated in the activities of
the Paris Surrealist Group from early 1 959 until the group's "disloca
tion" (as she calls it) ten years later. A strong, defiant presence in the
group, she was part of an extreme-left current within it, along with
Alain Joubert, Elisabeth Lenk, Robert Lagarde, and, for a while, Gerard
Legrand. Espagnol's intransigence and vigilance were crucial in neutral
izing the various retrograde elements that sometimes attempt to insinu
ate themselves into surrealism.
A collection of her poems, Little Mag ie was published by Editions
Bordas in 1 98 3 , illustrated by Jorge Camacho. Currently she collabo
rates on the surrealist-oriented journal Le Cerceau [The Hoop] with Alain
Joubert, Veronique Leblond, Franc;ois Leperlier , Anne-Marie Beeckman,
Pierre Peuchmaurd, and others.
The poems published here appeared in the French group's journal,
La Breche: Action surrfaliste no. 7 (December 1 964) .
,
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FEMALE SOCKET

Funeral March in B Flat
The step is missed
The mouse is in the pate
What fun! And his bow tie
Spins around under the fires
What a night!
The jars are broken
The egg in the milk
"Waiter a crazy alcohol!''
Half-closed eyes on the languorous taste of his smile
It gleams from his pupil
So the cherry revolves in the spirits
And inhaled the unctuous, peppered marrow
And its odor heavy with sweetness
Spread it imperceptibly
Deep into the cushions
What a morning!

Translated from the French by Myrna Bell Rochester

HEARTSTOPPING

Crossed over on the other shore
The lovers are edge to edge
The town crier has lost his voice
The path is without shadow
A stone in the gorge
Fear of the ravine
Their hands clasped in the extreme
He yells his pride
She laughs, extravagant
Our eyes are two torrents Where happiness jousts
The clock is stopped
At the inexhaustible hour

Translated from the French by Myrna Bell Rochester
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Acrimony hangs at the curtain
One evening's espagnolette
Devil comes, goes
( He l eaves)
When suddenly the mist streams out
The air has no voice
(Pause)
Games given the lie by telegram
The trunk stationed at the watch
(Stop)
An acrobat appears
Stretches out and sleeps
The quarrel is at the front
Recovery is
Imminent

Translatedfrom the French by Myrna Bell Rochester

THE WIND TURNS

The rope is braided in colors of love
The keyboard has lost its star
And this is the moment she chooses
Felicia! Her braids trained on hangers
Her hand on the coat peg
Let the galley ship sail!
Unknown latitude
But this high-handedness is exposed
The shrew's uncontested victory
The tame falcon sorts the dollars
The door swings open
And the one no one expected
Makes his way through the costume ball

Translated from the French by Myrna Bell Rochester
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Born in Rennes in 1 942, Annie Le Brun started taking part in surrealist
activity in 1 963 and remained active in the Paris group until the great
split of 1 969, after which she collaborated for a time on the review
Coupure. I n 1 972 with Georges Goldfayn, Radovan lvsic, and Toyen, she
helped initiate a new collective activity via the "Editions Maintenant."
Her first book, Sur-le-champ [Right Now] ( 1 967) , illustrated by Toyen,
revealed a poet of exceptional playfulness and provocation. Much
better known, however, is Le Brun's work as essayist and polemicist. Her
1 966 paper "Black Humor" is still the best short treatise on the subject,
and Les Chateaux de la subversion [Castles of Subversion] ( 1 982), on Gothic
novels and their relation to revolutionary ferment, is a landmark study.
Lachez tout [Drop Everything] ( 1 977) , a merciless critique of certain ret
rograde aspects of French neofeminism (its title taken from a pivotal
1 924 text of Breton's), brought her instant notoriety.
As editor of the Complete Works of the Marquis de Sade, author of a
major study of Sade, organizer of a massive Sade exhibition in 1 986,
and a vigorous critic of contemporary social and cultural trends, Le
Brun has remained an outstanding figure of controversy in French in
tellectual life. Unquestionably the best-known woman surrealist writer
of the 1 960s generation in France, she has also proved to be among the
most prolific, uncompromising, and individualistic, adamant in her
refusal to be "recuperated" either by the apparatus of repression or its
reformist pseudo-oppositions.

INTRODUCTION TO DROP EVER YTHING!

I have a horror of not being misunderstood.
-Oscar Wilde
At sixteen, I decided my life would not be what others intended it to be. This
determination-and perhaps luck-allowed me to escape m ost of the misfor
tunes inherent in the feminine condition. Rejoicing that young women today
i ncreasi ngly manifest their desire to reject the models heretofore offered them,
I nonetheless deplore their seeming readiness to identify with the purely for
mal negation of these old-fashioned models, that is, when they do not settle
for simply bringing them back i nto fashion. At a time when everyone compla
cently intones that one is not born a woman but one becomes a woman, hardly
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anyone seems to trouble herself about not becoming one. Indeed, it's just the
opposite. Contrary to the efforts of eighteenth- and nineteenth-century femi
nists who endeavored to eliminate the illusory difference that gave men real
power over women, the neofeminists of recent years have made it their busi
ness to establish the reality of that difference in order to claim an illusory
power that women are said to have been denied. So thoroughly do they work
at establishing the reality of this illusive difference that in the end, the revolt
against impossibility of being tends to vanish under the blows of militant stupid
ity, thus introducing the obligation to he. Do we forever need to remind ourselves
that in matters of revolt, we need no ancestors? And definitely, no technical
advisers eager to exchange their recipes for feminine insubordination from
A to Z.
In view of the extent of the crimes more or less legally perpetrated, not only
against women but also against all those who refuse the social codification of
sexual roles (homosexuals in particular), this revolt can only be regarded as ur
gent-so urgent that I cannot refrain from disrupting the chorus of those, male
or female, who claim they are abstracting it from the private obscurity where
it violently takes shape, and from whence it draws its overwhelming strength.
I insist: this rebellion is always directed against the collective morale, no mat
ter upon what bases the collectivity was founded. How, then, can we fail to see
that today every woman will be dispossessed of the recovery of her self if she
does not notice that every one of her tirades might be redirected and used to
build an ideology as contradictory in its proposals as it is totalitarian in its
intentions? We even find her more or less tacitly encouraged on all sides to
reveal the claims of her sex, ever since the so-called "women's cause" was pre
sented as the image of a rebellion tamed inside the net of the negative nor
malization that our epoch is so proficient at casting over the most remote
spaces on the horizon.
Having always disdained masters who act like slaves as well as slaves eager
to slip into the skins of masters, I confess that the ordinary conflicts between
men and women have been of very little concern to me. My sympathy goes
rather to those who desert the roles that society assigns them. Such people
never claim to be constructing a new world, and therein lies their fundamen
tal honesty: they never impose their notion of well-being on others. With a
powerful determination that can often overturn the established order, they are
just happy to be the exceptions that negate the rule.
Oscar Wilde interests me more than any bourgeoise woman who agreed to
marry and have children, and then, one fine day, suddenly feels that her oh so
hypothetical creativity is being frustrated.
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And that's how it is.
I shall not list my preferences in this regard: it would be useless to do so,
and extremely discouraging for the cause of women.
The fact that I have done my best as far as possible, to avoid biological des
tiny's psychic, social, and intellectual hold upon me is my own business, but
I shall never give in to society's attempt to make me feel guilty in the name
of all women, and to force me back into the l imitations of that destiny. Such
sudden and inexorable promiscuity in search of each woman's identity in
deed threatens women at the very heart of their freedom when the gender
difference is asserted at the expense of all other specific differences. Let us just
consider calmly what we have all had to endure in the name of God, Nature,
Man, and History. It seems, however, that all of that was not enough, for it is
all starting up again under the banner of Woman. Specialists in coercion make
no mistake when with sudden zeal they increase the numbers of national and
international organizations dealing with "la condition feminine" without actu
ally effecting any legislative change. And they can hardly go very far astray,
since the moment when Louis Aragon, that choirboy of repression for almost
half a century, announced that woman is "Man's Future.11 I have the gravest
doubts about a future that might look anything like Elsa Triolet.
In all that is said and written in the name of woman, I see the return
under the pretext of liberation-of everything that has traditionally dimin
ished women: They denounce the family but extol motherhood as the foun
dation of the family. They attack the notion of woman-as-object but promote
the revival of "feminine mystery." And the exposure of the relations between
men and women as power relations initiates theories about the most sickening
and inane conjugal squabbles. For me these are just so many more reasons to
be glad that I have definitively turned my back on the dead-ends of so-called
"feminine sensibility." Moreover, nothing could make me alter my natural aver
sion to majorities, especially when they are composed of part-time martyrs
largely a phenomenon of the western world.
The more deafening the noise of our time, the more I feel certain that my
life is elsewhere, gliding along my love whose shapes entomb the passing of
time. I look at you. We shall meet on the bridge of transparency before diving
into the night of our differences. We shall swim, near one another or at a dis
tance, tense or distracted, going against the stream of our enigma to find our
selves in the uncertain embrace of our fleeting shadows. We are not the only
ones who have encountered a point of transparency before plunging into the
night of our differences and who have come up not caring whether we are male
or female. And if very few men find it easy to recognize themselves in Francis
Picabia's avowal, "Women are the agents of my freedom," it is perhaps because
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that comes only with t he triumph of a Marvelous that men and women have yet
to discover. That is why I object to being enrolled in an army of women en
gaged in struggle simply because of a biological accident. My frantic individ
ualism is exactly in proportion to all that strives toward the interchangeability
of all beings.
This book is a call for deserti on.

Translated from the French by Guy Ducornet

Born Anna Voggi in Reggio-Emilio, Italy, Giovanna began participating
in surrealist activity in Paris in 1 965. With Jean-Michel Goutier she
performed the ceremonial "La Carte absolue" in November of that year,
shortly before the opening of the International Surrealist Exhibition,
L'Ecart ahsolu. She exhibited drawings made on a typewriter at the Inter
national Surrealist Exhibition in Sao Paulo in 1 967 and took part in the
"Poetic Furor" exhibition organized by Jose Pierre in Paris the same
year. Her extravagantly playful work has also been featured in several
other collective exhibitions, including "22 Surrealist Painters" (Paris,
1 977), "Surrealism Unlimited" (London, 1 978), and "Presencia viva de
Wolfgang Paalen" (Mexico City, 1 979) . In recent years she has exhib
ited with the Phases movement. Her first solo show in Brussels in 1 976
was the first of many in the Old World and the New. Her book-object,
L'herhe du Diable et la petitefum{e, was issued in 1 978. Her other books
include William Blake and Deus ex machina, both published in 1 977, and
most recently Pacifique que qa!, with Jean-Michel Goutier ( 1 995). She
lives in Paris.
Published here are Giovanna's response to an inquiry of Jose Pierre's
from the journal Si et No in 1 975 and three poems kindly sent by the
author.

WHERE ARE WE IN RELATION TO SURREALISM?

It is as brutal as a critique pinned on a turban spinning around its axis.
Decades are not always poetic. But it is neither severely reprehensible nor
justifiable to eliminate the somnolence of each atrocity by rushing into writ

i ng as into a bivouac, while hoisting one's elaborate membrane in the style of
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a Renaissance pylon. Before protesting, l anguage protests; it shamelessly de
velops the justification of private lessons beloved by dead criteria.
"A house boy" finds the muse a bit whorish and makes up anathemas that
circulate in manuscript form-salacious and protective. Tiny kit for the rhyme
and reflexibility of prosody. Mental fireguard in the highest sense of the word.
Desperate colloquy of colors on the turtleneck sweaters of suntanned
desires.
Inconceivable realism entices news in brief without prose having to bleed
while the sweetness of sea-bathing forces the drowned men to wet the last
cigarette.
At sunrise one bangs on the atlas to reconcile it with the advent of the reg
ulating poem. More illegible than unforeseeable, actuality coils up exotically
l ike a symbolic element on an unmade bed. To l ie down on the gloss reduces
the typical speed of the pulse caught i n the act, under the pressure of time. The
syntax resembles those feminine ornaments, so exciting as to become paralyz
ing. Mount Irony dominates the inert plastic sense and agrees to find a shadow
of autonomy at the origin of every refusal. The earth stomps its foot when it
is not concerned by the obscene gesture of the airplane created by the gracious
hills.
To counter reality when it pretends to be in fine shape, some evening, when
a simple profile takes on the appearance of a long discourse.

The scandal was consummated at the end of a meal when the key reap
peared, supported by a door. One gets over a marble that splits.
As for myself, I imperceptibly race down the yo-yo while nibbling on the
meridian.
All along the hook, exciting nights are stretching.

Translated from the French by Guy Ducornet

BAKING CHOCOLATE AND DIALECTICS

The most dialectical name: Augustus.
The most paradoxical first name: Felicity or even Celeste, though Celeste
is more dialectical than paradoxical.
"Why is the bourgeois woman called Frarn;oise and the maid called For
tuned' asked the little prince.
"Why is the Virgin called Mary and why is Mary, in spite of her meeting
with that son of a whore, always in such deep shit?" asked Annunciation.
"Because of the need for justice that moves us all," she was answered.
"Why, after forbidding the use of tobacco to ensure, it would seem, the 'fu
ture' of the carpeting, does Madam make such a great show of concern about
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the more or less harmonious functioning of Carmen's constitution, when both
blind men and amputees can be healthy?" added little Robert.
"Carmen received that smoking prohibition head on. Was it in fact she who
prevented Madam-completely deformed, however, by her watercolor
work-from continuing to look good?"
Why does Madam cultivate redundancy as soon as she takes "poor" Dolores
into her confidence?
For Prudence's sake Gladys called herself Eugenia.
For Clemency's sake Immaculate called herself Celine.
For Constancy's sake Constance called herself Constance.

Translated from the French by Myrna Bell Rochester

WHAT DO I KNOW . . .

What do I know
about the nested structure of the laughing cow?
What do I know
about the advantages of mild cigarettes?
What do I know
about the cunning idealism of managers?
What do I know
about Santa Claus's logic?
What do I know
about the itching l ine?
What do I know
about private fold-away cupboards?
What do I know
about the status of decline?
What do I know
about neuromuscular praxis?

Baudrillard's stuff? I don't give a damn!

Translated from the French by Myrna Bell Rochester
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THERAPY

I refuted it all
Cabernet from the Gatinais
The human and the wolfman
Plumb line and soldier's girl
Prospective imagination
Pestilential psalms
Faked reciprocity
Phenomena of viscosity
Lubricant in an aerosol can
Since then I shit like a Madonna

Translated from the French by Myrna Bell Rochester

Monique Charbonel was born in Paris in 1 94 1 . As a young revolution
ary militant she belonged to a small group called RUpTure, whose chief
purpose-at least initially-was to reconstitute in the 1 960s the pre
World War II International Federation for an Independent Revolution
ary Art, or FIARI. ( Inaugurated by the Breton/Trotsky Manifesto for an
Independent Revolutionary Art in 1 938, the FIARI had ceased to function by
1 940. ) Although RUpTure founder Pascal Co lard had collaborated on
the seventh issue of the Surrealist Group's journal La Breche in 1 964, the
two groups proved unable to work together. As adherents of a Trotsky
ist sect, the Organisation Communiste International (OCI, also known
as "Lambertistes" after their spokesperson, Pierre Lambert) , the RUp
Turists upheld a political rigidity alien to the Surrealist Group and, like
the Communist Party-oriented "Revolutionary Surrealists" of 1 947,
soon proclaimed themselves more revolutionary, and more surrealist,
than the surrealists! In effect, RUpTure saw itself as a kind of surrealist
"Left Opposition."
Monique Charbonel, the only woman in this group, produced work
of an exceptional quality. Poet, painter, collagist, and inventor of the
roneogram-a new kind of decalcomania using mimeograph stencils
she published poems (and an article on roneograms) in the group's jour
nal and took part in its 1 967 exhibition, "Signes precurseurs" [Precursor
Signs]. She left RUp Ture in the aftermath of the revolutionary events
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of "May '68" and died three years later, in 1971 , at the age of thirty,
leaving behind a small but impressive body of work reflecting her total
commitment to surrealist aims. Her husband and fellow RUpTurist,
painter Jean-Claude Charbonel, later joined the Phases movement.
Monique Charbonel's poems have not been collected in book form.
The poem translated here appeared in French in R Up Ture no. 5 in 1 967.

IT'S A WONDER

I t's a wonder
to see you leaning over
to wander from the nape of your neck
to your hands
from your loins
to your eyelids
that darken i n contact with my body
and that my finger unfolds
between two beats
between two
before sleep
after the starry path
of black stones and
white feathers
between walls
of flesh
like a train in the night

Translated from the French by Myrna Bell Rochester

Born in 1 9 1 6 into a prosperous family in Berlin, Unica Zurn grew up
oblivious to the horrors of Nazism and remained so until around 1 94 3 1 944, when by chance she heard a n underground radio report of the
concentration camps. After this shattering experience she never re
turned to any kind of "normal" life. Later diagnosed as schizophrenic,
she was at various times hospitalized in institutions in Paris, Berlin, and
La Rochelle.
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Her meeting with Hans Bellmer in 1 95 3 was a determining one, and
they became one of the most extraordinary couples in the history of
surrealism. Zurn frequented the Surrealist Group in Paris throughout
the 1 950s, exhibited at the Galerie Le Soleil dans la Tete, and took part
in the 1 959 International Surrealist Exhibition devoted to Eros. Cele
brated for her anagrams (Hexentexte, 1 954), she also wrote two powerful
narratives: Dark Spring ( 1 969) and Jasmine Man ( 1 97 1 ) .
Unwilling to adapt to the deteriorating vicissitudes o f life, she
jumped from a window to her death in 1 970.
The following text is excerpted from her narrative, Lying in Ambush.

LYING IN AMBUSH

Rain is falling in Rashomon's forest. With slow, sorrowful steps, the rascal's
lady-love crosses the street to buy some unsweetened chocolate.
Meanwhile, advancing slowly through the forest on a white horse is the
white-veiled woman in her high white hat. Reverently her husband squeezes
her tiny, cold hand; he has no fear of murderers. Seated beneath the temple's
open roof, which is supported by four round pillars, are four priests and a
woodchopper. The rain persists, and a thick fog hovers in the trees. The day
is long, sad, completely white. Each of the five witnesses offers a completely
different version of the murder.
Each one saw everything that happened; each one envies the others' stories.
S ilence reigns in the forest as Rashomon rouses himself from a deep and pro
longed slumber. Down the ancient trail he strolls, and not even the snap of a
twig can be heard under his bare feet. Flicking aside the white veil from her
brow, the white woman looks over the scene. Not a sound can be heard.
Tis a sleepy sort of day. Shiny with dampness, the moss has swelled up like
a sponge. As the hour of death draws nigh, the samurai gazes darkly i nto the
downpour. On his shoulders lies the responsibility for his wife, who quivers
l ike a rich white pudding in a bowl of the best porcelain. She has no love for
her husband, and were it not for the fact that he is wealthy and, indeed, an aris
tocrat, she would have left him long ago. She is childless and values her breasts
too highly to use them for nursing small mammals. On and on they ride, but
no inn comes into view. Night is approaching, full of dangers. They have
neither pillows on which to rest their heads, nor blankets to shield their
bodies from the cold.
With long, tapered fingers the Black Baron draws a Queen of Hearts from
his billfold and cleverly makes it disappear in the moist air. Breathing down the
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Queen's neck is a black King of Spades, who gallantly tips his crown. The time
has come to cook the onion soup and to dry the soaking-wet wigs of the wax
women's heads. The Black Baron, who goes for slim little girls, is chummy with
the vice squad. Taking a drag of a marijuana cigarette which is no thicker than
a matchstick, he waits until the clock in the tower strikes noon. Dark indeed
are days like this, and how far away the sun is! We are so tired; the bed',, a filthy
mess but we might lie down in it anyway. They never clean the l aundry here.
As for the patriarch's bathtub, it's used once every three months at the most.
Out of the temple in the forest, the five witnesses advance toward the
Palace of Justice. As the hour of death draws nigh, the samurai gazes darkly
into the downpour. Being responsible for his wife is not at all to his liking. She
quivers like a rich white pudding in a bowl of the best porcelain. She has no
love for her husband and, indeed, would have left him long ago were it not for
the fact that he is wealthy and an aristocrat. She is childless, and values her
breasts too highly to use them for nursing small mammals. On and on they
ride, but no inn comes into view. Night is approaching, full of dangers, but
they have neither pillows on which to rest their heads nor blankets to shield
their bodies from cold.
With long, tapered fingers the Black Baron draws a Queen of Hearts from
his billfold, and in a flash a black King of Spades is breathing down the Queen's
neck. Gallantly, the King of Spades lifts his crown.
The time has come to cook the onion soup, and to dry the soaking-wet wigs
of the wax women's heads. The Black Baron, who goes for slim little girls, is
chummy with the vice squad. Taking a drag of a marijuana cigarette which is
no thicker than a matchstick, he waits until the clock in the tower strikes noon.
Dark indeed are days l ike this, and how far away the sun is! We are so tired; the
bed's a filthy mess but we might lie down in it anyway. They never clean the
l aundry here. As for the patriarch's bathtub, it's used once every three months
at the most.
Out of the temple in the forest, the five witnesses advance toward the
Palace of Justice. How magnificent it looks with a hundred vast windows wide
open on the sun. The judges are merciless, tired of waiting, eager for a head
to roll. The executioner sharpens his axe, embellishing its handle with pre
cious gems. No buyers are here from distant lands as the clock in the tower
strikes noon. As for the Black Baron's pockets, they are empty. When he turns
them inside-out, flakes of tobacco spill onto the ground. Splayfooted pigeons
waddle around the square like ducks as old crones toss them chunks of bread.
This rain paralyzes not only our loins but our very lives. What will become of
us, the rascal's lady-love asks herself. The soup has the bitterness of bile; the
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bread is stale. The life we lead is harsh and terrifying. How I wish I were dead
and afloat on the lake like lovely, m ad Ophelia, with water-l ilies woven into
my streaming, soaking-wet hair . . . .

The samurai released his wife's tiny hand. Foxlike, his ears go up. I n
Rashomon's forest, something is stirring. An eerie, subterranean world is awak
ening, and nobody knows what to expect during the next few hours. A dread
ful catastrophe is bubbling up. Always on the verge of a fit of tears, the white
lady nestles down like a friendly cat before the fire. Slowly but surely things
are being readied for a duel. . . .
The forest is soaking wet like a sponge, and white clouds float in it like fish,
silent and belly-up.

Translated from the German by Eloise Ryder.

German-born poet and scholar Elisabeth Lenk studied philosophy for
several years at the Frankfurt School before moving to Paris in 1 962.
She first met surrealists at a dinner honoring an Algerian war deserter
who had just been released from prison. Attracted by what she calls the
surrealists' "metapolitics," she joined the Paris group and in 1 964 con
tributed important articles on Heidegger's involvement in Nazism to
the journal La Breche: Action surrialiste (nos. 6 and 8).
Active in the near-revolution of May 1 968, Lenk returned to Ger
many later that year. Author of Das springende Narzis: Andre Bretons poetischer
Materialismus [Narcissus Leaping: Andre Breton's Poetic Materialism]
( 1 97 1 ), she has also edited, prefaced, and translated works by Breton,
Aragon, Dall, Fourier, and Bataille, and with Rita Bischof edited the col
lected poems of Anneliese Hager.
Formerly on the faculty of the Free University in Berlin, Elisabeth
Lenk currently lives in Hannover, where she is a professor at the city
university and regards herself as a militant feminist ally of surrealism.
Her statement on surrealism in Germany is from a letter included in
Alquie ( 1 940, 543 - 544), and the automatic text (from the cycle, Danc
ing Waves) served as a preface to a 1 99 1 exhibition of Anne Ethuin's
coated collages.
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S U RREALISM: A LIBERATING AND CATALYZING
ELEMENT IN GERMANY TODAY

One may ask-and I have been asked in private conversations-whether the
second Enlightenment which is, in today's Germany, a reaction against a most
barbarian irrationalism, might not be a necessary and salutary reaction: salu
tary for a world that was the victim of Nazism and also for the Germans them
selves, who might have found, in a rigid Reason, something capable of pre
venting the blind furor from surfacing again. I do not think so.
The second Enlightenment (which should be defined more precisely than
I can do here) merely reproduces the deep contradictions of German cul
ture, which must be considered in order to explain the Nazi phenomenon.
Young contemporary German poets who claim kinship with either structural
or engaged poetry (such as Bertolt Brecht's ), share this shameful and torn
consciousness, so strikingly similar to the Protestant consciousness-the Lu
theran, to be more precise. Luther declared that it was better not to be too re
spectful of that old inflexible Adam who had to be drowned each day. Simi
larly, today's German poet offers the spectacle of someone who ceaselessly
represses and drowns that other, internal Adam, in his or her own self, the ro
mantic self which is suspected of being Nazism's accomplice. This tyrannical
and pedantic instance which rejects, represses, and drowns-isn't it precisely
the Understanding, already denounced as the mortal enemy of all creation and
of all true spirit by those who protested against the first German Enlighten
ment? No Understanding can heal the deep inner break which occurs when
the human individual is cruelly facing himself. On the contrary, the power of
a disincarnated Understanding can provoke again the terrible revenge of the
forces he wants to keep out of consciousness. If they are locked up and kept in
the dark, those forces are most harmful when unleashed. But these same forces
may reach a new quality if they are allowed to receive light. This is to my mind
the surrealist message, as well as that of German romanticism.
And this is why I believe that surrealism could be a liberating and catalyz
ing element in Germany today. Surrealism would help us rediscover the most
repressed part of German romanticism. Let us be clear: I do not mean the ro
manticism of decline, so often evoked in Germany, whose representatives were
ready to seek refuge in Catholicism. Nor do I extend my hand to the reac
tionary and repressive powers. I speak of that initial romanticism, that original
impulse toward reconquering what a torn humankind had lost. This would be
the true Aufarbeitung der Vergangenheit [to assume one's past?] that one hears so
much about. Perhaps a new Reason will spring from this, capable of receiv
ing-and even expressing-the full wealth of all that it is not.

Translated from the French by Guy Ducornet
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AUTOMATIC TEXT FOR ANNE ETHUIN

And I thought to go through the walls
that separate human beingsfrom each other.
Lots of stripes
Is there still iron on the iron track?
Leaden
I am not modest, I am
unassuming, that is something else
Going on and on endlessly
My favorite occupation for years
You swap with me
Have you seen the cards?
Seen yes but not understood
"Never explain the slightest item"
was my high ambition
In the 20th century the dandies are crushed
trampled underfoot in a kind of rage
Seven ounces of common sense
And all doors open
One man in 20-fold multiplication

for whom the same door always opens magically
A young lady is reading The Modern Female
Cold rage of money
Uninterrupted economic aggression
For me the sky was blue, for me
alone
I give up my habits but not you
My habits are my prison
Lots of child-men
Nearly all the men I know could be called child-men
Trousers roll
frayed souls
dead trees
The trousers roll to and fro and are empty
To the extent that he was unselfish
he lacked the ability to
adapt to American conditions
The present is not against me
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it comes to meet me
This lady laughs too much
Her laugh is false
The child-men exert themselves and the lady laughs
Sometimes she laughs high sometimes low
Faster and faster
A concrete ruin glides past
And a woman all in pink
A hundred leaves on a solitary tree but
some have already fallen
I have released myself from the future
between two plastic walls on splints
I have found presence
Money is more relentless than any ideology
I live in the Northern Station
From there I always head north
A laughter full of anxiety
A l aughter that sounds wrong
Child-men are like clowns
They keep inventing new jokes
An unshaven dark man with a punk hairdo
remains on the track
He wants to stab money in the heart
But money has no heart
Far too many words
But I do not feel anything
Now he flies home in his European striped shirt
And I see a woman's white arm
There is no fixed sequence
With me the climax comes before the low point
The end before the beginning
Or do they all occur simultaneously?
I don't go out
Because at any moment I expect
my own arrival

Translated by Gisela Baumhauer and Greta Wenziger
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Descended from freethinking Bohemians who came to the U .S. in the
mid- 1 800s, Penelope Rosemont was born in Chicago in 1 942 and was
educated for a career as a chemist. Early inclined toward radicalism, she
took part in Chicago's Rebel Worker group ("the left wing of the Beat
Generation") and later served on the national staff of the Students for
a Democratic Society. In Paris in 1 966 Andre Breton welcomed her and
her husband Franklin into the Surrealist Group. After several months'
participation in the group's daily meetings at the cafe Promenade de
Venus, they returned and cofounded the first indigenous Surrealist
Group in the U.S., in Chicago.
Rosemont took part in the U.S. surrealists' first group show (Gallery
Bugs Bunny, 1 968), and her paintings and alchemigrams have been
included in major surrealist exhibitions in France, England, Holland,
Mexico, and other countries. At the World Surrealist Exhibition in Chi
cago i n 1 976, she elaborated the Domain of Robin Hood. Her work
was also featured in the "Art & Alchemy" exhibition at the 1 986 Venice
Biennale. More recently she has invented two new extensions of col
lage: the landscapade and the prehensilhouette.
Her first book of poems, Athanor, appeared in 1 970, and her second,
Beware of the Ice (illustrated by Enrico Baj ) , in 1 992. Surrealist Experiences,
a collection of her articles and essays, appeared in 1 998. Coeditor of
Arsenal: Surrealist Subversion and of Free Spirits, she has contributed to sur
realist publications all over the world-including L'Archibras, Phases, and
Le Desir libertaire in Paris, Analogon in Prague, Brumes Blondes in Amsterdam,
and Salamandra in Spain-as well as such U.S. radical periodicals as
Radical America and Earth First! She l ives in Chicago.
"Passage" and "Candle" are both from Athanor. "Rising Asleep," writ
ten in the 1 970s, first appeared in Free Spirits in 1 982.

PASSAGE

in celebration of Benjamin Peret
the lettuce devours its leaves
the n ight its stars
the insect becomes hopeful
the u nfortunate cow
dissolves unnoticed
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while the soap eats grass
and grows fat
the avenues forget their names
and are referred to only
as Smith
mud puddles take the initiative
to spring at well-dressed men
and top hats aren't safe from snowballs
even in the midst of summer
(Paris, 1 966)

CANDLE

The owl hid his eyes
under his hands
He hid his hands
under his feet
He hid his feet
behind his ears
He hid his ears
between his toes
He tucked his toes
under his belt
And completely disappeared

RISING ASLEEP

in celebration of Toyen
The wind today is full of fish
The branches of the trees
are full of mirrors
Whirlpool woven of wilderness
your knife is an octopus
your l ips are a dance
your two hands are revolving doors
you are the North Pole
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Penelope Rosemont, Euclid's Last Stand, oil on canvas with collage, 1 976. Courtesy
of the artist.
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A MANGO

l feel like a mango
I have a horror of men who don't know how to eat
Without dispensing their wisdom with quick saliva
You weep
Alone wounded and cured by my friendly lip
You see a phallus eating with its fingers
I crave dust
There is no lodging l arge enough
No century no beach empty enough for my taste
Put to sleep the day before by Caesar's descendants
I molt without a shudder too sad to defend myself
My heart needs a mango
We must kill no one
Today they say for prudence's sake
Love's eyes are dry
Oil slicks take the place of corn on our walls
The heavy chariots of dawn
Pass endlessly
Behind the teddy bear
The drunken look of the snake
And my mother dreaming in English far far away
Far away the mango with its odor of night
(From Carr{ blanc, 1 965)

Translated from the French by Mary Beach

NIGHT IN THE SHAPE OF A B ISON

I think too often of funeral ceremonies
Flop little goldfish
I think too often of ravaged graves
O f oppressive wakes

I don't know how to repulse the widow nor soften her parchment
Servant of cemeteries since lost antiquity
The earth is the roof of my house
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Everywhere in my dreams floats a feminine odor
Like an erotic sore with ultrafine needles
Like a ruin
How to drive away corpses carriers of contagion
Vast assembly in orange pyjamas
And antique dealers' windows
How to seal the catafalques without touching the soup
How to dust a dead man without disturbing his eyelids
Where will I go when all roads are watched

(From Carre blanc, 1 965)
Translated from the French by Mary Beach

TEN TO ONE TO NO

Flashing wild horses of Europe
Chaos of broken limbs
Moving walls
Suns
Bloody cobblestones thrown by blind hands
Into the mayonnaise
Into the mud
Into the sewer familiarly gaping
Into all which is known and dare not reveal itself
The Arab in me shivers on each stair of passive
Flesh
Capable of waiting a long time for the sad promised masting
Hail o my friends death with its flights its fusions
For her alone there are no forbidden regions
In the brasero of passionate love
Then
Once night has come
Night night storm
I return to my youth
The frantic phosphorus
The bestial heat
The waves of permitted revenge
The sand
The yawning of fragile night
The ether
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At the moment when Paris lights up
The free animal still runs in our headlights
Exquisite soul
The lovely veiled apple no longer vomits its worm
Moonlight
True I am a Jewess
Capable of learning freedom in the street
Where infamy is displayed

I cursed in me the woman who accepts
The triangular face of the padlock
Silence

I spit on those who listen
Behind their limpid eyes
Their flies stomped by too many cracked brains
Their doors filthily shut
Nomenclature of nightmares
A single drop of urine on the pavement
Every muzzle points
(From Card blanc, 1 965)

Translated from the French by Mary Beach

WILD GLEE FROM ELSEWHERE
Jor Reinhoud

Hard calloused dreams
Burst palefully
Through the seams of tasteless
Yesterday
Don't whine for help
Lie bleeding
Life is a perpetual sneeze
Listen to the screech of iron in the rocky
Vacuum
Of an eyeless
Socket
To the mouthless prayer of ambiguous men
Stretched out in anguish and surgical green
Listen
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Sharpen your tongue on the soft white womb
Nestling in formaldehyde
Then all shouting done
Watch brittle sperm rain down like cheese
Collect the bubbles
Hustle sour winds up the sidewalk
Suck the fresh flesh of the ruby
Leave it screaming
No matter
Strange shallow dreams eat at random
And shriek not with age
Soundless laughter like the midnight sea
Will toil back to slumber
And there will the bodiless breaker unroll its metal
Dip thunder and vanish
In a thousand grim echoes
Far beyond the bloody swelling of a mother's breast
"Pardon me" said she dressed in small-town bereavement
And Humpty-Dumpty closed a huge savage eye

(From Phallus et Momies, 1 969)
Translated from the French by the author

ABSOLUTE DIVERGENCE: THE INTERNATIONAL SURREALIST
EXHIBITION, 1 9 6 5 - 1 9 6 6
Mnemotechnic Elements Jo r a Future Dream

Without beginning or end, memories and their ectoplasm, photographs come
to contradict themselves on the retina of actual imaginary experiences.
The conscious development of an image from a lost past depends upon the
reverie angle. A thousand tiny lost notations run between the lines, a thousand
imprisoned words go moldy between the cobblestones of glossy paper: like a
mirage against reality. It was, it is the responsibility of the visitors as well as
the practitioners of "absolute divergence" to embroider endlessly on this can
vas and to trace their paths as they please. Certain places, certain times push
our imagination into contortions which are normally impossible. And so, on
that day, I shall be simultaneously inside the Galerie de l'Oeil , rue Seguier, last
year, 1 965, spins around. An immense creature comes toward me, howling, its
journalistic entrails publicly churned and tossed and soaped up, with its hair
less chicken skin and its hysterical halo: the Consumer.
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Fleeing under sponge umbrellas and shovelsful of bread crumbs . . . .
Then, the test of the room, walled by man's inhumanity to man. The Dis
ordainer: myth and quest and ritual, all at once: the electronic Gordian Knot
of the king of rats, oval and Bonapartist like the wheel of honorific labor. I shall
dip my eyes into the plate-glass night, my fingers will waltz on the instrument's
panel until, finally free from the "simple and clear solution" of daily routine, I
shall move on to seek the exit. An exit. Any exit. The Consumer will throw
street names to the face of the Arch-of-Defeat as it awaits on its crutch the
coming of its metallic death, in a well-armed armchair, just as Dante awaited
his Divine.
A man will dive head first into the refrigerator-prison: the Consumer's back
will tear nuptial veils, tufts of postscripts and orange blossoms, and other
fibrous appendixes.
The Sardine will close its good eye. The floating bones, the motorized
chest of drawers, and the ceilings of legion-of-honor meat will proudly strut
about i n the very back room. Maldoror's dog will tear his claws away from the
bloody marsh so as to leap onto the lanes of Central Park.
Nibbled by his obscene hunger, nacreous under his tombstone necklace,
silent and milky as an oyster inside its shell , the Necrophile will part his lips
and show his prelunar tongue. The dreamy stone distills and dilutes itself as
mercury in the vertigo of logistics. It was yesterday. Elsewhere, the Necrophile
sleeps standing up under his glass bell . "Let's build a trap that will neither kill
nor injure its victim, but will hold it until it wakes up . . . . " The street has be
come another, more ancient; the lights in the window are turned off: it's to
morrow already.

(From L'Archibras, le surrealisme no. 1 , 1 967)
Translated from the French by Guy Ducornet

ARE YOU A SURREALIST?

Are you a surrealist?
My own discovery of surrealism coincided with my growing awareness of
the enemies of my freedom: Family, Fatherland, Religion. Naturally I also
needed to know who my allies were, and where.
Reading the Manifestoes soon convinced me that surrealism held the rich
revelatory vein of Life such as I had resolved to l ive it: love, poetry, freedom.
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Mimi Parent, drawing, 1 984. Courtesy of the artist

.

Several years passed before I was able to meet members of the Surrealist
Movement. I longed for that moment, that Festival, but at the same time I
dreaded it, fearing that I would "show up empty-handed." For me the idea of
Festival is inseparable from the idea of potlatch.
My enthusiastic expectations were not disappointed. I entered the group
just as the 1 959 International Surrealist Exhibition was getting under way.
Action and ideas (these being the essential for me) joined forces in an atmo
sphere of play and games which gave rise to the glorious agitation of the grand
preparations.
After the festival was over, day fell and brought Seriousness with it. Seri
ousness sat at the cafe table every evening from 6 to 8. And Seriousness took
itself Very Seriously, with occasional outbursts of laughter-no doubt to catch
its breath and to show that one could be Serious without necessarily having to
be Serious all the time. For my part, I sensed that the Age of Reason was quite
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settled in among us, to the detriment of the Golden Age. Sometimes I yawned
a lot, but mostly to myself, out of timidity and also out of respect for certain
guests. I must not have been the only one, for the Surrealist Movement [in
Paris] vanished in a great big yawn for the simple reason that it failed to rec
oncile itself to its own madness.
The recent failure of collective activity has forced several among us to be
come individualist enrages . Nonetheless, I want to believe that the Festival will
resume one day-spon taneous ly. The l ive coals are ready and waiting; all it takes
is the right day, with a strong wind.

23 February 1 970
(From Vincent Bounoure, Pour communication: reponses a l'enquete, 'Rien OU quoi?')

Translated from the French by Franklin Rosemont

THE FUTURE OF SURREALISM: RESPONSE TO AN INQUIRY

Paris, i 2 December 1 9 6 9
I have opted for the confidence a n d generosity that it seems t o m e necessary
to maintain, in order to protect what I consider the essential, and which is, was,
and will remain essential for me, for the rest of my life: namely, that my reason
for existing, and my only reason, is the surrealist reason. I myself could care less
whether I am or seem to be an exemplary individual compared with all those
who have taken it upon themselves to uphold its spirit and permanence, pro
vided that what we are all defending is itself the exemplary object. And that,
for me, is not a problem, since surrealism is to my mind exemplary or is not
surrealism. (I am speaking of its essence: that is what for me is eternal!-in
mere "apparent" opposition to "historical" surrealism, which is made up of var
ious "chances along the way," but does not invalidate the essential. )
In this regard, a qualitative judgment i s not required. It's simple: Do I belong
or not? How could I not belong? How could I alter the appearance of my
own face? . . .
I desire and long for only one thing: the solidarity of each and all of us in
our adherence to the essential that formed our lives . . . .

I can only remain-and want only to remain-passionately and definitively
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what I am: someone for whom there exists, has existed, will exist only the sur

realist quest, whatever it may be called in the future . . .
Moreover, I know where to situate my personal action-I know it wel l : It is
at the point where a state of mind (with all the "possibilities" that might come
of it), a mental attitude, and my own creations come together. Concerning that
point, I would rather be silent forever than prove unworthy of it.

(From Vincent Bounoure, Pour communication: riponses
Paris, 1 970)
Translated by Myrna Bell Rochester and Fmnklin Rosemont

a

l'enqui!te, 'Rien ou quoi?',

WHILE WE SPEND OUR LIVES IRONING . . .

While we spend our lives ironing
an ancient iron with a new sock,
the Principle arrives at the end.
Dressed in a coal-dust suit that makes his eyes sparkle
like two distant stars kept at the bottom of the sea.
The Principle is followed by the crowd of his little ones.
Oh!-Aren't these little ones well behaved!
How sweet are their fingers' caresses
each one carrying in seed a grain of the incomprehensible laugh.
Marvelous family with no particular goal
far holier than the previous one.
They do not look at all like the weeping fan
They do not l ook at all like the anemone closing its doors
on Sundays when they nail up wool.
On Saturdays when steel is embroidered as altar covers
They do not look like those little incandescent berries
flowering at night where station signals,
wrongly called "bleeding hearts,"
which break away as pale butterflies
from lighthouses hoisted up over the sea.
I have sought in all places and even beyond
what might look like them and [ found out never.
Of this "Never," I shall make my very own Principle.
Precious reserve for days to come.
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Bright gloomy brother for the necessary survival
of the bald wig, under the large hat of black eternity.
(From La Nuit mathfmatique, 1 976)
Translated from the French by Peter Wood and Guy Flandre

AND I SHALL BE THE MOUTH OF COPPER . . .

And I shall be the mouth of copper
which the sleeper's eyes will look at askance.
A stamp, that the pretty faces of fallen republics
will place on emerald pupils.
A breath of crystal, where the blond wind of terrifying axles
calms down in death alone, weaving its widow's cloth;
A brushwood on fire around this slate vase
where the last autumn sky shows through.
Glorious Medusa, supreme contempt for chaste abandon
in lives as beautiful as storms.
Gloomy, by eroding the volcanoes that lava has dug
out of the man-siren's head.
I am also this whole man,
whose steel belly answers the call
when the time comes for giving birth on the huge tower
to the black cormorant of fear.
Sleep comes along upright
before I took the trouble to turn my head
with greedy lips it sucks in the very base of my reason
come to rest in a foam-mill .
It is a miracle
The raving tree carries away the mourning horses
to the amber sapphire cordillera
Sole point where the lover's breathing is still possible
In this evening mixed with fiery triumphs
Which change into crenels the vanquished lovers
Now leaning on the very long chairs of violence
and constantly threatened with death
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Such is the story of my impure angel's sleep
donning children's roses every morning
(From La Nuit mathematique, 1 976)
Translatedfrom the French by Peter Wood and Guy Flandre

THE NAKED TRUTH

The naked truth: that's not her,
dressed in a thousand dark corridors.
The green pavement of her legs
might well resemble the funereal alleyways
where Desire, in his suit of ashes
travels along on his innocent donkey
that may have lost its way going to the Asylum.
What fear it needed, to climb to the top
of three old lampposts,
habitation of the wise toad with eyes
more moving than those of young girls.
Powerful fingers arranged l ike colored dice
take the loving l i fe at its word
bathing its body the size of night
in a thimble-death.
A procession of torch-headed dragonflies carrying,
in their closed arms
the wedding of my blue eye
with a diamond snail.
(From La Nuit mathematique, 1 976)
Translated from the French by Myrna Bell Rochester

VAMPIRO NOX

Come dreadful child
I'll make your cradle in a cloud of magic
Your mother is a black bird
It's the mole with two rings
Right next to the angelus
Sounded by the cuckoo
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On the wallpaper decorating
the storm kitchen
Blessed roofs colored by the bigamous fringes
which go on papering
the square of easy solitude:
not the one you find in cities
but thunder's only one
sitting on a silken saddle
spouting out the whole lot in profane damnation
Machiavellian granddaughter
with eyes as round as rubies
on the nail of the virgin owl
who only asks to hoot in fours
holding out the poisoned apple his egg
from which will hatch the cog-wheel
braced to wipe our courtrooms
with its little hooked broom
Brought to life by prehistoric breath
is the great wind laying down
the great fir of the moon
with its head between the hands of the frog
wearing a nightcap
Suddenly she jumps out of her hammock
-let the little bugger live.
(From John the Pelican, t 990)

Translated from the French by Peter Wood and Guy Flandre

S URREALISM: RISING S I GN

I was born into the big bear skin of surrealism. Even before my birth it was in
corporated into my cells, my spine, guiding me, just as the sea iguana is guided
to algae and bees to nectar. . . . And if the elephant's element is the savanna and
the ocean the whale's, surrealism is my element, my vital substance. Ah! Let's
speak of the whale and her song-so beautiful, so terrible! Does it cause her
anxiety? Does she consider its composition, hesitating for centuries before
singing in the ocean's great depths? Of course not! If this were so, she would
not be singing now. And her song is an interrogation. All this to say: surreal
ism is a vital, a constitutional need. Those whom it recognizes spontaneously
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belong to the same element. Always familiar, for me surrealism is life itself.
Why? Because true life has nothing to do with what has insidiously been sanc
tioned by the repressive powers of mortality, religion, and law. Powers-oh
how fallacious-whose end is nothing less than the enslavement of the ma
jority for the profit of a minority of impostors animated by terrorism of all
kinds: churches, philosophies, ideologies, politics . . . all representing enslave
ment or death (which are one and the same thing). Surrealism is the conscious
attempt to restore humanity's true capacity to be and to desire without moral
or physical constraint through the unlimited exercise of the imagination.
Those who have the luck to remain "primitive" recognize each other. . . . When
I met Andre Breton, I was not so much astonished as amazed at the realization
of something intimated, not yet experienced and longed for. All the operations
of my life, and that one too-I mean that extraordinary meeting-have hap
pened as if by magic; I mean truly magically. Because magic is the superior in
stance to which I have always confided my life. What is life? Owl cry, the
growth of the wild palm, a summer night's rain, wind, snow, and also typhoon,
maelstrom, volcanic eruption . . . . It is in these things that I recognize myself
in what we choose to call automatism, automatism being a way to give "carte
blanche"-a lovely expression!-to inspiration and the sources of the uncon
scious; clairvoya11ce in other words. I associate to the no less significant ("mon
trer patte blanche") wanting, before my destiny, to empty-handedly bring only
what was always mine u11k11ow11 to me. (0! Yes! Above all unknown to me!) I am
an automaton, my gestures decided by the key that contains life's mystery, an
imated by the blind trust in everything that comprises the natural being. I can't
name the ways by which I permit this instancy to function more freely. I say:

magic, the marvelous clairvoya11ce. The "primitive" societies still in direct contact
with living natural phenomena have more than my support. They have my love
and will not cease to fascinate me. Because magic reveals our instinct's original
destination, our true place. In exact contradiction with those who think that
man, having invented everything, has separated himself from nature. Which
he has done, but in a way he denies: by becoming a foreign body, a cancerous
growth that sooner or l ater will destroy itself. I, however, have a lion's share of
the instinct of self-preservation! I love life and I love it to the extent that I have
found nothing more vivifying than SURREALISM and all that it embraces and
exemplifies. Attention! Be attentive to signs. I say: Risi11g Sig11 .
(From Marianm van Hirtum: Peintures, dessins, objets, 1 99 1 )
Translated from the French by Rikki Ducornet
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Born in 1 92 1 in Coteau in northern France, Anne Ethuin has lived in
Paris since 1 943. She started painting in 1 949 and took part in the first
Cobra show in Copenhagen that year. In 1 954 she cofounded the jour
nal Phases with her husband, poet Edouard Jaguer (a member of the
Main a plume surrealist group during the Resistance), and has since taken
part in all activities of the international Phases movement. Her glorious
coated collages (collages revetus), which she began to make in 1 970, were
featured at the World Surrealist Exhibition (Chicago, 1 976), "Surreal
ism Unlimited" ( London, 1 978), "Surrealism in 1 978: l OOth Anniver
sary of Hysteria" (Milwaukee, 1 978), "Diversite surrealiste" (Paris,
1 99 1 ), and at Phases exhibitions in France, Belgium, Portugal, Canada,
Mexico, Peru, etc. Many surrealist poets have written prefaces for the
catalogs of her solo shows, including Jean-Louis Bedouin, Jean-Michel
Goutier, Petr Kral, Gerard Legrand, Elisabeth Lenk, and Arturo
Schwarz.
At the magic crossroads of objective chance, humor, and the Mar
velous, Ethuin's coated collages are among the high spots of the poetic
spirit in painting today. A book of them, Regards obliques sur une bistoire
parallele, with texts by Edouard Jaguer, was published by Editions Oasis
in 1 977.
Written in 1 964, this poem was first published in the collection
Lumiere du jour (Paris: Actual, 1 989).

LEGEND

Hidden in a mother-of-pearl drawer
Lies a marvel made of lead I am after it
I was told of replicas in the Saffron Palace
Owned by the Lady of a thousand clocks
But I hate to hear the hours strike
This town has embroidered rooftops
Young women must do this work on rainy days
While playin g proverbs
All the trees were saved this way
From destruction

Anne Ethuin ,

The Tables

of the Law, coated collage, 1 976. Courtesy of the artist.
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I did not ask
But this evening-a ball
In the Egrets' Garden
In honor of the fairest
Will you be there?
Dancing in porcelain slippers only:
So as not to disturb the water in the great pond
Or the blue wizard who sleeps within it, awakening,
will change the destiny of the land
So says an ancient legend
No one can remember his name
Perhaps he was that long ago king
Drowned by his subjects in the vanished river
And whose image reappears in filigree
On certain days each year
Under the hand of the silken clockface
On the Forbidden Plaza
Is this tale real?
Little by little in time
The loveliest stories shrink
And their thread wears too thin
To bear the weight of ceaseless additions
So what?
Tomorrow will be your wedding feast
For every stranger who spends one night here
Must be married at dawn
Can you hear the doors shutting?

Translated from the French by Guy Ducornet

I WILL TELL YOU DURING THE WALK . . .

I will tell you during the walk to Fomalhaut
I will tell you red on gray
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I will tell you with flowers (why not?)
I will tell you here or elsewhere
I will tell you that elsewhere or here . . .
I will tell you that the key wants to go home
I will tell you that the present is easily seen through
I will tell you that we have other fish to fry
I will tell you that I hate the telephone
I will tell you that-Yeah-perfectly neat oblivion

! will tell you I no longer want anguish after 6

P. M.

I will tell you that nobody never as much
I will tell you it's not the end of the world
I will tell you that my eagle thinks of you
I will tell you that my death is no longer so lonely
I will tell you : don't tell an ear what a hand knows
I will tell you : To tears! Citizens!
And may an impure time drench our furrows!*
(From Le Livre du Tigre)
Translated from the French by Guy Ducornet

TYCER, TYCER

Supple
slender
sinuous
sybaritic
sultan of the afternoon
silken
sudden
seditious
seductive
secretly
satanic

* The last two lines are puns on the first and last line of the Marseillaise: "Aux
armes, citoyens!" To arms, citizens!
"Qu'un sang impur abreuve no sillons"
May impure blood drench our
furrows.
=

=
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sumptuous
sorcerer
subtly
sinking my
sources

savage king
saffron-colored
striped with black, I
savor your
superb roar
sovereign

sacker
of silence, and I
submit

serenely to your rule, 0
sol it ary
Seigneur of

somber beauty
(From Le Livre du TigreJ
Translated from the French by Penelope Rosemont

One of the best-known Portuguese poets of her time, Luiza Neto Jorge
was born in 1 939 in Lisbon, where she studied at the Faculty of Letters.
She began frequenting the surrealist milieu in her teens. Her first book,
A noite vertebrata [The Vertebrate Night], was published in 1 960. Two
years later she moved to Paris, where she remained for eight years. Her
later books include Ouarta diminsdo [Fourth D imension] ( 1 963) and 0 seu
a seu tempo [To Each In His/Her Own Time] ( 1 966). A large collection
of her poetry, titled Poesia, was published in 1 993. She also translated
many French works into Portuguese, including Breton's L'AmourJou and
important works by Jarry, Artaud, Raymond Queneau, Boris Vian, and
Ionesco. Her translation of Oskar Panizza's Council of Love was sup
pressed by Salazarist censorship. Luiza Neto Jorge died in 1 989.
The following poems, first published in the 1 970s, are from her
Poesia ( 1 993).
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ANOTHER GENEALOGY

The poet is a long animal
from infancy
II
The animal would begin b y being
a slow movement beneath the darkness
III
Peopled are the rooms
by nonhuman broods
gnawing creatures
importuning
IV
Come mythic animals
or mystics with their attentive saint
those who flare up in high autumn
hermaphrodites
abductors of women
procreators of children
heraldry experts
coffin lids
men by mistake
winged fliers
succubi
satans
come wild animals
inside voracious
bones
v
I don't accept zoological orders
anything that facilitates
so earthly a permanence
so aerial so aquatic
so mysterious so cosmic
a circulation
so full of natural facilities
of natural gifts of nature
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of meadows of cliffs of fresh waters
of pillows
Between going to bed and getting up
I sit down I kneel I do acrobatics
I learn an infinity of gestures that
lead me to numberless denser
situations
to some impieties of the body and how many
severe toothaches
transported to the spirit that eliminates me
from the other animal kingdom
An animal (any)
if it raises a thick paw over the world
torments
Translated from the Portuguese by Jean R. Longland

"MONUMENT TO BIRDS" (MAX ERNST)

With the exact security of the hoisting crane
they rise transporting
the intense weight
of the object that rises
Atmosphere of birds
(wizards riding the
high reality)
aerial mountain transposed
by us the birds
The weight of those plump birds
the wide fact of flight of those birds
leads our emigration
Translated from the Portuguese by Jean R. Langland

FABLE

The animal understands itself:
it has hoofs makes them serve
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has skin
warms
closes itself i n its eyes to fall asleep
all it remembers it forgets
Spends itself.
Remains.

THE FORCE OF GRAVITY

Your gravity:
the exact weight you employ
for laughi ng.

SPHERICITY: FEROCITY

dangerous quality that of some
solids when lost they turn
toward us.
Translated from the Portuguese by lean R. Langland

It appears that the only reason Argentine poet Alejandra Pizarnik
( 1 936- 1 972) did not belong to a surrealist group in her homeland is
that none were active there when she arrived on the scene. Unwaver
i ngly, however, she affirmed her solidarity with the movement's basic
aims and principles, and until her suicide a few years later her poetic
activity helped give surrealism a powerful resonance in Argentine cul
ture. It is no accident that the animators of surrealism in South America
today-not only in her native country but also in Brazil, Colombia,
and elsewhere-regard her unequivocally as one of their own.
In addition to her mighty achievements as a poet ( she wrote eight
volumes in her lifetime, and many collections have appeared since),
Pizarnik also translated several works by French surrealist poets into
Spanish, most notably L'Immaculee conception [The Immaculate Concep
tion] by Breton and Eluard.
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Poemas, an anthology of her work publ ished in Medellfn in 1 982from which the following poems are taken-includes appreciations of
her work by two central figures of Spanish l an guage surrealism in the
New World, Enrique Molina and Octavio Paz.
-

CARO LINE VON GUNDERODE
to Enrique Molina

I wandered through the infinite as one who remembers.

-C. von G.
The hand of the wind's own lover
caresses the face of the absent one.
With "bird skin bag" she who was deceived
flies from herself with a knife in her memory.
And the one devoured by the mirror
enters a casket of ashes and soothes the beasts of oblivion.

IN A COPY OF LES CHANTS DE MALDOROR

Under my dress blazed a field of flowers as joyous as the children of midnight.
The breath of light in my bones comes over me when l write the word
earth. Word or presence followed by perfumed animals; sad as itself, beautiful
as suicide; and that flies over me l ike a dynasty of suns.
Translated from the Spanish by Natalie Kenvin

Born in 1 944, in Sao Paul o, Brazil, Leila Ferraz recogn ized herself
as surrealist in 1 965. In Paris the following year with her husband,
poet/collagist Sergio Lima, she took part in the meetings of the Sur
realist Group and helped plan the International Surrealist Exhibition,
scheduled to open in Sao Paulo in 1 967. Later in 1 966 she cofounded
the Surrealist Group in Sao Paulo . She exhibited drawings and surrealist
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objects at the 1 967 international exhibition, and collaborated on the
Brazilian surrealist journal, A Phala.
The Sao Paulo Surrealist Group disbanded in 1 969, largely because
of the repressive political situation in Brazil, but surrealism continued as
an underground ferment. After the early 1 970s, however, Ferraz took
no further part in organized surrealist activity.
The article and poem published here in abridged form originally
appeared in A Phala ( 1 967).

SECRETS OF S URREALIST MAGIC ART

Magic is in itself only a will, and this will is the great mystery of every
miracle and every secret: it operates through the appetite of the being's
desire.
-Jacob Boehme
Magic is the cultivator of the very desire that makes it "beyond good and evil"
in a sphere belonging to enchantment and violation-the feeling (or rather
sensation) of power that transforms what I have into what I am, hurling me against
everything that seems to obstruct my self-movement.
Magic: The alien and the exterior trespassing the barriers of the represen
tation of my will in order to transform themselves precisely into that which
does n ot appear to me alien or make me feel exterior. Or rather, it is the intro
duction to my relationship with the world: the breaking apart of the unit reason-will
the resacralization of Love.
In the fundamental magic attitude there is a "collapse of barriers" that sup
presses the difference between individuals or, more correctly, between ele
ments. Reencountering itself at every moment as part of a system of realities
ordinarily described as domains of prohibition, or forbidden zones, this col
lapse of barriers creates in turn a new interconnectedness of supreme knowl
edge, i n which my representation m ingles and merges with the integrity of an
entire movement of analogies.
I n no way does this enthusiasm for the secret presuppose a religious attitude be
fore it evolves toward poetry. Although in magic the secret principle bears a cer
tain resemblance to that of religion-as much as it does to the "Occult"-they
are opposed in essential points. This is because religion presupposes a power
different from and indeed fundamentally alien to the human-a power on
which humankind is supposed to depend and to which it must submit.
Essentially natural, magic belongs to what is spontaneous-to Evil, but to
an Evil that does not contradict Good, and yes, to a realm in which Evil and
Good constitute a single m ovement of the same intensity and strength, al-
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though tending toward the creation of a basic difference: an opposing sense (as
we speak of opposing directions in space). For Heraclitus, the contrary is
agreement, from discord is born the most beautiful harmony, and everything
becomes struggle.

[Magic art] is a universal play process (processus-ludicus) in which gestures, lines,
and movements aim at the same point of cosmic encounter and return en
dowed with desires.
It is the carrying out of action, as revealed to us by magic intuition, inscribed
for us like sparkling characters on black stones. The insignia of the Magic
Natural Alchemist establish a legible language whose intimate characters corre
spond to the process of analogy and metaphors, and whose function is to es
tablish primary contact between people, between myself and the universe, and
between my magic art and humankind.
Above all it is necessary to make thought speak orally in the domain of the
Marvelous . . . .
Oral thought, materialized through the word, writing, and work of art, is
the gesture of the Voice inside our mechanism of symbols. It is the visualiza
tion of the poetic image which is the created object-indeed, it is the very act
of the object's creation . . . .

Translated from the Portuguese by lean R. Long land

MY LOVE, I SPEAK TO YOU OF A LOVE

My love, I speak to you of a love
that takes the form of all the powers of time . . . .
I speak to you of a love of ancient recognitions
and of perpetual encounters,
of a beam of light poised on your forehead
in the direction of the cardinal points of your body. . . .
Your elongated pubic hairs trickle over my Evening Gypsy legs!
Our sighs mark in Space a confusion of interlaced stars of Mercury
and our zodiac sign speaks of the same formula that extends the limits of the
Supernatural to the Human.
Our powers link themselves to the mysteries in the Universe of things
and transform life into an eternal fluttering,
like butterfly wings.
My love
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I speak to you through the viper's tongue
through the gifts of ruined castles
and through the fires built in my heart.

Translated from the Portuguese by lean R. Long land

Poet, novelist, short-story writer, artist, and essayist, Rikki Ducornet
was born in New York in 1 94 3 and attended Bard College. She lived
for many years in North Africa, Canada, South America, and the Loire
Valley of France. On an anti-Vietnam War demonstration in New York
in 1 967, she chanced to meet several members of the Chicago Surreal
ist Group, and she has participated in surrealist activity ever since, col
laborating on Arsenal: Surrealist Subversion and other collective publica
tions as well as taking part in the 1 976 World Surrealist Exhibition and
numerous other group shows around the world. She has also partici
pated in the international Phases movement. Ducornet is the author
of fourteen books, including six volumes of poems (starting with From
the Star Chamber, 1 974), five novels (starting with The Stain, 1 984), two
collections of short stories (The Complete Butcher's Tales, 1 994, and The
Word "Desire, " 1 997), and two children's books. Illustrator of books by
Jorge Luis Borges and Robert Coover, she has also designed a Tarot
deck and, with Guy Ducornet, two surrealist board games.
All of Rikki Ducornet's works, as poet and as storyteller, are black,
gothic-comic phantasmagorias, full of dark enigmas, opalescent terror,
faraway laughter, and loose ends of myth, hilarious and disturbing.
She lives in Denver.
"My Special Madness" first appeared in From the Star Chamber ( 1 974);
"Necromancy" and "Dark Star, Black Star" in Weird Sisters ( 1 976); "Ma
chete" in Knife Notebook ( 1 977); and "Clean" in Arsenal: Surrealist Subversion
no. 3 ( 1 976).
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My special madness
A green window
The smell of boxwood, of the lion's den
The smell of ether, the bite of quick-silver in the lungs
The green-house overgrown, the floor a river of glass
No secrets but silence
Spores fall
The sound of moss spreading
The agony of meat caught in the l ion's jaw.
Today I send my own police of rats
To do their terrible justice to my heart
Stagnating beneath the fat of a day's lies.
There is a crystal center
That spins deep within the living shell
Fed by my blood, distant
My hallucinating planet
Hungry for fresh meat, blue copper
Refracting light, teethed images
A forest and a sea-cruel and deep beyond recovery
But pulsating
My hallucinating planet, my hungry center
Where languages are muddled
Where words are clawed to death
The moon is stretched out across the sky as on a wheel and beaten.

NECROMANCY

She is a file
She is a cleaver
She is a needle
Scissors, acid, knife.
She is bitter
Green on my lips
Yellow in my throat.
She is cold
An eel sleeping beneath the ice.
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Rikki Ducornet, Black Isis,
etching, 1 99 1 . Courtesy
of the artist.

DARK STAR, BLACK STAR

I want to be simple
Legs spread, hands glued to your hands
My mouth easy, my mind one color

You walk up from the road
The sky is white-there dragons hide breathing smoke
Your face a stone catching light
This is your star whole perfect rising
Your black twin your tame serpent
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An atmosphere of rain-green and fragrant
Your face the sun devouring the moon
The air hides danger the forest whispers
Thorns! Roots!
My own dark star black star
My breath caught and held in your tight cage
Chosen marble cat's eye
My prize.

MACHETE

Your machete slices through my jungle.
Your body is perfect. Is a coiled sphere of gleaming copper.
Your taste is my taste.
Rust and forest.
Your fistful of hornets inhabits my cunt.
Taste of copper. Mossy mysteries and the agile tower!
We play the game of ice and thunder.
The fire game the sword game.
The rules are intricate, secret.
We play blind.
Today you are wearing her mask of sugar.
I lick your face . . .

CLEAN

Dogs are dirty, birds are filthy, fish are clean except for the intestines which
are dirty.
People love to wash and that's why in the eyes of Jesus they are best. Dogs
don't go to heaven, they turn into worms, but good Christian people stay just
the same, younger and smelling good all the time. All the people get washed
when they die and sit at the table of Holy Lightning with Jesus, eating all that
clean food. Jesus smiles when he sees the people washing. He knows the
people like cleanliness and that's why he likes them better than the animals
who eat any crap dirty.
Clean people who don't smell like vinegar sit at His table, only younger,
with new hair, teeth and skin, all naked but not fornicating, eating all that
clean food. That's why it's important to get the old folks soaped and combed
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and into bed between those nice sheets boiled four times and ironed into nice
even creases-twelve creases for Jesus-and their toenails pared. Our old
people look good, just simple people the color of milk and veal roast. When
it's time Jesus calls them. H e says: "O have you pared your nails?" And they an
swer: "O yes, Sweet Lord, we have pared our nails and ironed our sheets twelve
times." And Jesus says: "Are you clean?" Which is a joke because He knows they
are and the old folks laugh a lot at this. And Jesus says: "Do you smell good and
are you the color of veal roast?" And the old folks answer: "O yes, Lord, we
smell good and we are clean and our thoughts are like white sauce and our
blood is like water and we are ready, 0 sweet Jesus."
Then Jesus gathers them up in His arms and gives them clean teeth, the bet
ter to eat at His H oly table, and clean ears, the better to hear H is Holy Music,
and clean eyes, the better to see and worship Him.

Poet, essayist, painter, theorist, and editor, Nancy Joyce Peters was
born in Seattle in 1 9 36. Employed for a time as a librarian at the
Library of Congress, she later traveled all over Europe, North Africa,
and the Near East, where she researched Egyptian myth. She is also a
serious student of Native American culture (and is of Cherokee descent
herself ) . For eight years she lived in France and Spain, working at a
variety of jobs, from community services director and tour guide to
actress and theater director. Since 1 97 1 she has been codirector of City
Lights Books in San Francisco.
Peters has participated in surrealism since 1 974, when she coedited
the extensive "Surrealist Movement in the United States" section of
the City Lights Anthology. Her poetry-a veritable "ecology of the
Marvelous"-resounds with the secret rhythms of the inner life of all
things. A collection of her poems, It's in the Wind, appeared in the Surre
alist Research & Development Monograph Series in 1 978 and has since
been reprinted. Her other books include Literary San Francisco, with
Lawrence Ferlinghetti ( 1 980)-a volume especially notable for helping
to revive interest in such writers as Charlotte Perkins Gilman, Mary
Austin, Prentice Mulford, and others-and a militant anthology of
responses to the U.S. Persian Gulf Massacre of 1 992, War After War
(City Lights, 1 992). Her poems and other writings, and reproductions
of her paintings and drawings, have appeared in Arsenal: Surrealist Subver-
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sion, Marvelous Freedom/Vigilance of Desire, The Octopus-Typewriter, Surrealism
and Its Popular Accomplices, and many other collective publications, and
in 1 98 1 she coedited Free Spirits, Annals of the Insurgent Imagination. Her
artwork has been featured at the World Surrealist Exhibition (Chicago,
1 976), the " t ooth Anniversary of Hysteria" show (Milwaukee, 1 978),
"Surrealism Unlimited" (London, 1 978) , and many other shows.
Peters married surrealist poet Philip Lamantia and lives in San
Francisco.
The following poems are from It's in the Wind ( 1 977) . The article on
Nelly Kaplan's Nea is from the "Surrealism and Its Popular Accomplices"
issue of the journal Cultural Correspondence ( 1 979) .

TO THE DEATH O F MIRRORS

In a tedious evening of trick or treat
history got stuck
when required to deliver the goods
the ladies of glittering i nfamy
threw their children under the bed
and headed for a less wretched climate
under the supervision of a mad cycle
that leaps from the bridge
in a fury of spokes
the day commits new crimes
aviaries are slain
just as if wings were of no importance
the animals are disappearing
though they're under everything we think
the day i s vampirized by scientific fangs
it wears the cloak of genocide
it wears the hat of an occult numbskull
it can no longer speak
still in the unarticulated foliage
of the world's great wing
we will act
we will put up the sign of human l iberty
we will rent a room
in the house of transmutation and never give away the key
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GENERAL STRIKE

Mesmeric hunter of the unseen
I stalk through a numbing cinema
stretching out my hands to seize
silken numbers for factoring the unknown
I look into the abyss of the sea
to find what the moon left behind
when she abandoned its embrace
the moon playing baccarat with owls
moon that i nvented that hand that writes
I track the sun that never
appears in dreams
the sun unloosing its will in the doldrums
sun that will marry the redwoods
profound sun of H opi dancers
whose syllable husks confront all l imits
Mesmeric hunter of the unachieved
I run out my door
like the true aim of terror
like the desire of the general strike
onto that transfigured desert
where nothing is quite certain
except the chemical thrust
of imagination
willing the metamorphic world

NELLY KAPLAN'S NEA : WOMAN & EROTICISM I N FILM

Smile, but not for long, Ladies and Gentlemen of the Patriarchy.
-Nelly Kaplan
Although widely admired for its wit and elegance, a delightful eroticism, and
the beauty of its lush color photography, Nelly Kaplan's film Nea has met with
some oddly paradoxical responses: "controversial," "reactionary," "progressive,"
"a satire of i nterest to feminists only," "ultimately anti-feminist," "not for the
squeamish." This is surely because Nea zeroes in on an explosive problematic:
how female power-sexual and i ntellectual-is perceived, imagined, experi
enced, or might potentially be realized. Moreover, Kaplan takes the scan
dalous position of insisting on love. The fi lm's use of image, symbol and dis-
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course violates (at the same time that it grati fies) conventional expectations
with a finesse and comic irony which in no way negate its moral rigor.
Sybil (Ann Zacharies), a rebellious sixteen-year-old virgin, escapes from
the claustrophobic atmosphere of her bourgeois family by reading the world's
erotic masterpieces and trying her hand at writing her own i n an eccentrically
decorated hideaway she shares with her cat, Villiers d'lle de Cumes. She chafes
under the stupid, repressive rules imposed by her father, a philistine Geneva
i ndustrialist; she is contemptuous of her fatuous sister and fascinated with her
mother's lesbian liaison with her aunt. On her way home from school, she is
caught shoplifting pornographic books in the bookstore of a handsome young
publisher, Axel ( Sammy Frey) . She boasts to him that she could write a great
erotic novel which he promises to publish if she does. Back in her lair she
writes in a furious automatistic trance, but realizing she needs more than imag
ined sexual experience, she chooses the attractive Axel to provide "material"
for her book. He reluctantly complies; they become lovers and both know
great sensual happiness. He publishes the book which becomes an astounding
bestseller, but to "protect" her anonymity he makes her agree not to see him
until the snow melts from the chapel roof. Denied love, Sybil suffers and waits
while Axel protects h imself in promiscuous encounters with others, i ncluding
her conventional seductive sister. When she discovers his betrayal she sets up
a phony rape scene, a gem of black humor in which the bleeding Sybil, whom
everybody imagines has been violated, falls down in the snow in the m idst of
a bourgeois wedding party coming out of the chapel. Axel eventually returns
to get even, but in a surprising denouement, she confronts him with psychic
and carnal truths too powerful to be denied, and the lovers are re-united, set
ting out together in their boat across the dark lake to Axel's castle.
Kaplan wrote in 1 964, "If in this domain (eroticism) the cinema has already
performed m iracles, one facet is absent nevertheless. Is there anything so ex
citing as a beautiful woman knowingly caressed by the caprice of the lens? Yes,
the sight of a beautiful young man captured by a heterosexual camera." There
is more to this statement than meets the eye, for it goes beyond the reversal of
convenient roles-Sybil as active protagonist, a sexual subject as well as sex
ual object-in a Romantic narrative. It also and more crucially opens up the
revolutionary possibility of challenging the Patriarchal order because it dis
sects and subverts the way in which we signify and order reality. In this i t
courageously sets out o n quite new terrain.
How woman's sexuality is contained and assimilated into Patriarchy during
a period of desublimation has been a central issue in popular culture commen
tary for the last decade. Woman's image i n the movies has always been abun
dantly analyzed and everybody knows that a woman in control of her erotic
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and intellectual destiny almost invariably gets married off, jailed, exiled, de
feated or killed. Parker Tyler, an early commentator of the sad decline of the
movie heroine's integrity, noted that after the 1 930s the representation of a
woman who was sexually assertive, intelligent, and endowed with strong per
sonality and moral energy, virtually disappeared from the screen. Ado Kyrou

(Amour, Erotisme et Cinema) concurred, finding at this same historical moment that
with rare exceptions American film began moving in the direction of mechan
ical sex, Coca-Cola eroticism, gratuitous sadism and a despicable hatred of
women. On the most accessible level, films reflect subjective experiences and
social realities so that many feminists tend to evaluate only whether or not
what happens to the women characters is positive or negative, under the un
fortunate assumption that ideology is conferred from above by some mysteri
ous office of sexism. Such an approach to cinematic analysis, looking for role
models and realistic depictions of liberated women, imposes severe limitations
in the long run . Perceptual reality is illusory enough in real l ife; in film it is pro
foundly more so since cinema is located in a nexus of fluctuating ego
identifications, l ibidinal wanderings, desire dreaming itself. Kaplan's brilliant
use of types, symbolic images and mythic elements has the effect of dislocat
ing a frozen reality. By overloading the circuits of conceptual thematics
blowing the realist fuse, so to speak-she is able to achieve allegorical reso
nances of great complexity in a fluid elaboration of external and internal, real
and symbolic at once. In one respect Nea takes the guise of a perverse fairy tale:
I nstead of the wicked stepmother and the good father, we have a repressive pa
triarch and a mother emanating a benign bisexual voluptuousness. Sybil does
not wait to be "exchanged" by her father; she refuses his world leaving him
with the sister who is adjusted to her "inferior" woman's place. Sybil is her own
fairy godmother, effecting transformations through her desire and will, rescu
ing the handsome prince from his sleep, i.e., a neurotic attachment to the
memory of his dead mother and an inability to love.
From another angle, Nea simultaneously explores the myth and fact of
woman's sexual nature, revealing how she is imagined by both man and woman.
The skillful disorientation of categories, highly self-reflected, provoke a con
sciousness of woman as fetish and as woman might be beyond fetish. Sybil the
witch, accompanied by her charming feline familiar, works a magic, very real
yet beyond the confines of the rational . For instance, the subversive power of
her sexuality is wonderfully realized in a "chance happening": Unwilling to
wait for the snow to melt, the chapel bursts into flames under her gaze as her
desire overpowers the regular procession of the seasons. This conflagration of
female sexuality has, of course, been represented by the figure of the witch
both mythically and in history. The significance of witch is illuminated, yet
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Sybil i s never reduced t o the vulgar witch, and she i s decidedly no femme fa
tale. Her naturalness and directness allow her to carry the image of a normal,
i nsurgent adolescent girl, and to me she is reminiscent of Stendhal's devastat
i ngly honest Lamid in her purity and innocent inevitability.
Molly H askell (From Reverence to Rape: The Treatment of Women in the Movies)
traces in depth the escalating hostility to love expressed in American films,
pointing out how themes of love have been contemptuously relegated to a de
spised genre, the "woman's movie." She underscores this finding by singling out
in particular the neglect of that masterpiece of mad love Peter Ibbetson in which
the l overs, separated by prison walls, are "transfixed at the sublime moment of
their l ove (denying yet improving on reality) by the power of the imagination,
by the screen, by their permanence in our memories." Even these films, good
ones at any rate, were rare, and in the present period of crisis, threats to deeply
entrenched sexism being launched on all sides, love between men and women,
she notes, has been dispensed with altogether. Narcissistic affective relations
occur between men, a tendency Ado Kyrou remarked in The Outlaw where Jane
Russell, reduced to breast fetish, is continuously debased and never allowed to
interfere with the erotic flows circulating between man and man (or between
man and horse) ; today the touch of hyperbolic self-parody in this film has dis
appeared in the process of expropriating the mode.
It is true that films are evidence of actual experience and the workings of
ideology and so it comes as no surprise that many women regard love as im
possible; they see only one choice-either emancipation or love. This is a grave
situation and one for which there is no facile solution, given the phallocentric
nature of the world, yet to relinquish love is clearly insanity; even if it appears
utopian I think we must demand a future in which love triumphs and triumphs
absolutely. Beverie Houston's perceptive review in Film Quarterly (Spring 1 979)
situates Nea as an essential recognition that "romantic love is valuable, honor
able, thrilling, and not to be debased." Kaplan's powerful fable, she thinks,
works with unexpected epistemological and moral sophistication in the way it
demonstrates that love is not inevitable in the human condition, but a project
of Sybil's. Like the "fiction" of her erotic novel, she and Axel elect to exalt
imaginative activity, to create and liberate love. Reality (which includes love)
is what we bring into being, at least in part, and derives from desiring, risking
and acting. Kaplan's cinematic expression of this concept is a far cry from the
customary wedding bells and incarceration in the nuclear family suggested
when "The End" appears on the screen in the stereotype romance.
Surreal ists have frequently observed that film is an intrinsically surrealist
medium. It shares a close affinity with dreams in its delirious imagery, mecha
nisms of displacement, and dispersal of desire through a prismatic lens. Cinema
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is in a unique position to throw light on the fact that reality is a mass halluci
nation. For the viewer it o ffers an invitation to unravel how meaning and value
are determined within that mass hallucination; on the movie screen is the dis
play of not only what happens but the key to the operation of social and indi
vidual events. Like the inspired activity of automatism, latent content surfaces
to scrutiny, making screen images available to decipherment and making "re
ality" available to demystification.
For the filmmaker, the irresistible opportunity presents itself to project im
ages which transcend the present and imagine a future which escapes the
bondage of petrified structures. Above all, the cinema spreads before us the
spectacle of how the erotization of the world takes place. To caress the male
with a woman's camera violates, in the psychoanalytic sense, the place in the
unconscious of woman as the sign of castration. In that we l ive the way the dif
ference of the sexes is experienced in the unconscious, Kaplan effects this shift
of focus with subtlety, necessarily, insofar as the objectification of the male is
a threat to psychic need. Kaplan gives us, through Sybil the seer, the first shad
owing outlines of a new worldview, one originating in woman's look. Though
she remains the object of desire, Sybil goes beyond being the object of desire,
the passive catalyst of men's action and discourse which convey the film's
meanings. A revolutionary in the realm of desire, Sybil is the transcendent
prefiguration of Nea, the new woman, conferring the promise of a happier ex
istence, as she speaks not only her own reality (now oppressed under Patri
archy), but a higher reality, too. Hers is a pioneer voice announcing a possible
destiny, the realization of love, humanity as it would be.

Born in New York in 1 95 1 , Alice Farley studied with dancers Bella
Lewitzky and Mia Slavenska at the California Institute of the Arts in
Los Angeles and later with the Martha Graham and Alvin Ailey schools
in New York. Her participation in surrealism began in 1 973 in San
Francisco. Among her major choreographies and dances are "Fortunate
Light," with a company of dancers (San Francisco, 1 974); "Brides of the
Prism," a solo dance concert (San Francisco, 1 975); and "Surrealist
Dance," at the World Surrealist Exhibition (Chicago, 1 976). More
recently Farley has performed stilt-dances in the street at antiwar
demonstrations, served as consultant for the Cirque du Soleil of Mon-
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treal, designed magic illusions for Tokyo nightclubs, and collaborated
with Henry Threadgill of the Association for the Advancement of Cre
ative Musicians. The Alice Farley Dance Theater has toured extensively
through out the U.S., Canada, the Caribbean, and Asia. Farley lives in
New York and Qui ntano Roo.
The fol lowing text appeared in the program booklet, Alice Farley/Sur
realist Dance, issued on the occasion of a series of performances at the
World Surrealist Exhi bition .

NOTES TOWARD A SURREALIST DANCE

Wolves' eyes must reveal our dance. Ceaseless wanderings in the prisms of typhoons should fold
the quarantine ofgravity into packets of clear surrender.
There remains no choice but that dance in Western culture, if it is truly to
exist at all, must become a theater of living transformation and revolution.
The time is long overdue to refuse our ancestry as the virtuoso entertain
ment of the bourgeoisie. (In the most revered of Western dance forms, the
anachronism that is classical ballet, the esthetic and politics of Louis XIV still
revolve slowly on the stage of 1 976 as the "sublime" gymnastics of stagnation.)
Likewise, and perhaps more essentially, we must refuse the nauseating
homage to boredom that has been constructed by the American modern dance
"avant-garde." There the idolization of technique is exchanged for the vacuum
of abstraction and "pure form." (Ah, if only there was no need to deal with that

impure human body. )
We must realize again and again that it is not a matter of technique, but of
transformation. Trance is not boredom. The dance of the dervish, of the Bali
nese kris dancer, the ritual of sanghyang dedari are not boredom. The simplest
movement certainly can cast the spell of reverie. But only for an expenditure
of desire.
The body is the most complete instrument, the erotic, the living instru
ment. The history of dance is the refusal to succumb to the physical laws
of gravity, momentum, inertia. To dream the impossible and to demand it of
oneself.
We must now carry this transformation of form to the transformation of
content. The image must be used to reveal the latent content of all that man is
and is becoming.
The theater exists to be put to surrealist use. For the most part, this has not
been done. But if in America Charlie Chaplin, Buster Keaton, Harold Lloyd
found ways not only to speak, but to reveal the unspeakable through their
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movement; and if, as well, certain modern dance pioneers (Isadora Duncan,
Martha Graham, Alwin Nikolais) have found moments (though only mo
ments) of lightning that traversed the abyss between conscious and uncon
scious thought-they stand only in the doorway of this vast and unexplored
terrain and confirm the convulsive beauty that lies there.

Jayne Cortez was born in Arizona in 1 936, grew up in southern Cali
fornia, and lives in New York. Her first book of poems, Pissstained Stairs
and the Monkey Man's Wares, was published in 1 969 and has been followed
by nine others-most recently, Somewhere in Advance of Nowhere ( 1 996) .
Eight recordings of her poetry have also appeared, and her work has
been featured in such publications as Daughters of Africa, Women On War,
Jazz & Poetry, and Black Scholar. She has also lectured and read her
poetry-often accompanied by the music of her band, The Firespit
ters-throughout the U.S., Africa, Asia, Europe, Latin America, and
the Caribbean.
Cortez first came into contact with surrealism as an organized cur
rent in the mid- 1 970s. Since then she has regularly taken part in the
activities of the Surrealist Movement in the U .S., via declarations such
as When Tourists Replace Seers (protesting the 1 992 "Columbus Quincen
tennial") and For Tyree Guyton, as coeditor of Free Spirits: Annals of the Insur
gent Imagination, and as a collaborator on the movement's other collective
publications: Arsenal: Surrealist Subversion, Marvelous Freedom/Vigilance of
Desire (catalog of the 1 976 World Surrealist Exhibition in Chicago),
Surrealism and Its Popular Accomplices, and the bul l eti n , WHAT Are You Going
to Do About It?
Benjamin Peret's famous maxim, "The poet has no choice but to be
a revolutionist or cease to be a poet," is second nature to Jayne Cortez.
One of the strongest surrealist voices of our time, she is a brave example
of the true poet in a period in which so much intellectual life is domi 
nated b y cowardice, confusion, hypocrisy, and sham. As writer Walter
Mosley has said, "Jayne Cortez's poems are filled with images that most
of us are afraid to see. The words of her world are filled with truths that
we suspect, and fear. [Her poetry] follows the footprints left by ecstatic
dreamers on sands that are drenched with the vital fluids of revolution,
hope and love."
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"Consultation" and "Feathers" first appeared in book form in Scari
fications ( 1 973); "In the Line of Duty" in Mouth on Paper ( 1 977); "Make
!fa" in Poetic Magnetic ( 1 99 1 ) ; and "Say It" in Somewhere In Advance of
Nowhere ( 1 996).

CONSULTATION

I have lived in circles of solitude
in support of my involved laughter
emerging from words
from an atmosphere of folded hands
and the half l ip stroke of burnt respect
becoming noble while pounding an old love bone
in withered consultation
and without warning
i wiggle through dead hairs of dead gods
no change in volume
i too can be pain in the face of your body
speak to me about this confinement
this deep revelation
between pauses
and the earth fonk of discharge
pearl tongue submissions
pearl tongue submission of enslaved tears
manhood womanhood childhood
the zig zag message from my teeth
heard by my lips
bold against painted spirits
of hunchback fear (as if i couldn't fly away from this road show
of passing syringes)
No
it is the convulsions of limbs lying
in pose of a person
empty of all confidence
that will make the ritual invasion of death
spread like grease
through scalps of decorative hairdo's
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FEATHERS

Excite my breasts
and patrol my vagrant heart
blood shot tongue of veins
today
stands
the wet kiss l iver of passion
against charcoal gums
of my soul's teeth
Oh the fatness of love
(compared to tumors fly away my friends)
these scabs have taken eyes
and navels have taken off shades
to look experience in its nose
bartender of bars
a drink to the length of that
dog called loneliness the sparrow mouth ruby
dry feathers on my lovers step

IN THE LINE OF DUTY

In the line of duty
i had to recite into the right eye of a midget
i had to recite into the left ear of a dog
and there they were
a pair of recital boots
made of leather whips
squeaking and echoing
into armpits of my nervous wreck
at noontime on the job in the l ine of duty
i recited my emotions
into their lunches
i recited empty spaces between the spaces
of their bites
and there they were
a pair of eggs
made of old gases
blowing rhythms
into thighpits of my eating sweat
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at noontime on the job in the line of duty
i shoved my battle scars into their belches
i wiped my X on their blah blahs
and quilted images between their
bow wows & tee hees and there they were
a midget made of hiccups
a dog made of sirens
backfiring into my stomach
at noontime on the job in the line of duty

MAKE IFA*

Make !fa make !fa make !fa ! fa !fa
In sanctified chalk
of my silver painted soot
In criss-crossing whelps
of my black belching smoke
In brass masking bones
of my bass droning moans
in hub cap bellow
of my hammer tap blow
In steel stance screech
of my zumbified flames
In electrified mouth
of my citified fumes
In bellified groan
of my countrified pound
In compulsivefied conga
of my soca moka jumbi
MAKE !FA MAKE !FA MAKE !FA !FA
!FA
In eye popping punta
of my heat sucking sap
In cyclonic slobber

* ! fa

a system of divination developed by the Yoruba of Nigeria, based
on the interpretation of cowrie shells tossed on a tray.
=
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of my consultation pan
In snap jam combustion
of my banjoistic thumb
In sparkola flare
of my hoodoristic scream
In punched out ijuba
of my fire catching groove
In fungified funk
of my sambafied shakes
In amplified dents
of my petrified honks
In ping ponging bombs
of my scarified gongs
MAKE IFA MAKE !FA MAKE !FA !FA
!FA

SAY IT

Say it
and peel off that gray iguana skin mask
Say it
and clean out your cockpit of intoxicated spiders
Tear the sexual leaves of grief from your heart
Pluck the feathers of nostalgia from your nipples
Push the slowmoving masochistic mudslide
of contralto voices
from your afternoon skull of anxiety
Say it
and let the tooth chips fall from
your hole of rebellious itches
Let the excremental mountain of bones shoot out from
your ten farting poems in the fly season
because everything is like an ambush
everything is like an incursion
flesh smoking flesh
in hemp field of a fifty minute breakdown
time sodomizing time
in a circular tunnel of asphalt and ashes
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space revolting against space
in roar of an artillery salvo fuck
Say it
and leave it splattered on mortuary of a moon
reflective sap of dead weight
Say it
and store in your propane bucket of memory
sporadic tremblations of fear
Shove it into saliva of a roach
radula of teeth between ovum
Throw it from your spine of excessive heat
fertility smoke of fumigated funk
Talk to yourself in automobile of the clitoris
Soul of so much humanistic lip
Say it
and let pissy sheets of repression emerge from
your breasts of paregoric flamingos
Let crematoria! paste
in your solitary carcass of drums
push through vaginal acidity of your bodega
Say it
and plunge from invisibility of your own camouflage
Slide on fingernail filth
of your larva of triteness
become honorary shithead in
your own mouthful of erected statues
break through your own face of accumulated door
slams barn barn barn barn
Last night
I dreamt
Buddy Bolden threw his horn
into the Pontchartrain river
when I put my name under every eyelid
every anthill
every bird wing
every mask of reptilian skin drying in the sun
So say it forget it
and have a drop of grappa
The frog spits through the uterus in December
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Born in Baghdad, Iraq, in 1 950, Haifa Zangana studied at the city's uni
versity where she took a degree in pharmacy in 1 974. She left Iraq in
1 975 to work with the Palestinian Red Crescent in Damascus, Syria,
and moved to London the following year. From London she took part
in the Paris-based Arab Surrealist Movement in Exile, and collaborated
on its Arabic (and sometimes also French) journal, Le Desir libertaire, and
other collective publications. She also has been active in efforts to reor
ganize a Surrealist Group in England and has contributed to several sur
realist and surrealist-oriented publications, including Melmoth and the
"Surrealist Supplement" to the anarchist paper Freedom (London), The
Moment (Paris), and Surrealism: The Octopus-Typewriter (Chicago). She has
participated in international exhibitions including "Surrealism Unlim
ited" (London, 1 978), and "Surrealism in 1 978: 1 00th Anniversary of
Hysteria" in Milwaukee.
In 1 979 she contributed collages to a book of poems by Salah Faiq,
Another Fire Befitting a City, her own first book, Through the Vast Halls of
Memory, written in Arabic and translated by herself and Paul Hammond,
was published in 1 99 1 . More recently she has published two novels in
Arabic. She lives in London.
Both of the following texts appeared in Melmoth no. 2 ( 1 980).

CAN WE DISTURB THESE LIVING COFFINS?

I notice a big city in which people come and go bustling like insects. Here, as
elsewhere, there are weapons at hand, but as we are going to work, we are
merely the ghosts of ourselves. To work is the best policy, it is work which
keeps everybody in haziness, it takes away love, dream, reflection, worry and
hatred. It always sets a small goal before one's eyes and permits easy and regu
lar satisfaction. Behind all this there is a loss of faith in values, there is a readi
ness to accept everything, to obey laws. Rationality is the form of such obedi
ence, power is made to appear as eternal, religion trains men to subordinate
their lives to more remote ends. The economic system makes man dependent
upon the world of things-to a greater degree than previously; where formerly
they worked for the sake of salvation, now they work for work's sake: profit is
made for profit's sake: power is sought for power's sake. Can we disturb these
living coffins?
At the moment we are on the outskirts, restricted by a vision of reality im
posed upon us by a series of factors. Do we need to mention left and right wing
politics and politicians?
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1978. Courtesy of the artist.
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The straight world can measure, calculate and observe. We can identify
single works but we do not recognize them in their combinations. Response is
atrophied and the reader quickly turns the page.
We can go to see big exhibitions sponsored by the tobacco, petrol or com
puter companies. Imagination is highly salable, enabling the artist to produce
work which, if recognized soon enough by the art broker, might be had very
cheaply and constitute an investment. The public buy and enjoy themselves
immensely, they don't believe in the rebels' revolt at all . The dealers and the
public galleries enthusiastically back them in this. Everything conspires to turn
human instincts, desire and thoughts into the channels that feed the apparatus.
"Good graffiti are as difficult to invent as new proverbs. What you need
is a wall, a can of spray paint and a brilliant idea. If you don't have all these
don't worry. This week good graffiti will be out in book form. Complete with
commentaries on their social significance. London Graffiti is published by W. H .
Allen at £5. 95 .11
Science develops rapidly, but its discoveries and inventions are shelved as
soon as they seem to interfere with the requirements of profitable marketing.
Accordingly human behavior is outfitted with the rationality of the machine
process, and their rationality has a definite social content. The individual has
his opportunity only in the short term, he must always be watchful and ready,
always seeking to achieve some immediate practical goal.
What can this strange collection of silent creatures be?
Surprise, elevation of primitive instincts, naivete, hysteria, and madness of
vision, all have an essential place in surrealism.
Freedom is the most persistently l ingering of desires. Shut your eyes and it
wil l be the last to fade. Normality is a moral idea measured by the yardstick of
manners and politics. Political, cultural, and financial tyrannies habitually and
selfishly see to it that the world stays "normal" so that they themselves can con
tinue to flout standards . . . .
Perhaps what we need, at the moment, more than anything, is a good
humorist.
Is it better to leave?

A SYMBOL OF SIN AND EVIL THOUGHTS:
INTRODUCTION TO IBN HAZM AL-ANDALUSI

Ibn Hazm Al-Andalusi was born in Al-Andalus in 994. His father was the
Prime Minister and we know that he spent a happy childhood surrounded by
many women and teachers. According to his book The Dove's Collar, he acquired
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much of his education through wide reading and travel. In spite of the politi
cal changes surrounding him, his main interests were always in the sciences,
l iterature, religion and more surprisingly, love.
After the death of his father and brothers when he was twenty- five, he left
his native city to live in Almeria where he was imprisoned. When he eventu
ally gained his freedom, he went back to Qurtuba where he became a minis
ter. This was to be the pattern of his life: moving from one city to another,
from Ministry to Ministry, from prison to prison (in those days with a change
of administration many of the members and supporters of the previous gov
ernment were either imprisoned or killed) until h is death in 1 066.
H is writings include books on religion and travel and these were to be fol
lowed by The Dove's Collar: A Book about Love and Lovers. He claimed that he wrote
this book as a reply to the many letters he had received from one of his clos
est friends (although he never actually mentioned this friend's name) in which
he had asked about the secrets of love, relationships and the tales he had heard
from the women he had met in his l i fe and in his travels. At that time Islam was
the only recognized religion and nobody was allowed to speak in public or
write about anything except religion, war and the occupation of foreign lands.
lbn Hazm was therefore considered a pornographer and this book was not
published until 1 9 1 6. As he found himself in such a difficult situation, he
claimed that many of his letters were dreams, and that he was merely record
ing what he had seen during the night.
I have chosen three of his dreams which he called "a symbol of sin and evil
thoughts."

Poet, painter, and theorist, Hilary Booth was born in 1 956, lived in a
treehouse as a child, cofounded the Surrealist Group in Australia in
1 978, coauthored the group's inaugural manifesto, and coedited its jour
nal, The Insurrectionist's Shadow, to which she contributed important texts
on Black music (see the section on "Surrealism Today") . She has also
collaborated on such U.S. periodicals as Cultural Correspondence and Free
Spirits, Annals of the Insurgent Imagination, and has taken part in exhibitions
of the international Phases movement. Her collection of poems, I Am
Rain, appeared in Australia in 1 984 under the Free Association imprint.
A physicist and mathematician, her Quantum Mechanics without Time
( 1 992) examines such problems as non- Hamiltonian dynamical systems
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and nonperturbative canonical gravity. More recently her article on
"The Dirac-Maxwell Equations with Cylindrical Symmetry" appeared
in the February 1 997 issue of the U.S. Journal of Mathematical Physics
Hilary Booth lives in the countryside near Australia's University of New
England.
This article appeared in the "Surrealism and Its Popular Accom
plices" issue of the journal Cultural Correspondmce ( 1 979), reissued the fol
lowing year in book form by City Lights.

THEIR GAMES AND OURS: A NOTE ON TIME-TRAVELERS' POTLATCH

In a letter to James F. Morton ( 1 9 32), H. P. Lovecraft wrote, on the subject of
games, both physical and intellectual: 'They reveal no actual secrets of the uni
verse, and help not at all in intensifying or preserving the tantalizing moods
and elusive dream-vistas of the aesthetick imagination." And in a letter to Rob
ert E. Howard, same year; "There is a basic difference between the tense drama
of meeting and overcoming an inevitable problem or obstacle in real life, and the
secondary or symbolic drama of meeting or overcoming a problem or obstacle
which has merely been artificially set up."
One could say further that the games legitimated by this society tend to be
merely an extension of the repression necessary during the workday; an ex
tension into the few hours of "leisure" before we sleep; a stopgap to prevent real
desires and fears from catching us "offguard." It is as well that miserabilism finds
it impossible to harness the dream in any such fashion!
The surrealist use of games can only be of an absolutely opposing nature to
those of which Lovecraft speaks. With the seriousness of black humor, we con
tinually invent them for the purpose of exploring the dark realms of the un
conscious, of chance, of the mysterious correspondences of thought that arise
between us ( due to both the universality of the language of the unconscious,
and also, perhaps, thought-transference), of the consequences of love as a gor
geous vehicle of freedom, with sparks of light that are extremely pleasurable in
themselves. Many of them, such as the exquisite corpse and the collective re
lation of automatic stories, have been practiced by children for many years, be
fore the logical modes of thought extinguish such delights so brutally.
To the ludicrous domino-toppling buffoons, to the meanderings of absent
minded chess whizzes, to the pointless physical prowess of Olympic national
ist idiots and to the boredom of the daily cryptic crossword, we say: "The
joke's on you!" Childish pleasures will reign supreme. When the imagination is
set loose, all of Hell is too. And that, no doubt, is precisely where these gifts
will have to be delivered, via the Underground Railroad, perhaps in the midst
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of an infernal jazz concert featuring Duke Ellington, Charlie Parker, John
Coltrane and Fats Navarro-with Lautreamont on machine-gun . . .
"The things which interest me," as Lovecraft said, "are . . broad vistas of dra
.

matic pageantry in which cosmic laws and the linkage of cause and effect are
displayed on a large scale ."

SURREALIST GAMES: TIME-TRAVELERS' POTLATCH

Invented in Chicago in i 97 4, Time-Travelers' Potlatch explores the experience, com
mon in dreams and fantasies, of meeting historic orfictional personages. The game is
simple: Each player indicates the gift that she/he would present to various real or
imaginary figures on the occasion of their meeting. By introducing concrete objects
into an otherwise vaguely defined subjective relationship, the game-especially when
the players note similarities and differences in their selections-affords a wide field for
speculation and reverie.
Hilary Booth

For Herman Melville: A white submarine in the shape of a snake.
For Ambrose Bierce: The phone number of Ambrose Small's mother.
For Charles Fort: An "inexplicable" rain of heated revolutionists from all corners
of the world, to fall in the back-streets of Chicago.

For Bugs Bunny: A hot-dog stand in Alaska, a camel to ride along Miami
Beach.

Nancy Joyce Peters

For Michael Wigglesworth A Pisco Punch from the Eureka Saloon of Phantom
Moll, Girl Footpad, and a recording of her singing "Tis a jolly life we out
lawed sinners lead"

For Isadora Duncan: A glittering amphitheatre designed and constructed by
a hundred birds of paradise who will accompany her in whatever ways they
see fit
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For King Kong: An executive desk at RKO studios, Carl Denham's skull for a
paperweight, and a stack of scripts by Little Nemo

For Clark Ashton Smith: A rainforest suspended over the American River by a
spider's thread

For lack London: A pillowcase on which is embroidered in scarlet letters the
secrets of Zuni

For Ma Rainey: A cloud chamber filled with elephant-tusk arrowheads in
a configuration suggesting the permanent seizure of H arpers Ferry

For Buster Keaton: The wishbone from a giant bird risen from the waters
of Lake Stymphalus

For Samuel Greenberg: The Sierra Nevada.
Penelope Rosemont

For G. W F. Hegel, A black giraffe
For Ann Radcliffe: A two-week, all-expenses-paid tour of Galapagos, with Rosa
Luxemburg

For Charles Fourier: An automobile decorated by New Guinea natives
For Bessie Smith: Cleopatra's royal barge, filled with oranges
For Victoria Woodhull: The U.S. Senate and House of Representatives in a
bottle, including every senator and congressman, with whom she could do
as she pleased

For Woody Woodpecker: A chance to direct the reforestation of the Chicago
Loop, accompanied by a chorus of all the birds within 2000 miles

For Annie Oakley: A gold-plated, double-barreled shotgun, on which is
engraved the whole of Mary Wol lstonecraft's Vindication of the Rights of Woman
For Harriet Tubman: A flock of white-crested laughingthrushes (garrulax
leucolophus) who would help her in whatever she does
Debra Taub

For Harpo Marx: A porcupine-quill coat that sings him to sleep.
For Ernie Kovacs: The tallest building in the world, turned upside-down.
For Mae West: A tropical forest on the back of a beetle.
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For Lightnin' Hopkins: An island that can be moved anywhere.
For Daffy Duck: An airplane with an apple in its mouth.

FROM THESE HUSKS ARE WORLDS MADE

Life herself, dumb and hidden woman, never inert even in the most confused
of her aspects; Life herself; crawling, swarming, thickening essences, wastes
which would appear to have abandoned the struggle. Before Adam, duly be
gotten after the Sixth and after all other succeeding, void days, l ife herself: a
feminine essence named Hachaya (Lilith), dowered with a spontaneous move
ment she communicates to the worlds and to animal l ife, movement which
holds the possibility of infinite reproduction, accomplishing activity but not
that of primary production which had need of assistance before it could pro
claim itself.* This support, this high universal substantiality, succeeding Lilith,
became flesh, Adam's second wife; became Eve, "mother of the animate"; and
Adam, himself spirit, was charged with the evolution of this shred from him
self. With subtlety. No procreation: ray-creations without apparent residue,
ideal molds for possibilities, extraordinary themes nonetheless boundaried
by space. All without faults, fallibilities, irregularities; Precise. But, however
perfectly dreamed, the Entirety was dredged, in spite of everything, from the
waters of the abyss, from chaos, from the unnamed, immaterial mass of the
eternal unconscious One. We speak here concerning the Waters of the deep
containing the germ of life, of that queen of the Abyssal Waters, who always
offers her looking glass from the desire of creation.

"Impossible to know

"-

foll owing the words of St. Jerome at the time of the first

Gnostics-"if God created this Spirit, or whether it was evolved by the \i\iaters, that the

\i\iaters should multiply relevantly to their Species"-"Bring fruits said the Upper Archangelic
Assembly that liberating Dominion may multiply without limits." Thus, before Adam, the
liberating power of the Materia Prima was heralded, from the minerals that
would melt and remold in the earth until they became animality, herding to
emergence as grasses, already communal pasturage for the great flock on the

* Dr. G. Chauvet: Esotfrisme de la Genese
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sixth day ("Behemah") to be its destined nourishment and long after, when
death declared itself, returning again to inert straw. It is necessary to follow
this process in order to bring into unity again the matter existing here below.
It is such a track Tapies has rediscovered, traced along the foundations of his
painting, spoils abandoned in course of the descent.
Named in certain Hebrew and Gnostic texts are: "shards", husks, shells,
whatever, in being shattered, has fallen degree by degree down to its actual
state; whatever is useless, the detritus of heavens, in what number have these
counted their own cycles. To the beat by which the yet immaterial regulated
its buoyant forms into barely tangible spheres and globes, the residues
grouped round in successive formations. The Gnosis speaks of such aeons in
descending order; and these surging, changing waves, this debris from on high
more or less created an idea of all that is matter. Thus from the glittering
inter-stellar dust to the dust on the footpath and that in the granary.
From these husks are worlds made, shedding scales, projecting the first
sounds into silence. Those that were already first fruits of the principles crys
tallized-after the sound-into letters and hieroglyphs replete with new saps:
letters formed as drops trickling to a full stop, graffiti drawn as circles to pro
tect flocks, columns, roofs, shelters: construction, the house, furniture and the
authenticity of their usage.
(Excerpts from "Tapies, the lnnominate Sources," 1 972)

Tra11slated by Roy Edwards

WHAT IS A WOMAN?

Fifty-three years ago I was born a female human animal . This, I was told, meant
that I was a "Woman. "
But I never knew what they meant.
Fall in love with a man and you will see . . . . I fell (several times), but
saw not.
Give birth and you will see . . . . I gave birth and did not know, who am I?
Am I? Who?
Am I that which I observe or that which observes me?
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I am that I am, God the Father told Moses on the Mountain. This means
nothing to me. I am may have been a dishonest invention meaning multitude.

le pense done je suis [I think, therefore I am], but why? Some kind of preten
sion of Monsieur Descartes?
If I am my thoughts, then I could be anything from chicken soup to a pair
of scissors, a crocodile, a corpse, a leopard or a pint of beer.
If I am my feelings, then I am love, hate, irritation, boredom, happiness,
pride, humility, pain, pleasure, and so on and so forth.
If I am my body, then I am a foetus to a middle-aged woman changing every
second.
Yet, like everybody else I yearn for an identity although this yearning
mystifies me always.
If there is a true individual identity I would l ike to find it, because like truth
on discovery it has already gone.
So I try to reduce myself to facts. I am an aging human female, now: soon
I will be old and then dead. This is all I know as far as facts are concerned.
These facts are not particularly edifying or original.
However, out of the depths of this humanoid female a nameless apprehen
sion is constantly present of a no I, no me, no it, but Is, limitlessly mysterious,
but there-no doubt at all.
Pre-form, pre-light, pre-darkness, pre-sound, Is.
Then in idle rumination I find pleasure in imagining that I am some kind of
seed that must split and germinate into something so unlike what I appear to
be that I could not imagine i n my wildest moments, but intensely convinced
that once the split is complete the absolute Other will t ake over in this field of
doubting multitude I call myself and take a step further in evolution.
Perhaps I am talking of death or of those who are not yet born. Those we
call women, perhaps Men.
If the planet is still alive for people to be born.
I dare not say that I believe in evolution because I am not at all sure there is
such an I to affirm anything, but love of possible evolution feels sure as breath.
But will they give the chance to this seed to split and germinate?
On what does future organic life on this earth depend?
What induced the serpent to grow feathers?
A nameless force operating in the unknown psyche or pre-form of life that
can perhaps perform miracles if miracles are allowed . . .
And the only one to give me absolute permission is myself.
Conscious deliberate permission to allow miracle.
Since civilization is rolling quickly toward absolute destruction for Earth,
blind inane mass suicide for all living beings, the last hope is an act of will to
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step out of the mechanical trap and refuse. This will could produce a medium
for evolution. If all the Women of the world decide to control the population,
to refuse war, to refuse discrimination of Sex or Race and thus force men to al
low life to survive on this planet, that would be a miracle indeed.
Technology-or otherwise the clever extensions of the human body, such
as the caveman's club to a submarine or jet plane-is so hypnotically impres
sive of Man's Brainy Toys that we have passively allowed ourselves to be de
voured by our own teddy bears. Surely it is time ( i f there is time enough) to
become grown women and take away the teddy bears and other obnoxious
toys that threaten to turn the nursery into a tomb.
It is a curious thought that the human cortex has been generally employed
for make-believe, pretense, pretension. Pretending to be superior because of
"x" nationality, pretending to be better because I have six television sets, a big
ger house, a better car than you, pretending to be better than you a woman, I
a man. Pretending that We Are Right because we have nastier and more totally
destructive weapons than They Have.
Why all this deadly pretense?
Is it not possible that the cortex might have a real and positive function,
such as a search for truth?
A will for survival of Life, a will for further mystery to unfold within the me
dia of life?

The extraordinary and horrible abuse of the human brain by other human
brains is very difficult to explain, but to quote Professor Genoves: "The same
cunning that invented war could invent peace" (Is Peace Inevitable? by Santiago
Genoves).
Pretension is, in fact, a blind alley that leads nowhere because it is a lie. I
think we must try to look i n through the smog in ourselves and ask who or
what is this, and what within this we could evolve, live, grow. A maternal
thought arising perhaps from maternal instinct-but instincts mothered con
sciousness, or so they say. If through consciousness we could unchain our own
emotional power, then we would no longer be the passive herd driven by mad
shepherds into the slaughterhouse.
In order to unchain our emotions we must observe all the elements that are
used to keep us enslaved, all the false identities that we unconsciously embrace
through propaganda, literature, and all the multiple false beliefs that we are fed
since birth.
This is the only way to clear psychic territory for reality. Our emotions re
act mechanically to so much bunk that our own real emotions are practically
impossible to decode. Some of us go to psychoanalysts in the hope of finding
out; others try to find more and stronger illusions in the hope of never finding
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out; the rest accept what they are told and feel comfortable in order to con
form, even if this conforming is slavery and destruction.
Emotional power, like electricity, can be manipulated in all kinds of devi
ous ways: projecting Mickey Mouse on the screen, the electric chair, the sub
way or naturally by a thunderstorm. However sublime, silly, or tragic expres
sions are manifested, the power is the same emotional force that is subject to
change by manipulation, circumstances and also by understanding. We know
that subliminal persuasion touches off stronger reactions than reason because
it operates on the emotional center which works on a stronger power system.
What we ought to know as well is what we are going to allow to be fed into
this mysterious center.
However corrupt our emotional system has become, there is nevertheless a
nucleus in all beings which knows basically that which is true and that which
is false. Psychoanalysis, which is still fumbling in the unknown, has shown us
that we can find a great deal of self-knowledge through our dreams, even if this
science is in an embryonic state. Lies we live are shown to us in dreams. There
appears to be a Knower i n the unconscious that is never fooled and can rise to
the conscious mind if the emotions are prepared to accept some elements of
truth .
The idea that "Our Masters" are Right and must be loved, honored and
obeyed is, I think, one of the most destructive lies that have been instilled into
the female psyche. It has become most horribly obvious what these Masters
have done to our planet and her organic l ife. If women remain passive I think
there is very little hope for the survival of life on this Earth.

First published in Mexico in 1 970, this article is reprinted here from Cultural Corre
spondence nos. 1 2 - 1 4, 1 98 1 .

THE CABBAGE IS A ROSE

The Cabbage is a rose, the Blue Rose, the Alchemical Rose, the Blue Deer
( Peyote), and the eating of the God is ancient knowledge, but only re
cently known to civilized occidental Humans who have experienced many
phenomena, and have recently written many books that give accounts of the
changing worlds which these people have seen when they ate these plants. Al 
though the properties of the cabbage are somewhat different, it also screams
when dragged out of the earth and plunged into boiling water or grease-for
give us, cabbage.
Writing and painting are alike in that both arts-music as well-come out
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of fingers and into some receptive artifact. The result, of course, is read, heard
or seen through the receptive organs of those who receive the art and are sup
posed to "Be" what all these different persons perceive differently. Therefore it
seems that any introduction to art is fairly senseless since anybody can think
or experience according to who he is. Very likely the introduction will not be
read anyhow.
Once a dog barked at a mask I made; that was the most honorable comment
I ever received.
The Furies, who have a sanctuary buried many fathoms under education
and brainwashing, have told Females they will return, return from under
the fear, shame, and finally, through the crack in the prison door, Fury. I do
not know of any religion that does not declare women to be feeble-minded,
unclean, generally inferior creatures to males, although most Humans as
sume that we are the cream of all species. Women, alas; but thank God, Homo
Sapiens!
Most of us, I hope, are now aware that a woman should not have to demand
Rights. The Rights were there from the beginning; they must be Taken Back
Again, including the Mysteries which were ours and which were violated,
stolen or destroyed, leaving us with the thankless hope of pleasing a male ani
mal, probably of one's own species.
H istory has a peculiarity of making gaps whenever they appear convenient.
The Bible, like any other history, is full of gaps and peculiarities that only be
gin to make sense if understood as a covering-up for a very different kind of
civilization which had been eliminated. What kind of civilization? Who was
the wise Snake which had the wisdom that made human beings l ike angels?
Who are angels anyhow?
Who was Nobo Daddy who got so angry because Eve gave the wise apple
to Adam?
Who was the Beautiful Black lady who abandoned her Mother's Vineyard?
There are so many questions and so much Oogmaturd to clear aside before
anything makes sense, and we are on the point of destroying the Earth before
we know anything at all . Perhaps a great virtue, curiosity can only be satisfied
if the millennia of accumulated false data are turned upside down. Which
means turning oneself inside out and to begin by despising no thing, ignoring
no thing-and make some interior space for digestive purposes. Our machine
mentation still reacts to colossal absurdities with violence, pleasure, pain
automatically.
Such as: I am, I am, I am. (Anything from an archbishop to a disregarded
boot.) But is this so? Am I?
Indigestion is imminent; there is too much of it.
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The Red Queen told Alice that we should walk backward slowly in order to
arrive there faster and faster.
The Sacred Deer is still worshipped in the desert here in Mexico.
The cabbage is still the Alchemical Rose for any being able to see or taste.
Footprints are face to face with the firmament.
September 1 975
(From Arsenal: Surrealist Subversion no. 4, 1 989)

NOBODY WILL GIVE YOU FREEDOM, YOU HAVE TO TAKE IT

Acceptance Speech for the

i 97 4

Art Award of the City of Basie, i 6 January

i 9 75

Note, In my speech of January i 97 5, I said that we still have no imagefor the male
mind-set in women and we still have to camouflage it. Three years later it occurred to
me that the allegorical image can simply be reversed. If the female mind-set, which is
essential to the genius of the male poet or artist, must share in the evolution of a work.
then in the case of women writers, artists, thinkers, it is the male mind-set within them
that shares in the evolution of a work. Women are the "Muses" whom genius has kissed,
just as man, the genius, has been "kissed by the Muse. "

It is not easy to be a young artist. If you work in the same style as an accepted
master, ancient or contemporary, success will not be long in coming, but if you
speak a new language of your own that others have yet to learn, you may have
to wait a very long time for a positive echo.
It was, and still is even more difficult for a woman artist.
The segregation begins with seemingly external things. Men, as artists, can
live as they please without provoking censure, but people look disdainfully at
a woman who claims the same privilege. This and much more is a woman's lot.
I think it is the duty of a woman to lead a life that expresses her disbelief in the
validity of the taboos that have been imposed upon her kind for thousands of
years. Nobody will give you freedom; you have to take it.
Why are there still men, even young men, who refuse to concede women a
creative spirit?
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A great work of literature, art, music, philosophy is always the product of a
whole person . And every person is both male and female. In ancient Greece,
men were inspired by the Muses, which means that the female tendency within
them shared in their creations, and this still applies today. Conversely, the
male tendency is contained in the works of women.
We have neither an image nor a name for this. I venture to claim that the
male tendency in women is still forced to wear camouflage. But why? As I see
it, since the establishment of a patriarchy-in other words, since the devalua
tion of the female element-men have projected their inherent femininity as
a quality of inferior ilk, on to women. For women this entails living not only
their own femininity, but also that projected on to them by men . They have to
be women to the second power. Now that really is too much. Yet it is what
women have been for a long time, and what many still are today.
Of this strange breed Nietzsche says, "Women are stil l cats . . . . " (Note the
"still" ! ) "Women are still cats and birds. Or cows, at best." And he's right. That
is why women do not and cannot appreciate each other. You cannot appreci
ate a non -value. They project their male tendency on to men because they are
forced to suppress it in themselves. "Women should not think." Is male self.
esteem really so vulnerable? "Intellectual achievements by women are embar
rassing." So, they have to be repressed and forgotten as quickly as possible.
Ideas? Every genuinely new idea is by nature aggressive, and aggression, as a
trait, is diametrically opposed to the image of femi ninity imprinted in the
minds of men and projected on to women.
Men are an equally strange breed and, like women, a distorted version of
what they could be.
For some years now, people have been saying that humanity has upset the
balance of nature. Doesn't this justified thought embrace the veiled realization
that it is the balance of humanity itself that has been upset? It has been upset
by being split into two sexes locked in opposition, except that one of them has
the undisputed upper hand.
Naturally neither men nor women are to blame for this development.
The great miracle, the "tool - making animal," evolved in different places on
earth and, in obeying similar laws the world over, became the human being
who for the veryfirst time gave expression to an all-pervasive penetrating spirit
in rhythm, dance, picture, and myth.
Much later, this great miracle took another step and developed its intellect.
I think, I fear, that all the peoples of the Earth will have to pass through the
stage we are in today, with its appalling concretion, its brutality, its consum
ing greed for commodities-all side-effects of the fascinating finds of scientific
scholarship.
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To permit the development of the sharp instrument of the intellect, other
traits had to be ignored. So much so that I think we are now suffering the dire
consequences of having neglected these other qualities. I am talking about
feelings, intuition, wisdom.
If we look at life on this planet since prehistoric times, we see nothing but
steadily increasing complexity.
Since life means change, and since nature apparently tends to become more
complex, there is no reason why nature shouldn't impel life in another direc
tion again.
After all we mustn't forget that it was Eve who took the first bite of the ap
ple from the Tree of Knowledge, or rather, the tree of conscious thought.
There were a few voices in the wilderness as early as the 1 8th century. Now
women from all corners of the Earth are raising their voices and rebell ing
against their despised position, an indication perhaps that feelings, which have
been suppressed for so long, are coming to the surface again to take their right
ful place in our hearts-on equal footing with reason!
And who knows . . . maybe wisdom will also be released from its dungeon
some day.

Translated from the German by Catherine Schelbert
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New beauties kindle, and new joys arise!
-Phillis Wheatley

In a 1 98 1 symposium on "Surrealism Today and Tomorrow," David Roediger
suggested that "the maturation of major women surrealist theoreticians will
vastly expand the already wide horizons of the movement" ( Roediger 1 98 1 ,
70) . Certainly, in the world as it is today, there is plenty for surrealism's criti 
cal theorists to do! The recent writings of Haifa Zangana, Eva Svankmajerova,
Alena Nadvornfkova, Silvia Grenier, Hilary Booth, Nancy Joyce Peters, Rikki
Ducornet, Alice Farley, Elaine Parra, lvanir de Oliveira, and Nicole Reiss, and
the poems (which double as manifestoes) by Jayne Cortez, Carmen Bruna, and
Petra Manda!, are examples of bold, adventurous inquiry, rejection of dogma
tism, critical interpretation as a poetic activity, absolute divergence from rul
ing ideologies, and a fresh start of the most desirable kind of utopian dream
ing. The following selection of short texts and excerpts by these and other
current participants in the movement show that in surrealism today poetry,
critical theory, and revolutionary activity are perceived as one and indivisible.
In their search for ways out of the social prison of the global commodity econ
omy, such writings help fulfill Leonora Carrington's recent call for "surrealist
survival kits" to enable us to get through these terrible times. 1
Since 1 96 8 , as we have seen, surrealism has been increasingly recognized
throughout the world as a forerunner and catalyst of many of the most daring
and creative developments in contemporary culture and politics. However,
surrealism's current viability-as a continuing current of ideas and as a living
and organized movement-is a question that most critics and historians have
chosen to ignore. Surrealism has been pronounced dead so many times (Andre
Breton told an audience of U.S. college students in 1 942 that its obituaries had
appeared just about every month since the movement began) that few writers
have bothered to l ook at the plentiful evidence of its present-day vitality (Bre
ton 1 978, 2 36).
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This favoring of the past over the present is part of the modus operandi of the
disciplines which thus far have taken surrealism as a field of study. It is no se
cret that art criticism, art history, and museum curatorship have generally been
bastions of social conservatism. Those whose job it is to preserve and protect
the traditions of the status quo prefer to look on surrealism as a dead cultural
artifact. Living surrealism remains an embarrassing problem, an irritating nui
sance that they prefer to ignore.
At the time the 1 960s surrealist resurgence did attract considerable atten
tion, even in the U .S. That was because the volatile cultural and political cli
mate of those years fostered the growth of worldwide countermedia (radical
and underground press, films, etc. ) which in turn made it harder for establish
ment media to ignore the real (i.e., eye-opening, revolutionary) news of the
day. In stark contrast, the great majority of recent academic literature on the
subject in the U . S . pretends almost unanimously not to notice that anything
has happened in surrealism since World War I I .
Now a n d then the truth has leaked out. In Women Artists and the Surrealist Move
ment, Whitney Chadwick mentions, even if only in passing, that the 1 947 In
ternational Surrealist Exhibition in Paris "heralded the arrival of a new gener
ation of women . . . whose presence animated and helped to shape surrealism's
postwar development." Although she acknowledges that "this important nu
cleus of younger women" has "done much to keep the surrealist banner flying,"
Chadwick chose not to pursue the topic ("their story, unfortunately, [is] omit
ted here") and has not returned to it in her subsequent writings ( Chadwick
1 985, 2 86, 1 0).
Most of the "new generation" of post-World War II surrealists are from Al
geria, Angola, Argentina, Australia, Brazil, Bulgaria, Chile, Cuba, Colombia,
Czechoslovakia, the Dominican Republic, Egypt, Haiti, Hungary, Indonesia,
Iraq, Japan, Lebanon, Mexico, Morocco, Mozambique, Peru, Poland, Puerto
Rico, Quebec, Romania, Senegal, Syria, Tunisia, Turkey, Venezuela, Yugo
slavia, and the African diaspora: that is, from Eastern Europe and the Third
World. The real evolution of the movement thus contradicts the narrow
view of those who want to make us believe that surrealism can be conveniently
filed away as "Western European," "French," "historically completed," "male
dominated," or "misogynist."
This concluding section of our anthology offers a tentative survey of some
of those throughout the world who are convinced that the surrealist adventure
is more indispensable today than ever, and that its actuality and future poten
tial are greater than its historic achievements.2
Since 1 980 surrealist groups have been active in Sao Paulo, Buenos Aires,
Prague, Brno, Paris, Madrid, Stockholm, Leeds, Chicago, and Australia. Some
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were formed in Breton's lifetime, others are of more recent origin (surrealists
have always despised genealogy, in any case). Besides these groups, smaller
nuclei h ave agitated for surrealism-with demonstrations, publications, ex
hibits-in many other places, including Puerto Rico, Montreal, London,
Berlin, Reykjavik, Medellin, and San Francisco, and isolated individuals have
advocated the surrealist viewpoint in Angola, Belgium, Japan, Holland, Portu
gal, Denmark, Poland, Romania, Ireland, and Trinidad. There are also other
groups which, for various reasons, no longer call themselves surrealist, but
which openly derive their inspiration from surreal ism and indeed think of
themselves as its direct continuators. 3
As in the past, most surrealist groups in the 1 980s and 1 990s have published
journals. In their breadth of content and overall quality of production, several
of these publications-especially the Prague group's Analogon, the Madrid
group's Salamandra [Salamander], the Stockholm group's Mannen pa gatan [Man
in the Street] and Stora Saltet [Stirring Up the Salt], and the U .S . group's Arsenal:

Surrealist Subversion and Free Spirits

-

are by no means inferior to the well-known

surrealist periodicals of pre-World War II days. Decidedly activist, most of
these groups also produce tracts on current cultural and political events (de
nunciations of government censorship and other repression; celebrations of
rebellious, l iberatory actions) and otherwise identify themselves with various
currents of the Far Left. Every one of the groups mentioned, for example, has
taken part in the defense of the 1 994 Zapatista uprising in Chiapas, Mexico,
and in the worldwide campaign to free U .S. political prisoner Mumia Abu
Jamal. Together these groups cooperate on the occasional publication of an

International Surrealist Bulletin. The first, in English and Swedish, was jointly pro
duced by the Chicago and Stockholm groups in 1 986 and was followed
shortly by an abridged Japanese translation published in Tokyo. A new series
was started in 1 99 1 , published in Spanish , French, and English.
The International Bulletin and other collective publications offer a panorama
of organized surrealism's current perspectives and activities. Surrealism's "con
stants"-poetry, love, freedom, dream, humor, play, eros, revolt, revolution
are highly visible in their pages, but none of these publications can be accused
of simply repeating the surrealism of earlier years. In fact, one reason why con 
temporary surrealism seems to provoke so much consternation among critics
and scholars as well as the general public is because it "fails" to copy the
"classic" models of surrealism now on display in museums and therefore is not
"entertaining" enough. Prisoners of frozen categories who complain, viewing
a painting by Eva Svankmajerova or an object-box by Michele Finger, "That
doesn't look l ike surrealism to me!" show only that they have missed the whole
point. The liberation of the imagination can never be reduced to a mere style

Surrealist Women
of art or a type of literary production, much less a form of amusement. In
poetry, painting, collage, sculpture, photography, film, dance, games, critical
theory, and politics, surrealism is always new because the subversive imagina
tion is always right now, when you need it, ready or not.
What is perhaps most noticeable about surrealism today is the greatly en
larged field of its researches and applications. Entire fields that surrealists in the
past either bypassed altogether or considered marginal-such as music, dance,
architecture, and animated film-are now important areas of surrealist inquiry
and activity. A heightened interest in Black music, for example, especially jazz
and blues, has been highly visible throughout the international Surrealist
Movement since the 1 960s. This passional attraction has led to several impor
tant books and numerous articles as well as to an informal but fruitful collabo
ration and exchange of views between surrealists in several countries and the
Association for the Advancement of Creative Musicians (AACM) , a Chicago
based group dedicated to the propagation of "Great Black Music." 4
The exploration of subversive currents in popular culture-comics, films,
pulp fiction, radio, etc.-has been a fascinating surrealist sideline from the be
ginning, but in recent years has grown into one of the most luxuriant fields of
surrealist research.5 History, a discipline in which only a few surrealists inter
vened effectively in the past-has also emerged as a significant focus. As rein
terpreters of history, surrealists such as Alena Nadvornfkova, Hilary Booth,
and Nancy Joyce Peters have been interested in the study of heresies, revolu
tionary struggles, utopias, Native American and African American culture and
resistance, ecology and the relations between humankind and animals, "cranks"
and other neglected figures, changes in language (especially slang), vandalism
and workplace sabotage, the popular arts-and surrealism itself.
Surrealism could be considered the last of the great nonacademic intellec
tual movements, for like Marxism, anarchism, and psychoanalysis, it has thrived
largely outside the universities. In the past couple of decades, however, no
tably in the Czech Republic, France, Brazil, and the U . S . , several individuals
who make their living as teachers-Silvia Grenier, for example, and Alena
Nadvornfkova-have also been active in the Surrealist Movement. Surrealist
investigations in such fields as anthropology, folklore, and psychoanalysis have
greatly multiplied since the sixties. A growing number of non-surrealist spe
cialists have written sympathetically of earlier surrealist accomplishments in
these areas, and to some extent, most notably in Prague, they have shown their
willingness to collaborate on surrealist publications.6 The Czech surrealists'
psychological experiments-with LSD, sleep and dream research, and most
recently, the imaginative implications of the sense of touch (a topic touched
on by Eva Svankmajerova in this section)-have been especially productive.
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Even a quick summary of surrealism's manifestations in the plastic arts since
the 1 976 World Surrealist Exhibition would take up many pages. The subject
is well worth a book in itself. However, it is rarely chronicled in the slick, com
mercial art magazines. Not incidentally, surrealists today tend to situate them
selves not only outside the corporate-dominated billion-dollar industry known
as the "art world" but in irreconcilable opposition to it.
Among the most significant surrealist painters to appear in recent years are
Turkish-born Ody Saban ( active in the Paris group) , Gloria Villa in Argentina,
Gina Litherland and Laura Corsiglia in the U . S . , Olga Billoir in Spain, and Jo
sifa Aharony, Laila Hollo Aiach, Hilton Seawright Araujo, Lya Paes de Barros,
and Helofsa Pessoa in Brazil. Though stil l relatively little known, these are dra
matically original creators whose work, reproduced in surrealist journals and
exhibition catalogs, is already an active influence on younger artists.
The disruptive art of collage, which remains one of surrealism's most con
sistently effective methods of discovery, has been taken up with uncompro
mising poetic vigor by Laila Aiach, Teresa Machado, Elaine Parra, lvanir de
Oliveira, Lya Paes de Barros, and others in Brazil, Suzel Ania in France, and
Janice Hathaway and Catherine Seitz in the U.S. (My own landscapades and
prehensilhouettes are also extensions of collage . ) The stonework of Nicole
Reiss and the object-collages of Michele Finger-both active in the Sao Paulo
group-are among the newest revelations of surrealism in sculpture. The
graphic arts are continually enlivened by the entrancing silk screen prints of
Irene Plazewska i n Ireland, and the startling drawings of Katerina Pinosova
and Katerina Kubikova in the Czech Republic, Lurdes Martinez and Conchi
Benito in Spain, Kajsa Bergh, Aase Berg, and Petra Manda! in Sweden.
Surrealism started in poetry, and poetry remains its central nervous system.
In the face of widespread retrograde trends (return to mysticism, rhyme, di 
dacticism, the mundane, etc.), surrealists persist in celebrating poetry as the
"highest language," a breath of fresh air, exaltation, the vanquishing of misery,
marvelous freedom itself. All these poets-from Mary Low, who is now in her
eighties, to Katerina Pinosova, who at twenty-three is the youngest writer rep
resented in this volume-share a close community of interests rooted in sub
versive values and complete indifference to the usual forms of "success." These
are not merely writers "influenced by" surrealism-those who borrow bits and
pieces from the work of past surrealists to add glitter to their own otherwise
dull verse. No, these are true poets who, through the magic light of words, em
body the future of surrealism's revolution today. Carmen Bruna speaks for all
of them when she points out in an interview excerpted in this section that
poetry is "truly an incitement to insubordination and revolt," an expression of
"total defiance." In short, these are poets who go their own way, deliberately
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out of step with the conventional ways and means of the literary establish
ment. Interestingly, however, and hopefully indicative that better times are on
the way, a few of them-including Carmen Bruna, Jayne Cortez, and Rikki
Ducornet, three of the foremost surrealist poets and writers of our time-also
happen to be increasingly well-known to a broad public.
Politically, too, surrealism has not stood stil l . It is important to keep in mind
that the movement's current resurgence parallels the end of Stalinism's pseudo
communist bureaucracies and the renewal of interest in anarchism and the hu
manistic currents of Marxism. Surrealism today is clearly polycentric, and its
constituent groups are far from agreeing on the fine points of world politics.
Various currents of anarchism and Marxism have individual supporters in or
ganized surrealism today, but no existing surrealist group identifies itself with
any one of these currents over all others. Surrealists in the twenties loved The
Battleship Potemkin, Sergei Eisenstein's paean of praise to Bolshevism. While sur
realists in the nineties would surely still find much to admire in that film, I think
many might identify more closely with Thelma and Louise, with its accent on in
dividual, affective forms of resistance.
In the absence of large-scale movements for complete social transformation
in most countries, surrealists in recent years have tended to be active in more
l imited, often local struggles. They have taken to the streets to protest the
Gulf War, the destruction of rain forests and redwoods, the extermination of
wolves and whales. They have battled neo-Nazis, defended women's repro
ductive rights, demonstrated against apartheid, and supported sit-ins and other
radical student i nitiatives. They have opposed nuclear power, the U .S. inva
sion of Grenada, the persecution of sexual minorities, the racist "war on drugs."
They have helped organize and taken part in coalitions to defend striking
coal-miners, mothers on welfare, immigrants, and Native Americans against
state violence. In each of these struggles, moreover, they have called attention
to the fragmentation inherent in "single-issue" politics and have stressed the
need for a larger political vision and a larger radical movement to struggle for
a new, nonrepressive society.
Support for popular revolutionary uprisings, of course, remains a "given" of
surrealist politics. Thus the Chicago group issued a detailed commentary on
the Los Angeles Rebellion of April-May 1 992 , and the Surrealist Group in
Madrid published its views on the 1 997 general strike in South Korea. In their
analyses of these mass revolts of the dispossessed, surrealists have focused
on working-class self-activity, the involvement of new sectors in struggle, the
appearance of new forms of revolutionary expression, and the possibilities
these revolts suggest for the development of a more effective international
opposition.
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Interestingly, in many ways their current approach to politics owes more
to the historical experience of surrealism itself-and especially to its well
elaborated notions of imagi native activity, humor, and play-than to the ter
minology of Marxism that sometimes weighed down surrealist political state
ments in the past. This does not mean that surrealists today are anti -Marxist,
but rather that they are aware that aspirations for revolutionary change must
be expressed with imaginative effervescence, without limits. The surrealists'
task here, as the Surreal ist Group in Buenos Aires wrote in 1 990, is simultane
ously 11to reinvent, re-elaborate and replenish the image of revolution" and 11to pre
serve, replenish and revive the creative magic of language."7
By reinventing the image of revolution-and thus revolutionizing itself
surrealism also maintains its continuity. Inevitably, the dialectic of the historic
process brings forth new priorities. In politics as in other areas, what once
seemed to be only minor tendencies in surrealism h ave since blossomed into
major emphases. Its current ecological focus is a prime example. It is no acci
dent that surrealists in at least three widely separated countries-Australia,
Sweden, and the U.S.-have taken part in Earth First!, the most radical, direct
action wing of the environmental movement. The notion of animal rights,
long latent in surrealism, is also evident in movement publications today. Alice
Rahon used to say that all her works were 11against hunting.11 11lf you have one
of my paintings in your house,11 she told filmmaker and huntsman John Hus
ton, "you will miss all the time." In those days Rahon spoke as a minority, but
there are many surrealists who would echo her sentiments today.8
As Philip Lamantia once put it, 11surrealism moves!" And its movers today,
more than ever, are women. At no time in the movement's seven decades h ave
so many women in so many countries been so involved in each and every as
pect of the permanent revolution that is surrealism. I find it curious and re
vealing that the least acknowledged period in its history-from 1 94 7 to the
present-is exactly the period in which the participation of women and Third
World peoples has been l argest. Even more amazing is the fact that today,
when women's involvement in the movement is greater than ever (the Surreal 
ist Group in Sao Paulo, Brazil, for example, includes nearly four times as many
women as men ) , some misguided critics persist in attacking surrealism as if it
were some sort of male chauvinist plot.9
These antisurrealist femi nists are like the feminists who call for police sup
pression of pornography, restrictions on free speech, and other repressive
measures, thus allying themselves with neoconservatives, Christian funda
mentalists, and even fascists. Perhaps unwitti ngly, they are examples of the
sorry process by which a l iberatory theory-in this case, of women's equal
ity-can be manipulated and turned into its opposite. This is not the place for
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an analysis of this phenomenon, but I would like to suggest that this refusal to
see things as they are conceals a genuine fear not only of surrealism but also of
women's liberation on the part of those who have given up hope for worldwide
radical social transformation and have trimmed their feminism down to meet
the needs of a small, privileged elite of white, upper-middle-class profession
als. It would seem that the last thing such people want is for women to become
interested in a movement which demands and e·mbodies freedom now-intel
lectual, erotic, social, political, economic-and defends the most revolution
ary means of realizing it.
Surrealists today, female and male, are part of the international radical mi
nority which, in the aftermath of the "death of Communism/' has refused to
say yes to the triumph of exploitation, militarism, white supremacy, gender
bigotry, and other misery. They are fully aware that the further fruition of sur
realism depends on the rise of new mass emancipatory movements seeking
radical social change. In view of the prevailing unfreedom and hopelessness of
these times, the fact that surrealism still exists at all is remarkable. But surreal
ism is never content merely to exist. In this depressingly prolonged historical
moment of global reaction, unrestrained imperialist expansion, rampant rac
ism, homelessness, ecological disaster, fundamentalist revivalism, neo-Nazism,
the "men's movement," high-tech unionbusting, a burgeoning prison industry,
"compassion fatigue," and rising illiteracy, surrealism-the living negation of
all these horrors-not only has refused to evaporate, but is actually enjoying
a promising renaissance.
A look at two recent collective declarations provides an excellent illustra
tion of the situation of surrealism today-of its revolutionary perspectives, the
role of women in the movement, and its relation to other present-day dissident
currents. The 1 992 international surrealist manifesto against the Columbus
Quincentennial certainly marked something new in surrealism. The move
ment had long affirmed its solidarity with the struggles of Native Americans
and other aboriginal peoples against repressive and genocidal "development,"
but now, for the first time, surrealist groups around the world prepared and
published a joint statement; cosigned by 1 30 participants in surrealist groups
in eight countries, plus individual signers from four other countries, it was
widely reprinted and translated into many languages. 1 0 It is significant that this
historic document was initially proposed and then drafted by Silvia Grenier,
a cofounder of the Buenos Aires group and a major figure in world surrealism
today.
A year later the Chicago group published "Three Days That Shook the New
World Order," on the 1 992 Los Angeles Rebellion. Focused on the critique of
"whiteness," the police state, the hypocrisy of the media, and the ecological
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implications of the revolt, this well-circulated and much-translated text also
discussed the crucial role of women in instigating and adding momentum to
this sensational upheaval; indeed, it was almost alone in recognizing this di
mension in the L.A. events. In a letter prefacing the French translation, Pierre
Naville-a cofounder of surrealism and coeditor of La Revolution surrealiste in
1 924-wrote: "I have been amazed by [this] beautiful text . . . . I would go
so far as to say that [it] represents a new and exceptionally important way
of showing that the world is going to experience a surrealist explosion far
greater than that which burst out in Paris i n 1 924 . . . . It is my vigorous hope
that [the] Surrealist Movement will succeed in renewing what we have at
tempted so long ago." 1 t
It remains to be seen whether Naville's prediction will be realized. In any
event, revolutionary poetic thought always seems to find ways to draw on re
sources that most people find "unimaginable." As Walter Benjamin pointed out
in 1 929, surrealism discovered a "radical conception of freedom," which, he
added, Europe had lacked since Bakunin ( Benjamin 1 978, 1 89). Surrealism's
sense of freedom-its undeviating, irreducible, physical insistence on free
dom-continues to distinguish it from all the other political and intellectual
currents of our time and gives surrealist activity its special (and growing) im
portance in the contemporary world. Surrealism's sense of freedom is not at all
abstract-it goes hand in hand with the concrete and revolutionary activity of
the imagination. The Sao Paulo Surrealist Group said it well in a 1 996 decla
ration: "Beyond faith in established notions, received ideas, the predictable;
beyond loyal subservience to the accepted and normal; beyond alienation and
the esthetic l ie," surrealism is at all times "an art of disturbance" whose key
methods are "provocation and refusal ." 1 2
Just now, a s I prepare this anthology for publication, I received a book, En

Belle page [On the Odd Page], by a relative newcomer to the surrealist milieu,
Catherine Vasseur. Its opening page reveals a fragment of handwritten manu
script, beginning and ending in mid-sentence, which discusses the possibilities
of discovery and self-discovery to be found in the repeated magnification of
the same image. The following page is an enlargement of a part of this written
fragment-and each succeeding page is an enlargement of the page preceding
it. A few pages later the written words are no longer recognizable, but appear
rather as calligraphic brush-strokes, or silhouettes of tree branches. A little fur
ther on, the page is almost entirely black, speckled with stars. For several pages
we advance through these galaxies, in which the stars loom ever larger until
the very last page-which is all white, completely blank, ready for us to renew
the adventure any way we choose.
Catherine Vasseur's book is a true invitation au voyage that can be developed
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in many directions. I see it also as an example of the l imitlessness of the surre
alist project. It demonstrates that, no matter where one starts, the practice of
poetry, followed through with imagination and rigor, automatically leads to
new knowledge, radical discoveries, the Marvelous.
Or as Jayne Cortez says: "Find your own voice and use it I use your own
voice and find it!" (Cortez 1 996, 1 1 7) . Modern as the petroglyphs in the land
of the Hopi and Zuni, ancient as Mary Lou W i l l iam s In the Land of Oo-bla-dee,
'

surrealism continues. Trying to predict its future may be "like trying to unravel
the future of the Future" ( Peters and Lamantia 1 98 1 , 75 - 76), but those who are
curious about surrealism's approach to the twenty-first century should find
some hints in the following pages.

Notes

1 . During my frequent meet ings with Leonora Carrington in Chicago

from 1 989 to 1 992, the "surrealist survival kit" was an often recurring
topic of discussion.
2 . For a more detailed discussion, see Bounoure 1 976 and the introduction

to Rosemont et al. 1 997.
3. For example, the groups around the publ ications Le Cerceau, Superieure
Inconnu, As, Ab irato, and Infosurr, all published in Paris. The Phases move
ment has active participants throughout the world.
4. See Garon 1 975, 1 989, 1 992; Franklin Rosemont 1 976; and the

"Surrealism & Blues" supplement in Living Blues no. 25, January 1 976.
Surrealist/AACM collaboration started in 1 976 with the "Sun Song"
concert (Douglas Ewart, Hamid Drake, and others) at the World Surre
alist Exhibition in Chicago, and Joseph Jarman's participation in the
third issue of Arsenal: Surrealist Subversion. It has continued down to the
present, the most recent collaboration being between AACM composer
Henry Threadgill and surrealist dancer Alice Farley in New York.
5. See Franklin Rosemont 1 980; Buhle 1 987; Roediger 1 98 1 . Surrealist

studies of popular culture have been a central focus of such journals as
and Free Spirits: Annals of

Arsenal: Surrealist Subversion, Cultural Correspondence,
the Insurgent Imagination.

6. See Ey 1 945; Clifford 1 98 8 . The scope of the Czech Surrealist Group's
journal Analogon is suggested by its subtitle: "Surrealism, Psychoanalysis,
Anthropology, Crossroads of the Sciences."
7. International Surrealist Bulletin, New Series, 1 ( 1 99 1 ) , 1 8.
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8 . Deffebach 1 99 1 , 1 84. I n 1 971 the Chicago Surrealist Croup issued a
tract titled "The Anteater's Umbrella: A Contribution to the Critique
of the Ideology of Zoos"; it is reprinted in Rosemont et al . 1 997, 1 2 1 1 22 . A more recent surrealist statement on animal rights, 11An Unjust
Dominion," by Gina Litherland and Hal Rammel , appeared in the Inter
national Surrealist Bulletin no. 1 ( 1 986) 1 1 .
1

9. The prize for the most far-fetched hyperbole in this regard must be
awarded to Rudolf Kuenzli, director of the University of Iowa's Dada
Archives, who regards surrealism as 11an intensification of patriarchy's
misogyny." Caws et al. 1 990, 25.
1 0. " 1 492- 1 992: 'As Long as Tourists Replace Seers,"' in International Surreal
ist Bulletin, New Series, no. 2; also published in the Chicago Surrealist
Croup's bulletin, WHAT Are You Going to Do About It! no. 1, 1 992.
1 1 . "Three Days That Shook the New World Order11 originally appeared in
WHAT Are You Going to Do About IP no. 2, 1 993; shortly afterward it was
reprinted in the journal Race Traitor no. 2, Summer 1 993, and again in
the Race Traitor anthology (lgnatiev and Carvey, 1 996). The text was
translated into French as I.a Revolte de Los Angeles, avril-mai 1 992: Trois jours
qui ebranlerent le nouvel ordre mondial, published by the Atelier de creation
libertaire in Lyons, and later into Turkish, Italian, and German. Naville's
letter, published as a preface, is dated 6 April 1 99 3 . For further back
ground on the L.A. Rebellion, see Davis 1 992, and Kelley 1 994.
1 2 . 11Comunicado-O Surrealismo," dated March 1 992, and published in
Escrituras surrealistas no. 1 , Sao Paulo, 1 99 3 .

Surrealism in Argentina has had a long, fruitful history. Its organized
presence there dates from 1 926 and extends, with many interruptions,
to the present day. Of the several Argentine surrealist groups that have
appeared over the years, the "Signo Ascendante" [Rising Sign] group,
formed in 1979, which soon identified itself as the Surrealist Group
of Buenos Aires, is arguably the most coherent, militant, and prolific.
Silvia Grenier, a cofounder of the group, remains today among the
leading animators of international surrealism.
Born in Buenos Aires in 1 957, Grenier-who makes her living as
a schoolteacher and librarian-is one of Argentina's outstanding poets.
Her poems, slow-motion explosions of a desperate outlaw lyricism,
have appeared in two collections: Salome o la busqueda del cuerpo [Salome
or the Body's Quest] ( 1 98 3) and Los banquetes errantes [Nomadic Banquets]
( 1 986). Grenier has also collaborated extensively, as theorist as well as
poet, on the group's journal, Signo Ascendante.
Surrealists in Argentina, more than in most other countries, have
been active in the labor movement. The history of the Buenos Aires
group is largely a history of courageous struggle. They have fought
against dictatorship, censorship, repressive laws, police terror, and
state-sponsored genocide-it is Argentina that put the frightful ex
pression "the disappeared" (los desparecidos) into the global political
vocabulary-and have fought for workers' right to organize, freedom
for political prisoners, for women's right to divorce, and abortion
rights. Grenier has written lucid, impassioned articles and tracts on
such issues. Particularly important are her writings in defense of native
peoples. Her treatise Tierra Adentro [The Interior, or Back CountryJ pro
vided the basis of the 1 992 international surrealist declaration against
the "Columbus Quincentennial."
These poems are from Salome o la busqueda del cuerpo.

SALOME

I n my mouth I taste sacrilege
Salome one brilliant foot over the wave's crest
Wonderfully rich i n her excess
Spills the scent of her body over the thistle o f the world.
Her hair envelops the full cycle of a menstrual moon
it's beautiful it's beautiful it's beautiful
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beautiful as the heavy odor of incense on decapitated bodies
beautiful as the brilliant rocks that appear in dreams
On the summit encircled by the ramparts of the black hills
Inside there with my eyes closed
I can see within the walls
under a sky blacker than death
a knot of serpents around a white ankle
beautiful as those rocks or those cat eyes that appear at night
in the cornices where everything ends.
The prophets of hunger cross the desert on their knees.
The jackals with bodies shot full of holes
howl in baptismal fonts
and around the temples I have seen the women licking the stone
staircase with their tongues
Salome black silk that advances silently
prepares the decapitations and the triumphal dances
on the rock alternatively red white black
that cuts in two the forest of unbridled wind
blood runs down the stairs
night runs through the heads of hair
the thirst of the world runs through the world
your naked foot runs over the advancing water
the dagger of flame runs through the fire
Translated from the Spanish by Natalie Kenvin

SIGNS
to Carmen Bruna

You will see me in the wolf's footstep
when the hours grind down their voluptuousness at the roadside
and the cities grow like mushrooms on the beautiful plain
they're all drunk but the silence holds
unfathomable eyelashes that open the door for us
we were l ike stones in the river of lava
we were like fires in the stone bed
we were the few the many the one with the hidden face
we were living dead the ones with many teeth
your crazy glance prepares the way for me
we were the sleepwalkers and then life passed
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like a red tornado in the m i ddle of the sky
we were the lost souls
with our compass hands we touched the world of conquered things
there are mad dancers who crisscross the sky
from trapeze to trapeze like l i t matches
there are m ad dancers who cross the abyss
on the tightrope of their own suicide

Translated from the Spanish by Myrna Bell Rochester

Born in Quilmes, Argentina (near Buenos Aires), in 1 928, Carmen
Bruna completed her medical studies in the early 1 950s. As a traveling
rural physician for thirteen years, she traversed the length and breadth
of her native land, living and working in areas l ittle known to most
Argentines. Around 1 955 she discovered surrealism through Aldo Pelle
grini's journal Letra y linea [Letter and Line] and became a good friend
of pioneer Argentine surrealist poet Juan Jose Ceselli. She was also
acquainted with Enrique Molina and Alejandra Pizarnik, whose poetry
she deeply admires. Later she came to know the Brazilian surrealist
poet/collagist, Sergio Lima, and in 1 982 she joined the "Signo Ascen
dante" group.
Bruna is the author of six books of poems. Two of them -Morgana o
el espeJismo [Morgana or Mirrorism] ( 1 98 3 ) and Lilith ( 1 987)-were pub
lished under the Buenos Aires Surrealist Group's own Signo Ascendante
imprint, the latter volume with a "poem-preface" by Silvia Grenier.
Allergic to all forms of literary careerism, this brave surrealist poet
and country doctor has always welcomed rebellious young writers and
helped them in their skirmishes with the establishment. Drawing on a
wide spectrum of subversive influences (she has written poems inspired
by Rosa Luxemburg and Billie Holiday), she is one of the outstanding
antiauthoritarians in world literature today. Her solidarity with the
endless varieties of insolence and revolt-from "accursed poetry" to
black anarchy through hipsterism and Black music-is evident in all
her poems.
"Poetry: An I ncitement to Revolt" is excerpted from an interview
with Raul Henao in Punta seguido (Medellin, March 1 993). The poems
are from Melusina o la busqueda del amor extraviado [Melusina or the Quest
for Lost Love] ( 1 993).
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POETRY: AN INCITEMENT TO REVOLT

You see, the world of Lautreamont and Rimbaud is also my world: barbaric and
hallucinatory. My poetry is the poetry of the accursed poets.

My poetry is truly an incitement to insubordination and revolt. It is the
whirling and outpouring of my rebellious spirit, the fever of my blood, my to
tal defiance.
And my contempt for academic counterfeits.

The fact that the great Latin American lyric poets are not better known in the
Republic of Argentina is because of the deplorable but very real lack of inter
est in poetry in this country. To speak cruelly but truthfully: No yuppie would
dare to say he is a poet, and the yuppies-in this hungry land where the un
employed are the great majority-never read poetry.
Poetry does not sell . Perhaps that is because true poetry is, by definition,
not Jor sale.

I believe it is the indisputable right of poets to withdraw into silence when
ever they desire to do so. Rimbaud silenced himself in the fullness of youth.
Lautreamont died at 24. Jean-Pierre Duprey killed himself at 29. Alejandra
Pizarnik also took her own life.
The gods may withdraw i nto si lence. I t is not poets who are unable to com
municate-it is society that hasn't the slightest inclination to communicate
with poets.

Of course I defend the myth of woman, and have made it my own. Woman:
exalted, proud, and irreducible. I have also fought for women's rights-on
picketlines, for example, and without foolishness. But I do not believe that
women's liberation automatically leads to the most radical of revolutions . . . .
Unfortunately, when women occupy positions of political authority, they
mimic the mistakes of men. Power always corrupts.
And that is why my motto is that of the anarchists: Neither God Nor Master.

I continue to believe that women should seize their rights by any and all
means at their disposal, and enjoy the fullest equality with men.
I believe in the harmony of love and sex.

Translated from the Spanish by Natalie Kenvin
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"LADY FROM SHANGHAI"

Love: a plane crash with no survivors.
This is the only truth of love.
I'm not a realist: my domain is the world of dreams
"Lady from Shanghai" and the desperate madness
of criminal mirrors;
mirrors that repeat the murderer's image
to the Point of Infinity
hallucination of Mercury and L.S . D .
multiplication of a n infinite dream of infinite death
of cruelty, love, betrayal.
Nightmares of passion in hallucinations without morality
hallucinations of ruin and drifting cadavers
Mirrors, mirrors multiplied to infinity.
Mirrors swimming in rivers of blood
and in Mozart's music
Gangsters in the fog
Revolvers of red and white smoke.
Severed vein, shocked purple blood
Cruel Lady from Shanghai-lost
victim and murderer
false as false rubies
You died in the witches' sabbath of mirrors
you died with your eyes of wild black pansy
you died with your forget-me-not eyes
The dark dilated pupils,
you died beautiful assassin without ethics or remorse
Oh "Lady from Shanghai"
sorrow of your impious and traitorous century
that stinks of stale goulash and warm beer

Translated from the Spanish by Natalie Kenvin
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MOI-M E ME

I am the pure red witch
who sails at midnight every day in the month of December.
Forever the same.
The one snuggling up at the feet of the idols in the labyrinth,
The one who appears nude and with her cauldron in the presence of Saint
Anthony.
I am all your temptations and each and every one of them
I am the cat-woman and the panther woman
I am the Biblical whore and the Bearer of the Grail in the pulverized center
of the apocalypse
I am the wine of the blood of Christ
I am the heresy and the power
I am drugged sleep
I am the sweet vagina that shelters the AIDS victim in its cradle
I am the suicide of No Man's Land
I am black meat and I am Rosa Pantopon .
Open the gates of Eden for me
Like Lazarus, I have returned
from l i fe to death.

Tram1atdfrom the Spanish by Natalie Kmvi11

Painter, puppeteer, poet, and theorist, Eva Svankmajerova has been a
dynamic and innovative presence in international surrealism for nearly
three decades. Born Eva Dvorakova in Kostelec, Czechoslovakia, in
1 940, she studied interior decorating in Prague in the 1 950s and then
switched to a course in puppet theater. It was there that she met Jan
S vankmajer, puppeteer and film-animationist, whom she married and
with whom she joined the Surrealist Group in Prague in 1 970. Since
then she and her husband have been energetic participants in-and
often coorganizers of-the group's many samizdat and legal collective
publications (including every issue of the journal Analogo11 from the sec
ond on), as well as its other extensive activities: surrealist researches,
conferences, games, and exhibitions.
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The fact that Svankmajerova is a painter definitively outside every
"trend" in today's art market makes it all the more notable that she also
happens to be one of the most widely known surrealist painters of our
time. She has had numerous solo shows all over the Czech Republic
and in Germany and Belgium, and has also taken part in collective sur
realist exhibitions in those countries as well as in France and Holland.
Svankmajerova is also a sharp critical thinker and a poet whose dry
humor a la Jacques Vache is always provoking. She is the author of many
books, all in Czech. How long must English-language readers wait for
someone to translate her and other major writings by Czech surrealists?
Eva S vankmajerova lives in Sternberk.
"Emancipation Cycle" and "Tactile Lids" appeared in French in the
catalog, Eva and Ian Svankmajer ( 1 987). The translation of "Stunned By
Freedom" (from Chemistry, 1 976) was provided by the author. "I Don't
Know Exactly" is from Samoty a citace [Reading Alone] ( 1 987).

EMANCIPATION CYCLE

Since the emancipation of women is unfeasible in this civiliz ati on , at the age
of twenty-six, I "established" the following paintings: "Venisse Asleep" ( 1 967),
"The Birth of Ven i sse" ( 1 968), "Dejeuner sur l'herbe" ( 1 968), and "The Rape of
Leucipes' Sons" ( 1 969), in which I took honorable men as my models.* Vanity
of vanities! It was no joke to realize that I was supposed to spend my l i fe
doing menial physical and manual activities-so-called "women's work"
whereas any kind of intellectual human effort would be deemed remarkable for
my sex, questionable for my gender. Nothing was hidden from me. When I

was a child I h ate d the fat tractor dr iver with the scarf in her hair as portrayed
on the posters. For twenty years I met nobody who accepted the idea that I
might become a painter when I grew up. That suspicion had nothing to do
with any dubious quality of mine or with my tendency to lie. Simply because
of the gender indicated on my birth certificate, I had no rights; I was done for,
in advance. Weird! For a while I expected some explanation for this misunder
standing. I did not particularly feel endowed with any special gifts that made
the performance of certain petty, repulsive chores a suitable occupation for

* The works mentioned here are all based on well-known pictures of
women by famous male artists; in Svankmajerova's versions, the figures
were replaced by men.
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me. Furthermore, I failed to observe any superior intellectual activity among
the men around me-or among most men anywhere, for that matter. I have
been troubled by this issue for almost twenty years now. In spite of it all, I man
age to go on l iving.

Translated from the French by Guy Ducornet

TACTILE LIDS

Imagination is one. The means of its appearance are interchangeable. "Spe
cialists" in painting, writing, theory, cinema, or decorative arts are nothing but
"professionals of intellectual comfort." We, together with our surrealist friends,
seek universality of expression, the surest way to the authenticity of creation.
The world is inundated with artistic artifacts that have become prey to the
art market or are exploited by civil servants of every stripe to advertise and de
ify "the best and the most progressive of all political systems," whatever that
may be. We despise such utilitarianism, aided and abetted by positivism as well
as the scientific-technical revolution. What interests us more than the mere
artifact is creativity itself, that secret boiling and bubbling of the soul. Our task
is to take the lid off.
Written with Jan

Svankmajer

Translated from the French by Guy Ducornet

STUNNED BY FREEDOM

To learn that:
a line can thrill you
like the flight
of fire.
Color can deprive you of your sanity
like blood
and despair.
Clay can enclose you, prison walls
a cemetery
like sperm
it soils
and when you
are finally saved
even with your thoughts.

Eva Svankmajerova, Ascendancy, oil, 1 984. Courtesy of the artist.
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I DON'T KNOW EXACTLY

Your ideas of home life
are a bit distorted after all
To want my legs around your neck
all night long
and every night

1 respect through eyelashes
and the hesitation to throw that gift
onto my emptiness onto life's eternal grief
onto fog onto death
and tender disappointments
onto the boredom of forced girlfriends
onto the time when it is necessary to invent
the ideal sin
Don't you need to read from my hand at this moment?
Tears of satisfied smog
moisten the imperviousness of my eye
under the roof
under that tortoise-shell coat
four hundred years old already
I loved
or I was furious too
How often I dreamed about some kind of escape
You don't know how easy it is
when a siren addresses you
Here you wave a pinion
and fly out of a dovecote
Defiance gushes from your heart
here the anger
that migraine
onto a short twinkling of life
onto phlegm
onto hurried chewing
onto a quick habit of claws
Oh you don't know how easy it is
when a siren calls you
No timidity no hurricanes
Not until we come back
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I only whisper
but there was a fire

Translated from the Czech by Katerina Piifosova

Born Alena Bretsnaj drova in Lipnik nad Becvu, Czechoslovakia, in
1 942, Alena Nadvornlkova studied art history and theory and received
her Ph.D. in 1 968. She joined the Surrealist Group in Prague in 1 974
and-as poet, painter, graphic artist, critic, and theorist-remains one
of its leading figures. A collaborator on the Czech group's samizdat pub
lications and on Analogon, she has also contributed important articles on
such pioneers of Czech surrealism as Karel Teige and Jindrich Styrsky
to major exhibition catalogs. Her artwork has appeared in many Prague
Surrealist Group exhibitions, as well as in several solo shows (two of
which, in 1 977 and 1 985, were shut down by the police), and in col
lective surrealist exhibitions in Paris, Budapest, and Hannover. Nadvor
nlkova has published two volumes of poems: Praha, Parizska (Prague,
Paris Street, 1 994), and Uvnitr hlasu [Inner Voice] ( 1 995). Currently she
teaches at Palacky University in Olomouc.
The following article on the great Czech surrealist photographer
Emila Medkova ( 1 92 8 - 1 986) is excerpted from a longer study, a
French translation, together with English translations of the two poems,
were provided by the author.

EMILA MEDKOV A's PHOTOGRAPHS AND
THE ANTHROPOMORPHIZATION OF DETAIL

Visible things are varied: There is not a single one to which i magination could
not turn, to use as the basic m aterial of creative i nterpretation. This is the guid
ing principle of Emila Medkova's photographic activity.
It matters little whether personal interpretation occurs during the initial
phase of the creative process or even at the moment when the perception of
reality takes place, or if it happens only during the definitive fixing of the form
as it develops i nto a new photographic reality. What is i nvolved is the mind's
predisposition toward a certain type of visual perception, as well as its acute
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Alena Nadvornfkova, What Is Above Is also Below, i nk 1 989. Courtesy of the artist.
,

sensitivity to the latent polysemy of the forms of the real. These faculties
mingle, evoking-in the sense in which Breton speaks of "a veritable gift for
evocation"-and with a heightened richness of new imaginative contents
analogies of the individual or collective consciousness.
In the work of Emila Medkova, anthropomorphization as a means of inter
pretation is all the more effective since its aim has nothing to do with realism.
Any "veritism" in the form would only limit the free play of imagining powers
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Emil a Medkova, The Cut, 1 965. Photograph courtesy of Alena Nadvorni'lcova.

and the absorption of these powers by the photographic image and would
thereby only weaken the intangible unity between image and title.
The transition from the subjective to the objective mode of thought
(through the projection of the subject into reality) and vice versa (through the
objectification of unconscious representations into elements of this trans
formed real ity) suggests the idea of a momentary but vigorous alliance be-
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tween the world and the human mind. This inner unity is particularly obvious
in anthropomorphic photographs. Here, differing from the "One in the Other"
game, the creative act is identified with the act of interpretation. Right from
the start, creation-in order to impose itself on interpretation-gradually
transmutes the potential meanings of the objective world's details into sub
jective significations. The completed work appears precisely at their point of
unity.
At that point, of course, other interpretations may arise; these, however, are
not the work of the creator, but of the viewer.

Translated from the French by Guy Ducornet

DETERMINATION OF TIME

Through space, in the cold,
finally buzzes a wreath.
Steadfastly, the tree by ploy
stands up,
shooting in skipping joy.
(True salvation: with a tinge of thunder.)
How long? How often?
Take courage! On the headland.

ART HISTORY (SANDRO BOTTICELLI)

She watches him reaching for oranges,
shod in top-boots (far left ) .
S h e does n o t care
for the reel of plastic ideas
in transparent veils (over his shoulders) ,
the reel in h i s head
that bewitches him.
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One of the charms of what Greek surrealist Nicolas Calas once called
the "surrealist miracle" is the movement's receptiveness to new inspira
tions regardless of their "ideological credentials." This is particularly
evident in its spontaneous, wholehearted recognition of the contribu
tions to surrealism sometimes made by individuals lacking in "theoreti 
cal" knowledge-"outsider artists," for example, and the so-called men
tally ill, and children. As an eight-year-old schoolgirl, Ivana Ciglinova
began writing unusual little stories that someone eventually brought to
the attention of the surrealists in and around Brno. Impressed by her
imagination and humor, the surrealists welcomed her warmly and circu
lated her stories in their 1 980s samizdat publications.
Ciglinova later drifted off in other directions. But for a certain
period during the gloomiest days of the post- 1 968 Stalinist reaction,
this free-spirited schoolgirl was pleased to add her imaginative energies
to the surrealist group, which in turn offered her intellectual stimulation
and encouragement she was unlikely to have found anywhere else.

THE OLD CROW'S STORY

Once upon a time a flat-footed mouse was taking a walk through the forest. All
of a sudden a raven flew down and pinched the mouse's tail with his beak.
Next day the same thing happened again. Thi s time, however, the flat
footed mouse grew angry. It occurred to her that she could bite the raven right
between the eyes in revenge.
But then, in a flash, the flat-footed mouse realized that the raven had a beak
i n that very place!
And with that beak the raven could tear her to pieces and eat her up!
And that would be the way the flat-footed mouse would die!
"Good night," said the Old Crow.

Translated from the CZech by Katerina Pinosovd
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THE COMPANION

You are my companion.
I know the ripe fruit of your rashness,
your turbulent cascades
and the hazel waters of joy.
I know the strength of your bastions,
and those walls where a breach can be made.
You have twelve Achilles' heels and a triple-edged sword.
You taste green like the freshness of morning,
or hot and acrid
like aloes in the sun.
You smell like moist moss,
young fur among the pines
or a newly honed sickle dipped in hay.
You walk like haughty Indians
and you speak like harps.
You think along an arrow- line
or down voiceless wells.
You are deep with tangible tenderness,
but hard as malachite.
Your words and your thoughts
shine like polished shields.
You are my companion.
(From A Voice in Three Mirrors, 1984)

Q.E.D.

Prolonged horizontal pleasures;
vertical principles
aligned like forest trees;
a hot tangent of poetry
tending toward madness.
What radius?

4({9
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A mere infinity:
impulses without end
pouring off the circumference,
just as my days
overflow all margins
and come full circle.
Here I am:
point center.

(From WHAT Are You Going to Do About It? no.

I,

October I 992)

WHERE THE WOLF SINGS

There is no wolf, of course
merely the echo of a once-howl
scattered among the undergrowth .
Yet even now the trees seem dangerous,
forbiddingly fanged,
flinging themselves about in menace.
But the lake! Only a muddy rose of blood
where the unquiet spirits of fish
flit among drying reeds.
Where have the bright, pulsating waters gone?
And the two linked figures that used to lie
upon the conniving bank?
No one is here any more.
Only some large, idle stones
cumber the glade with white oblivion,
Then suddenly it came, from that obliterated time:
the long, the sad,
the asking, aching, unforgotten cry!
Beyond the diminished forest's utmost edge,
far off and faint, the wolf sang once again.

l heard him.

(From Where the Wolf Sings, 1 994)
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ENCOUNTER

Since first we met
I have known
the intimate joy of scissors,
sleek cats and nutmeg,
the tears of blind music at night,
and the whisper of fire among cinders.
Since first we met
all stairs and flowers
grow spurs for me;
and palm-trees whip me with their hair
in sundry mirrors.
The small hours open their wounds for me
to the sound of flutes
that shake my heart.
Since first we met
I feel like omega:
full of warm silk,
endless and groundless.
(From Where the Wolf Sings, 1 994)

LONG HOT SUMMER: GREAT BLACK MUSIC TODAY

It has taken fifteen years for the Art Ensemble of Chicago to reach Australia in
any more material form than a few scattered LPs i n obscure corners of a few
scattered record shops. As Lester Bowie commented, "It takes a long time for
people to hear the truth ." Volatile spirits, the hottest summer yet, the Art En
semble of Chicago, and later Chico Freeman's convulsively beautiful quartet,
have exploded into our lives, filling spaces that have long been left wanting,
with all the warmth that grows from a dedication to love, freedom, imagina
tion and history past and future . .
Black musicians are now taking steps that have never before, to such an ex
tent, been accomplished by their ancestors . . . . They will no longer tolerate
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being passed off as "fads," idiotically labeled, being ignored until it is too late,
the sweet fruits of their music being made sour by the imbecilic interference of
critics and salesmen. With the setting up of the Association for the Advance
ment of Creative Musicians (AACM) , they are enabling themselves to find new
currents without having to put up with the new labels that separate one group
of musicians from another, when in fact they are all creating from the same
source. This source is a long tradition of imagination emancipated, inherited
and innovated by each new generation of the Afrikan race. Such a widespread
movement is without parallel in Western white culture. Once again it must be
said, we owe this people an enormous respect for their achievements.
In this music, there are hopes that have never been before. The ghettoes re
main, and it is easy to see that these musicians have never really left the streets
in spirit. "When we [the AACM] play together, it's like playing marbles" ( Jo
seph Jarman) . And although the whims of the commercial marketeers and ra
dio stations stand in the way of the music finding its way back to the streets
(preferring to sell music that is as profitmaking, i.e., white-orientated as pos
sible), the response from those who have had the chance to listen is enthusi
astic, to say the least.
When the message can make it through the padded walls attempting to sur
round it, the young Black people cannot be fooled, as perhaps they were in the
past (especially in the days of Charlie Parker) , that it is narcotic addiction or
alcoholism that inspires the musician to play with such freedom, for there is
now a united voice to tell them point blank that it is no such thing. By taking
upon the responsibility of their past, they also take the present into their
hands. By transmitting, with all the force of their music, a determination to
continue the myth-making of their ancestors, they may just be able to destroy
the all too stark realities of an oppressed race in the oppressive cities. They
make it clear that it is the will to survive, as a race, that drives the music-a
will to live freely in music, a musical will to be free. One can only hope it is
contagious.
(From The Insurrectionist's Shadow no. 2, 1 98 3 )

PREFACE T O I A M RAIN

the doors are open. we must pass through .
nothing is necessary but the bones that walk within us.
how they rattle in the bloodletting . . .
it is inevitable that at the heart of things the meat
is raw and it is blue. these poems retain blood.

A Challenge to the Twenty-First Century
life hurts us if we bother to feel, yes, work stinks,
leisure is without hope. the only way out is inward
and forward.
if we do not take it upon ourselves to struggle for
individual and social freedom our silence will damn us.
beauty pain terror hope despair
these are all the same word
it is important that we remember to feel and this is
not so obvious as it sounds.
in these poems, the I is not exactly me,
the you is not exactly you.
these growing things that strangle all life from luxury
and squeeze the almonds in a bitter embrace
the serpents take them down into the valerian underground
and the serpents feathers rake fortune into furrows.
it is an age where footholds are few and far between,
a revolutionary context is difficult to maintain,
yet we continue to seek and hold tight to the free spirit.
so follow the bones . . .

OUR S KIN IS PAPER

here, in the ear of the earth
in sharp ink
all the streets are trapped magic
within us
as day passes day
in an effort to truly see
and this is not seeing
nor believing
but growing upon oneself
the armory of innocence
the purity of lust
the incoming tides
and the turquoise
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POEM FOR CENTRAL AMERICA

there is no need to personify the wound
it smells and tastes of countless minerals
it rises in a vapor from the age of stone
it unfolds mothwings from the back of a horse
it weaves a cloth of spells to throw over the mountains
it sails through canefields collecting honey
it manufactures grief to spell with swords
it shatters stained glass with a single note
it utters no cry to the alchemy
it is set alight in a mass grave
it grows into a tree that bears children
(From I Am Rain, 1 984)

Born in Calvi, Corsica, in 1 947, Marie-Dominique Massoni realized her
affinities with surrealism at the age of seventeen, but the inaccessibility
of current surrealist publications made it impossible for her to commu
nicate with the movement until much later. As a student in Lyon in the
1 960s, she encountered the situationist group through its publications
and took up its critique of Leninism and the "spectacle." Although she
was never a member of the Situationist International, and in fact was
quite critical of it-the situationists' fear of "art" having, in her esti
mate, led to their suppression of all poetry and creativity-she was
active in what was often called the "pro-situationist" ultraleft. Only in
1 978, after reading Vincent Bounoure's compilation, La Civilisation sur
rialiste, did she begin to take part in organized surrealist activity.
An animating figure of the Paris group ever since, she has published
six books and collaborated on several collective publications as well as
the Czech group's journal, Analogon. She has also written texts for the
catalogs of collective surrealist exhibitions in Paris ( 1 982 and 1 985),
Holland ( 1 995), and Grenoble ( 1 996)-where she also exhibited
assemblages-as well as for solo exhibitions of Jean Terrossian, Kath
leen Fox, Guy Girard, Alena Nadvornlk.ova, and others.
A longtime activist in the women's liberation movement-a struggle
which she believes is still in its earliest stages-Massoni vigorously
opposes what she considers to be the "incorrect and dangerous" policy,
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on the part of certain feminists, to promote the separation of the sexes.
She is represented here by "androgynous poems," the result of a game
played with surrealist painter Guy Girard at the Cafe Etienne Dolet
in Paris, and published in the collection, La Diagonale du Pere-Lachaise
( 1 995). "These are not texts of fusion," she writes, "but of confrontation
in the crucible of complicity. So it goes in games of feminine and
masculine."
Massoni is currently the editor of the Paris Group's journal,
S.U.RR-Surrialisme, Utopie, Reve, Rivolte [Surrealism, Utopia, Dream,
Revolt].

TWO SECONDS

To Michael Lowy
We're eager to look like the manufacture of chocolate
Free to wait for Don Quixote
All the way up on the ice-floe
A crossroads was losing its feathers
And we were only halfway there
Sowing fleas harvesting dragons
The essential

Translated from the French by Myrna Bell Rochester

HOW OLD IS THE OLD MOLE?

Me the youngest of the Lumiere brothers
You
As one might saw a log
The voice repeats
Monsieur's Mercedes has moved forward
Carmen orders her lovers
To cover up the obscenity of the official buildings
Of all the countries of the world
With a thatched shawl
Daughter of oakum and hieroglyphics
Her job is to pass for a pelican
Reigning over the Chevreuse valley
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Within living memory of a chimney-sweep
During that time of hunger
What a great occupation
The early dawn tries to be smart Alec
In the Bear Pit
Dynamite stick set down on a counter
I watch
Beyond the candid vapor
The fourth flower
Advance from the clover
And turn itself into a signature
At the bottom of a letter by Louis-Claude de Saint-Martin
A sunspot would be a beautiful target
I bleed

Translated from the French by Myrna Bell Rochester

WHAT CHOICE?

Editor's note: This is an excerptfrom Through the Vast Halls of Memory,
a full-length narrative of a woman's life in Iraq ( 1 9 9 1 ).
In this darkness, in the solitude of waiting, I am seated with my eyes open,
yielding to boring repetition, thinking once more of what had happened. I
have tried to forget that day. Burdened by the shining sky and the bright light,
which is m ore than just light, I begin to see things that cannot remain hidden,
minute details: old family photos, dreams of a morning interrupted by the joy
ful voices of children playing in an alley, familiar faces, memories, the longing
for friends I m ight meet if only I were not . . .
I have not the slightest intention o f going on about a lamented childhood
or of searching for a long-missed human warmth. But I will try my best to fol
low a friend's advice. (He is in his fifties, unremarkable in appearance, but pos
sessing the gift of observation.) He said, "Always begin from the outside; get
to the bottom of things, probe their depths, but always from the outside." His
advice reminded me o f a warning given years ago by my teacher: "You may, in
future, go on to make a name for yourself, but, somewhere, sometime, you will
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be faced with a choice . . . " "What choice?," I interrupted, and without giving
a response he continued, "When an individual is wholly creative, at one with
her destiny, there is neither time nor space, life or death." I do not know what
the link is between these two bits of advice, but, even after twenty years, I feel
resentment. Why didn't I learn early on to listen?
At 2 P.M., I see the queues of taxis, broiling in the August heat. Their drivers
have taken refuge in various cafes and restaurants and even under bus shelters,
with their crowds of women, children in one hand, empty bottles in the other.
They are off to the children's hospital nearby. The bottles, which all patients
must supply, are to be filled with prescribed medicines. Was it the exceptional
heat wave or my own imagination that exaggerates the picture?
I crossed the street to walk in the thin shade of the high prison walls.
Despite the heat, I walked slowly to avoid being tripped by my abaia.* Yet I
stumbled again and again, cursing the need to wear an abaia on my travels to
these country towns. Maybe I will be able to remove it when I get to the ceme
tery. The street was empty, and I could hear the echo of my footsteps. People
were napping or moving quietly behind their curtains, as they usually did at
this hour. I crossed another street to walk in the shadow of another wall .
We are obsessed with building fences and walls. Our children grow up, not
in fields, but behind walls; they reach their prime of life cuddling walls. There
are hidden gardens, colorful lights and fountains behind walls. Whenever we
moved to a new house, my mother would insist on building the fence higher
to keep us protected from prying eyes. With equal persistence, my brothers
would bore holes in that same fence to spy on our neighbors' daughters.
This wall , however, was different, though built of the same red brick used
elsewhere. It was the wall of the cemetery. Half of the cemetery was in ruins,
the other half full of palm trees. It was the breeding ground for stray dogs and
cats. The afternoon we went to visit my grandfather's grave, I remember my
mother explaining that the cats were so fat because they fed on the freshly
buried corpses. My grandmother immediately silenced her by saying that the
cats thrived on the aborted foetuses thrown to them at night by the nurses
from the hospital nearby.

I remember, too, that the whole area had a peculiar smell, a mixture of or
ange blossom (there were orange trees on either side of the main street), roses,
gardenias, and carnations placed in the Turkish martyrs' cemetery, and the
phenol and antiseptic from the forensic laboratory and school of pharmacy of
the old surgical and dental hospital.
I saw the cemetery guard asleep, leaning in the shade against the wall. He

* Abaia: Iraqi woman's dress.
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excelled in nurturing the palm trees. Every year, he would employ one of the
local peasants to prune them, and, every year, the trees produced the best
quality dates, which no one collected. Who would dare eat such fruit, thriving
as it did in earth full of corpses?
Later, when I learned the rudiments of self-defense, how to kill, I wished we
might all be satisfied eating such dates.
Few of the bare-footed children who ran by noticed my presence. Were
they ghosts? Exhausted less by the heat than by daydreaming, I walked
quickly, sweating and straining to reach the garden gate of my house. I wanted
to relax in my room there, to sleep after so many days on the road, going from
town to town. I hoped to enter the house quietly, without waking the inhabi
tants from their siesta. Opening the gate, I saw that the sitting room curtain
was pulled back slightly. It twitched: the authorities were waiting for me. Why
had I not rung to make sure everything was all right before returning? I threw
my abaia and handbag down. Fear gripped me. The cemetery, the prison were
as in a dream. I ran in fear and hope that someone might help me escape. I felt
all the instincts of an animal trying to survive. I did not dare look behind
me. All I wanted was to reach the main street. Suddenly, one of the pursuers
grabbed my plaits. I froze, which surprised them. They were pointing their
guns at me. I stood stock still, tranquil, like a statue. I had often asked myself
what I would do at such a moment. Every night I had hidden behind the thin
curtain of sleep, memorizing roles of characters who were not me. I was the
surprise element in the play.
What happened seemed not to concern me. I told my body to adjust itself
accordingly, told it to remain firm, took a grip on my shaking limbs. But my
mask-like face could not help betraying emotion. (It took my face years to re
gain its original mien.) Although surrounded by people, I was completely
alone. When I told a friend much later what had happened, she remarked, "But
you talk about it as though it happened to someone else!"
I now realize how true her remark was. The road was long. Did I know the
way? I had reconnoitered it beforehand. The street, the silent house, the mys
terious anxiety, the fears regarding a place I had never visited, the palpitating
of the heart. I wish I could lock that heart in an embrace. 0 heart, calm thy
self. Our consolation is that young people do not age in our city, the life span
here is brief. The dryness kills plants, and ordinary people kill animals as their
way of venting anger.
"Why?" the man sitting next to me asked. Surely he knew! It is the chal
lenge. We bear it, tamed by continual fear within us, and we liberate it in the
moments of madness. What I did during those years was to celebrate the flames
of a precious madness.
In the car I considered my luck. It appeared the driver was a very important
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person. The soldiers outside and inside the Qasir saluted him fervently. He
stopped the car and told me to follow him. It was then I remembered my first
visit to the Qasir at the age of seven. It was during the first days of the 1 95 8
revolution. Originally built for the crown prince, E l Qasir was opened t o the
public after the revolution. That day, I went with my mother, two aunts, grand
mother and two brothers. We all went in our best clothes. I was wearing a new
and uncomfortable pair of sandals and kept on complaining. Nobody took any
notice because they were too busy looking, pointing and whispering. My
grandmother at last took notice of my tears and said in a loud voice, "Be quiet,
be quiet!" "Why should I be quiet?" Turning and scolding me, she replied, "We
mustn't disturb the dead."
The Qasir had beautiful landscaped gardens. In the front yard there were
stables. They were later turned into cells. In August, the hottest month of the
year, 1 felt cold.

Translated from the Arabic by Paul Hammond and Haifa Zangana

WHEN I LOOK AT WIFREDO LAM'S PAINTINGS

They have breasts shaped
like papayas like grapefruits l ike
spades & shovels & picks & mangos
They erupt
and swirl into baby tornados
They mutate and chalk into
burnt out bulbs of
decorated pus in paint
They merge and melt into other forms
Swallow themselves and gush forward
They connect their sockets
to spermatic strings
of dried centipedes
moving in half steps toward
center of the darkness of the dot
to become ancestral shadows
saturated between Damballah's tattooed toes
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and Oya's fishhook fingers
between Ogun's rust colored neck
and Oshun's wine coated tongue
between Shango's red leaves matted to
tiny pyramid teeth of a barking sorcerer
and Yemaya's silver-rimmed eyelids expandi ng
and contracting i nto a cyclonic breeze of
double-headed bats
They burn up the brushes
with raffia swishing and shooting from
buttocks of vibrating nostrils
with kneecaps swelling on stilts of
bowlegged nails
with grinning horses gall oping from
navels of drying fat
with purple stems of cane protruding from
green lips of machetes
with zigzagging flamingos fluctuating o n
the roof tops of Matanzas
They billow and overlap in broaches of
charcoal spittle
They cross and dissolve into
a fleet of orange blotted organs
They have their bull horns
their yellow snake arrows
their triangular forest skulls
their blood vessels sprouting from daggers
their upside-down faces in pelvises rotating
and perforating in spider specked sex of the gouache
(From Coagulations, 1 984)

BUMBLEBEE, YOU SAW BIG MAMA*

You saw Big Mama Thornton
in her cocktail dresses
& cut off boots
& in her cowboy hat & man's suit
as she drummed &
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hollered out
the happy hour of her Negritude
Bumblebee
You saw Big Mama
trance dancing her chant
into cut body of
a running rooster
scream shouting her talk
into flaming path of
a solar eclipse
cry l aughing her eyes into
circumcision red sunsets
at m idnight
Bumblebee
You saw Big Mama
bouncing straight up like a Masai
then falling back spinning her
salty bone drying kisser of music
into a Texas hop for you to
lap up her sweat
Bumblebee
You saw Big Mama m oaning between r itual saxes
& carrying the black water of Alabama blood
through burnt weeds & rainy ditches
to reach the waxy surface of your spectrum
Bumblebee
You didn't have to wonder
why Big Mama sounded
so expressively free
so aggressively great
once you climbed
into valley roar
of her vocal spleen
& tasted sweet grapes

* Willie Mae "Big Marna" Thornton ( 1 926- 1 984), one of the greatest
blues singers.
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in cool desert
of her twilight
Bumblebee
You saw Big Mama
glowing like
a full charcoal moon
riding down
Chocolate Bayou road
&

making her entrance

into rock-city-bar lounge
&

swallowing that

show-me-no-love supermarket exit sign in her club ebony gut
you saw her
get tamped on by the hell hounds
&

you knew when she was happy

you knew when she was agitated
you knew what would make her thirsty
you knew Big Mama
heated up the blues for Big Mama
to have the blues with you
after you stung her
&

she chewed off your stinger
Bumblebee
You saw Big Mama

(From Somewhere in Advance of Nowhere, 1 996)

SACRED TREES

Every time I think about us women
I think about the trees the trees
escaping from an epidemic of lightning
the sacred trees exploding from the
compressed matter of cuckoo spit trees
the raped trees flashing signals through the
toxic acid of sucking insects
the trees used as decoy installations trees
I have the afternoon leaves throbbing
in my nostrils I have the struggling l imbs sprouting from
these ear lobes
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I have a power stump shooting from
out of this forehead
I have clusters of twigs popping from
my tattooed moles
&

sometimes I feel

l ike the tree trunk
growing numb & dead
from ritual behavior
sometimes I feel like the tree ripping
from the core of ancient grievances
Trees
I feel l ike
the family tree
relocating under pressure
Trees

I feel like the frantic tree
trying to radiate through
scorched surfaces
sometimes I feel like
the obscure tree
babbling through the silver-plated mouth
of a shrinking moon
&

sometimes I feel like a tree

hiccuping through
the heated flint of gunpowder crevices
sometimes I feel l ike a tree
&

every time I think about us women

I think about the trees

I think about
the subversive trees laden in blood
but not bleeding
the rebellious trees encrusted
but not cracking
the abused trees wounded
but still standing
I think about the proud trees
the trees with beehive tits buzzing
the transparent trees
the trees with quinine breath hovering
the trees swaying & rubbing their
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stretched marked bellies
i n the rain
the crossroad trees corning from
the tree womb
of tree seeds
Trees
l think about the trees
& sometimes I feel l ike
a superstitious tree
smelling negative & fragile
& full of dislocated sap
sometimes I feel like the tree stampeding from
a cadre of earth tremors
I feel l ike the forgotten tree
that can't live here no more
sometimes I feel
l ike the tree that's growing wild
through the wild l ife left
in the petroleum pipeline
I feel like a tree
A tree caught
in the catacomb of bones
enslaved in
the red l ight districts of oppression
I feel l ike a barricade of trees
l feel like a tree
& sometimes
I feel like the tree
that's lucky to be a tree
in the time of
missing trees
Trees
I feel beautiful
like an undestroyed
rain forest of trees
I feel l ike a tree
laughing in the rawness
of the wind l feel l ike a tree
& every time I think about us women
I think about the trees
I think about the trees
(From Somewhere in Advance of Nowhere, 1 996)
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THE LIFE AND TIMES OF THE GOLDEN GOOSE

One of the tales collected by the brothers Grimm and published in their fa
mous anthology in 1 8 1 5, The Golden Goose has since been included in countless
other compilations and has often been issued as a separate volume for children.
Beyond the facts that it is a European tale and certainly several hundred years
old, its origins and age are difficult to determine. The reason that it has sur
vived, however, is that-like other fairy tales and nursery rhymes-it is full of
many different meanings on many di fferent levels . . . .
What can this ancient and incredibly adaptable story, with its bewildering
multiplicity of possible interpretations-psychoanalytic dream-tale, hermetic
allegory, revolutionary parable-mean for us today?
Now as always the forest is a symbol, a whole forest of symbols: source of
the Marvelous, dwelling-place of poetic inspiration, the unconscious mind,
the promise of freedom. But today, when our forests and all wilderness areas
throughout the world are being threatened and devastated as never before by
commercial/industrial exploitation, we can appreciate how securely all this
symbolism rests on very real foundations. The forest symbolizes everything
wild and free because it truly is a place of wildness and freedom, and therefore
fundamentally antagonistic to everything today's born-to-shop society stands
for. Religious symbolism, and even many fairy tales, reek of neurosis, sexual
frustration, servility, masochism, hostility to the life instincts, fear and hatred
of the entire natural world. The Golden Goose is different: eras-affirmative, anti
authoritarian, utopian in the best sense, subversive of the dominant paradigm.
It is a tale in harmony with the Earth, a tale in which Nature and human na
ture are not perceived as contradictory. Looked at from this angle, the various
symbolic interpretations of the tale may be seen to overlap, and their inter
connections suggest new implications for today.
Significantly, the golden goose itself-in which we can recognize the
Philosophers' Stone, a magical being, a surreal ist object, a talisman enabling us
to change life-is first of all an animal. This reminds us that in dreams, and in
unconscious life generally, as well as in the myths and poems of all times and
places, animals have symbolized the fulfillment of desire and a liberated sexual
ity ( puritans have always bemoaned sex as man's "animal nature") . Psycho
analysis has shown that capitalist/christian society's repressive attitude toward
animals corresponds to its attitude toward sexuality. For any truly radical al
ternative to today's social system, a new attitude toward animals is of the ut
most importance. Human beings will not be free until they affirm their own
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animalness and their kinship with other species. The Golden Goose supports the
surrealist view that individual human emancipation requires social emancipa
tion, that both are unthinkable without sexual emancipation, and that all three
are inseparable from the emancipation of Nature.
Psychoanalysis is, in a sense, one of the heirs of alchemy, and it is only
natural that a Freudian reading of the tale should be confirmed by hermetic
inquiry, and vice versa. Psychoanalytically and alchemically the golden goose,
as Andre Breton said of the Philosophers' Stone, is that which "enables the hu
man imagination to take a stunning revenge on all things."
The Hussite reading of the tale specifically poses the question of revolution
and thus complements the others. Simpleton's sharing his food is a simple les
son that humankind must learn again in our time when inequality, exploitation,
and the difference between rich and poor are greater than they have ever been
in history. The tale's demonstration of the power and virtue of solidarity and
mutual aid reflects the communist i deal of the most radical wing of the Hus
sites, which is still our best hope for a better world.
As modern technology and its side effects are fast becoming our worst en
emy, Simpleton's ship that can sail on land and water (using wind power)
charmingly exemplifies what has been called an "appropriate technology"-a
human inventiveness that is not hostile to the natural world-the full fruition
of which would be possible only in a free, communist society.
Viewed as a revolutionary fable, some aspects of The Golden Goose seem ab
solutely modern, which only shows to what extent our most advanced notions
tend to be a relearning of primordial wisdom long ago suppressed. It is impor
tant that our hero attains the highest happiness and love not through slaying
dragons or hard work or arduous, heroic journeys, but rather through inno
cence, naturalness, simplicity and chance. The tale is a systematic repudiation
of what everyone recognizes as bourgeois values. It is utterly devoid of the
"work ethic" (aside from chopping down one old tree Simpleton labors not
at all) , or respect for one's parents (he is so irresponsible that once he l eaves
home he never returns), or deference to any authority (he fulfills the king's "im
possible" demands so effortlessly that the king appears ridiculous). Moreover,
Simpleton not only talks to strangers but shares his food with them! There is
nothing christian, capitalist, repressive, or conformist about The Goldett Goose.
The "moral" it teaches is erotic, generous, adventurous and pleasure oriented.
Evangelists would find the story Satanic, and from their point of view they
would be right, for it is a celebration of dream, chance, imagination and desire,
which always have been enemies of God and the State.
Centuries after its author and original purpose have been forgotten, The

Goldett Goose has continued to be passed on from generation to generation, liv
ing a mysterious life of its own in the "underground" of folklore and children's
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literature. Exemplifying the spirit of poetry and magic that makes us affirm the
Marvelous as the very center of a life worth l iving, the tale recalls the dream
time that is not only behind us in the past but still with us, if we only know where
to look for it.

(From Arsenal: Surrealist Subversion no. 4, 1 989)

THE BAD DAYS WILL END

for Jayne Cortez
In the coolness of black suns
alphabets play
forming animals
splitting stones
with their breath
Zapata's house
drifts over a curled ravine
giving bread
to flute-playing travelers
Big-eyed lions
fall asleep
beside romantic cranes
The world beneath the verb
sows its dragonseeds
by the light of the stars

(From Beware of the Ice, 1 992)

REVOLUTION BY CHANCE

Revolutions are the great unpredictables. They loom about us everywhere, al
ways larger than life, on a scale almost impossible to conceive. Change in the
humdrum often seems as remote as a journey to Mars, yet these things happen.
Revolutions in technology are a dime a dozen, while social revolution-in the
U . S.A., at any rate-is made to appear so rare as to be far beyond all possibil
ity. Yet few things are more certain than that, throughout h istory, rulers and
ruling classes have come and gone.
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Mars is nearer than ever!
But it is also certain that revolutions-real revolutions-are never struc
tured and planned. They are not well -thought-out scenarios for parlor Ne
chaevs.
Earthquake-like, revolutions are born in the depths of turmoil and conflict,
and cannot be predicted, designed, or blueprinted any more than the trem
blings of the Earth. Like the seismologist, we can predict that revolutions will
happen, but never exactly how or when .
Like volcanoes, revolutions follow only the litmus trails of their own impe
rious necessity. Beneath the apparently placid crust the interior is always
seething, and in an instant-any instant-can release the fire of its destructive
potential. Then, suddenly, the fire leaps and streets and buildings crumble and
burn. Or, just as suddenly, people's minds leap, an electrical connection is made
Revolution!-and old ways are abandoned as the State crumbles.
It is reported that there is a 50/50 chance of a major earthquake in San Fran
cisco in the next ten years. Chances of revolution are not reported, however,
for our rulers want us to believe that none exist. But a glimpse across the bor
ders reveals a whole world seething as never before-seething with revolution.
Technology has not brought happi ness to this planet, and capitalism has done
little more than to enlarge and multiply (and make a profit from) the instru
ments of death. These conditions make reform impossible and revolution

i nescapable.
When revolution happens it is always by surprise, by chance, without pre
liminary ado or prior public announcement. To the extent that it is expected,
it becomes impossible, for there are those whose sole purpose it is to impede
it, to prevent it, or, if necessary, to crush it. The time-honored methods of
killing revolt with the poisons of nationalism and religion are used extensively
today by the rulers of jittery nations who know well that they are sitting on
volcanoes of lush and splendid revolutions. Religion is a ridiculously out
moded idea, and so is the State. Ironically, the multinational capitalists are
more aware of this than many radicals, for their 11hands on11 experience of the
world economy has shown them that religion is indeed the opium of the people
(not of the rulers) and that there are corporations that are much larger, richer
1

and more powerful than ninety-nine percent of the world's governments. Of
course capitalists also realize that, without states to do their killing for them,
and without churches to assure everyone that killing is perfectly all right, their
own days would be numbered and their number would be up.
Every revolution in modern times has been by chance: Russia in 1 905 and
1 9 1 7; Spain 1 936; China 1 949; Hungary 1 956; Cuba 1 959; Grenada 1 978; the
overthrow of the Shah in Iran, Somoza in Nicaragua, Marcos in the Philip-
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pines, and many others. Each and every one of them came as a surprise and a
shock. Not one was expected when it happened, either by those who made the
revolution, or those who tried to stop it. Most astonished of all, in every case,
were the "experts" in such things-the muddl ing military and preposterous
politicians-in spite of the fact that billions are spent by intelligence agencies
on their own political seismographs ( i . e . , stoolpigeons, informers and spies)
precisely to learn about such matters before it's too late.
The May 168 uprising in France was not only unanticipated, but widely held
to be an absolute impossibility. Who would believe it-a near-revolution in a
modern, civilized, full-industrialized capitalist country! Such things happen
only "somewhere else," don't they!
But in truth the stability of the humdrum is always a veneer, and in every
country of the world today, that veneer is thinner than ever.
Revolutions do happen more frequently in the Third World, where the
third eye of poetry sees more clearly perhaps, and at least seems to be able to
tell the living from the dead. Living as we do in the very heart of embalmed
greed, we often feel cut off from the growing stalk of world revolution. But the
forces that set to work the movements of decisive change in one small corner
of the world map echo inexorably to all other points on the globe. Political ge
ology has its own laws, and chance and desire, like the old mole, perform their
hidden roles under the surface.
Make no mistake: The objective conditions for revolution exist everywhere to
day, and have existed for a long time. It is the subjective conditions that are not
yet ripe. Our task is to develop revolutionary subjectivity as the ally of chance,
and vice versa.
If revolution comes only by chance, we must be readyfor it at all times! We must
live expecting the unexpected, allowing the possibilities for revolution to
grow, and breathing life into them whenever we can. We must take chances and
therefore multiply the chances for chance to work!
How to take chances! Subvert the idols! Disobey the masters! Be im
placable! Be irreconcilable! Be creative! Use your imagination! Withdraw your
attachment to the slave system! Revolt against work! Assert your right to
dream, to make love, to be lazy! Throw the floodgates through an open
window!
Reject as much as possible of "civilization"! Look again at "primitive" social
organization-the communism that allowed humans to live at peace with the
Earth for eons before the advent of property, church and state. We have much
to relearn from the "archaic" consciousness that adored mountains and trees
and regarded wolves and ravens as brothers and sisters. Destroy in your mind
the repressive myth that change is impossible!
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And above all discover your desires, for only people who can distinguish their
real desires from those that have been manufactured for them are able to make
the revolution!
Once I knew a beautiful bird who lived in a cage and would not come
out. One day the cage door was left open, and eventually the bird ventured
out. After he had been free for a day he never could be locked up again-no
matter what.
No one really knows what freedom is until one starts to risk it

.

.

. .

Self-appointed leaders, small cliques of militarized conspirators: These do
not make the music of revolution. Why let the forces of death ride us when
with our own jug-band we can all play together in Bremen?
Chance is the secret of revolution-chance multiplied by encounters through

time, chance embraced by the many for the sake of the Marvelous!
Revolution is always by chance: by starlight, by dreamers, by the unlikely,
by the powerless!
This time the struggle is against the most powerful array of repressive forces
that has ever existed. Oppression today is unprecedentedly vast and horrible
because nothing less can hold back the surge toward revolution around the
world. Time grows short. It is all or nothing-perhaps our last chance!
But at every moment chance awakens, unfolds itself across the horizon and
stretches! At every moment chance provides us with new keys to its locked
doors! And as it does so, it is chance inhaled, chance perfectible, chance lumi
nescent-the very chanceology of chance-that guides our actions and clari
fies our dreams!
(From Arsenal: Surrealist Subversion

no.

4, 1 989)

THE VOLATILIZED CEILING OF BARON MUNODI

The museums of Europe keep curious portraits which illustrate the assumption
that the body gives the soul its shape. Da Vinci imagined a woman with a mon
key's face, Rubens human lions, Della Porta a man with the profile of a ram. I
myself am albino; I look l ike an angel and so inspire acute passions. Longing
for a purifying fire men would defile me, or, taking pleasure, be absolved of sin.
If I have never shared their fevers, it is because a woman has stolen my heart.
Black and clairvoyant she claims that one day the world will shrivel in the sun
like a plum. However, this is not the story of our love affair, but of an obses-
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sion justified by my friend's bleak vision . As my love for her, it has withstood
the teeth of time.

One evening in the early seventeen-hundreds and shortly before the tragedy
which was to deny the promise of Eden, the Baron Munodi described for his
little son those mental mirrors made of four isosceles triangles once cherished
by the Greeks. At the point where the triangles converged reigned a sacred
and a potent (and potentially dangerous) conjunction: here air was trans
formed to fire.
Later, in l ieu of a bedtime story, the Baron took his son to see the tempo
rary workshops installed in the arcades and galleries of a new palace near
Naples. Little Gustavo had heard of the workshops, everybody had, and his
curiosity could be contained no longer. Over ten thousand pieces destined
to be i ncorporated into the geodesic marquetry of the ceilings were in the
process of being conceived, cut, painted, and dusted with gold. The child
perceived the workshops through a refractive fog; the air was saturated with
particulated gold and he was dazzled.
Baron Munodi told Gustavo that because of their beauty and the knowl
edge they conveyed, the paintings were deemed evil by a repugnant authority
he did not choose to name, but which wielded a tragic power.
"Some believe that these images can make beasts talk," the Baron told his
son, "in the manner of the serpent which tempted Eve; and that I have the
power to excite tempests." If it is true that the Baron was powerful, his power,
as the ceiling which blossomed i n the torchlight, oscillated on the verge of an
abyss.
With eager eyes Gustavo devoured green lions and gravid elephants, a sub
merged city of mermen shining beneath the moon, a laughing cupid, a man
with the face of a camel, a girl naked as a lily. From out of a blue oval the size
and color of a puffin's egg, a one-eyed sun gazed at him with such urgency
that he blushed before he looked away. Then, peering around a smocked and
spattered elbow, the boy saw an image which vibrated so mysteriously that he
was not content to touch it, but must lick it with his tongue and putting it to
his quivering nostrils, deeply inhale.
This potent picture imprinted itself not only on the child's brain, but upon
the imaginations of future generations. I have awakened from startling dreams
which reveal to me just what was now being revealed to Gustavo:
A mature albino ape, its heart pierced by an arrow, falls from a tropical tree.
As he falls he attempts to catch the bloody ropes spouting from his breast. In
truth his wound is fathomless, a mortal fracture in the body of the world. Gus
tavo sees that the ape's hands are very l ike his own .
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As in the swelter of torchlight Gustavo gazed enamored of the ape, the im
age was gently taken from him and cipher 666 painted on the back. Then it
was set down among many hundreds of others which lay scattered in the man
ner of the zodiacs which animate the vaults of Heaven. Soon the features of
the room and the painter's faces dissolved in a vortex as red as the wings of
angels: a swarm of apprentices had descended upon a freshly varnished set of
pictures to dust them with gold.
That night a conflagration raged throughout the Baron's workshops. By
morning all that remained of the palace was char, and of the painters a fistful
of calcinated teeth. The ten thousand images were reduced to smoke; the se
cret of Baron Munodi's ceiling had volatilized.
Proof of the catastrophe's perfidious nature, the Baron was found assassi
nated, his heart pierced by a long nail with such force that his body was se
cured to the boards of his bed.
Awakening drenched in her beloved's blood, the Baroness-whose lucidity
was legendary-was bound and carried off as one possessed t o a madhouse.
There she gave birth to my ancestor who, I know from one famous portrait in
the Prado, I do not resemble. Gustavo died before reaching maturity; I , sole
heir to the Munodi line and memory, am childless. A friend who knows such
things has told me that this explains my compulsion to capture what I can i n
black ink o n white paper.
Baron Munodi's properties and his little son Gustavo were seized by the
executive officers of the Inquisition. After an exhaustive search, a pentagon
was found freshly painted in an attic, and among the Baron's things a ball of
feathers and a shoe studded with pins. A globe was found also, and a map of
the heavens that showed the planets in orbit.
Gustavo was stripped of his silk shirt and dressed in a penitent's shift of
sacking. The vivid curls of his infancy were shorn from his head, and he was
forced to spend the lion's part of his days among God-fearing arsonists in
prayer.
As he had neither pastimes nor companions to ease the morbid placidity of
monastic life, Gustavo courted vertigo in the shape of a memory. From inces
sant practice he could within an instant conjure the ape and carry it perpetu
ally before him. Image 666 was his own elementary secret, the exact center of
his mind's incarnate mirror. Try as they did to discover the exact nature of the
umbilicus that joined Gustavo to his past, his father's assassins had to admit to
failure.
The monks explained to the Grand Inquisitor that they did not know the
object of the child's worship and so could not subvert it. They knew only that
it was an alien practice. The heresiarch's son was prey to an incomprehensible
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exultation which had nothing to do with Jesus Christ; his fervent prayers were
all his own. No one knew that as the others fixed the cross, Gustavo gazed in
ward upon that image of the ape which was Baron Munodi's metaphor for loss,
dolorous spiritual mishap and detour, and a primary element in a vast, coded
message of incendiary significance. Just as the Baron's enemies feared, the ceil
ing was no idle inventory, but the revelation of an itinerary. Now as I write
this, as the very atmosphere escapes into sidereal space and world's balloon
deflates, I fear its vanished alphabets spelled out the only itinerary. Gustavo had
seen the unassembled pages of the Book of Salvation. Envy, greed and ground
less fear had destroyed it.

One rare afternoon of peace in the monastery gardens, Gustavo chanced to
witness a bitter argument about the nature of the creature evoked in chapter
thirteen of John's Apocalypse which reads: May he who is intelligent calculate the num

ber of the beast. The number is that of a man, and his number is six-hundred and sixty-six.
Delirious with joy, Gustavo ran to the circle of contentious monks and
cried out:
"I know! For I have seen it! And see him even now! He is an ape! Oh! A beau
tiful ape!"
Lifted into the air by an ear, Gustavo received such a slap that the ear was
nearly torn from his head. Then he was kicked down corridors of stone and
thrust into a cell, windowless but for a vertical aperture just wide enough to
send an arrow into the heart of the forest.
From that time on Gustavo, in concordance with the Ittstructio, was struck
each night to hammer the cruel nail of piety deep into his skull, and again at
daybreak to banish whatever fancy might have slipped down his festering ear
as he slept. It was said that the Baron's son could not be saved, not even by an
extraordinary act of grace, that his words had divulged an unforgivable heresy:
"The child," the monks informed the Grand Inquisitor, "implies that the son
of God is an ape."
What the assessors, councilors and judges of the Inquisition reviled as a
crime of Iese majeste divine, is today, except within the most reactionary enclaves
of the Middle East, North Africa and North America, common knowledge.
The exemplary science of genetics has corroborated the marvel: the ape's num
ber-give or take a chromosome or two-is the mirror of man's .
Once vigorous, a boy who delighted in pictures of the rope-dancing ele
phants of Rome and Pompeian acrobats, Gustavo was now but bone and nerve,
subject to visions of subterranean demons. His ravaged face refused to mend
and a mortal fever gnawed at his mind. He did not notice the crusted iron cross
which hung suspended from a nail, threatening, at any instant, to shatter his
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skull. As a moon the ape had risen, and it orbited his thoughts. I who have
shadowed gorillas with the hope that the quintessential nature of my ancestry
be revealed to me, understand that infant's Idecfixe: it is my own. You see, I have
inherited my purpose from a child dead over two hundred years. Some spon 
taneous influence, perhaps electric, has caused all the Munodis to share Gus
tavo's obsession: my great-grandfather spent a lifetime investigating the foot
prints of the Yeti, my father's father lived among the Macaca speciosa of Thailand;
my great-aunt Dolorosa, when she was not tracking baboons wrote an excel
lent book on Rosalie Zaccharie Ferriol-the ravishing French albino (and ac
cording to a precious engraving, my Doppelganger), whose celebrated eyes
burned so brightly they pierced the hearts of everyone who saw her, and an
essay on Moby Dick in which she notes that unlike white apes, white whales are
common (or, rather, were common, whales of any color are no longer common).
It is now time to return to Gustavo who is dying and who dreams he is once
again in the Baron's workshops. In the light of resinous torches, apprentices run
up and down the mazed avenues of the painter's tables, seeding the puissant
images with gold. The air is so charged with gold that when Gustavo opens his
eyes for the last time he sees that his dream's luminescence has flooded his cell,
that he is held in the tender embrace of the beloved ape. An angel exiled from
Heaven, it has fallen onto his verminous pallet of straw.
When the monks find Gustavo's body, they burn it. It is written in their er
roneous books that a toad hopped from the flames and that a viper circled the
pyre. These are fables. The truth is that a morbid agitation disrupted the ques
tionable peace of that wicked place thereafter and led to its decline.
My own researches into albinism and, inevitably, melanism, have taken me
to the far reaches of this our shrinking planet and evolved into a study of the
coded alphabets which are visible on the backs and faces of all the beasts of
the animal kingdom. Above the 40'h North Parallel I have, in months of inces
sant night, tracked white wolves and blue foxes. In the smoky depths of forests
on fire I have seen hermaphrodite snakes of ink and milk, their eyes the color
of the caviar of scallops and so rare they can be counted on the fingers of
one hand.
Recovering from malarial fever in France I have recorded the white spots on
the backs of piebald crows (turdus merula) , which, having beaked the tainted
waters, plummet from the pollarded trees. I have spent an entire decade map
ping the markings of Capricorn beetles and even the ears of tigers; their seed
is crippled irretrievably. Just as the whales, the apes, and Baron Munodi's
miraculous ceiling, they too shall vanish.
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Recently, as I lay beside my mistress, I dreamed a disturbing dream: I had
bought several pounds of fresh squid to prepare for many illustrious friends, all
who had miraculously survived the gas chambers. The squid were slippery and
wet, and as any inspired intuition, hard to hold. They were also perfectly
white. I took each up one by one and with a very sharp knife slit them open,
revealing a perfect little figure of a man, white as ivory and dressed like the
princes of ancient Persia-studded turbans on their heads and scimitars in
their belts. They wore neatly buttoned vests, and one had caviar-tiny white
pearls of it-clinging to his loins and inner thighs.
With care I slipped each perfect man from his casing of flesh and severed
the head. Then I cut the arms from the torso, and after that the legs. I feared
they would waken and scream, but all slept and if one bled, his blood was pale,
hardly blood at all; the blood of a fish. When I had finished I realized with a
shudder that there had been one hundred and eleven manikins, and that I had
sliced each one into six.
I have described this dream to a psychoanalyst, a philosopher and to my
mistress.
The psychoanalyst insists that the squid is the symbol of the penis, the
sleeping man I would kill rather than arouse. The philosopher suggests that
these mermen are the metaphor for the soul's longing for gnosis which the
mind assassinates from fear-grace more terrible to the uninformed heart than
eternal darkness. I believe that my mistress's answer is by far the most satisfac
tory, although 1 know that all answers are fragments in the puzzle of True:
"The dismemberment of the body symbolizes its dissolution, the first step
towards regeneration, and without which resurrection is impossible. The
water that spills from the squid's body, as the blood from the heart of the
wounded ape, symbolizes the amniotic fluid, and above all the primal waters
from which all things descend: green algae, blue foxes, men and women both
white and black."

The years pass too swiftly. Like a fantastic doctrine become ashes before it can
be read, my lover and I will be reduced to dust. In one brief lifetime, I cannot
undo the tragic loss of a child's l i fe, nor begin to reconstruct an alchemical lexi 
con; nor can I with exactitude, chart a family tree. Even the finite combinations
on the backs of common beetles elude me. Yet I am certain that should the
world survive, others will be haunted in much the same way and dream simi
lar dreams. This is my greatest hope, i f Eden is to be one day reconstituted.

1 99 1
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MANIFESTO IN VOICES

"L'homme est descendu du sig ne." [Man is descended from the sign.]
-Matta
France's Uqbar, the Mas d'Azil in the Pyrenees, was once truffled with painted
stones. It is supposed that these represent lunar notations. Deeper in the moun
tains, in the Valley of Marvels, a seemingly infinite number of drawings and en
gravings-maps, beasts, beings, and moons-animate the rock. These are the
embryos of language: telesma, perfect things, and the potencies which once
served to ignite the imaginations of our most distant ancestors. Europe and
Africa, Asia, Australia and Middle America-all our fictions are seeded here,
in mountains and in valleys, in such figures painted on stone-visions of the
hunt, vivid reveries, barbed wands, red footprints that show the direction a
narrative must take, the demons of storms, vulvas self-contained and swollen
like bells.
"The word is our sign and seal," writes Octavio Paz. "By means of it we rec
ognize each other among strangers" (The Labyrinth of Solitude).
What follows is about recognition, the sacred nature of the word, that
"magical ambiguity" (Paz) which gives wings to the beast and meanings to
the moon.
"Let us imagine something yellow," Borges invites us, "shining, changing.
That thing is something in the sky, circular; at other times it has the form of
an arc, other times it grows and shrinks. Someone-our common ancestor
gives to that thing the name of moon, different in different languages, and
variously lovely" (Seven Nights) .
"Now i t i s night," (and the voice i s George Lamming's , The Castle of Skin);
"now it is night with the moon sprinkling its light on everything. The wood is
a thick shroud of leaves asleep, and the sleep, like a fog, conceals those who
within the wood must keep awake."

Let us imagine that the novel is a species of variable moon and wakeful-its
wilderness mapped by Alejo Carpentier, its borderlands plotted by Clarice
Lispector, its body dreamed by Severo Sarduy, its atlases bound by Asturias,
its circumference squared by Ray Federman, its pantries stocked by Harry
Mathews, its songs sung by The Mighty Sparrow, its tigers Borgesian and
which-if they can be taught to dance-refuse to carry the cumbersome bag
gage of orthodoxy. Let us imagine the novel as a kind of "savage beast (that
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springs upon us) not to rend but to rescue us from death" (W. H . Hudson, Green

Mansions).
Not long ago the Canadian novel ist Barry Callaghan was threatened by

a

woman (white) who expressed the intention to decock him for having written
in a voice other than his own-that of a woman (black) . Shortly thereafter, I,
too, was aggressed for a similar offense-a character in one of my novels is an
Amazonian I ndian, something I am not. Next, and within the hour, I witnessed
a young writer asking permission of other writers to finish her book:
"I am female, heterosexual and white," she said, "yet my novel is narrated by
a male homosexual who is Chinese. Do I have the right to continue?"
In answer, I propose these words of Wilson Harris: "I view the novel as a
kind of infinite canvas. By infinity I mean that one is constantly breaking down
things in order to sense a vision through things. And that applies to characters
as well" (Kas Kas ) .
Like the moon, the novel i s a symbol and a necessary reality. Ideally it
serves neither gods nor masters. Philosopher's stone, it sublimates, precipi
tates, and quickens. House of Keys, it opens all our darkest doors. May the Pol
Pot Persons of all genders and denominations take heed: to create a fictional
world with rigor and passion, to imagine a character of any sex, place, time, or
color and make it palpitate and quiver, to catapult it into the deepest forests of
our most luminous reveries, is to commit an act of empathy. To write a novel
of the imagination is a gesture of tenderness; to enter into the body of a book
is a fearless act and generous.

Mystics and physicists alike tell us that moons and tigers-all matter, inert and
quickened-are made of the same reeling particles. We move through the
maze of the world, and the world's maze moves through us. An intergalactic
observer might judge us far less attractive than our cousins the other apes (and
it is the baboons, after all, who are blessed with iridescent faces and be
hinds)-but ours is the species capable of acting with responsibility and an in
formed heart. Yet, with every volatilized jungle tree (and a species that burns
its own cannot be expected to respect the lives of plants, to take the time to
decode the conversations, perhaps philosophical, of elephants, creatures ap
parently aware, as are we, of finitude)-we prefer to pursue folly, and with an
autophageous appetite.
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I insist: It is not only our right, but our responsibility to follow our imagina
tions' enchanted paths wherever they would lead us; to heed those voices
which inhabit our most secret (and sacred) spaces . . . .
It is precisely our capacity for invention which makes the world worth
wanting. The capacity to dream very high dreams and to sing-as did the an
cients of Dreamtime-songs potent enough to engender a universe. Those
who ask us to deny our dreams would pillage our valley of marvels, would re
duce our lunar notations to ashes, would flay our vivid tigers. . . .
(From Review of Contemporary Fiction, Normal, Illinois, 1 992)

PERMUTATIONS OF DESIRE

In our strange and simple-minded time where every analysis of sexual con
frontation is reduced to a search for blame and identification of victim, the
complexity of the real sexual dialogue is overlooked. We are not so innocent.
Power and desire are not simple.
The subtle intermesh of attraction and repulsion within the sexual instinct
is one of our most beautiful puzzles. In its unforgiving arbitrariness, beyond
reason, love or even self-preservation, it follows no straight lines. It follows a
path older than rational thought, more like that of a leaf caught in the rapids.
It reveals to us a harmony, but it is a harmony of chaos.

COSTUMES: VEHICLES OF TRANSFORMATION

There is too much to be invented to waste time on imitation or competition.
I came to costumi ng as a dancer first, interested in the simultaneous devel 
opment o f costuming and movement. I approach costuming as a choreo
graphic and visual art with the same formal criteria as apply to sculpture or
painting, but animated and moving through time. Costumes are not clothing,
they are masks-they are the vehicles of transformation capable of making
a character's thoughts visible. Every Hopi Kachina dancer gets this, and so
does every drag queen. It's only our "serious" costumers in our present and
serious theater that seem so slow in catching on to this timeless and essential
sensibility.
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American modern dance notwithstanding, there is no such thing as a "neu
tral" costume. The costume, any costume, defines the visual presence of the
actor/dancer. All movement emanates either honestly or dishonestly from that
form. The Kabuki costume presents us a beacon of historical and emotional in
formation; the dress of the Guatemalan Indian is a map of the stars. What mod
ern dance has managed to communicate with its sweatsuits and unitards (those
sexless, hairless sausageskin bodies) is something else entirely.
The trained dancer has the privilege of spending countless hours in the ex
amination and analysis of design from the inside out. The ability to distinguish
the 87° angle from the 90° in the line of the ballet arabesque is knowledge not
just in the eye but in the muscle. Why is this unique information so seldom ex
panded into other forms?
Knowledge of the body among all natural forms provides us the most pre
scient information for design.
When Andre Breton said "Beauty must be convulsive or it will cease to be,"
or when Harry Partch spoke of the truth of the "corporeal" as opposed to the
abstract in music, it is because it is the body that is the source and measure of
art. The body is not fooled so often or easily as the mind. And we dancers who
spend our lives trying to learn all the languages that the body speaks, should
be able to do something more with that information than make imitative and
self-referential dance works that only speak to ourselves.

GESTURE

The hand is so undeniably the direct link between the mind and the heart, the
instrument of our survival , our expression and passion, that it has always struck
me as inordinately strange that western dance would most often choose to
treat it as dead wood. Yes, we can learn to dance with arms that move as tree
branches, waving in the breeze, but our options should not be l imited to that.
The hand in counterpoint to the posture and rhythm of the rest of the body
reveals a very specific geometry of information. What is interesting here is that
this information communicates, whether or not the body is human. Even in a
puppet or abstract form, a gesture can be explicit. The real information is in
the geometry, the rhythm and time.
We already know the gestures for hell o and good-bye, perhaps it's time to
look for the gesture for the color blue, or the sound of hawks dying.

(From the program booklet, Imaginary Ancestors and Daphne of the Dunes, Alice Farley
Dance Theater, La Mama, 1 994)
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Irene Plazewska was born in Chicago in 1 949 of an Irish-born mother
and Polish father. Active in the Students for a Democratic Society
(SOS) and the antiwar movement in the 1 960s, she also frequented the
Chicago Surrealist Group's Gallery Bugs Bunny. In 1 969 she moved to
Dublin, Ireland, where she took up writing, painting, and the graphic
arts, and began corresponding with surrealists in Australia, England,
France, Sweden, and the U.S. She has had several one-artist shows in
Ireland and has published three collections of poems: Ironed Wood
( 1 985), Plumed Tuna.fish ( 1 99 1 ), and Purchased Moon ( 1 995). She has also
taken part in a number of surrealist exhibitions, including 'Totems
Without Taboos: The Exquisite Corpse Lives!" in Chicago in 1 993, and
collaborated on such publications as Arsenal and WHAT Are You Going to
Do About It? She lives in Dublin.
This poem is from Plumed Tuna.fish.

NEWTON'S DESCENT

Across muscles and through se izure
theft tells me it is time
Bonded neighborhood bush
rubbed bare
yellowed venetian blindmen
lockbolts crack blocks
Templars in rubber hip-boots
fish up pearled corpses
The river weighs down folds
Mist under chin
cast parts pe tal ed
The pull makes no impression

yet sucks
On a bridge white without features
can t ilevered thoughts become
pre desti ne d
-
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Born in Chicago in 1 954, Debra Taub began her surrealist activity at
the age of twenty. Initially a mosaicist, she elaborated the "Corner of
Masks" at the World Surrealist Exhibition in Chicago in 1 976. She has
subsequently concentrated on collages which she has shown at many
exhibitions, including "Surrealism in 1 977" (Chicago), "Surrealism
Unlimited" (London, 1 978), " I OOth Anniversary of Hysteria: Surrealism
in 1 978" (Milwaukee), the International Exhibition of Surrealism and
Fantastic Art organized by Mario Cesariny in Lisbon in 1 984, and
"Greffages 3" in Matane (France) in 1 996. Her first solo exhibit was at
the Platypus Gallery in Evanston, Illinois, in 1 9 8 3 .
Taub's poems and other texts have appeared i n Arsenal: Surrealist Sub
version, Surrealism: The Octopus-Typewriter, Cultural Correspondence, The Moment,
Free Spirits: Annals of the Insurgent Imagination, and other publications. She
lives in Chicago.
"A Dance in the Forest" is from Free Spirits ( 1 982), and the two poems
from Arsenal: Surrealist Subversion no. 4 ( 1 9 89).

A DANCE IN THE FOREST

The Firing Squad was unarmed. When the order to fire was given, they stuck
out their tongues at the ragged figure who had been their prisoner for cen
turies. He died, laughing.

Not far away, in a small clearing in the Great forest, a shrouded woman
danced. Care ful l y, endlessly she kneaded the mat made of bear claws with her
feet. It cracked and snapped beneath her like the heels of the Gypsies stamp 
i n g out t h e fire o f their pulse in a n Andalusian cave.
She kneaded the mat in a trance until the sky filled with a great crimson
cloud. Then, with a wail that was lightning and quicksilver, the cloud ripped
open and filled the air with torrents of blood-red rain.

For days the crimso n fog covered everything. No one could see or breathe
in the silence of this terrible storm.

In desp air, the Captain and his Squad followed the distant sounds of rattles
and drums to the small clearing, where the ghost of a dream danced on hyp
notically, in the shadows of Desire.
They made her an o ffering of the body of a man they had so cowardly
murdered.
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She only laughed a laugh of earthquakes and hurricanes that shattered them
like china.
She laughed another laugh of molten iron and lava, and the dead man rose
and brushed the centuries of moral grime and calculated misery from his silky
hair.
She laughed the laugh of jungle birds, sweet and proud. As he passed her,
he whispered his name in her ear, before vanishing into the Great Forest for
ever. His name was Donatien -Alphonse-Fran�ois-Sade.

EXQUISITE ALCHEMY

Curtains part to reveal the equal parts
of Ivory and Ebony
again entwined in the endless
ring of the bell .
Planets spin in Victorian cellars
hidden beneath oriental carpets
woven with exquisite erotica.
Tel l me again the name
of the day I am to return
to the fever of these secret streets.
Sweet water emerging
from deep forest grottoes
whispers your name.
I can hear the dangerous groaning
under the weight of my lacy dreams
but I am nowhere
to be found.

SECRET MELODIES

Long ago the ancient flutes sang
under our smoking fingers and we danced with lunar delight.
Long ago, before the warriors stole
our singing flutes (or thought they did).
Hidden in the secret lodges
where moonlight was forbidden
they could only make the sounds of war.
But we tricked them
and swallowed the secret melodies
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and they took only the hollow reed shells
that resembled these flutes.
You can hear the mists of the lunar songs
trembling on the wind when we dance
and when we spread
our wings.

Born in Gary, Indiana, i n 1 955, Gina Litherland studied literature at
Indiana University and painting and photography at the School of the
Art Institute in Chicago. She discovered surrealism at nineteen through
the 1 92.9 Bunuel/Dalf film, "Un Chien anadalou" [An Andalusian Dog].
Further inspired by Maya Deren's "Meshes of the Afternoon," she went
on to read Breton's Surrealist Manifestoes and Nadja, and to actively explore
surrealism through painting, writing, and collective theater perfor
mance. In 1 985 she became a member of the Chicago Surrealist Group.
She has collaborated on such surrealist journals as Arsenal (Chicago),
Naknar Lappar (Stockholm), and Analogon (Prague), as well as the Interna
tional Surrealist Bulletin, and her paintings have been included in exhibi
tions throughout the U.S. She has also been active in Earth First! and
for a time coordinated its "No Jails For Whales!" campaign in Chicago.
She lives in southeastern Wisconsin.
This article is from Arsenal: Surrealist Subversion no. 4 ( 1 989).

IMAGINATION AND WILDERNESS

Wilderness overflows with animals, plants, stones and trees that are dreaming
of vast utopias unknown to any of us. The current of these verdant contem
plations can be felt during long walks through the forest, or while sitting be
neath the trees, or while quietly drifting through vapors of thought.
Soaring through the trees with owls and crows, the wind sings, dances,
paints, and whispers the rare language of wilderness. The imagination is a
wilderness-liberating, ecstatic, waiting to grow and fly and howl . From a
brush dipped in verdigris or terre verte, wilderness waits to creep vinelike over
canvases and panels, curling and flowing, collecting on the edges of forms like
frost and sleeping in deep pools of viridian and ultramarine. It grows from
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poetic associations, unfolding its leaves to reveal shadows and phrases mo
mentarily obscured from view.
In the proliferation of wilderness and imagination I see hope for all that has
been l aid to waste in the world. Civilization and technology have done much
to annihilate wilderness, for what wilderness inspires is dangerous to those
who seek to control and dominate. To suppress the natural world, civilization
created the supreme patriarch, and by his law women were charged with the
crimes of intuition, emotion, and secret knowledge; third world (really first
world) peoples were charged with ignorance and heathenism; and animals
were caged, vivisected, slaughtered and sacrificed to the god of scientific ra
tionality. For centuries wolves, owls, bats and hundreds of other species have
been made the scapegoats of society's fears, and exterminated for the eco
nomic convenience of the wealthy and powerful.
What remarkable species of the imagination have been wiped out with our
wild and beautiful sisters and brothers? At one time humans knew animals as
their teachers; they l istened to the complex symphonies of the birds and the
howling of the wolves, and watched the bowerbird build his delicate archway,
leading his lover to a glittering bed of shells and bones. In dressing like ani
mals and painting their images, humans hoped to gain some of the animals'
cleverness, agility and power.
Many of us still feel a sense of wonder at the pure creative spirit of wildness
that animals reflect. In painting animals, not as we see them retinally but as we
see them psychically, we make talismans of wilderness, of howling, of flying,
of leaping, of dancing, of silence. We remember that we have not always been
in a world that values things only for their "usefulness," but that we once were,
and still are, a part of a world that rejoices in its own being, in the rising of the
moon, in the reverberating sound of its own ecstatic voice.
In painting, dancing, singing, howling, chirping, and squawking we refor
est the Earth with arboreal dreams of l iberation for all species of all worlds
of those we can see and hear, and of those we can wildly imagine.

Surrealism in Brazil counts a number of remarkable women forerunners,
including cabaret singer and song-anthologist Elsie Houston (compan
ion of Benjamin Peret) in the early period and writer/revolutionist
Patricia Galvao (known as Pagu) in the 1 930s and 1 940s. However,
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apart from sculptor Maria Martins, few Brazilians of either sex took
part in organized surrealism until Sergio Lima and his wife Leila Ferraz
formed the Sao Paulo Surrealist Group in 1 967. The nation's repressive
political regime made it impossible for this group to carry on for long,
but several of its members pursued the surrealist adventure in isolation
or exile.
In 1 992, in the midst of extensive international discussion between
surrealist groups in different countries, the Sao Paulo group was reorga
nized. It has been one of the most active groups ever since and the only
one in which women are a large majority.
lvanir Vicente de Oliveira, born in 1 954, discovered surrealism in
1 987 during an intensive study of collage. Recognizing what she calls
her "visceral and spiritual identification" with surrealist theory and prac
tice, she became one of the cofounders of the Sao Paulo group in 1 992
and remains one of its key activists. As collagist and theorist she has
collaborated on the group's periodical anthology, Escrituras surrealistas
[Surrealist Writings], and participated in all its collective manifesta
tions. She has also had several solo shows. She was the principal orga
nizer of the Brazilian surrealists' important 1 996 exhibition, "Collage:
Image of Revelation," which doubled as a tribute to Andre Breton dur
ing the centennial of his birth. The text published here is excerpted
from her preface to the catalog of that exhibition.

COLLAGE: IMAGE OF REVELATION

The difference between papiers wiles and collage is exactly this: The papiers col
les take elements from a given system and p lace them in another, whereas col
lage presumes a nonlinear interpretation, as well as a simultaneous and circular
imagery that creates ( as Sergio Lima has put it) "shocks." Collage emerges from
the point at which desire and freedom hold sway. Starting from an interior
model, these images do not heed established aesthetic values. The sense of
beauty that is sought is that defined by the surrealists: a break with past con
ventions and with rational thought. I t is what Andre Breton called "convulsive"
beauty.
Seeking to represent reality-that is, the objective world-and beginning
with human desire, we use objects found by chance and reimagine them in new
contexts in order to create new encounters capable of expanding knowledge be
yond the boundaries of immediate and everyday reality.
The selection of fragments and figures that compose the work derives from
a relationship of amorous reciprocity with objects which are also seen as sub
j ects. It is from the affinity of the subject-artist with the subject-object that the
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choice is made. There is no deliberate search; rather it happens by chance, pre
cisely when we give in to abandon. The Chinese call this direct perception

kuan (contemplation without concentrated attention). This method resembles
that of the heron, motionless at the edge of a lake gazing at the water. Al
though it does not appear to be looking for a fish, when one comes along the
heron plunges for it.
This is what happens when we gather an object to be integrated into a
collage. When we open a drawer, circumnavigate the fleamarket, or simply
wander through the streets, certain elements naturally catch our eye. Hardly
majestic, these materials present us with a challenge. Like an alchemist who
creates gold from base metals, we seek to extract the marvelous from these dis
carded objects that are marked by the attrition of time. And incidentally, it
is this "ignoble" matter that the anonymous alchemist quoted by Eugene
Canseliet expressed as "Light arising from itself out of the darkness."
To work with collage is to reject the smooth, familiar roadways of conven
tional life, and to venture into the wilderness. As the "already seen" objects and
clippings that constitute our materials are liberated from their original con
straints, the physical limitations of these scraps and fragments are transcended
in the very act of creating new revelations that call into question the hege
mony of the habitual.

Translated from the Portuguese by Nicole M. Knight

Born in Bucharest, Romania, in 1 947, Nicole Evelyne Reiss has lived in
Brazil since 1 96 1 . After completing her architectural studies in Sao
Paulo, she pursued postgraduate work in Paris in the 1 970s. Later, back

in Sao Paulo, she worked on an "Architecture and Urbanism" project
and took up watercolor, graphic arts, and stone sculpture, which awak
ened her i nterest in surrealism. A cofounder of the Surrealist Group in
Sao Paulo in 1 992, she has participated actively in all its activities, pub
lications and exhibitions.
"Divagations" is from Escrituras surrealistas II ( 1 996), which also served
as the catalog of the Sao Paulo Surrealist Group exhibition, "Collage:
Image of Revelation." "A Delirious Voyage" is Reiss's spontaneous re
sponse to a question posed by lvanir de Oliveira in the course of an
interactive game played by the Sao Paulo Surrealist Group.
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DIVAGATIONS

This is a fragment of a shell that I found one day on the beach: it is the frag
ment of a creature at one specific moment of its life. Now it is inert material,
but it still carries signs of its living being. The mollusk it had been is gone.
It fought for its life, coping with a gamut of situations, restrictions, and stim
uli that are inconceivable to me in a qualitative sense. The environment in
which it lived-at least from the point of view of my mollusk-is totally
strange to me.
The sea, with its movement, its l i fe, its density, creates an environment in
adequate for the straight line. Lines are defined according to the consistency
of the material and vital movements of creatures and the seas. There is noth
ing straight here. It is a world without straight lines. There is no reason for
them. There is no Reason. The lines here express all their ingredients, contex
tually and existentially. Their value is immense. It is the expression of imma
nence itself. My capacity for perception establishes the limit of contact.
I look at my shell fragment. It is a contribution to materiality that the mol 
lusk produced with its life, in this way transcending itself into time. The world
is no longer the same after the life of my mollusk, because without it there
would not be this shell that I am holding now.
It teaches me, tells me something about smoothness, where it is smooth,
about roughness, where it is rough, and about the relation of curves and thick
nesses, about tones and colors (because Aphrodite was born of a shell, or a
pearl of its defensive gesture) . Most of all it tells me something of the percep
tion of beauty and of the marvelous harmony that it expresses.
With the passing of time, this shell fragment, together with its fellow crea
tures, will tend to become part of the sands of a beach, thus losing its pecu
liarity of being. Who knows if my trajectory has not also been changed by my
perception of this fragment? How many other fragments that we find speak to
us of wholes?

A DELIRIOUS VOYAGE INSIDE A CIRCLE

Initially the interior of a circle gives the impression of an inexpugnable prison,
indicating to the person in a state of delirium the image of the outside of this
circle. There is, however, the circle whose limits are vaguely defined and
which, instead of strangling or confining, allows delirium as an interior possi
bility. Allow me to describe some round deliriums.
The sensations that can occur when voyaging in the vertiginous accelera
tion of a tornado or a whirlpool are delirious. The sensations of spinning and
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disorientation are caused by mind-numbing speed and connect the senses ob
sessively to a visceral urgency, fusing my urgency with that of the tornado it
self. Both i t and I struggle with the speed between the center and the limits,
whirling deliriums and anxieties in a circular movement, with our survival de
pending on our knowledge of our circle.
Also delirious is the wet calm of the outspreading of a circle formed in
water. It arises from the contact of my skin with the smooth softness of the
water as I emerge from a dive into the motionless lake. This sensation stretches
out further and further, extending the outline of my shape and together with
it, dissolves into the water without ever leaving the circle, which merges with
the sporadic movements of the lake's surface, as does my sensitive shape.
An explosion also follows a concentric trajectory. It is delirious to feel an
extreme, instantaneous expansion of all the senses dissolving, spent in space.
The shape of this delirium is also round.

Trattslated from the Portuguese by Nicole M. Kttight

Elaine Parra was born in Sao Paulo in 1 952. A collagist, painter, and
sculptor as well as writer and theorist, she had already exhibited widely
when she encountered other surrealists in Brazil in 1 990. Two years
later she became a charter member of the Sao Paulo group, which is
today among the largest and liveliest groups in the international Surre
alist Movement. A collaborator on all the group's publications and a
participant in its many collective exhibitions, Parra has also had numer
ous solo shows.
The text published here is excerpted from a not-yet-published study
of Friedrich Schiller ( 1 759- 1 805), focused on his important philo
sophical treatise, Ott the Aesthetic Educatiott of Matt ( 1 80 1 ) , a work which
was also one of the inspirations of Herbert Marcuse s Eros attd Civilizatiott.
The translation was graciously provided by the author.
'

TO RADICALIZE WITH BEAUTY AND LOVE

To follow Schiller's thought is to see through a multifaceted crystal the devel
opment of an idea concerning the quest for human fulfillment through the cre
ative process, in art as in life . . . . Schiller announces the aesthetic matt who,
through beauty, becomes free-no longer the slave of matter or of the laws of
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reason. Not only does he call our attention to the play impulse (which is an
tecedent to the aesthetic) he considers it precisely the vehicle by which hu
mankind can attain that "happy balance"-the active interplay of reason and
sensuousness.
Schiller was an eighteenth- and early-nineteenth-century thinker; his life
spanned Weimar classicism and romanticism, and his writings are included in
what is generally known as "post-Kantian philosophy." Although he was born
i n an era far distant from our own, Schiller and his ideas appear to us today as
an authentic restorative that can truly heal and thus improve our reality.
As its basic reference the twentieth century upholds industry and its devel
opment, which of course are accompanied by numerous "side effects" and their
consequences. Preoccupied with having, people today tend to relegate being to
the second plane. Octavio Paz has said that "Man is infinite desire ." But if de
sire is concentrated on having, nothing can come of it, and the result can only
be a catastrophic downward movement. According to Schiller this movement
should rather be directed upward, so that the individual may encounter true
morality and happiness. As he teaches us, this may be attained through "aes
thetic education," in which no limitation is placed on either of the two im
pulses-rational and sensuous-which are now, moreover, in his view, under
stood as being energies and therefore necessarily stand in a causal relation.
On the other hand, we have poetry, which can lead us to poeticfreedom and can
also guide humankind in an ascending movement. To be able to see what lies
beyond our horizon-often so narrow and so near-we must leap over it, ad
vance beyond it. Poetic freedom is the fruit of the poetic intuition that surre
alism has redeemed for us and which is ours to use freely, not merely to help
us assimilate known forms but above all to enable us to become daring creators
of new forms.
In the social relationships of our daily lives as well as in our dreams and
nightmares, as this century and this millennium come to an end, each day
brings us new evidence of the fundamental precariousness of the world in which
we live. Everywhere, landmarks of modernist stability are toppling before our
startled eyes, as are the so-called "alternative models" set up by modernism's
opponents. And it is now, in this very era, the historic period in which we are
l iving, that it has grown urgent to permit the release-the free, untrammeled
flow of the creative process-of that which comes to us spontaneously from a
seed of desire germinated at the first instant of life. For although it is a roman
tic notion-generally considered inappropriate for our era-we maintain that
human beings are, originally and in essence, good

.

.

.

.

And today, when the

decadence of "power" is staring us in the face, the time has come to radicalize
with beauty and with love-love-as-life, life-as-poetry: humankind's truly inex
haustible resources.
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Born in Corbridge, Northumberland, England, in 1 963, Sarah Metcalf
has lived in Leeds, Yorkshire, since 1 98 1 . She first encountered surreal
ism at seventeen, when she saw Luis Bufiuel's L'Age d'or at a local movie
theater. Only in 1 99 1 , however, while studying for a degree in art and
film history at Newcastle Polytechnic and growing increasingly dis
satisfied with what she calls the "academic misunderstanding and mis
representation of surrealist ideas," did she actually read Breton's Mani
festoes and other surrealist works. She began to consider herself an active
surrealist in 1 993 and, in March of the following year, cofounded the
Leeds Surrealist Group. Later in 1 994 she coorganized the film festival,
"Surrealists Go to the Cinema," at the National Museum of Photogra
phy, Film and Television in Bradford, near Leeds. In April 1 994 she par
ticipated in the exhibition "Curiouser and Curiouser: Surrealists and
Their Friends in Great Britain Since 1 967," at the Hourglass Gallery in
Paris. Metcalf also collaborates on the production of the Leeds group's
quarterly internal journal, Black Lamplight, and its occasional bulletin,
Manticore.
Relentless experimentation and new methods of irrational research
have been hallmarks of the Leeds surrealists as indicated in the pages
reprinted here from the book, A Game of Slight Disturbances ( 1 995).

A GAME OF SLIGHT D ISTURBANCES

Note: This game was played by the Leeds Surrealist Group from April to August 1. 9 9 5. Using found objects symbolizing individuals in the group, each of us built
a composite object-a self-portrait-which were placed around the Leeds city center
to interrupt the daily routines of passersby. However, the game operated on many
levels: our subjective relationships with objects and places, the intersubjective relation
ships between individuals in the group, the nature of the "lost" and 'found," of absence
and presence. From finding individual objects to the loss of my totem in the city, the
game entered my deepest thoughts and dreams, "disturbing" my consciousness.
Wednesday, 1. 6th August,

1. 99 5-VVt:iiting

Walking to the Victoria Pub just before 6 : 30 P.M . I saw l ots of red petals scat
tered on the ground near the gardens in front of the Civic Hall. I wondered
where my object might be found.
Settled into my seat in the Victoria at 6 : 3 0 P.M . with my glass of water, I
feel very alert. I had felt a sense of apprehension before coming i n because I
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have never been in a pub on my own before, but I actually feel quite incon
spicuous now.
Beneath each lamp on the bar a brass elephant holds up the rail in its trunk.
Judy Garland is singing in the background and there is a feeling of timeless
ness. This is the closest bar in Leeds to the Czerny Pivovar in Prague.
I felt quite nervous and excited as we drove into Leeds. I feel no sense of loss
and I might never see my object again. Although I never felt attached to it I
have learned a lot from it. The final decision not to change it was right. I can
not fabricate an attachment which is not there. This detachment is the nature
of my relationship with the parts of me and my experience which the object
represents. I wonder where it will lead the others? Perhaps it's the heat, but I
think it longs to be in or near water. I t may take them to Boar Lane, a part of
the city which fascinates me.
There is a sense of completion that the objects which we found, took into
our possession, have become lost, or found, objects again. Although they have
significance for us, perhaps they also have significance for those who found or
lost them before us. These objects have their own history, and future, inde
pendent of us.
I won't know until I see my object, but I think that when I do it will be more
a representation of me than it was when it just stood in a room in the house.
Finding the place where it belongs (before its next adventure) also completes
it. This place is a vital part of its meaning. Perhaps in my case it will provide
the link which I am having such difficulty in finding.
The wobbling fan has a hypnotic effect. I recall a nightmare from last night.
Someone, or something, came into our room brandishing my object. I re
member sitting up in bed and shouting, then waking up. I don't know if I
dreamed I sat up and shouted or if I actually did. (Kenneth might know. )

7: W P.M. - 7: 2 5 P.M. -Drawing
What is this shadowy creature which haunts my dreams? A distant relative of
the white rabbit? Another line of evolution? My eye catches a print near the
door-it looks Pre-Raphaelite in style from here. A man in black kneels before
a woman in white who is standing in a doorway-the virtuous Victorian
woman. A female voice croons, "That's why the lady is a tramp." 7 : 3 5 P.M . I'm
getting to the stage where I jump every time someone walks in.
Looking into the back room of the bar, it has a nautical feel, like the room
in my dream where I saw my object reconstructed. The stained glass dome in
the roof has a motif of red roses with green leaves. The two prints I can make
out on the wall are of naked lounging ladies. They remind me of the naked
women on the playing cards I found in Paris, and they contrast with the stern
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portraits of Queen Victoria in the room where I am sitting. Also in the room
are two black feather dusters perched above the lunch bar. Maybe I should go
and sit in the back room. A particularly ugly group of people have just come
and sat at the table next to me.
8 :00 P. M . I can't help feeling a bit impatient now! Perhaps they can't find the
place. I wonder what is guiding them. H aving been on three walks I can see
how different each one has been . We have come to each place by a different
process of exploration-different sorts of signs interpreted in different ways.
A sudden rush of people at the bar. It must be the end of visiting time at the
hospital. Here they come!

Searching
I knew where the object was as soon as I looked at the map and I went straight
to the place. Although I expected to see it in the fountain when I looked over
the side, it still gave me a fright. I sat on a bench for a while.
8: 1 5 P.M . A couple approach. She looks into the fountain , sees the object,
turns away then goes back for another look. He has a video camera and is
videoing the Civic H all. He doesn't notice the object and she doesn't mention
it. Another man and then three girls also walk past and look into the fountain.
In each case I can see a question cross their faces but this is seemingly dis

missed almost i nstantly. None of them stop or take a second look.
Later l wondered why seeing the object gave me a fright. I think my initial
reaction was that I was looking at something which had drowned. Perhaps it
will always give me a fright to see something under water looking up at me. ( I
have a phobia about sunken ships. ) Also, I don't think expectation can prepare
you for the unexpected.

In addition to the flourishing Surrealist Group in Prague, whi ch has had
an unbroken history since 1 9 34, the Czech Republic has another Surre
alist Group in Moravia, whose members-eleven of them as this book
goes to press-are mostly in their twenties and live in such cities as
Prostejov, Brno, and Sternberk. Katerina Pinosova-poet, graphic
artist, and collagist-is one of the sparkplugs of this dynamic young
group. (Strictly speaking, she explains, the Moravian group is neither
separate from the Prague group nor a branch of it; rather, in the Czech
Republic surrealism is "one movement with two centers.")
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Born in Prostejov in 1 973, Pinosova joined the group in 1 995 and
has already taken part in several of its collective exhibitions throughout
the country. She collaborates actively both on the Moravian group's
journal, Intervence [Intervention], as well as the Prague group's Analogon.
As one might expect in the land of Kafka and Hasek, humor is a
prime factor in Czech surrealism. Pinosova's humor has a lot of the
spirit of the trickster in it. In her wonderful drawings, many of them
silhouettes, whole menageries take to the streets at night to engage in
the most outrageous pranks. Her poems, fairy tales that make us think
of Harpo Marx's dreams, overflow with equal doses of terror, playful
ness, and the secrets of alchemy.

THE PIECE OF BONE

I saw a tree

similar to the quiet bell that just struck ten to five
Like a torn skirt with a slip hidden underneath
it was made of glass
It crossed my mind to open all the little bells
before they let themselves be advised
and before the little craftswomen
grow breasts as big as towers
I have to hide myself i nside the tree a while
until I can calm its old bark
that is already too weak
to resist my rubbing against it
My dress
sewn with broken pieces of craftswomen's tears
is dirty with a strange -smelling mood
l ike wheat in winter
and a slightly open grave
I saw my tears frozen in my lap
and I was sleeping at the time
I walked on a slide where there were frozen fish
with their eyes open
I saw a tree holding a handkerchief
and I saw myself in its belly
drawing a tower
It was ten to five

Translated from the Czech by Katerina Pinosovd
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Katerina Pii\osova, ink drawing, 1 966. Courtesy of the artist.
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Lenka Valachova, along with Katerina Pinosova and graphic artist
Katerina Kubikova, is a leading activist in the newly formed Surrealist
Group in Moravia. She was born in Brno in what was then called
Czechoslovakia, in 1 973. As a theater arts student at the University of
Brno, Valachova encountered the Moravian surrealists in 1 99 1 , and has
taken part in all their activities since I 995. A regular collaborator on
the group's journal, Intervence, she has also toured the Czech Republic
several times as a performer in her father's celebrated Clown Theater.
She lives in Brno.

THE STERILE DISH

Above the window a gray obelisk hangs
Its chin is as big as its forehead
The division seems erotic to meyellow nudity in front and dark hair behind
Next to a first-floor window it hangs
This way it casts a shadow on a third of the inhabited house
If you want to force your way to the window
You must delicately kiss the young lady's ankle
Automatically she will lift her leg and put it on a stair
The level of excitement
The screen still extending

The green-colored hill overgrown with surgical artery-clips
holding flower-stalks
Their heads are made of i nsects
Their mandibles are strange and their eyes are formed of tiny pinheads
As you stop while making your way through the neat tufts they leave
because of your ugly complexion
You are burned all over
For the first time they let you notice
that they have opened a tin drum
On its bottom is a glove
fingers spiking out of fi ngers

Translated from the Czech by Katerina Piifosova
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In surrealism today Kajsa Bergh is best known for her hauntingly magi
cal (and at the same time stunningly humorous) paintings and drawings,
but she is also the author of serious theoretical texts as well as poems of
vibrant lyricism. One of the seven cofounders of the Surrealist Group
in Stockholm in midsummer 1 986, she has participated in all of the
group's subsequent activities and collective publications, from Naknar
Lappar [Nude Lips] ( 1 987) through Stora Salte! ( 1 996). Her work has also
appeared in the In ternational Surrealist Bulletin and in other surrealist jour
nals throughout the world, including Analogon (Prague) and Arsenal: Sur
realist Subversion (Chicago).
The text published here, a searching plunge into the depths of one
of surrealism's-and life's l-perennial preoccupations, was published in
Arsenal no. 4 ( 1 989).

DESIRE

Your eyes that make the mirror look so dumb.
My thought is in your eye and I shake inside myself, outside myself. The
limitless landscape spreads inside my body, and everything 1 touch becomes
blue. Memory and the second before and the second afterward-I thought
that the lungs are too small-until the explosion of what rushes out of small
membranes on my body is noticeable-my world and the shuddering of the
skin before the unknown.
Do not forget that my home is a castle and that I dance when I want to. Do
not forget that my home is full of seconds. To wake up each day on a new side
of night. That thought alone weighs m ore than a thousand suns. Do not for
get the red color on my cheeks, and that it is you who made it up.
So I shall not forget that your walls are adorned with rope-ladders and that
the spider i n the web has things to tell of a time when one still slept in beds.
That my tears make lakes of wombs and that my laughs taste of almond in your
carpet of fingertips.
Desire is in reality the i nstant when the sky wants to l ower itself so deeply
down to the ground that the bodies disintegrate into themselves and when the
sound of dripping that is heard is the eyes falling into the surface of the sea that
gets a hundred years of memory out of only one second-the sea in which we
are drown ing, and which gives us birth at the same moment.

Translated from the Swedish by Bruno Jacobs
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Poet, painter, theorist, and graphic artist, Petra Manda! cofounded the
Surrealist Group in Stockholm, Sweden, in midsummer 1 986, and has
since collaborated on virtually every one of its collective publications,
including Naknar Liippar, Kvicksand [Quicksand], Mannen pa Catan, and
Stora Saltet, as well as Arsenal: Surrealist Subversion (Chicago) and the Itt ter
national Surrealist Bulletin. A collection of Mandal's sparkling poems and
drawings, Halla i Huvut, appeared under the "Surrealistforlaget" [Surreal
ist Editions] imprint in Stockholm, 1 987. She has also illustrated a vol
ume by surrealist writer Bruno Jacobs.
In its original publication in Swedish in Mannen pa Catan no. 1
( 1 99 1 ) , the poem published here was made up of captions to a series
of illustrations by the author. However, as with Max Ernst's celebrated
collage-novel, La Femme 1 00 tetes [The 1 00- Headed/or Headless
Woman], the captions by themselves constitute a powerful statement.
The English translation was published in a photocopied bulletin, The
Man in the Street, Part 2.

FIRST-HAND KNOWLEDGE

1 . I am undivided because the world has divided me.
2. The core of creation.
3. My first dance step.

I lifted my arms over the sea, in the air where there was a circle which Ifollowed,
which divided the s ea and the air.
4. Image of clitoris.

The lack of blue in nature, food.
5. 0 = woman I = man was child.

Man tottering. Woman firm
6. Two pigs have cleared the tabl es

.

It is always two. Opposites always separate simultaneously. Because of this one
one meets a reacting force.
7. There is no em ptin es s

.

Because there is always something outside. Outside the black holes, that which makes
the holes.
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Petra Manda!, ink drawing, 1 989. Courtesy of the artist.
8. Reality the divided illusory.

Like when Iflew out of the image, out of reality.
9. To create from the (hand) spirit. [Mens-manus in Latin.]
1 0. The doctrine of correspondences.
1 1 . How does one squeeze a woman into a four-dimensional room without

kissing her first?
1.

Take a ladder.

2. Follow it until the breathing stops.
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3. Take to the right.
4. Leave your imprint.
5. Escape.
6. And she's in.
1 2 . How does one know what is inside?

1 . Make a circle.
2. Follow its edge.
3 . Open the eye.
4. And you're out.
1 3 . How does one know what a square is?

Take a lighthouse.
2. Strike a whole in the sky.
3 . Kiss the ground.
4 . Close the door.
5. Shut off the TV
And it's yours.
L

Translated from the Swedish by Bruno Jacobs

WOMEN AND SURREALISM

Women and surrealism: two things strike one immediately. First, the almost
obsessive appearance of Woman as image, and secondly, the disproportion
ately large number of women surrealists in comparison with token women
artists elsewhere. It is inescapable that Woman is the dominant poetic figure in
early surrealist painting and poetry. Feminists, in particular, have suggested
that an apparent extension of the blessed damsels and belles dames sans merci in
herited from late romanticism is, in surrealism, just another objectification of
women. However, surrealism's allegorical Woman goes much further, as her
image becomes multiple, ironic, and mythically complex. In fact, the tension
between contradictory variants (e.g., Hans Bellmer's perverse doll and Andre
Breton's cherished femme) destroy mythic boundaries. Connections made and
broken produced massive fragmentation, until Woman began to recede as a
central motif.
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At the same time, when women are said to be always excluded from repre
sentation only to return within it as an object, i.e., the thing represented, it is
paradoxical that surrealism should be the milieu in which numerous women
have worked triumphantly as representors. More than a few have attained world
prominence. Sculptor Meret Oppenheim, filmmaker Nelly Kaplan, poet Joyce
Mansour, painters Leonora Carrington, Remedios Vara, Dorothea Tanning,
and Toyen come to mind at once. In the 1 976 World Surrealist Exhibition in
Chicago, there were scores of works by women not only from Europe but the
Americas, Africa, the Middle East and Asia.
At the beginning, j ust after World War I, there was scarcely a hint of the
theoretical emphasis on Woman and the feminine, nor of the many women
who were to take part in the adventure of surrealism. Nonetheless, the philo
sophical foundations of surrealism were to undermine sexual conventions ex
pected of male artists, to advance exploration of the female principle, and to
allow women to follow their independent vision. That's obviously never been
easy in the fundamentally misogynist art worl d. In large measure, it was up to
the women in surrealism to evolve powerful new conceptions of femininity,
and, for that matter, of human possibility.
The first surrealists aimed to reorient thought-and that new orientation,
although never feminist, has had prophetic parallels with contemporary femi
nist concerns. A deliberate stand against patriarchy and its institutions-the
State, patriotism, mil itarism, control, rules, the Church, piety, domesticity
sabotages the underlying structures of women's oppression. By discrediting
Judea-Christian-Classical aesthetic and moral presumptions in favor of ani
mism and the dazzling art and thought of non-Western peoples, women as
well as third-world artists have been drawn into the surrealist orbit. European
old-boy craft networks with apprenticeships and traditional art and university
training became nonessential. The rancorous estate of "professional" poets
with academic chairs and government grants is undermined where poetry and
life are one. And where work and life are fused, women's lives have value as

human lives.
In expression, surrealism gives precedence to intuition, receptivity, rela
tional cognition, relatedness with "other." Because these modes have been as
signed by culture to women, women are already in a position to excel in them.
Methods of provoking idea and image through contact with the unconscious
allow diversity and difference to appear naturally; gender is effectively neu
tralized. U ncovering the unknown by paths of dream and desire, and the prac
tice of psychic automatism to arrive at truths uninhibited by convention or
prejudice, puts men and women on absolutely equal footing. And so, for ex
ample, it was possible for Gisele Prassinos, a fourteen-year-old schoolgirl pub-
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l ished in early surrealist reviews, to enchant readers with her tales of poetic
revolt.
Most significantly, as men sought the feminine in themselves, women
moved into the normative masculine arena of expression: individualist objec
tivity, analytic thought, and vigorous self-transcending creation. Surrealism
broke new ground here. It encouraged diversity and recognized difference
without perpetuating oppositions. What that meant was that women had nei 
ther to sacrifice their singular feminine experience by taking on a male persona,
nor be bound, for that matter, to a specifically "women's art."
Defined by biological complementarities, the man-woman interface is at
the heart of dualism. It could be said, in fact, to be the foundation of every bi
nary opposition. How immense is that double star of existence where Love and
Death dance through the whole life of the body and mind. Myth everywhere
represents the first division of the One and the Other: order and chaos, spirit
and matter, above and below, sacred and profane, male and female. This di
chotomy and its flowering in thought assigns attributes to the sexes in oppo
sition, fixing the division of labor, and even the way we define ourselves from
day to day. Yet how these binary voyages of the mind are mediated by pure
chance is evident in the many ways gender is l ived, whether in traditional so
cieties or great urban complexes. Deep-rooted myths of feminine danger and
evil have deadly repercussions when misogyny and the denial of Eros are so
l idified in powerful modern institutions. We see them in rape, battered women,
homophobia, and indeed in sexual unhappiness of every kind.
Men's fear of women, flight from women. Women's anger, contempt for
men. Male initiation rites, male pretense of competence; female intellectual
passivity, self-sacrifice, mock helplessness. Men's need of ceremony, women's
weak bonding. Mutual envy and guilt. These are the bad habits of the human
race. Now there's no reason why human beings must remain in these conditions
of wretchedness. To continue ontologizing mutually exclusive male and female
principles not only perpetuates male supremacism, but has now brought the
world to its present discontent under the looming shadow of annihilation. It's
all very well for bull elephant seals to gouge one another for evolutionary
benefits, but the lethal weapons of the territorial human male are deadly dis
plays that must come to an end. Women's emancipation requires a massive
transformation of erotic dynamics-and this is a psychic and social revolution
scarcely yet imagined. It's an essential one if we are to survive.
However different men and women are, we are alike in everything essential:
in the texture of our dreams, the voluptuous wanderings of the instincts, in
intelligence, hope for our children, our vulnerability in the face of death. The
present women's l iberation movement has cast light on how false differences
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are codified, culturally reproduced and enforced for purposes of control in a
world dominated by the implacable flow of Capital. Obviously there will al
ways be differences between men and womeni biology insures a unique sexual
experience for each. There are two sexesi but gender is multiple. Because hu
man sexuality is l inked to a complex mental life-imaginal, emotional, rea
soning-it's possible to make a thousand changes in those antagonistic rela
tionships, deliberately cultivated and sometimes even glorified, that prevent
our becoming living beings. And they preclude love too, for "true union, or
love proper," as Hegel claimed, "exists only between living beings from every
point of view."
To exorcise the dualist curse has always been a first priority of surrealists,
who mean to recover lost powers, to change life, to create another being. Very early
on, Breton had sought "a certain point in the mind by means of which l ife and
death, real and imaginary, communicable and incommunicable, high and low,
cease to be perceived in terms of contradiction." This radical intention goes
well beyond a superficial change of perspectivei it takes a vertiginous plunge
into a non-binary universe. Among other effects, such a confrontation with the
binary medusa subverts petrified notions of gender. Through poetic allegories,
a kaleidoscope of mutable beings play through surrealist works, aspects of each
sex attaching to the other and changing our perceptions. In the erotic em
brace, Annie Le Brun observed in her brilliant polemic Uichez Tout, "we en
counter a point of transparency before plunging into the night of our differ
ences and come up not caring whether we are male or female." Within this flow
of masculine-feminine exchange, the seer, the rebel poet, the woman-child,
the non-aggressive man, the woman-transformer, the sleep-walker, the an
drogyne, and the lovers move in a world in posse, where will and imagination
have the power to transfigure.
It is redundant to say that the surrealist attitude, or that surrealist art is full
of unresolved conflicts and ambivalence toward women. Precisely. Ambiva
lence toward women is an inescapable fact. Legends of man favor the hero,
bringer of fire, tools, ritual and l aw. Woman belongs to the raptures of the
deep. She is l ife, the birthgiver, the blossoming and fruitful earth, feast, wis
dom, beauty. Her other face is death, the destroyer, famine, the earth that
takes back. We are stunned by the sheer inhumanness of these phantoms. In
the black sun of the unconscious, for all our rationality, woman leads a disqui
eting life-obsessing desire, eluding definition. For men, certainly, but for us
too, in whom she l ives at once an intimate and an alien. So she haunts the mak
ers of i mages and is the perennial subject of the arts, impelling us to search out
the truth of her mystery. Yet woman in image, as in life, changes in time. We
know there is no eternal woman, an abstraction of qualities, nor can her image
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stand for unrepresentable concepts. Reality is not a transcendent truth but a
historical configuration; a multidimensional social process, taking place in in
dividuals who desire, think, act and change together.
They are not so laudatory, the centuries of sweet madonnas, benignant
mothers with child, bourgeois portrait-sitters or Stalinist heroines behind
whose unambivalent rationalistic icons generations of women have suffered.
This kind of art can patronize, erase contradiction, mask reality. Some femi
nists are strenuous in opposing objectification of women; and one response to
that has been a "women's art" which itself portrays Woman as object, usually an
abstraction of female sexual specificity. If she no longer stands for Purity, or
Seduction, or Justice, she'd now stand for Fecundity or Nurturing or some such
other figure of the unrepresentable.
Perhaps this is not so strange. For each of us, in truth, Woman is an undis
covered continent. She is our first love, first pleasure. She is also the first an
guish, the pain of primal separation and loss. As Dorothy Dinnerstein argues
in her pioneering book The Mermaid and the Minotaur, the pre-Oedipal mother is
the sum of all sensual, mental, polymorphous erotic life, lived in the uncon
scious as unmitigated power long before that power can be understood ratio
nally. Men and women collaborate to keep Woman under control, granting
overt power to the real subsidiary sex-Male. The failure of the first revolu
tion against this overwhelming Mother is the paradigm for every failed revo
lution in our history. And so, if the unconscious is allowed to shine in wak
ing vision, Woman will take many guises and some of them will disturb and
perplex.
Myths, whether in the form of narrative or visual images, are fields of dis
course on which are projected deep and ancient beliefs. This sometimes makes
them profoundly conservative, but they can be liberative too, because they
display emblems of desire, provoke thought, and shape acts. It is through
myth that humanity supersedes its limitations, goes beyond. A nomadic force in
surrealist myth, woman takes innumerable forms, explosively magical, mea
sureless. It is through an extreme mobility and the untenable paradoxes be
tween these figures that the clash between the fictions and facts of her power
and powerlessness are made transparent. She is restored as a Being-of-Power,
not an artificial power designed to obscure impotence, but a real power
though it's often forced to lead a subterranean life.
In men's paintings she is a focus of erotic desire, awe, anxiety, esteem, love.
She is a spiritual mediator, and her superior clarity and coherence are qualities
to be assimilated. The erotic-ideal types of the femme-enfant, exalted for inno
cence of spirit and intuition, or the femme-fatale, challenging and rebellious, l ike
some revolutionary daemon, are moving tributes. They are not altogether
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unpredictable, however, rooted in themes traditional to male discourse. What
most astonishes in retrospect is that this group of European men should have,
so many decades ago, begun clearing a place for women to stand-as lovers,
comrades, and equals. They deserve immense credit, too, for fully elaborating,
for the first time since the heretical interlude of the troubadours, the excep
tional idea of reciprocal love. Historically, this egalitarian notion is the most un
common, love generally having been regarded as an unwanted affliction, a kind
of disease that prevented men from getting on with their work. Even today, it's
regarded with much skepticism.
Although many attempts have been made to define the "surrealist woman,"
she escapes confinement, even at a conceptual level . How completely dis
tinct are Paul Eluard's lady of supreme grace, Max Ernst's bird-headed divas,
Marcel Duchamp's machinic bride, Philip Lamantia's desert mermaids, Clovis
Trouille's saboteurs, Ted Joans' amorous menagerie, David Gascoyne's aerial
traveler, Joseph Jablonski's woman of the cave, Paul Delvaux's Terrible Mother,
Max-Walter Svanberg's androgynous rulers of the celestial vault.
In painting, poetry, theater, dance, and film, woman in representation is a
complex unfolding of self and other. Women invent their own beauty and dig
nity, express directly their own energy, sensuality and humor. Meret Oppen 
heim's inaugural manifestation for the International Surrealist Exhibition in
Paris, 1 959-60, undercut the tyranny of the conventional male-viewed mythic
woman with typical verve. Laid out on her back, filling the eye with fruit and
flesh, here was woman-as-feast, an effigy of perfect passivity, simultaneously
homage to women's delectable attributes and a witty mockery of the Nurturer
and of Woman Objectified. Woman invades the old order from below, aston
ishing us, overturning preconceptions of women's place and being. She re
fuses limits: Joyce Mansour's cannibal bacchantes, Mimi Parent's sorceress
of the gate, Penelope Rosemont's ice maidens, Marianne van Hirtum's bad
girls, Yahne Le Toumelin's lamplighter, Alice Rahon's twilight seer, Valentine
Penrose's Bloody Countess, Leonora Carrington's insurrectionary debutantes,
LaDonna Smith's manic fiddler, Marie Wilson's fearful symmetries, Dorothea
Tanning's restless maternities and childhood dreams, Anne Ethuin's mineral
specters, Debra Taub's gypsy convulsionaries, Elena Garro's initiatrice, Mani
na's neon ornithologers, Rikki Ducornet's Alexis who tells the truth.
Painter, writer, sculptor and playwright, Leonora Carrington raises the cur
tain of an analogic theater, on whose stages wondrous beings enact dramas that
expose psychic realities behind physical ones. They have great range, some
evoking a sort of gnawing domestic anxiety, and others, the terrible beauties
of theophany. Not a few of her paintings are inhabited by the Tuatha de
Daanan-people of the Celtic goddess Daana-or by figures from Mayan and

Marie Wilson, ink drawing, n.d. Courtesy of the artist.
California-born Marie Wilson took part in surrealist activity in Paris throughout
the 1 950s. Profoundly automatistic in origin, her haunting symmetrical drawings
recall Tibetan tantras and certain Oceanic designs. She lives in Oakland; her hus
band is the Greek surrealist poet Nanos Valaoritis.

Aube Elleouet, The Engulfed Cathedral, collage, 1 996. Courtesy of the artist.
Aube Elleouet was born in Paris in 1 937, the daughter of Jacqueline Lamba
and Andre Breton. Active in surrealism since the 1 950s, she is especially well
known for her free-spirited ecology-inspired collages, which she has shown
in numerous solo and collective exhibitions. She lives in the French country
side in Azay le Rideau.
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other mythologies. We witness, in a pre-christian world, celebrations of mys
teries, and feasts that suggest rebirth and spiritual metamorphosis. Masks
which hide the face, and sometimes the entire body, imply a synesthesia of the
senses; and a visionary eye gazes at realities that lie behind appearances. In a
delightful novel, The Hearing Trumpet, Marian the 92 -year-old protagonist, con
signed to a nursing home by her children, awakens ancient cthonic forces to
seize lost female powers. Carrington regards woman as a potential agent of
change, perhaps even to lead the species toward an evolutionary leap.
Susana Wald has suggested that "one day perhaps the masculine and femi
nine spirit will be fused, and then women contribute to the creation of a new
mode of thought that will renew us all." The androgyne, quintessential meta
phor of transformation and a familiar surrealist motif, is taken in a new direc
tion by women. They convey a greater mutability of gender, less of a gulf be
tween clearly defined sexual qualities. With alchemical imagery, they often
summon the bisexual libido and the androgynous unconscious of the prima

materia in the work of transmutation. The "female," rather than a drop or
essence needed to complete the man, is seen by women as the active principle
of transformation. Woman presides, active rather than passive, over evolution
or revolution-as warrior, magician, rebel , mathematician, seer, witch, lover,
or alchemist. Through a subtle shifting of the usual roles of men and women,
Nelly Kaplan's films give graphic examples of how the crippling polarity of the
sexes might be overcome. If the image of the lovers can be argued to represent
circularity, a dream of original unity with the mother, Kaplan takes that image
far beyond those self-defeating limits. Always led by the woman, her lovers
so integrate masculine and feminine that wholly new kinds of relationships
emerge, relationships that encourage tolerance and humor, that allow love to
triumph.
Surrealist men's erotic models have no corresponding ideal male figures de
veloped by women theorists, yet eras is affirmed in other ways. It is less the
matrix of romantic/orgasmic explosion, rather a sexualization of being ex
pressed through the cruelties of birth and death, links between organic and
inorganic, and the uses of magic and transformation. The American dancer
choreographer Alice Farley, inspired by the trance-dances of traditional cul
tures, uses costume, lighting and settings to bring an erotic lyricism to theater
space. There is always present in her work the mediated carnality implied in
Nietzsche's claim that "the demand for art and beauty is an indirect demand for
the ecstasies of sexuality communicated directly to the brain." The fierce sex
uality and acid humor of the Egyptian poet Joyce Mansour's tales and poems
have nothing of the conventionally feminine about them. Her Gnostic inten
sities are always characterized by a virile l iberty. Another remarkable artist,
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the Californian Marie Wilson, directs a kind of underground sexual energy
into her symmetrical drawings and paintings which become force-fields that
mirror the crossing densities of birth, growth and death. Intricate twining or
ganic forms reel with the vitality that is present at the splitting of a simple
amoeba or the explosion of a supernova.
Valentine Penrose, who is best known for her crystalline, hermetic poems,
sweeps away the fraudulent perspectives of Christianity with regard to women
and nature, in her explosive re-creation of the life and crimes of Erzsebet
Bathory, The Bloody Countess. Sade would have admired this bold and dizzying
book that probes, in the black forests of Bathory's cruelties, the furious chaos
of desire. And in so doing reveals secrets of the world occults. Here is a primal
energy that can be suppressed and perverted with disastrous consequences, or
unleashed in the cause of true l iberty.
Born in Catalonia and long resident in Mexico, Remedios Varn combines in
her paintings the profundity of the child's question "why?" with sophisticated
philosophical speculation. Why are cats made of fur and not fern? What
scientific principle connects all things in the universe? An insouciant young
woman, upon opening a small chest, encounters only an image of herself, but
there are other unopened boxes still on a shelf. Perhaps she'll encounter some
thing new? A serene woman leaves a psychoanalyst's office carrying the head
of the Father by its beard. From a high window, a wide-eyed being watches a
man made of water, as his footprints attest, greeted at the door by a woman
clothed in fire. Varo's gift for mathematics is visible in her themes. Astronomers
experiment with disobedient planets; geometers make very curious measure
ments; musicians play on strings of sunlight or charm fossilized stones into ar
chitectural marvels. As a great wheel of fog enters the window, a watchmaker
disassembles a clock. Behind him are eight grandfather clocks all set exactly at
1 2 : 1 51 but imprisoned in each are personages dressed in the costumes of dif
ferent eras. In these enchanting narratives you can meet women made of lichen
or yarn, men of feathers, vegetable cathedrals, vegetarian vampires. Varn takes
us to parallel worlds, antiworlds, possible worlds where animal, plant, and min
eral don't stay in their places, where things are always liable to change into
something else.
The Czech painter Toyen moved, after the destruction of her native Prague
in the Second World War, to Paris, where she produced in powerful drawings
and paintings a moving testament against war, as in her series War, Hide Yourself!,
or paintings such as The Dangerous Hour and Safe. The 1 950s and '60s saw a
newly luminous erotic power in the work of this great painter. Toyen brings to
a subaqueous landscape a special quality of enigma. She seems to catch that
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moment between shape and shadow, sign and thing, that bears the grace of
poetry.
If the disparate arts of surrealist women are linked by the vigor of their
ideas, by wit and imaginative power, the sense of flow, of a flying truth caught
in an instant, most distinguishes them. Whether abstract or figurative paint
ing, dance or poem, they are open, dynamic, incommensurable. Nothing is
forbidden, nothing locked in. They refuse telos. It is curious that woman is
said to represent "absence" and immanence, as compared with man's superior
identification with "becoming." Yet her passages and doorways, transitions
and metamorphoses are signs, not of stasis and emptiness, but of hope and
transcendence.

Her dress an unclosed cone, a little girl holding a butterfly netfaces a horizon on whose ex
panse the future is yet to be written: Toyen's The Dreaming Girl is a fitting emblem for
this time . Such images not only inspire and give pleasure. They invite us to be
seers, to be oracle and its answer. Bounteous and boundless-they free us.
(From Arsenal: Surrealist Subversion no. 4, 1 989; slightly abridged)
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